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PREFACE.

I Present an History of the Island which gave me birth, to the

Country tl'at alibrds mel^rotection. 1 shall only mention the Revolution

in P'ranee, in ordei; to observe, that the class of its people to which 1

belong, has had a full iyhare of its miseries. I foresaw them all; and,

being invited hither-^'th^ elder branch of my family in Scotland, I chose

for my abode, the country ydiich possessed a constitution, that I had

openly proposed, while such •|)ropositions could be made, in my own.

I have endeavoured to ali^yiate my misfortunes, by li?!?,Wy pur-

suits; and having long formed the design of composing an History of

the Isles of I'ranee and Bourbon, from the original materials which I

inherited from my father, who had resided in the former of them

during a ])eriod of 'twenty years, I have at length accomplished my

purpose.

It may be saidJ>y some, that U is an indiscretion in me, to unfold the

circumstance^' these colonies, \\lhch have been, and, in some respects,

still are, .sabfect to the French Government
;
but it is not necessary,

^hat this ^objection should be ma(^ to me, fori had long since made

it 'toji/solf a leflectim had already delayed the publication

(>f my work. I had flattered i|iyself with the hope, that a general

peace, founded on the enlarged I^rinciples of public justice, would place

every one in his former situation : but being at length ])ersuaded, that

a tcMinination of the pre.sent calamities is distant, or at lea.st uncertain,

I n(/ longer delayed my w'ork, which, being purely historical, iTiay be

considered as belonging to all governments, a'hd every age.



XVi HUEFACE.

I nt writing me History of a place, wliich is not without political

intercs\5v.I liad in view principally the advantages of my countrymen,

the inhabitants of these colonies. I am well acquainted with the critical

situation wdiich they have for some years experienced : agitated by

various civil commotions, they could scarcely be said to ack icwledgc

any government ; while the decree which abolished slavery, not only

kept them in continual alarm for their property, but even for their

personal safety ; so that tliey w'ere compelled fortify their harbours,

and prepare for resisting their mother country. Nay,^ dreading the

execution of that decree, they had several tiintiS been on the point of

applying to tlic protection of a foreign pow'ci^N'H?)^lheiy courage, pru-

dence, and energy, they not only prevented the fatal cflects which

w ould liave resulted from the fulfilment oBthat decree, and repelled the

force wh|fh had been sent, in the ’tiiW of Robespierre, to subject

them to^it, but had also delivered tltemselves from the armed and

seditious banditti, who had threatened, more than once, to drench the

island with blood. Under these impressions, I felt an additional motive

to accelerate the publication of this work, from the hope 1 entertain,

that the inhabitants of these colonies will thereby be no sooner known,

than they will be found to deserve friends, as they Ijave proved them-

selves superior to the attempts of thei^cnemies.

I shall now proceed to lay before my readers, the planVf iny work,

and the arrangements which circumstances have obliged me \o adopt

in the order of it.

The description of the Isle of Frankie is collected from my father’s

correspondence ; the accounts given ol^ communicated to me by iny

friends, as well as authentic papers which 1 have been permitted to

examine, and the printed works of distinguished v/riters. 1 experience

a sensible pleasure in unfolding the observations and important op'ra-

tions of those eminent persons wlio liave acted their parts on the seas.
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an'd in the country wKose history. ha®.employed my pen; though !

cannot but lament, tha| the natur® of it, I am so limi^d in my
accounts of them.

I have given to ray narrative all the regularhy which the nature of

my materials would allots ; and .1 follow the chronological order of

events, without wandering from the geographical path. The subject

j)ossesses importance, as wdl as novelty ; >1 trust, that higher

emotions <^han those of fcfeosily/;will be gratified- fey it.

An author must.ever feet some disadvantage from being a stranger in

the country where he w/ites ; but, from the peculiar circumstances in

which I am involved, i ^m disix)sed to hope fistr that indulgence, of

whicli I stand in great need. ,
-

I'he different quotations wilj be -found ' to produce occasional

repetitions ; 1 convyteed, that a real advantage will re-

sult from it, by the accession of authorities which are produced

by it. The history Of islands so little known as those of France

and Bourbon, may be considered, in a great- measure, as places

of new discovery r to obtain a knowledge of which, it is neces-

sary to examine the accounts of every navigator who has succes-

sively visited them. Besides, each author whom I have citqd, gives

some specific /information of l5ip own, that has not hca® commu-

}iicatcd by cmers.

As aufhenticity is the character,whteh I widvbiferam ai others, to

lUach /to my work, I have pcefi^d to let tho apthoiCs whosn I have

quoted, speak literally for tfaem|elv«s | so that, I ought, perhaps, as

it was my first intention, to bavo^ven to this volume, the title of

Memoirs for an History ef Fkawre, &e. But -it has been

suggested by my fHend®, tha^thowhole contains a sufl^taent degree of

conation and interest to receiv^ the title of an History, and I have

submitted, as became m^ to su^e^tioui

It the historians of aS ages had f^ven nothing mot6 %sn simple

c
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facts, supported by authentic docujniwts, it wcwld have been better for

the world ; the most important <>f all Edimees, that of knowing the

liistory of'men and nations fvbich liave ‘preceded us, would not then

have been enveloped in obscurity and contradiction; but the desire

to shine as brilliant writers, a passion ^br the marvellous, a rage

for systems, or prejudice in political and religious opinions, and other

similar motives, liave frequently rendered it impossible, in many works

of great character, to separate trqth fawehood.

The general plan of this volume, which is more detailed in the table

of contents, is as follows. '

,

It begins by instructing thq voyager in the mode of approaching the

harbours of the Isle of France,, ^wbidi is accompanied with a general

description of the place, the nature of the air, WsMer, and soil, and the

ge(^raphic,tl positions. But before I dnter upon a detail of these circum-

stances, and the branches of Nafural History, which arise out of them,

I give a succinct and chronological account of those persons who have

been appointed to the government and superintendance of the Island,

from its first colonial establishment, to the present moment.—I then

proceed to give a particular history of the animal, vegetable, and mineral

kingdoms: some account of tbe inhabitants, both white and black,

succeeds, widh their manners and custj^fiis; and is followt^ by a descrip-

tion of the beautiful scenery with which the Island is adof'ned.

I naturally intrqdtiop the reader*^in the first place, to the Isle of

France, which is the appropriate object ofnay History ; but I sj.ispend

its historical narrative, in order to describe the 'Archipelago, with its

various islands, that surrounds it: suchas tltose pf Bourbon, Rodriguez,

&c. all of which is so necessary to be known, to facilitate the naviga-

tiem of those seas. I then return to the Isle -of France, to describe its

agricultural, maritime, and civil, establishments, as formed by M. ]le la

Bourdonnais. I display all the various operations of that distinguished

character, and his successors ; witih the astronomical, geographical, and
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maritime observations the leanted professors and «ninent navigators,

whom my father successively knew during their official yjsits to the

Island.—I then proceed to state’ and explain the connection of India

with the Isle of France, in all its different epochas ; which conducts

me through a long succession of curious and interesting events, tp

the death of Tippoo Saib, which rendered England the mistress of

Indostan.

Such is the nature oi work; nor shall I endeavour to deprecate

criticism, by stating the^ Afficulties with which I have struggled, in

bringing this volume into the form which it now bears.—It would

indeed, have been less liable to the censure "of the critic, if I had

written under mcwre auspicious circumstances ; and it would have been

more deserving the attention of the politician and the philosopher, if I

could have ha<} recourse to the hooks and authentic paj^ers, which

are to be found in the libraries and public offices of Paris ; but still, I

am rather sanguine in the hope of its being generally acknowledged,

that I have enlarged the acquaintance of Great Britain, and of the

public in general, with a very important part of the Eastern world.

I add the followng letter of my father, in order to authenticate his

original design of collecting thosp materials, which form a very consi-

derable part of this History.
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Pint Leit/r^oJ the late Barm Grant to bis Father, *on bis arrival in the

Isle of Francfi.

Isle October 15, 1740.

“ After four months and an half of a pretty successful voyage, I

am at last arrived at the place of my destination. I avail myself of the

first ships that sail for France to send you sf^^^ neWs of me.

“ I have here met with every thing equal my most sanguine hopes.

My uncle, who is in perfect heaitli, received me in, the tenderesl man-

ner, and shows me all possible kindness. We often speak of you, and

you are never out of 'my thoughts, which, i^'fiafter myself, you will

most readily believe. I am never oppressed with sadness but when 1

think of the distance which divides us,, the length of rime which this

separation may endure, and of tlie impossibility of receiving intelligence

ofyou as often as I could wish.
'

“ You will sec, by my journal, that I had, altogether, an agreeable

voyage,

“ The description of the Island will follow ray journal of the mari-

time observations of the voyage,* beetjuse the first objects wliich natu-

rally present themselves on our arrivM itt a country, are those whicli

belong to local situation.
^

'

“ I shall afterwards begin its history, the ev^iSils of which I shall place

in chronological order, from epoch of itB*4iscov®ry} and I shall re-

new my narrative on the arrival of Mr, de la Bour4ot»hsis, of ray friend

Cemnt de Rostaing, and myself, at the Mand: of all tliose who

have contributed to its settlement, as wdfas'of the IjSile of Bourbon.

In the mean while, Until I am better informed,. I can assure you

* The journal aiid maiitime observations aft UOt piintcd in the^present work, but mayScrc-

after appear.
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that. I am in a country, in every -respect, delightful. I already per-

ceive that no* one is tormented here by lawrsuits, as in Normandy and

elsewhere, and tliat whatever is possessed may be enjoyei^l'^n tran-

quillity.

“ The, cjiimate ia oharming, and the society is very, agreeable ; but

you must fifst be acquainted,with all that formerly related to tliis little

terrestrial Paradise, before you read what is actually passing in it,

or what I may hereafter »erience in common with the other inhabi-

tants of it.

^Signed,) “ Grant.”





H'lCTORY t)F MAURITIUS

MlAl’Tiai I.

Dhserviiaons on the Hlr y ihh hland.^Exact Dimensions of it, according

in the Geometn 'at (
’ of Monsieur D'Apres, in 1751, and those of the

'Lf dc la CaJlfy in 753 .

—

Directhnsfor making the Island^ and sailing into

i ^ Hcerbours^ fun mg to the Account of John Blacky an English Captain^

and othci Mat u c^ if i Journals ofMr, Dairymple and Mr, Farry^ &c,—Particu^

la*' lie lortf \ the Isle of Tonndiers, Fori BlanCj &c, which dejend the Eru

Ir la ij Fvri Louis\ and the lawn,—State of Ibc Air throughout the Year,—
Gu igrapbh^J ^^osttions of the pfincipal Points of the Island, and the Height

of Ihe MounL s.—Account of the several Settlements in it by the Portuguese,

Dutch, and Innch,—The Gevet)u>(s. from the taking Possession of the Island

France
^

15 and 1721, down to ihe present Time,

II 1 u F ari 'harbours in this island ' I’hat to the south-east is called the Grand

01 Cl a; ’diboiir; and there the Dutch first established themselves; some

;cs of ' buildings are still visible. It is entered with great ease, with the

but it is very difficult* to get out by the same passage, as the winds

hnost a’''
*

‘ n the south-east: there is, however, another entrance by which

\ mini ' out with a leading wind, if a certain point of this passage, where

^ic u ' than thiec fathiom water, were cleansed and deepened; an opc-

'

i. \ practicable, and would communicate a free enjoyment of ad

' a 'v.!^ 's.
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^
3rhe lesser harbour, called Port Louis, is situated lOthc *rth-west, and ii may uc

entered or .gritted with a leading wind. It is situated deg. lo rnin. south lat.

and 55 long, east of Paris. The larger harbour presc s itself on arriving from

the Cape of Good Hope, or from Europe ; whereas, to get to, Port Louis, which is

on the other side of the island, the circuit to be made is very consider^ the

current and the winds coming from the cast, vessels find it absolutely h y to

bear away at least an hundred leagues, as high as the island of Rodrigu more

particular description of these harbours will be gi\
'

The principal town, or, as it is sometimes calla <> i p, because the Dutch,

at first, formed a camp there, is situated at the Port Louis, and at the

opening of a valley which is about three quarters)^ ,
' e in length, and eiglu

hundred yards in breadth, and is surrounded by rile \ j^nich nature has vovered

with verdure; but as the grass, in the dry season ..times set on fire by the

Maroon negroes, this part of the mountains a arid appearance, which

has deceived some navigators into a belief tbr jsland was ^unproductive and

desolate. The circle of mountains which form the valley of Port Louis is broken

into various parts : that which rises to the highest degree of eleva^’on, is tt rminated

by an insulated rock, called Le Pouce^ This part is also coven ' wood, and

contains the source of a rivulet which runs through the town.

As to the town, or camp, it is composed of wooden bouse: \ have onlv

a ground floor, on account of the winds and the heat. They )arated.fron

each other, and surrounded with palisadoes. ^ The streets are to! straight, and

it were to be wished, that rows of trees were planted to render th ol. The soil

about it is slightly sprinkled with rocks. The town has no regul ification, buc

to the left of it in looking towards the sea, there is an intrench Sf dry stone,

extending from the mountain to the harbour. Qn the same : Fort Blanc,

which defends the entrance ; and opposite to it, on the other s a battery or

the island of Tonneliers.

According to the measurement of the Abbe de la Caille, Ma or the Is^

of France, is ninety thousand, six hundred, and sixty-eight toiscs “ :umferenc

• Port Louis, according to the observations of Mr. D’Apres de Man te, in 1/5^

situated 20 deg. 9 min. 40 sec. south lat. and 55 deg. 7 min. 30 sec. longit' ^ of Fari

Malheureux, which is the northernmost part of the island, is 19 deg. 58 m. Altitude, j

southernmost part is 20 deg. 3 1 min. These observations agree with those of the Abbe dc la
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its largest diameter is thi >he thousand,' eight hundred, and ninety toises from north

, to south ; and twenty-two thousand, one hundred and twenty-four from east to

west. Its surface contains four Jiundred and thirty-two thousand, six nundred and

eighty acres, at the rate of one hundre(||^ds to each acre, and twenty-four feet to

each rod. Thus, according to these calculations, the island is not more than thirty-

one leagues in circumference, about eleven in length, and seven in breadth. Tlic

north-west part is level, and the north-east part entirely covered with mountains,

from nine hundred to a thousand and fifty yards in height- The highest and most

remarkable of them is at*thc)Viouth of the Black river, and is called Peterbotte. It

terminates in the form of if rrowned with a large square piece of rock,

which no one has ever vt .^cend. At a distance, this natural pyramid and

its capital, resembles the woman.

The island is waterco with upwards of sixty rivulets, some of which are destitute

of water in the dry season; Inore particularly since so much wood has been cut

down. The interior parts of the island are full of ponds, and are frequently refresh-

ed with rain, the clouds being continually broken by the summits of the mountains,

and the 'yoods which cover them: this circumstance is extremely beneficial to the

island, and is the cause of its healthiness and fertility.

A particular acquaintance with the harbours is essential to the knowledge of any

Siaritime country. We shall, therefore, offer the instructions for entering Port

Louis, which have been partly communicated by Mr. Dairymple, who, in every thing

which relates to the navigation and circumstances of the Indian seas, is superior to

any other man.

Proceeding fiom the east, the first land you make is a small island, west by south,

piovidcd you come by the latitude of 20d^g. 5 min. 5 sec. Soon afterwaids, you

vvill see the north-cast part of the- principal island; then, keeping the same side, bear

away boldly to the west, till you have the Isle Longue about three miles to the

north-east, when the point you are to make, will be about a mile to the south : leave

the latter at a «6nvcnient distance to the east; w^hen, after having passed the two first

points, direct v .r course to the body of the island, keeping, however, to the south-

west of it, if yon have a land breeze, but if the wind blows from the sea, keep more

to the west, on account of the waves, which commonly bear towards the land.

Then, leaving >'ort Blanc to the right, steer into the port towards the south, or rather

to the south-east, when you will bc^offihe first bi;i.oy, which will be to the left of

B2
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the entrance. Thus advanced, and when the point of t\ north west of the Islant

ofTonnelJ^s is to the south-east, you will be abreast tlie second buoy. Fron

thence keep* to the south-south-east, till the fort on< the point to your rigiit appears

ip the south-south-west ;
then proceed south-east by south, till the same fort is

seen west by south, and the north-west point of the Isle of Tonneliers due cast,

and you will then be at the entrance of the harbour. You must then take care to

slacken sail, having but a small space to run, and you will cast anchor in a good

bottom of black mud, with small sea-weed and young^coral, in four fathom water.

‘‘ The rest of the course for the entrance of the rt'is as follows: The fort on

the point to the right must bear north-west by west half-west, Fort Bullocks, south-

west by west; the first windmill to the right o*" c’^'^cring, soiith-soutji-west
;

the

second windmill on the little island, south by ea.^i Fort ,Saint Barbe, south-east

by south
;
the head of Peterbotte, south-east half south ; the north-cast angle of'

the wall of the magazines south-east half, east ; the"sonth-east point of the Isle of

Tonnclicrs north half cast; the redoubt *of La Bourdonnois north-west, and the

westernmost point of the Isle of 'I'onnelicrs, north-north-west.

“ I'he bottom of the haibour, though it has no great depth, is very level*

During the time when wc were moored in the harbour, which was froui the
1 5th

June, 1752, old stile, to the 20th of October following, wc experienced frequent

sea breezes for the space of §vc or six hours; and'l have observed that the wind

would remain sometimes in the east or north-west, for tWo or three days toget

without changing; and at other times thcr€^ would be a sea breeze hi the a)ursc

a fortnight. In such a circumstance, you may wait tor a favourable wind to enter,

by casting anchor in the Bay dcs Toriucs,* in thirty or thirty-^’-* fatliom water,

where, as soon as the point to be made, shall be to the rHorth-ea-. Brows-bay,

i-i south- south-easf, and the northern extremity of the Isle of Tonneliers, at

about four miles, south-south-w^est : the westernmost land in view, south-west

by west, you* will be ready, on the first favourable breeze, to enter ; and, while

you, moreover, observe the directions already given, lake care tolliake soundings

• The author of these observations is mistaken respecting the Bay dt. . ^
. ; he m 1st mean

‘ the Bay du Tombeau, which is near it, and is situated between it and Port Louis. The anchor-

iif very good in the Bay du Tombeau, being from four to twelve fathom Water. The Bay de%

Tortiics has not sufficient depth orjjirbdth, (Nott^Jlbc autUQT*}
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on bo>h sides the vessel channel being very narrow at the entrance of ilie

harbour;'

On a chart of the harbour on the north-vestj and the forts of the isls^.^of Klau-

ritius, taken at 20 deg. 10 min. latitude, and 54 deg. 55 min. east longitude, from

the meridian of London, the following directions for entering this harbour^ were

written by an English navigator.

A fleet, arriving at the island of Mauritius, from Europe, must bear away at first,

towards the south-east part, and then double it, so as have the east side well open

:

then proceed west by north, till you enter the track pursued by the Shrewsbury,

a ship belonging to the East India ComjMiny, keeping at the distance of about two

miles from shore. The Shrewshurv cast anchor in the road, in about eight fathom

water ;
the flag-staff of the v . ing south-east by south, and the extremities of

the land from south-west by west to the north-eawSt, at the distance of about three

miles from the flr^g-^ta^F. I found by 'several observations taken in the foad, that the

variation of the needle is from 15 deg. 17# min. west. The island is situated in the

latitude of the south-*east trade winds ; it is refreshed with frequent sea-breezes, which

seldom fail blowing at the new and full moon from south to south-west for three or

four days. If at this time a fleet should find itself near the island, it might, I think,

safely rundown the west side, keeping at a proper distance, as far as the entrance of

the road, and without being incommoded with any battery ; whereas, by entering on

^thc east side, it would be obliged to pass befpre a chain of batteries. The pilot in-

formed rae, that a chain or boom had been lately fixed, to reach from the Isle dcs

'iOnneliers to the point of Fort Royal. On doubling the side of the road, I saw

several poles in the water, ^ with white flags arranged or planted on the edge of the

shcnc; but fcainig some deception, I ventured to examine them during the

;,ight; but when I approached oqeof the flags, I found that it was fixed to a buoy,

and the rope to which this buoy was tied, kept it floating two feet under the surface of

the water, so jhat the flag seerfled fixed in the sand at the bottom. On sounding I

found eight fathom water." •

The following obsservations were written on a chart of the island of Mauritius^

and signed iirsjapposed to be Captain John Blake.

Tl^c body of the island is situated ao deg. 10 min. south, 20 deg. 20 min. It

is about sixty miles in length, and forty-five broad •*
is inhabited by the French, and

* According to another copy of the same chart, the Abbe dc la Caille determines the length of
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is their general rendezvous for refreshment for their si ks, in going to, or cpming

from India, It is likewise appointed, from its convenient situation, to receive ships

of war ani^'privateers, for the purposes of refreshment, or refittal, See, as well as in

time of war, to intercept or disturb the commerce of otlicr nations to the East Indies.

The town and the port in the north-west part of the island, form a magazine for all

kinds of maritime stores and provisions, so that it may be considered of the same im-

portance to the French in the East Indies, as Port Mahon is to the English in the Me-

diterranean; and it may hereafter become a dangerous place for tiie commeice of

other nations engaged in the commerce of the East. It isea fine country, ornamented

with trees of all sizes. The western parts, from Port I /juis to the savannah, the

country is mountainous and rocky, and is inliabite
’ ^

^»oats and wild boars in great

numbers. From Port Louis, stretching towaj- , ,7 east to thef' savannah, the

country is very beautiful. In the environs of Fla .?)untry is level and without

stones, watered by a great number of small streams.-

Port Louis is situated in about 19 deg. 50 mm. soiith iammlc*, and is very dis-

coverable from the mountain Peterbotte, towards which yon dncci your course

south-east by south, and enter the harbour by the Ponu Relic!, bearing t<* ward,*.

Peterbotte, and the small point below it. It is not necessary to takv. somuiings till

you enter the channel, where you will find from Fouy, lihit), i^senty, to nine f«ithums

water; when you may advance till it is necessary to be towed; arul which cannot

be avoided, as the winds generally blow from the land, and ihc channel is too

narrow to admit of tacking. When you |jave once entered the upper part of the

harbour, you are secure from the wind and bad weather, and in about four, or four

fathom and a half water. You moor wdth the best bower anchor to casi-north-ea t

;

and small bower to the west-south-wxst, so as to ride between both to the .v)uih,

south-east, which blow fresh in flurries. You also lay your stream anchor to the

north-west, astern, to prevent your ship tending to the vsea-brecze, as the harbour is

narrow.” J. B.

To the foregoing, curious and instructive inforrflation, we shall add the following

remarks.

- The length of the channel, on entering Port Louis, from the riht small white

the island^ from 20 deg. to 20 deg. 28 min. south; so that the middle would be in 20 deg. 14 min.

|OUth. From the observations of the Abbe dc la Caillc, the island is not of so great an extent as L
here represented.
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flags, which have been placed there to mark out the passage, to the extremity of the

harbour, is about a mile and three quarters. In the first part of the chlinncl there is

about eighty feet water; at one-third the length of it, between Fort Blanc, and

the forts of the Isle of Tonneliers, there is forty-eight feet water; and in the .

remaining third of the channel, within the Isledes Tonneliers, near the bulk for ca-

reening vessels, there is sixteen, eighteen, and twenty feet water; and in the har-

bour, without the mole, before the powder magazine, there is from eight to fourteen

feet water.

On the left side of the port, on entering, there is a natural bason called Le Trou

Fanfaron. Tins bason, which is three hundred fathom in length, and sixty wide, is

not more than f;.ght or ten feet deep, on accouht of the earth or land which had been

carried into it by the v/ater, and on account of the coral banks which have grown

there; but, as wc shall state hereafter, acc<^'^ding to the observations of M. de Tro-

mclin, M. dc Rochoii, and others, this bason might be cleared out, and put into a

condition to receive a considerable number.of vessels, and to afford them the most

perfect security, even against the effects of'hurricanes.

We shall not enter at present into any further details respecting this harbour.

The chart of the island, which forms an important part of this volume, and an ac-

count of the different points which will be given hereafter, will afford all the illus-

trations necessary to this branch of the general subject.

The tides are not very perceptible at this island. Those of the equinoxJ^rise

three feet; the common tides rise at most but two feet two inches. It is always

high water about noon, at the new^ and lull moon. The winds also have a con-

siderable influence on the tides; which are elevated by those of the west and

north-west.

The following letter of Captain John Blake, of the ship Halifax, dated off Mau-

ritius, the 19th July, 1753? respecting Port Louis, and the manner of entering it,

forms a natural sequel to those which have preceded.

** It is a very convenient port, in which vessels may refresh and repair at a very

small expence, and with the greatest expedition ; this place being a magazine of all

kinds of materials and provisions which a ship may stand in need of. Good beef

costs but two-pence a pound, fish a halfpenny, and venison at the same price.

Turtles are in great abundance, and are brought from Rodrigue Island, where, on

that account, there is always a detachment of eight men. I mention this circum-
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stance, lest any of our vessels, passing near this island, a[nd perceiving a building

and smoke, may imagine that they are persons cast away,' and lose their time,^s I

did, in the endeavour to get them off the island. The vessels which come here (to

Mauritius), endeavour to put in there; and although our charts place the rocks that

surround it at five leagues distance, it does not exceed more than two miles.

On the 24th June, steering west-north-west, I discovered the Island Mauritius,

fourteen leagues distant, having 16 deg, 30 min, west variation; I bore towards

die north-east part of the island, until I had passed near the Round Isles, keeping

two miles without the coast of the island, until I arrived at a mile’s distance from

the Coinde Mire. I'be French Captains told me, that the sides of this rock were

so perpendicular, that a ship may approach near enough to admit aluiost of throw-

ing a biscuit ashore. After I had passed this point, I bore away t^^rds the land,

south-west by south, and south-south-west, until I w^as near a* ledge of rocks

which run out before the long point, for about two miles from tlie shore, though

they may be approached to at the distance of a mile \yiihout danger : I found no

bottom with sixty fathom line, at the distance of two miles, after which there is no

hazaid. The town and the mounuin of Peterboitc arc tlfcn visible; the latter

of which is very icmarkablc, and serves for the point of direction to enter the

harbour.

After having passed the ledge, which has just been mentioned, and keeping close

lo as the wind blows off shore, you may cast anchor in fifteen or twenty fathom

water, though the bottom is not \'cry good till you arrive near the port. 1 mention

this circumstance, because if you sail during the night, tlic currents are so strong,

panic ulaily nvai the island, that they would carry the vessel to the leeward before

it was day, and it would be absolutely necessary to bear away to the cast, to regain

the wind. Thcie is no dangc r wh ttever between the ledge and the port ; so that you

do not get into less than twelve fathom water, you may sail by night as well as by

da) . Every vessel that arrives here, after having passed the ledge and drawn near

the land, hoist her flag and fire two guns. If in the night, the lantern must be

lighted up^when a pilot comes on board, who briiTgs vegetables with him, and steers

the ship to the entrance of the port. The port captain then cc^rnes on boaiid, with

a boat, chains, &c. to assist the ship in entering the harbour, and to moor it there,

which he secs properly done before he quits the vessel. As the channel is very nar-

row, and the wind is generally contrary, it is freq^^ntly necessary to tow vessels
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5ttto tbe harbour, which, by means 'of long chains, is no difficult operation ; and,

in the course of the day, the vessel is moored. We had the good fortune to enter

straight before the wind ; but sUch a circinnstance does not often happen. I must

also observe, that, on the summit of a very high mountain, there is a very good

light^house, as a guide to vessels iliat arrive by night, and in the day-t'nic it displays

a flag.

" The French always approach Mauritius between the Hanging Rock, which is

called le Coin de Mire, and Tisle Longue, passing very near the Hanging Rock to

avoid a reef, v/luch stretches out two miles before I’islc Ronde. There is a good

channel here, in passing which there I- no danger. The French Conic wiiliin sight

of land, as we did; they then touch at the Isles, reach the Hanging Rock, pass

the reef off I/mg Point, and follow the same track which has just been described.

No one on board my ship had been in this island, and our cliarts were very defec-

tive, making no mention of the passage between die isles ; and as 1 was totally unac-

quainted with the navigation’ I did not think.it prudent to run any hazard; but I

consider it as the suiest and the best passage; although there is some difficulty in pass-

ing by the isles, from not discovering tlie land. But if the Hanging Rock should

not be perceived it» time to get beyond the reef off Long Point before night, it

would be better to bear away to the cast until morning, as there is no danger to

be feared but v/hich is perceptible. Tlie vessel I command is the first English ship

that has visited this island, since it has been in possession of the French ; and I

was received with t!:c greatest civility/’

It is necessary to communicate the foliowing circumstances of the Isle des Ton-

weiiers, at the entrance ol Port Louis.

1. The redoubt, called le Bourdonnois, is bomb-proof, and is defended by at

least thirty pieces of heavy artillery.

2. It is covered by a battery, which juts ou the shore of the island, with a postern

and a trench to communicate with it.

g. There is another battery to tlic left of the redoubt, with a covered way of

communication.

4. About three hundred yards to the right, there is another redoubt or battery.

5. About two hundred and fifty yards still further to the right of the lastj^ is

another battery.

C
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6. A small battery at the east point of the Isle des Tonneliers, n^t a bridge,

which communicates with another small and narrow island* at the extremity of

\\^hich there is also a small redoubt.

7. There are two swamps behind the redoubt.

8. There are two reefs of rocks before the Isle of Tonneliers, towards the

north, and facing the redoubt. They are extended to a sand-bank, which stretches

out about two-thirds of a mile to the north, when there is about six fathom water,

which diminishes on approaching the island.

9. But this bank does not extend itself, in the same manner, on the side of the

island which borders on the channel at the entrance of the port, as it contains

twenty-five fathom water; so that the largest vessels may pass through^t.

10. It is but lately that a kind of causey has been erected to connect the Isle of

Tonneliers with Mauritius.

11. There are several windmills round the harbour and the town.

12. In the midst of the channel, or of ^he port, between the Isle of Tonneliers

and the town, a pontoon is fixed vv^ith anchors, in three fathom w^ter, for careening

vessels.

Fort Royal, or Fort Blanc, on the point opposite the Isle of Tonneliers, con-^

tains thirty-five pieces of large cannon. The fire of this fort crosses that of the

Isle of Tonneliers, in ordv'^r to defend the entrance of the port. The breadth of

the channel between the fort and the latter island docs not exceed five hundred
‘

yards.
*

Fort Blanc is situated on a kind of island that stretches along the coast, with

which it is connected by a bridge or causey, communicating with the narrowest

part of a swamp, which separates it from the body of the island. This fort contains

several covered batteries, and is flanked by others to the right and left. A mole

has also been constructed, which stretches out into the sea, before, and to the right of

the harbour.

In the middle space between Fort Blanc and the port or town, on the same

side as the channel which forms the entrance, and at about six hundred yards from

Fort Blanc, there is a small square fort, containing twelve eighteen-pounders. At
the distance of five hundred yards from the latter fort, and near the harbour, begins

a line of entrenchments, which stretches out as far as the mountain to the right of the
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.entrance into the port, or to the west of. the town. On the side of the channel,

Jind before the entrenchments, arc some salt-works. Within the entrenchment is

the Bason des Tortues.

The extreme part of the harbour, before the great hospital, is defended by

another fort, which is distinguished by a flag. It is likewise furnished with heavy

artillery. The powder magazine is situate on a small island, which is connected

with the shore, by a causey almost opposite the governor’s house. This causey

serves also for a quay; and it incloses a part of the great basin, where vessels

enter to be careened. At the end of this causey, on the left, is a small inner basin

for the rcfittal of vcsiiisks, ai)d near it iIkv take in their fresh water with the

greatest convenience. Here also is the curious machine invented by M, dc la Bour-

donnois, by which vessels are lifted out of the w^ater; so that they arc cleaned and

repaired with the utmost expedition.

The place of arms and the parade is before the governor’s house; ai\d behind the

Jarge buildings of the hospital is the Fort jSainte Barbe.

Unfortunately Port Louis is choked up in different places by the hulls of several

vessels, which have been lost from an ignoran'ce of the navigation, which is now so

well known.’* Many of these dangerous circumstances, how^ever, no longer exist,

* ThcMiiimber of these hulls amo^ints to thirty-four, fhe names of the greatest part of them

arc still remembered; and their tcsi)cctive situations are marked in the chart of this port by M.

,D*Apres. They have been adopted, aficr him, by M. dc Buisquesnay, officer in the French navy

in t 77 S*
well as by Mr. Dalrymplc in 1793.

—
'Hie name:, of these vessels arc as follows:

a - La Rcnomnitav p - LTlIustre, a a - Lc Mars,

b - La Clotildc, q - Le Grantham. ab - La Corisantc,

c - La Colombo r - Lc Deslr, a c - Lc Moras,

4 - La Pierre, 1. - -Le Machault, ad - Les vaisseaux

c • ,Le Bourbon, t - Lc Bcrtin, — - Le Due d’Orleans,

,f La Danae, u - L’Auguste, — - Le Due de Bourgogne,

X - L’Aigle, V - Lc Due dVvnjou, — - et les flutes La Reiiie,

li - Le St. Philltpe, V/ ^ La Fulirc, — - et Le Silhouette.

k - Lc Maurepas, X - Le Choiseuil,

1 - Le Walpole, y - Lt Necessairc>

m - Le Centaure, z - La Penelope,

n
« r Vigilant,

C 2
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from the changes and settlements that have taken place ;
as well as from the CCSSt^

tion of the periodical hurricanes in the month of February, which have not happenei

for the last ten years : a very fortunate change, which has been attributed to the dimi-

nution of the wood and the clearing the land.

The port on the south-east of the island, called Port Bourbon, is in 20 deg, 30 min.

soutli latitude. It has two entrances, but that to the west is by far the most com-

modious, on account of its depth, though it is rather narrow. It is necessary on

entering to pass^ncar the small island which is just off the shore; and, having doubled

it, you must bear away to the east, to avoid the point of the reef to the west, and

cast anchor in the basin in twenty or thiny fathom Water, On entering the port you

may, distinguish the channel by the colour of the water; there being no danger which

is not sufficiently apparent. The harbour is protected from bad wei)ther by a reef

of rocks, the greater part of which is visible at low water, and contains a small

basin, in which vessels of any size may be careened. At the foot of the reef it is

four fathom and an half water. It is, how^cver, very difficult to get out of the har*

bour, from the stationary nature of the winds, which blow into the port, and when

they change, are generally variable, with occasional breezes. There is, however,

another channel, which, if it were cleared, would afford a practicable passage, in all

weather; and were that necessary object accomplished, Port Bourbon would be tlxc

best in the island.

The general state of the wearher throughout the year is as follow^s.

January.—Rainy and warm. Storms, which are sometimes accompanied with

thunder, though by no means violent; and, as the tempestuous season approaches,

all navigation is suspended till the month of April; when the fields become green,

and the whole landscape assumes a more cheerful appearance.

February,—Violent gales of wind, and hurricanes, with thunder. These hurri-

canes, which, till the year 1789, were constant in this month, have since that time

entirely ceased : but the inhabitants have not a sufficient dependence on this circum-

stance, as to be wholly unprepared for them, in case they should return, and renew

their former ravages.

March.—The rains are less frequent, the winds always in the south-east, and the

heat moderate.

April.—The season is fine, and the grass begins to wither on the mountains*
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May*.—Westerly and north-west winds; the season dry, but in the low grounds

and the interior parts of the island, the air possesses an agreeable freshness.

June.-«^The winds are stationary at the south-east, from which point they very

seldom vary. The rain falls in small drops.

July,—Wind in the south-east; strong breezes during the day, which subside

at night, when it becomes calm. The rain falls in slight dropping showers; and

the air is so cool as to require warm clothing. In short, it is now winter, if such

an expression may be employed in a country where the trees never lose their

leaves.

August.— It rains almost every day. The summits of the mountains arc clad in

cloudy vapours, which descend into the vallies, accompanied with gales of wind.

September.;-—'fhe same weather and the same wind. It is now the time of

harvest.

October.—The temperature of the air is somewhat warmer; though it is still

fresh in the interior parts of the island. At the end of this month the corn is sown,

and in four months it is reaped. It is sown again in May, and is ripe in September;

so that there are two harvests in the course of the year.

November.—The heat is now very sensibly felt; the winds arc variable, and are

sometimes in the north-west. The rains are accompanied with storms.

December.—The heats increase. The sun is vertical, but the heat of the air is

moderated by the rains, which destroy the rats, grasshoppers, ants, &:c. In short,

the winds and rains produce tiie same |^cnehcial effect, which other climates receive

from the cold and frosts of the winter season.

M. le Gentil * gives the following account of the climate of this island, in his

Voyage to tl^c Indian Seas.

There are four seasons in the island of Mauritius. The first begins in May,

and is accompanied with south-east winds. At this time the island is subject to

squalls and rain. The rains are in general very beneficial to the corn, though they

sometimes injure it.

** The second season begins in September or October, at which time the south-

east winds are. succeeded by those of the north-west. The sun now approaches

the zenith of the island, warms the atmosphere, and causes the rains and winds, which

generally begin in December, when the third season commences, which extends to

• Royal Academician,
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March. The fourth season then takes its turn, and lasts no more than six weeks.

This is the dry season.

** This division of the year more particularly relates to the general cultivation of

the island, than to any other circumstance; as, in fact, there are but two seasons,

that of the winds from the south-east to south, and that of the winds from nordveast

to north. The two intermediate seasons are caused by the change in the air, which

is a kind of monsoon, blowing from .soutk-east to nordi-east. The south east winds

are strong and violent, but they arc not dangerous to the shipping, as they never

exceed a certain degree of force ; on the contrary, the winds from the north-east

to the north-west arc weak and interrupted by calms. This is called the rainy, tem-

pestuous, and hurricane season. It is, indeed, considered as die winter, thotigh ii is

the hottest period of the year; and receives that denomination because, while it

lasts, no ships venture out to sea, and the voyage to the Inrlics can only be tnade

by a very long and circuitous course.

“ The soiuh-east winds give a certain freshness to dtc air, but while they blo^f,

every thing ceases to vegetate, more particularly in those parts which arc exposed

to them. Hence it is, tluit trees and fruit seldom attain any degree ol' growth or

perfection in the district of Pamplemousc, which is almost entirely cleared of its

wood. Orange and lemon trees suflFer the most from the south-east wdrids, as they

require shelter. Those, indeed, which grow in the woods are Ilouiishiug and lofty,

while such as inhabit the plain arc shrunk or mutilated. This wind is so obnoxious to

vegetation, that trees bear no fruit on the sieje that is exposed to it, while the opposite

parts yield a comparative abundance. The tamarind, which possesses a more hardy

nature, braves the malignity of the wind, and would therefore form a protecting

shelter for the more tender fruit trees, which arc planted in gardens ; but it is of

such a slow growth in this island as to be thought undeserving of any care or culti-

vation. The Dutch at the Cape of Good Hope shelter their fruit trees from this

wind, by inter secting their gardens with thick planted lines or hedges of oak. In fact,

there is no prospect of forming such a protection for the fruit trees in this island, but

after a long course of years, as the growth of trees there Ls so very slow. The bam-

bo6'has, indeed, been planted for this purpose, but its roots spread to such an extraor-

dinary distance around it, as to be injurious to the very trees it might be intended

^to protect.

** The nights are generally very fme, particularly in the season of the north-east
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winds. At this period, the sun rises with a serene aspect. At about ten o*clock

small clouds appear, and continue to accumulate without any menacing appearance;

they occupy but a small space, while their motion is almost imperceptible. A few

drops of water fall from them, a certain sign of the rain which follows
;

for the sky

is almost immediately, and so insensibly overcast, that it is impossible to perceive

from whence the clouds have proceeded: at the same time the rain increases in

such a manner, as to render it impracticable to see any object at the distance of an

hundred yards. These rains continue about two hours, but fall only when the

wind sets in from the sea. When these inundating showers cease, vapours arise

from the sea, and are stopped by the mountains. On the contrary, during the sea-

son of the south-east winds, particularly in the evening, a small rain is seen to fall,

though the sky^ appears without a cloud, and adorned with stars in full lustre.

At the extremity of the harbour, rainbows are also produced by the moon ; a phacno-

menon very seldom seen in our part of Europe.**
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Table of the GeographicAL Positions of the most remarkable Points in the

,
Isle of France, with the Height of its Mountains above the JLevel of the Sea,

according to the Geometrical Operations de l*Abije he la Caili,e, made in

the Tear 1753.

Ie.v, t Longl- Hriglit

South Lui-
Uidc.

j

UJtlf tlOll!

Lmidoti.

jhovcthr
sc.i, >n fi-

iliom*.
I

Summit of the Isle of Serpent-^, called Parasol, or Small Roiiiul Isle 10 4S

1

p 0

>7 46 1C

Summit of the Gieat Round Isle JO 50 H s7 45 6 I6S'

Summit of le Coin clc Mile? . . - - '9 50 1

2

57 34 57 81

Point of Cannoniers _ , _ - ; •9 ^9 57 30 49;

East point of the great Isle d’Ambre - -
-

I

20 2 9 57 40 28

Point of Roche - - - - -
1

20 2 "9 57 2^9

Foot of the flag-staff on the flr^t dibcovery of the ships -
j

20 t> 57 35 M »34

Foot of the flag-staff of the Long Mountain * - - .’O 7 56 57 29 SJj 8y
Front of the new church "of Port Louis - - _ ! 20^ 9 45 57 28 0

Point of Flac - 20 9 49 57 44 5

Foot of the flag-staff at the opening of Port Louis 20 10 8 57 27 jr)| l06

Summit of the mountain called Peterbotte 20 i I 2 J 57 3 '^ 48, 420
Summit of the rock calkd Le Pouce . - . 20 I 1 40 57 29 25' 416
Point of the entrance ol‘ tiie vSmall River ... 20 1

2

49I 57 2

1

Summit of the Piton de la J'aycncc - - _ 20 H 28 57 39 *3 223
Summit of the mountain of the Corps dc Garde 20 22 57 26 48 3^-9

Point of the middle of the Ule - • - 20 17 9: 57 3 3 10 502
The Isle Roche, at water level, at the entrance of E. channel, P. Bourbon 20 17 20 57 47 8

Summit of the mountain Du Rampart - 1
- 20 18 2 57 ^3 23 39<>

The highest point of the Three Mamcllts ^ - 20 1

8

28 57 24 42 342
Summit of the mountain of Bamboo - - . 20 18 57 57 42 4

', 322
Summit of the mountain of the Little Black River 20 20 40 57 20 '3

'

Summit of the mountain of Port Bourbon - „ * 20 21 29, 57 41 H
J

249
Flag-staff of Port Bourbon - 20 22 2G 57 41 9
Middle of hie Marie Anne - . , . 20 22 34 57 45 3

Middle of the Isle du Passage - - • . 20 44 57 43 5 *

Point of the mountain ol tlie Little Black River 20 24 18 57 22 424
Summit of the mountain of the port • - - 20 26 SC' 57 *9 27

:
3^9

Summit of the Morne du Brabant ... 20 27 1 57 17 1 1 2B3
Summit of the mountain dc la Savanne • • - 20 27 2 57 27 30 35S
•South-east point of the Isle - - - • - 20 27 SO 57 i 6 S
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To trace the origin of the islands of Mauritius and Bourbon, wc shall give a brief

sketch of several navigators who co-operated to their establishment.

1. Vasco de Gama, whose first voyage, in the years 1497, 1498, and 1499, was

confined to the coast of Malabar, the discovery oF Calicuu and the stnal! island of

Ankedives, on that coast.

2. After him, Don Emanuel fitted out a fleet of thirteen vessels to the same coast,

under the command of Pedro Alvarez Cabral. He set sail in the nionth of March*,

in the year 1500. Cabral having stood out too far from the coast of Africa, and

towards the west, by chance discovered the Brazils; after which he steered the sain.-

course as Vasco de Gama, and' arrived on the coast of Malabar.

3. Vasco dc Gama performed a second voyage towards this coast, in 1502. Ht

manifested more courage than humanity, and returned into Portugal, without iiaving

made any new discovery.

4. In 1503, Don Emanuel sent three small squadrons; the first of which, conv

manded by Antonio dc Saldagna, was destined to defend the entrance of. the Red

Sea : the two others, by Francis and Alphonso Albuquerque, were bound to the

coast of Malabar. It was not here, however, tliat Alphonso first distinguished him-

self in the Indian seas. The early exploits of this famous man were confined

the Arabian and Persian Gulfs, and the coasts of the sea which separates the Penin-

sula of India from Africa.

5 In 1 5^4, Alphonso Albuquerque being returned to Poitugal, Edward Pacheco

courageously sustained the interests of jhc P(jrtugucsc on the coast of India, in the

war he had to maintain against the Zarnorin of Calicut, in favour of the King ot

Cochin, their ally. He was well supported by Laurent io Moreno ajui otheis. Pin

the discoveries of the Portuguese were not yet extended beyond Cape Comorin, noi

across the Indian (5ccan.

6. It was but in the year 1505, that Don Emanuel determined to establish a Vice-

roy or Governor-general on the coast of India : this post was entrusted to Don

Francesco d’ Almeida, who held it from that period to the year 1509; when he was

succeeded by Alphonso Albuquerque. Almeida never revisited his country, being

massacred near the Cape of Good Hope by the Hottentots, on his return to Europe.

It was in the first year of the government of Almeida, that the islands of Mauritius,

Bourbon, Madagascar, and some others, were discovered.

Don Laureniio d’ Almeida, son of the Viceroy ; Don Pedro Mascaregnas,

D
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Tristan d*Acugnha, Diego Fernand Soarez, and Ruy Fiireira, Riiy

Ravasco, and others, were the first Portuguese genilequen who immortalized

names, by the discovery of these islands, and several other important places in the

Indian seas, under the orders of Governor Almeida.

But it was under the great Albuquerque alone, when he was Governor-general

of the Indies, in 1509, that the astonishing discoveries and conquests of this nation

were extended in a very surprising and glorious manner, by the valour of those emi-

nent persons wlio commanded these extraordinary enterprizes. Among them are

Francis Pereira Berredo, Sebastian Rodriguez, Fernando de Bcja, John Serran,

Pelagius Sala, Manuel de la Cerda, Christopher dc Brjtto, Don Garcia de Morogna,

Diego Mendez dc Vasconcellos, Rabclo, Manuel d’Acugnha, Francis Pantoja,

Gonzales Siqueira, and many others whom it is not necessary to mention,

1505.—Ruy Pereira was the first who, in part, discovered the island of Mada-*

gascar, and called it St. Laurentio, in the year 1505.—Fernandez Soarez disco-

vered the. south and west parts of it. Tristan d’ Acugnha was sent there by Albu-

querque to examine the coasts of it; and In 1510, John Serran and Pelagius Sala

had the same commission^

Finally, Don Pedro Mascaregnas, one of the first whom I have mentioned, dis-

covered the Isles of France and Bourbon, under the government of Don Francis

Almeida, in ^505; which important circumstance, being added to his former mili-

tary exploits, obtained for him the honour of being afterwards named, by his court.

Governor of Cochin.
^

1505,—Mascaregnas gave the name of Cerne to the Isle of France, without

doubt, from the appellation of Cerna Ethiopia^ which is given by Pliny to the

island of Madagascar. But there is no reason to suppose that Pliny, or any of the

ancient writers, were acquainted with this island ; or that there had been any disco-

very of it, previous to that made by the Portuguese, or of the other, now called

the Island of Bourbon, and to which Mascaregnas gave his own name. At the

same time, it havS not appeared, from our inquiries, that the Portuguese made any

settlements on either of these islands while they were ipastcrs of them,—a period

that comprehended almost the whole of the sixteenth century. AH they did, on

* I shall not follow the Portuguese throughout the career of thdr discoveries and conquesti, as

the history of them will belong rather to another work, which I have already announccdi and will

form the eighth grand cpocha of Navigation, since the origin of the world*
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thw discovery of dicm* was to people them with some animals ; with goats, monkies»

and pigs.

1580.—In the year 1580, the Spaniards became masters of these islands : Philip

the lid, King of Spain, having usurped the government of Portugal in this year,

oirthe death of Henry of Portugal, became possessed, at the same time, of the Por-

tuguese possessions in the Indian seas. The two islands which boic the names

of Cerne and Mascaregnas, during the greater part of this century, had not yet

experienced any of those advantages of wdiich they were susceptible, nor were any

settlements made on them; as the other conquests and discoveries of the Por-

tuguese were too numerous .and considerable to allow any attention to these

objects.

These islands suffered the same neglect under the dominion of the Spaniard*,

which did not* exceed a period of eighteen years. But if Portugal was not in a con-

dition to maintain all its possessions, Spain, though a widely extended power, la-

boured under supeiior difficulties. Sh^ had to preserve, at the same time, her

discoveries and conquests in South America, as well as those in the East and West

Indies, whilst, in •Europe, she could not qurell the increasing efforts of her own

rebellious subjects in Belgium. The consequences of that rebellion arc well known;

mid Spain, by losing this essential pait of her dominions, was forced, in the year 1598,

to abandon to the Belgic insurgents, or the Dutch, the wliolc commerce of the

East Indies.

At this epocha, and even from the death of King Sebastian, Portugal was fallen

into a state of confusion which had biought on iis ruin, and was the cause of her

passing, by degrees, under the dominion of Philip the Second, Accordingly, the

Portuguese settled in the East Indies, considering thembclvcs as deprived of their

mother country, some of them assumed independence, others became pirates, and

ihe rest entered into the service of the country princes, where many of them, from

their superiority over the natives, became ministers or generals. They, how^cver,

acted without j&eal for their general interests, which they sacrificed to their own indi-

vidual objects; so that their separate cntci prizes and conquests at length terminated

in three distinct and liostile governments. They therefore lost their power, when

the Belgians, or Dutch, actuated by a more humane and tolerating spirit, appeared

in India, to dispute wnth them the empire of it.

The Dutch having revolted from, and maintained a successful war against, their

D 2
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King, Philip the Second of Spain, were, from subjects, elevated into sovcrelgtis^lvanrf

tl^dr first expedition, commanded by Cornelius Houtinan, to the Indian seas, in

die year 1595, laid the foundation of that power which they afterwards displayed

there in 1598; a power, w'hich they would have preserved entire, had not some

very formidable rivajs appeared in the English and French nations. At the latter

period they had pbssessed themselves of the conquests made by the Portuguese, as

well as the Spaniards, in the Indian Ocean, and consequently of the islands of Cernl

and Mascaregnas. Admiral Van Neck was the first who landed on^the Isle of

Cerne, in 1598, wh.cn it proved to be uninhabited. He gave it the name of

Mauritius.

If even this enterprize, which took place on the reairn of Houtinan, were not

connected with the former one, whose disgrace it was formed to repair, and whose

pilots it employed, particularly Guzarate Abdul, whom the Dutch had brought from

Java with that intention, it would be nevertheless necessary to give an account of

it in this place, as it relates to the establishment of the Duteh trade at Bantam.

The importance of this object occasioned the equipment of a more considerable

armament than the former. The nunlbcr of vessels was doubled,' and a whole win-

ter was employed in ihc necessary preparations. On the first of May this fleet ?et

sail from the Texel, under the command of Admiral James Cornelius Van Neck.

The names of the vessels have been preserved, and were as follow: the Admiral’s

ship was called the Mauritius; the second, commanded by Wybrand Van Warwuck^

whose name has been celebrated from his conduct in subsequent expeditions, was

the Amsterdam ; and the six others rcceive^d the denominations of the six provinces

of Holland, Zealand, Gueldres, Utrecht, Friesland, and Overysscl. The whole

equipage amounted to about 560 men.

This voyage presents nothing more than the ordinary transactions of maritime

life, until the month of September, when, having been separated in a violent storm,

off the Cape of Good Hope, five of them were driven towards the Isle of Mada^

gascar. They doubled the Cape St. J alien, and, on the i7ihi discovered the island^

which the Portuguese had denominated the island of* Cfcrne. The Dutch, knowing

nothing of it but its name, ordered out two boats to reconnoitre the shore, one of

which discovered the south-east port, which is sheltered from the winds, and appeared

capable of containing fifty ships, with an excellent bottom. The seamen had brought

on board in the evening several large birds, and a great number of small oncs,^whidi
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Rad suffered themselves to be taken by the hand. They had also discovered a stream

of fresh water, which flowed from the mountains; and, from their account, the

island promised abundance of refreshments. The Vice-Admiral, Van Warwick,

however, not knowing as yet that it was uninhabited, and not having time, from

the sickly state of iiis people, to make discoveries, ordered on the 20lh a large

party to land, and to take such a station as would secure them from any sudden

attack. On several succeeding days he ordered out boats to examine other parts of

the island, to discover if it was inhabited. The })arties continued to meet with great

numbers of birds, who were ail so insensible of danger, as not to make the least

attempt to avoid the people that took them : they saw also large groves of cocoa-

ticcs. They discovered on the shore about three hundred weight of wax, which

was impressed with Greek characters; near the same spot they also saw a lianging

stage, the spar of a capstan, and a large yard, the remains of some unfortunate vessel

which had been buried in the waves. Tliey could not, however, find the least

traces of human or quadruped inhabitants.—After having ordered public thanks to

be returned to God, for having conducted them to such a fair and secure harbour,

the Admiral named the island Mauritius, in honour of the Prince of Orange.

In the accounts of this voyage the following description is given of it.

They represent it as being situated ii deg. 30 min. south latitude, and that it is

about 15 leagues in circumference.* The depth of the sea at the entrance of the

harbour is about 100 feet. On every side lofty mountains present themselves to the

view, which are clothed with trees of the .finest verdure, and whose summits are fre-

quently envHoped with clouds, or dimly seen through floating mists. The soil is

stony, but at the same time so entirely covered with wood,Hhat it was impossible

to fared' a passage through it. The wood is in general black, like the finest ebony,

or of a very fine red, or a deep yellow,* having the appearance of wax. The Dutch

took samples of these different woods to Autsterdam, where they were universally

admired for their beauty. The palm-trees, of which there were great abundance,

afforded to the fleet a very agreeable refreshment ; the pith of them resembling in

taste the flavour of a turnip. * The extraordinary quantity of wood enabled the

sailors to build very convenient huts, and the speedy recovery of the sick justified

the opinion that the air was salutary. So abundant is the sea in fish, that one drag

These observations are very erroneous.—The island is situated 20 deg. 10 min, south, and is

ihput 55 itMnx leagues in circumference; according to L'Abbe de Caille, M. B’Apresj &c, &c.
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of.tbe net, took half a ton weight of fish. A thornback was taken of such a sistc

as to furnish a ship’s company with two meals.—The turtles were of such large di-

mensions that one of their shells was sufficiently capacious to admit of six men to

take their seats in it.

Turtle-doves were in great abundance, and the sailors sometimes caught an hun-

dred and fifty of them in an afternoon. The herons were wild, and when they were

pursued, first perched on the trees, and then entirely disappeared. They saw very

few geese ; but the grey paroquets were innumerable. There was a very extraordi-

nary bird of about the size of a swan, whose head was remarkably large, with a skin

hanging from it in the form of a capuchin : three or four black feathers served it lor

wings; and about the same number, of a greyish colour, and which curled at their

termination, composed its tail. Except the breast, every part was so tough, that the

Dutch gave it the name of Walg-vogels, or disgusting fowl. Besides, the abun-

dance of turtles made tlicm less anxious about other food.

The Dutch commander ordered a board to be fastened to a tree, on which were

sculptured the arms of Holland, Zealand,* and Amsterdam, with this inscription in

the Portuguese language : Chrisiianos reformandos. A piece of ground was also

inclosed with stakes of about four^hundred fathom in circumference, which was

planted and sown with vegetables and seeds, to make an experiment of the soil.

Some hens, &c, were also left there, that vessels which should hereafter stop at this

island might find other provisions than the natural produce of it.

At this period the Dutch must be considered as masters of the island of Mauritius

,

but it does not appear that they ever occupied the island Mascaregnas, because it

did not afford them a secure harbour. They had not even in the year 1601, formed

any settlement in the former of liiem, from the following circumstance, which is the

most remote of any we have been able to collect concerning this island, since its

discovery by the Portuguese.
*

On the i2ih of August, 1601, Hermansen determined to put into the island of

Mauritius to get water and provisions, which began to fail. He bad accordingly

dispatched a yacht, called the Young Pigeon, to make discoveries for that purpose.

It was, however, a month before this vessel returnee^ ^vfien it had a Frenchman

on board, whom it brought from this island, and who gave the following account

of himself.

He had embarked in England ;some years before, on bojji|d a vcs^jel which set
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sai! in company with two others, on a voyage to the East Indies. One of these.

ve$sels w'as lost oiF the Cape of Good Hope j and tlie crews of the two which re-

mained were so greatly reduced, that it was thought right to burn one of the ships,

and to consolidate the two crews on board the vsurvivor. Still, however, they were

the prey of continuing sickness, till not a sufficient numbor of seamen remained to

work the vessel, and she went ashore on the coast of Pulo Timon, near Malacca j

where all the crew died, except hunsclf, four Englishn^en, and two Negroes. 'Fhese

forlorn people, therefore, had got possession of an Indian junk, with the extraordi-

nary design of returning to England. The commencement of their voyage was suc-

cessful; but the Negroes, alarmed at being so far removed from their own country,

had conspired together to get possession of the vessel; their design, however, being dis-

covered, they threw themselves into the sea, from despair, or the fear of that punishment

with Which they were threatened. After being tossed about by successive storms,

they were at length driven to the island of Mauritius : but, unfortunately, at a mo-

ment when harmony was essential not oijly to their comfort, but almost to their

existence, these wretched voyagers disagreed among themselves, before they had

been eight days on tbe island. The Frenchman* wished to remain there till it should

please Heaven to send them relief; while the English insisted on patting out to sea,

and determined to continue their voyage. They did not hesitate to execute their de-

sign ; and the Frenchman was equally determined: so his comrades hoisted their little

sail, and left him to the solitude of this uninhabited spot: there he had passed near

two years, sustaining himself witli the fiuit of the date-tree, and the flesh of turtles.

In e\cry thing that related to coi-poral strength, he was as vigorous as any seaman on

board the Dutch ships ; but his understanding appeared to have sustained a shock,

which appeared very evident when he was pressed with a succession of questions, or

when a conversation was continued beyond a certain period. His clothes had, by

d(‘grees, fallen from him, and he was found in a state that approached to nakedness.

It appears that in the year 1606, and since that period, the Dutch sometimes put

into this island, but there is no authentic reason to suppose that they really began

to form settlements there till the year 1644. According to the information afforded

by the voyage of Admiral Maiclief, that naval commander put into the island of

Mauritius, on the 1st of January, 1606, where he met Admiral Vandcr-Nagen, who

had a few weeks before set sail from Bantam. At that time the Isle of Mascaregnas

had bceti abwmdoncd by the Dutch. The first navigator who is related to have
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visits it since the foregoing period, was Captain Castleton, who cpmmandcd atl

English vessel named the Pearl: fee touched there in the year 1613. It appears,

at that time, that this island was uninhabited : though it is difficult tQ ascertain who

were the first settlers of it. It is, indeed, generally believed, and the conjecture is

certainly well founded, that they were some of those pirates who are known to have

infested the Indian seas during this century.

In the collection of voyages undertaken i>y the Dutch, there are some which are

no less interesting for their sentiments, than the carious circumstances which awak-

ened them. That of William Jsbruntsz Bontekoe is among the number; and such

was its character for fidelity of narration, thatThevenot enriched his Collection with

it. This distinguished seaman commanded the ship the New Hoorn, which was sent

to the East Indies in 1618 for commercial purposes. He set sail from the Texei on

the 28th of December, and on the 5th of January following encountered a most

furious and unrelenting storm, which lasted nineteen days, and it was not till the

twentieth day, that the weather was sufficiently moderate to enable the crew to put

the ship in a condition to pursue the voyage; in which they were materially assisted

by two Dutch ships from Amsterdam, with whom they fell in, at a time when they

were in great difficulty from the damages which they had received from the tempest.

The New Hoorn was soon separated from them, but fell in again with them off the

Cape dc Verd Islands, when they agreed to pass the line in company ; which they

effected, after being becalmed for several weeks. After various dangers, disappoint*

ments, and difficulties, with a very sickly and dis-spirited crew, Captain Bontekoe

arrived at length off Cape Mascaregnas, in seven fathom water. Although this situar

tion was not altogether safe, from its vicinity to the shore, it.was thought proper to

anchor there, the sick men being so anxious to land; but in this >ex.pect.ation they

were disappointed from the violence of the breakers. The long boat was therefore

sent out to examine the island, and returned with a large quantity of turtle-doves,

the sight of which inflamed the desire of the sick part of the crew to get on shore,

which was afterwards cflecicd, with every possible convenience their commandei^

could afford them. They found plenty of wood-pigeohs, which .suffered.themselves

to be taken without attempting to fly away., Turdi?^ were very easily taken; and

the sick people, who were forty in number, found plenty of those refreshments which

promised to restore them to health and strength*.
^,^5;

The anchorage appeared to be so bad, that B^ontekoe went.4|>;
ihc sJvp lo
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lltfiGOVer a bettar j- and, at abaut five miks from the ship, he found a bay with a

bottom. At a small distance within land he discovered a lake, the water of which

btd$ a brackish taste. He saw abundance of geese, pigeons, grey paroquets, and

other birds. He found twenty-five turtk-doves under a single tree, which were so

fat that they could scarcely walk. If he caught a paroquet, or any other bird, and

hurt it so as to make it cry out, those of its own kind would instantly fly about' it,

as if to defend it from further injury, and thus suffer themselves to be taken.

Having examined the bay, he sent an account of it to the sick people on shore,

who willingly re-embanked, and the ship came to an anchor there in seven fathom

waten Detachments of the crew were permitted' to go on shore in search of refresh-

ments, while others were employed in fishing the lake, in wliich they took carp, and

a kind of salmpui which was very luscious and of a delicious flavour. They caught

a- bird which the Dutch called dod-aers; it has very small wings, and is extremely

fat. They discovered also a rivulet of fredi water, which flowed from the moun-

tainsj and was pleasantly bordered widr trees. On the shore they found a plank,

on which was engraved an account that Adrian Martin Blok, who commanded a

fleet of thirteen vessels, had, on that spot, lost several boats and the sailors that

manned them, on approaching the shore. Bontekoe, however, does not remark that

the breakers were dangerous.

As tlie island was not inhabited, the sailors were free to wander over it, and to

amuse themselves with fishing, shooting, or bird catching. They made wooden spits

which serv^ to roast the birds, and, by basting them with the oil of turtles, tlicy

Were rendered delicious food. They discovered a second river, in which plenty of

large eels were taken, which were well tasted. They also saw some goats, but those

animals were so wild and swift that they caught but one, which was old, and whose

horns were half eaten by wortns. His flesh was not eatable.

With this abundance itrf rcfrcrfimcnts the greater part of the sick were speedily

and^perfectly recovered, and but seven of them remained on shore till the departure

of the ship, which was furnished with a large store of provisions, the produce of the

island* which had been salted and tkied. The birds, however, during the excursions

of the ship's crew^ had been tau^t all the wildness natural to them in the haunts

of men,

Bonkkoe took leavoof this islahdwith the design of touching at Mauritius, but

the ship low; they saw it only at a distance to the windward,

E
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Some of the crew not being yet recovered, and fearing, if the voyage was lengthened

to Bantam or Batavia, that the alarming sickness which so many had escaped, might

return, the Captain was determined to bear away for the island of Saint Maria, near

Madagascar, and facing Antongil Bay. They accordingly arrived on the eastern

side of the island in two fathom water. The islanders, though less used to an inter-

course with Europeans than the inhabitants of Madagascar, came on board with

fowls, lemons, and a small quantity of rice ; and made it understood by signs that

they had cows, sheep, and other provisions. They had no other clothing than a

small piece of cloth which passed round their middle : their colour was of a blackish

yellow. Some of the ship’s company went on shore to barter with them
; when a

small quantity of bells, knives with yellow handles, and glass beads, See, were con-

sidered as equal to the purchase of their cattle, sheep, hogs, water-melons, &:c*

They carried their milk in large leaves laid one within the other, and which were

$o contrived as to contain it, as well as earthen vessels. Oranges and lemons,

which were more peculiarly necessary for preserving the health of the crew, being

scarce in this spot, Bontekoe determined to go, in an armed boat, to Madagascar,

with such an assortment of articles as would enable him to return.with a consider-

able quantity of the fruit he so much wanted. lie accordingly entered a river, but

could not proceed further than a league up it, from the over-arching boughs of the

trees on cither side of it, which hung down to the water, lie saw no appearance

of fruit or of habitations, and accordingly returned to his ship. On a succeeding

day he was more fortunate, by extending his researches in the island before which

his vessel lay at anchor. On a ^nore distant f>art of the coast he found abundance

of oranges, lemons, bananas, and rice; so that his crew regained the strength and

health which they possessed on their departure from Europe. The natives of this

island were idolaters, and the heads of bulls, elevated on poles, were the objects of

their adoration.—Bontekoe’s ship being refitted, he quitted the coast of Madagascar

for the Straits of Sunda; but before he reached thera,4tis ship unfortunately took

fire and blew up ; by which melancholy accident was blown into the sea; but

was taken up by the long boat, which had left the vessel, with a part of the crew^

previous to the explosion, who, with their Captain, arrived at the isle of Sumatra ;

from thence they obtained a passage to Batavia.

From this period to the year 1712, when the Dutch evacuated the island of

Mauritius, little is known concerning this seulcmcnt, the administration of iti
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government, or the difFerent governors who have been sent there. We have bceof;

successful only in obtaining the names which follow.

In the year 1648, Vander-Mester was the Dutch Governor of Mauritius. He is

mentioned in a voyage to Madagascar, by the Abbe Rochon; as follows

:

Pronis, who had been commissioned to take possession of Madagascar in the

name of the King of France, See. was a man of inferior talents. He added to his

other malversations, that of selling to Vander-Mester, then Governor of Mauritius,

the unfortunate Malcgaches, who were in the service of the settlement; but it ex-

cited the islanders to the highest pitch of indignation, when they found that among'

these slaves there were sixteen women of the race of Lobariihs.”

According to Le GuaPs account of the islands of Rodriguez and Mauritius,

M. La Mociu§ was Governor of the latter, when he arrived at the former in the

year 1690. And, according to the same author, M. Rudolphc, or Rodolphe

Deodate, a native of Geneva, was Governor of Mauritius, when he was detained

prisoner there during the years 1693, 16^^, 1695, and 1696 ; as will hereafter an-

pear in the subsequent account of the island of Rodriguez.

Before we enter on the History of Mauritius under the French governmciu, it i:-

necessary for us to recur to the first settlement of that nation in the island of

caregnas, or Bourbon ; as it was from the latter that the Frendi came to establish

themselves in the forn^er.

The first appearance of an establishment at Mavsearegnas was, according to the

Abbe Rochon, in his work already n'^ntioned, in the year 1657, when M. dc

Flacourt, who wa^s the first Director of the infant company of the Indies at Paris,

arrived in that island. He mentions that M, de Flacourt was sent to Madagascar

in the year 1648, and consequently ip the reign of Louis XIV. to consolidate

there, the establishments already begun: but the French under his direction, in the

southern part of that great island, having been attacked by the natives of the coun-

try, M. de Flacourt went with a part of them to settle in the island of Mascaregnas,

m the course of the year 1657^ when be gave it the name of the Isle of Bourbon

;

and hoisted the standard of France, in the very place where that of Portugal had

already been elevated, as he had done at Madagascar.

The history and progress of the settlements formed in the island of Madagascar

will have their appropriate place; though we may be previously obliged to mcm

don it from its relative connection with the isles of Mauritius and Bourbon.

E 2
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only obsen^e in this place, that tjie first .cai^pa^>y 4d»ich

France, with a view to make settletnents in Mads^gas^car, was not jthat which was

erected by the famous Colbert, in 1,664, but which served as a>kind of ^perstruc-

ture to it.

The account given by M. de Flacourt of the reverses sustained by the French

settlement at Madagascar, and the particulars of the establishment he had just formed

in the island of Bourbon, with the wreck of that at Madagascar, induced the conv

pany to pay -attention to the new object ; a circumstance which caused the little

colony to wear an increasing appearance. Since that period wc have little to com-

municate concerning this island, but a chronological statement of the governors

who have presided over it to the present moment.

The population of the Isle of Bourbon having become considerable in 1712, an

opportunity was offered of forming a French settlement on the island of Mauritius,

which the Dutch had at this time abandoned. Accordingly a small number of

French people landed there at this time, and changed its name to that of the Isle de

France. It was not, however, formally taken possession of in the king’s name till

ibe year 1721,*

• Th^ following account is taken from the Geographical Dictionary of M. de la Murtiniere.

—

** The Isle of France was called Mauritius by the Dutch, and is marked by that name, not only

in all the ancient maps, but in those of M. dc L’lsle. In 1721, the Chevalier Fougcray finding

it advantageous for the French East India Company, took possession, fixed a pole in the ground

»£ forty feet in height, decorated with a white flag, and to which was attached the followifig

inscription

;

Vivat Ludovicus XV. Rex Galliarum et Navarae

in letcrnum vivat.

Hanc ipse insulam suis dictipnibus voluit

adjungi, iUamque jure yindicatam in

posterum insulam francicam nuncupari.

In gratiam honoremquc tanti principis,

istud vcxillum niveum cxtulit Joannes

Baptista Gamier dc Fougcray, Dux •

Navis diets, le Triton ex Urbe

^
San Maclovio oriundus, in minori Britannia,

cum ipse hue appulerit, die 23 Septembrh,

eodem anno, in Galliam navigaturus.

Des faventc anchoras solirt.**

Within a cannon shot of this place he set up a cross, on one side of whose transverse beam was
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;
The Hutch thci^ ^i;st j€,t|}^,mem in.ih^ island an ihe sautbr*^a?i ^harbour,

whichis of the greatest extent i but Aavjng iound it inuch easier > to ^et put; of xhc

north-west port, they abandoned the houses which they had already built ^near the

former, and where their tombs are .still visible, to build others at the latter.. At this

time, the I3utch having possessed themselves of the Cape of Good Hope, and being

anxious to put it in a state of defence, they by degrees transported thither all the

troops they had at Mauritius ; and, as has already been observed, in the year 1712,

entirely abandoned it. But though the French maintained a preponderance in both

these islands, their inhabitants, for a long time, consisted chiefly of adventurers of

all llations, pirates, <&:c. many of whom, as the only means of enjoying connubial

cornforts, had married the Negro women of Madagascar. It was not till the year

1730, that the government and East India Company of France began to pay a

serious attention to it, by sending engineers and other persons, properly qualified

to form a regular establishment. But, in fact, the real founder of these two inte-

resting colonies was. M. dc la Bourdonnais, who was sent here, the first time as

Governor-General, in 1734.

Such is the origin of the French possession of these islands; and wc shall now

proceed to the more regular history of them.

The following chronological series of the Governors of the Isle of France, is ex-

tracted from the Journals of the Isles of France and Bourbon, which were printed

in the former, in the years 1785, 1786, 1787, and 1788, &c.

In 1 715, M. du Fresne, Captain in the naval service of the King of France, arrived

at the north-west port, and gave the island the name which it now bears, of the Isle

of France.

It was M. de Beauvilliers, Governor of the Isle of Bourbon, who sent a party

from thence to take possession of the island of Mauritius.

inscribed— Gamier de Fougeray of St. Malo, C. the Triton with the arms of France, and on

the other side the following distich

:

Lilia fixa ^ucis capiti mirare sacratae

Nc stupeas; jubet hie Gallia stare crucem.

Anno 1721.

There appears to be a difference between the commanding officer mentioned in this account,

and,the person named in the list of governors for the year 1721 : but it may be fairly presumed,

from the resemblance of their names^ that It is a mere nominal error ;
and that both accounts

comprcheiwJ one and the same pcrsoiij which the reader will immediately perceive as he proceed:.
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In 1721, M. du Rougay began to form a settlement there; and M. de Nyou

was named the Governor of it on die iith of October in the same year; and he

arrived there in January, 1722.

M. Diore, Lieutenant-Governor of the Isle of Bourbon, commanded in the

interim at the Isle of France.

In 1722, a Provincial Council was established there.

On the 28th of August, 1726, M. Dumar, who resided at Bourbon, was named

Governor of both islands.

October 26, 1728, M. dc Maupin was named Governor of both islands.

On the lOth of November, 1734, M. dc la Bourdonnais was named Governor-

General of the two islands, and the Superior Council was established on his arrival,

^ 735 -

M. de St. Martin commanded there during the expedition of M. de la Bourdon

^

nais to the Indies, till 1746.

In 1746, M. David replaced M. dc laJBourdonnals, at that time employed in an

expedition to Madras.

In 1750, M. de Lozier Bouvet, brother-in-law of M. David, commanded pro-

visionally.

In 1755, iVL Magou, Commander-General of the two islands.

1759? Desforges Bouclier, Governor-Gciicral.

In August, 1764, the administration of the island passed from the hands of the

East India Company into tho.se of the King.

July 14, 1767, M. Dumas, Governor of the two islands, and M. Poivrc, Cnm-

missary-Gencral of the Marine, executed the office of intendant.

November 27, 1768, M. Steinaver succeeded M. Dumas.

June 6, 1769, the Chevalier des Roches, Governor-General.

August 21, 1772, the Chevalier deTernay succeeded M. Ic Chevalier dcs Roches

;

and, on the same day, M. Maillard dc Merle succeeded M. Poivrc.

December 2, 1776, the Chevalier de Guiran la B/illanne was named Governor-

General,

November 17, 1777, M. Foucault was Intendant of these islands.

'May 1779, M. le Vicomle de Souillac, Governor-Gcncral.

July 4, 1781, M. Chevreau, Intcndant-General of the two islands.

October j 2, 1 785, M, Motais de Narbonne, Commissary-General of the two isliiiids.
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Novmiber 5, 1787, the Chevalier de Bruny d’Entrecasteaux, Governor-general,

Me was succeeded by General Cortway,

In 1791, M. de Cossigny was Governor, and was succeeded by M. de Cher-

mont.

General Malartic is the present Governor, to which place he was appointed by

bis most Christian Majesty Louis XVI. in the year 179a.
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CHAPTER 11,

The Soily and Jiatuml Productions of the Isle of France; Shrubs^ Plants^ —
Its Agriculture,—Some Account of M. Poivre, Intendant of the Island, (Sc,

— Irees and aquatic Plants.— Trees, Sbmbs, Plants, &c, brought ifito the Island

from the North Part of Madagascar, in 1768, by M. Rochon*^Herbs^

tables, and Flowers^ introduced there—various other Shrubs and Trees brought

ibitber.’^Fruit Trees,—Marine Productions,—Native and other Animals of

the Isle of France,

Till earth is almost universally of a reddish colour, and mixed ^ith ferruginous

matter, which often appears on the surface in small orbicular shapes of the size of

a pea. In the dry seasons the ground becomes extremely hard, particularly in the

environs of the town. It resembles potters' earth, and when cut into trenches it is

divided like lead with hatchets. After rain it becomes viscid and tenacious, but it

is very fertile when cultivated ; and the cuUiVation does not require extraordinary

labour.

There is no real sand; and that which ^is found on the sea-shore is formed of

the madreporae and shells, and calcines by fire. The ground is covered with

rocks, from the size of a man’s head to that of a large barrel. They are full of

holes, at the bottom of which is an opening in the form of a lentil. Many of

these rocks are in the shape of kidneys. In some places they appear in large

masses ; in others they arc broken, but in such a manner as if they had suffered

a separation, and been reunited. The mountains are formed of them, which,

,

though parallel with one another, present themselves obliquely to the borizon.;^

They are of an iron-gray colour, vitrify in the fire, and contain ferruginous matW;

'

small pieces of very fine copper and lead have been extracted from them. In *

fragments of these stones arc small crystallized cavities, some of which contain a
*

very pne white down.
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The island produces three kinds oF grass -Along the sea-shore there is a thick

elastic turf, whose herbage is ‘fine, and the blade, which grows to a sharp point, is

sufficiently strong, when dried, to pierce woollen cloth. In the hottest parts of the

island the pastures arc composed of a kind of dog-grass, that runs along the ground,

and shoots forth small- branches from its stems: though it is very tough, the cattle

are fond of it in its verdant state. But the best grass grows in the more moist parts,

and the windward situations of the island. It produces very large leaves, and is

green and tender throughout the yean '

The other herbs and shrubs possessed by the Isle of France are as follow

:

A plant that yields a kind of pod, filled witli a silky substance, of which, it is

probable, some manufat:turing use might be made.

A species of ^isparagus, armed with thorns, which shoots up to the height of twelve

feet, and attaches itself to trees, in the manner of a bramble
;
but it does not appear

that any attempts have been made to discover its qualities as a vegetable food.

A kind of mallow, with a small leaf, which flourishes most in the court-yards of

houses, and by the side of highways.

A plant which bears a resemblance to the lily; is fond of marshy spots, and bears

an odoriferous flower.

On walls and by the side of roads a tufted plant is frequently seen, whose flower

resembles that of the common red single stock.

At the foot of the mountains near the town is found a vivacious sweet basil,

whose odour is like that of the gillyflovier. Its stem is ligneous, and an excellent

vulnerary.

The Racquette,t which makes a very formidable hedge, bears a yellow flower

streaked with red; it is thick set with very sharp thorns, which cover its leaves and

fruit. Of the latter, which is acid, no use is made.

The Velouticr grows in the sand on the sea-shore ; its branches are covered with

a down resembling velvet, its leaves produce a shining hair, and it bears bunches

of flowers. At a distance this shrub emits an agreeable smell, which is not percep-

tible on a nearer approach to it.

There is a kind of plant, half bramble and half shrub, which produces, in bristled

pods, a very smooth hard nut, of a grey pearl-colour, and about the size of a mus-

ket ball. Its kernel is very bitter, and the blacks employ it in venereal complaints.

• Gramcn caninum. f Cactus cochcnilllfer, Linn,

F
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Id those parts of the island which have been cleared, a shrub grows in great abun-,

dance whose leaves wear the form of an heart ; its smell is. grateful like that of balm,

whose name it hears. It is employed to nvedS cate baths.
*

The Fausse Patate runs along the shore, like rope-weed, with red flowers, m the

form of bells. It delights in the sand.

In the very borders of the woods, a ligneous plant is found, called the basket

plant, and tolerable thread b made from it; its leaves, which are small, when taken

in barley water, are remedial for disorders in the breast.

There are a great variety of plants dr shrubs comprehended under the name of

Lianes, some of which attain the thickness of a mans thigh. They attach themselves

to trees, to which they give the appearance of masts trimmed with rigging, while they

protect them by their ligatures from the violence of the hurricanes. Nor can a tree,

attached by them to the soil, be taken away after it is cut through, till these creepers

are separated from it. The ropes made of their bark are stronger than those which

are manufactured from hemp.

There are several shrubs whose leaves are like those of box.

There is also a spongy and thorny shrub, which has a large round leaf, and whose

tufted flowers are of a deep red. Fishermen employ its stem, which is very light,

instead of cork.

There is another very pretty Wood, called’ Bois de Demoiselles ; the leaf is indented

like the ash leaf, and its branches arc covered with snlall red berries.

According to M. Poivre/ who was appointed Intendani of the Isles of France

* M. Poivre was born at Lyons in 1719, and entered at a very early age into the Congregation

of foreign Missions, who sent hinn to China. He travelled through 'Several parts of that empire^

and paid particular attention to the agriculture of it. On his return to Europe, the ship in which

he was a passenger was attacked by a British ship of war, and, during the engagement, he had the

misfortune to lose an arm, that Was carried away by a cannon shot. This accident obliged him to

renounce the ecclesiastical state
:
^but the East India Company being well acquainted with his ac-

tivity and knowledge, selected him for the purpose of establishing a new branch of commerce at

Cochin China. Having succeeded in this undertaking, he was appointed, by the Dukp Cboheul,
intendant of the Isles of France and Bourbon, in the year 1766 ; and in this situation, he fully an-
swered the expectations of the French Minister. He encouraged among th« inhabitants a spirit of
agriculture, as well as a taste for the arts and other improvements. He sent to Ma^gascar for a
supply of cattle a^d shcep'to stock the island

; he naturalized the tree that bears the bread-fruit

;

and, notwithstanding the many difficulties he had to encounter, succeeded in procuring plants of
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^nd Bourbon, during the administration of the Duke de Choiseul, in 1766, the Isle

of France possesses a' fertile soil, with brooks that arc never dry in the hottest sea-

son, and water the island like a garden; nevertheless the harvest often fails, and

the place is always, more or less, in a state of want. Since the government of M.

de la Bourdonnais, which continued for twelve years, and who must be considered

as the founder of the colony, since he introduced agriculture there, the inhabitants

have wandered from project to project, and endeavoured to cultivate every kind of

plant, but without persevering to secure success. Coffee, cotton, indigo, sugar cands,

the pepper plant, the cinnamon tree, the tCa plant, the mulberry tree, the cocoa, and

the roucou,* have been cultivated in their turns, but without that knowledge and

attention which is necessary to establish experiment.. If they had followed the

simple plan of tjieir founder, which was, in the first instance, to secure a plentiful

supply of bread, the island would, at this time, have been in a very flourishing state,

abundance would have reigned, and the vessels which touched there would have

found plenty of provisions and refreshments. The cultivation of corn, however,

though neglected and ill understood, succeeds the best ; and the land which is em-

ployed in tillage bears, in the same year, a crop of corn, and another of rice or

the nutmeg and cinnamon trees, which he flattered himself would hereafter furnish France with a

very valuable article of coiflmercc.-^M. Poivre, after having exerted himself to the utmost, for'

the advantage of this settlement, returned to France, and died at Lyons, the place of his nativity,

on the 6th of January, 1786. The works which he published arc sufficient to prove that he was a

man of sound judgment and philosophic inquiry! They are, ist. The Voyages of a Philosopher,

which contain observations on the manners, arts, and agriculture of the people of Asia and Africa,

id. A Memoir on the Preparation and dying of Silk. 5. Remarks on the History and Manners

of the Chinese. 4th. A Discourse addressed to the Inhabitants of the Isles of France and Bour-

bon ; with various manuscrips, which were collected by the Academy of Lyons, of which he was a

meniber.

In order to enrich' the colony committed to his care with the useful productions of other parts

of the felobc, he purchased of the old East India Company the large garden of Montplaisir, in

order to cultivate and naturalize exotic plahts. He undermined the ground in order to com-

plete 4 radical destruction of the weeds ; and, by his persevering spirit, the nutmeg and the

.clove, the rcina# the bread-tree, and the dry rice of Cochin China, were introduced into this

island. The esure of cultivating and multiplying these valuable exofics has since been entrusted

to M. Cere.
^

• Bbca Orleana, Linn.
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Indian corn, without ever lying faltow, or receiving manure, and with no great

exertion of labour.

The Manioc,* which was brought froiai Brazil by M. de la Bourdonnais, and

was at first cultivated by compulsion, is, at present, the principal resource of the

colonists for the maintenance of their slaves. Their manner of cultivating it is the

same as in America,

There were originally brought from Madagascar into this island considerable

herds of cattle, and flocks of sheep ; but since it has been discovered that more is

to be gained, by individuals, from impOI*t:Sbg sbves than cattle, the latter have been

neglected, and continue to be diminished, by the consumption of the island ^nd the

supply of vessels. Besides, the ground which has been prepared for pasturage has

been so injudiciously disposed and managed, that there is not sufficient herbage for

the maintenance of the cattle. In different districts there is a very fine grass, which

shoots forth at the beginning of the rainy season, attains to the height of five or six

feet, and arrives at its full growth in Ac space of three months, while that season

lasts. At this time the colonists send their herds to graze on it, where they soon

grow fat; but when the vegetation ceases it becomes dry and hard, s6 that the

cattle cannot eat it. By a thousand accidents the dried grass is frequently set on fire,

a circumstance which sometimes occasions a conflagration in the adjoining woods.

During the remainder of the year the flocks and herds arc left to wander about the

forests in search of a precarious subsistence.

The great error which has been commuted in this island, and has proved most

prejudicial to its agriculture, is the injudicious manner in which the ground has

been cleared. The first settlers effected their purpose by fire ; so that they opened

large spaces of country, without leaving any intervals of wood, which could alone

attract the clouds to the new-formed fields. The rains are the best, and, indeed,

the only manure in this island, and they confine their course to tb^ forests, leaving

unbedewed the tracts that are cleared. Besides, deprived of the surrounding woods,

these fields have no protection against the violence of the winds, which often destroy

an entire'harvest. The Dutch, who had no woods W the Cape, have been careful

to plant trees for the safeguard of their buildings. The Isle of France was covered

with forests, and the inhabitants have destroyed them, in the cilliivaied

JatropbS Manihot, Linnit



The greater ,t>ait of the trees natural to this island have received their names from

the arbitrary fancy oT its inhabitants^

A large and very uijicommon tree is found ainqng the rocks, whose substance is

ai soft as the flesh of a turnip. It is caUed Mapou, or stinking-wood, from its ofFen-

$ive odour, and is considered as unwholesome.

The Bois dc ronde is small, hard, and twisted ; when burning it emits a lively

flame : k is formed into flambeaux, and is considered as incorruptible.

Bois dc Can^ile. The cinnamon wood, so called from a slight resemblance to

the real spice tree of that name, h among the largest oF the island. Its wood is use-

ful in joinery work, and resembles that of the walnut tree, both in colour and veins.

When first worked up it emits a foetid smell, like that of excrement, a peculiarity

which it possesses in common with the flpwe^ of the cinnamon. Its seeds are enve-

loped in a red peal of a sour but very agreeable taste.

Of the Natte, there arc two kinds; the one bearing a large and the other a small

leaf. The carperuer finds it a very useful wood.

The Bois d’Olive, so called from a slight resemblance of its leaves to those of

the olive tree, furnishes very durable timber for building.

The Bois de Pomme, is a red wood, in Hule or .no estimation.

The Benjoin,^ so called from its compact quality, is admirably calculated for the

purposes of the wheelwright. It is very thick, and never splits.

The Colophane,t which yields a resinous juice, like that of the real rosin j is one

of the largest trees in the island.

The fictitious T^iamaca, is very well adapicd for building j it is,of a very large

size, and its trunk has been .^metimes known to measure fifteen feet in circum--

ferencc. It weeps a gum like that of the real Taiamaca.

Le Bois, de lait. The milk-wood, so called from its milky juice.

Lc Bois puant. The stinking-wpod ; which, though it emits an unpleasant odour,

is execllcni timber. >

,

The iron tree. J Its irurikjs, as it were, blended with the roots; while from its

at kind .of wing projects itit the form of planks. wood is so hard as to

turn the hatchet' s edge. : i

fougue, is a large creeping tree, whose bark is very tough: it also

yiejds a milky juice, which is esteemed to be an excellent vulnerary.

• Benionimn.—Croton Benzoei Linn,
-jf

Colophonia. I Ijignwm fbrru
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The Fig tree, is of a large size ; but neither its leave# or fruit resemble those of

the same name so common in Europe. The figs are of the same shape, but they

grow in bunches at the end of the branches. Its juice when dried becomes an

elastic gum. ' -

The Ebony tree. Its bark is white, with a^largc and stiff leaf, which is pallid

beneath, and whose upper surface is verdant. Its heart alone is black, while its top

is white.' In a trunk of six inches square there is not more than two inches of

ebony. The wood of it, in a fresh state, smells like human excrement and its flower

throws forth the odour of the clove : it produces a fruit like the medlar, full of a

viscsous juice, which is sweet, and of an agreeable flavour. There is also a kind of

ebony, whose surface is white with black veins.

The Lemon tree does not produce fruit but when it grows in cool and moist situ-

ations. Its lemons are small, but full of juice.

The Orange tree loves the same damp soil, and its fruit is either bitter or sour.

It abounds in the environs of Grand Port; but the China orange tree is rare, even

in private gardens.

There is a kind of Sandal wood, (hough by no means common; its colour is of

a greyish white, and it emits a faint odour.

The Vacoa, is a kind of small palm tree, whose leaves grow in a spiral form round

the trunk. They serve to make mats and sacking.

The Latanier,^ is a larger tree of the palm species jon its summit it produces leaves

in the shape of a fan. They are used as cpverings for houses: though but one is

pt^uced in the course of a year.

The Palm, (Palmistet) is the most lofty of the forest; on its top it bears a bunch of

palms, from whence proceeds a sprout, which is the only part that is esculent, and to

obtain it the tree itself must be cut down. This vegetable, which is called a cab-

bage, is formed by young leaves rolled up together: it is very tender, and of an

agreeable

*

.m.

The Manglier, ^rows in the sea; its branches apd roots twine along the sand,

and are so interlaced that it is impossible to disembark where these trees grdw.

The wood produces a dye of a red colour. The greater pan of them have but a

very thin bark, and some of them nothing more than a slight skin; in whtdi they

particularly differ fmm those of the north, where considerate nature preserves them
,

Corypha umbraeuliftra^ f Palma dactiflfera latifoUa.
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from die rigour die climate, by clothing them with several coats. Their roots run

generally on a level with the ground,, and‘ with them they cling to the rocks : they

are low, and their tops arc hut thin of foliage; they are of a sturdy form; so that

their native strength, when added to the plants to which they are attached; enables

them to resist the hurricanes that root up’ the proudest trees of the forest.

The banks of the streams, which alternately wind in silence or impetuously rush

through die woods, are covered with trees; from whence are suspended bunches of the

Scolopcndria,* and flowers of the creeping plants. Among the rocks and in the shade,

the'mosses and capillaiy plants are seen to flourish. I’he fallen trunks of trees are

covered with enormous fungi waved with different colours : there is, also, an infinite

variety of ferns,; and the common moss of Europe is here seen, but of a much

larger growth. Instead of the reeds which we are accustomed to see on the sides of

rivers, the songes grow in abundance along these streams; they are a kind of nymphea,

and resemble the water-lily, .w great an ornament to our tranquil pools.

To these we shall add a description of several trees, shrubs, and plants, which

grow in the north part of Madagascar, and were brought from thence to the Isle

of France, in the latfer part of the year 1768, tfy M. Rochon.

The Malao-manghit, is a tree whose bark is brown, 'the trunk straight, and its wood

black; the sap is naturally white and milky, but when exposed to the air becomes

red as blood. The leaves of this tree have a sweet and aromatic smell, and its fruit

is a kind of nutmeg. The Malegaches suppose that it possesses the .same virtues

which we attribute to the true nutmeg.

The Rarabc. It is a wild nutmeg tree, and a much larger, as well as finer tree

than the Malao-manghit* It produces a nutmeg that yields an aromatic oil, with

the Malegaches rub their bodies and anoint their hair. It is also employed

to dissipate cold humours; and, taken inwardly, fortifies the stomach.

The Bachi^tbachi. It resembles the Rarabe ; though there is some difference in

the fruit and leaves. This tree delights in elevated situations. The rind, the mace,

and the nut, are all aromatic. ^
* •

’

. i The Rbarha-horac. It is the real wild nutmeg: its trunk islarge and its branches

bushy, and it flourishes in marshy situations.

The Ffuuningo^-mena-rubou. A large blue pigeon is very fond of the fruit of

this tree, and sows the nut in all parts of tlie islands.

Ctterach ant Asplcjiium.
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Ravcnd-sara. Of all the various nutmeg trees in Madagascar, this more particu-

larly attracts the attention of the botanist. The essence which is extracted from its

leaves, possesses the united perfume of tliC dove, the. cinnamon, and the nutmeg

:

they als(3i produce an oil which is more esteemed than that of the clove, arid it is

preferred in culinary preparations, by the cooks^of the to any other spice.

It is a very precious tree, and loves a moist .soil, though it is seen to flourish

in a dry one: it grows to a large ske, and its pyramidal head is ,well furnished

with leaves. Its wood is white, bard, heavy, and without smell; but the bark sends

forth a very powerful odour. The fruit of the Ravend-sara is of a globular f<#m,

flattened on its two extremities : its odour, as well as that of its shell, js not so strong

as the perfume of the leaf, but is of a more delicate fragrance.

The Harame. It is the loftiest and largest tree of the country of Foule-pointc : its

wood is white, but red at the heart. When it has attained its full growth, it sheds

its exterior bark every year, which is of a greyish colour, and thick contexture. The

trurik of this tree is smooth, and without any branches, but at its extremity, where it is

well dressed with foliage, and the tuft which crowns it is a pleasing object, Th^
incision made in this tree procures *an abundance of a white foinous and aromatic

juice : the female Malegachcs make a paste of it, which they corisiejer as a very valu-

able cosmetic for the preservation of the skin. On burning this rosin, it dispenses

perfume like that of incense. The fruit consists of a nut, whose outside skin alone

gives an aromatic fragrance.

The Labcn. This tree grows on the |ea-shore, and consequently loves a sandy

soil ; it rises to a great height, and its wood is hard, of a reddi^ hue, apd suited io

the purposes ofjoinery. The fruit is of the size and shape of an olive, and its kernel

is of a white colour and delicate,taste. ^

The Fouraha. It is a very fine tree, and one of the most useful productions of

hot countries. Except the teak, it is the best wood that the Indies afFqr<| for the con*

struction of ships. It produces a balm of a green colour, which is a very excellent

vulnerary. It is large, with spreading brancl|^ ajid tufted foliage ri but the most

remarkable circumstance belonging to it is its extraordinary height.

The Tevartna. This tree presents, amidst the wild irregularity of the forest^ all

the symmetry of art : it has all the appearance of having been clipped into the form

of a pyramid^ coiwisting of seven distinct stages.

The Huitchy. This is the most common tree in the forests of Foule-poipte; and,
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frofn tbe thick foliage of its top, is calculated to form avenues : it resembles the

plumb tree, and rises to a similar height. Its wood is red, and may be used in joiner’s

: its bark is very smooth and white, and its leaves, which are large, possess a

very, brilliant verdure.

The Fotersbe. It is among tbe largest trees of. Madagascar ; but its wood is fit

only for fuel. There is another kind of it, which grows in swamps and marshy places.

M. Flacourt describes it under the name of Voua foutra.

The Tangucm.^It grows on the sea-shore, and its wood, which is hard and veined,

is employed in cabinet and ornamental work. The Malegaches make a fatal lisc of

its fruit, which contains a deadly poison. It is nn undoubted Manchenillier.

The Antafara. This is known in the Isle of France by the name of the milk tree;

its flower has t^e odour and figure of the jessamine. A slight incision produces, in

great abundance, a caustic, milky juice.

The Assy. This is a fine palm tree, which grows to the height ol’ ten or eleven

feet ; its trunk is impressed with the mark of its leaves, which it successively sheds.

Its top is crowned with three or four rows of leaves, from four to five feet in length,

and about an inch and an half broad, which resemble the leaf of the flax plant:

they possess the consistence of palm leaves, and are manufactured into umbrellas.

The Tafoumonna. This tree is large and tufted; the bark is smooth, and the

wood while- Its fruit is an acorn, like that of the oak ; whose kernel has an aro-

matic taste, with a slight flavour of turpentine.

The Hounits, It is a large and very fine tree; the bark is red, and the wood

yellow- On an incision, a red juice issues from it of the colour of coral. From the

bark of the root the Malegaches extract a fine red dye, by means of a common lie.

The Zavin-raven. It grows iu marshy situations, rises to a nmderate height,

and is somewhat tufted : the trunk is covered with knots; the bark green, and the

wood white-

Thc liingo. This is a woody creeper, of about two inches in diameter, which

ascends to the top of the highest trees : the wood is yellow, as well as the inside of

the bark. The Malegaches employ the bark and root of this plant to dye the thread

of their .of a red and yellow colour.

The Harongan. It rises to the height of fifteen feet, and grows in a sandy soil

:

its teaves are employed to dye hats and baskets- The rosin extracted from this

tree is a kind of dragon’s blood.

G
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TheTancarson. This is a wild vine, whose fruit is sour, but rather palatable, and

esteemed by ihe natives. This cfeeper attaches itself to trees, and winds itself to

the top of them : its root is diuretic. M, Flacouft, who has described several kindS

of the wild vine, has not mentioned the tancarson*

The Taco, It is a kind of vine, like that which has been just described.

Tiic Voua-lomba. This is the fruit of a vine, which Europeans prefer to every

other; it is called the Madagascar grape, and has a sharp taste. This plant dies

every year; its root is a kind of igname. (Discorea opositi foliji, Linn,)

The Anakuey. A sensitive plant.

The Arcsou. A kind of elder tree.

The Tougnounan.

The Tafuumounam. An acorn fruit with a small white flower. ,

The Racoudrit, A green fruit in bunches.

The Uvangbiri. A plant with large square pods, which contain a bean that is an

anti4iemorrhoidal.

The Tevarte, A shrub of a pyramidal form, that ascends in natural stages.

7'he Azambou. A fruit that has the appearance of a bunch of red flowers.

The Una. he taiichou. An eatable fruit.

The Sampan..leva. A fruit which grows in the form of a chapleu

The Tchinghit. A bean, with a yellow flower.

The Lacca. A small berry, like a pepper-corn ; the flower like those of the

hazle nut.

The Vognindosong.

The Fanpechourou. A kind of lily, in the shape of a star. It announces the

season of the whale fishery.

The Voua-himchi,

The Fila v. equisetum arborescens.

The Voantlisan. A thorny tree, whose leaves arc confined to its top.

The Tchusi*ovi. A kind of ipecacuanha seriploca*

The Jacuan. A species of almond • a tree without leaves, which emits a gum.

The Timbalave. A shrub with a white bell-flower.

The Ampalt. A round leaf, that files iron.

The Anghivii. A kind of brede, whose red fruit is used to give a bitter, bill agree-

able, taste to the drink of the natives.
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The Azou-ranou.

The Farafer. (Plante parasite), with a long red flower in the shape of a hand, or

a fork with five prongs.

The Vongo. A fine tree, whose fruit is called Vaassou voura. On incision, it

yields a yellow juice.

The Vua-mitsa voi. An Aster.

The Tougouna-lein-tein. A kind of mint.

. The Sanoang-matan-nahaiirou. A kind of creeping asparagus.

The Ranga-zaa, A bulbous root, with a white flower.

The Tchilotou. A white tulip.

The Fifoutche. A tree, whose leaves resemble those of the mallow, with flowers

round its trunk.

The Shira. ‘A palm tree, from whose bark, when burned, an eatable salt is

extraaed.

The Raven-tongharts. A balsamic plant^.

The Tanroujou. A kind of benjoin.

The Azou-ranou.* A shrub, whose fruit has' the flavour of cinnamon.

The Afatraha, A shrub, with an odoriferous bark.

The Vaing-bare. A plant, with an hairy leaf and a white flower.

The Talate. Its leaf is thick and its fruit red, like that of the holly-oak.

The Jang. A tree that produces large bunches of flowers.

The Vua-tani. Its flower resembles tjjat of the Lihoa of China.

The Vua-montueung. A plant, with a leaf like that of the tamarind, and its fruit

resembles a bean.

The Vua-toutouc. A shrub, with red fruit, which is eatable, and has the flavour

of the strawberry.

The Moulton-rongou. It has a resemblance to the rara; its leaf is small, and

its fruit is of an oblong angular shape.

The Vouang-tiiirang. A kind of nut, whose outward shell is yellow and hairy.

The Voua-malim. A kind of Gousse d'houate.

The Voua-rougui. A kind of Manglicr.

The Voua-tourindi. A large tree, which bears a small red flower in great bunches.

The Ampali. It bears a large leaf, which polishes wood, and rubs offthe rust ofiron#

The Joudi-fafal. Semper vivens.

Gn
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The Voua-severantou.

The Vouang-tae. Malum ddoniuro.

The Voua-futre. A kind of box tree, whose aromatic fruit is eatable.

The Enghi-panza. The lesser indigo.

The Enghi-be. The large indigo.

The Vua-niacaliong. A kind of taarin, from which oil is extracted.
"

The Sacaviro-ambon, A species of the Zedoaire.

The Vua fao. A kind of palm of Sagou.

The Ouvi-rombe. A creeper, whose leaf is small, and in the form of a heart with

a very sharp point. ''
.

‘

The Chifontsui. The leaf is small, and in pairs, like that of the small harame

;

its flower has four green leaves, which form a cup.

The Vua horda. A fruit, in the shape of a cucumber, and which smells like a

quince.

The Sartguamou^batou. A ^lant, whose leaf has the same effect on fish t!ic

coque du Levant. It must be bruised.

The Vamt-sombou. An herb, which has the same qualities.'

The Sanga, sanga. The real papyrus.

The Vua toudirga. A fruit like the pipar of China.

The Vua carabo. A kind of large flat chcNnut, which grows on a creeping plant.

The Vua nanioula. It contains a large almond, of the same shape as the kernel

of the sapotilla, ’ hut much thicker. <

The Vouang pin-lela : with leaves like the cinnamon tree/but without odour.

The Vua-tingui 1^-pas. Fruit of a green colour, whose leafy bulb opens like the

petal of a (lower. The seerls Cf>ntai»»ed in a triangular pod.

The Anja oidy. A kind of heath, which grows to a considerable height.

The Vua tehirie. A kind of vacona, with long and narrow leaves.

The Vua-kbicason. A small fruit, like the ragoustah.

The Tehouti morou, or ranou. A plant, with g^small husk.

The Vua-hia*vave. A creeping plant, with white female leaves.

The Vua nambouavon. A red fruit in bunches,- with dowers of a violet blue,

and whitish leaves. It is esteemed as a vulnerary.

The Vua-ibel A kind of fig tree, whose Iruit is excellent, /

The Vua he Uitson.
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The Varou. A kind of mallow, '

The Lindern. A kind of palm tree, with the leaf of the seolopentc.

The Angnan-rambou-lahe.

The Tongou bintchi.

The Harame ; whose rosin partakes of the nature of ambergris.

The Chingolpont.

The Christala,

The Alut mandrout.

The Var^goni nangbona.

The Bakrang/ A plant, with large buds.

The Ardouranga. A small plant, with vegetable flowers and red husk, like that

of indigo.

The Vaguinang boua. A shrub, with a white hairy leaf, and white flower; the’

root is alfine vulnerary.

The Cani-prouti. A grass, with a large leaf ; from whence the natives extract a

juice, with which they paint their bodies.

„ The Cbipoulou jfouli.

The Adabou. A large tree.

The Onoi-randra. An aquatic plant, with an indented leaf; the flower has two

horns ; the root is eatable.

The Tottlas. A kind of laurel, whose leaf and berry are aromatic.

The Voua-houda. A large fruit, like.ihe mangue, of an oblong and cylindrical

form; of a pleasant odour, with a ramified kernel, and leaves arranged opposite to

each other.

The Mounoi^founace* A shrub, with a blue flower and a trefoil leaf.

The Azouwifikiti. A Vtty curious pyramidical shrub.

The AzoU-mimi-bc. A very fine tree, of the same form, with large leaves.

The Toticam-boudi. A small palm tree, with large leaves divided at the extremity.

The Fourangdra. A kind qjF winter cherry, with a triangular leaf, like that of

pmley.

^Thc Vua mandrouenu. Bunches of flowers issue from its trunk, with spiral petals.

Thif A sweet fruit, of a red colour, like that of coral ;
both the wood

and lea# arc red.
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The Mang* A tree, \\^hosc leaf is like that of the mallpw, but larger atid stronger:

its flower is downy, like that of the ketrnia, and of a red colo ir, like the rose.

The Angue-inalou. A kind of aromatic brede; its flower is of a gtjlden colour.

The Voulang-boudi-pouni. A red wood, which in lime becomes black : it is used

in dying.

The Tsimamasoo. A cieeping plant, whose red flower is in the form of the

jessamine.

The f^anouquibonga. A shrub, with branches like those of the vine, and whose

beautiful red flowers are ranged like an aigrette.

The Maan. A kind of veloutier, with leaves like the mallow.

The Sonmoutcrang. A downy flower.

The Lalong.

The Via foutchi. A woody creeper, whose fruit is inclosed in a tfup, in the forni

of a star.

The Diti-azou. A fruit, which has the form of a small pear.

The Tavoutala. A small bulbous plant, of the enrehis kind; its flower is of a

greycolour.

The Chetchia. A kind of hieracium, with a yellow flower.

The Agnan rambou. Another hieracium, of a violet colour.

The Cutoubanda. A kind of pimpernel, which is applied to swellings.

The Nanton. A twisted tree, of two kinds, the large and the small leaf.

The Ampclang-thi-fouhe. Gentianellaj^with violet flowers.

The Calnpoudi. A kind of alsine.

The Veloutier. Pithonia.

The Oubave. A tree, which produces a gum, like gum arabic.

The Bontou. A tree, whose root gives’ a yellow dye ;
it grows on the side of

water, and ita leaf is thick and in pairs.

The Voai*morang. A shrub, whose bark possesses astringent qualities*^

The Vuendrang. A kind of galenga.>

The Afe. A large polipode, whose seed is eatable.

iTbe Tabouronangat. Bethel.

The Voii^rozan.

The Voua^assim*
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The Arnpelantghi. An agreeable plant, which grows to the height of twelve

inches,
4

. The Sondi-fa f^t. A plant, w’hich is found on the sea-shore. The Malegaches

rub their bodies with the leaves when they have suffered fatigue; and these frictions

revive and refresh them : they pretend that its leaves are incorruptible. When me-

dically applied, they arc found to possess healing qualities.

The Vognin d’oseng. A plant, whose leaf resembles that of the lily; the time

of its flowering marks the season for the whale fishery : the prows of the piroguas,

employed on that commercial service, arc adorned with garlands of these floweis.

The Azimena. A very agreeable shrub, that grows to the height of four feet : its

top is tufted, and its leaves are thick and of a fine green : its flower emits a very

fragrant odour. ,

The Toulon gouala. A shrub, whose odoriferous leaves serve the Malegaches for

pillows: it ri«ses to the height of four feet, and its fruit is bitter, oily, and aromatic.

The Voua-azigne. This is the straighieSt and loftiest tree of Madagascar; its

yellow, haid, and compact wood is employed in building houses, and forming the

keels of the great piroguas. The resinous juice that flows from it is yellow, like

amber, and of a glutinous quality, but without any smell. The Malegaches extract

from thivS valuable tree a clear oil, which, when fresh, is of an agreeable flavour:

rice when mixed with it becomes a more delicate food ; and this appliciition of it is

very common among the natives of the island.

The Tougmonnim. This tree grows oil the summit of the mountains; its wood,

which is weighty, and of a yellowish-bronze colour, is used for inlaying, and to make

sagayes.

The Vohan silan. This tree attains theiieight of twelve feet ; its trunk is straight,

and covered with thorns, but without leaves, which form a thick tuft round its top

:

they arc of a very fine green, arc four inches and an half in length, and two and an

half in breadth. The wood-pigeons are greedy of its fruit, which is of a very sin-

gular shape.

The Toulou. A shrub, which grows iu a bushy form, in any kind of soil; the

fruit is called the Madagascar strawberry
; it has a very agieeabk flavour, and is

esteemed by Europeans, as well as by the natives.

' The Voua-severantou. A shrub, which also grows in a bushy form, to th^ height

of seven feet, and loves a sandy soil : its wood is white.
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The Chifont-fui. A bcautifu! shrub, whose trunk is straight and without arty

leaves, but those which adorn its round and tufted top.

The Fin^^uere. A kind of wild fig tree^ which, on incision, yields a milky juice*

that, on coagulation, forms an elastic rosin ,* such as flows frona the caout^chouc.

The Maltgaches make torches, which burn without wicks, and afford a sufficient

light, w^hen they pursue their nocturnal fishery. Spirit of wine have no effect on

this rosin, but it dissolves in ether or linseed oil j
other fat and oily substances have

also a considerable effect on it. This tree rises to the height of twenty feet; its

leaves are eight inches long and four broad, and its fruit resembles a round fig,

which is full of small grains : the Malegaches eat it with pleasure, though it is sour

and caustic. This elastic gum is well known in Europe, and when used as bandages,

probes, See. greatly facilitates certain chirurgical operations.

The Bagnets. A plant, from which the true indigo is extracted at Madagascar:

this the natives perform by a very simple operation ; they lay the leaves and the stem

to soak in water, when the plant begins to flower ; after putrefaction, the water

becomes of a violet colour; and when it has attained a. deep tint, the leaves and

stems are taken out of it, and a certain quantity of oil poured into it ; when the

sediment has subsided the water is poured off; and the deposit, being dried in the

shade, produces a fine indigo.

The Ravendras is not a muscadier, but, in the opinion of M. de la Mark, a proper

species. It is the Bagato phyllum.

The Intchy, according to the same skilful botanist, is a basil hymenea.

The Antafara also, in his opinion, is among the genera of the Tabernamontana

species.

The Filao is the Casuarina of Fdrster,.and of Linnaeus junior.

And, lastly, the Vua-tchirie is the Pandamus.
'

In the enumeration which has been made of the plants and trees of Madagascar,

no notice has been taken of the following fruits, &c. &c.

The pine-apple, water melon, white pepper, anti the banana ; the saffron of the

Indies, the great cardamum, the ginger, the veronica, the vesicaria, the pourpier,

and the basil ;
the aster, the gentiliana, the bagnaudier, the veroche, and the papyrus

of the ancients, called sanga sanga, &c. Set. >

Ambergris is found in the Isles of France, Bourbon, Rodriguez, Set. and the

shores of the former are covered withxoral.
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ThiC French caused the greater part of the plants, trees, &c. hereaft^ described,

to be introduced into the island. Some of the inhabitants have also consider-

able epmributiphs ; among pthers, Messrs, Dc Cossigny, Ppivre, Hermans, &c.

1st. The reproductive plants, and .which are, as it were, naturalized in the country,

adj Those which are cuidyated in the fields. 3d. Such as are esculent, and belong

to tfie/kitchen garden. And, 4th. The different kinds of flowers.

Airiong the wild plants, a kind of indigo grows in the plains near the town.

The Pourpicr is a native of the country, and loves sandy places.

The Water*crcss is found in the rivulets, where it was sown some years ago.

The dandelion and wormwood grow freely among the rubbish, and in earth that

has been moved. But, above all, the -spreads its large and downy leaves,

and shoots up its cluster of yellow flowers to an extraordinary height.

The Sqube, (which is not the Chinese plant of the same name) is a grass, that

grows to the height of the finest rye, and chokes up the other herbs by the quicks

ness of its growth; but it must be eat while it is green, as it is too tough when dry

to be u^d as food for any animal. It is green only five months in the year ; and

the i)lack Maroons s&tnctimes set fire to it, in defiance of the ordinances published

against such a conflagration.

The Brette, whose name, in the Indian language, signifies an eatable leaf, is a

species of morel* There are two kinds of them ; the one called the Brette of Mada-

gascar^ whose leaf is somewhat thorny, but of a sweet taste, and a purgative quality.

The other, which is in more common use^ is served at table as spinage. It grows

every where, and the water in which it is boiled is very bitter* The blacks moisten

their manioc in it

The plants which arc cultivated are as^ follow

:

The Manioc, of which there is another kind, called camaignoc, grows in the driest

spots. Tjtiis ^.shirub, whose leaf resembles that of hemp; its root is as long, and as

large amarfsarm; and, when grated, is made into cakes; three pounds of it are given

to each Negro for his daily food.* M. de la Bourdonnais procured it to be brought

from^b^ island of Madeira, ah(|, as it quickly multiplies, is sheltered from the hur*

ricaneis, giyes a nutritious sufidstcncc to the Negroes, is a most valuable plant.

The Maiz, orindian corn, grows Here to great perfection. It is a valuable grain,

from its produc^v^ nature ; though if it be kept long, the insect gets into it.

Verbascum*

H '
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Wheat aUo flourishes here, though it does not grow to a great height.. It is

sown by hand on account of the rocky soil ; and is seldom kept more than two years.

Although its flour is never very white, its bread is preferable to that produced by

the flour of Europe, for long voyages.

The cultivation of rice is very successful; this grain produces more abundantly

than the wheat. -

The small millet yields a very plentifuTharvest.

Gats succeed well in this island, but they arc little cultivated.

The Negroes grow tobacco for their own consumption.

The fataque, is a grass with large blades, like those of a Small reed : artificial

meadows are made of it. It is a native of Madagascar. Onobryebis.

M. de St. Pierre mentions that attempts have been made to cultivate sainfoin,

trefoil, flax, hemp, and hops, in this island, but without success.

The culinary andfructiferous Plants,

The greater part of the vegetables degenerate, and those who are curious in them,

must annually obtain their seeds from Europe, or the Cape oT Good Hope. The

peas are tough, and without sweetness : the kidney-beans are hard ; but there is a

kind of them, which are larger and more tender, called the Cape pea. There is an-

other kind, with whose vines arbours arc formed. Horse beans are successful.

There is also a kind of bean, whose pod is a foot in length; its grains are large, but

are never eaten ; and its braixihes are so luxuriant as to form verdant bowers.

The artichokes put forth large leaves, but produce small heads, which are very

tough, unless the root has been well manured. Hedges are formed of them, as they

are very thorny, and rise to a considerable height.

The Giromon is a small pumpkin. The cucumber is also diminutive, and less pro-

ductive here than in Europe. The melon is in great estimation
; and the Pasteque,

or water-melon, is excellent : the climate is very favourable to it, as well as the

soil, when improved by manure.

Gourds grow here to an enormous size, ^nd are of great use, as they form the

utensils of the Negroes.

The Bringelle, or Aubergine, is of two kinds: the one, which is a native of Ma-

dagascar, has a very thick bark, and produces a round and yellow fruit; the other,

which is known in Europe, yields a blue fruit of the size of a large fig.
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There are two soru'of pimento; the one which is known in Europe* and tk:

other which is natural to this island. It is a shrub, whose fruit is very small, and

slunes like grains of coral, on a foliage of the finest green. The Creols use it ia all

their ragouts; it is a very strong pepper, and burns the lips like a caustic; it is

ealled the fiery pimento.

The Ananas, the finest of fruits, is known here ; and the strawberry begins to multiply

in cool situations: they however are not very productive, any more than the raspberry,

whose fruit has degenerated. There is avery fine sort from China, which attains the

size of cherries, and is very abundant; but it is neither sweet nor fragrant.

Spinage, cresses, sorrel, parsley, fennel, and celery, are of difficult cultivation:

the beet, lettuce, endive, and cauliflower, are much smaller and less tender than

they are in Europe. The cabbage, which is among the most useful vegetables, flou-

rishes here. The pimpernel, purslain, and sage, increase here; but, above all, the

Cistercian, which is a long-lived plant.

Asparagus, carrots, parsnips, sassafrass, radishes, and turnip radishes, require cul-

tivation ;
but as cattle are scarce, manure is proportionably rare. There is a kind

of Chinese radish, wkich is successful. The red* beet flourishes, but is very woody.

The Pomme de terre, Solamim Amerlcanum^ is not larger than a walnut, from being

ill cultivated : those of the Indies, called Cambar, weigh often upwards of a pound:

its skin is blue, like a violet; but it is white within, and its taste very insipid: it

affords a variety to the food of the Negroes. It multiplies considerably, as well as

the potatoe, some kinds of which are preferable to the European chesnut. Saffron is

used to give a colour to culinary, or cari, preparations, like the pistil in Europe. The

ginger is not so hot as that of the Indies. The pistachio, which is not the fruit of

the pistachio tree, is a small nut, that grows in the ground, in a rough shell ; to be

eaten, it must be roasted
;
but it is principally cultivated in order to extract a lamp-

oil. This plant is a phenomenon in botany, as it is very rare indeed that oily quali-

ties are found in those fruits which grow beneath the surface of the earth.

The mignionette, balsam, tuberose, larkspur. China-aster, and small pinks, all

flourish as in Europe. The large pijfiks ind lilies put forth abundance of leaves,

but seldom bear flowers. Anemones, ranunculas, and the Indian rose, as well as

the stqcjk and tfiq poppy^. flourish in this island.

Among the more common flowering plants of Africa there is but one, which is the

fine everlasting of the Cape ;
whose berries are large and red, like strawberries, and

H 2
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grow in bunches at the top of a stem, whose leaves resi^mblle pieces of gpy clotb.

There is another everlasting, with purple flowers, which grows evfry >vbcre : a rec4

that does not exceed the size of a large hair, and bears a bunch of white ind blue

flowers, which, at some distance, appear to be floating in the air;^ h from the

Cape; with a kind of tulip that has but two leaves, which stick to the earth as if they

grasped it ; (here is a plant also from China, that sows itself : it has flowers

like a rose, each stem producing six or seven of them at the same time, all of which

are variegated, from the deep red of bull’s blood to the colour of brick*

The aloe flourishes here ; from whose leaves may be drawn a medicinal gum,

while their fibres are capable of being manufactured into linen : it grows on the

rocks, and in places scorched by the sun. Some are covered with a strong and thick

leaf of the size of a man’s hand, and armed with a long spike ; the stem rises from

the centre to the height of a tree, that is covered with flowers which ‘drop down aloes

in their perfect state. There are others which are straight like large torches, with

several sides, and covered with very sharp thorns; these are streaked, and have the

appearance of serpents.

The rose tree is so easily propagated, that hedges are formed of it; but its flower

is not close and fragrant as those of Europe : there are many varieties of them, and

among others, a small kind from China, which bears flowers throughout the year.

The jessamines of Spain and France are naturalized here. There are pomegranates

with a double flower, but they are not very fruitful. The myrtle does not flourish

here as in Provence,

The Asiatic, African, and American shrubs are, the Cassis, whose leaf is indented;

but it does not resemble that of Europe. It is a large shrub, which is covered

with yellow o<ioriferous flowers, in small tufts: they yield a bean which aflfords a

black dye. As it is thorny, it is useful inTorming hedges.

The Foulsapatte, an Itidian word, which signifies the shoemaker’^ flower, from

its depositing a black dye when rubbed on leather. This shrub has a fine green fo-

liage, larger than that of the horn- beam, in the midst of which appear flowers, like

those of the pink, and of a deep red ; they are used in forming close hedges, and

there are many varieties of them.
^

The Poincillade, which is a native of America, is a kind of brabble that bears

clusters of yellow and red flowers; it is very beautiful, mit Fades in a short time.

It yields a bean^ and its leaf is divided like the esculent vegetables.
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The Jalap bears flowers in the shape of a funnel, and of a deep crimson, which

onlf open at night : they smell like turpentine, and there are two kinds of them.

The vine of Madagascar is a creeper, of which bowers are formed, and- bears a

yellow flower j its leaves are downy, and appear to be covered with flour. There

are several other kinds of flowering creepers in the gardens.

The Mongris, is a jessamine, whose leaf resembles that of the orange tree: there

are both double and single ones, and they dispense an agreeable fragrance.

The Franchipanier, is a jessamine of another kind. This $hrub grOws in the shape

ofa stag’s horn. From the extremities of the smaller horns there shoot out bunches of

long leaves, in the centre of which aie large white flowers, in the shape of a funnel,

and have a pleasant odour.

The lilac of the Indies comes to perfection in a short time, and as quickly dies.

It has an indented leaf of a very beautiful green ; it bears sweet-smelling flowers,

which change into berries : this shrub attains the height of a tree, and is of an agree-

able appearance j but, though its foliage is of a brighter green, its flower is less beau-

tiful, than the lilacs of Europe, which do not grow here. That of Persia does not

succeed here. Ther« is also the laurel, the rose laurel, the Galet lemon tree,

which is formed into hedges; its fruit is round, small, and very acid. The Palma

Christi grows every where, and ns oil is a known vermifuge.

The pepper plant is a creeper, which twines like ivy; it flourishes, but bears

no fruit. It is not known whether the tea tree, which has been brought from China,

will naturalize itself in this island, as the Injlian reed has done, which is of equal use

in the Indies as the willow is in Europe.

The cotton tree grows, inSlie form of a shrub, in the driest situations; it bears

a pretty yellow flower, to which a pod succeeds that contains the cotton. Its sCecl

is given to promote milk in the breast.

The coffee tree is the most useful tree or shrub in the island. It is a kind of

jessamine, with while flowers ;
its leaves arc a fine green, placed in regular opposi-

tion to each other, %nd are like those of the laurel ; its fruit is of a deep red, and

separates inb two beans. The trees kre planted at the distance of seven feet from

each other, and they arc lopped at the height of six feet : they last only seven years

:

at three years they bear fruit; and the antiaaj produce of each tree is estimated at

a podnd of berries. A Negro can ann.uallf cultivate a thousand pounds weight of
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it, independent of the berries necessary to his own subsistence. The inhabitants

pretend that the coffee of this island is inferior only to that of Moka.

Among the European tfees, the pine, the fir, and the oak, grow, to a inodcratc

height, when they decline. There are also cherry, apricot, apple, and mulberry trees,*

with the pear, the medlar, and the olive. The fig tree cannot boast of its fmit; nor

does the vine succeed in this climate : it produces grapes, but they do not ripen at

the same time, and yield nothing for the vintage. In Europe, the fruit of the same

tree attain their ripeness, in a great degree, at the same time; here they ripen succes-

sively; which occasions an uncommon variety in the taste of the fruit, gathered at the

same moment from the same tree : it would probably be otherwise if it were left to

its natural growth. The vine grows, in hot countries, in the midst of wopds, where

it twines itself round the trees which serve to shade it: this circumstance proves, that

if it were introduced into more shady places, it might succeed in this island. The

peach tree produces fruit, in a moderate abundance, and of an agreeable taste; but

the stone does not separate.

The trees in this island are in a perpetual estate of vegetation ; and it might be a

beneficial practice if they were planted deeper in the earth, in order to check their

growth : they should be .preserved from the heat here, as they are protected from

the cold in the northern parts of Germany. The European trees shed their leaves

in the cold season, which possesses here the warmth, and is accompanied with as

much humidity as the spring in the moderate parts of Europe.

The foreign ornamental trees are, th^ Laurel, which flourishcwS here, as well as

the Agathis, of which there are several kinds. Its leaf is indented, and intermixed

with bunches of white airy flowers, which are succceUd by long, leguminous pods.

The Chinese frequently represent them in their landscapes.

The Poicbe is a native of India; it has a tufted foliage, whose leaf is in the shape

of an heart : it is useful only for the shade it affords. It produces an unJ)rofitablc

fruit of a ligneous substance, and in the form of a medlar.

The JBambou, appears at a distance like our pillows. It is .a reed that shoots

up to the height of the loftiest trees, and puts forth branches covered with leaves,

like those of the olive tree : they are formed into avenues; and as the wind passes

through them it produces a ceaseless murmur. Their uses are various and well

known.
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The Attier, whose triangular flower is bf a solid substance, has the taste of the

pistachio. Its fruit reseilibles that of the pine tree; when ripe, it is filled with a

white, sweet cream, has the fragrance of the orange-flower, and is full of black

kernels. It is a grateful fruit, but very heating.

The Manguier is a very fine tree, which the inhabitants of India represent on their

painted silks; it is covered with flowery branches, like the Indian chesnm tree: to

them succeeds a quantity of fruit, in the shape of a very lafge flat plumb, covered

with a rind that smells like turpentine. The fruit has an agreeable and vinous taste,

and if it were not for its smell, might be said to equal the fineiit fruits of Europe:

it is probable that a very pleasant drink might be extracted from it. It is generally

loaded with fruit in the hurricane season, which occasions the loss of the greater

part of it. It gr^)ws on the sands, and even in the sea.

The Bananier grows every where, but has no wood : it is nothing but a tuft of

leaves, which rise in columns ; and expand, at the top, in broad bands of green, which

have the appearance of satin. At the end of a year, there, sprouts forth from the

top a long cluster bristled over with fruit, in the shape of a cucumber. The fruit,

which is mucilaginous’ has an agreeable taste, and the Negroes arc very fond of it:

it is given them on festivals, and they reckon their time by the course and number

of Banana feasts. Its leaves resemble silk girdles ; its cluster falls down for several

feet, and its violet-coloured head resembles that of a serpent : this circumstance

may have been the cause of its being called the fig tree of Adam. This fruit lasts

all the year, and there are many kinds of it,^orae of the size of a plumb, and others

as long as a man’s arm. Linen may also be made of the fibres of this plant.

The Gouyanier bears a strong resemblance to the medlar tree; its flower is white,

and its fruit smells like bugs. It possesses.an astringent quality; and is the only

fruit "which breeds maggots.

The Jam-rose, is a tree which affords a fine shade, though not of a lofty growth;

its fruit emits the fragrance of a rose bud, and is of a sweetish taste.

The Papayer is a kind of fig trae, without branches; it grows fast, and shoots up

like a column, with a capital of large leaves : its fruit, which is like a small melon,

grows out of its trunk, which is of the substance of a turnip. Its seed has the taste

of cresses. The female Papayer only bears flowers; they are of a form and smell

as agreeable as those of an honeysuckle.

The Badamier seems to have been formed for the purpose of giving shade. It
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grows in the form of a pyramid ranged in several separSite stories ; its foliage is fine,

and it yields a few-^alitonds, that have an agreeable taste.
^

The Avocat is a handsome tree, and yields a pear which incloses a large kernel

:

the substance of this fruit is like butter, which when seasoned with sugar tnd lemon-

juice, it is a pleasant eatable, though of an heating quality.

The Jacq is a tree of a beautiful foliage, and bears a monstrous fruit, which is

the size of a hrge pumpkin, whose rind is of a fine verdant colour, and entirely

shagreened. It is full of grains, whose coats, consisting of a white, glutinous,

and sweet skin, are alone eaten. It smells like rotten cheese, and is a powerful

stimulant.

The Tamarind has a very fine top : its leaves are placed in regular opposition to

each other, and close in the night. Its pod affords a mucilage, which makes a

pleasant and cooling beverage. It has perpetuated itself in the woods.

There are several kinds of orange trees, one of which bears an orange called by

distinction the Mandarine. A large kind of Pamplemouse, an orange of a red

colour and 3m indifferent taste: and a lemon tree that bears a large fruit, which

yields but little juice.

The Cocoa tree has been transplanted hither. It is a kind of palm tree that flou-

rishes in the'lsand, and one of the most useful trees in the commerce of India : it

serves to give oif, and fibres for cables. It is said that at Pondicherry each cocoa

tree annually produces a pistole. It delights so much in the vicinity of salt water,

that salt is thrown into the hole in which the fruit is planted, to facilitate the open-

ing of the bud. The cocoa appears to be designed to float in the sea, from ilt

hairy coat, which keeps it above the water, and the hardness of the shell, which is

impenetrable to it. This palm is the inhabitant of the southern shores, as the fir is

the prevailing tree of the north, and as the date is the pride of the arid mountains of

Palestine. Not long since it was discovered that a crab look up its abode at the foot

of the cocoa tree : nature lias provided it with a long claw, terminated by a nail,

with which it draws out the substance of the fruit,.through the holes at its extremity.

This animal is found on the Island of Palms, to the north of Madagascar, which

was discovered in 1769, by the shipwreck of a vessel named L’Heureux^ that perished

in its voyage to Bengal^ This crab served the crew for food.

There has lately been discovered, in the island of Sechelle, a palm tree that bears

double cocoa nuts, some of which weigh more .than forty pouhds. The Indians
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attribute to it very extraordinary virtues :• they suppose these trees to be a produc-

tion of the sea, because the currents sometimes throw them on the coast of Malabar.

They call them marine cocoa nuts. This fruit when stripped of its hair, mulierh

corporis bifurcationem, cum nature et pilis representat. Its leaf, which is in the shape

of a fan, is large enough to cover the half of a hut. But, in the usual proportionate

dispensations of nature, this tree does not bear more than three or four of these enor-

mous nuts ; while the ordinary cocoa tree bears thirty or forty : their taste is much

the same. Marine cocoas have been planted in the Isle of France, and begin to

shoot.

There are also some curious trees, as the date, which seldom bears fruit; the

palm which is called the Araque, as well as that which produces the sago; the Ca-

niheier and the Acajou, both of which yield flowers, but without fruit; the cinna-

mon tree, of wllicli avenues have been made, resembles a large pear tree, both in

size and foliage ; its small clusters of flowers and its cinnamon have an aromatic

odour, 'rhere was but one cocoa tree in the island in the year 1769,

It is long since the Ravinerara, a kind of nutmeg from Madagascar, has been

planted iicre; as well as the Mangoustaiis and the Litchis, which produce the finest

fruits in the world
; the varnish tree, that yields an oil capable of preserving cabinet

work; the tallow tree, whose seed is covered with a kind of wax; a tree from China,

whicli yields small lemons in clusters like grapes; the silver tree of the Cape; and,

lastly, the I’cak, so well known for its service in the construction of vessels.

Marine Productions^

I’herc is a great variety of fish in the seas that surround the Isle of France.

Whales arc often seen to windward of the island, particularly in the month of

September, which is the season of their copulation: they. arc then frequently ob-

served to poise themselves perpendicularly in the water, and approach the shore

:

they are very itifcrior in size to jliose of the North. They are never caught, though

the Negroes arc not unacquainted with the art of harpooning them, because those

people are engaged in more useful and less perilous occupations. The flesh of these

whales is like that of the ox.
ml'

The Vicille, is a blackish fish, like a cod, both in shape and taste. It is sometimes

poisonous, as well as several other kinds, which, however, are easily known; Those

I
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who accidentally eat of them are seized with convulsions, which sometimes end in

death. In such circumstances their skin falls off in scales. In the island of Rodriguez,

which is not more than an hundred leagues distant from hence, the fleet under Admiral

Boscawen lost, by the eating this fish, upwards of fifteen hundred men, which occa-

sioned the expedition to fail against the Isle of France. It is supposed that thfese fish

acquire their poisonous quality by eating the branches of the madrepore. The poi^son-

ous fish, however, may be known by the blackness of their teeth, or by throwing a

piece of silver fn the kettle in which they are boiling, which becomes black if they are

impregnated with deleterious juices. It is, however, a very singular circumstance,

that this fish is never unwholesome to the windward of the island. It is therefore

an ilbfounded opinion that the madrepores communicate this poison; because the

island is surrounded with banks of coral. Others attribute it to the fruit of some

poisonous tree which falls into the sea; but this opinion is no better founded than

the former; since, among other reasons, the island* does not produce any fruit that

could produce such a pernicious effect. There is also one kind of wood-pigeon,

whose flesh taken as food occasions convulsions: but, as it is a bird of passage, and

as this fish is found in every part of these seas, this fatal qu^llity may be acquired

on the neighbouring coasts of Madagascar or Africa.

In the number of these suspected fish arc several of a whitish appearance, with a

wide mouth, and a large head ; such as the Captain, and tlie Carranque. The flesh

of these fish is not remarkably good ; and those which have a rough bone on the

palate, are supposed not to be dangerous®

There are sharks, but they are never eaten.

In general, the smaller the fish*are, the less danger there is in eating them. The

roach is much larger than, but very inferior to that of Europe : it is considered as

wholesome, as well as the mullet, which is very common.

There are pilchards and mackerel, which differ little in appearance fr<Mn those

known to Europeans.

The Poulc d’eau, a kind of turbot, is the best fish of these seas: its fat is

green.

There are white rays, whose long tails are covered with sharp-pointed bones j

and otters, whosjC skin and flesh^are black ; the sabre fisl), m called from their shape;

the moon Ssb, speckled with different colours j and the purse fish, whose skin is

marked with the meshes of a net. There are other fish like our whiting, of red,
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ycHow, and violet cotours* There are also the perroquet fish, which is green, with a

yellow head, and white hooked beak ; they swim in shoals, as the birds, from whom

their nilmc is derived, fly in flocks*

The armed fish is small and of a very whimsical shape ; its head is like that of

the pike, which bears on its back seven bony bristles as long as its body, the prick

of which is poisonous : they are united by a pellicle that resembles the wing of a

bat. It is marked from its mouth to its tail with brown and white stripes, like a

jEebra. There is a fi^ which is square, like a trunk, whose name has been given to

it, and is armed with two horns like a bull : there are several kinds which never

attain to any considerable size ; as the porcupine fish, bristled over with long prickles,

and the polypus, which crawls in the swamps, with its seven claws armed with air-

holes : it changes its colour, spouts forth water, and endeavours to defend itself against

any one who attempts to take it. These strange fish are found in the ledges and

reefs of rocks, and are seldom if ever applied as food*

The fresh-water fish are better than ours; and appear to be of the same kind as

those which are taken in the sea. Among these the best are the lubin, the mullet,

and the carp ; the cabot, that lives in the torrents formed by rocks, to which it ad-

heres by means of a concave membrane, and very large and delicate shrimps. The

cel is a kind of conger; there are some from seven to eight feet in length, and of

the thickness of a man’s leg ; they retire into the holes of the rivers, and sometimes

devour those who are so imprudent as to bathe there.

There are lobsters, or Langoustes, of « prodigious size, though their claws are

comparatively small; they are of a blue colour marbled with white. There is a

small kind of them, of a most beautiful form ,* they are of a sky-blue colour, with

two small claws, divided into two joints,^which am like a knife whose blade turns

back into the handle. It seizes its prey as if it were maimed.

There is a great variety of crabs
;
the following are the most remarkable : a kind,

rough with tubercles and prickles, like a madrepore; one which has on its back the

impression of five red seals; another, whose claws terminate in the form of an horse-

shoe. There is a kind also which is covered with hair, is entirely unprovided with

claws, and sjticks to the sides of ships: there is also a gray crab, with a smooth in-

dented shell, on which appeal* several whimsical and irregular figures, that are exactly

similar on each crab. There is another, whose eyes are placed at the termination of

two long tubca, like telescopes. When it does not employ them, it lays them in

I 2
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grooves along the side of its shell The sea spider is a crab with red claws, of un-

equal length. There is also a crab, whose shell is three times larger than itself; thus

it appears to be covered as with a large shield, and when in motion its feet are not

visible.

In many places along the sea-shore, at a few feet beneath the water, are found

great numbers of Boudins, red and black. When they are dragged on shore, they

emit a thick, white, and flimsy matter, which is transformed in a moment into a

parcel of loose glutinous threads. This animal is supposed to be the enemy of the

crabs, among which it is found. Its slime is calculated to embarrass their claws,

which arc not able to lay hold of its elastic coat, or cylindrical shape. The

sailors give it a very gross name, which may be rendered in Latin by mentula

monachi. The Chinese esteem it very much, and consider it as a very powerful

stimulant.

There may be ranked also among the shell-fish, a shapeless, soft, and membrane-

ous mass, in the centre of which is a single flat bone, somewhat bent. In this species

the common order of things seems reversed, as the animal is without, and the shell

within. • <

There are several kinds of Oursin (Echinus marinus )i the blue Oursiri, with long

prickles; in the water its two eyes shine like grains of lapis lazuli; and, among

many others, there is one which resembles the bottom of an artichoke.

Of the various snails some remain fixed to the rocks, with an incrusted shell; and

others wander about whose shell is smooth and shining. Among the former is the

Bouebe d*Argent simple, which, when cleared of its incrustation, exceeds burnished

silver in beauty: the Bouebe d'Argent epineuse; the Bouche d'Or^ whose shell is

yellow ; the river snail, whose black skin conceals a fine rose colour, striped with

points d'bongrie

:

the Persic or Panama Conch, which affords a liquor that gives

a purple dye ; a long snail, whose mouth is marked with black spots ; and several

others.

Among the wandering snails are, the fluted Ne^ite^ the «mooth Neriie, with red,

gray, and black streaks, in all directions: there is a great variety of them. The

harp snail, the most beautiful in shape and colour ; the same with the addition of

prickles; a snail similar to one w^hich is seen in the Azores, that yields a purple

juice; and many others.

There is in the Isle of France a smooth and flat Star Upas, and
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the Lepas Jluviatilis, which, like the other shells found in the rivers of this island,

is covered with a black skin; the Oreille de Mer, whose inside is einpcarled, and

a kind of white shell, whose bburellet is still more rounded.

The vermicular^ (the Serpula of Linn.) which is nothing more than a \yhite pipe,

is supposed to be a fragment of the Arrosoir, (the Serpula penis), a large kind which

winds across the madrepores. The Cornet of St, Hubert^ a small white vermicular^ in

a spiral form, and divided into separate partitions, like the nautilus; the Nautilus

papyraceus, and the common Nautilus, whose section forms such a fine volute.

Among the Rouleaux, (Conus, Linn,) is a common olive; (Voliita, Linn.) a

beautiful olive, which resembles the shades of a velvet of three colours; the black is

most esteemed; there are some of five inches in length; a small olive more open;

and the common Rouleau, with red spots. These three kinds have an upper skin

covered with hair; the Drap d'or ; the Tonnerre, whose shell is very small, striped

in zig-zag; the Poire

y

the Rouleau covered with skin like the whose mouth

has an hollow slit, and is of a fine scarlet; the Ear of Midas is incrusted, but it is

of a beautiful lustre; the Grand Casque of a pale yellow colour; the white Casque

spotted wuth purple, and is very small ; the Scorpion, covered with skin, and has

seven fangs
; and, lastly, the Araignee^ a large and fine shell, whose lips are of a

violet colour, and has a mouth decked with prickles.

Among the Porcelaines^ (Cypraea, Linn,) there is a common kind of a reddish

brown, d dos ddne y another, which is spotted like a tyger, and the Carte de Geo*

grapbie, which is rare. There is also the fEuf or the egg of a milk white, whose

mouth is red and yellow. The Lievre^ (Lepus,) of a fine dark red colour, and the

Olive de Roche^ Voluta, whose shell is very brittle.

Among the Vis, the common speckled fis is very long; there is another equally

beautiful, whose spiral form is accompanied with a moulding; the Enfant en Mail*
lot, more swelled; another equally large called the Culotte de Suisse, whost colours

and lustre are very fine; a small Vis with a kind of beak, with an hole pierced in

it; another d dos d'dne, that is also pierced; the fuseau blanc, which is rare; the

fuseau with red spots; the maritime Mitre,, marked wdih the same spots; the Mitre
fluviatilis, which is covered with a black skin.

It is a singular circumstance, that all the univalves are turned from left to right,

the shell being placed on its mouth, and the point towards the person who regards

it. Exceptions from this general rule are very rare. If it were asked, by what law
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their volute always turns to the same side? it may be answered, by the same law

which makes the earth turn from the west to the east. In that case, the stin may

be the efficient cause, as it is of their colours, which increase in beauty as we

approach nearer to the line.

The Scorpion, which has very long claws, increases its shell every year. Its old

claws become useless, and it forms new ones. It may be asked, what it has done

with the old ones ? In the same manner the Porcelaine has a thick mouth, which is

formed in such a way, that it cannot augment its revolutions on itself, if it does not

succeed in destroying the obstacles to its opening. It k not improbable, that these

animals possess a liqilor capable of dissolving the walls of the roof, which they wish

to enlarge, and if this dissolvent exists, it might be employed for the stone in the

bladder, and to destroy those glutinous humours, which resemble the prima materia

of shells.

Among the Bivalves^ are the common Oyster which adheres to the rocks, and is

of so rude a shape,,that it is necessary to employ,an hammer to open it: it is good

to eat; a kind which is called i^he leaf, on account of its form ; a gray oyster which

sticks to the sides of ships, and whose shell is beautiful and elastic; this is very

rare. The pearl oyster is white, flat, thick, and very large; it is found at a great

distance from land, and is the same as that in which pearls are found
;
another pearly

oyster which is still flatter, and of a deep violet colour ; it attaches itself by means

of threads, like the muscle. It is very common at the southeast port, and is found

at the mouths of the rivers. Its pearls ate of a violet colour.^

The oyster called la Tuillee^ is by no means uncommon; it is of the same kind

as those, which serve as holy-water pots in the church of Saint Sulpice. It is per-

haps the largest shell fish of the sea. Tbe^e are to be seen of them, at the Maldivian

Islands, which require the strength of two oxen to drag' them along. It is a very

curious circumstance, that this oyster is found in a state of petrifaction bn the coast

of Normandy.

There is also a kind of oyster which is very small, and of a grey colour, that

resembles, in shape, a Polish saddle ; the thorny oyster, which is found in the beds

of coral, ind iht Pelure d'oignon^ or onion peel, of which we have seen only

some detached shells.

There are three kinds of muscle, which are -neither curious nor common; they

resemble, in shape, the dail of the Methterranean, and are found among the
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mireporai there is also a white muscle, with an elastic shell, which incorporates

itself witluhe spon^; it is an intermediate gradation between two 'kinds.

The Hacbe d*armes is pf the muscle kind, and is formed like a battle axe, with

the hatchet on one side, and a point on the other ; it is covered with asperities, and

opens with a simple elastic plait.

Among the xiSckles, is the Arche de Noe^ whose extremities rise like the poop of

a vessel the Caeur de JBoeuf^ one side of which is irregular; die Corbeille, whose

flutings blend with each other; the Rape, whose stries^ of gutters, are formed by

arches which cross one another; a common cockle, with a slender shell, the inside

of which is tinged with a deep blue ; another sort, which is very beautiful and

scarce, and marked on the outside like embroidery ;
the Peigne, and the Manteau

ducal, of a fine Aurora colour.

There is every appearance, that the shell fish have their hostilities as well as other

animals, as the shattered remains of them are continually found on the shores; and

tho^e which are taken in an entire state, are^always pierced in different pans. There

is‘a snail, armed with a sharp tooth, with which it wounds the shell of the muscle.

It is found in the strain of Magellan, and is called ..the armed Burgau.

To obtain fine shell fish, they must be taken alive. Thosc> whose covering is

clear, live on the sand, where they take refuge in stormy weather : others cling to

the rocks ; the muscles take abode among the branches of submarine plants, where

they do not multiply in a great degree : if they were to spawn on the rocks, as in

Europe, the hurricanes would destroy them.*

There is much variety in the hinges of the shells of fish, which the artisan might

imitate with advantage. The oyvStcr has but little leather, which incorporates with

the stony" substance : the muscle has a strong elastic skin : the hacbe d'anne has but

one fold : the cwur, if regular, has some small teeth at its hinge, which lock in one

another; and if one of its sides extends, the hinge increases on the side where the

weight preponderates, and the teeth which fi)rm it have a porpoftionable strength.

An admirable principle of geometry is visible in their curb.

The Isle of France is entirely surrounded with the madreporae, which are stony

vegetations, in tlie form of plants and dirubs. They are in such abundance, that

the rocks are entirely formed of them.

They may be distinguished by those which do not spring from the earth, and

those which are attached to it.
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Among tlie first are the Champignon^ which appears to be composed of leaves;

the PJumet, which is of the same kind j the Plumet, with three and four branches,

and the Cen>eau de Neptu?ic,

Among those vhich decorate the bottom of the sea, and wliicb appear to hold to

the cartli by their roots, are the Chou-Jleur

;

the Chou, whose leaves and appearance

resemble very much that of the garden vegetable of the same natn^ ; it is of a large

kind, as well as a madrepora, in a spiral form, and which is very brittle j another,

which resembles a tree in its bark and branches, a very pretty kind, which is

called the Get be, that seems to be formed of several clusters of ears of corn; the

Pinceau^ or the pink; in the centre of each segment, a wsmall quantity of green

is remarkable; a common kind, forming a, tuft like the Reseda, with its conic

flowers; a very pretty one, which grows in the form of an island, with its shore

and its mountains ; another, which resembles a congelation ; a kind, whose foliage

branches out like the fingers of the human band^ the Bois de CerJ^ whose branches

are detached and brittle; the Ruche a Miel, a shapeless mass, whose surface is

xegulaiiy perforated with holes
;
a coral of a pale blue colour ; withinside it is of a

darker blue, and a coral, distinctly marked with black and white, which has some-

thing of the nature of the red coral, that has not yet been found here. Here are

-also several coralline vegetations of various colours, which arc m battle, that they

cannot be conveyed to Europe.

Among the Liihophites, there is a plant resembling a long straw, which has neither

foliage, knots, or blossoms; there is al^o a vegetation, like a small forest of trees,

whose roots are very much interwoven, and each of them has a small bunch of

leaves. The substance of this lithophite partakes of the nature of wood, and burns

like it in the fire; it is, however, in the class of the madreporae. There are also

three kinds of marine stars, which do not suggest any particular remark.

It is no longer doubted, that the madreporae are the work of an infinite number

of small animals, although they bear an exact resemblance to trees, by their appear-

ance, stem, branches, and mass, and even by thjeir flowers, which display the same

colour as the blossom of the peach tree.

Ambergris was formerly found on the coast, and there is even a small island to

the windward which bears its name.
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Native Animals,

According to the Abbe dc la Caille, monkies were brought into the Lslc of

France by the Portiigucze. The Monkey of this island is of a moderate size, witli

hair of a reddish- grey colour, and rather thick. It has a long tail, and is gregarious.

These animals frequently venture to plunder the houses of the inhabitants ; on

which occasion they place sentinels on the rocks and in the trees; and when they

perceive the dogs and hunters coming in pursuit of them, they set up a cry, and

llie whole of this curious party decamps. It climbs the highest mountains, and

repok)s above the precipices, on the smallest projections. It is the only quadruped

of its size that exposes itself in such a situation.

It is supposed,^ that formerly the Flamingo (Phaenicopteriis) was common in this

island, but at present the number is reduced to a very few. It is a largh handsome

sea bird, whose plumage is an intermixture of black, white, and rose colour.

There is a considerable number of Corbigcaiix, which arc considered as the best

game of the island : it is very difficult to shoot them.

There arc two sort? of the Faille en Cul (the Phaeton sethereus of Linn,); the

one of a silver white
; the other having the beak, claws, and rump, red. Although it

be a sea bird, it builds its nest in the woods. The English call it the Tropic Bird.

There arc several kinds of Parroquets, with a gray capuche : they are of the size

of a sparrow, but can never be tamed. They are good to eat.

The woods produce Blackbirds, which at* the call of the hunter come to the end

of his gun. They are considered as game.

shall now mention an animal of a very singular nature, which M. de Buffon

calls the great Bat of Madagascar.

It is about a foot in length, from its posterior extremity to its beak, and its wings

suctch to about four feet ; it has large canine teeth, consisting of four in the upper,

and as many in the lower jaw. Its muzzle is black and sharp; its ears large and

bare; its talons arc hooked, large? and compressed: it has no tail. These bats are

of different colours ; some of a bright red, others brown, and some are almost black.

They resemble the common bat in their interior conformation, the shape of their

wings, and the manner of spreading them when they fly. When these animals repose,

they cling to the tops of the highest trees, and hang with their heads downwards.

At other times, they fix themselves upon animals,-and even upon man himself. They

K
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feed indifferently on fruit, flesh, and insects. They arc so fond of the juice of the

palm tree, that they sometimes intoxicate themselves with it, so as to fall to the

ground. Their horrid shrieks arc heard, during the night, in the forests, at the dis-

tance of two miles, but they retire at the approach of day. Nothing is safe from

the ravages of these destructive creatures; they equally destroy the wild and domes-

tic birds, whenever they have an opportunity ; and they will sometimes attack the

Human kind;' fey seizing and tearing the visage. It is very probable, as M. de Buffon

has observed^ dxSfct the ancients borrowed their idea of the harpies, from these ter-

rible animals. The Indians consider them as a palatable article of food, particularly

in certain seasons of the year, when they are full of fat : and even some of the

F’rench people, both in this island and the isle of Bourbon, have brought themselves,

in this particular, to follow the Indian example. The Negroes, however, hold them

in the greatest horror; and no consideration whatever could induce them to have

any other concern with these noxious creatures, but to destroy them ; for which

purpose tliey employ uncommon dexterity. It has often happened, that persons

have been attacked, while asleep, and bled to death by them, as they are powerful

and subtle bloodsuckers ; so that it is really dangerous to slurdber in the open air, or

to let them enter into an house during the night.

There is a kind of hawk, called the Chicken eater, which is said to feed on grass-

hoppers. It dwells on the sea shore, and discovers no appearance of alarm at the

sight of man. .

Formerly there was great plenty of ttirdcs’on this coast ; but at present they are

very much diminished.

The sea shore is full of holes, which are inhabited by great numbers of Tourlou-

roux^ which are a kind of amphibious cpb, that dig under the eardi like a mole.

They run very fast, and when they are in danger of being taken, present the points

of their claws, with which they make a kind of ringing noise. They arc of no use

whatever.

Another very singular amphibious animal, it the Bernurd Vbermite (Cancer

Bernhardus, Lmn,), a kind of lobster, whose hinder part is without a shell ; but

nature has instinctively taught it to lodge that part in any empty shell it can find

They am men running ^out in great numbers, each of them carrying its borrowed

house; which when incommodious, from its being too ^mall, it changes, as oH^r-

tunity serves, for one that is more capacious.
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The most noxious insects of the island are the Locusts* which are well known for

the injury which agriculture receives from them*

There are several kinds of caterpillars, some of which, as that of the Citronnier,

arc very large and beautiful.

There is also a nocturnal butterfly, which bears on its corselet, a death’s head

(the Atropos, or Uie de mart) It frequents, and flies about, the interior apartments

of houses.

The Centipede (centpieds^ scolopendre), is frequently seen in obscure and humid

situations. It is not improbable that this insect was designed to keep man from un-

wholesome places. Some of these insects attain the length of six inches, and ants

have been seen to seize their legs, and to drag them along like a piece of timber.

The Scorpion inhabits the same moist places; its bite is not mortal, but it pro*

duces a fever, which is cured by rubbing the affected part with oil. This insect is

the only one in the island, that is noxious to man; but it is become much less

venemous than formerly.

There are bees which produce excellent honey.

There is a kind of i’hsect that resembles the ant in appearance, nor is it less saga*

cious in forming its abode. These creatures make a sad bavock among the trees,

and timber, whose wood they pulverize, and with the dust form arches of about an

inch in breadth, over which they pass and repass. These insects, which are called

Carias, and a/e black, will sometimes over-run the whole timber-work ofaahouse

:

They will make their way into trunks, and dther pieces of furniture, in the course of

a night. The most certain remedy against their depredadons, is to rub the places

which they frequent, with garlick.

There are three kinds of Cancrelas (Bla{ta Indica), a kind of beetle. One of

them is of a flat shape and a gray colour, but the most common is of the size of a

may-bug, and of a reddish-brown colour. This Cancrelas^ or kakerlaque^ is a Co-

leopterous insect, which soils and destroys every thing. It is called Ravei in the

Andlles; though the Cancrelas oSthe Isle of France is larger than the Ravet of

St, Domingo, but is equally troublesome by piercing the water-casks in ships, and

making holes of two inches in circumference.

It has for its enemy a kind of beetle, or green fly, which is very active and lights

and whose touch alone renders it motionless. . The beetle then drags it along till it

finds a chink to deposit its victim, it then lays an egg in the body of the Cancrelas,

K 2
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and abandons it. This touch, which some have supposed to be a charm, is the

puncture of a sting, whose effect must be very prompt, as that insect is of a very

hardy nature.

In khe trunks of trees is found a large worm with claws, which gnaws the wood

:

it is denominated a Moutcuc, Not only the black, but the white inhabitants, con-

sider it as palatable food. Pliny observes, that it was a favourite dish at the first

tables in Rome, where it was the custom to fatten it with flour. Those were

highly esteemed and preferred, which were found in the trunks of the oak. It was

called Cossus.

I’he kinds of flies which are common with us, are to be found here. The gnat,

called Moustique^ or MariUgouin is very troublesome, as in every place which it fre-

quents : its hum is very loud. This gnat is black, spotted with white. Gauze

curtainsjwhich are called mousticaires^^rc employed as preservatives against it during

the night.

On the banks of rivulets are seen the insects called Demoiselles (Libcllula), which

are of a fine violet colour, and whose head is like a ruby. I’his is a carnivorous

insect, and feeds on butterflies. "

There is a small beautiful Lizard about four or five inches in length, with very

lively eyes, which is to be found in the houses. It crawls up the walls, and even

along the glass of the windows. It feeds on flies and insects, for which it will lay in

wait with extreme patience. It lays small round eggs about the size of a pea, which

are white spotted with yellow. Some of them are rendered so familar as to take

sugar from the band. They are very innocent, and as they destroy the insects, arc

considered as beneficial domestic associates. There is a kind of them which inhabit

the woods, and is extremely beautiful ; being of an azure colour inclining to green,

with crimson streaks on the back, which resemble Arabic characters.

But a more formidable enemy to the insects is the Spider.—Some of these are as

large as a nut, with long legs covered with hair. Their webs arc so strong, that

small birds are taken in them. They destroy also wasps, scorpions and centipedes.

The mild temperature ofthis climate, so much desired by ilie inhabiiams oi Europe,

is favourable to the propagation of insects which devourfruit. But the fruits of these

Southern countries are clothed with such thick rinds, hard skins, and aromatic barks,

as the orange, the lemon, &c. that there are very few kinds in which the fly can

deposit its worm. Many of these insects also are in a continual state of hostility, as
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the centipedes and the scorpion. The Forraicako lays its shares for the ants; the

green fly stings the cancrclas ; the lizard pursues the butterfly j the spWer prepares its

nets for every insect that flies ; and the hurricanes which formerly arrived every year,

destroy both the pursuer and the pursuedb

Animals brought into the Isle of France,

Foreign fish have been even brought to this place. The Gourami comes from

Batavia. It is a fresh-water fish, and is esteemed to be the best in the Indies. It

is like the salmon, but more delicate. Here are also the gold-fish from China, which

kse their beauty as they increase in size. These two species multiply in the pools.

Several ineflectual attempts have been made to transport frogs hither, which cat the

eggs wluch the Moustiqne deposits on the stagnant waters.

A bird has been brought from the Cape which is extremely useful. The Dutch

call it the Gardener’s Friend.

It is of a brown colour, and the size of a large sparix>w. It feeds on worms,

caterpillars, and small snakes. But it not only eata them; it also provides a store

for its future w'ants, br hanging them up on the hedges ; and if deprived of its liberty,

will contrive to suspend a portion of the meat which is given to it, on the wires of

its cage.

The Martin has multiplied very much indeed, in this island. It is a kind of Indian

starling, with a yellow beak and claws. It scjarcely differs from that of Europe but

in its plumage, which is less spotted. It has the same warble, the same aptitude to

articulate words, and the same actions. It counterfeits other birds, and settles on

animals, to pluck their hair,* but it is most remarkable for its greedy consumption

of grasshoppers. They always go in p^trs y and at sunset asssemble in thousands,

on certain trees which they prefer. After a general warbling, the whole flight goes

to rest; and at break of day they disperse in pairs through different parts of the

island. This bird k not eatable.

Several couple of Ravens had been let loose in ti>e woods, to destroy the rats

^md mice, of whicih there rei:nain but three males. The inhabitants, accased tlicm

of devouring their chickens.

It is not possible to pass over the mischief occasioned by the Cape Bird, a kind

of small singing bird which is very melodious. They.were at first brought here

from curiosity, but some of them escaped into the woods, where they have greatly
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multiplied. They subsist on the fruits of the harvest, and tlie government has set a

price on their destruction, ^

There is a very pretty Tom-tit, whose Wings are dotted with white spots; and the

Cardinal, whose head, neck, and belly, ^ a cerjtain season of the year, are of a

bright red; the rest of its plumage is a fine pearl colour. This bird comes from

Bengal.

' There are three kinds of Partridge much smaller than ours, and their cry resembles

that of a hoarse cock. They roost, during the night, oft the trees, as in other hot

countries,.

The fine Pheasant of China, and Pintades^ have been let loose in the woods.

Geese and wild ducks have also been introduced to the pools of water ; there arc

also tame ones, and among others the Manilla duck, which is very beautiful. There

are our European fowls ,* a kind of African fowl, whose skin, flesh, and bones are

black ; and. another sort from China, the male of which is remarkable for its courage.

‘ Many of the inhabitants derive considerable advantage from their poultry, on

account of the scarcity of meat* Pigeons succeed very well here, and they are the

best fowl of the island. Two kinds of turtle doves, as well as hares, have been

brought hither.

In the woods, there are goats, wild bogs, and deer, die latter of which have mul-

tiplied in such a manner, that a squadron of ships has been victualled with them.

Their flesh is excellent, particularly in the months of April, May, June, July, and

August. The flocks which have been cbmcsticated have never multiplied.

Among the domestic quadrupeds, there are sheep who loose their wool, goats

which thrive, and cattle which come from Madagascar, and have a large wen oi|

their necks. The cows give very little milk, and their calves degenerate.

There is sometimes a total want of butchers’ meat ; but the inhabitants have a

resource in pork, which is better than that of Europe; it does not, however, make
1"

good salt meat, which proceeds from a defect in the salt. The female pig is very

subject, in this island, to produce monsters. »

Horses are very dear; a commc«i one will cost an hundred pistoles. They fall

away at the port, on account of the heat. They are never shod, though the island

is full of rocks. Mules are very scarce here; and the asses are small and rare.

The ass might become the most useful animal of the country, as it would ease the

labour of the Negroes.
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Some time ago two very fine wild asses, male and female, of the size of a mule,

were brought from the Cape. They were streaked on the shoulder like the zebra

of the Cape, though there is a considerable difference between them. These ani-

mals are of a nature that cannot be tamed.

Cats have degenerated here 5 the greater part of them are thin and emaciated,

nor do the rats discover any very great apprehension of them. Dogs are much

more effectual in destroying these noxious animals; but in the course of time they

lose their hair and their scent. It is said, that they are never known to go mad in

this island.
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. CHAPTER III.

Manners of the Inhabitants^—Account of the Blacks,-^Theory of the Island, and

its Caverns,—Some general Observations on the Isle of France^
byM, leGentiL

—Luminous Globes^ &c.

The Isle of France was an absolute desert when Mascaregnas discovered it. The

French who first established themselves there, were certain planters from the Isle

of Bourbon, who brought with them simplicity of manners, good faith, an hospitable

disposition, apd an indifference for riches. M. de la Bourdonnais, who may, in

some degree, be considered as the founder of this colony, brought some workmen

along with him. When, however, he had rendered this island interesting by his

labours, and it was thought convenient as a staple for their commerce of the Indies,

persons of all conditions settled in it

The agents of the Company, who possessed all the principal employments in the

island, exercised too much of that financial disposition, which is discouraging to

those who are employed in cultivating the earth. The whole of the public establish-

ment was at their disposal; thjsy, at the same time, controlled the police, the civil

administration, and magazines of the island j some dlthem cleared the land and

built houses, all of which they disposed.of, at a very high price, to those who had

ventured hither, in hope of advancing their fortune. There was consequently a

great outcry against them; but the power was in their hands, and complaint was of

no avail.

Several persons in the marine service of the Company settled here. They had

long complained, that while they encountered dangers and suffered fatigues in sup-

port of the East Indian commerce,' others acquired the honours and emoluments of

it. As this settlement was so near to India, a sanguine hope of advantage from fix-

ing in it animated their mind, and they became its inhabitants.

Several military oiSicers of the Company arrived here ; they wer^e very respectable
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persons, and some of them distinguished for their birth. They could not imagine

that an officer would debase himself so far as to receive orders from a man who had

formerly been a clerk in an ^ccompting-house, though he might condescend to

receive their pay. Nor did they like the sailors, who are rather too peremptory in

their manners. On becoming inhabitants, they retained their original disposition,

and consequently did not advance their fortunes.

Some of the King's regiments put in here and made, some stay; while several

of the officers, allured by the beauty of the climate and the love of repose, were

induced to establish themselves in the island : but every thing w^as at the disposition,

and submitted to the power of the Company,

The inhabitants were also increased by the arrival of some missionaries of the

order of St. Lazarus.

To complete the settlement of this island, some merchants with small capitals

arrived, and found it without commerce. These people augmented the abuses of

money jobbing, which they found already established, and employed themselves in

forming petty monopolies; they soon became obnoxious, and acquired the name of

Banians^ or Jews, *On the other hand, they affected to despise any particular dis-^

tinctions of the inhabitants, and were fond of propagating the opinion, that, after

having passed the line, a general equality prevailed.

Such was the situation of this colony when it was ceded to the King in the year

17^5 '

One part of the inhabitants, who were attached to the Company from gratitude,

beheld, with pain, a royal administration ; while the other part, who had so long

looked for the favour from a new government, seeing it principally occupied in

plans of economy, were proportionably chagrined and disappointed.

The soldiers furnish a considerable number of workmen, as the moderate heat per-

mits the white people to work in the open air ; though they have not been rendered

so beneficial to the colony as they might have been, in a more enlarged disposition

of their capacities. •

Though the seafaring people are always going and coming, they have, nevertheless,

^ Itieonsiderable influence on the manners of the colony. Their policy is to complain

Itlike of the places which they left, and of those aft which they arrive : tliey have

always bought too dear and sold too cheap, and think they arc ruined if they do il<tt

gain an hundred and fifty per cent.

L
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An hogshead of claret costs five hundred livres, and every thin^ else in propor-

tion. It is scaice crediblcj that the merchandize of Europe is dearer heie than in

India; and that Indian commodities fetch a higher price here than in Europe. The

maniiine people are so necessary to the inhabitants, that they are held in great

consideration.

The greater part of the married people live on their plantations; and the women

seldom visit the town, bu^when they arc tempted by a ball, or are called tp perform

some essential ditties of their religion. They are passionately fond of dancing; and

no sooner is a ball announced, than they come in their palanquins from every quar-

ter, as the roads will not admit of wheel carriages.

The women have but little colour, but they are well made, and, in general, handsome.

Nature has given them a considerable portion of wit and vivacity ; and if their edu-

ca^^\^ere not neglected, their society would be very agreeable ; they are very fond

mothers; and if they ever fail in fidelity to the marriage vow, it is too often owing

10 the indifference of their husbands, or to the Parisian manners which have been

introduced among them. Their ordinary dressis fine muslin, lined with rose-colour-

ed taffetas.

They possess, in a great degree, the more estimable domestic qualities ; they sel*

dom or never drink any thing but water, and their cleanliness is extreme. Their

children are never confined in swaddling clothes, but run about almost as soon as

jlhey are born ; they are often bathed, and allowed to eat fruit at their own discre-

tion. As they are left entirely to themseVes, and are uncontroulcd by the superin-

lendance of education, they soon become strong and robust, and their temperament

advances in proportion. The females are sometimes married at eleven years of

age.

There are about four hundred planters in this island, and about an hundred

women of superior rank, not more than ten of whom live in the town. On firing

die evening gun at eight o’clock, every one retires to his own habitation.

The Blacks^

Of the population of this island, we must consider the Indians and Negroes ai

Ibrming n considerable pmportion.

The first arc from the coast of Malabar, and arc a very mild and gentle people,;
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they come from j^ondicherry, and let themselves out for a certain number of years.

Thcy-are almost all of them workmen, and occupy a suburb which is called the

Black Gamp; they are of a deeper colour than the islanders of Madagavscar, who are

leal Negroes, have the features of Euw^eans, and their hair is not woolly they arc

sober and economical. Their head is dressed with a turban, and they wear long

dresses of muslin, with large gold ear-rings, and silver bracelets at the wrists. There

are some who enter into the service of the rich and titled inhabitants, as pions^ a

kind of domestic, which answers to the character of an European running footman:

his peculiar distinction is a cane in his hand, and a dagger at his girdle. It were to

be wished that there were a greater number of the inhabitants of Malabar established

in this island, particularly of the cast of husbandmen.

At present, Madagascar furnishes the Negroes which arc destined to cultivate the

land ijt> the Isle of Bourbon. The common price of one of them is a barrel of

gunpowder, a few muskets, some pieces of cloth, and, above all, a certain propor-

tion of piastres. The dearest of them costs about fifty crowns of France.'*^

These people have neither so flat a nose, or so dark a complexion, as those of

Guinea; some of them are only brown; while others, as the Balambous, have long

hair : nay, others of them have fair, and even red hair. They are dexterous, intelli-

gent, and have a sense of honour and gratitude# The greatest insult which can be

offered to one of these people, is to speak disrespectfully of his family ; they are far

less sensible to personal injuries. In their own country they work up various articles,

with equal ingenuity and industry. Their zagaye, or half-pike, is very well forged,

though a couple of stones fonn their hammer and their anvil. The linens which their

women weave are very fine and well dyed ; these they cast around them in a grace-

ful form, and the manner in which they arr.ange their hair produces a pleasing head-

dress; it consists of curls and tresses very tastefully blended with cacli other, and is

the work of the women. They arc passionately fond of dancing and music ; their

instrument is the tantam, which is a bow fixed to a gourd, from whence they draw

a soft harmonious sound, with wtiich they accompany the airs that they compose#

Love is the general subject of them, and the girls dance to the songs pf their lovers

:

the spectators beat time and applaud.

They are very hospitable. A black who is on a journey, enters without previous

ceremony, or being knownio the 6wner, into any hut which suits his convenience;

III
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and those whom he finds in it most willingly share their meal wit^ liim. Norris U

their custom to ask from whence he comes, or whither he is going.

Such are the qualifications and manners with which they arrive at the Isle of

France. They are all disembarked with jtio clothing of any kind, but a strip of

linen round their loins. The men are placed on one side of the beacli, and the

women with their children on the other. The planters then examine them, and

'make their purchases accordingly. Brothers, sisters, friends? and lover^^^^^re now

separated, and are led away to the respective plantations to which they are d^stiped*

Sometimes, in the paroxysms of their despair, they imagine that the white people are

preparing to eat them, that they make red wine of their blood, and gunpowder of

their bones.

Their manner of life is as foIIow^s : at day-break, the smacking of a whip is the

signal that calls therp to their woik : and they then proceed to the plantation, where

they labour in a state of almost entire nakedness, and in the heat of the sun. Their

nourishment is,ground maize boiled in water, or loaves of the manioc; and a small

piece of cloth is their only covering. For the least act of negligence, tlicy are tied

hand and foot to a ladder, when the overseer gives them a certain nunaber of strokes

on their back, vs ith a long whip; and with a three-pointed collar clasped round their

necks, they arc brought back to their work. It is not necessary to describe the

severity with which these punishments are sometimes inflicted. On their return to

their habitations in the evening, they are compelled to pray to God for the prospe-

rity of their masters.

There is a subsisting law in favour of slaves, called the Co^e Nvir^ whkh ordains

that they shall receive no more than thirty strokes at each chastiwsement ; that they

shall not work on Sundays; that meat sfiall be given them evciy week, and shirts

every year: but this law is not observed.

The Negroes are naturally of a lively disposition, but their state slavery soon

renders them melancholy. Love alone seems to allay their pain : they exCfi tbenw

selves to the utmost in order to obtain a wife ; and,* if they can choose for tbcirt^elvses,

they always prefer those who are adviced into a state of wonianhood, who, tto

say, mafce the best soup. They immediately give them all they posjsess;/

their wives live in another plantation, %y will, undertake tbfe most difficult a®
dangerous jouTiucs to sep them. Qn sucb occasions they fear fatigue nor

punishment. Parties of them sometimes meet in the middle of the ni^t, when |bey
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dance beneath the shelter of a rock> to the. mournful sound of a gourd filled with

The discontented Negroes generally fly for refuge into the woods, where they are

pursued by detachments of soldiers: when they arc taken, they are punished with

great severity
; and the third offence of this kind is followed by death.

Religion is, indeed, someiimcs employed to alleviate the evils of their situation.

Some of them are occasionally baptised : they are then told that they are become

the brethren of the white people, and that they will go into paradise; but it is not

an easy matter to persuade them, that the Europeans will ever prove their guides

to heaven.

It is not for us to discuss, in this place, the vsubject of slavery, on which very

able writers have.differed, and with which volumes have been filled. That disci-

pline, and ;^ometiines a severe one, may be necessary in the management of planta-

tions, cannot be denied, and that the owners sometimes exercise their power with

unnecessary rigour, must also be acknowledged; at the same time it would be ridi*

culous to assert that, because a white man is the master of a plantation, he must be

cruel, and because a !>lack man is a slave, he must be wretched^ We shall conclude

this subject with some remarks of the late Admiral Kempenfelt, made by him in the

year 1758.

** Tbfe slaves of Madagascar are the most inclined to desert from their masters.

Many of them, incited by the love of liberty, have retired into the most inaccessible

woods and mountains, and, forming themselves into bodies, attack the plantations in

which they have been slaves. The mischief they occasion is sometimes very destruc-

tive, both to the plantations, as well as to those who ifihabit them. When they are

impelled by hunger, neither domestic or wild animal, not even the monkies escape

them. They also make a kind of short spear or javelin, which they throw to a con-

siderable distahee, and with great dexterity. Many, on their desertion, have put

out tO'Sea in canoes which they have stolen, and have tiusied to the mercy of the

waves, in order to regain their ifktive island of Madagascar; and it is known that

fmilc of them, by the force of the currents, and the favour of the winds, which gene-

'’^y blow ttet way, have arrived there, having been recognized by French people

^ho bad seen them at Mauritius.

** Majiy of the black Maroons have been taken and destroyed by the detachments

of troops tha^arc sent after them ; they arc still, however, numerous, and from the
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ferocity of their character, the subject of continual alarm to the planters who live in

the vicinity of the forests which they^ inhabit. When they are taken, they are punished

with the greatest severity; but what appears perhaps to be a cruel treatiftent, is the

effect of dire necessity, as the French are aatiirally hiimane; and if very vsevere

examples were not made, they would not live in safety. It is indeed well known, that

many inconveniences have -resulted from the indulgence of the planters, particularly

in granting liberty to the favourite slaves; so that it has been absolutely necessary

to abridge that power, and to limit freedom to those alone who have s^ved the life

pf their master.”

The Theory of the Island^ and its Caverns.

On a first inspection of the -surface of the Isle of France, there is every reason to

imagine, that it has undergone some violent shock; and that all the stones which

are found on it have been thrown out of a volcano; or that they have proceeded

from some general explosion in the island, which has occasioned the disorder

wherein tliey now appear. Such is the general opinion in the island ; but it is not

from an inspection of the exterior soil alone, that a right judgment can be formed of

the early state of the Isle of France.

When the causeys were made which serve to pass the ravines at the entrance of

Moka and the Plains Of IVUlerns^ a rampart was thrown up to the right and left,

in the adjoining highlands, from twelve' to fifteen feet in height, and the earth that

was taken from them served to form the upper part of the causeys. On digging to

raise tliese ramparts a reddish earth presented itself, intermixed with blocks of stones

of different sizes, but almost all of them round. These stones arc not solid, and arc

very brittle; and their grain is the same as that of the hard stones which are found in

other parts of the island : they are enveloped in a kind of hard crust, of the same co*

lour as the ground from which they were extracted. Every part of the island contains

tliese stones in great abundance; some of them afe of an enormous size. When
the surface of the lands have been cleared, fresh ones always appear after a succes*^

sion of rains
;

particularly in those parts where the land descends, as on the Plaitia

of Willems. "

These stones arc formed in the ground, and harden there as in a quarry : they

cannot be broken or worked but by gunpowder and the hammer ; they are withal
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very porous, and covered with amall holes of little depth, whose cavities are filled

with kind of crystalization.

The source of the Rampart river is in a mountain which cannot be les^^ than twelve

hundred feet in height* The wo9dSj which are beautiful towards the bottom of it,

diminish in its ascent, and at the top dwindlip into young trees and shrub-wood.

There is the fountain-head of the river, which falls a few feet in the form of a cas^

cade, into a small bason. The water issues from the ledge of an horizontal rock

which rests on a thick bank of earth of a greyish-white colour^ and of a consistence

to be cut with a knife, but does not harden in the air. It is covered with an infinite

number of small black spots, which have the appearance of coal, but are, more

probably, particles of ferruginous matter*

In a valley at the foot of the same mountain there is very excellent stone for

building, whicli appears to be of the same nature, or at least to have the same

grain as the earth that is at the top ; it is pierced also with holes, and is full of the

black particles ; from whence it may be concluded, that these stones are formed in

the bosom of this mountain, that the substance was originally as soft as that of the

earth, and that the rains and torrents having worn away one part of the mountain,

these rocks have been carried down into the valley.

At the foot of the mountains of Villebague, on the road which lead's to a deep bot-

tom called Nicoliere, stones of the same kind are seen in the channels formed by

the rain j they are in an half-hardened state, and have been uncovered by the impe-

tuosity of the torrents. These stones, whieb are of about two or three pounds

weight, are easily broken j and the more so, as by being exposed to the air, they are

already cracked ; they are covered, as well within as without, with spots of different

dimensions, for the most part of a bluish cast ; wb’ch are, without doubt, particles

of iron ore.

The same cause which has formed and hardened all these rocks in the earth, has

formed and hardened those which are so numerous in all the rivers of the island.

These rocks, that continually inwrupt the course of the rivers, appear as if they

had been artificially heaped upon one another.
*

This effect is remarkable in an hundred parts of the island, but principally in the

river ofPampkmousses on quitting Villebague, which is a plain, considerably elevated

above the district of Pamplemousses. This river is very much inclosed, and con-

tinues to be so for the distance of a quarter of a league, while the ground sinl^s in
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ibat length from two hundred and fifty to three hundred feet, which forms a fconsl-*

derable dIecHvity. In this extent of a quarter of a league, the hhd is from sixty to

eighty feet beneath the surface of its banks? and, like the other rivers, is full of rocks

which have fallen to the bottom of the precipice. The river is no pabre than ten

feet broad beneath these frightful ramparts, whieh afford ah , interme3i|ite space of

three hundred feet at their summits. On each ride, on these precipices, there are

rocks, many of which are half bare, while otheiis appear to have so slight an hold, as

to awaken ihe expectation that the next flK)nient will precipitate them to the bottom.

During three parts of the year these rivers may be crossed by stepping from rock to

rock.

Besides the rocks or stones which are fonhed in the bosom of the earth, large

banks or ranges of them are very frequent, whose clefts arc filled with a crust of

earth which is very hard, and generally ferruginous; a sufficient proof that the form

of the island has not been effected by any violent concussion of the earth. These

banks are of a different thickness from eight to ten feet, and seldom more. It is a

range of this kind which interrupts the river between the Reduit and the plains of

Willems# The stream flows over it, and then precipitates itself in a fall of more

than rixty feet, forming a magnificent cascade. The river ofthe plains of Willems,

as well as that of Moka, have similar falls. Immediately after these three cascades,

which are almost upon the same line, and all of them within the space of half a

league, the three rivers unite to form one stream, which is called the Great river.

The banks of stones exactly correspr^nd to each other on both sides of the river;

they are from eight to ten feet thick, and have no other inclination than that of the

ground which supports them. In these ravines may be distinguished three or four

bankvS of the same kind, one above the other, and separated from each other by

beds of earth of an equal thickness, w*hich contain other ro^ijks, like those which

have been already mentioned, that cover the surface of the islanA

There is likewise a very remarkable example of these beds of horizontal rocks,

in the plairuhat leads from the port to the Royal battery: This plain is covered

with rioncs from the foot of the mountain ofthe Decou verte. JHliere also is obtaiiied

the ston^ which is Used in building, ^

In die same plain, on the road from the port to Mt)ka, facing the rij^t ride

of the first river, and pn the top of the declivity, at some himdred pgees from the

brink, there is an horizontal bed of large rocks, about one hundred fathom long,
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and composed of two ranks of enormous rocks, placed on each other, which resemble

the artificial foundation of some vast edifice. They are likewise split in a perpen-

dicular manner, and the clefts seem to have been filled with some kind of cement.

This range had certainly been covered with earth, like those which are found in the

neighbouring plain, between the port aiid the Great river: but, from its elevated

position, the torrents have, by degrees, carried away the ground that covered it into

the neighbouring ravine.

About half way between the plantation, in which the ft>rge^ are established, and

the Bay of Turtles on the shore, at about a league from the sea, is a frightful solitude.

It consists of a large open country, whose surface is parched, barren, and rocky,

with horizontal banks of stone which arc level with the eardi in ^ome places, and

in others only present their points, &c. Nuii^erous spots of this land seem to militate

against the opinion, that the island is nothing more than various beds of raatter,

heaped upon one another.
,

.

Over the Rampart river, on the road leading to Flacq, about three leagncs

from Port Louis, is a bridge which was constructed in 1770, and certainly does not

announce the progress that has been made in the construction of bridges and causeys

within the last fifty years: but the object which more particularly engages our

attention in this place, is a ledge of rocks beginning at this bridge, and stretching

along the in the road of Flacq. At the bridge the river takes a bold meander,

which forrhs a kind of peninsula or isthmus. * To the right, in going to Flacq, the

bank is interrupted and divided by the course of the river, which is not more

than from twgity-five to thirty feet wide at tlie bridge ;
so that it has ihe

appearance of having been cut away to give a free current to the water. It is the

more remarkable, as this bank, which is ferruginous, is of the greatest hardness : the

two beds of stone, also, exactly correspond with each side of the river. This hank is

fi>rmed of beds from one to two feet in thickness ; it rests upon the ground, and isa

little indiacd towaards the water, which proves that it has given way on that side. In

«ome parts the ground beneath has been carried away, and has formed what appears

to be the hollow oitranccs of a cavern. A little farther onward are to be seen

some fomumM the same bank, which, having been broken off above, have pro-

bably fallen ainto the river. Continuing the mad to .Flacq, at sixty or eighty

fethom fix)m4be W this batnkis tte the upper part of a large vault, from

thirty to broad: it sDretdaes ouit very far p the right ’and lefi^aad

M •
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loses itsclf in the woods. It cannot be doubted tliat this vault, for it is certainly

made by the hand of nature, rests on a bed of earth, and that this bed in the course

of time being carried away by the water, a cavern will remain in its place: perhaps

the cavern already exists. In fact, at the mouth of this same river at the distance of

two or three leagues, there are several caverns of great depth. A great part of the

road which leads from the river of the rampart to Flacq, is formed on beds of rocks

;

in some places it appears to be hollow, and resounds beneath jhe horses’ feet.

A part of the plantations in the highlands of Flacq, are absolutely horrible, from

the quantity of rocks which they contain. There are also plots which consists only of

one single rock, some parts of which arc rather more elevated than the others, and

have the appearance of flag-stones. The low plantations, which are nearest to the

sea shore, have fewer rocks, and a better soil, which is maintained at the expcnce of

the highlands, whose earth Js carried off by the waters, and spread on the lower

grounds*

So many facts and circumstances, and many others of the same kind, which are

visible to every eye, seem to contradict the opinion of volcanoes in the island, and

an universal change in the state of it.

Observations on the hie of France, by M. Ic GentiL

M. le Gcntil also delivers the following opinion. I'hey say in thCf^untry, that

“ volcanoes have pervaded every part of it. If however, there have been any volca-

noes in the Isle of France, the part wfeich I saw had been preserved from tiicm ; for

“ what must have been the force and explosion that could have shattered it as a mine

would have done, and have lifted up enormous rocks from its bowels, to scatter

them about upon its surface ; while this same force should have suffered them to

remain in their horizontal positions, an hundred feet deep or upwards, in the

ravines, as well as in many other parts?”

Volcanoes never fail to leave traces of their ravaging power; such as calcined and

melted stones, pumice stones, lavas, cinders, Scc,i but none of them arc to be seen

in the Isle of France. The mountains are in general indented with points like the

comb of a cock* I hose which are flat on the summits, present the appearance of

a pavement, and no signs of a funnel are to be seen in any part. These mountains

have been covered with earth and trees ; but at present their summits are almost

entirely naked. The same change has taken place with respect to them, which is
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DOW Operating on the mountain of Moka; and every year the ravaging progress of

the hurricanes and rains, in despoiling it of its ground and trees, is. visible. During

the heavy rains, these naked places are lost in waterfalls of a transient nature,

which form agreeable objects. It is thus that the mountains called Trois Ma-

mclles, Pieterbot, cSrc. have been deprived of their earthy covering. It may indeed

be said, that pumice stones have been found in the Isle of France ; but this circum-

stance may be easily explained. The only spot where they are to be seen, is on the

windward side of the island, towards the isles of Amber, which have isles of coral,

and arc consequently open, It may therefore be reasonably supposed that these

pumice stones come from the volcano in the Isle of Bourbon, and are driven to the

isles of Amber by the winds and currents ; in the same manner as in India, those

extraordinary cocoa nuts have been brought, whose origin has not been known

more than fourteen years.

As a last resource, the partizans of volcanoes throw themselves into the caverns,

which they insist have been the mouths of volcanoes, that have produced the

present appearance of the island ; but, on visiting them, they seem to be nothing

more than quarries of* stone, originally resting upon earth, which has abandoned

them. They now sustain themselves like vaults formed by human labour ; and the

proof is, that all these quarries arc situated on gentle declivities. Some of them

are to be seen on the plains of Willems, &c.

The most difficult circumstance to explain in these quarries are the parapets that

crown them, which are of equal breadth and4ieight; particularly on the cavern of

Piton de la Decouverte, in the plantation of the late M. Le jugc, first in rank i^

the supreme council. Immediately before the entrance of it, there is a kind of

cylindrical opening, about twenty paces diameter, and worked in the rock like the

coating of a well. This hole may be twelve feet in depth, and its stones are whole

and entire, a proof that they have not vSufFered the operation of fire: the descent

into this hole is by an easy declivity, which consists of a rude mass of rocks and

earth, and immediately faces the entrance of the cavern, from whence the same decli-

vity passes under a kind of arcade, and descends eight or ten feet. A large cave

succeeds, from seventy to eighty paces wide, and from twelve to fifteen feet in

height. It presents a fine vault formed with free stones of an enormous size, through

which the water filters in every part : the ground, that is of black hue, is conse-

quently soft; and the drops of water, which mark the place where tl^ey fall by a

Me
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small hole, lose themselves in the earth. Though the ground possesses sufficient

consistency to bear a man, a stick trf five feet long may every where be plunged into

it with the greatest facility. There is a small hole at the extremity, through which

it would be impossible to pass without the assistance of the aeeping plants and

shrub-wood which grow about it: by clinging to them, a person may draw himself

through it. Through the greater part of this cavern there is, on both sides of it, a

parapet wall, that rather inclines from its perpendicular, and is from^hree to four

feet in height. This cavern must have been formed by a sinking of the ground, and

p!x>bably has been deeper than it is at present^ as the rains which enter it, always

bring something with them.

These parapets are the more remarkable in the caverns, as the mountains them.,

selves appear also to possess them. On examining the bottom of the river Lataniers,

near the plantation of the priests, which is among the mountains, it is perceptible

that these steps, or parapets, rise from the bottom of the river up the mountains,

and extend along the chain of them, ^he Long mountain, that lies to the left, has

them also. They are likewise apparent in the mountains that form the bay called

Ance CoiititOiis, which is traversed to go to the quarter of Moka. These small banks

have a slight inclination ; and all jhese mountains resemble, in their united shape, the

foot of a goose, as they surround Port Louis. The highest of these mountains,

according to the measurement of the Abbe de ia Cailie, is upwards of two thousand

four hundred feet above the level of the sea. They are blocks, of very hard stone,

whose substance appears somewhat different from that of the rocks of quartz, which

have been already mentioned as being formed in the earth. A piece of the stone,

taken from this mountain, being thrown into the furnace of a workshop established

on the spot, and withdrawn in. an almost liquified state, produced a grain of lead,

about the size of a large pin’s head. In every other respect tfiis mountain appeared,

like all the others, a kind of sebisteuse stone,* in horizontal, vertical, and shelving

beds, in whose interior parts are found small crystals. This rock is very hard, and

its parts equally tcna^:ious. The undermining with gunpowder had very little

effect, as it probably found a vent through clefts in the beds, which though appa*

itntly well united, are not without many imperceptible, as well as visible openings,

which offer a sufficient passage for the air. Aqua fonts being poured on a piece

of this stone, caused an effervescence in several parts.

• (Hist. Nat. Mineralog.) Schistus, saxura sissilc, lapis aissilis : a kind of slate.
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This rocky mountain is in the first place covered with a thin crust, which is

easily removed; but the most singular circumstance of it is, thdt the upper part is

covered with a bed of vegetable earth, from two. feet and an half to three feet thick,

which likewise encloses round stoiKS, similar to those already mentioned as covering

the face of the island. This bed of earth appears to form a rich soil, which affords

a plentiful nourishment to the beautiful trees that spring from it.

The top of the mountain of Pouce forms a level, which is steep on every side, and

is nor less than a league and an half in circumference. This piece of ground |ias a

very gentle declivity on the side of the Ance Courtois, and then rises insensibly to the

foot of the Pouce, which possesses a much higher elevation, and is an entire rock.

This level spot is covered with very fine wood, as has already been noticed. A
road has been begun on this mountain, tp shorten the road from the port to the

quarter of Moka, which is directly behind it.

On this flat there are three small and very^hallow rivers, which, running over

the bare rock, fall into the Ance Courtois. ^rory little labour on the side of the

port, would render this spot an impregnable situation, which might be defended by

stones only.—M. de la* Bourdontiais, the founder of the Isle of France, had pro*

jeeted to ibrm it into a redoubt, or secure place of retreat. The small rivulets which

water it would be an invaluable resource, as an enemy could not turn their course;

and if the streams should not be sufficiently abundant, reservoirs might be contrived

to remedy the deficiency. Great care also should be taken of the woods, which

protect these rivulets from the heat of the sifn, and prevent them, probably, from

being frequently dried tip, a&fthcy appear t6 be supplied by the rains and moisture

of the situations. Besides, if the wo6ds were to be cleared away, there would be

danger of losing the soil, which, no longer connected and kept together by the

roots, &c. would slide oflF into the Ance Courtois. ;

The way from the interior p 2trt of the harbour to this spot, is through fragments

of the mountain, confusedly intermingled with large pieces of rock, and across hil*

locks which are formed by them. •

The soil of the Field of Marw^;, and at the extremity of the harbour, is composed

of a bed of rich clay mixed with flints; beneath w^hich, it is probable, there arc

the same kind of rocks as are seen in the town, and at the entrance of the plain.

Two small rivers which traverse this plain, skirting the mountain of La Dccou-

verie, discover that the earth in this part has no solidity, being composed only of
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flakes of flint, and a kind of clay, but in a small quantity. In the vast plain of the

Field of Mars there is a fcourse of clay, almost on the surface, and mixed with

gravel. After having passed the Liule mountain, on a level with the Field of Mars,

it appears again. In son^ places it is without any mixture; and stakes of eight or

ten feet in length may be easily dirust into it, without meeting any resistance. It

is what some call quaking earth.

It continues to be mixed with gravel as far as the river of Lataniers, and even

bcyoi^ a small brook, when the ground rises. It may also be perceived, “after

having turned the Long mountain, to the foot of Pieterboi. Lastly, it may be traced

in the way to the Great river in the Ance Courtois. It is again perceived on ap-

proaching the bottom of the mountains; from whence it may be inferred, that the

mountains at the extremity of the harbour, those of l.a Decouverte, the Little moun-

tain, the Long mountain, and even Pieterlx>t, rest on a bed of clay.

In the district of Moka, clay is aj^n found at the foot of the mountain of the

same name. In the environs of tfflPplace is the first cascade, which has been

already mentioned; and as the two other cascades are on the same line, and on the

same level, it is probable that it is the same bank of clay which these three rivers

have met with, and which they have carried along with them and destroyed, in these

places, by the violence and force of their torrents.

All these facts clearly demonstrate that the Isle of France, as it exists at this day,

IS not the immediate effect of a volcano.

In the Isle Bourbon there is a voltano, which, however, occupies only a very

small part of it ; but, notwithstanding this volcano, it must be acknowledged, that

from the quarter of St. Denis to the point of St. Gillcs, there appears the same

lund of conformation as in the Isle of France. The quarter of St. Denis, which

is flat^and level, presents a very singular arrangement, which must be long postcrioi

to the first effects of the volcano upon this island, if it should ever have undergone

any change from them. . .

This curious arrangement is perceptible at ih© river St. Denis, whose banks arc

^tcep, and which has not less than from fifty to sixty feet depth above the scitc of

the town. Its banks consist of beds of rocks horizontally placed on each other,

and are covered with a dry, sandy earth, which produces a kind of coarse grass.

The sea shore is lined with large pebbles, which the waves carry off and thr6w

back again with great force, accompanied by a stunning noise. It is also
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remarkable, that under this horizontal bed of rocks, and on a level with the livcr,

is another bed of pebbles, like those which arc seen on the sea coast, and at the

bottom of the river. On examining the foot of the mountains of St. Paul, in

the way to the point of St. GiUes, which is more than half a league, all the

rocky shelves rest on a bed of flints or small round stones, which, with a small

mixture of sand, form a solid body. The sand of St. Paul is nothing more

than the dust of the round stones and pebbles with which this part of the island

abounds *, but the most remarkable circumstance is, that all this side is perpendicu-

larly cut, and very elevated in certain places; and that the section exposes the

dilTcrent beds of stones, all of which are inclined to the horizon. The point St,

Gillcs is a kind of cape ,* and here it evidently appears, that the beds of stone are

not horizontal ; but, on tracing them for a considerable length, they seem to have

the same inclination as the slope of the mountain, which cannot be less than nine or

ten degrees. The same inclination is perceptible in the road from St. Denis to St.

Paul. Tltis road crosses the mountains, whiffi may be from four to five hundred

fathom in, height. They all orthem stretch from the middle of the island in various

branches, which are visibly the effects of torrents. Three of these branches are

very steep, and the vallies between them are on a level with the sea. It appears, in

the course of this journey, that the beds of stones are not horizontal, but inclined

towards the sea ; and this inclination is nearly the same as that of the mountain.

According to M. de la Kux, in all the ravines or hollows, called rivers, the shelves

of rock possessed a certain degree of inclination. In short, it is a singular circum-

stance, that the inclination of these rocky beds being given at the point of St. Gilles,

from nine to ten degrees, and the distance of this point to the middle of the island,

being likewise given, the height of the island is rather correctly ascertained, according

to the measurement of M. de la Nux. It may surely be allowed as a reasonable

conjecture, that some subterraneous fire, or some other powerful cause, may have

forced from the bottom of the sea the block of stones called the Isle of Bourbon.

The Isle of France, and the Isk of Bourbon, seem to have originated from the

same cause, as they do not bear the least resemblance to Madagascar, That island

jnay be supposed originally to have formed,a part of Africa; but the isles of France

and Bourbon do not appear to have belonged to any cotuinent. The districts of

St. Denis and St. Paul, which are two plains that extend to the foot of the moun-

tains, may have been formed, since this epocha, of the broken parts of the highlands,
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and the pebbles which the sea may have thmwn tip. The soil of St. Paul seems

to be thus composed, of pebbles and of sand. This kind of dyke has so little

solidity, that the sea broke in upon it, in several places, in the hurricane of 1746,

and threatened to swallow up the whole of that quarter of the island. At certain

times, when the sea runs very high, and the bar swells, it beat^ upon Ae shore with

such tremendous violence, that each time the surge daslies it, and particularly

near the point of St. Gillcs, the ground receives a shock, which is very perceptible

to any one who may be standing on k. These convulsive motions of the bar at

St. Paul, even in the finest weather, camiot be attributed to any known cause; but

it is not improbable that subterraneous fires may promote them. On the recession

of the waves from the shore, a person standing there, feds the effect of a sudden

and warm vapour passing over his face.

The hospital of Port Louis is situated on a bank of eorat, where there are, also,

the foundations of a citadel, designed by M. dc la Bourdonnais. This bank sur*

rounds the island, at the distance about a quarter of a league from the shore,

except off the steep pans of it, where the rocks prevail.

At the hospital, this l^ank is upwards of teh feet above the level of the sea,

and it appears to be every where of the same height to windward, as well as to

leeward of the island, viz. from the Little river to la Flacq, which is nearly a tliird

part of its circumference.

In the plain of Fort Louis, called the Camp, at less than a quarter of a league

from the bank of the hospital, therift are several v^lls, from forty to fifty feet in

depth. In digging them, nothing was found but a bed of* flints, and a kind of clay

which contained talc and lenticular stones, in a great measure resembling those

which are found in the quarries of Montmartre. These wells, which sink nearly 'to

the level of the sea, did not produce any coral, nor is any found in the elevated

parts of the ijJland ; nor have shells been discovered there, which are so abundant

around the foot of the island. All its surface and ravines consist of earth, or a

.vitrifiable isamd; and the mountains are masses df rocks, covered with a thin bed 6f

earth, equally vitrifiable. Thus, Acre is no ‘appcairancc whatever that the sea has

covered the Isle of France, since it ivouM have left some evidences of such a

ciroimstantsc, and none arc to be found. The banfk of <ooral, which has already

been mentioned, being formed by the sea, it is evident that these shores arc f<ill of

Polipieits
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There are two kinds of these banks of coral j the first consists of rays or vermi-

cular tubes, so fine and compact, that they form a body as hard as stone ; it is the

immediate work of the polypicrs. The second does not appear to be the immediate

work of these animals, as the parts that compose it are irregularly connected, like

the gres ( lapis arenceus ), which they resemble in their arrangement ; but, being

ctlcinable, are of a very different nature. These coral stones appear to be com-

posed of nothing more than very fine calcinable sand and broken shells. They

are, without doubt, formed by the waves of the sea, which, by bearing upon the

corals and madreporac which it nourishes, reduces them to a very fine sand, whose par-

ticles it then drives on shore; and having cemented them by means of a certain juice

which it mixes with them, a very hard stone is formed, that is employed in building.

The second kind is composed of the first, but it affords a larger portion of lime

from an equal quantity. The bank of the hospital is almost entirely of the first

kind : this bank is about eighty fathom wide, and one hundred and fojrty in length;

it stretches out between a small arm of the sea to die right, and the port to the left,

and is about ten feet higher than the sea. The ascctit to it, from the port, is by

an easy slope. Here the forges of the port have been erected. This kind of cape

is composed of large rocks of quartz, from four to five feet high, which rest on a

bottom of reddish sand. This sand, or earth, which is of the same nature as that of

the island, when put in aqua fords, does not produce any ebullition. The bank of

coral, which is about four or five feet thick, rests immediately upon one of rock,

d'hc same circumstance is visible at the powder mill, near the hospital.

The Isle of Tonneliers is, also, nothing more than a bank of coral and shells,

about half a league in length, and half a quarter of a league wide. There are at

Flacq two large plains of this kind, which stretch out to the right and left of the

port of that name, if it may be allowed that title. These plains are partly covered

o\ cr witli a short grass : there are others, also, near the Great bay, and the Little

liver. It is proper tq observe, that these plains are generally overflowed by the

hurricanes, and several of these banks are perpendicularly cleft. The same circum-

stance is also observable between Port Louis and the Great river.

Bcvsidcs these plains or banks of coral, which the sea seems to have formed and

abandoned, the islan4 is almost entirely surrounded with reefs, which generally

extend half a l^gue in the sea. At high water they arc covered; but when it is

there is not more than a foot and half of water over the whole space which

N
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they occupy ; and then a passage is practicable over many parts of them. Nothing

can be more agreeable than the parties of pleasure among them, when the sea is

tranquil, and the weather is fine; as they represent a forest of coral of all colours,

whose stems appear above the water. At the same time the polypi are seen to

come from their cells in the form of plumes, and various fish of the most beautiful

colours also present themselves to the view: the bottom is likewise decorated with

oursins* of different kinds and hues; though they are found in still greater numbers

in the recesses of the coral.
^

After gales of wind and hurricanes, the shores are strewed with the remains of

the madreporce^f filled with these oursins, and an infinity of fragments 4)f other

kinds; and the sea rises in such a manner, and so suddenly, on the edge of these

reefs, that vessels may range along them to get into port.

The reefs are nothing more than coral, or madrepora*, w’orked in the sea hy the

polypi, and foim a considerable steep or perpendicular bank, which is continually

augmenting, either by the labour of those animals, or the p<nvcr of the sea, v/hicfi,

in its boisterous state, covers it with fragments of the same subvstance, which it lias
‘

broken off from their beds, or forced up from its own d(‘pth9’. d'hc particular spots

which the billows have reached during the hurricanes, are evident from the btxL of

fragments which the sea has left on withdrawing itself to its natural limits. Indeed,

there is every reason to conclude, that hereafter a dry passage will he obtained to

the very brink of the reefs of the^Isle of France; as the foot of the island will be

prolonged in such a manner, that the ^acc now under water will become plains,

like those which have been already described.

The Isles of Amber, to the windward of the Isle of Ftance, are also a constder-

able mass of coral, which the sea formerly cast up, and afterwards abandoned, as irs

the Isle of Tonnclicrs. There is no doubt but these islands and plains of coral

rests on a base of vitrifiable sand and rock of quartz, which may be supposed to be

a prolongation of the Isle oF France ; and that, from the inclination of its beds, it

has proceeded, as well as the Isle of Bourbon, fr«m the bottom of the sea.

Luminous Globes^ &c.

Luminous globes are occasionally seen at Port Louis; wfaich, being surrounded

by very high mountains, that check the course of the winds, are consequently

* Echinus marinus, I CVralla stdJata.
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calculated to promote these aerial fires. M. Gentil saw one of this kind, the 1st of

December, 1760, at the height of about eighteen degrees from the extremity of the

port. It was full twenty minutes in diameter, and divided in^antly into two small

pyramids, or flames of fire, which remained nearly at the same height, while a

small detached portion of it descended some degrees lower. The whole passed off

without explosion, and lasted at most five or six seconds, with a very luminous

effect during its passage.

On the 1 uh of June, 1 762, at three quarters of an hour after sunset, another of

these fiery meteors was seen in the environs of the zenith, which was larger in ap-

pearance than the sun or moon, and surrounded with flaming hair. It passed on

with considerable rapidity to the south east, and was extinguished without any

explosion, behind the top of the mountains, dragging after it a tail like that of a

sky rocket. It was about thirty seconds in its passage.

Thti foiloii'ifig Letter um addressed by M, Fortin^ to Mr, Abraham^ at the

Istc of France.

You must have peixeivcd the meteor that appeared yesterday evening, and I

send you the result of my observations.

I was sitting before my house, when two flashes of lightning, immediately suc-

ceeding each other, and of a fiery red, struck my eyes so forcibly, that I imagined

some part of my buildings had taken fire. I arose immediately, and not see-

ing any appearance about me that justified fny alarm, I turned my eyes towards

the sky, when I perceived two small clouds of smoke, like those produced by

bombs when they burst in the air. I hastened instantly to my pendulum, when

1 observed that it was six o’clock, nine minutes, and about fifteen seconds. I

then returned as hastily to examine these small clouds. Some time after, two

claps rapidly succeeded each other, like two very loud reports of a cannon,

which notwithstanding appeared to proceed from a great distance ; they re-

echoed afterwards in the air for a moinent. 1 ran instantly to the clock, and found

it to be six o’clock, thirteen minutes, and about four seconds. So that allowing

for the time in going to and returning from the clock, the total duration of this

phoenomenoa was three minutes and forty-five Seconds, which appear to give a great

distance.’*
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25!?^? Jolloivifig Accmint of the ld$s of Frame and Bourbon^ has been given by

Af. le GentiL

There are, properly speaking, no diseases in the Isle of France; that is to say,

in the plantations ; for at the north-west port, the scurvy sometimes makes its ap-

pearance. The south-east one, on the contrary, is very wholesome, and persons

afflicted with scorbutic complaints are sent there in order to be cured. The inha«

bltants however prefer the smaller and kss healthy, to the other, which is among

the finest harbours in the world.

The Isle of France may, therefore, be considered as a very happy climate;

and the Isle ofBourbon seems to be superior for the salubrity and softness of

the air : nor have I ever known a place in which affability, social checriulness, or

hospitality, were more prevalent than in the ^Island of Bourbon.

The lands in the Isle of France bear a larger proportion of annual produce

than those of France; they do not however lay fallow, nor are they manured.

They appear very dry, poor, and arid ; and the vegetables draw all tlie nourishment

from the water and the air. In fact, with a certain quantity* of water and propor-

tion of heat, the most sandy soil will become productive; which is proved by those

small rocky islands scattered through the seas of the torrid zone, and covered with

woods of the brightest verdure. I'he land of the Isle of France is of a dark red,

and mixed with ferruginous matter. The sand of the ravines and rivers is the sand

of a mine; that of the sea-ibore is calcareous; and in the year
1 770, the Governor,

who had been persuaded «by a ^private person then inhabiting the island, that he

would produce Crystal glasses equal to those of France, some advances were made

towards such a manufacture. The object of such a branch of commerce would be

to supply the Indies.

The manioc flourishes in the 1 tie of France, and the finest grow at Pampfe-

mousses, and the Long mountain ; it^lemains eighteen mombs inuhe ground before

it is fit for use, and then it is as thick as a manVleg,

The maize is very successful : it requires a considerabte^quantity of water and

heat, so that the season' of the north-east wind agrees whbMt the best. The distfj|it

of Flatq, whfch is a quarry of rodks, produces the finest. Such a soil bnoefavour-

able to com ; the inhabitants, therefore, clear away the smallest stones, and ijtont

maize in the places which they occupied, where it is found to luxuriate, grow
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to the height of from eight to ten feet. Though it generally requires a large portion

of moisture, any great quantity of rain is not necessary to it in this quarter, as the

dews are very abundant ; and rocks, which keep the earth fij||||||^ becoming dry, pre-

serve the soil in the requisite state of humidity, so that the crops never fail ; and

unpromising as the soil is, the inhabitants look for two, and sometimes three harvests

in the course of the year -such is their wealth and their commerce. A certain por-

tion of it they pour into public magazines ; with the rest they nourish their slaves,

barter for corn, and feed their hogs and poultry, with which they traffic. They have

every convenience that is to be derived from water, as Flacq is a kind of archipe-

lago, on account of the various branches of water that intersect it. This quarter

also possesses, in the low grounds towards the sea, some parcels of ground which is

proper for the cultivation of rice;” and M. le Gentil adds, that, in his time, it

was that part of the island which supplied the Company's magazine with such a

necessary article." The plantations which are more exposed, and have none of these

rocks, do not succeed so well in the growth of maize.

In the Isle of Bourbon the crops are very generally abundant, and its corn ap-

proaches in quality that of France, though its situation is between the tropics; but

its soil possesses a great degree of elevation.

I saw," continues M. le Gentil, on my return from Pondicherry, in the year

1770, in the Isle of France, under the cultivation of the Curate of Pamplcmousses^

a small corn field, which wore a very fine appearance, was of an equal height of

about three feet, and, according to the dttlaratian of the ecclesiastic, had, in a

former year, yielded fifteen fold.

^‘At Hacq, the corn generally produces twenty fold, and sometimes thirty in

fresh ground ; but no more than ten in that which has been irt a long and successive

state of tillage. But to ensure such a produce, there must be a concurrence of

fevourable circumstances ; the rau and the birds must be checked in their devas-

tation ; the rain must fall in that degree of moderation as not to beat down the crop;

and it must be preserved from the mildew.

** The small quantity of corn which is grown in the Isle of France appears, at

lo^be rather extraordinary, as the mode of cultivation is superior to that of

Europe. There it is^sown, and here it is actually planted, on account of the rocks,

will not allow the use of the plough, and more hands arc consequently ne-

cc^$^
5 ibui the land is never relieved by a fallow, or sustained by manure.
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M. de la Bourdonnais, whose views in settling the Isle of France were purely

commercial, wished to introduce silk-worms and indigo. It is probable that cotton

was brought into tb||||||land by that disiinguished person.

“ I have met with people/’ continues M. le (dentil, “ who have pretended that

the iron of this island is of no value; but I differ in opinion from them, as I have

samples of it which justify my dissent. It cannot indeed be denied that it has a

very moderate sale in the Indies, when compared with that which is exported from

France ; but that proves nothing more than its inferiority to European iron, with-

out confirming the dcpieciating opinion of it. Besides, the mode of extracting the

metal from the earth, and the subsequent process to purify and render it malleable,

must, in a great measure, influence its final value. The following experiment,

however, will determine the qualities and nature of the iron found in this island.

The masts of vessels being made in Europe of a light wood, the circles of

iron which are applied to strengthen and support them, sink into it. In the Isle of

France, the wood which is employed to splice the masts is extremely hard, and

not only resists, but, from its elasticity, breaks the circles of European iron. Those

made of the iron of the Isle of France, employed in the J^rcnch vessels during

the last war, and worked at the forges of Mr. Herman’s, were the only hoops of

this kind that resisted, and remained firm. 'Fhis circumstance appears to be decisive

in favour of the iron of this island. It has been said, and many have believed,

that the whole of this island is iron. There is certainly some iron there, but not

equally abundant; and the forges hav6 been erected where the ore is the least pre-

valent. It is by washing the earth that the mineral is obtained ; and some time since

it was brought to the gate of the kiln, on the side of which the Fatouillard is esta-

blished, in a fine plain. These works were, for some time, successful from ihe ad-

vantage of a favourable vein, but they have since been abandoned, though the plain

has not been completely raked. A small portion of mineral was, however, found

in 1770, and that was fetched from more than the distance of half a league from the

kiln : besides, the mineral was poor, was found in, veins or furrows of little length,

and but few feet under ground. I know not,” says M. le Centil, if the excavation

sunk to more than eight feet, after which was a bottom of rock, and a kind of soft,

sandy stone, which was good for nothing. The mine at Pamplcmousses, it it de-

serve that title, is not rich, and seems to be furnished with what mineral it contains

by the force of the rains, which wash it down from the highlands into the plains* *
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It has been said, that one hundred pounds weight of this mineral will give

fifteen pounds qf wrought iron ; but M. le Gcntil saw, that nine thousand pounds

of mineial gave from fifteen hundred to two thousand two lu^red pounds of cast

iron. This is about twenty per cent. ; but these fifteen hundred, or two thousand

two hundred pounds of cast iron, did not give half that quantity of wrought iron ;

conscqucnily this mine did not produce more than ten pounds of wrought iron for

each hundred of mifieral.

At Villcbagnc the mine appeared to be more abundant; but it is the distance

of a league from the forges, in very elevated spots, and intersected by ravines and

precipices. In the still more elevated parts, such as the military quarter of Nouvelle

Decoiiverle^ the mines appeared equally productive; but if Villebagne is excepted,

these s|)()ts give but little encouragement to establish forges, as there is not sufficient

water to an Nwer ali" their demands : nor is it probable that the proprietors of the

forges will ever go two or three leagues from Pamplemousses among frighful moun-

tains, and where there are no roads, to rake up the ground, in order to bring iron

to thcii furnaces
;

besides, these mines are, as it were, on the surface of the earth,

'i'lic Ea t India Comptjny had set apart, for these forges, an extent of wood of ten

thousand acics, called the Reserves : th(‘y then imagined, that, by making regular falls

in t' toe 'o.liy woijds, they would shoot forth again the following year, and that the

\Oin;g tret's Ik mg left untouched, would replace the larger ones. But how many

g uK-'Miiuns w ill pass away before this fine forest is reproduced ? as, according to the

o] union of M. le Cemil, the woods once cut d(#wn, in the Isle of France, do not grow

agdu
;
:o d;jt lire forest which is appropriated to maintain the fire at the forges of

Moni!(W)r, will >oon be transformed into a vast desert. In the year 1 770, the people

hi U) them \vcrc obliged to go a league and an half to fetch charcoal, and

cve y u ar will proportionably increase that flistance : so that the mutual decrease of

wo».d MiVi mineial, will imsensihl) bring on the decay of this branch of commerce.

^ C iiee IS a vulu '.ble production ; it is planted in the Isle of Bourbon at six feet

disiaeu One looi is supposed to^ive about four pounds; nevertheless a tree is

n*Ji L^pu(<'l] i.) produce more than a pound of cofi'ee
; so that a plantation which

]u)s

o

fiuy iliousand lect of coffee, does not yield more than fifty thousand pounds

of ti , a !or every thousruid feet a Negro is necessary for its cultivation. The

Company iias, for a long time, fixed the price of coffee in the Isle of Bourbon, for

whicii ii gave eight pence per pound: so that a planter possessed of fifty thousand
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feet ofcoffee, wa^ secure of the annual profit of twenty thousand Hvres; which is a very

considerable revenue in a country Where all the necessaries of life are produced in so

great abundance, atidaare so excellent ; such as cattle, kids, poultry, vegetables, See.

The articles principally wanted are wine and clothing, and there Is plenty of coffee

to barter for them j which must consequently be a leading object of commerce.

“ The coffee-tree is a native of hot countries, but it does not flourish equally

in them all, and from that circumstance proceed its different qualities. The best

coffee is from Arabia; that of Martinico and the Isle of Bourbon is the next

tn estimation; while that of Java and Ceylon is very inferior. Those last places

are nevertheless nearer the line ; and the heat should be consequently greater there,

than in that part of Arabia where the coffcC-trce flourishes. Moka being in thirteen

degrees and an half of latitude^ rhay possess a degree of heat equal, perhaps, to

rhat of Ja\^ and Ceylon ; but the heat of Moka does not determine that of Arabia,

and no coffee is to be found within fifteen leagues of that place, Betclfaquir,

which is twenty-five leagues to the north north-east of Moka, is the market where

it is purchased ; and Moka, which is situated in tlie midst of burning sands, that

produce nothing but date trees, and are never w’atercd by ram, is the port from

whence it is exported to foreign cduntrics. In the mountains of Arabia there are

occasioUal rains; and it is by a judicious management of the water derived from

them, as they are not very abundant, that the Arabs invigorate the cultivation of

their coffee. They arrange their plantations round the mountains in a spiral form,

and place their trees at a small distance from each other, and just below the reser*

voirs of water, by which they are enabled to water them as occasion may require,

by the means of small channels or trenches. At Ceylon and Java the rain is too

frequent ; for though coffee requires a freshened and moist soil, a too great' abun-

dance of rain is fatal to it.

‘‘Although it is very hot at Moka during the summer months, it is rather cool in

the winter : it must, consequently, be cold in themountkins where these plantations

of coffee are situated ; as in this part of Arabia ihe mbuntaitis riie before each other

in the form of an amphitheatre.

“The Arabs, to prevent the impoverishment of their land, surround the grain of

coffee as soon as it is planted, w’ith a small parapet of stone t>r pebbles, which pro-

tects the foot of the tree. Nor do they mutilate the tfCcs^but let them grow tp the

lieight which nature has assigned them, which is from twenty-five to thirty-five leet.
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The natives of this country do notvalue the coffee that grows in the plaint; it

is a large berry which is hot esteemed in Arabia. In proportion as the country

recedes from the sea and rises into heights/ the coffee increases in value. It is really

cold in the mountains, and there the best coffee is produced. Great heat, therefore,

is not the only cause of the superior quality of coffee.

It freezes even at Senan,* the c^ipital of the states of the Iman, about fifteen

degrees of north latitude, where the pools are covered with iqe. M. le Gentil cannot

ascertain whether there are plantations of coffee in this country, though he has been

informed that the coffee tree is found in the gardens of that city, which is situated

on a very high mountain. There is, however, a kind of coffee which bears the name

of Senan, that is in great estimation, and large quantities of it were formerly pur-

chased by the Ea§t India Company. i.-

“ Some of the inhabitants of the Isle of Bourbon, residing in the district of St,

Paul, had carried their coffee plantations to the utmost possible height ; in fact,

some of them were in an elevated situation four hundred fathom above the level of

the sea. At this height there is neither snow or ice ; and the thermometer never

sinks lower than withfn six degrees of the freezing point : the soil, however, was

good; nevertheless the proprietors, in the year 1766, destroyed all these planta-

lions, because the trees put forth but few branches, and the knots, which were at too

great a distance trom each other, yielded but a small quantity of fruit, which was

large and spongy, and seldom came to maturity : for even in the lower parts, the

harvest, instead of being gathered in the months of July and August, was necessarily

deferred to February, so that the proprietors of land found the cultivation of corn

to be much more profitable. This difference may proceed from the nature of the

soil, the winds, and particularly from exposuion. It has been already observed that

the Arabs, in their mode of cultivating the coffee tree, let it attain its natural

height^ Vhile in the Isles of France and Bourbon, they keep it down in a thicket of

no greater height than, seven or eight feet. This method is attributed to the cir-

tumstaijccs of the climate, and to’preserve the trees from hurricanes, which have

not so much power over them in their mutilated state. It is also well known that

diis tree exhausts the ground in which it is planted, so that a coffee plantation
' V «

Or Sanaa (see the Dictionary of M. de la Martiniere), or Sana, the capital of the Iman in

15® 2o' latitude, more than 100 leagues from Moka, in the mountains. See a Journey

w Arabia, byNiebur, Tom. i.

O
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scarcely lasts from fifucti to twenty years; and when the trees arc become fruitless

and pciKsh/it cannot be renewed in the same spot, at least in this island, and fresh

ground is required : a circumstance which sufficiently proves, that this tree greatly

exhausts the ground in which it is planted. The inhabitants of the Isle of Bourbon.

tl)( refore, resolved to plant cotton, which grows in the old as well as in the new

plantations.

“ The nutmeg has been also brought int6 this island; but whatever attention may

be paid to its cultivation, it will be very infefftr in quality to that of the Molucca

Islatids. This nut requires an arid, spongy soil, composed of cinders, lavas, and

volcanoes, with a very hot atmosphere and frequent rains. The Molucca Islands

possess these qualities so necessary to the perfection of this tree, which, from a want

of them, will not succeed in the Isle of France.

** It was brought there in the year 1770, in consequence of an expedition in which

IS/f.. Veron was engaged, who died at his return. The nuts, however, which were

then principally distributed among the inhabitants, were of the bastard kindj large

and oblong, which are the growth of Manilla and the Philippines ; and hence it is

that the Spaniards boast of possessing the nutmeg in those islands : but this kind is

not to be compared with that of the Moluccas, which is small and round, very few

of which have been brought to the Isle of France,

“ M. le Gentil however mentions, that the inhabitants of the Isle of France

spared no labour or expence in the cultivation of this valuable spice, and that a

subsequent expedition took place to the Moluccas, for the purpose of procuring

more of the best kind. He also adds, that the nutmeg which was shewn at the

Academy in the year 1773, as the produce of the Isle of France, was judged by the

persons employed to examine it, to be the true commercial nutmeg.

** The cloves which were produced at the Academy, from the Isle of Franck,

were smaller than those of the Moluccas.

** The Mangoustan (Garcinia, Linn, gen. No. 594) the first of fruits, in the opi-

nion of all those who have tasted it, is a native of the eastern coast of India, from

whence young plants were brought to the Isle of France in the years 1754 and

1770, but in so bad a state, that it is not probable this tree will succeed in this

colony. The soil in which it grows at Malacca is very rich ind strong, as well as

swampy, during three parts of the year. It is also very hot tliere, with heavy falls

of rain
; so that the mangoustan grows very quick, and in a superior form* On
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the contrary, the soil of the Isle of France is light and sandy; nor is it so hot or so

much watered as the peninsula of Malacca, This great difference therefore in the

soil and climate, sufficiently explains the cause why this tree, notwithstanding the

great attention paid to it, has not succeeded in this island.

M. le Gcntil appears not to entertain any very confident hopes that the cocoa

tree will flourish in the Isle of France. He speaks of it in the following manner.

When I quitted the Isle of France in 1766, the cocoa tree of Madame Lc

}uge was already of a promisimg appearance: on my return in i770» after an

absence of four year^^and having seen the cocoa trees at the Philippines^ I was not

satisfied with that of the Isle of France, nor of the progress it had made during my

absence. It was very short, when compared with the trees I had seen at Manilla

:

it seemed also to^ have the symptoms of old age, and of a premature decay. It

had indeed yielded cones of a fine appearance, but they never became perfectly

ripe : it is natural therefore to suppose, that the cocoa tree will not flourish in the

Isle of France.” Such ivS the nature of this tree, and that of the Jaca (the Tijaca

marumof the Hort. Malab.), that they both bear fruit along their thickest branches,

and not at the end of them, and sometimes on their trunks, and in their roots. This

latter operation of nature is a symptom of their approaching decay. They begin

by bearing fruit on the thick branches, then on the trunks, and lastly on the roots.

As they advance in age the fructification approaches to tlie roots, and when the latter

become the scat of it, the tree is verging on a state of decay. This circumstance

induced M. le Gentil to determine, that the cocoa tree which he saw in the Isle,

advancing to a state erf premature old age.
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CHAPTER IV.

wi/; Account of the Island of Rodriguez, or Diego Rtiys,—Its Situation^ according

to the Admirals Cornish and Kempenfelt.^Extract from the Voyage of Af. le

Guat, relative ' to ibis Island,—Circumstances of bis Arrival there,—The Mode

of Life adopted hy him and bis Companions,^Natural History, Animal,^ f^cge^

table, and Marine Productions^^Tbe interesting Departure^ of M, le Gnat, &c.

from thencefor the Island ofMauritius their Arrival with their Recep*

iion, and subsequent Treatment, &c,

Thk Island Rodriguez being particularly connected with the Ide of France, the

following account, containing a relation of the first remarkable events which hap-

pened there, naturally presents itself, as an appropriate link in the chain of our

narration.*

This island, according to Admiral Kempenfelt, is situated" 19 deg. 13 min. lati-

tude, andM variation of the needle is 10 deg. 13 min. W. It is about twenty-six

miles long and twelve broad, possessing a mild climate. The country is moun-

tainous, and in many places full of rocks and large stones, which cover the surface

;

though there are others in which the soil is excellent, and calculated to produce fruit

trees and vegetables of every kind ; the garden of the French Governor is full of

them : he has also plantations of rice, peas, and tobacco ; but the best production

of the island is the land turtle, which is in great abundance. Small vessels con-

tinually employed in transporting them by thousands to the Isle of Mauritius, fpr

the service of the hospital. Sea turtles are also very plentiful the sea cow is oftep

taken, and there is an abundance of fish of various kinds. It is hpwever ne|essary

to observe, that such as are caught beyond the reefs in deep water, arepojisoriouf;

while those which are taken in the more shallow* parts are excellent; particularly

the Pierre bas, the red and grey mullet, and a fish that resembles a ^hidng^^aftd

which the French call Mori au chicn.

• TKfs yiihd musf not be confounded with that of Diego Rayes, which is but o|ke degree north

from the equator* and 88 deg. long, east from Ferro ; nor with that of Diego

ated between the 7th and 8th deg. south latitude, and 87 long.
. . ^ ^
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Vessels may enter the port with safety, from the end of May to the beginning of

December ; the other months arc subject to very dangerous hurricanes.*

On the northern side of this island there is a bay that affords excellent anchorage,

and a secure shelter for ships of all dimensions. There are also ample supplies of

wood, and excellent’ water may be obtlfbed with the greatest facility.

t

It is high water at the new and full moon, at three quarters past twelve at noon

;

N. by E. and S. by W. The spring tide rises from four to five feet perpendicular

height, and the common tides seldom more than a foot. There are different

points of land which direct a safe steerage into the nor^-west channel, but that of

tfie north-east has not the sanae advantages. The principal point of view for the

former is, first, the French Governor’s house, or rather that of the superintend

dant, appointed by die Governor of the Isle of France, to direct the cultivation

of the gardens there, and to overlook the park of land 'turtles. Secondly, the

park of land turtles, which is on the sea shore facing the house. And, thirdly,

the mountain called the Sugar Loaf, which rises above the Oven valley. In this

road theie is excellent anchorage in sixteen fathom water ; there is also abundance

of hsh, turtles, and sea cows, with cabbage trees, lemon trees, &c.

The bottom of the road, as well as that of the sides of the vallies, is sand, the

same as that which covers the shore. The whole island is covered with mountains,

woods, and rocks.

Th^rc are two entrances into this bay: that of the north-west is the best, the

channel being the largest and deepest. That of the north-east is sufficiently deep,

since there is, in every part of it, from five to ten fathom water; but there is not

sufficient breadth between the reefs of rocks, which lie from one to four fathom

beneath the water. This bay presents to tjie view one spacious opening; but the

centre of it is occupied by a large oblong bank of sand and rocks, of about eighteen

hundred fathom in length, 'and eight hundred broad, which stretches across the open-

ing. This bank, however, is covered with a shallow sea, from one and an half to

f Isl? Kodriguez was more subject to hurricanes than the Isle of France-

f Thi$ account is given according to a plan of this port taken in 1761, and made by order of

Admiral Cot;nish, who was then cruizing near this island, by the late Admiral Kempenfelt; which

plan^was.;entf|iisted to me by the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, with the gracious per^

eiipldy it for tlie illustration of this Work. I am underiii^ar obligation to one of the

very resptetabk Directors of the East India Company* (NoU
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ten fathom water, but it would not be safe to pass over it. The north-cast passage

is between the end of this bank and the BdcyAux Requins

;

it is about nine hundred

fatliorii wide; but there arc ten ‘or twelve shelves of rdSks in various directions,

from one and an half to four fathom beneath the water, whidi, in fact, narrows the

channel on this side to a breadth of an himJl^ed fathom, and cannot be distinguished

on the surface of the w^atcr, as there arc no buoys,, nor any guiding points of view

on this side of the island. The north-west entrance, whiclt is about a thousand

fathom broad, affords a channel, whose breaddi is about four hundred and fifty

fathom, with from ten to sii^ccn fathom water ; but there being also four shelves

of rocks on one side, and three on the other, dispersed through the whole space,

from two to four fathom beneath the surface, tlve superior advantage of diis entrance

arises from commanding certain points of view, which serve as beacons, and ascer-

tain a secure and certain track for vessels to enter into the bay.

This bay, which is upwards of four thousatKl fathom in length, and three thousand

broad, affords an excellent anchorage, as has been already observed, in from ten

to eighteen fethom water. The bottom of the bay consists of a large sandy flat,

intermixed with rocks, which is dry at low water; and to the left of it is the small

island called tlie Diamond, which is opposite to a creek of the same name ; and

another islet, called by the English, Booby island. This ffat is surrounded by

rocks, which rise from banks of sand. By the side of Diamond island is another

bay called Oyster bay, which is the most considerable outlet of this road. To this

succeeds the bay of the Oven valley, where the guard-house of the French superin-

lendant is placed. It was entrusted in the year 1 740, to a Negro family. The Oven

valley, which contains the house and gardens of the French Resident, is a peninsula

:

to the north of it is ihe Great bay, on whpse shore is the park of turtles r to the west

and south-west is the Oven bay ; and it is bounded on the east by a river, into which

ships enter to take in fresh water ; they also take in water from the brooks that

cross the neighbouring valley, called Norfolk valley. Still more to the left is another

fine vaUey, called Watson’s valley, which is the most convenient place for procur-

ing wood. There is nothing between this valley and the Bay des ReqimiSy which

completes the enclosure of the Great flbay, but two small vallies, called thti Dove

valley,, and, the little valley.

When M* du Quesne, in tfie year 1690, prevailed on the IMuch government lo

send a frigate, in Older to form an establishment in the Isle of Bourbon in favour
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of the refugee protestants of France, some of them gave the following account of

that island, where however they did not land, as they unexpectedly found that the

French were in possession of it.’'^

^ We very clearly discerned a plearing variety of woods, rivulets, and plains,

covered with the most charming verdure i and if our eyes were delighted with the

ptearing prospect, our sense of smelling was not less gratified, as a most grateful

odour from the orange and lemonifrees, with which the island abounds, was wafted

to us, though wc were at some distance from the shore ; and some of us were as

much refreshed by it, as if we had actually landed there.”

The account which has been published of this island by M. du Quesne, does not

indeed mention this circumstance ; while M. Delon has not only confirmed it, but

attributes the peculiar priviledge of this island, in not being infested with serpents or

venomous animals, to the powerful effects of the numerous, odoriferous flowers with

which it is covered, whose fragrance operates as a poison to them. He even declares

that he has himself verified this opinion by actilal experiment.

The adventurers from Holland were so much delighted with the first view of the

Island of Bourbon, that they were affected with a proportionate disappointment

when circumstances compelled them to proceed, without landing there, to the Isle

of Rodfiguez, where they found indeed more resources than they had any reason

to suppose, but which were not unaccompanied with sufferings and misfortunes.

One of these adventurers, M. Ic Guat, has left a relation respecting this island, of

which wc proceed to give the general circumstanc^Js.

Circumstances of tbeir Arrival at Rodrigues.

** On a Saturday morning, being the 2^th of April, 1691, we perceived land,

which was the little Island of Diego Ruys, or Rodriguez : we approached very near

it, by the east point, bearing away to the south. It seemed to be dfficuU of access,

on accoutjti^pf the breakers, that stretch far out into the sea, and with which it is

surrqundiSl. At first we perceived neither port or bay, nor any spot which promised

a convenieijt landing. Towards evening we threw out the lead, and found a bottom

of rotten rock, at three leagues from the land : here we cast anchor, and remained

till Monday the 27th.* We employed that and the following day in examining the

eitteriof qf the island, in order to discover some accessible spot.

• M. du Qutsne had been induced to believe that the, French had, at this time, abandoned the

Isle of Bourbon.
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On the aStK about four o’clock P. M. we observed an opening, which had the

appearance of answering to our wishes, but night coming on, we stood a little out

to sea, and lay to till break of day ; about eleven o’clock in the morning, ox\ the

29th, we were becalmed, a circumstance which threatened considerable danger, as

a rapid current was evidently carrying us among the rocks, which stretched out

more than a league into the sea. In short, we approached so near them as to cause

the most serious alarm, when a favourable wind fortunately sprung up, and saved

us from approaching shipwreck. We doubled the cape towards the north point,

and at noon the boat was hoisted out to go in search of some inlet IriHhe evening

we sailed towards the north-east point, and the long-boat made a signal to inform

us that they had found an anchorage. As wc were upon rock, in no more tlian

eight fathom water, we were continually obliged to take soundings. At length,

however, we anchored in nine fathom, in a sandy bottom, having been towed thither

by the long-boat. The following day, being the goth of April, at an early hour

in the morning, we cast anchor in nine fathom, with a similar bottom, and vvere

sheltered from the east and south-east winds, which predominate in this country.

The island had a very inviting appearance, both at a distance, and on our near

approach to it. This little new world seemed to us a seat of delight; though we

did not see so many birds as appeared on the shore of the Island Tristan ; nor

was the air so perfumed with flowers as when we passed the Isle of Bourbon, about

a month before. But the aspect of this island was so delightful, that wc could

scarce satisfy ourselves with gazing at'‘tbe little mountains of which it is composed,

covered as they were with large and beautiful trees. 7'he rivulets, whose course wc

could discern as they sunk into the vallies, after expanding in various branches over

a considerable space of country, ^which I shall not call either a plain or forest, though

either denomination might be applied to it, flowed immediately before u’s into

the sea.

These scenes brought to our recollection the famous Lignon, and the various

enchanting spots which are so agreeably described in the Romance of M. d'Urfc.

But other, and more important considerations soon arose in our mind. We admired

the secret arid extraordinary operations of Providence, which, after having pennitted

us to ih our country, and to be cruelly dri<?en fr^im it, had at last suffered

us to dry up our teafs in this earthly paradise to which we ha4 bedh cofidit(l|d/ahd

where it depended upon ourselves alone to be rich* free, and happy ; by employing

our tranquil life ib the calm enjoyment of what Wc possessed, in glorifying the
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Author of all good, and advancing our final salvation. We were all of us occupied

in such delightful meditations> when the long-boat was hoisted out to take us on

shore. As there was a general eagerness to quit the ship, I did not press forward;

and the boat being full, I remained behind. In the evening the captain returned, and

gave me an account of the wonders which he had seen ; but he chose to indulge

himself in a strain of exaggeration, which was contradicted by a very early expe-

rience. He spoke of animals and fruits which have never been seen in this island;

though he brought with him several birds which were fat and well tasted ; and 1

made a very agreeable repast on these new and unknown viands. The next day>

May 1, 1691, I joined my companions on shore.

“ This island, which is called Diego Rodrigo, or Diego Riiys, or Rodriguez, is

situate in the nineteenth degree of south latitude, and about twenty leagues in

circumference.

Their Establishment in the Island,

We established ourselvesto the NNW, of the island, in a fine valley, and near

a large brook of excellent water: but it was not till we had examined every part,

that wc preferred the spot, of which I shall now give the description.-

A small river that rises near the middle of the island, and about four or five

thousand paces above the scite of our huts, forms, by falling from rock to rock, a

succession of cascades, basons, and pieces of water, that would adorn the gardens

of a prince. In warm and dry seasons it receives but little water from its source ;

but, at all times, the tide keeps it full to the spot where the land begins to rise. This

side of the river is, in general, less elevated than the other, and is sometimes inun-

dated by the rains that accompany the hurricanes.

‘‘ Pierre Thomas, one of our pilots, determined to inhabit a small island formed

by the brook. He accordingly built bis hut, made his little garden, and threw a

(jouplc of bridges over the branches of the stream. During any inundatjion he

used to roost in a tree ; and always made his situation pleasant to himself, as well

as agreeable to his companions. He sang, played upon the flute, and was the only

person among us who smoked tobacco. When his stock was exhausted, he sup-

plied it with the dried leaves of certain trees in the island. The hut nearest to this

island was that of M. de la Haye. He was, by profession, a goldsmith, and had con-

structed a forge, so that he was obliged to make his house somewhat larger than the rest.

Tlie huts were from ten to fifteen feet square, according to the fancy of the

P
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builders* The trunks of the lataniers formed the walls, and the leaves of the same

tree covered the roofs* The huts were at some distance from each other ; and a

palisade inclosed our gardens. Near the water was the town-house, where our

litile republic used to assemble to deliberate principally concerning the affairs of

the kitchen. This building was twice the size of tfee others. Here our food

was prepared; and under a large tree beside the hut we used to eat it. This tree

spread its thick branches over us, and defended us from the heat of the climate.

It was in the trunk of this tree that we scooped a niche, as a receptacle for those

memorials which 1 shall particularize in a future page.

On the other side of the water, exactly opposite to the building which we called

the public hotel, was the public garden. It was a spot of fifty or sixty feet square,

surrounded by a palisade about six feet high, and formed in such a manner as to

prevent the smallest tortoises from passing through it,

‘‘ The hut of M. le Guat was situate between two flower gardens, and rested against

a large tree, which protected it on the side of the sea. This tree yielded a fruit,

which bore some resemblance to an olive, and whose kernel was a favourite food of

the parroquets.

A little lower, and nearer the water, was the abode of M. de la Case.* This

brave man, who is at present in America, had been an officer in the troops of

Brandebourg, and knew what it was to live in tents.

“ On the other side of the rivulet, between the little island and the public garden,

M. Testard erected his habitation: hi» sad fate will soon be related, and the most

sincere regret which will evflr:;jsc<^ropany the remembrance of that amiable and

gallant man. ^|r.V

M. M. B***le and Bo^^^i^njbabited the same dwelling, which they had erected

at a small distance from the bn^k, and nearer to the sea. The latter of them died

in this island, and bis ashes repose there. The epitaph which was inscribed on his

distant tomb, declares our opinion of his excellence. The former still lives. Whed
we were at this island be was not more than tw^ty years of age j but, while he

possessed the vivacity natural to his period oflife, he had the composure, mildness,

and discredon of a more prolonged experience. He had received a good educa-

tion ; aqd.ih^ advantages he had derived from it he was rea^ to qpmmuaicateto all

around It was principally to his inventive genius that we were enabled to

The La Case, and Testard, continue to be well known in the Isles ofMadagascar,
France, and Bourbon,
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construct the vessel^ which will be hereafter mentioned, as well as to succeed in the

manufacture of hats, which proved so usrful to us. I shall also remark, that,

excepting Pierre Thomas, and R. Anselin, who were of a low origin, we were, all

of us, superior to want, and had not thrown ourselves from despair on a desart island,

or from not having a place where to rest the soles of our feet. Many of the party

were persons of good family, and some property ; but as this colony of M, du

Quesne made some noise, and we were young, healthy, active, and without any

incumbrances, the spirit of enterprize induced us to make this voyage.

The trees which were scattered about our little town, were the remains of a much

larger number, which we thought proper to clear away. This was no very difficult

task, as the soil is very light, and the roots easily separated from it. When we had

finished our humble habitations, the captain of the frigate, who had remained fifteen

days in the road, bade adieu to us, when he had provided the necessary refreshments.

He did not however think proper to leave every thing which had been designed

for us : nor did we fail, in our letters to Holland, to give him the character which

he deserved } but, as we were afterwards informed, he very discreetly did not deliver

them to the persons to»whom they were addressed.

He however left us a quantity of biscuit, with fire-arms and ammunition, tools

for agriculture, saws, hatchetwS, and the necessary implements for building ; some

household utensils, mills, fishing nets, and linen; besides, each individual had his

own baggage and private stores. The medicine dicst by some inadvertence, as

may be supposed, was not brought on shore.

Pierre Thomas, Avho has been already mentioned, had quarrelled with ih6

captain, and being afraid of returning with him, wished to remain in the island; so

that he would have repaired the loss of one of our companions who died at sea,

near Mascaregnas ; but the captain, on the very eve of his departure, came on

shore, and took away two of our companions, Jacques Guignics and Pierrot, so

that the whole of the little colony consisted of no more than eight persons.

Description of ibis Island^ and of Us Natural Productions.

^ When the ship was gone, an(l|P|^ were all of us recovered from our fatigues,

we made a tour round ahe island, to discover if it afforded a more eligible spot than

that which #e1rad chosen; but though there were several situations equally conve-

nient, there was not one which equalled that which we bad selected, in point of

beauty ; we therefore adhered to our first choice.

P2
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As soon as wc had cleartxl as much ground as was necessary for our principal

garden, we sowed our seeds, of which we had great abundance, and of various

kinds ;
but those which were brought from Holland were spoiled by the sea air, as

we had omitted to put them in bottles, and seal them close: we liad, however,

procured others at the Cape of Good Hope. There came up but five plants of the

common melons, and no more of the water-melon three of endive, the same number

of wheat, with some artichokes, purslane, radishes, mustard, stocks, and trefoil. The

stocks grew to be of a considerable size, but they did not bear flowers, and in a

short time they all perished* The radishes were all destroyed by the worms before

they were in a state to be eaten; but the melons required a very small degree of

cultivation, and produced fruit of an uncommon size and exquisite flavour; and

though eaten to excess, did not produce any unpleasant effect. They were

in a continual state of production throughotit the year; but wc found from

experience, that those which were planted in the shade, succeeded better than

such as were entirely exposed to the sun. Among the five water-melon plants

there were two kinds, the red and the white ; and they sometimes grew to such a size,

that the whole party found one of them too much for one repast. When we mixed

a few ashes with the earth in which they were sown, they produced an uncommon

quantity, and acquired an higher degree of flavour. The artichokes grew most

luxuriantly, but they yielded a very small fruit ; indeed we were disposed to suspect

that they were of an inferior kind* The endive, purslane, and mustard, exceeded

our expectations; but we could not, by any cultivation in our power, deprive them

of a bitter taste. Of the three grains of wheat which were sown, we could preserve

but one plant. Thai however put forth more than two hundred stems, and encouraged

us to expect a proportionable harvest : but tlie plant soon degenerated, and at length

produced a kind of tares: a circumstance which caused no common disappoint-

ment, as it deprived us of the pleasing prospect of obtaining bread.

It is not however to be concluded, that the change of wheat into tares is

a natural consequence in this island, because sudi a degeneration often happens in

Europe ; on the contrary, it may rather be sj^osed to have arisen from the incon-

siderate manner in which the seed was sowmfff

The air of Rodriguez is very pure and wholesome; and, as a proof of it, not

one of us was sick during the two years we remained there, notwithstanding the

great difference of climate and mode of nourishnient. The worthy man whose

remains we left behind us, lost his life in conseql^if^^ of violent fatigue. The
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heats of the summer are very much moderated; as> at eight o’clock in the

morning, a light north-east or north-west wind constantly rises, and gives such an

agreeable freshness to the air, and such a temperature to the, hottest season, that

the whole year appears to be one continual spring or autumn ; as it is never too

cold to forbid the pleasure of bathing. The nights are mild and refreshing. It rains

but very seldom ; at least we never experienced rain but for a few weeks after the

hurricane, in the months of January and February. Within an hour after the rain

has fallen, the ground is sufficiently dry to admit of walking. The dews, which are"

abundant, supply the place of showers ; and as for thunder, which is sometimes so

tremendous in various parts of Europe, it is never heard in this tranquil abode.

“ The island, as it has been already observed, consists of a succession of hills of

various and pleasing shapes, which are covered with flourishing trees, whose per-

petual verdure ofFtr the most pleasing scenery; and being seldom embarrassed with

underwood, form delightful groves ; which, while they afford a most refreshing shade*

break the views, some of which embrace a large extent of ocean, into pleasing and

magnificent prospects. The vallies that serpentine between the hills possess the

finest soil in" the world^: it may be said to be entirely composed pf decayed trees

and leaves, which, being reduced to a kind of compost, are washed by time

down the sides of the hills to enrich the vallies beneath them : this soil being very

light, requires little or no culture, and is pregnant with fertility.

The vallies are shaded with different kinds of palms, the ebony, and various

other trees, whose branches and foliage do novyield in beauty to those of the finest

trees in Europe. In the bottom of these vallies there are streams of limpid water,

which are plentifully supplied from perennial springs in the middle of the island ;

and had the course of these rivulets been expressly directed by the hand of art to

water this little country, they could not htive been contrived with better effect.

But to their beauty, may be added the utility they afford to the spot, which they at

once refresh and adorn. Seven waterfalls may be seen at the same time tumbling

down from the rocks into as many^basons, and uniting to form one delightful stream.

These waters abound with eels of a very extraordinary size and exquisite taste.

Some of them were so large, ihit oiiie was a heavy burthen for two men. As the

streams are not deep, and perfectly transparent, these monstrous fish, which are seen

crawling along the bottom, may be easily struck with an harpoon; though there

was no occasion to employ any other means to take them than the hook ; as the
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fcliit was no sooner thrown into the water than they instantly seiaed it They have

sometimes indeed been shot, with the ordinary ammunition of the sportsman.

‘‘ The vallies, which are fertilised by these beautiful rivulets, insensibly widen as

they approach the sea, till they extend sometimes into plains of two thousand yards

broad, whose soil, to the depth of eight or ten feet, possesses the most fertile qua-

lities : they are also covered with those delightful groves which have been already

mentioned, beneath whose shade, in the noomtide of the hottest season, the air

possesses a most agreeable and enlivening freshness. The trees shoot up their tufted

tops to the same height, and interlacing their branches with each other, form a suc-

session of leafy canopies which blend, as it were, into a large platform of never-

failing verdure ; while the stems, like so many strait and lofty pillars, ^t once

support and nourish it ; an unrivalled example of the architecture of nature. At

the same time the greatest part of the trees which adorn this litrie paradise, arc not

less useful to tlie service, than gratifying to the senses of man. The different kinds

of palm tree, are so many astonishing magazines to supply the necessaries of life

:

their fruit is excellent i while the juice which flows from their trunks is, without

any preparation, a very delicious and salutary beverage.
^ The leaves of some of

them are esculent, and of a grateful taste ; while others bear a resemblance to linen

silken stuffs. These wonderful trees abound in every part of the island,

and it may be expected that some account should be given of them.

Of the dfferent sorts of Trees.

** Palm trees, of which there are more than thirty kinds, have been so frequently

described, as to render a minute account of them superfluous : it may be proper,

however, to give some general account of those which we found in the I&le of

Rodriguez. They are in general aboilt thirty or forty feet in height j their trunk is

strait and without leaves, but covered with a kind of sharp scales, which are some-

what raised at the point : Others have a sttiooth bark. At the upper part of the

trunk grow the branches of palm leaves, which bang around like sdmany plumis of

feathers : beneath these branches grow long ‘dusters of fruit, which is green, and

of the size as well as the shape of an egg ; it is known by the name of dite. In the

centre of this large leafy pliJmage, and on the summit of t^e trunk, grows what is

called the cabbage : it is not visible ; the branehes, rise all atOUbd and qiver-

top its situation. V h h composed of tender leaves, which adhere closely to each
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othcr» and form a mass like that of a cabbage. It is ^bout two feet in height, and

of the same thickness as the trunk. The large outward leaves of this mass are white,

sweet, supple, and strong : they may be used as goat skins, when skilfully dressed

;

or linen, or satin, or napkins and towels ; such is their various utility. The mem-

branes or leaves of the heart are tender and crisp, like that of a lettuce : it may be

eaten raw, and tastes like a nut; and forms an admirable ragout, when dressed with

the fat and liver of the land turtle,

" The nectar of this island is the palm wine, so well known throughout the Indies.

There were two modes employed to obtain it : we sometimes made an hole, about

five inches diameter, in the trunk of the tree, at the height of about six feet, and a

vessel being suspended under it, was soon filled with this pleasant liquor : at other

times the cabbage was scooped out of the tree ; by which operation a cistern was

formed on the top, fi-om whence two or three times a day the juice might be drawn^

Either way the liquor was equally good; but in order to spare the trees, the first

method is the best ; as after the reservoir, formed by the removal of the cabbage,

has furnished its liquor for about a month, the tree becomes so exhausted as to de-*

dine and die. J^ut the incision, if not made too deep, is not attended with any fatal

effects: the liquor will not however flow from one aperture more than four days,

when the tree must be left to recover its strength: besides, if a very large wound

should be made, it may weaken the trunk to such a degree as to disable it from

resisting the hurricanes.

The LikUnitv (Corypha umbraculifera^ TJnn.) is placed by botanists in the

class of palm trees. In the Isle of Rodriguez this tree has a strait trunk, formed, as

it appears, of a succession of large rings of equal thickness, with a smooth bark. At

the top there is cabbage similar to that which has been just described ; at the bottom of

which several large leaves shoot forth, whose stalks are six or seven feet in leugth.

These leaves are strong and thick, and resemble an open fan; some of them are

eight feet in diameter, so that they form an excellent covering for houses ; they may

alsq.be sfinped into hats and umbrellas. The stalk, which is hollow, is four fingers

broad, and upwards of an inch thick, and rather round on the sides : the extremity

of k,’\(fhich springs from thejtree, and in a great measure embraces it, presents a

large and concave shape, which is sometimes more than a foot in diameter, is about

thq thiqlmcss of a, crown piece, and was made to serve the purpose of plates an<|

didifSr The exterior rind of this stalk may be employed for ropes, and the fibres
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of the interior one will serve as a sewing thread. It appears indeed that it might

be woven into linen, if the filaments were properly prepared. The wine drawn

from the latanier does nOt differ, cither in the taste or other qualities, from that of

the palm tree : but it is necessary to apply it to immediate use; as on the third or

fourth day !t begins to be sour, and On the seventh or eighth it acquires as sharp

an acid as the strongest vinegar, without any change in its colour.

** The dates of die latanier are of a larger size than those of the palm tree; but

as there was plenty of better things, such as flesh, fish, fruits, &c. we abandoned

the dates to the doves and other birds, of which a future description wdll be given,

‘^Around the lower part of the cabbage of the latanier, and between the stalks

of its large leaves, there grows a kind of cotton of a light lemon colour, which is

known throughout the Indies by the name of Capoe, of which wc made excellent

matrasses: this cotton may be spun and employed to every purpose of the weaver,

<&:c. We should indeed have endeavoured to manufacture the capoc, as well avS the

fibres or filaments of the leaves of the lataniers, into some kind of useful fabric,

but we were well furnished with linen and cloth ; and the air withal was so mild, as

‘ to render our clothes in a great measure unnecessary.

** This island also produces several other kinds of wholesome fruit trees: that

which bears a species of pepper, is about the size of a plumb tree, and has a leaf

like that of the jessamine; the fruit grows in small bunches, and served to heighten

our culinary preparations.

The sea having brought some cftcoa nuts to our shore, whose germ began to

appear, we planted one of them some months after our arrival, and when we quitted

the island it liad risen into a tree of four feet in height.

" Tliere is every reason to conjecture that these cocoa nuts, which sometimes

weigh five; or six pounds, and are thrown upon the coast of this island without suf-

fering the least injury, come from the Isle St, Brandon, which is from sixty to eighty

leagues to the north and windward of Rodriguez, The sea never brings any thing

but on that side; which justifies the opinion^ that^wc were indebted for these presej^ts

to the currents, as well as to the wind and tide* It is very probable, iliat in the

hurricane season, die whirlwind may have blown tlj^sc fruits from the Isle St,

Brandon to a considerable distance in sea, when they became subject to the

course of the waves.

There is al$o in tfie ide Rodriguez the Indian Fig tre^ ( F/cujJf^divaJf
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brancljca extend in a (ilrcukt fdrm* and are so thick ^ to be impenetrable to the

solar rays. Some of these trees are so large that two or three hundred persons may

take shelter under them : this circumstance arises from the peculiar property of the

branches, which bend down to the earth, take root there, and form a progeny of

stems that, by shooting forth new branches, compose this vast extent of shade : the

inhabitants of the East hold this tree in great veneration, and frequently erect their

pagodas beneath it.

According td Boulaye le Gout, this tree is called the sacred Kasta, and is held

in such high estimation by the devotees, because their god Kan is said to have di-

verted himself with playing the flute beneath the umbrage of its wide spreading

branches. The same author adds, that the inhabitants do not venture to rob it of

a single leaf, from the apprehension that death will inevitably follow within a year

of such a violation, lie also refers his reader to what Herodotus and Quintus

Curtius have written concerning it. Tavernier also mentions, that it is called Lul

by the Persians; but that the Franks gave it the name of Banian, because the

penitent Faquirs and Banians perform their devotions within its bdwers. M. de

Rochefort calls it Pareluricr, in his natural history of the Antilles. According to his

description, the leaves of its young branches are like those of the quince, the upper

part being green, and the under part whitish and downy : they are the favourite food

ofthe elephants. Its fruit consists of small figs of the same size as those of Europe,

but not so well tasted : they are of a red colou^ both within and without. Th<

natives of the country where this tree grows mSke some kind of dress of the bark.

The Kasta of the Isle of Rodriguez has a leaf the size of an human hand; it

is thick, and resembles the shape of an heart, like that of the lilac, and to the touch

is soft as satin. The flower is white, and emits a pleasing odour; the fruit is round,

its colour red, and of the size of a small plum. Its skin is hard, and contains small

seeds like those of our figs. It is not unwholesome, but its taste is insipid ; it is the

Common food of the bats, who roost in great numbers among the tufted branches

of the tree.

^ The wood of the trees in this island is, in general, Very hard ; that which we

empk^ed in building our huts, became full of worms within a few weeks after it

was cut down ; but if it is left to soak during a month in the sea, the worm cannot

enter it.

TheVli is a tree which, fiom its foetid smell, we called the stinking wood : it

Q
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is the most serviceable of any other for carpentry ; but, from its obnoxious qualities,

litilc use could be made of it.

This island docs not produce any kind of tree, shrub, plant, or herb, that is of

the growth of Europe, except purslane, which is found in the vallies.' We sowed

some of it, which was brought from the Cape of Good Hope, and it proved to be

exactly the same as the native purslane of the island.

Animals.

There are no four-footed animals at Rodriguez, but rats, lizards, and land

turtles. Of the latter there are three different kinds ; and some of them are so large

as to weigh an hundred pounds. Their flesh is wholesome, and not unlike our

mutton, but more delicate. The fat, which is white, does not congeal, atMl is never

known to cause an indigestion: we considered, it as superior to thc finest butter of

Europe : it is also a sovereign remedy for sprains, rheumatism, and similar com-

plaints. The liver is a most delicious food, and is very large in proportion to the

animal, as it is equal to one-third of the whole weight of the flesh. The bones arc

solid, and consequently without marrow. *

** These turtles lay their eggs in tlie sand, with which they cover them ; when

they are left to the slow operation of being hatched by tlic sun. They are perfectly

round, like billiard balls, and arc not larger than those of our common fowls.

The shell is soft, and the interior part is excellent food.

There is such an abundance of tftese land turtles, that they are sometimes seen

in flocks of two or three thousand. They collect together towards the evening, in

the coolest places they can find, and in such close array, that the spot which they

have chosen seems to be paved with their shells. It has been observed that some

of them constantly take their post at a small distance from the main body, as if to

perform the duty of centincls : but the utility of this arrangement is not readily

comprehended, as the turtle possesses no means pf active defence, or the least capa-

city to save itself from danger by (light.

** There are also sea turtles in great abundance ; and some of them have been

taken that weighed upwards of a quarter of a ton. They lay their eggs in sandy

places near the sea, and always in the night : they deposit jihem in an hole about

three feet in depth, and a foot broad j arid the largest lay about two hundred in the

short space of two hours; having covered them with sand, they leave them to be
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hatched by the heat, which effects the purpose at the end of six weeks. The young

ones, at their birth, are not larger than chickens; and, on coming out of the

shell, hurry instantly to the sea. We somciimcs diverted ourselves with carrying

some of them to the distance of a quarter of a league within land; when, being

placed on the ground, they took the strait road to the sea. At this period they

walk Or crawl faster than when they are grown to a larger size, lihcfrigates {sula

Jregata) and many other birds destroy them in such numbers, that not a tenth part

escapes from such voracious enemies ; but as the turtle lays every year from a

thousand to twelve hundred eggs, the multiplication is not easily calculated.

These eggs are not so grateful a food as those of the land turtles; neither

is the, flesh so delicate. The eggs of both, however, are of the same shape;

and the white is so soon desiccated, that the egg may be properly said to contain

nothing but the yolk.

The liver of the sea turtle has scarcely any taste ; but the smell is rancid

;

and it excites an unpleasant sensation in the stomach for a considerable time after

it has been eaten. ^

“ These animals feed on the herbs that grow at the bottom of the sea, and are

never seen on shore but when they lay their eggs. Previous to that operation, they

cemain nine days in a state of coition.

Their fat, after it has been once melted, remains in a liquid state. Its taste, as

well as that of the land turtle, is very grateful the palate, and a most excellent

article for culinary purposes.

“ 'rhe sea turtle will live upwards of a month without eating, provided it has

discharged its eggs, and is dashed, from time to time, with pails of sea water. Its

blood is cold.

Fish.

^ The Lamcntin, or sea cow, (trichcchus manatus, Linn.) is also found in great

abundance in tl^ seas that surrOund this island, and appears in large herds. Its

head resembles that of a hog, with a less pointed snout. It has no fins, but in their

place two paws. The body is thidk as far as the navel ; and the tail has this pecu-

liarity, in common with the whale, that the breadth of it is horizontal, when the

animal is laid on its belly. Its blood is and its skin is rough, liard, and of

a blackish hiii. A small quantity of hairs is scattered over it, though they ^re
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scarcely perceptible. Its eyes arc small; and two holes which it opens and shuts at

pleasure, may be denominated its gills and ears. As it seldom shews its tongue,

which is not large, many have asserted that it has none. It has grinders, and even

tusks, which appear as in a wild boar, but it has no fore teeth. Its gums are very

haixJ, and with them it tears up and browzes upon the grass at the bottom of the

sea. Its flesh is excellent and wholesome, and resembles that of the best veal. The

largest of these animals are about twenty feet in length.

** The females have breasts like those of a woman. Some mention that it has

two young ones at a time, and that it suckles them both together, supporting them

at its bospm with its paws ; but as I never saw it embrace more than one, I am

inclined to believe that the former account is erroneous.

This cxtraordinaiy nurse seems to verify the description of the prophet Jere-

miah, in his Lamentations, cb. iv. ‘ Even the sea monsters draw out the breast; they

‘ give suck to their young ones j but the daughter ofmy people is become cruel, like

‘ the ostriches in the wilderness."

" Ifliis fish is taken with great ease. It feeds in flocks like sheep, not more than

three or four feet from the surface of the water ; and when we went into the midst

of them they did not quit their station, so that we could take which wc pleased,

cither by shooting them, or dragging them by main" force on shore; though the

latter mode would employ three or four men to effect it. Wc sometimes found

three or four hundred of them fcedjng together, and so little disposed were they to

avoid us, that we often touched their'^rcasts in order to select the fattest* By tying

a rope round the tail, they were dragged out of the water; and as the flesh of the

smaller ones is the most delicate, our fishery was confined to them* The fat is

firm, and well flavoured; and neither in its appearance or taste can the flesh

be distinguished from that of butcher^Sf meat. This animal dies immediately on

losing a little blood. ' '

Our discovery of its being an inhabitant of these seas, arose from our finding

a dead one on the shore^ some months after our arrival in the island. We did not

however observe that it was amphibious ; indeed, it is to be doubted whether it is

able to drag along its unwieldy shape on the land.

** A large numberofother kinds of fish inhabit the sunxmucKng seas ; all of which,

excepting oysters and eels, are diffcitnt from those of Europe*

Sea-cels were easily Caught with a line, as well as those of the litsh water*
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From the breakers to the land, there are lar^ ipots that are covered at high water,

and remain dry whenithe sea withdk'aws itself. In this space, there are ditches or

hollows formed by the sea, which, as they always remain full of water, retain large

quantities of fish* In these pools a line may be employed with ease and pleasure

;

because these waters being very clear, the fish are seen coming hastily to sdze the

hook, around which arises a kind of combat for the bait; so that in a very short

time ^an abundance of them may be taken.

About a thousand yards from our habitations there was a creek which is full at

high water, and at the mopth of which we used to lay a net, so that when the sea

had retired there remained many diffaent kinds of fish, and in great numbers, which

were easily taken. There was also another creek on one side of our village that

abounded in oysters, which stuck to the rocks. We often went to breakfast there on

this delicious shell-fish ; which also procured us an excellent ragout, when blended

with the cabbage of the palm trees, and the fat of turtles.

Birds.

‘‘ The most remarkable bird in this island is the Solitaire, so called because it is

never seen in flocks. The plumage of the males is gray intermixed with brown

;

their feet and beak resemble those of the turkey, though the latter is rather more

crooked. They have scarce any tail, and their hinder part is covered with feathers

in such a manner as to give it a round apggj^rance. They are taller than the

turkey ; and have a straight neck, somewhat longer in proportion than that bird when

it erects its head. They have a black and lively eye, but are without crest or top-knot.

They never fly, as their wings are not sufficiently strong to sustain the weight oftheir

bodies ; and they employ them principally as the means of attack or defence, or to

call to one another. For this latter purpose, they turn round twenty or thirty times

with great velocity ; when their wings, being outspread, the motion produces a

noise which resembles that of a kestril ; and may be heard at the distance of an

hundred yards. The bone of the pinion enlarges at the extremity, and forms, under

its feathers^ a small round lump like a musket ball, which, with the beak, forms its

prineipatl defence. It is very difficult to catch it in the woods, but in an open

space it is easily overtaken. From March till September these birds are very fat;

and when ymmg, yield a well flavoured meai^The males sometimes weigh between

forty and fifty pounds*

^ Tb^ hen is a most beautiful bird. Some of the females are white, and others
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brown. They have a kind of band, resembling what is called a widow’s peak, at

the top of the bill, which is of a tan colour. They take great care to keep their

feathers in a nice state of arrangement, and to clean tliemsclves with their beak.

The feathers that cover the thighs are curled at the end, so as to have the appearance

of shells; and, as they are very thick, produce an agreeable effect. 7'hey have

two projections on the crop, which arc formed of feathers whiter than the rest, and

curiously represent the bosom of a woman.

These birds walk with so much stateliness and grace, as must excite the admi-

ration of all who behold them ; and they have often been indebted for their lives,

to their pleasing appearance. Though they appear rather of a familiar disposition,

when the^' are left to themselves, it is impossible to domesticate them. ^Vhehever

they arc taken, they shed tears without making the least noise, and obstinately refuse

all kind of food ; so that tliey soon die frt)m the want of nourishment. Their gizzard

is always found to contaia a brown stone, of the size of an hen’s egg, and of a

rugged exterior : it is flat on one side and round on the other, and is very heavy

and hard. This stone appears to be born with them, as they are found to contain

it when quite young : besides, the channel that passes from the stomach to the

gizzard is much too narrow to afford a passage for it. We made use of this stone,

in preference to any other, to sharpen our knives.

This bird builds its nest upon an heap of palm leaves, which it raises about a

foot and an half from the ground that purpose. It lays but one egg, which is

larger than that of our European ^osc. The cock and hen both sit on it in their

turns ; and the time necessary for Iiatcbing extends to seven weeks. During the

whole period of incubation and nourishing the nestling, which is not capable c>f

supporting itself for several months after its birth, the parent birds do not suffer

any of their kind to approach them ; die hen reserving to itself the right of driving

away the intrusive females, and the cock exercising his office, of guarding the pri-

vileged spot against male intruders. Each calling the other, as occasion requires,

to perform the duty assigned it.

>Viicn the young bird is in a state to maintain itself, the parents continue their

union. We often remarked, fabulous as it may appear, that, within a few days after

the young one has quitted the nest, a troop of thirty -on forty, of the Old ones

brought another of the same age to tile spot; where the former wkh/ils parents

joined the troop; and tiiey all proceeded to some retired place; when the elder

birds retired in pairsp and left die two young ones, to themselves. A® we frequently
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followed them on these occasions, I vouch for the truth of this extraordinary

circumstance, which we observed with equal surprise and satisfaction.'

The Gellinottes (gallina rustica) are fat during the whole year, and of a delicate

taste : they are of a light-gray colour, and there is very little difference in the plumage

of the two sexes: they take such precaution in secreting their nests, that we could

never discover any of them ; and consequently did not taste their eggs. They have

a red border round the eye; and their beak, which is straight and sharp, is also red,

and about two inches in length. They were seldom able to fly, their fat rendering

them too heavy for such an exertion. If any thing red is presented to them, it irri-

tates them so much that they instantly attack it, and in the heat of their fury they

Tare readily taken. The bitterns also which we found in the island were as fat and

palatable as well fed capons, and more easily caught than x\\q gelinoltes,

“ T he pigeons are somewhat smaller than those of Europe : they are of a slate

colour, and always in a fit state for the table; they perch and build their nests on

trees. They are so very familiar that, allured by the melon seeds, we seldom sat

down to dinner without being attended by a considerable number of them. We
accordingly caught them at our pleasure. They however never build their nests on

the main island, l)ut on tlie trees in the small islets near it, in order, as it may be

supposed, to avoid the rats, which are so abundant in the former, but never pass

over into the latter.

The Fviis^ the Fregates^ the enqiieii^nd some other sea birds who live

solely on fish, make their nCsSts on trees; but u\t ferrets and some others, lay and

hatch their eggs on the sand in the islets, which are the habitation of the pigeons.

Tlie flesh of these birds has a rank taste, but their eggs are excellent. The fans

come in the night to repose in the island ; and thefrdgates, who possess a superior

power of flight, watch for their arrival on the tops of the trees, when they rise up

to a great.height and pounce upon them like an hawk, but not with a view to kill

them, but tq make them disgorge the contents of their stomach. The/u?/, when it

is struck, seldom fails to cast up the fish it has in its craw, which i\iefregaie catches

as it falls : there is sometimes a contest between these birds, but the frigate

^

which

is more bold, active, and vigorous, seldom fails of obtaining its object. It is of a

blackish colour, of the isize of a duck, with wings of an extraordinary length. It is

a bird of prey, with characteristic talons, and a beak six inches in length, which is

crooked at the point. The old males have a piece of red flesh, that resembles a

cock’s-comb, under the neck.
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Hhtfou is so denominated, because it lights upon ships, and suffers itself to be

taken : its back is of a chesnut colour, and its belly white ; the beak is pointed, very

thick towards the head, and notched on the sides ; its legs are short, and its feet arc

like those of the duck, and of a pale-yellow.

The Faille en queue is about the size of a pigeon, and entirely white 5 it has a

short and strong beak, and a feather in its tail, about a foot and a half in length,

from whence it takes its name. These birds waged a curious war with us, or rather

with our caps : they used suddenly to attack us behind, and snatch them from off

our heads ; so that we were obliged to carry sticks, in order to defend ourselves

against these extraordinary hostilities; but we could never discover the use to

which these thievish birds applied their booty, or whither they carried it. The ferret

and the pluto will be described among the birds of the Isle of France.

In the Isle of Rodriguez there is but one kind of small bird, and it resembles the

canary bird : we however never heard it sing, though it was so familiar as to perch

im a book at the mopent we were reading it.

There are green and blue parroquets in great abundance, which are ofa mode-

rate size : die flesh of the young ones is as delicate as that ofyoung pigeons. There

are also sea larks and snipes, and a very few swallows.

" The bats fly about during the day like other birds ; they are as large as a pullet,

and each wing is about two feet in length. They never perch, but hook themselves

to the branches of trees by their with their head hanging downwards ; and as

their wings are also furnished with ^oks, they do not readily fall to the ground

when struck, but remain attached to the boughs ; indeed, when seen at some distance

enveloped in their wings, they have thC appearance of fruit rather than of birds.

The Dutch at the isle of France considered them as a delicate food, and pre-

ferred it to that of any other fowl. Wc however could not Jbring ourselves to eat

them. They carry their young, of ^hich they have always two, wherever they go,

and never quit them till they are able to fly.

‘‘ The palm trees and lataniers arc covered with lizards about a foot ip, length,

whose beauty was a frequent object of our admiration ; they are black, gray, blue,

green, and ri^d, and of the most brilliant tints. Their common food is the fruit of

the palm tree. They are not in the obnoxious ; and We/ound them so familiar,

that they nsed to come and eat the melons, not only on the table, but from our

hands. They are the prey of birds, and paiticularly of the bitterns; when we

threw them down from the trees with a pole, the latter used to run to the spot
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*and swallow them up before notwithstaoding our utmost endeavours to obstruct

their voracity.

There is also a nocturnal lizard, of a grayish colour, and a very unplcasing

shape : it is as thick and as long as a man’s arm; and its flesh is not unpalatable:

it is fond of the ktanicr.

** A quantity of salt may be collected from the holes of the high rocks on the

coast, sufficient to supply the i^nd if it were inhabited in every part. The sea

water is driven into these cavities by the force of the waves, and the sun, that

Universal chemist of nature, converts it into salt. .

The sea also brought yellow amber, and ambergris : wc found a large piece

of the latter, of whose namp and qualities wc were altogether ignorant, and w'hich

was the cause of all our subsequent misfortunes, as will be hereafter related. Wc
also found large quantities of bitumen, which denominated amber, though it

might more properly be considered as jet.

This island produces a flower of a most agreeable odour : it is white as the

lilly, and resembles in shape the common jessamine: it grows chiefly on the

trunks of trees which arc so decayed as to have become a kind of earthy vSiib-

i>tanccj the fiagrancc of these flowers is perceptible at the distance of an hundred

yaids.

“ The air of Rodriguez is obnoxious both to lice and fleas, an effect which wc

practically experienced after our landing on it
:
>*eiiher are there any of those stinging

flics and other small insects, that in many places are v so troublesome, or rather so

insupportable, during the night^.

‘‘In the small islands 'which have been already mentioned as the asylums and

breeding places of the pigeons, there is §n infinite number of sea-birds. Their

flesh is neither palatable nor wholesome, but tfeeir eggs possess both those qualities.

These birds arc so numerous, that, when they take their flight, the air is sometimes

darkened by them.

“ They hatch on the sand, and 'so near to each other that they arc in absolute

contact, though of different kinds : they were so fearless of us that they would not

move from before us, till they were forced from their situation. They lay three

limes in the course of the year, but never produce more than one egg at each;

* This is the more extraordinary, as musquitoes are very troublesome ia the Ible of France i

this difference probably proceeds from the large quantity of wctod-land there;
^

R
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period ; a circumstance which is unknown among the birds of Etiropei* Same ad-

ditional peculiarities belonging to them will be mentioned hereafter.

Inconveniencies.

*' Having related the advantages and beneficial productions of ibis island and its

environs, we shall now mention those citcimistances which were unpleasant, and

attended with inconvemencc.

There is a sm^ll fly, which, immediately on our landing, surrounded and

covered us: so great was their number that it answered no purpose whatever

to kill them : they do not sting, but when they settle on the face they occasion a

troublesome itching. At sunset they retire to the trees, and reappear at sunrise :

as they love shelter and a gentle air, wc had no sooner cleared a tract of land, than

the wind, having a more free course about our huts, drove them into the woods, and

freed us from their persecution within the extent of our plantation ; but we were

sure to meet them when we enlarged our walks beyond it.

** There is also a larger fly, which, unfortunately for us, had sufficient strength

to resist the wind, and proved extremely troublesome. Itsf belly is full of live

worms, which it deposited on our meat; and even let them fall on us as they flew:

the only means of preserving our food from this insect was by steeping it from time

to time in sea water. Coverings or safes might indeed have been made, by weaving

the filaments of the latanier leaf fov^hat purpose, but such a contrivance did not

occur, when it might have been so serviceable to us.

“ We were also persecuted by rats, which are like those of Europe, and in great

numbers : they not only ate the seed wc sowed, but used to gnaw whatever they

found in our hots. The Americans bavp snakes which seem to have a natural hos-

tility to this vermin. Cats also wage continual war with them*; but we had no other

assistance than that of the owls, and our own traps : wc however contrived in a

great measure to banish them, though they occasionally returned to torment us.

The most expeditious and certain method to redftcc them would be, by scattering

poisdned food : the island being small they would soon be destroyed, nor would

any inconvenience arise from such a mortality, if it were to take place previous to

the estabfiitfimeiit of the colony.

^ The land crabs were also among our enemies ; and from their prodigious

numbers it would be almost impossible to destroy thcmi as well as from the difficulty
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of foi:ar>g them mi of iheir holes. They inhabit the lower parts of the island, where

they dig in the earth till they come to water: their den is spaciousi with several

outlets; ai)d they have the precaution to wander but very seldcpi to any consi-

derable distance from them. They continued, however, to ravage the produce of

garden, both day and night; and even to burrow beneath the fences which had

been formed to protect The back, or shell, is round, about four inches in

diameter, and of a dingy red. This animal moves in every direction, upon eight

claws, which rise about three inches from the ground; and it has, in common with

every kind of crab, two large indented claws of unequal siie; that of its right side,

being larger and stronger than that on the left. When it is in motion, its mouth

cannot be perceived, as it is beneath its body; but its eyes are like thos^ of the crab*

in France and England, the one rising an inch above the other, on the extremity

and forepart of the shell.

It instantly retires jon its being approached ; but as it always pursues the stones

which are thrown at it, sufficient opportunities are given to strike it. It is/however,

imprudent to risque the being pinched by it. It frequently cleans its hole ; and,

having heaped up the ’offensive ordure, removes the whole, by pressing it with its

claws to its belly : a reiteration of this labour soon completes the cleanly office.

Some time previous and subsequent to the full moons of July and August, these

crabs proceed by thousands, from all pans of the island, to the sea, laden with

eggs. Great numbers might be destroyed at thg:e periods ; and wc have sometimes

killed upwards of three thousand in the course of an evening, with our sticks,

without producing any visible decrease.

In the second year of our abode in the island, the project was adopted of sowing

seeds in the places which these creatures inhabited, in order to keep them away

from the gardens; atieast till our plants were grown to such a size as to defy

their inroads. The precaution was also taken to ""sow the seeds of plants that

we wished to cultivate, in those spots which the crabs did not frequent ; these were

elevated situations, with a rocky bbttom, and at a distance from the brooks.

sea-crate are much larger, as well as a more wholesome food, than those of

the land; and their l^sh is moje easy of^igesiion. There is another kind of these

animals, which in the^Antilles are called Tourlouroux: they are nearly of the

same shj^ as those which have been just ilescribed, but somewhat less. They
may be said to be amphibious^ as the tide fills their habitations twice a day.

Re
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The hurricane, to which this island is subject in the months Of January oip

February, is a most formidable enemy. We twice experienced the horrors of

it. This furious wind generally springs up after mild weatlier, and even after

a calm. Its extreme violence lasted during the space of an hoUr; when we saw

several large trees laid prostrate, and our own huts shattered to pieces. The

sea was in a most terrible state of agitation, and, raising its billows like mountains,

drove them against the shore with such impetuosity, that they seemed to threaten its

existence. The heavens were confounded with the earth ;
the air thickened, and

covered us with darkness; while the clouds, rolling over each other, dissolved in

such streams of rain, that the fine and fertile vallies exhibited a general inundation,,

whose torrerjts bore down every thing before them. The animals instinctively

preserved themselves from the fury of (he storm, by taking refuge jii the holes of (he

mountains ;
they soon however reappeared, as the weather, in a short time, reassumed

its serene and pleasant state. The last of the two hurricanes^which we experienced

at Rodriguez, was much more terrible than the former: in the midst of its greatest

violence, there was a sudden calm, and extraordinary stillness, which induced us to

think that it was passed away; but it soon rctuined with a renewed and aggravated

fury. It entirely destroyed, all our gardens, by overwhelming them with a deluge

of salt water; but the soil was not injured by that circumstance, our first occu-

pation, on quitting the recesses of the rocks, where we had taken shelter, was to sow

our seeds, as we had already done\^

The last enemy with which wc had to contend, was the green caterpillar, which

always succeeds the hurricanes. These reptiles greatly annoyed us, from February

to April, by eating our melons; of which they would not leave a single leaf.

Experience, however, at length taught us to keep the plants covered between

sunset and sunrise; by which precaution they were at length preserved. As

this vermin did not touch either endive or purslahe, it may be reasonably pre-

sumed, that there are other herbs and vegetables which would be unpalatable to them.

“ There are also small scorpions in some part« of the island ; but they are by'

no means dangerous, as wc were stung by them without any other inconvenience

than the sensation of being pricked by a pin.

When we bathed in the sea, or waded in it for the purpose of fishing, we were

often surrounded by shoals of sharksi- some of which were of a large size, without

receiving the least injury: from them. When wc were upon the fatal rock of the.
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Isle of France, which will be particularly mentioned hereafter, we saw, an hundred

times, a pack of hounds swimming after a stag in the sea, and in parts which

abounded with sharks, without the least interruption; nor did any accident happen

to us though we continually bathed there. There is every reason to conclude,

that the sharks of these parts are of a different kind from those which frequent other

seas ; where, they arc described and known to be of a most dangerous and ravenous

nature.

Their Occupations and Enjoyments

** Our occupations, during our abode in the island, were not, as it may be

imagined, very important, but it was necessary to do something. The repair of

our huts, and the cultivation of our gardens, employed one portion of our time, and

walking engaged another. We often went to the southward of the island, which we

crossed in all directions ; and sometimes made the tour of it ; nor is there a single

spot that we have not frequently visited. Neither tlie high mountains, nor the lesser

hills, are without verdure, though they are very rocky; but there is from two to four

feet depth of earth ab6ve the rock. At the same time large and straight trees are

seen to arise-between the crags ; nor could we discover the earth that nourished them.

At a distance, this circumstance gives a more advantageous idea of the island than it

dcscrvcvs, because it encourages a conjecture, that it contains a deep and excellent soil.

" There are few or no places in the island are not easy of access; and in

every part there is plenty of provision and water. If no kind of fowl is visible, to

strike a tree with force, and hollow aloud, wdil occasion them instantly to hasten to

u, when they may be easily struck down with a slick or a stone. It was by the

I'ullowing accident that wc discovered this singular circumstance. As we were

one day rambling abont at a'distance turn each other, it became necessary for us to

shout very loud, in order to collect the i^clmpany, when we were astonished to see

the birds flying, and coming from all parts round about us; so that a single dis-

itharge of our pieces was sufticientto procure Us plenty. The land turtle is likewise

to be. found every where; and the air is so mild and temperate, that there is no

reason to apprehend any inconvenience from sleeping beneath the canopy of heaven.

Shelter, however, is easily obtained, and a few leaves of the latanier may at any time*

be contrived to afford it.

Besides our little journiqs, we seldom failed to take our evening walks. One of
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them possessed so much beauty as^ to deserve a partkulair dcscriptiotart it attended

along the sca^shorc to the left of the rivulet : it consisted of a natural avenue of

trees, which was as straight as if it had been planted with a line i it run parallel

with the sea, was about twelve hundred paces in length, and might be continued

for seven or eight miles. One side of this charming ^pot presented a vast expanse of

ocean, whose tide, rolling over the breakers, at the distance of about a league, produced

a confused but pleasing murmur : the other side offered a view of the most delightful

vallies, which wore die appearance of beautiful orchards in the mild and rich season

of autumn, and were bounded by a fine range of hills, that closed the prospect,

“Among die great number and variety of trees which nature has lavished on

this spot, there is one which deserves particular attention for its beauty, grandeur,

and the symmetrical arrangemeru of its magnificent branches : their extremities arc

every, where tufted in an extraordinary manner, while its large and thick fidiage

drops around almost to the ground; so that on whatever side this fine tree is ap-

proached, a very small part, if any, of its trunk is perceptible. Within its shade

there are branches that appear like timber work, expressly contrived to support the

large tufts of foliage, which, spreading around form a kind of natural pavilion, the

freshness of whose umbrage is inexpressibly grateful. The fruit, however, is of a

sour, unpleasant taste, not unlike that of a ripe quince ;
but there is no reason to

suppose it unwholesome*: it grows in clusters, and appeared at a distance like the

fruit of the anana. The leaves, wh^ch are of a fine green, have so short a stalk

that they seem to be attached to the tree itself; the largest are four or five inches

broad at the upper part, and terminate in a point, their length being about fifteen

inches.; while the fruit, which is of different colours, according as it is more or less

advanced to maturity, appears between them. The whole presented an astoiiishing

object of vegetable grant|kur and beauty.

“ In this solitary situation we amuseA*6urselves with chess, trictrac, bowls, and

skittles. Hunting aud;'*ftshing, from their facilities, did not deserve the name of

occupations : and to ^ary our amusements, we soAieiimes did not disdain to instruct#

the imiiatiye faculticws of the parroquets, which are so numerous in this island.

“ During the bust year we were often occupied in building the boat, whose history

will be given heteafter ; and we lengthened out our day by *the aid of our lamps,

which were suppUed with the oil of turtle.; We employed burning-glasses to light

our fires. ^
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As we had flesh and fish in abundance, with herbs, roots, fruit, and palm wine,

there was no, reason to.apprehend any inconv^rSence from a dearth of provisions

:

on the cotvtrary, we were nourished with very wholesome and even luxurious food,

which never occasioned the least sickness or indigestion, though we were without

bread : the captain had, indeed, left two large barrels of biscuit, which was principally

employed in thickening our soup.

- Preparations for their Departurefrom Rodriguez.

“We had already been more than a year in this island, when we became uneasy

that no vessel had arrived there ; nor were we free from alarm, that a portion of the

best part of our lives might be passed in this unprofitable solitude ; it was at length

resolved among us that, after having waited for news from M. du Quesne during

two whole years, wc should do our utmost to get to the Isle of Mauritius, . as vessels

arrived there every year from the Cape of Good Hope.

'rhat island is not more than eighty leagues from Rodriguez, though, in our

situation, it was natural to consider it as a very long passage ; but as the wind blew

regularly on that quarter, it was determined that we should instantly build a boat

in the best manner in our power ; and if there was any probability of its being

capable of service, attempt the voyage.

“ i he undertaking appeared to be pregnant with difficulties, but not altogether

impracticable: wc were, indeed, to construct a l^xg^ boat, without intelligent work-*

men, and with few tools. Besides, we had neither pitch, tar, ropes, anchor, or

compass : in short, a thousand other obstacles presented themselves to the reflection,

and filled us with alarm. It was, nevertheless, resolved to set about the work, and

if wc did not lose our labour, to proceed on the voyage. Accordingly, without

apprenticeship or expcficncc, we, in an instant, became carpenters, rope makerj^

sailors, <S<:c. and proceeded to employ our united efforts to forward the important

object we bad in view. The sea had fortunately thrown upon the shore a large

square oak beam of sixty feet in Icfigth, which was sawed into planks 5 but as the

saw broke three times in performing this ofiBce, and was also handled with little

skilly they were of unequal thickness, and altogether indifferently shaped.

Our bark was twooty-two feet long at the keel, six broad, four deep, and

round at both ends: we were provided with a small quantity ^of nails; and Jean

de la Haye, the goldsmith, who had some instruments of his trade along with

him, forged others, as well as some useful iron tools ; he had also contrived
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to mend the saw. Old linen was,jjmploycd for the purpose of caulking; and

the kind of jet, which has been alreadpincnuoned, when mixed with the native gum

of the place, dissolved in turtle oil, served as pitch. We twisted the fibres of the

latanier leaves into ropes, which were of sufficient strengtlr, but defective in pliancy

;

and they frayed also, in a short time, when employed in running work. A piece of

rock which weighed about an hundred and fifty pounds, served for an anchor i and

"we formed a sail as well as we could. Thus, by the joint contribution of our in-

dustry, .the boat was« completed; and, by our united strength launched into the

water.

For our stock of provisions, a sufficient quantity of dried lamcntin was pre-

-pared; and several barrels were filled with water; \vc also took the biscuit. that

remained ; and furnished ourselves with plenty both of land and water melons, the

latter of which may be kept for a consideiable time.

** We were so fortunate also, in a general search for whatever might be of use, as

to find a small solar quadrant, which, though of a very inferior kind, we flattered

ourselves might be useful in our projected expedition : when, however, the boat was

launched, we discovered that it did not obey- the rudder, aikl we were under the

necessity of supplying its place with an oar.

The day fixed for pur departure was Saturday the 19111 of April, 1693,

because it was near the full moon, when the state of the tide would enable us to

pass the breakers, and we should possess light through the greater part of the night.

These breakers surrounded the island, with tire exception of two openings which

gave access to it,

** When w^c arrived at Rodriguez, we perceived on the bark of severa!! trees the

names of certain Dutchmen who had laiided there some years before, and had left

thq date of that circumstance; we accordingly determined fb follow their example,

and consequently wrote a brief account of our history in French and Flemish

;

particularly specifying the date of our arrival, the time of our abode, and the day of

our departure
;

""this document was inclosed in a^phial, which was placed in a niche

cut in the trunk of a large tree, beneath whose shade we used to take our meals,

and which we Relieved to be proof against the violence of the hurricanes.

At length the day of our departure arrived, and after having implored the

divine assistance and protection, of which we appeared to be in great need, wc

embarked about noon with our provisions and our property : the weather was fine,

and the wind favourable ; and though the boat was, as may be supposed, of m
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imperfect construction and wretchedly equipped,.^wc were animated with the most

sanguine hope of succeeding in our expedition. We reckoned, indeed, if the line

weather continued, and the kind of monsoon, which has already been mentioned,

prevailed, that, according to our calculation, founded on the information of the

captain and sailors during our passage, we should arrive in two days and two nights

at the Island of Mauritius.

We accordingly departed, with the animating hope that we should soon find

ourselves among the itihabitants of the world. The space between the island and the

breakers was soon passed ; but we relied too much on our good fortune ; for, instead

of endeavouring to make our way through one of the openings already mentioned,

wc passed over the breakers, and the bojt unfortunately struck one of their points

in its passage; but, as we scarcely felt any shock, wc flattered ourselves that no

mischief w^ould ensue: we were however deceived; for a leak soon appeared,

and the water gained so rapidly upon us, that wc instantly determined to regain the

land. In the mean time the boat was filling, the helm was of no use, the wind blew

us away, and fear prevented us for some time from employing any means of preser-

vation. At length, however, the love of life instigated us to exertion ; and by em-

ploying the oars, and having a leading wind, the breakers were soon repassed ; but

about thirty paces beyond them the boat sunk. If this event had taken place but a

quarter of an hour before, we must inevitably have perished: the boat, however, did

not overturn, and we remained upon its deck, not more than three feet water.

As the sea began to ebb, and being not more than half a league from land, wc

determined to wait till the water was sufficiently lowered for us to drag our chests

on shore.

“ This task was at length completed, but with great pain and difficulty, and we

were obliged to return to the boat several times, in order to effect it; though

Itiucfa of our cargo was lost, we preserved those articles which were most necessary

to us. On the following day we contrived to recover our boat, and drag it on

shore.

The greatest loss, however, that we sustained, w^as in the '^eath of Isaac Boyer,

which was occasioned by the extreme fatigue he underwerrt on this unfortunate

occasion. He was the strongest and most vigorous person among us; but, worn out

by the exertions he had made to recover the boat, and the articles it contained, he

laid himself down, naked as he was, on the scorching sands, an indiscretion which

S.
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brought on a fever, attended with delirium; and as wc possessed no medicines, or

indeed any medical skill, the sick man was left to the operations of nature, which,

aftrr some little struggle, was overpowered by the disease, fie died in the twenty-

ninth year of his age ; and beneath the shade of a palm-tree, his remains were reli-

giously deposited

“ Though the grief which we felt for the loss of a friend, who was equally useful

and d<‘ar to us, was such as the occasion merited ; and though our first undertaking

was attended with such unpropitious circumstances, it was immediately proposed to

make another attempt to leave the island, even in such a brittle bark as ours, and

boldly to brave once more the winds and the waves. It was determined, however,

to profit by former misfortunes, and to employ a greater degree of precaution. It

was said that the boat would be strengthened by its repairs, and that buoys might be

placed to ascertain a better and less dangerous passage through the reefs. It wa^s

also suggested that we should quit the island at the moment of spring tide, with a

view to pass over the rocks, if it should not be practicable to follow the track marked

put by the buoys.

" I thought, with my companions, that it would be terrible indeed to be confined

for the rest of our days, in an island of the Antipodes ; but at the same time it did

not appear to me possible that a miserable gondola, such as we had made, would

be capable of sustaining so long a passage, especially as we had not the necessary

equipments. I had, indeed, opposed the first design ; and was still more averse

to forward the second. I represented in strong terms, but accompanied with gentle

manners, the necessity of giving a greater degree of consideration to the design

which was meditated. I praised the courage of those who were the most forward in

promoting the project, and assented to 'some of their reasons; at the same time I re-

quested them to reflect, that it would be a miracle if we escaped from a second wreck.

1 added, that expedience should have made us wiser: that this impracticable scheme

had already cost the valuable life of one of our companions
; and that we ought to

consider such an event as a warning to continue the exercise of our patience. I

proceeded to observe,* that the assistance which we expected might be on the sea,

and that it might arrive at the moment when we were the sport of the waves, or

gorging the monsters which inhabit them. We were, I said, in a situation where wc

wanted nothing that was necessary to sustain life ; at the same time we might pre-

pare large fires on the elevated spots of the island, to invite any passing vessel to
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come to our assistante : and to aid us in such a project, the latanier afforded its

cotton, and the turtle its oil. Other arguments might have been used, but those

which I had already employed did not receive a favourable attention.

** We ai c losing time, exclaimed one of the must determined among us, and we

have had enough of prosing ;
so follow me, my friends, and let us think of the readiest

means to quit this irksome solitude. At this summons, every one rose up as if it

had been uttered by an oracle; and nothing was now thought of but to prepare for

the voyage. I ventured to make additional propositions, and thereby gained some

little time ; but, at length, it Was resolved that we should embark on the day of the

full moon.

As nothing worse could happen to me, than to live and die alone in an island

at the extremity of the world, I resolved, though not without some degree of hesi-

tation, to depart with my adventurous friends.

Iheir Adieu to the Island ofRodriguez, .

“ The appointed day being arrived, we bade adieu to this charming island, and

cmbaiked once more in our miserable boat, on the 21st of May, 1693. At

first we were obliged to use our. oars, there being little or no wind, in order to

gain, with more exactness, the course marked out by the buoys ; so that wc passed

the breakers without any accident: but in a few moments afterwards one of our

oars broke, in consequence of a powerful effort made to escape from the rapidity

of the current, which threatened us with no common danger; at the same time the

calm rendering the sail useless, it appeared to be impossible for us to escape ship,

wrcclc. At length however a gentle breeze sprung up, which, with the assiMancc of

our remaining oar, just preserved us from* destruction. There was also another

point about two leagues distant, towards which the current, that overpowered the

wind, was driving us : but as wc had by this time contrived to mend the broken oar,

we employed it so effectually as to,escape this second danger. It was very fortunate^

indeed, that we were able to restore to its practical use this instrument of our de-

liverance, as the rapidity of the current continued to demand our utmost exertions

to resist it. The sea broke with a fearful impetuosity against the rocks wliich were

the objects of our alarm ; and night coming on, redoubled our apprehensions and

our toil. To complete our misery, the sea sickness, which was occasioned by the

agitation of our little vessel, so entirely overcame us, that we were, in a great

$ 2
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measure, deprived of all power of exertion. The chief promoters of this entefprize^

were now Convinced of their folly and presumption, and* there was not one of them

who did not anxiously wish to regain the island: but such attempt was altogether

impracticable. In this lamentable situation did we remain from eleven at night till

two in the morning; in which time, wc concluded, that all the points were passed,

and that wc had gained the open sea, as we no longer heard the noise ofthe breakers.

We had hitherto depended on pur oars, but we now claimed the assistance of our

sail, and began in some degree to recover ourselves. The next day the wind was

variable, and the six following days it was in our teeth ; a very extraordinary cir-

cumstance in these seas. The meat which had been dressed for the voyage wc

were obliged to throw overboard, as it became full of maggots; and our whole

dependence, as to provisions, was some dried lamentin and water melons. In the

earfy-^part of the voyage we had^aken the precaution to content ourselves each day

with two or three ounces of this food, in order to prolong to the utmost our miserable

existence, if we should be so unfortunate as to miss the Island of Mauritius, Indeed,

it was by a kind of miracle that we at length reached it.

‘‘ The wind, which had never ceased to be adverse till the morning of the eighth day

of our navigation, was succeeded by a violent tempest. The weather was perfectly

serene till noon, when the heavens became obscured
;
and the rain fell duiing four

hours in such abundance, that it would have filled the boat in a very short time,

if we had not laboriously and unceasingly exerted ourselves to empty it. I'his rain,

however, was not accompanied by any violent wind; but as the night came on the

wind increased; and the small glimmering of light that remained was succeeded by

profound darkness.

The tempest increasing, we were cfbliged to lower our principal sail; and, as it

was impossible to keep in a light, having neglected to contrive a lantern previous to

OUT departure, we were no longer able to consult our little compass; we therefore

our course, and could do nothing more than bear before the witid with the foresail.

The darkness did not always remain the same, and the vane was sometimes percep-

tible; though that was now of little consequence. The greatest danger seemed to

arise from the construction of the boat, which was pnly decked at one end: but

those of us who had taken the lead in planning the expedition, could never be per-

suaded thatJt would not be accompanied with favourable weather and gentle gales.

All attempts to find a reckoning was vain, and ihis night was alarming beyond
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description. The hurricane that had overtaken us between the Cape of Good Hope

and Mauritius, was terrible indeed j but ^e were then under the conduct of expe-

rienced sailors, and in a vessel that was capable of resisting it. It is not necessary

to detail the particular circumstances of our situation : we were all of us convinced

lliat our last hour was at hand : and it was even proposed to leave the boat to itself,

and to wait approaching death with the resignation that became us. But this pro-

position of despair was soon over-ruled,* and it was ageeed that we should exert

the utmost efforts to our last moment. We accordingly recovered some degree of

resolution ; and several prepared themselves to swim when the boat should sink, and

to add a few more painful moments to their existence. Though the state of extreme

weakness in which we now were, might be naturally imputed to the toil we had

undergone, to the* want of food, the solicitations of sleep, which it was impossible to

gratify, and the alarms which we could not suppress, it was, I doubt not, very much

inci cased by the secret reproaches which we thought against each other and ourselves,

for presumptuous confidence, or timid submission. But whatever irritating feelings

agitated our minds, they were never suffered to be realized in words ; and wc en-

couraged each other in the language of fraternal affection. Thus were we placed

between life and death..

Their Arrival at Mauritius,

** When the sun began to whiten the horizon the winds abated their fury ; the

sky became clear; and the light unfolded to us a lofty cape, which was the Isle of

Mauritius. If I omitted the particular description of our late situation, from my
incapacity to give an adequate idea of its horrors, I certainly shall not attempt to

display our present sensations. Our strength seemed to be renewed by our joy; and

about five o’clock in the evening of the 29th of May, and the ninth of o*ur voyage,

we arrived in a small bay in the Island of Mauritius. We were taken up a pleasant

river by the tide, and disembarked^in a very agreeable spot, at the foot of an hill which

was covered with large and flourishing trees. It would be superfluous to describe

our condition ; but sleep, which we could now without apprehension, and siicli

refreshments as could be obtained without much exertion, re-established our strengdt;

and in the course of a few days we proceeded to discover the inhabited parts of the

island.

With this view we pursued our course along the coast; and, after a voyage of

five days, during which wc always slept on shore, wc arrived at the Black River;
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we fpund a few small houses inhabited by Dutch families, who received us

with great kindness. These people had cleared as much land as was necessary for

them, in a very pleasant valley. They had the greater-part of our plants in their

gardens, as well as those of India; and they cultivated a considerable quantity of

tobacco. Their yards were filled with poultr)% which proved a great luxury to us

after our long abode at Rodriguez. The cottages of this little colony were covered

with the leaves of the latanier, as our huts had been ; but they were larger and

more elevated, because this island is less exposed than Rodriguez to the fury of

hurricanes.

“ These good people live, in a great measure, by hunting, and they have dogs for

that purpose. After we had remained about a month with them, five of our parry

were commissioned to give notice of our arrival to the Govcrncxr. The place of

his residence, which was called Frederick Henry, was situated on the south-east side

of the island, at the distance of twenty-eight miles from the place where we had

taken our temporary abode. The name of the governor was Rodolph® Deodati, a

native of Geneva. While our deputies were gone to wait upon him, he himself

arrived at the place where we were, in the course of his annual tour round the island.

I was no sooner informed of this circumstance, than I went with my companion

who remained with me, to demand his protection, which he immediately promised

in the most obliging manner. After he had heard bur history, both he and his

attendants considered our sorry bark with astonishment, and expressed their surprise

at the. rashness of our enterprize. He promised to send us an anchor, wdrich we

should find in passing to the North-west Port, as it might be serviceable to us in

going to the Lodge ; the name given in these islands to the habitation of the

governor, in whatever form it may be constructed. He also assured us in the most

civil terms, that we should want for nothing; and added, that we might indulge the

pleasing expectation of a vessel, which would arrive in a short time.

‘‘ In consequence of these kind expressions,^ which he frequently repeated, vjt

departed from the Black River, where our deputies had rejoined us, and happily

arrived at the North-west Port; but we found no anchor, as the Governor had

promised, nor could we obtain the necessary instructions: for instead of our being

informed how we might continue our voyage to the Lodge, we were told that wc

must carry our baggage to Flacq, a small village which contained the Company’s

garden, and was about eight leagues from thence. As this fatiguing journey ap-

peared to be inevitable, we resolved to undertake it; and accordingly transported
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our property thither in the course of eight successive journies, througli woods in

which there was no regular path, and where we frequently lost our way.

'** When we arrived at the Lodge, we found the surgeon of our vessel, whose name

was Clas^ and Jaques Ginguet\ one of our small company of pilgrims, who has

been already mentioned, and whom Vallcav^ our captain, had taken from us at

Rodriguez. He had his reasons, which I shall not stop to develop, for taking the

latter from us, as well as for leaving both of them afterwards at the Island of Mau-

ritius. They related to us the following history

:

The Captain Vallcau bad no sooner weighed anchor off Rodriguez, than he

opened all our letters, and having read them aloud to the ship’s company, threw

them into the sea. Two days after his arrival at Mauritius, an English captain,

with his crew, anWed there in a small sloop, having escaped from his ship, which

had struck upon a sand-bank near Rodriguez. This man proposed to Valleau to

accompany him to the wreck, with the hopes of enriching themselves with some of

the valuable merchandize which it contained : the latter agreed to the proposition,

and a secret engagement was ratified between them. Valleau, who was accountable

to the Commandant of Mauritius, who was then M. Lamocius, for his actions, in

order to cover his design, represented to him that the eight adventurers at Rodri-

guez might be reduced to the greatest distress, and that it would be an act of cha-

rity to send them certain necessaries and accommodations, of which he presented

an ample description. The Commandant, to whose attention the Governor of

the Cape of Good Hope had warmly recommended us, fell readily into the snare
j

and by his orders Valleau’s vessel was laden with deer, calves, goats, hogs, fowls,

and fruit; in short, with abundance of every thing produced at Mauritius; and

which, if they had arrived, would have made an Eden of our island. I’lie waves,

however, were our avengers ; and he was for several days severely buffeted by them,

without being able to get to die wreck ; and the stock of provisions, of which he may

be said to have robbed us, was ajl he got by his villainy.— I shall now return to

our own history.

" Jean dc la Haye, the goldsmith, having a considerable quantity of professional

tools, which were very heavy, and consequently incommodious to take about with

him, was induced to dispose of a part of them to a person of the same professidn

whom we met at the North-west Harbour. Among his tools was a piece of amber-

gris, of about six pounds in weight, which had been found at Rodriguez, and has
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been already mentioned. De la Hayc having asked the goldsmith what it was, tl>c

latter quietly replied that it was a gum, which was employed as tar at Mauritius;

that great quantities of it were found in certain trees, and that it was of little or no

value : De la Haye, therefore, very cheerfully threw it into the bargain that had

been made between them : he, how’ever, kept a few small pieces as objects of
. .

curiosity.

The following day some one having informed liim that this pretended gum

was real ambergris, this circumstance produced a very sharp and angry dispute

between the two artisans ; and De la Haye thought it right to apply to the Com-

mandant for justice ; when it appeared, in the course of various discussions of the

subject, that he had applied to his own advantage whatever ambergris he could

collect, though the India Company laid an exclus-ive claim to itj-and had absolutely

ordained, that whoever found any of it should immediately cede it, at a fixed price,

to their agents, for their sole advantage. The Commandant, therefore, was alarmed

at the probability that this history might reach Batavia by our means, and that the

Company would not only make him render an account of his peculation, but punish

him with great severity for the commission of it : he accordingly meditated our

destruction ; and as a preliminary step to his design, he committed our boat to the

flames, and distributed our sails, which were made of fine bolland, among his

huntsmen.

He began to mark his discontent by lodging us*»SI an hut, and supplying our

table with the remains of what had been served to the servants of the Company.

In a short time after, he forbade us to go further from our hut than the distance of a

thousand paces : he also deprived us of the servant which had remained with us, by

employing him in the service of the Company ; and, as he bad already engaged the

other in his own service, we were now reduced to five persons.

** This conduct, so opposite to his former friendly behaviour, caused us to look

forward with apprehension to the consequences tjiat might follow ; but a$ there are

in all societies certain characters, who are more impatient and uneasy than the rest,

those of that temper among us, La Case and Testard^ formed a project to seize a

small sl6op belonging to the Company, and take refuge at Mascaregnas, now the

Isle of BoUi^bon, which is not more than forty leagues from Mauritius : but as they

had every reason to imagine that the rest of us would firmly oppose such a strata-

gem, they concealed it so successfully, that wc entertained not the least suspicion
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diati they even meditated such an expedition. But as the execution of their enter-

prize reejuired some assistancc5 they applied to a soldier in the service of the Com’*

panyj who had complained to them of the Commandant’s conduct towards him,

Itnd proposed that he should^ be of the party ; the soldier instantly communi^ted

to the Commandant the proposition which had been made to him ; though be added

at the same time, that the three comrades of the two delinquents were ^fiHely

innocent and ignorant of the plot.

^ Several weeks passed on without any appearance of suspicion on the part of

the Commandant ; though all our actions were strictly observed without any dis-

tinction. At length, during the night of the 15th of January, he sent a body of sol-

diers to bring all of us before him. On this occasion he began by declaring, that

he had no accusation against me and two of my companions; and then proceeded

to question the others : they at once avowed the truth ; adding withal, that our boat>

which had been wantonly burned, was a superior vessel to that of which they had

formed the design to possess themselves ; and that they intended to leave a sufficient

sum of money for the payment of it : which declaration the soldier himself con*

firmed. Nevertheless we were all of us, the innocent and the culpable, conducted

to a dark prison, and put in a kind of stocks, which compelled us to remain in

recumbent posture. The only difference in the treatment of us appeared the fol-

lowing day, when our two accused companions were punished with an additional

load of iron fetters.

“ We remained in this state two days and two nights, when my two innocent

companions and myself were delivered from it. On quitting the prison we were

conducted to the Commandant, who, after insulting us with declarations of his

good-will towards us, made many insidious promises of the kindness he would

shew us, but without one consolatory word respecting the injuries which he had

done us. The first act of his kindness was to order us to be guarded day and night j

and it was immediately followed by a seizure of every thing we possessed, except

our clothes, bedding, and a few books. We were then put on board a boat, toge-

ther with our accused comrades, who were brought in their shirts and with the

fetters on their legs, totally ignorant of our future destination. It proved, however,

to be a barren and frightful rock, of about two hundred paces long, and half that

space in breadth, where It was almost irnpossiblc to walk, as the surface consisted

T
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of deep holes, and pointed stone : though wc could, indeed, sometimes pass into two

neighbouring islets*.

Their Residence on the Rock Island,

“ Here we were placed, without any covering but a wretched hut situated on an

elevation, close to the breakers, within two paces of the sea, and in the hurricane sea-

sons : it was also in a state of ruin, and had already served as a prison for criminals,

who some years before had been banished thither.

“ Here we remained near three years ; at least those of us who survived that

period. Thus, like the flying fish, wc no sooner escaped from the pursuit of one

enemy than wc fell into the rnaw of another.

“ We had remained near three months in this miserable condition, when on the

15th of March, 1694, we saw a Dutch vessel, called the Perseverance, come to an

anchor before the island, which according to the laws of the country, should have

transported us, whether wc were criminal or innocent, to Batavia, or the Cape.

But we learned from our purveyors, that wc must not expect to depart in that

vessel : it was therefore resolved by my two comrades and myself, who were not

in a state of accusation, to risque every thing in order to get to the island while the

officers who commanded the Dutch vessel remained there, that wc might make our

complaints, and relate our sufferings in their presence. We accordingly made a raft

of sea-weeds, which was floated by two water barrels attached to its extremities

;

and B*** and De la Haye, my two companions whose innocence had been acknow-

ledged, and who were better swimmers, as well as more capable of bearing fatigue

than myself, hazarded the passage on this kind of flying bridge : in twelv'c hours

they reached the land.

They instantly proceeded to the lodge of the Commandant, and they found

the officers of the vessel with him. In their presence they gave the history of

the cruel treatment which they had received; and demanded to be sent away,

according to the general orders, and customary jpractice of the company ; and, in

the mean time, claimed that treatment and protection which, as innocent men, they

deserved.
,

* This islet appears to be that of Marianne, situated about two leagues from the fort of the

south-east port, where th^ Dutch Commandant then resided.
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Deodati, at the same time that he repeated his belief of our innocence, and

lamented our sufferings, could not, he said, act in a more lenient manner towards

us ; ’for as we were all Frenchmen, and associated together, he could not place a

confidence in one more than in the other. The officers appeared to entertain a

favourable opinion of us, but they had no right to interfere in our behalf, nor the

power to afford us the least protection. We however indulged the hope that they

would report our situation to their masters.

Thus ended this bold, hazardous, and fruitless embassy; my companions were

ordered again to the stocks ; and, on the following day, were brought back to the

island, with an absolute prohibition, on pain of exemplary punishment, to quit it

:

and to prevent all possibility of attempting it, we were now supplied only with one

barrel of water at a time, and which had but one bottom.

‘‘ The officers of the vessel were, nevertheless, correctly informed of our history

and condition, by a circumstantial acc6unt which my two comrades contrived to

communicate to them ;
and in which they were earnestly supplicated to make known

our situation to our relations in Holland, that they might employ the means neces-

sary for our dclivcrancA

“ These gentlemen paid us an humane visit on our rock, in order to satisfy them-

selves concerning the contents of the memorial which had been presented to them.

They were soon convinced of the cruelly with which we were treated, execrated the

barbarous injustice of the Commandant, and solemnly promised that they would do

every thing in their power to procure us relief: they also sent us three hundred

pounds weight of rice, some white biscuit, and several bottles of Spanish wine and

brandy; a treasure which we carefully concealed from the rapacious inquiries of

Deodati. The officers having informed us, that though they could not take an

active part in getting ys on board their ship’, they were ready to receive us, if we

could contrive, by any means of our own, to reach it. With this encouragement

we made another raft, but the winds and the currents being unpropitious, we were

compelled to return; and, in a few days after this attempt, we had the inexpressible

mortification to see the vessel depart without us.

“ The Commandant, being on the eve of marriage with the daughter of an old

inhabitant of the island^ was influenced, by the good humour which the approach-

ing event occasioned, to give orders that I sliould be removed from my deso-

late abode; but I was not permitted to see him, and I could do nothing for my
-
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companions. I received, however, great benefit myself from the little voyage, atnd

the change of air. To add to the distress of those whom I had left, and yvhose health;

and strength had yielded to the miseries of their situation, a violent hurricane, which;

shook the most solid buildings, tore up large trees from the earth, and destroyed

the harvest in Mauritius, blew away, like so much straw, their wretched habitations

from the rock, and they had no other shelter but such as its cavities afforded

them.

“ It may not perhaps be an unamusing relief to the curious mind, to be informed

of the personal circumstances and employments of the exiles of the rock.

As we did every thing in our power to counteract our melancholy, one of us,

who had a great deal of ingenuity and fancy, suggested the idea of making hats of

the leaves of the latanier, as there were some of those trees in one of the adjoining

isl|^ which we had access at the full and new moon. This employment did not

merely serve to amuse, but became the cause of procuring us relief
; for these hats

were considered as such a flattering present, that they purchased the good will and

gratitude of those who brought us our provisions: and when the inhabitants of the

island saw these productions of our toil, they were so delighted with them, that in

return for such as we could present to them, they contrived to convey to us various

kinds of refreshments, which proved of the greatest utility and comfort.

“In our situation it was natural for us to look to fishing as an aid to our subsistence;

but all application for any remnants of our fishing tackle being treated with neglect,

we were only able to contrive a kind of harpoon with a pole and a large iron nail,

with which, however, we were sufficiently successful in the holes or trenches on the

shore, that served as traps for the fish when the sea retreated from them. But

our fishery had well nigh cost us our lives. It happened that in one of our fishing

parties, we caught, or rather killed, as we thought, an inime;ise eel, which weighed

upwards of sixty pounds; and, as we bore it away in triumph, each of us consideied

himself a St, George, die conqueror of the dragon. We found its flesh, however,,

not only hard but nauseous ; and it was foriucate that we were so soon disgu^ed

with it, or we should have been irrecoverably poisoned. Instead of an epi^ it proved

to be a marine serpent (the Murena}, whose deleterious qualities are so well known
to naturalists,

^

but of which we were altogether ignorant. yVe all, indeed, suffered

severely from the very little we eat of ijiis serpent, and it was a month before I re-

covered from ibc effects of the small morsel which reached my stomach,
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But as if we were not sufEciently wretched beneath the tyrannic barbarity of

Deodati, iin accident happened which, by giving him an opportunity to affect new

auspicions against us, threatened us with still more alarming effects of his vengeance

:

a fire bad broke out in the fort, and, till the real authors were discovered, the

Commandant had entertained, or at least pretended to enteruin, a suspicion that

we were concerned in the mischief. The man who brought us our provisions gave

the following account of this event.

The Commandant having been informed that a Negro had committed some

thefts in his kitchen, condemned him to receive the chastisement connected with

that offence, which was very severe. The miserable culprit, alarmed at the suffer-

ings with which he was threatened, took to flight, after having plotted a design, with

one of his comrades and two Negro women, to set fire to the fort : they accordingly

executed their fatal scheme, but were not so fortunate as to escape : they were

shortly taken, when the two men suffered the rack, and the women were hanged.

A very singular circumstance attended this execution, and as it was related to us by

a person of the most incontestible credit, I shall venture to repeat it.—One of these

wretched criminals, it seems, had possessed a most inordinate passion for play,

which predominated on the scaffold, where he was about to suffer a most painful

death. He there entreated, with the most earnest solicitation, that some one of the

assistants, on this awful occasion, might, as an act of charity, be permitted to throw

dice with him for a few minutes, and that he should then suffer the sentence of the

law without regret. If he had any secret motive for his conduct, it was known only

10 himself ; but be that as it may, no one was disposed to be of his party ; and he

appeared to lament the refusal more than his fate.

About this time two English vessels came to an anchor in the road of the north-

west harbour, but as it ;^as more than twelve leagues from our rocks, we knew

nothing of their arrival : as the Commandant, with his usual precaution respecting

us* had prohibited, under very heavy penalties, the communication of such an

event to us. We were indeed informed afterwards, that one of the Captains of

these vessclshaving been made acquainted with our detention, was so sensibly affected

with our ^uadon, that he had determined to relieve us, and had actually prepared

a boat to fetch us away, wjien the weather interposed to prevent this act of humanity j

besides, it must have gone round one half the island of Mauritius, in order to have

reached us.
. .
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On the 5th of September, 1696, the vessel called Suraag, arrived with a special

commission to take us to Batavia. Our generous frieads, the officers of the Perse-

verance, did not neglect to present our letters and memorials to the Directors-General

in Holland, and such was the effect which was produced by them. The Commandant

continued his injustice, his insolence, and his cruelty to the last, and added to the

long catalogue of complaints which we were already prepared to make against him,

when we should arrive in Batavia.'*

Observations of Le Gnat on Mauritius.

We shall add the following remarks of M. le Gnat on the Island of Mauritius,

which are not only curious from their early date, but may be considered as a part of

its history.

Slhps may come to an anchor in three principal places: at the fort,* in the south-

east river, and the north-west haven.

“ The Company maintains, at the fort, a garrison of about fifty men ; and there

ar0 thirty or forty Dutch families dispeised in different parts of the island.

Alter the fort had been burned down, it was rebuilt wjth stone, and furnished

with twenty brass cannon.

“ The soil of this island is almost everywhere of a reddish colour, and generally

good; but in the neighbourhood of the south-east fort it is unproductive. It is a mat-

ter of some difficulty to get out of the south-east road, although there are two openings,

as a certain wind is necessary, which does not often blow ; and profound calms are

very frequent in these regions. The other two roads are tolerably commodious.

“ The island produces ebony trees, both black and red ; the black is the hardest

'wood ; indeed the soldiers who are employed to saw ebony, can finish twenty feet

of the red in as short a time as twelve of the black ; which is considered as a day*s

labour.

“ There are oranges both sweet and soup, an abundance oflemons, and divers kinds

of trees which are fit for the purposes of buildiijg and carpentry. At a quarter of a

league from the fort is a forest of lemon trees ; and in its neighbourhood, as well as

in several other places, there are piantadons of tobacco, which is extremely pungent.

The sugarcane is also successfully cultivated; the extract of it, which is called

itrrackj is very strong, and indeed unwholesome when it is new. The anana and
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banana, both excellent fruits, arc in great plenty. There are also cocoa trees, palm

trees, the latanicrs, and several kinds of fruit trees.

There is a kind of shrub which is called Stront-boom, that possesses very poi-

sonous juices
;
the largest part of its trunk is in the middle ; the wood is soft, and its

leaf, though somewhat larger, resembles that of our willow. I never saw its flowers

or its fruit. Both the wood and the bark contain a strong and violent poison, wfiicli

is said to defy all remedy. On passing one day through the woods, I by chance

broke ofl’ a small twig, and put it, without reflection, into my mouth, and though

I threw it away instantly, and without having, apparcntl), swallowed an atom of it,

I very narrowly escaped death. During twenty-four liours 1 suflcrcd the sensation

of being throttled, and my throat was swelled to such a degree, that I breathed with

the greatest difficulty. The method employed to discover the poisonous from the

salutary fruits in this island, is to present them to a monkey, and his acceptance or

refusal at once determines their wholesome or obnovious qualities.

“ In the middle of the country, in a plain surrounded by mountains, there is a

wood which it is very dangerous to enter. The branches of the trees are so thick,

as well as so interlaced with each other, that they entirely obscure the sun: the

whole forming an inextricable labyrinth, and without affbiding any fruits to support

the unfortunate wanderer who might be lost in it. A former Commandant of

Mauriiiiis, and bis attendants, remained in this forest upwards of four days without

tasting food, when (bey foitunately discovered an opening, by which they were pre-

served horn the fate that threatened them. The other woods may be penetrated

without difficulty, and some of tlicm are extremely pleasant.

“ On each side of the rivers there arc, frequently, small vallies, whose soil is excel-

lent. Some parts of the country are also level, particularly in that district wliich is

called Flacq, or flat country; which is the residence of the greater part of the colony.

The India Company hasi* established a large garden there, winch contains the greater

part of our European plants that can be cultivated with success in this climate.

It is from this garden that the Company derives both roots and fruit for the sup-

ply of the garrison, the Negroes, and other persons whom it maintains in the fort.

A boat is regularly Sent twice a week to the Great river, to transport these necessaries,

which are brought in waggons from Flacq : this conveyance is attended with con-

siderable expence, as it is a distance of eight leagues, at leasts from tlience to the

fort
j but the soil round the latter place is so barren, that it is incapable of being
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made productive, and the water is impregnated with saltpetre. There is a certain

part of the island which is called the burnt country, because the trees which formerly

covered it were consumed by fire : many of them however have recovered, though

that district is one entire rock.

The potato succeeds in every part of the island, and forms the common food of

the inhabitants. It serves them as bread, in the same manner as among the com-

mon people of Ireland. When rice is wanted it is purchased of the Company;

though there are situations, both as to soil and water, which are very well adapted

to the cultivation of that grain. The inhabitants however are too idle to pursue

that beneficial agriculture.

“ The cows yield but little milk. That animal in Holland will give six times the

quantity of those in Mauritius : their flesh also is very inferior to ours ; but the

difference arises, probably, from a total inattention to pasturage in this island.

There are also wild cattle, which are indigenous ; at least they were found there by

the Dutch in the last century. There are also wild horses, which are sometimes

killed to provide food for the dogs. The two different species of animal which have

just been mentioned, are subject to a kind of falling sickness, of which they frequently

die, especially when they are young.

** This island was formerly full of geese, wild ducks, moorJicns, gallinas, and land

and sea turtles ; but they are now become rare. The lamentin, and other marine

animals, have also removed farther from the coast, since they have been disturbed by

its inhabitants. We frequently saw large flights of herons, and many of those birds

which are called giants, from the elevation of their head, which is about six feet

;

their legs and neck are both of great length, while their body is not larger than that

of a goose. They arc entirely white, except in one part beneath the wing, which

has a red tinge ; they have the beak pf a goose, but more pointed ; the claws are

separated, and very long: they feed in marshy spots, and ’are frequently caught by

dogs, as they require a considerable time to rise on the wing : they bear a great

resemblance to the ostrich. We saw one of them at Rodriguez, which was so ex-

tremely fat that it could not move with sufficient agility to escape us. But as that

was the only one we saw on that island, we were disposed tp believe that it was

driven tbilher by the violence of the wind. It is a very palatable food.

** The tm arc very numerousj and a large supply of Cats is necessary to exter-

minate them.
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Tbe Doda^ &e.

Thcji^‘*|s found also in this island, the Oronte, Raphos (Brisson, Mdchrj Dodo,

Edjtrards,) which is a species of itself, though some have supposed it to hplong to

riiat of the ostrich.

It commonly the Island of Mauritius, so celebrated for the beautiful

ebony wood which it products. It is a Very stupid animal ; its size and figure is

between that of the turkey and the ostrieh ; it is tallet than tbe swan ; its head is

long, large, and shapeless j its feathers rise to a point oti the forehead^ and grow

around the beak and on the facc^ in the form of an hood, from whence it has ob-

tained the name of the hooded sWn
}
itieyes are black and large ; its beak, which

is strong, and of a considerable size and length, is both pointed and hopked, and

of a pale blue colour ; the neck is long, fat, and curved ; the body is large and

round, and covered with gray feathers, wbidfeare ^as soft as those of an ostrich ;
its

wings are short j its kgs are thiick, long, and^oF a yeftow colour ; it has four claws,

three before and one behind ( it does not fly, and ia very sfow in its progress jjs^hen

It walks: the flesh is covered with fat, and is at tbejame time so nutritious, that

three orfour of these birds are to glut ah hundred people. Stones are gene-

rally found in the stomkh^of this animal.
" Lightness and activity, ^ays M. BufFon,

areMribuic^ common to tho Dronte has no claim to these chkacters;

on the contrary, it appears to bl expressly formed to give an idea of the heaviest

of organikd bcitigs,
,

Size, which, in animals, generally pte-supposes strength, in this particular instance

produces nothing but weight, ^he ostrich, the topyou, and the casoar,, are not

more capable of flying than the' I>ronte ; but they are very swift of foot ; whereas,

the Dronte appears to be borne dowh by its own weight, which it can scarce bear

^long. It answers, amongst the birds, says M. Buffon, to the shtb among the

quadrupeds* It may be said, indjscd, to be composed of brute inactive matter, in

which die vivyfying partidies haVtf'been omitted : it has wing^but they are too

ireakj and too shctrt, to lift it into the air; it has a tail, but it i^ both dispropor-

tioned and out of its place. ^ It may be actually taken for a tortoise, covered with

fathersV and nature* iy ^nhiing it with theie uSdesrd ornaments, seems as if she

wii^ed to add the embarmssment % Its natural weight, the awkwardness of its
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motions, to the inactivity of the mass, and render its lumpishness more di^p|^g,

by forcing upon the observation that it bird.

This bird is no longer found in tbe*j|^ of France) nor in those of|llourbonj

Rodriguez, and Sechelles. It must noW m placed among dwse specie^ wnidihave

existed, but have been destroyed by tlie facility with which they were taken. No

hope can now be entertained of finding them, but on the shores of uninhabited

islands.

This is the bird which is named, the Giant by le Guat, p. 144.
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" There are neither lice, fleas, toads, or frogs, at Mauritius; Rodriguez was also

free from them, as well, I believe, as every other island in these seas.

Hurricanes were formerly frequent, as well as violent, in this island; but

that which I have already mentioned, and from whose fury we suffered $0 much

additional misery on our rock, was the only one which had been experienced during

the course of the last twenty years. There are, however, at certain seasons, very

violent winds, accompanied with torrents of rain.

“It is a singular circumstance, if it be true, as 1 have heard it universally

affirmed, that when an hurricane visits Mauritius, it always happens on the 9th day

of February: this is^ declared by the inhabitants as an indubitable fact.

“ The seed-time is in the rainy season, which lasts five or six weeks. The climate

is wholesome, though the heats are sometimes extreme. The fine season generally

continues from June to February.*' •

N. B As the extract from le Guat, on the Island of Rodriguez, may perhaps be

found long, I think proper to explain my motives on the subject.

The residence of le Guat and his companions in that island, being the sole event

w^hich furniihes us a sort of historical description, it was necessary to mention it.

By attachment to truth and justice, I could not do belter than to let the author

speak himself; knowing that this manner, which has been adopted in Anarcharsis,

See. offers more interest to the reader. However, it has cost me more labour than

if I had written the whole in my own way; because I have been obliged to correct

the style, and to shorten it in every part, which seems to me tedious, prolix, and

often of erroneous systems : besides, he place's Rodriguez at two hundred leagues

from Mauritius, whereas it is jiot half, as I make him say. See. See. See.

1 wish the knowledge I present of this island, may be sufficiently convincing of

the advantages which may be reaped from it, that it should no longer remain useless

to humanity.

U
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CHAPTER V.

Historical Description of the Isle of Bourbon.—Origin of its Esiablishments.^An

Account of the Governorsfrom the Year 1664.

—

The successive Voyages thither

^Descriptions ojit by Reynal, Rochon^ St. Pierre^ Poivre^ Admiral Kempenfelt^

La Caille^ and the Captain of an English Ship,—Account of the Hurricanes,

by Brunei and Bernier^ &c.—History of the Volcano, by M- de Commerson,

Rocbon, and Brunei ; and a Comparison of it with those of Mount Etna and

Vesuvius.—State of its Agriculture^ by M. Poivre.

1505. F^m the discovery of the Isle of Bourbon by Mascaregnas, in 1505,'’^ to

the year 1 598, when the Dutch possessed themselves of itjf it does not appear that

the Portuguese had formed any establishment there, nor even that their navigators

had approached it. The Dutch themselves, at this latter epocha, had only touched

at the Isle of France,

1613. After the Portuguese, the English captain, Castleton, appears to be the first

who had visited this island, in 1613 ; he left it as he found it, absolutely desert.

1618. Bontekoe came to an anchor off the coast of this island in 1618. It was

then without inhabitants ; but he found a plank there, on which an account was

inscribed, that Admiral Martens Blok, commanding a fleet of thirteen ships, had lost

a boat with several sailors on this coast.;|;

1664, From this period, 1618, to 1657, according to Rochon, orto 1664, accord-

ing to Rennefort, we have not been able to discover that any.voyager had touched at

the island of Mascaregnas.

1665, R in this year that M. Flacour, director of a French Company, took

possession of it, and gave it the name of the Isle of Bourbon, which it still retains.

He left there but very few inhabitants, as will be seen hereafter.

* Ao^ording to an incription found at St. Paul, at Mascaregnas, and mentioned by Ic Guat,

the Portugu^e took possession of that island in the year 1545.

f Sec the second voyage of the Dutch to the East Indies, by Vaoneck.

X Chapter 1. page *4.
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. An Account of the Governors of the Isle of Bourbon ; extractedfrom the Journals

of the Isles of France and Bourbon^ which were printed at the former^ in the

years 1785^ 1786, J787, and 1788; and from the Voyages of Flavour^ of

Rennefort^ de la Haye^. &c.

As no settlement had been made at the Island of Mascaregnas cither by the

Portuguese or the Dutch, M. de Flacour, governor of the Isl^d of Madagascar,

took possession of it in the year 1657, in the name of the King of France, and

denominated it the Isle of Bourbon. He left there nine men and three women, and

appointed a man named Payen to be their commander.

In 1665, Rennefort touched at the Isle of Bourbon, in his voyage to Madagascar,

with three vgssels, the Taureau, the la Vierge de bon Port, and the I’Aigle Blanc.

These vessels left the Sieur Renaud with twenty artisans under his Qjjjiers. He
possessed this little command till ]une, when M. de la Haye relieved him.

This Renaud, who was one of the first clerks of the India Company, established in

1665, may indeed be considered as the first governor of this island ; and he it was

who formed the four principal establishments, which actually subsist, under the names

which he gave them, viz. St. Paul, St. Denis, St. Mary, and St. Susanna.

In 1671, M. de la Haye, who commanded a ship in the king’s service, took

possession of it also in the name of his Majesty Louis XIV ; and conferred the

command on M. de la Hure, who died suddenly.

M. de Florimond, lieutenant in the king’s service succeeded him, and died also

in a short time.

In 1673, M. Nuger.

In 1675, Father Hyacinthe arrived there, to exercise the functions of a priest,

and arrogated to himself the rights of a governor.

In 1678, M. Drouillard followed his example, though he had only the title of agent.

In 1689, M. de Vaubulon arrived in the character of governor ; and in the same

year M, le Cours succeeded him. *

In June, 1701, M. de Villiers was governor.

From 1704 to 1708, M. de Chalainville.

From 1710 to 1715, M. de Parat.

From 1715 to 1721, M. de Beauvilliers.

In 1722, M. Desforges Boucher.

U 2
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In 1723, the Superior Council of the Island established*

Oct. 8, 1 7265 M. Dumas was appointed director-general ofthe Islands of Prance

and Bourbon.

In 1735, M. de la Bourdonnais succeeded him.

In 1738, M. Dumont, director of the Isle of Bourbon, was replaced by M. du

Guerty,

In 1746, M. de Lozier Bouvet; and M. Bellier per interim.

In 1767, M. de Belle-Combe was commandant, by order of the king, at the Isle

of Bourbon, and M. de Cremont commissary of marine.

In 1773, M. de Steinaver,

In 1776, M. le Vicomte de Souillac; and in 1778 the Marquis de Courcy, in the

place of M. de Cremont.

In 1779, the Count de St. Maurice succeeded, per interim, to thf Viscount de

Souillac.

In 1781, the Baron de Souville.

In 1/84, M. de Motais de Narbonne succeeded the Marquis de Courcy.

In 1785, M. Diore succeeded the Baron de Souville; .and M. de Chanvallon

replaced M. de Motais de Narbonne.

The governors general, since the year 1787, have been the Chevalier de Bruny

d’Entrecastcaux, General Conway, M. de Cossigny, and M. de Malartic. The

latter was named governor-general in 1792, and has retained his appointment to the

present time^^ though he was nominated by the king.

M. Dupuy succeeded M. de Narbonne as intendant-general, and has also kept

his situation.

Since the arrival of M. de Malartic, as governor-general, the Isle of Bourbon has

been successively governed by Messfs. Chermont, Duplessis Vigoureux, Roubaut,

and G. M. Jacob, who is the actual governor.

Extractfrom the Voyage of Itennefort^ in 1665.

When the orders, which were deposited with Messrs, de Beausse, de Montaubon,

andde Rennefort, were opened off* the Cape of Good Hope, the president, surprised

to find that Merchants were named members of the Council, was anxious to arrive

the first at Madagascar. Those who were embarked in the three other vessels, having

lost sight of the admiral* no longer thought it necessary to remain in company > but
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, having agreed upon Mascaregnas as a place of rendezvous, according to the tenor of

orders, took their different courses, and soon lost sight of each other. The Taureau

arrived there the ninth of July; the La Vjerge de bon Port cast anchor four days

after in the same road ; and the Aigle Blatie anived at the same time, at the eastern

side of the island. As there was not any one on board the latter vessel who had

ever been on shore in this island, six of the passengers undertook to reconnoitre it,

and, having ascended a mountain in order to take a view of the country, perceived

the two other vessels, and hastened to that part of the shore which was the nearest to

them. A boat was accordingly dispatched to the Aigle Blanc, to inform the

captain of this circumstance; who immediately weighed anchor and joined his

companions.

The Isle of Mascaregnas is situated between twenty-one and twenty-two

degrees of wsoluh latitude; is of a round figure, and sixty leagues in circumference.

The sick who were landed there, recovered in a very short time, from the purity of

the air, and the excellence of its refreshments. The turtle doves, the wood pigeons,

and parroquets, were so far from being alarmed at the sight of man, that they flew

about him wnh such familiarity, as to suffer themselves to be taken without any

exertion. Cattle and goats were seen in great numbers. Hogs also were in great

plenty, and fed on the land turtles, which were seen crawling about in every quarter.

The sea turtles visited the shore during the evening, and were easily taken. The

birds, indeed, were frightened from their familiarity, by the indiscretion of those

who very idly amused themselves with discharging their pieces; but the land

animals were inexhaustible, as well as the fish, which were found in pools, 6r

inhabited the beautiful rivers that flowed through the island. Almost all the trees

wept benzoin, and other precious gums ; they are*very lofty and fit for building

;

but their wood is extremely hard, and so heavy that it cannot be employed in the

construction of vessels, particularly as it splits when dry.^ The soil ia so rich

as to be made capable of producing two harvests in the year; and the water,

which is excellent, does not nourish any venemous and mischievous animal.

Ambergris, coral, and the most beautiful shells in the world are found upon the

coast.

" One half of this island was formerly consumed by fire, which has left very

* That is not exact : it has been known since, that there are trees in these islands which arc

preper for the construction of vessels, as has been proved by experience. SomefngateSj privateers,

and merchant ships, have been built at Mauritius at different times*
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dreadful proofs of its violence. The anchorage is not good off any part ^ the

island; nor are hurricanes unfrequent. When they arise, trees are torn up by the

roots, houses are blown away, and if the ships are not driven on shore, they are

sunk by its fuiy,
,

There were two Frenchmen on that side of the island where the three vessels

cast anchor* Their little habitation was situated near a cascade, which fell from a

large rock, and in the midst of plantations of tobacco, roots, and garden herbs.

They had formed an enclosure, which contained hogs and goats, not only for their

own convenience, but to sell to strangers who might touch at the island and could

not spare time to procure them by hunting. This arrangement had some time

before proved very useful to them, when a large English ship, called the Charles,

commanded by Captain Baikcr, slopped at the island to take in water. They then

exchanged their animals for brandy, oil, vinegar, and cloths, of which they stood

in great need. One oi these Frenchmen was named Louis Payen, and had passed

three years in this solitude, after having lived twice that period at Madagascar; the

other seemed to act in the capacity of a servant. Besides the two Frenchmen, the

island was inhabited by ten Negroes, seven men and three women, who had been

sent from Madagascar. They had revolted against the Frenchmen, and retired into

the mountains, where they were beyond the reach of fire-arms. Six soldiers were

sent in search of them ; but they remained secure in the inacessible parts of the

mountains.
’

These ships left at Mascaregnas the Sieur Baudry, a merchant, who was sick,

and the Sieur Renaud, one of the principal clerks of the India Company, with

twenty artisans under his direction.*’

Voyage ofM, de la Haye to the Bast Indies^ in the years 1670 and 1671.

M. de la Haye was governor of St, Venan and colonel of a regiment of

infantry, when he was appointed by the king to, the command of a squadron which

was the most considerable that had been hitherto sent from France to the Indies.

It consisted of five ships of war, a dispatch frigate, and three vessels armed enflute^

which carried two thousand and fifty men. It received orders, not only to stop

at Madagascar and the Isle of Bouibon, to declare M. de la Haye governor-general

in the name of the king, but to visit all the French establishments in the Indies.

It was published at Paris, in 1698, in izmo. under the title of Journal dis Grandes Indes*
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" M. de la Haye arrived 'at Madagascar, and, after passing six months in that

island, proceeded with the whole fleet to the Isle of Bourbon.

. He found four plantations already established in this new colony, by fifty sub-

jects of France, under the direction of the Sieur Renaud, in the name of the East

India Company. On the 15th of May, 1651, he declared his commission and appoint-

ment, in the name of the king ; and the first act of his authority was to substistute, in

the place of the former governor, a reformed captain of infantry, named de la Hure,

with full powers over the four plantations, which had already been severally deno-

minated St, Paul, St. Denis, St, Mary, and St, Susanna. The three latter were

situated in the finest part of the island, between Cape St. Bernard, and the river St.

Susanna i
though this district extends much farther, being at least fifteen leagues

in length, and four in breadth. The parts which had been cultivated, proved abun-

dantly fertile : the coni, rice, and various kinds of roots and esculent plants were

vety successful j
nor were the vines, which had been planted about two years, less

flourishing; but the grapes were devoured by the birds before they were ripe.

Vessels came to an anchor off St. Denis, the only place in the fine part of the country

where there there was a (convenient landing ; while the inhabitants of St. Mary and

St, Susanna experienced considerable difficulty in transporting their commodities.

‘‘ St, Paul was the first plantation which the French had formed in the Isle of

Bourbon ; and the former governor had made it the place of his residence. It u

situated at the foot of a mountain, at the distance of about two leagues from the sea.

The intermediate space forms a fine plain, which is watered by a pool that opens

towards the sea; and, in order to prevent it from overflowing in the rainy season, a

channel has been cut, which at that period is capable of receiving a boat. Vessels

ride more secure on this side of the island, because it is less exposed ; and the two

points which stretch out,, form a kind of bay* The river of St. Gilles is bounded

on one side by one of these points, which is called the Gallet, The place appeared

to be commodious for a plantation ; but it is so entirely covered with stones that it

cannot be cleared.. The writgr observes, that with little trouble this river might

be opened, which at its mouth is three fathom deep, with a rocky bottom.*

“ The bulls and cows which M. de la Meilleraie had left there, ti^irty-five

years before, were greatly multiplied, but in a less proportion than the hogs and

goats. AH these animals were become so wild, that it was absolutely necessary to

' ^ This work has been since accomplished.
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employ hounds in taking them. The inhabitants had already remarked, that km^^

of animal had its season. That of the hogs and goats began in the tnotith of

and lasted till January. The pigeons d^cended from the mountains in^ the

of November, and were excellent 16 ihe month of May, when they again soujif

'

their retreats : these animals were indeed equally good throughout the year, but at

particular seasons they found in the flat countries certain food which served to

fatten and render them more delicate/’

Account ofthe Isle ofBow bon^ from the Discovery of tt by the Portuguese.

The Isle of Bourbon was without inhabitants, and consequently without culti-

vation, but the coast abounded in fish; and land turtles were evciy where seen of

a prodigious size. In the earlj' part of the settlement the colonists lived on fish,

turtle, ncc, potatoes, and yams. They denied themselves butcher’s meat, as it was

of the utmost importance that they should increase their cattle and sheep.

As soon as the season became favourable, they planted sugar cancs, and sowed

corn. The first harvest surpassed their hopes; and this little colony was considered

as established, with an assurance of encreasing prosperity, 7'he life of the ancient

patriarchs does not offer a more faithful picture of that happiness whxh is always

inseparable from man, when he lives under a serene and fruitful climate, in a state

of labour and innocence.

** The inhabitants of Bourbon extracted a fermented liquor from the sugar cane,

a process which they had learned from the islanders of Madagascar. It is prefer-

able to the best cyder of Normandy, though it will not keep twenty-four hours

after its fermentation.

The small number of cattle and sheep, which had been,transported from Mada-

gascar to Bourbon, encreased and multiplied. These animals found in the woods,

with which this island is covered, a shelter from the burning sun of the torrid zone.

They fed on a succulent grass, and appeared tOi take delight in the extensive savan*

nabs, whose productions are similar to those of the island from whence they came.

When the inhabitants had secured the means of subsistence, by a right system

of agricultbre, a principal and fruitful source of the riches^of man, they entertained

• As it b QUr object to make this account of the Isle of Bourbon as tomplete as possible, wc

shall add all the information that could be obtained, subsequent to the period of Barion G^rant.
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that coffee might, in the course of time, become a useful branch ofcom-

them and Europe. In 1718, they procured from Moka and Oudin

young plants of the coflFee trect i^of were they deceived in their specula-

n

;

and the Isle of Bourbon became a productive settlement to the East India

Company.*

Extractfrom the Narrative of M. dii Qiiesne, respecting the Isle of Bourbonj

in 1690.

This charming island, which is in the twenty-first degree of south btituie, has

an advantage, in common with a great part of the countries which are not remote

from the line, that the heat is moderated by certain regular and refrcsbirtg.*j^nds.

** It is, however, a peculiarity of this spot, that some of its numerous springs are

pure and wholesome, while others arc medicinal and purgative. The l^rooks, or

rather small rivers, which water the plains, are so full of fish, that some travellers

have declared it to have been a matter of difficulty to wade through them. There

are several lakes, and one in particular, whose sources are so abundant as to supply

the waters of seven considerable rivulets which meander through a wide extent of

fertile country.

**
I shall not enlarge on the beautiful shells which cover the shores, nor on the

coral and ambergris which are found on them ; it is of more importance that the

sea abounds in fish, and that the turtles, which it supplies in great plenty, are whole-

some and delicious food. The land turtles are among the riches of the island : their

flesh is delicate, and their fat is superior to butter for culinary purposes. There

are sea turtles which weigh upwards of five hundred pounds: those of the land

are not so large, though some of them would be an heavy load for a strong man;

Their oil, for their fat,*which never congeals, may be considered under that deno-

mijiation, is an excellent remedy for various disorders. The turtle is very long-

lived ; and it has been observed, that in the course of twenty years it does not cncreasc

more than a few inches.

“ The forests are not so thick btit they admit of an easy passage ; and their shade

does not prevent the fruits from ripening. There are cedars and ebony trees in

great abundance, and others that answer every purpose of the carpenter. There are

also palm trees, fig trees, lataniers, orange and lemon trees, as well as the acajou,

* M. Rochon.

X
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or mahogany tree, of diflerent kinds. There are at least twenty other species of

tree, wliosc fruit is wholesome, delicious, and of great variety. There are also the

aloes, indigo, sugar canes, cotton, the apana, the banana, tobacco, the potato, the

pumpkiit, land and water melons, cucumbers, and an Iiundred other plants, fruits,

and roots, which grow every where, and without cultivation, even on the mountains.

Turkey corn, or maize, miller, rice, wheat, barley, and oats, arc also experimentally

known to flourish there ; and a twofold harvest of these grains may be annually

gathered. Ail the plants and herbs of our European gardens have been cultivated

there with great success. As the grapes are excellent, the inhabitants may look to

the time when they will drink good wine of their own growth: nor is there any

reason to doubt that they might naturalize, in this island, the greater part of the

fruit- tfees of our continent.

** The lorned cattle, hogs, and goats, which were transported fhitlier by the

Portugiiese, have multiplied in such a degree, that they are seen iu large herds

and flo<;ks in the forests. It would not therefore be an unreasonable expectation

that deer, sheep, and the other animals which arc seen in the same climates, would

procreate and increase in this island.

Among the birds that arc common there, I shall enumerate tlie partridge, the

turtle dove, the wood pigeon, the snipe, the blackbird, the thrush, the goose, the

duck, the bittern, the moor-hen, the parroquets, the egret, the liooby, the fregatc,

the sparrow, and a great number of small birds. There are also several kinds of

birds of prey, and sea birds. There are bats as large as our fowls, which the inha-

bitants consider as an addition to their tables. I'he giant and the dodo* arc large

birds of an extraordinary height, which frequent the rivers and the lakes, and whose

flesh is like that of the bittern. The partiidges are grey, and about half the size of

ours. The male sparrow has a red throat, whose colour, 'in the coupling season,

becomes more brilliant : but though these birds embellish nature, they are very hostile

to the farmer, as they come in clouds to devour the grain that has been sown, and it

is necessary to employ every means for their destruction.

There are also snails, and flies which are very troublesome : and lastly, there

are hurricanes ; which, though they are not so furious as those of the American
r

• I believe that in this description, as well as in those of be Guat and others, the great bird

which they call Giants and Solitairf, is the same j it is the Dodo, or Dronie, of Buffbn, See

page 117.
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islands, arc dreadful visitants. These terrible storms arrive but once in a year, and

always. at the same period; nor do they exceed twenty *four hours in duration.

/ Preparations are therefore made, and precautions employed, which in a great

measure baffle their violence. And, after all, it may be observed, that for one bud

day, there arc three hundred and sixty-four which are genial and serene.”

Some Account oftbe Isle of Bourbon,

This island is much less known than the Isle of France, because it has no port;

it is nevertheless as populous as the latter, and furnishes more corn than is neces-

sary for the consiunption of its inhabitants.

The Abbe dc la Caille, from correct astronomical observations, has placed the

Isle of Bourbon in twenty degrees fifty-one minutes south latitude, and hfiy three

degrees ten minutes cast longitude, from the meridian of Paris,

It is about thirty-five leagues to the leeward of the Isle of France: nor docs

it require more than one day to pass from the latter to the former, while it will

sometimes employ a month to return; because the winds blow, and the currents

run, almost always fron'i the south-east; though, in general, the voyage is performed

in fifteen days.

The Isle of Bourbon has, at a distance, a globular appearance, and is an huge

mass of lofty mountains. It is said to be cultivated to the height of eight hundred

fathom ; and three inaccessible peaks, which arc situated in the middle of the

island, arc supposed to possess an elevation of upwards of three thousand two hun-

dred yards.*

‘‘ A beautiful sky, a pure air, a delicious climate, and wholesome waters, have

however collected a numerous population gf strong and courageous men, distri-

buted in nine parishes, 'of which St. Denis is the principal; as well as the residence

of the governor, of the administration, and supreme council.

** Many years have not passed away since these men were celebrated for a spirit

of candour, equity, and moderation, ’worthy of the primitive ages. The war of 1756

produced some alteration in their manners, though without materially affecting their

morals* These virtues were the more remarkable, as they were maintained in the

midst of twenty-six thousand one hundred and sixty-five slaves, according to liic

calculation made in 1776. t

• Reynal* At present there are at least forty-eight thousand slaves in this island,

X 2
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At the same period, the colony reckoned fifty-seven thousand ci^t huTiij^d^.5

and fifty-eight animals, not one of which was engaged in the service of agriculture,

except two thousand eight hundred and ninety horses, which were employed for dit
'

ferent purposes j the rest were reserved for the sustenance of the inhabitants.

“ At this time the produce of the harvest rose to five millions four hundred and

forty-one thousand quintals of corn; to three millions one hundred and ninety-one

thousand four hundred and forty tons of rice; to twenty-two millions four hundred

sixty-onc thousand and eight barrels of maize. The principal part of these produc-

tions was consumed in the island itself; the remainder formed a supply for the Isle

of France.

” The colony at that period cultivated for the mother country, eight millions four

hundred and ninety-three thousand coffee plants, the fruit of which is inferior only

to that of Arabia
; each tree producing two pounds of coffee. This produce, how-

ever, is diminished since the cultivation has been carried on in an open country

;

since the planters have been under the necessity of continuing their plantations in

an exhausted soil, and since the insects have attacked them.

** The shores of this island arc very steep, and the sea is continually throwing

up large pebbles ; so that it is impossible for the canoes to approach land without

being destroyed. *

** The difficulty of landing at St. Denis has occasioned the erecting a kind of

bridge, which projects into the sea, by which the boats are enabled, though with

considerable inconvenience, to reach the shore. There are no inns or places of

public accommodation at St. Denis, or indeed in any other part of the island ; and

strangers are indebted to the hospitality of those with whom they have commercial

connections.+

The breeze, which comes always from the south-east, ristis at six in the morning,

and continues till ten at night. In the month of November it blows equally through-

out the twenty-four hours,

** The distance is seven leagues from St. Denis to St. Paul. The mountain of

St. Denis is passed by a transverse road, paved with pointed stones. The native

horses of the country are employed on these journics, which are very strong and safe,

though they are never shod. At two leagues from St, Denis is the Grmi$ Cbaloupe :

it is a valfey, foriBcd by two very steep mountains that run parallel With cath other;

f St. Pierre.* Rochon.
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{iWt the bottom of it is an awful solitude, where an eternal calm reigns, though the

ij^ind blows fresh on the mountains.*

At two leagues from St. Paul there jann extensive sandy plain, that reaches to

the town, which is built in the iarae manner as St. Denis, and consists of large regu-

lar spaces surrounded with hedges, in the middle of which is an habitation j
so

that these towns have the appearance of large villages. St. Paul is situated on the

hank of a lake of fresh water, which might with great case be converted into an

harbour.

“ The India Company had at Bourbon a custom-house, and a Governor, who

was very circumspect in his wnduct towards the pirates. It so happened that the

Viceroy of Goa came to an anchor in the road of St. Denis, and was invited to

dinner by the Governor j but he had no sooner landed, than a piratical vessel of

fifty guns moored alongside, and took possession of it. The Captain then came on

shore, invited himself to dine with the Governor, placed himself at table between

him and the Viceroy, and informed the latter that he was his prisoner. When the

wine and good cheer had brought the sailor into good humour, M. Desforges,

the Governor, demanded at what sum he would fix the ransom of the Viceroy: ‘ I

must have,* answered the pirate, * a thousand piastres.*—‘ That is too little,* replied

M. Desforges, ‘ for a brave man like you, and a person of high distinction like

him: demand more, or nothing.* ‘ Weil then,* said the generous corsair, *
I give

him his liberty.’ The Viceroy immediately re'Cmbarked and set sail, equally grateful

to the address of the Governor and the liberality of the pirate.

** Since that period, the number of inhabitants has increased, and agriculture has

flourished. At present there are sixty thousand slaves, and five thousand white

inhabitants, t

This island, which* is better cultivated than the Isle of France, depends, never-

theless, upon the latter, for its exterior commerce. It produced, in 1768, twenty

thousand quintals of corn, and the same quantity of coffee, without mentioning

rice apd other productions, which are consumed within itself. Herds of cattle arc

not uncommon. The King pays fifteen livres for an hundred weight of corn, and

the inhabitants sold the quintal of coffee for forty-five livres in piastres, or seventy

livres in paper.

^ ThiJrp is nothing worthy of observation at St. Denis but an inclosed stone

• St. Fimc. f idenv
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redoubt, which is too far from the sea; a battery in front of the government build-

ings, and a drawbridge. Behind the town is a large plain, which is called the Camp

de Lorraine.*

The soil is more saiidy at Bourbon than in the Isle of France ; it is intermixed,

for some distance from the sea, with the same round pebbles which cover the shore;

a circumstance that justifies the conjecture that the sea has, in this part of the island,

. retired from the land.

An old man, aged upwards of fourscore years, informed us, that he was one of

those who took possession of the Isle of France when the Dutch abandoned it:

twelve Frenchmen landed there in the morning for that purpose, and in ihc after-

noon of the same day an English vessel anchored off it with the same intention

;

but it arrived too late.

“ The manners of the ancient inhabitants of the Isle of Bourbon were distinguished

by their simplicity : the greater part of the houses were without fastenings, and a

lock was so rare as to be an object of curiosity : they frequently kept their money

in turtle-shells, and placed them over their doors. They clad themselves in blue

linen, but disdained both shoes and stockings, and lived on rice and coffee: they

received few or no articles from Europe, and were content to live without luxury,

so that they could live free from want. With this spirit of temperance and modera-

tion, they possessed all the concomitant virtues—intergrity in their commercial deal-

ings, and a noble generosity in their general conduct. When a stranger appeared

among them, their hospitality knew no bounds.

** The last war in India has occasioned, in some small degree, a relaxation of

their morals. I’hc volunteers of Bourbon and Mauriiius distinguished themselves

in its campaigns by their bravery : but the silks of Asia, and the military distinctions

of France, have found an entrance into the island. The children having become

more opulent than their fathers, required an higher degree of consideration
; and

have quitted their native home, and the repose of rural life, to seek those pleasures

and honours which are to be found in Europe. As it is become a principal object of

those who are fathers to advance the fortune of their sons, they send them to France,

from whence they seldom return ; so that there are now in this island five hundred

marriageable women, who are growing old .without any prospect of enjoying the

comforts of the married state, t

• St. Pierre. f Ideal,
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Observations on the Isle of Bourbon, by Admiral Kempenfelt,

,V ^ in the Tear

"VThe Isle of Bourbon was inhabited some time before that of Mauritius, by the

remains of the French, who had been expelled by the inhabitants of Madagascar

from the settlement at Fort Dauphin. These were joined by the pirates who had

infested tlu)se seas, and together, formed an establishment there under the protection

of -the French flag. They were composed of renegades of all nations, French,

English, Irish, Scotch, Portugueze, &c. ; and having married the black women of

Madagascar, whom they had taken away with them, they soon had children, and

thus atigmemed their new colony.

‘‘ The Isle of Bourbon is sitiiated in the twenty-first degree of south latitude,

and the {dty-fiPtii degree of east longitude from the meridian of London. It is about

foity leagues west-south-west from the island of Mauritius.

d he inhabitants sowed corn and rice, and had planted coffee with great success

;

they had brought horned cattle as well as fowls from Madagascar, which soon mul-

tiplied, and served for their subsistence. In all their wants they had recourse to that

island, with which they maintained a communication by means of their large canoes.

Full Point, and the Island of St. Mary, on that coast, not being more than an hun-

dred and forty-five leagues from Bourbon.

“ About the year 1720, the pirates, who had been diiven from Madagascar by

the King’s cruizers, took shelter in the Isle of Bourbon, and submitted themselves

to the French govertirnent.

** The soil is extremely fertile, and the air wliolcsomc, though there are two vol-

canoes which burn with great violence : theirJlamcs arc seen in the night and their

smok(! in the day at a gfcat distance.

“ The want of a port or harbour, is the cause of its being less inhabited than the

Isle (if Mauritius. The necessaries of life are there in so great abundance, that they

can supply the neighbouring iwsland vvith provisions. The fine season lasts from the

m<uuh of June to November; in the remaining part of the year there are terrible

hurt icanes, and particularly in February, Marcii, and April; they frequently tear

up the latgest trees by -the toots, overthrow the strongest buildings, and ravage

the ivsiand from one end to the other. Many vessels have perished on this coast

from these hurricanes, which come on so suddenly as to baSle every precaution

;
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and many slaves are annually lost in their canoes, as they arc employed in 1oa4ht|^

or Unloading the larger vessels, or as they are employed in fishing at three or four

leagues distance from the shore. I never savy any other kind of boats at St. Deni$|

or on the windward side of the isle. Some of them are so large, though made of a

single tree, as to require ten or twelve oars. On the first appearance of the hurri-

cane the French vessels cut their cables and stand out to sea, rather tjian go to

the road of St. Paul, to the leeward of the island, though there is good anchorage,

from thirty to thiriy.five fathom water, at about two miles from the shore, and in a

much less disturbed sea than that to the windward.

“ The whole of the island is divided into ten parts or parishes; St, Denis is the

principal of them, and the residence of the Governor; the others are St. Mary,

St. Susanna, St. Benoit, St. Andrew, St. Peter, St. Paul, St. Giles, the River, and

the Gulf.

" The small town of St. Denis, where I was, contains about an hundred wooden

houses : the house of the Governor and a few others are built of stone. The town

is agreeably situated on a small plain near the sea; the greater part of the houses

have gardens behind them, and the residence of the Governor is large and con-

venient. At this time a very handsome building of two stories, with wings and

an handsome front, is erecting as a college for the education of the youth of the

two islands, and of the other French colonies in the East Indies. The houses here,

as well as in the Isle of Mauritius, are covered with small planks which are not fit

for other purposes, and are placed like our tiles. They form a light and lasting

roof, and of a very pleasing appcai^^ There are also three batteries on the

sea-side. But the most curious object in thi^ place, and which merits particular

attention, is the hanging bridge, contqved to project, as it were, into the sea, and

by whose assistance goods may be embarked or disembarked with convenience and

safety, in the most stormy weather, and when it is impossible to approach the shore

from the violence with which the waves break against it. Before the construction

of this curious bridge, it was not possible to disembark or unload, without great risk,

in the finest weather.

^ This bridge is principally formed of four large masts, which are fastened by

large and heavy chains of iron; so that articles of merebandize may b^ elevated

about thirty feet above the surface of the sea, and even still higher, in boisterous

periods, by cords and pullks. A ladder of ropes is attacheid to its extremity fbtr tho
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purpose of ascending, See. It is the second bridge of this kind which has been

constructed, as the first was carried away by an hurricane; but this is so securely

fastened by strong chains to pieces of cannon and anchors buried in tlie earth, that

there is no reason to apprehend a similar accident. It was constructed in the time

of M. de la Bourdonnais, and was formed on the model of a bridge in the island of

Malta, supposed to be the only one of the kind in the world.

“ The principal produce of this island for exportation is coffee, of which there

arc three annual harvests. The plantations are"well kept and cultivated ; and it is this

article that reimburses the India Company for the expence which it is obliged to

sustain for the support of these two islands. It received three large vessels every

year laden with this commodity, at its own price, which was always the lowest, and

did not exceed four sous of paper money per pound, or twenty livres per bag, con-

taining an hundred weight
;
though it formerly paid a higher price, in order to encou-

rage the planters : but in proportion as the plantations extended, and the quantity

increased, the Company has diminished the price: and as the planters have no other

channel of trade, they were obliged to receive whatever the Company choose to give

them. It is said that the coffee is but little inferior to that of Moka; but the trans-

port of it by sea is attended with a degree of risk peculiar to itself; the least humidity

being sufficient to spoil an entire cargo. A bag, weighing an hundred pounds, pul

on board at the island of Bourbon, generally produces an hundred and four or six

pounds on its arrival in France. These bags are made of reeds which glow in the

island, and were first formed into matsMbr this purpose by the slaves which were

brought from Madagascar.

Rats and mice make a most destructive iiavock in the plantations, hut there arc

neitlier monkies or wild beasts.

“ Besides coffee, th^tislaiid produces corn, rice, maize, and manioc, with wliich

they furnish the inhabitants of Mauritius, at certain prices fixed by the India Com-

pany, or the Governor General of the two islands, I’he corn, at nine livres the

hundred weight; the rice, at one so\is the pound, or five livres the hundred weight,

unpicked ; and maize, at four livres for the same quantity.

Many of the inhabitants are rkh, or at least very much at their case. Their

plantations are productive, and they extend in proportion as the grounds are

cleared. Nevertheless, many of them arc dissatisfied with the government beneath

which they live, and are anxious to remove in to some other part of the world, where

Y
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they might enjoy a greater degree of liberty. At the same time that they wish to

get rid of their plantations, those of the Isle of Mauritius increase, from the num-

ber of the inhabitants, and the advantages of secure and spacious ports.

Being in the possession of all the necessaries of life from their own plantations,

which are, in general, very agreeably situated, they live at a very small expence in

peace and tranquillity.

,

“ Some of the planters in the Isle of Bourbon have from eight hundred to a

thousand slaves on their plantations ; and in that of M. dc Forges, who has greatly

improved and extended his possessions, there are at least fifteen hundred. He

enjoys the post of Engineer of the Company, and is admirably qualified for his situa-

tion. He is the most opulent individual of the island, and has lately built a very

noble house of the finest stone, which has the appearance of a palace rather than

that of the habitation of a planter. It contains fourscore beds beneath its spacious

roof, and is surrounded with beautiful gardens, as well as a park embellished with

herds of deer, and large pieces of water full of fish: he has also made, at a very

great expence, a road from his house to the town, and is the only inhabitant of the

island who keeps a coach.

It has been already observed, that there is no port in this island, it being

entirely surrounded iwith a steep shore, where the waves dash with great violence,

especially on the windward side. The only place where a port might be formed, in

which vessels might ride in safety, is at the mouthy of a little river, at the place called

St. Mary. Here it was that M. de la Bourdonnais thought it possible to make a

port sufficiently large to contain three or four vessels : but to carry that design into

execution, he demanded a million of livres of the Company ; which has lost several

of its vessels from the want of sucli an accommodation,

‘‘ When I was at the Isle of Bourbon, the Company lost* a ship of eight hundred

tons burthen, called La Paix, near the bay of St. Denis, in a violent hurricane. It

lay there to receive a cargo of coffee for Europe.

‘‘ The inhabitants of this island are subject fb the same danger and devastation

as those of Mauritius, from the runaway slaves who inhabit the woods. They were,

at a former period, estimated at the number of a thousand; but in consequence of

considerable rewards ofl'ered to those who should kill or take them, they arc now

supposed to be reduced to two hundred. For each of them taken alive or dead,

the Company gives a well-condi'doned slave, who h generally valued at an hundred
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dollars. The captain of a ship, some time since, destroyed upwards of forty of

them, by the following stratagem. As he knew that, from their abodes in the

summit of the mountains, they could perceive every thing that passed in the road

where his vessel lay, he ordered some biscuit, cheese, and several bottles of brandy

mixed with arsenic, to be put on board a canoe, and employed two of his sailors to

take this treacherous cargo on shore, and to appear to enjoy the contents of it.

Nor was it long before the wretched people, who were the objects of this perfidioug

design, came down with the utmost precipitation to seize the booty. The sailors

then regained their boat with some apparent reluctance, and the Negroes, who

thought that they had possessed themselves of a very valuable prize, instantly began

to gratify themselves in the consumption of it. On the following morning twenty

of them were found dead; and about the same number still living, who were so

swelled from the quantify of water they had drank at a neighbouring spring, that

they were incapable of quitting the spot. On the next day they also passed inta

the other world
;
where, it is probable, they found a more happy allotment than the

captain will experience, when he has made the same voyage.

“ Some of the inhabitants informed me that the vine would succeed in both

these islands, but that the Company did not encourage the cultivation of it, from

the apprehension that it might interfere with those objects which were more neces-

sary and beneficial.

The Company procured, at a "great expence, some young spice plants from

the Dutch islands: but though some* of them flourished, others degenerated;

nevertheless, the cultivation of them is continued with great assiduity, and tlic

hope of final success. Fresh and larger importations of these plants were after-

wards made.

•

Observations on the Isle of Bourbon, in 1763, by an OJjicer in the British Navy,

“ This island is situated in about the twenty-first degree of south latitude, and

fifty-four degrees thirty minutes cak longitude, of the meridian of London, and is

about eighty leagues from Madagascar. Its form inclines to an oval, and its greatest

length is from north to south. Its circumference is about one hundred and fifty

miles; and it is divided into eight parishes, of which St, Denis is the principal;

each of them containing a church, with one or two officiating priests. The number

ofitfi inhabitants amounts to about twenty-five thousand, three fourths of which arc

Y a
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slaves. The Portuguese discovered it, and gave it the name of Mascaregnas.

They left some goats, and tortoises, or land turtles, there,* which multiplied beyond

all expectation ; but the latter arc now entirely destroyed. After the destruction

of the settlement at Fort Dauphin, on the south side of Madagascar, the PTcnch, who

were driven from the island about the year 1680, took possession of this island,

which they named the Isle of Bourbon. A small number of people also arrived

there from P>ance; and its population was also augmented by some English pirates,

who came with Avery, England, Condon, and Pattison. After having acquired a

considerable fortune in the Red Sea, and on the coasts of Arabia and Persia, they

established themselves in this island. The King of h’rance accordingly pardoned

them; and some of them were still alive in 1763. Their descendants are very

numerous in the island.

“ The center of the island is very mountainous, and intersected with deep vallies;

along which rapid rivers flow, and bear huge stones along with them. During the

• In 1613, the Pearl, Capt. Casticton, visited this isle, when birds were its only inhabitants. He

left some goats and hogs there, in order that they might multiply, and form supplies for those

who might hereafter touch there. There are many fine springs of fresh water, and the flesh of the

birds is excellent. John Thornton, p. 28.

Purchas, vol. I. p. 331, gives the following account

:

March 27, 1613, twenty -one degrees latitude. We saw an island to the south-west, at the

distance of five leagues, which appeared to be very elevated. At six in the evening we cast anchor

on the cast side of it, in ten fathom water, with a. bottom of black sand, and about a mile from

the land. We sent our boat on shore ; and the people found an infinite number of land turtle, of

a large size, and which were excellent foocK The north-east point of this island is very high and

steep; and towards the south-east of this point there is a plain, which is watered by a fine stream

that has the appearance of a river ; and though a boat cannot enter there, it is an excellent phice

to take in water. The island had the appearance of a forest, and I acco^^hngly called it the English

Forest, though othcis denominated it the Isle of Pearls, from the name of our vessel. There are

both laud and sea birds, with pigeons and parroquets, in great numbers. There is also a species

of large bird, about the size of a tuikey, very fat, and whose wings are so short that it can scarce

rise from the ground. They are white, and not having*been terrified by fire-arms, discovered so

little apprehension of our people that they knocked them down with sticks : ten men killed as many

of them as would feed forty. In the interior of the island there was a pool, and another river, fre-

quented by great numbers of ducks, wild geese, and abounding with large and as fine eels as any in

the world ; one of them, which appeared to me to be the largest I had ever seen, weighed twenty-

five pounds. I consider this island as a most convenient place to obtain refreshments, though it

is entirely uniithabitcd.
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rainy season it is very difficult to pass them. The precipices on either side arc-

horrible ; and the snow is seen on the mountains in the months of July and August.

The road from St. Denis to St. Paul has been a work of great labour; it passes over

five high mountains in various meanders : that which rises above St. DenivS, and is

by no means the highest, has twenty-two of these turnings before its summit is

attained. Two other mountains form what is called the Gratidc Chaloupc^ from

its sides, which resemble that of a boat. They arc very elevated, and covered with

small trees. There is between them a fine valley, and a river, which present at

once a pleasing and fearful prospect.

“ The country rises, with a regular ascent, from the shore to the middle of the

mountains. It is agreeably varied by country-houses, corn fields, plantations of

coffee, and w'atcr-falls : there arc, nevertheless, both plains and mountains that

advance almost to the sea. That part of the isle which belongs to the Creoles is

ill cultivated : they are not in a condition to purchase slaves, and they are too proud

to work themselves
; nor is there any law to compel industry. The soil is in

general fertile, though the vegetable earth is not more than two or two feet and an

half in depth : beneath it is a bed of rock. It produces in great abundance, and

with little culture, all the different grain of Europe, as well as rice, indian corn, the

sugar cane, and a great variety of vegetables, roots, and esculent plants. The

year yields two harvests; and the grain of Europe is sown in the winter months*

There is also honey and wax of a superior kind. The frviits of India flourish

there ; but I do not remember that there are any European fruits, except the peach

and the rasberry. The Talamcha cinnamon* and the benzoin tree succeed there.

The bark of the first is very good, hut the latter does not yield any considerable

quantity of gum. There is also the Chinese root, ipecacuanha, but inferior to that

which grows in America, the larger kind orcardamum, and many other medicinal

herbs. The inhabitants are also acquainted with plants which are excellent remedies

in the dysentery and venereal complaints: they have excellent wood for building,

which is very durable, and susceptible also of the finest polish ; nor arc they withoui

timber trees which are calculated for the construction of vessels. But the principal

production of the island is coffee, which was originally brought from Moka : it has,

however, degenerated, in some small degree, though it is still superior to that of the

• The cinnamon may be propagated by planting the shoots. It grbws very fast, and is but

little inferior to that of Ceylon.
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West Indies. It is generally cultivated on the declivities of the mountains; rises

to five or six feet, bears a white flower, and a fruit which resembles a cherry, that

contains two grains inclosed in an husk: it is gathered in May and June, and is

dried in the sun on platforms; it is then beat to disengage it from the husk, and is

exported in sacks made of a double matting. The Company buy it of the inhabi-

tants, at twenty French livres the hundred weight, and engage to take three millions

of pounds, or fifteen hundred ton per annum ; it is generally sold in the East at from

seventy to eighty livres. Tlic inhabitants have undertaken to make arrack, sugar, and

indigo,* as well as to breed silk worms ; but as the latter enterprize was not encou-

raged by the Company, it has proved unsuccessful, though it promised much in the

beginning.

They have great plenty of cattle, sheep, and goats, as well as hogs
;
with poultry

of every kind, and many species of wild fowl. They annually export a large quantity

of grain and provisions to the Island of Mauritius, and all their vessels are victualled

with these articles. They have a great number of horses, ofa small size but very strong.

This island is very much infested by snails, grasshoppers, and other insects ; as

well as by rats and small birds, which make a terrible havock in the harvests, I'hey

sometimes suffer also from the extreme drought of the season.

The islanders are, in general, very healthy and robust ; and as the air is

wholesome, they often attain to a very advanced age. The most common disorders

among them are those of the stomach, which are caused by worms and indiges-

tion : convulsions, proceeding from colds, after taking emetics or purgative medi-

cines, are not uncommon; and death frequently follows from receiving wounds.

Inflammatory fevers arc not dangerous, and putrid fevers are, in a great measure,

unknown : the tooth-ach is so common, that there are very few people at the age of

twenty years who have not lost some of their teeth.
*

•

“ The first inhabitants, by intermarrying with the black women of Madagascar,

have transmitted some degree of that colour to their descendants, who retain a propor-

tion of the original complexion of their female ancestors. Not a fiftieth part of the

free natives are really white ; and those which are the most remarkable in that par-

ticular, are the descendants of English pirates. The Creoles enjoy the privileges of

the second order of French nobility.

** As they have but little or no commerce, the inhabitants live by the cultivation

• The indigo plant grows wild in this islandi and mulberiy trees are in great abundance.
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of coffee, corn, and rice, by breeding cattle and other animals, with which they

supply their vessels and the Island of Mauritius. Their labour is performed by

slaves, who are born in the island, or brought from Madagascar and the coast of

Africa; whose principal sustenance is Indian corn, cassava root, and potatoes. The

native slaves, and those which have been brought when they were very young from

Madagascar or other places, arc all Christians, and it must be acknowledged that the

priests spare no pains in their instruction ; nor are they permitted to speak any

other language than that of France.

The principal curiosities of this island are the volcano, the plain dcs Caffres^

and the road from St. Denis to St. Paul. The volcano is in the southern part of

the island ;
it often smokes, but seldom emits flames. The country is not habitable

for many miles round it, and the islanders have named it the burnt country, because

it is covered with cinders and volcanic matter, which has been vomited forth by the

mountain. The plain dcs Caffres, is formed by the summits of mountains at a very

considerable elevation above the sea: it is said to be twenty miles in extent, and is

very flat, and without stones. The access to it is very difficult in certain places,

though it may be ascended on horseback. The air is very pure, but as cold as a

winter’s day in England. When the clouds pass over the surface of the plain, they

have all the effect of a gentle rain. A brook runs through the middle of it, which

is broad but shallow, has a sandy bottom, and freezes in the winter. To the north-

west of the plain there is a lofty, barren, and naked rock, from whence the brook

gushes forth. There are also several small mountains, about an hundred and fifty

feet in height, with a very narrow base; they arc called the Pins, by the inhabitants,

from their resemblance to a set of nine-pins prepared for the game. On this elevated

plain there arc small trees, with broom, furze, a kind of wild oat, and fern, which

grows to the height oF»a shrub. There are also some curious birds, which never

descend to the sea- side, and who are so little accustomed to, or alarmed at, the sight

of man, that they suffer themselves to be killed by the stroke of a walking stick. It

often rains on the sides of the mouiltains, while this predominating plain is enlivened

with the finest weather.

“ This island is subject to hurricanes from the middle of December to the first of

April: they are often very violent, and prove extremely mischievous to the harvest;

they throw down the houses, root up trees, and, as there is no port in the island,

the vessels which are overtaken by them inevitably perisbj if they do not gain the
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open sea : they, liowever, give sufficient warning of their arrival, and last generally

twenty-four hours, during which time the winds blow from every quarter, but they

arc most violent in the point which appears to be their centre. They are not very

extensive in their sweep, as it sometimes happens that the hurricanes in the Island

of Mauritius are not known in the Isle of Bourbon but by the confusion and dark-

ness of the clouds, and a kind of whispering sound in the air. There was an hur-

ricane on the day of’ my arrival in the island. Having come to anchor off the town

of St. Paid, a pilot came off at a vciy caily hour in the morning, to persuade me

to go ashore, as there was an appearance of an hiinicanc, though the night had

been very fine, and the sky was clear and screiic. Its approach is discoverable ten

or twelve hours before its actual arrival by an hollow and whistling noise, which

is heard in the mountains, and a particular motion of the leaves. A Crccdc had

arrived at midnight to notify these circumstances to the Governor. Before we had

quitted the vessel, the clouds began to gather on the tops of the mountains ;
they were

black, and separating on a sudden, unfolded a clear and brilliant sky: they closed

and opened several times, successively, in the same manner; the rain tlien com-

menced, and the wind began to blow with such violence, that in a few hours after

we had got ashore our vessel was beaten to pieces.

This island is about thirty -five leagues due west of the Island of Mauritius.

All the outward-bound vessels from the latter touch at the former to take in provi-

sions ; they arrive off the eastern side of the island at about twelve leagues from

St. Denis, the principal town, which is on the north side. From thence they keep

along the coast, and at a small distance from the shore; in every part of wliich they

may cast anchor, though the ground is not good. The shore is steep and covered

with stones, and the swell is generally so great, that in many places it is very difficult

to land. The anchorage is good at St. Denis, in about eighteen feet water, but the

road is exposed to the south-east wind, which in these latitudes blows almost through-

out the year. Vessels remain there but a short time : they go from thence to St. Paul,

which is to the leeward of the island, where tbcre‘is a good road-stead, and the shore

Is of sand mixed with small coral.

St. Denis is situated in an extensive and beautiful plain, which is considerably

elevated above the level of the sea: the houses are constructed chiefly of wood, and

are very neat ;
but are necessarily low on account of the hurricanes. The residence

of the Governor is a large and commodious stone building, which contains also the
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public^officcs and tbe magazines. To facilitate the debarkation of goods, there is a

wooden bridge, the work of M. de la Bourdonnais, which is a masterpiece of art : it

advances about fourscore feet into the sea, and is about twenty feet high and ten feet

broad, with a wooden balustrade : it is supported by upright beams, which, being joined

above, are fixed in the shore, and fastened there by strong chains of iron. It is so

contrived as to possess an elasticity that preserves it from the violence of die hur-

ricanes. The high mountain which is to the west of the town shades the plain from

tbe sun in the afternoon, so that the evenings arc very pleasant in every part of it.

St. Paul is a large and populous town, and inferior only to that of St. Denis;

there are six other places or villages, where there are magazines for coffee, in each

of which rCvddcs one of the Company’s agents.

The French send every year from Bourbon and Mauritius to Madagascar, to

purchase slaves, cattle, rice, and salt;* so that from April to December vessels may

be always found on the eastern coast of Madagascar, between the island of St. Mary,

which is, as I believe, in the 18th degree of south latitude, and the Fort Dauphin,

which is to the south. The principal places are Foulcpointe, Matatan, and Fort

Dauphin. They purchase their slaves with Spanish piastres, as well as fire-arms^

powder and ball : each slave costs about twenty-five piastres.

llie civil government of the Island of Bourbon is composed of a Governor

and seven Counsellors; wdio are, nevertheless, subject to the Governor of the Island

of Mauiiiius; the oilier members amount to about thirty, consisting of merchants,

factors, and writers: the commissions of the Counsellors are derived from the

King. The Governor has a salary of twelve thousand livres of France per annum;

besides various perquisites, which furnish the principal part of the cxpence of his

table. The second in command has four thousand livres per anhum ; the Counsellors

two thousand livres, and the inferior officers fourteen hundred livres : the Counsel-

lors have also an allowance on the merchandize which is sold in their magazines,

as well as what is exported, which is equal to their appointments. The commodities

found in their naagazihes are sold to the officers and other inhabitants at about forty-five

livres per cent, above the price of Europe. The officers are allowed a certain quantity

of wine at the current price, while it is sold to the inhabitants at an hundred per cent.

“ The currency of this island is that of Spain; but in the last war bills were issued,

which became the only current money. They take the Spanish piastres at three

• There arc at present salt pits in tlie Isle of France, near Port Louis.

Z
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livres twelve sous, which arc worth in France five livres five sons. During the war

the credit of the Company was so low, that the Spanish piastre rose from three

livres twelve sous, to fifteen livres, and the price of the various articles of provision

and merchandize in the same proportion; so that, though during the time we were

prisoners, wc were allowed six livres fifteen sous each day in paper, the real value

did not amount to more than two shillings and sixpence sterling. All commerce

with Europe is prohibited ; a limited trade with India and Madagascar is all that

is permitted, upon which is levied a duty of two and an half per cent.

Their ships generally set sail for Europe in the months of October and

November, and those which return from thence, generally arrive at the Isle of

Mauritius in May and June.

I shall now proceed to make some remarks on the force of the island, such as

it was during the last war, and at the close of the year 1 763.

“ St. Denis, which has been already mentioned as the principal place, is situated

in an extensive plain, considerably elevated above the level of the sea. The shore

is very steep and covered with stones, so that no kind of boat can enter into the

river on the western side : it is defended towards the sea by three batteries, one of

which is of brick, with fifteen eightcen-pounders ; another is formed of fascines, and

contains twenty-four eighteen or twenty-four-pounders ; the third is of less conse-

quence, and has no more than twelve nine-pounders. On the other side there is a

small plain, at the foot of a high mountain which commands the town, where a

redoubt, with a small battery, has been constructed opposite to it ; as well as one

with twelve cannon and four mortars, which commands the road : there are also

some small batteries between this and St. Mary, on the eastern side, which have

each of them from eight to ten cannon. The town of St. Paul is defended' by a

large battery of twenty-four eightecn-pounders ; there are »ome small batteries also

along the shore, and one or two on the side of the mountain, to guard the passage.

These arc all the strong places in the island; and though, from this detail, it has the

appearance of possessing considerable strength, the inhabitants were not of that

opinion during the last war: they thought thelhscWes ihcapable of defence on the

sea-side; though, by defending the mountains and defiles, they might be able to

prevent the enemy from advancing into the country. c

“ I have already said, that there are about twenty-five thousand souls'* in the Isle

The population of Bourbon is now mbre than double.
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©f Bourbon, of which near eighteen thousand are slaves; so that when the women,

children, and old men arc deducted, there will not remain more than six thousand

men capable of bearing arms. They had seven or eight hundred militia, sixty dra-

goons, composed of the free inhabitants, two hundred European soldiers, and about

fifty artillery men. Such was the whole force of the island
; and as it was dispersed

in six different districts, it does not appear that in any one place two thousand men

could be brought tp oppose the descent of an enemy
;

particularly when it is con-

sidered, that there are a large body of runaway slaves, who would be ever ready to

join an enemy, or to set fire to the plantations: so that a part of the militia must be

employed to watch them and prevent their devastations, as well as to protect the women

and children. When, therefore, the real force of the isle is considered, with the little

confidence that could be placed in the slaves, and the terror which the English arms

inspired, it may be presumed, if our fleet under Admiral Cornish, which cruised in

1761 off Rodriguez, had received orders to attack the Isle of Bourbon, he would

have experienced very little resistance in obtaining that important conquest.** *

Description of the Hurricanes in the Isles of Bourbon and France,

1768. The breeze, which comes always from the south-east, in the Isle of

Bourbon, t rises at six in the morning, and ceases at ten at night. In Noveitiber

it remains day and night, and with equal violence. On the ist of December, 1768,

the wind ceased on a sudden, and at high tide such a vast swell broke on the shorc^

as, by its violence, to drive the centinel’from his post; the wsummits of the moun-

tains w^erc covered with thick clouds, that appeared to be stationary; the wind blew

a little from the south-east, while the sea rolled in from the west: the heavy swells

succeeded to each other, and they were disstinguished along shore like three rolling

hills, throwing up a kiiVJ of regular spray, which had the appearance of hair; and,

as they dashed on the shore, their foam was forced upwards to the height of fifty feet.

It was difficult to breathe; the air was oppressive and the sky gloomy : at the same

These reflections are very just ; but the author did not reflect, that when the English had

got possession of tliis island, they would have found themselves in tlie same difHculties which had

facilitated the conquest ;
because, as there was no port where ships of war could remain to defend

the approach, that power alone which is in possession of the ports of the Isle of France, can be

ceftsdn of maintaining itself in the Isle of Bourbon,

f I

Pierre.
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lime clouds of corlngeanx and pailleneus came from the main sea, and took refuge

on the coast; the land birds and animals appeared in a state of disturbance; the

inhabitants felt a secret apprehension^ at the sight of a storm in the midst of a

calm.

** On the 2d, in the morning, the wind sunk at once, and the sea increased; the

swells augmented, and came from a greater distance. The shore, lashed by the waves,

became white with foam, which had the appearance of balls of cotton : at the same

time the vessels in the road strained on their cables.

There now could be no longer any doubt of an approaching hurricane. The

canoes, which were on the pebbles, were drawn on the land. Every one

hastened to support their houses with cords and beams ; and the whole shore was

lined with people, attracted by the extraordinary spectacle of the sea, and the danger

of the vessels.

Towards noon there was a great change in the heavens, and tlie wind began to

blow fresh from the south-east. It was then feared that it would turn to the west,

and dash the vessels on the coast. A signal was given from the battery for the vessels

to depart; when they instantly cut their cables, and disappeared, in about two hours,

in the midst of a very dark horizon, to the north-west.

At three in the afternoon the hurricane declared itself with a most alarming

noise : all the winds blew : the sea, raging and agitated, threw clouds of foam, sand,

shells, and stones upon the land: and the boats which were repairing at fifty yards

from the shore, were buried under the pebbles. The wind carried away a part of

the church roof, and the portico of the government house. The hurricane lasted all

night, and did not cease ti]) three in the morning.

Oil the 6th, the two vessels which returned to the anchoring ground were a

small boat and a galliot: they brought an account from the'Penthievre, which had

lost its main-mast. The different vessels continued returning till the 19th.

Account of an Hurricane in the Isle of France^ in February^ ^77

by M. Rochon.

• It is absolutely necessary to have been an eye-witness of an hurricane, to form

a just idea of such a formidable phacnornenon. It is almost always accompanied

with rain, thunder, and earthquakes : the atmosphere is on fire; and the wind blows

with equal violence from every part of the horizon. An hurricane is a kind of
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water*spout, which seems to threaten the spot over which it hangs with an entire sub-

version, while vessels are actually becalmed at a small distance from its explosion.

If the swiftness of the wind exceeds one hundred and fifty feet in a second, nothing

can then resist its force: the largest trees are lorn up by the roots; the most solid

buildings are thrown down; nor can the weight of anchors, the strength of cables,

nor the strongest hold of the groitnd, secure safety to vessels, which are dashed to

pieces on the shore, unless they are thrown on a bed of mud.

‘‘ I saw the main-top-mast borne away from the Mars, of sixty-four guns, and

shattered to pieces in the hurricane of 1771 ; and which was not so violent as

that of the month of February in the same year. An extraordinary variation of

the barometer, is the only sign of an approaching hurricane in the seas between

the tropics.

“ Previous to the hurricane in February, the sudden descent of the mercury filled

me with alarm, as well as M. Poivre, who requested the Port Captain to come to

his house. This officer, who had been an eye-witness of the hurricane in 1761,

was not equally surprised with us, at the variation of the barometer, and informed

us that there were more certain4ndications. ‘ Twenty-four hours,* he said, ‘ before

the hurricane, you will see the black clouds descend from the mountain, and de-^

dare the approaching storm ; besides, the setting of the sun will decide the mea-

sures I shall employ on the occasion.* But neither the intreaties of M. Poivre, nor

my observations, were capable of changing his opinions ; and though the mercury

continued to descend, as the sun set in great beauty and serenity, the Port Captain

left us perfectly satisfied, and free from alarm as to any threatening danger. He had

long served on board the Company’s ships, and seemed to pity us for giving so

much importance to the predictions of our barometer. It is very difficult indeed

to soften the obstinacy bf a man, who, knowing nothing but the practical part of his

art, treats with disregard the instructions of theory.

" The hurricane, however, declared itself at seven in the evening, which was an

hour after sunset : before nine, 'A\ the ships were driven on shore except the

Ambuhnte store-ship, and a small corvette, sailed the Verd-Galand; but, in a vio-

lent gust of wind, the former was driven out to sea, and the latter was sunk.

The Ambulante^ without sails, helm, or provisions, and with a detachment of

the Irish regiment dc Clare, who were on board, was driven about for upwards of

twelve hours at the mercy of the winds; and, after being carried by their variation
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round die island, was miraculously thrown upon the only place where, in such a

violent tempest, it would have been possible for the persons on board to save them-

selves. The horror of these hurricanes is greatly aggravated by the total impossibility

of alfording or receiving assistance. The violence of the winds, and the force of the

torreiUs, renders it impracticable for any one to quit the shelter he has sought, or

the spot where he happens to be at the commencement of the storm.

It lasted about eighteen hours without interruption, and with undeviating

violence. Neither the heavy rain, thunder, or lightning, were in the least degree

interrupted by the violence ol the wind. But at three in the afternoon, the mercury,

which had descended twenty-five lines, remained stationary some minutes, and then

began to re-ascend; from thence the tornadoes ceased, the wind became more regu-

lar, and at six in the evening it was possible to give some assistance to those who

were shipwrecked.

From the ravages df this hurricane, the established communications between the

different parts of the island were altogether interrupted by the fall of trees and the

abundance of rain. Three weeks elapsed before any intelligence was received of

the Ambulante, which had been shipwrecked at about the distance of six leagues from

Port Louis, in the Isle of France. All the harvests were destroyed; and the vessels

were in such a state as to require the utmost exertions to repair them: that impor-

tant service was rendered by M. de Tromelin to the colony and to commerce.

These vessels were no sooner equipped, than they were dispatched to Madagascar

to fetch provisions and necessaries of every .kind. M. Poivre had, with his superior

foresight and precaution, ordered several vessels to winter at the Cape of Good

Hope, which were sent off with abundance of supplies, as soon as the disastrous

state of the Isle of France had reached that government. This relief saved the

colony; as it arrived immediately after the second hurricane, whose fresh devastation*

had sunk the hope and conquered the resolution of the unfortunate inhabitants.

“ The damages sustained by the vessels in the port, by the violence of the waves

and the force of the winds in the second hurricare, were much less than in tfie first.

The variation of the barometer announced the danger, and every one employed tl^e

means be possessed for his security and preservation.”
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Description of an Hurricane in the Isle of France^ April 10, 1773,

by Af. Brunei,

The storm made its appearance about nine at night, just as the moon began to

appear in the horizon ; but its greatest violence was between eleven at night and

one in tlie morning, when the blended noise of the wind and the thunder was terrible;,

while the lightnings, which gave a fiery appearance to the atmosphere, heightened the

horror of the scene. The terror of the inhabitants did not begin to subside till towards

five in the morning. They had all passed the night in an impatient state of alarm, but

when the day began to appear, the spectacle was most horrible : upwards of three

hundred houses in the town of Port Louis were destroyed, the roofs of all of them

were earned away, and the principal church was reduced to an heap of ruins. Many

of the inhabitants were buried in the rubbish ; others, with bruised and broken limbs,

solicited the help of their neighbours, who were not in a condition to succour them

;

while the streets were strewed with nails, limbers, and fragments of houses and fur-

niture. All the vessels in the port, to the number of thirty-two, had been thrown

on shore, and more or less injured; of many small boats nothing was seen but the

keel ; dead bodies were floating among the wrecks ; while the seamen who were

not yet exhausted, were exerting their remaining strength in useless efFotis to gain

the land. In short, all that presented itself to the view was consternation, disaster,

and misery. The interior desolation was equally great : the maize, rice, and corn,

were blown about and dispersed : the coffee and cotton plants, the sugar canes, and

the cinnamon trees, were all torn up by the roots; the old timber trees were laid

loW by the violence of the wind; the ‘shops and manufactories were destroyed; and

the grass was parched and dried up, as if it had received the impression of fire. Jn

one of the districts of tl>e island, to the windward, the sea \vas driven to forty feet

beyond its ordinary limits, and compelled the inhabitants to seek for refuge on the

neighbouring heights; while it left every kind of fish on the land. This disaster

occasioned so great a'deafth of provisions, that bread was sold at eighteen pence a

pound: in a short time however assistance of every kind arived from the coast ol

Coromandel, the Cape of Good Hope, the Island of Madagascar, and the Persian

Gulph.’*
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jlhsiracl of Hurricanes and violent Winds in the Isle of Bourbon, from 1733 to

1754 ;
taken from the Memoirs of the jicOdemy of Sciences, 1754.

The Abbe de la Caille informs us, that lie was at the Isle of Bourbon during

die rainy season, when it is subject to violent hurricanes, of which he gives the foU

lowing history.

^ These hurricanes, which our seamen call violent gales, are also felt at the Isle

of Mauritius, but generally with less force and mischief, because the volcano in the

Isle of Bourbon augments their force; besides, the latter island is more elevated, and

consists of a single mountain, which has but tjirec openings, and is not composed of

several chains, like the Isle of Mauritius. Tlic torrents occasioned by the rains

which follow the hurricanes cause very heavy devastations, as they are not separated

by vallies ; and consequently acquire a proportional rapidity in descending from

one predominant heighu

The hurricanes seldom appear but between the month of December and the

latter end of April; they are however more particularly formidable at the new and full

moon. In this season the vessels never remain at anchor at the Isle of Bourbon,

.except during four or five days after the full moon, from the apprehension of being

overtaken in its vicinity by the dangers of those two periods. Btu this prccciuiion

is not always infallible, as will appear from the following succinct account of the

different hurricanes which have attacked this island in the space of twenty years.

It was given me by M. Bernier, Counseltor Commandant in the Isle of Bourbon,

who kept an exact register of these events during his residence there. I have added

.to the dates of the hurricanes, the day and hour of (he nearest phases of the moon, as

well as that when it passed its aphelion and perihelion.

1733- In,the night between the loih and tith of December, there was a vio-

lent gale of wind from the north : the vessels which lay off St. Paul put to sea, and

returned in a few.days without receiving any damage: one remained at anchor, and

did not sustain any injury. A vessel and a boat, which were off St. Denis, were

driven on sliore, and nine persons perished. It was new moon the 6th, at 3 hours

30 minutes P. M. The first quarter was the r^th, 11 hours 30 minutes A. M. Its

aphelion the 4th.

December 22. There was a very strong wind from the south. Full moon the

21st, at 3 hours 15 minutes A. M. Perihelion the aoth.
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“ 1734* On the 9th of January a violent wind arose from the east, which con-

tinued, with an inicrmission of some hours, to the 15th, when it changed to the west.

A vessel which lay ofT St. Denis put to sea. New moon the 5th, at 1 1 A. M. The

first quarter the 12th at 10 P. M. Perihelion the 14th.

“ In the night between the 25th and 26th of January. The wind continued with

great violence, and with heavy rain to the 29th. Last quarter the 27th, at 1 hour

and 15 minutes A. M. Its aphelion the 29th.

The 13th of March there was a strong gale in the offing, which was latlier

violent in the Lslc of Mauritius. A vessel that lay off' St. Paul put to sea. Ihie

first quarter 12 hours and 45 minutes P. M. Its perihelion the nth.

1735* The 26th of January a violent wind began in the w^st, at 4 hours P, M.

It changed to the east, and blew all the 271b. New moon the 24Lh, at 6 liours A. M.

Its aphelion the 2 2d.

1736. On the 22d of January there was a violent wind, which lasted till the

24th, and the rain did not cease till the 30th First quarter the 21 st, at 9 hours and

30 minutes A. M. The aphelion the 15th, the perihelion the 29th.

February 5. Continual rain inclusively to the 10th.

i< y\ violent gale. The last quarter the qth, at o h. 15 min. A. M.

Its aphelion the 1 2th,

“ 1737. January 28. There was a very violent wind from noon to the following

clay, at 5 A. M. It blew from the south-west. New moon the gist, at 30 minutes

A. M, Its perihelion the 20th,

April 4. A strong gale at St. Paul, from 3 A. M. to the noon of the following

day. It was felt on the cast side of the isle fioin the first of the month. New moon

the 31st of March, at noon. First quarter the 8th of April, at n hours gj miuutes

A. M. The aphelion thb 31st of March.

1738. February 13. A strong gale, which began in the south-east, ai 1 1 A. M.

It changed to the south and south-west by north on the i4ih at noon. I’he last

quarter the iith, at 8 P. M. Perihelion the 10th.

**
1739- Jsii'tiary 12. A partial gale of wind, from 8 P. M. to midnight. The

wind was to the west. New moon the 29th of January at 9 P. M. Perihelion

the 7th.
*

" March 22. A strong gale to the northward : continual rain to the 26th, Full

moon the 25th, at 8 hours 45 minutes A. M. Perihelion the goth.

A a
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1740. January 21. A strong gale from the south to the north-east. It began

at 3 A. M. and continued to the following day at noon. Last quarter the aad, at

4 hours 45 minutes. Aphelion the 15th.

“ February 28. A gale at St. Denis, which was not perceived at St. Paul but

by the swelling of the sea. New moon the 27th at 10 A, M, Perihelion the 25th.

“ March 13. A strong gale to the south, which began at 8 A. M. and continued

all the day and all the night. Full moon the 13th, at 4 P. M, Aphelion the 9th.

“ 1742, January 10. A strong gale to the north, from 7 P. M. to 11 A. M.

New moon the 7th, at 1 hour 45 minutes A. M. Perihelion the i2th.

" 1743. March 8. A strong gale to the south at 8 P. M. to the following day

at 4 P. M. It did more mischief at the Isle of Mauritius than the Isle of Bourbon.

Full moon the lOth, at 2 P. M. Perihelion the 3d. Aphelion the 17th,

**
1744. January 9. In the night between the 9th and loth a strong gale to the

north. The lOth, at noon, the wind fortunately changed to the south; so that a

vessel whicli was driving on the coast, gained the open sea.
^
I’he last quarter the

6ih, at 10 P. M. Aphelion the 13th.

1745. February 12. A strong gale to the north, from 3 P. M. and all the fol-

lowing day. The rain continued to the i9tb. First quarter the 9th, at 10 P. M.

Perihelion and full moon the 16th.

“ 1746. January 19. Violent gale of wind, which began in the morning to the

east, changed to the north, and continued during the whole night. After a short

calm, it shifted suddenly and successively to the west, the east, and the south
;
and

it did not finish till the evening of the 22d. New moon at 8 P. M. Aphelion

the 27th.

“ February 16. In the night between the 16th and lyth, a strong gale, which

lasted only a short time, but did considerable damage to tile harvest. New moon

the 20th, 45 minutes P. M.

April 6. A terrible wind to the north, whose violence lasted from 6 A, M. to

6 P. M. A Portuguese vessel, having lost its rudder and being reduced to one

mast, was shipwrecked on the shore, and twelve lives were lost. The wind having

changed to the south in the evening, the sea on a suddei\ became tranquil, and the

vessel rested on the dry sands. Those who remained on l3aard were saved. Full

moon the 6th, at 4 hours 45 minutes A, M. Perihelion the same day.

“ 1747. January 11, at 7 P. M. A strong gale, which began towards the north-
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cast5 and continued the whole night, having passed to the south. New moon the

iith, at 5 hours 15 minutes A. M. Perihelion the 6th.

1748. A strong gale from 4 P. M. and through the whole night. The last

quarter the 23d, at 3 hours 30 minutes P. M. Perihelion the 27tb.

March 28. A very violent gale to the south. It began an hour P. M. and

ceased after sunset. After a calm of about an hour, it rained very much this and

the following day : during the rain the wind was sometimes heard. New moon the

21st, at 6 hours 30 minutes A. M. Perihelion the 2 2d.

1750. January 31. Strong gale of wind during the night which preceded the

1st of February: it was to the north, and very violent at St. Denis ; at St. Paul it

was not so strong. L.ast quarter the 30th, at 8 hours 44 minutes A. M. Aphelion

the 26th.

March 4. A partial gale of wind. New moon the 8th, at 1 1 A. M. Perihelion

the 8th P. M.
“ March 1 8. A more violent gale than the preceding one : it lasted to the 20th at

9 A. M. Full moon the 23d, at 4 hours 30 minutes A. M. Aphelion the same day.

1751. March 26. In the night between the 26th and the 27th there was a

more violent hurricane than any person on the island had witnessed. The wind

was easterly, and occasioned very heavy devastations from the east to St. Paul. New

moon the 27th, at noon. Perihelion the 29th.

1752. February 4. A gale of wind from the east-north-east, which was not

general throughout the island. The last quarter the 7th, at 9 hour|5 30 minutes A. M.

Aphelion the 9th.

December 21. A gale from the north, with violent rain. Two boats were

destroyed. Full moon the 21st, at 4 hours.A. M. Perihelion the 2 2d.

1753. March 12.* Gale from the north, which greatly damaged one of the

Company’s vessels. The last quarter the i2ih, at 7 P. M. Perihelion the 14th.

March 26. A gale, which drove a vessel out to sea. Last quarter the 26th,

at 10 P. Mi Aphelion the 28th.

“ 1754. January 10. A gale, which began at the north-east, passed from thence

to the north-north-west, and then suddenly shifted to the south-west. Full moon

the 9th, at 6 A. M. Perihelion the itth.

" April 19, 20, and 21. Gales and an hurricane, which laid waste the island.

New moon the 226, at 6 hours 15 minutes P. M. Aphelion the 18th/'

A a 2
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Extract of a Letterfrom Pondicherry, dated the ^d of June, 1787 ; taken from a

Journal of the Isles of France and Bourbon i Pol, L No, 3. July^ t

Wc have suffered at Yanaon, and in all its environs, the same disaster which you

have experienced at the Isle of France. Wc have had, during the night of the 19th

and 20th of May, a most violent hurricane. The sea rose to an extraordinary height;

all the houses at Yanaon have been inundated and destroyed : the English and Hutch

factories have suffered a similar destruction. A considerable number of Negroes

have been drowned. The ship called Le Levrier, which had been sent to Yanaon

to take in merchandize on account of the Company, and had actually taken in the

greater part of her cargo in the road of Coringa, has been driven two leagues to

the leeward, into a plain in the midst of palm trees. The ship the Heureux, which

was in the river of Coringa, is lost, and five or six leagues of the country arc

inundated.

** Four days after the hurricane the waters still remainedi as it had rained during

that time without ceasing. The extent of our losses has not yet been ascertained;

they must be very considerable to the Company, as well as several individuals of

Pondicherry. The waters have carried away a large quantity of linens, not only

from the grounds where they were bleaching, but from the warehouses ; some of

which, however, have been recovered, by drawing them out of the mud and sand

with which they were covered. Such is the detail of this ruinous event.”*

Account of the Volcano in the Isle of Bourbon, by M, Ilochon.

This volcano, though its eruptions are frequent, has not occasioned any injury

to the island since it has been inhabited. The colonists have very wisely kept at a

distance from this gulph, whose vicinity is very much to be dreaded, according to

the description given of it by M. dc Commerson, a very learned naturalist.

M. de Cremont, at that lime Intendani of the Isle of Bourbon, not only gave

M. de Commerson ail die assistance in his power, in order to facilitate his approach

to the mouth of the volcano, and to examine its productions, but accompanied hinv

in his researches.

" The^approaches to the volcano of the Isle of Bourboif are very difficult: the

country is entirely burnt up for six miles round it ; and very few of the inhabitants

* Mr, Dairymplc—Oiicntal Repository, Vok II. p. ,9^.
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are acquainted with the way by which its summit is to be attained. Seven days arc

requisite to perform that journey. Heaps of cinders, lava, and vitrified earth, with

rifts and precipices, render all access not only laborious but dangerous. The time

must be very favourable, and without the appearance of a cloud, to allow of a visit

to the crater; as a few drops of rain would be sufficient to provoke an eruption;

when the imprudence of approaching it would cost the rash adventurer his life.

The volcanic productions arc very various; and sometimes there are found, at

a great distance from the mountain, certain glassy filaments, of an exceeding fineness

resembling hair. This kind of lava is not very common,’*

Thefollowing Description of ibis Volcano is hy M. Brunei.

It is situated almost at the summit of an hollow and detruncated mountain,

whose base, falling down with a gentle inclination, rests upon a bed of calcined earth,

at the distance of a league from the sea. Though the maticr it contaim is conli-

niially boiling, it never rises so high as to proceed from the crater. In the moment

of an eruption, the lava is seen taking its course down the side of the mountain, in

Mich a manner as to offer the appearance of a fiery cascade. The light, which is

diffused to a great distance, as well on sea as land, is equal to that of llie moon in

iis full s])lcndour. According to the tradition of the country, it was this natural

Pliuros, that attracted the curiosity of tlic first Ixuropcans who visited these coasts.

The environs of the volcano arc covered with sal ammoniac, sulphur, alum,

and pumice stone. It is a remarkable circumstance, and very different from other

volcanoes, that though its eruptions arc frequent, they arc never accompanied with

eaithquakcs. I'lic security of the inhabitants, ihcrcrorc, is not endangered by the

vicinity of such a phamomcnon, as is known to.be the case in every country afflicted

i)y them: nor has it been observed that water is at any time thrown forth from this

volcano; or has any warm mineral spring been discovered in this island.

‘‘ In the month of June, 1787, tiffs volcano was in a very tcmaikablc state of

eruption, llie summit of the mountam was covered with thick vapours, of a black

colour, which issued in clouds of a spiral form from the mouth of the ancient crater.

On the 24th the lava ran down as far as the sea ; nine days after it had begun to

flow, it ev< ended in cyrtaifi places to eighty fathom in breadth, and in others to

foit)'. The licpiid matter continued to run during a month, in great abundance,

and formed a fiery cu|;cnt to the very sea, of about sixty fathom in breadth, and
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from ten to sixteen feet deep. The of the sea smoked at the distance of thirty

fathom from the place where the lava precipitated itself into the waters, assuming a

yellowish-green colour, and forming a broad line, to the leewrad, of the same hue.

“ This current running parallel to another of a former period, which consists also

of several beds of melted matter, formed a projection, whose base was volcanised

sand, mixed with a kind of ferruginous foam. Eleven days after the lava had reached

the sea, a solid crust was formed on its surface, which was sufficiently Arcing to

admit of being ascended, to about fifteen paces from the place whence it issued.

Indeed one might venture to walk without danger on a torrent of burning lava, if

due precautions were taken. In the level parts it soon grows cool, and becomes

hard as thick ice, while, through the crevices, the liquid matter might be seen flowing

on without interruption. When, however, it meets with any obstacle, it forces its

way through the external crust, and covers it with a new bed of boiling lava. On
the ist of August the lava ceased to flow, but it diffused a considerable quantity of

smoke, and appeared at the bottom to be red-hot for some time afterwards. It was

believed that another crater was discovered at about a league from St. Denis, the

capital of the island : clouds of smoke and a very 'Strong heat issued from a ravine,

which it was impracticable to approach during the space of a month. At the end,

however, of that period, it appeared that this heat and the smoke that

it, issued from a cavern, that was the hiding-place of some Maroon NegfS^. A
fire having been lighted in this place, cither on ptlrpose or by accident, was main-

tained by a large quantity of leaves, stalks, and other comliusqble materials, which

were very slow in consuming, because the cavern admitted but a small portion of

air. The remains of birds nests, which were found there, clearly proved that the

cavern hajd not always been exposed to a simi^ degree of heat ; and ibis circum-

stance, streii^thened by other observations, quieted the alarms that this novel appear-

ance had excited.

‘‘ The Isle of France, which is in the vicinity of the Isle of Bourbon, is considered

as a country which has been exposed to the violent convulsions of nature. It abounds

in Taverns, precipices, waterfalls, subterrane^s passages, iron mines, calcined ^<0snes,

vitrifications, burnt sand, and pyrites, \^ich are general indications of ancient

volcanoes; but, on account of their antiquity, it is not possible at this time to deter-

mine situatit^p The most lofty mountains in this island have not more thsitf

five hundred fathom of elevation, while, in the Jsle of Bourbon, there are peaks
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which rise to upwards of fifteen hundred fathom* The two islands, which are more

than thirty-five leagues distant from each other, were, without doubt, formerly united,

but have been divided by some violent effort of nature : there is indeed every

reason to believe that they are still connected, though the conjoining parts are

covered by the sea, and that some subterraneous passage forms a communication

between them.

The earthquake which happened in the Isle of France on the 41^ of August,

1786, appeared to favour this conjecture. On that day, at rhirty-five minutes past

six in the morning, a calm succeeded to a strong east and cast-south-east wind, which

had prevailed during four days; a subterraneous noise, that terminated by a sudden

explosion, like the discharge of a cannon, was heard in the south-east quarter, and

at the same moment two violent shocks were felt, the one vertical, and the other

horizontal : the barometer did not on this occasion indicate the least change in

the atmospliere, and an east-south-east breeze commenced within a quarter of an

hour, and continued till eleven on the following night. This strange phaenomenon

was not accompanied with any destructive circumstance in the Isle of France ;*but

it appeared that, at the same moment, the volcano in the Isle of Bourbon had

poured forth a greater quantity of lava than it had done on the preceding days.

It is reasonable therefore to suppose, that the combustible matter in the Isle

of France had fermented till it took fire, and having met with a resistance superior

to its own force, occasioned the shocks which have been mentioned; when, being

impelled in every direction, it found a passage, by a subterraneous gallery, to the

Isle of Bourbon, and not meeting with any resistance, issued from the crater of the

volcano.”

Tb^ succeeding Observations will enable our Readers to compare the Volcano of

the Isle of Soufbon, with the two most celebrated Volcanoes of Europe,

Mount Vesuvius is two leagues to the east of Naples, and about two thousand

fathom from the sea; the circumfesence of its base is about ten leagues, and its ele-

vation above the level of the sea, or the Gulf of Naples, is five hundred and ninety-

five fathom. It divides at about two-thirds of its height, and its two summits arc

about five hundred fathom from each other : that towards the sea forms the volcano.

Its first eruption, as recorded in liistory, was during the reigti of Titus, in the

seventy-ninth year of the Christian era, and which was rendered remarkable by the
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death of Pliny the Naturalist, and the destruction of the cities of Herculaneum and

Pompeii. Some authors however pretend, that this mountain had experienced

seven eruptions previous to the reign of Augustus Cassar.

According to a discourse of Silius Italicus, who lived before the time of Titus,

k was very evident to ocular examination, that it had discharged volcanic matter

previous to that period, though there was no tradition of such an event.

From the first known eruption to that which took place in the year 1754, there

have been twenty-four; there have also been several since the latter period. That

of April in 3 694, was one of (he most considerable. The mountain then vomited

forth flames during the greater part of the month, and the lava ran from the upper

part of the volcano like a river, to the distance of three miles, destroying every

thing which obstructed its passage.

In 1707, while the Neapolitans were occupied in making rejoicings for the suc-

cess of the Imperial forces, they were interrupted by a terrible eruption of Mount

Vesuvius. The sky was entirely obscured in the middle of the day, by the quantity

of cinders which issued from the volcano.

In the intervals of these eruptions the inhabitants arc often alarmed by earthquakes,

which, however, do not prevent them from cultivating and inhabiting the sides o('

this dangerous mountain.*

Mount A!^tna is situated fifty miles south-west of Messina, and ten miles west of

Catania, whose vicinity is filled with other towns, villages, vineyards, and plantations,

which, as in the environs of Vesuvius, spring out of an abundant soil, that has been

fertilized by the volcano. The mountain itself is enriched with trees almost to its

summit, which is surrounded with a circle of snow.

The grand crater of Mount /Etna is six miles in circun?ference. The base of

the mountain occupies a circuit of twenty leagues, and itvS elevation rises to two

thousand fathom.

On the eruption of this volcano in 1693, the town of Catania w^s destroyed in a

moment, and eighteen thousand persons perished in its ruins.

A learned and distinct description of Mount iEtna,is to be found in a work entitled

La Pyrologie dc Bottoni de Leontini : that intrepid naturalist had the courage to

ascend the summit of the mountain three different times, in 1540, t545, and 1553*

See Sir William Hamilton on the eruptions of Mount Vesuvius.
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In 1537, the wind bore the ashes, produced by the conflagration of die mountain,

to upwards of an hundred leagues.

In 1692 and 1693, on the gth, 10th, and 1 ith of January, there wa^s an earthquake

throughout Sicily, which not only overthrew the town of Catania, but also of Agousta,

greatly damaged that of Syracuse, with many towns and villages, and buried in their

ruins upwards of forty thousand persons. But, notwithstanding such disasters, these

towns have been re-established, perhaps, to be again destroyed.

The destruction of Messina on the 5th of February, 1783, and the terrible phic-

nomenon which occasioned it, is well known; we shall, nevertheless, present to the

attention of our readers, the following correct and curious account, by the learned

M. Gallo, who was himself a witness of it.

“ The preceding autumn had been rainy and cold; the winds varied between the

south-west, the west, and the north-west; and if the south-east was at any time per-

ceived, it was known to foretcl a sudden storm and of short duration. Before the

rising and setting of the sun, the horizon appeared to be charged with thick clouds,

which displayed themselves between the cast, the south-west, and the south. The

beginning of the winter was dry and temperate : in the month of January it frequently

rained ; and the showers were not only violent, but accompanied with a stormy

wind from the south-east and the south. The air was rather temperate than cold,

because after the rain the rays of the sun were extremely hot. The winds continued

to be stormy.

At the extremity of the Strait of Cfiarybdis, there appeared some irregularity in

tide, an extraordinary boiling up of the waters, and at intervals a noise was heard

;

but these phacnomcna did not attract attention. On the 5th of February, at forty-

eight minutes past eleven in the morning, the earth experienced some light shocks,

which soon became violent, and were accompanied with roarings and such iiTegular

motions that the ground was seen to undulate on all sides, while the walls of houses

dashed against each other, and fell in large masses, with the floors and roofs. Three

or four successive shocks incrcastfd the horror of the moment. Houses, palaces,

steeples, and churches, were shaken down. The earth sunk in some places, and

opened in others, emitting flames from its burning chasms. The neighbouring

mountains opened, the •sea rose above its ordinary level, entered the mole, dashed

its impetuous waves against the palace, and covered a considerable part of the

maritime theatre,, which is situated, below the eustam-hpuse. In this scene of

B b
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confusion and desolation, the inhabitants rushed into the larger streets and the fields;

vhcre, while consternation had seized their hearts, the earth shook under their feet,

and the clouds poured forth hail and rain with resistless impetuosity on their heads*

It was a varied and indescribable scene of ruin, distress, and death.

“ The trepidation however of the earth continued with a concentrated murmur^

like that of a bomb which bursts after it is buried in the earth. At three in the

morning the shocks increased to such a degree, that those buildings which had resisted,

from their massive strength, were thrown down, and the principal public edifices

shaken into ruins. The sea also, by its violence and unusual rise, aided the general

scene of devastation.

” On the 22d of the same month at ten in the evening, the buildings which had

only crumbled in parts, fell at once, and Messina was destroyed. The very stones

appeared as if they had been pounded in a mortar.

From the 5th of February to the gth of March mclusive, there were no less thai>

one hundred and eighty commotions*

It is not easy to determine the number of inhabitants which perished at Messina;

they are not, however, supposed to have exceeded five hundred, as the shocks were

preceded by certain notices which gave them an opportunity to escape : though of

fhe number of those who survived, the fourth part was dragged forth from the ruins

of the buildings in a wounded or maimed condition.

“ The value of the public edifices and houses which were destroyed amounted

at least to fifteen millions of Roman crowns, and the loss of furniture, merchandize^

and gold and silver, was still more considerable.’*

The Agriculture of the Isle of Bourbon^ by M, Poivre.

** The soil of the Isles of France and Bourbon is naturally as fertile as' that of

Madagascar, and they enjoy a more favourable climate. The latter of these islands

has no port, and is not much frequented by shipping : but the manners of the inha-

bitants arc simple, and its agriculture flourishes. The Isle of Bourbp^jproduces

wheat, rice, and maize, more than sufficient for its own consumption, as it affords

a portion of those grains for the supply of the Isle of France. The same mode

of cultivation is pursued as in the Island of Madagascar. • The cattle and sheep

which were transported from thence have also succeeded, more pariicularljft^as^ the

grass called Fatak^ which forms an excellent pasturage, was also brought w^i them^
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tnd naturalized in the Isle of Bovirbon. But the principal object of cultivation

is coffee. The first plants of this shrub was brought from Moka, and it is multi-

plied by its grains, which it sows itself. It is necessary to dress the ground round

the young plant two or three times in the course of the first year, in order to de-

stroy the weeds which might share in its subsistence, and it will then require no

further care. Its branches, that extend horizontally and arc very thick, suffocate,

as it were, any other plants which might spring up about it. In about eighteen

months the coffee tree begins to bear fruit, and in the third year it is in full

bearing. The young shrubs are planted in squares, at the distance of about seven

feet from each other, and they are kept down, by the pruning knife, to about two

feet from the earth.

" The coffee tree requires a light earth, and succeeds better in pure sand than in

a rich earth. In the Isle of Bourbon, each tree produced, on an average, a pound

of berries, and it ripens and is gathered in a dry season ; a circumstance which gives

it a very great advantage over the coffee of the American islands, that ripens and is

gathered in rainy seasons. It is afterwards exposed to the sun during several days,

till the berry is dry and contracted; it is then disembarrassed of its pulp.

Cocoa trees flourish in the Isle of Bourbon, though they are no longer to be

seen in the Isle of France:* they were probably destroyed by the first inhabitants.

This tree is very useful, not only for its fruit, but as it supplies tlie principal wants

of man ;
who derives from it not only food and drink, but wood for building his

habitation, which is covered with its leaves, while its bark furnishes him with clothing

and with fuel.

This island also produces the tree from whence the benzoin is distilled, a resinous

and sweet-smelling gum, which issues from the tree by incision, and whose qualities

are well known. This tree is also a native of Siam, Sumatra, &c. There arc two

kinds of benzoin, the one collected in drops, which is the best, and the other in large

pieces.

The first is clean, transparent, and of a reddish colour, speckled, as it were,

with white spots, that resemble broken almonds. This circumstance has given it the

name of Benzoinum Amygdaldides. It affords an aromatic and pleasant odour,

* There were cocoa trees at Mauritius when it was discovered, but their usefulness- has proved

their destruction.

Bb 2
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and is used by perfumers as well a$ by physicians. The flower of benzoin is ai^

excellent pectoral medicine, and is used also to remove obstructions.

We shall still have occasion to make frequent mention of the Isle of Bourbon

Jn ihe accounts which will follow of the Isle of France, with whose history it is evi-

dently connected, and particularly as they are both under the general jurisdiction of

the same governors. The description of the Isle of France which has been already

given, contains a chronological table of all its governors from its first discovery. As it

furnishes but few interesting events till the arrival of M. de la Bourdonnais, and as the

most authentic and instructive materials, since the commencement of his government,

arc to be found in tlic correspondence of Baron Grant, who was not only an eye

witness of, but absolutely engaged in, that administration, during a period of eleven

years; we shall proceed to give his letters in a regular series, which will communicate

every thing that is to be known of the civil and military history of this island, with

the manners and customs of the inhabitants, for the space of twenty years, without

the least interruption.
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CHAPTER VI.

Zefters of Baron Grant, respecting the Isle of France.—The folio-wing con.,

tains a short general Description, with an Account of the first Operations of

M. de la Bourdonnais, Governor of that Island, to llx Tear 1744.

LETTER II.*

Isle of Fpance, 12th of February, 1741%

Mv first letter contained an extract from the journal of my voyage, with some

local descriptions of ihiwS island, as well as those of Rodriguez and Bourbon, both

from my own observations, and the best information I could obtain from others

:

after having considered the soil and its productions, I shall proceed to describe the

uses to which they are applied, by those whose culture has either produced or im-

proved them for the public advantage, t

It will not appear surprising, that the far greater part of the military officers whom

war has conducted to this island, should wish to fix their abode in it, when all the

circumstances attached to it are faithfully enumerated: a delightful climate, a clear

sky, and a soil which produces every thing that is useful and gratifying to man.

While mountains, whose summits are never covered with snow, and whose declivi-

ties, bright with verdure, are contrasted with towering rocks, compose amphitheatres,

which present a varied .and picturesque scene of grandeur and beauty.

From the tops of the hills, small streams and rivers of a pure and limpid water

gush forth, and, forming beautiful cascades as they fall, wind at length through the

vallics which they fertilize and adopt, at once enriching the country, and refreshing

the dwellings of the happy inhabitants.

• The first Letter was iiiserted in the Introduction.

f Having assisted my father since his return to France, in arranging these letters, (which

were written by him, to his family in Normandy, during his residence at Mauritius), we have

enriched them with observations, the fruits of subsequent inquiry and information.
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Africa and Asia dispute the property of this Island, ti^hich nature has placed in

the vast expanse of the Indian Ocean ; but our modern geographers, better instructed

than the Ptolbmics and the Strabos, have assigned it to the first of these two ancient

quarters of the globe ; though it is altogether free from the dangerous animals with

which those continents are infested.

Certain parts of the forests have been cleared, particularly in the neighbourhood
' of Port Louis, See, and plantations established.

There is but the difference of an hour between the longest and the shortest day.

I shall not mention in this place the violence of the winds, which has already

been particularly detailed : at the same time I shall just observe, that the rains form

our happiness, not only because they refresh the air and arc never of long duration,

but as they are the first cause of the fertility which is our boast.

Hunting, which is pursued without difficulty, and with continual success, is one

of our principal resources.

We have three kiads of partridge, none of which arc the same as those of France,

though some of them approach the red-lcggcd species of our country. From the

heat of the earth, they are compelled to perch on the trees. Guinea fowls are

common in the woods, and there were plenty of white hares, whose flesh is indif-

ferent, but they are now become very rare;

Monkics, parroquets, and bats, are in .great abundance, and arc pursued by the

sportsman. The two latter are generally admitted to the tables of the inhabitants,

notwithstanding the repugnance which the bat at first inspires as an article of food.

The Portuguese alone add monkies to the number of comestible animals.

The number of plantations at this time established in the island amount to one

hundred and fourteen, which are divided into four principal districts, or quarters.

The first, and which is nearest to the town, is that of* la Montague Longue^

making a part of, or adjoining to Vamplemousses.
The second is on the left side of the port, diverging from the quarter of Flacq.

Theahii’d is three leagues from the town, in returning to the right, and is named

by the Dutch, the plains of JVillems.

The fourth, named Mokoy is situated a league beyond the latter, and at the

extremity of the mountains de la Villc,

There is also a fifth quarter, which received from M. de la Bourdonnais the

name of VUlebague^ and is above that of Pamphmoussu,
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There is still another small increasing quarter, called Flick, or Flacq.

The quarter of Port Bourbon

^

on the south-east, continues to be neglected.

The town of Port Louis, which is also called the Can^p, because the Dutch,

when they first visited the island, formed a camp there, is situated at the extremity

of Port Louis, at the opening of a valk y which is about three quaiters of a league

in depth, and four hundred fathoms in breadth, and is terminated by a circular chain

of lofty mountains.

The sides of these mountains are covered with an high grass, which, in dry

seasons, is commonly burned by the Maroon Negroes, This circumstance gives to

the mountains a dreary aspect, and has occasioned some navigators, who have not

landed on the island, to describe it as a barren country.

The highest part of the MorneSy or mountains which inclose the bottom of the

valley, has been shattered; the most elevated of its parts is at its extremity, and is

called Peterbotte. Its summit is terminated by a naked and insulated rock, called

h Ponce, which is. said to resemble the figure of a woman. There are a great

number of trees in the vicinity of the Poucc ; and a rivulet springs from it, which

flows through the town.^

• Tl»e following extract from the Romance of Paul and Virginia, by Bernardln St. Pierre, and

which is the opening of it> is such a correct as well as interesting description, that we have

hesitation in offcilng it as an embellishment to this part ofour History.

“ On the eastern side of the mountain whicl^ rises above Port Louis, in the Isle of France, and

in a spot that bears the marks of former cultivation, are seen the ruins of two huts. They arc

situated near the centre of a circular valley, formed by stupendous rocks, and which opens only to

the north. On the left rises the mountain called the Mornc de la Dicouverte, from whence signals

are displayed to the ships which approach the island, and at the foot of it is the town of Port Lpuis.

On the right is the road wlv^h leads from Port Louis* to Pamplcmousses, and beyond it the church

lifts its head, surrounded by its avenues of bamboo, in the midst of a spacious plain : a forest then

succeeds, which stretches on to the extremities of the isla^id. This spot commands a view of the

Bay du Tombeau

;

a little to the right is Cap Ma/beiireux ; and beyond is the expanded ocean, on

the surface of which appear several uninliabited islands ; and among the rest the Coin de Mire,

which resennbles a bastion in the midst of the waves.

** At the entrance of the valley, which, displays a view of so many various objects, the echoes of

the mountains incessantly rej)eat the hollow noise of the winds which agitate the neighbouring

forests, and the hoarse murmur of the waves that break over the distant reefs ; but near the ruined

huts all is calm and still ; and the objects which there meet the eye, are rude steep rocks, that rise

like St. surrounding rampart. Knots of trees grow at their base, in their rifted sides> and on their
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The houses of which the town consists are built of wood, and covered with

planks and the leaves of the palm tree. They do not rise above the ground floor,

in consequence of the winds and the heat : they are separated from each other by

the gardens that surround them : the streets are in a straight line, and trees should

be planted to render them cool. It is indeed to be lamented, that those which

covered the environs should have been destroyed, as they must have protected the

town and port from the fury of the winds. The soil, as we have already observed,

is sprinkled with rocks.

The island is watered with more than sixty rivulets, though some of them loose

their water in the dry season ; a circumstance which has become more prevalent,

since so much of the wood has been destroyed.

There are a considerable number of pools in the interior parts, which, being in

the midst of the woods, retain their water. Among others, there is a small lake near

the mountain called the Fitofi, which is in the centre of tlie island. It is said that

sea-fish are found in it, though I cannot confirm that account by my own experience

:

it is however but little known, from the remoteness ol its situation.

There is frequently a great difference in the temperature of the air between two

neighbouring plantations, according to the side of the mountains where they are

respectively placed.

There is at present but a small quantity of cattle, as the inhabitants do not

avail themselves of the rivulets to water the districts, which by such a contrivance

would become excellent pasturage ; so that the cows have no more milk than is

necessary to maintain their young.

As there is no butter, we make use of hogs4ard and maniaigre^ a kind of grease

which is brought from India. It resembles the rank butter of Normandy, and its

name indicates its quality. Grease is also furnished from die fat lumps which grow

majestic summits, where the clouds scenv to repose. The showers which their bold pinnaclei

attract, illuminate the dusky declivities with the colours of the rainbow, and feed the springs at

their feet, which swell into the river of the Lataniers,

** In this seclusion reigns the most profound silence: the waters, the air, in short, every clement

peace. The echo scarce repeats the whispers of the palm trees, the joints of whose broad

leaves wave gently in the wind. A soft light beams on the bottom of this deep valley, which the

sun does not reach till noon; but his earliest rays gild the summits of the rocks, whose sharp

peaks, rising above tlte shadows of the mountain, arc cloathed in tints of gold and purple, gleam**

ing on tlw azure sky.
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above the shoulders of the cattle that are brought from Madagascar, and serve as a

saddle to those who ride on them. One of these lumps will weigh from thirty to

forty pounds, and upwards. Its grease, however, is very unpalatable, and instantly

coagulates : hence it is that we prefer hog’s-lard and turtle oil, which never

congeals. '

The water of the rivers appeared at first to be unwholesome, as it gave the

cramp to the young ducks, and brought on the bloody-flux in those persons who

drank them : a quality natural to all waters which are shaded by woods from the

influence of the sun. For though it is injudicious to strip an hot country of its wood,

it is dangerous to inhabit it when entirely covered with forests, particularly in the
«

vicinity of water.

The temperature of a country lately discovered, or newly inhabited, may be

entirely changed by destroying the wood; though such a measure should be adopted

with great consideration, according to the heat of the climate, and the nature of the

soil. It would be necessary to leave the woods on the mountains, and a certain

proportion of them on the plains, in order to attract the clouds, and to feed the

sources of those streams, which, on quitting the shade, would be purified by the sun,

before they arrive in those parts, beneath ihe hills, which are generally preferred by

new settlers for their habitations ; they would then refresh the grounds which are

prepared for pastures in the bottom of vallies. Meadow, as well as arable land,

wshould be partially decorated with masses of wood, inclosing lines, or single trees:

tliey should also be left or planted in such a manner that the air may freely circulate

through them ; while at the same lime they may protect the crops from destructive

winds and parching heat.

The woods which are felled must necessarily be burned; and their ashes will

not only fertilize the sefil, but purify it from reptiles and insects. This plan how-

ever will be adopted, with the exception of those trees which may be applied to useful

purposes; and magazines of them must be formed, to prevent the future devastation

of those parts where it may be neCessary to preserve them.

On the first settlement of any country, a regular and general plan should be formed,

by which all future operations should be governed; and when fire is emploved to

clear the ground, and » small number of settlers have no other means of performing

such an operation, the axe must be used to direct its course, and check its e.xpan.aon

beyond the limits submitted to its fury. A neglect of such precautions caused the

Cc
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destruction of almost all the wood which covered the island of Madeira, on the fint

discovery of it. This conflagration, it is said, lasted seven years. ;

'

In the Isle of France, the banks of the rivers were no sooner deprived of, their,

shade, than the water became wholesome ; but the destruction of all the wood in the

environs of Port Louis, was a fatal error, as it is now exposed to the violence of

the winds, as well as to the beat of the sun, and several of the neighbouring rivulets

-have been dried up.*

At this moment (1740) an eighth part of the island is not yet cleared, so that

it will be long before the population is equal to the extent.

If, however, we are not rich in cattle, we possess a great abundance of fowl,

as well as both land and sea turtle, which are not only a great resource for the sup-

ply of our ordinary wants, but serve to barter with the crews of ships who put in

here for refreshment in their voyage to India.

The time of my arrival, which was the month of August, is the winter season

in this island ; if I may employ such an expression in a country where the houses

are built without chimnies, except for the purposes of the kitchen.

The summer is very dry, and the ground is in a state of aridity during that seasoii

The warm rains then succeed, giving such vigour to vegetation, that the weeds

frequently prevail over the regular crops, which are twofold in the course of the

year. In this season is sown the maize, which serves as the food of the Negroes,

as well as the rice, which the Creole ladies prefer to the finest bread, though simply

boiled in water, and without the least seasoning : they however season their favourite

dishes, which they call Caris and Plots, with the hottest spices.

In the months of May and June we sow our corn, which we reap at the end of

September, as well as various kinds of beans, the greater part of which is sent to the v

magazines of the Company, to be ready for supplying the Ships. Corn generally

produces an hundred-fold.

When the grass springs up in the rainy seasons, it is necessary to take care that

the cattle do not gorge themselves with it, which* would be attended with fatal con-

sequences. This year has been marked with sterility, and our island is menaced

with dearth : indeed, it has happened that the Negroes and labourers have been

necessarily sent to live by hunting in the woods, or the produce of the waters.

These inconveniences however are fully counterbalanced, if it be true, that the cessation of

hurricanes, since the year 1789, has been caused by the great diminution of the woods.
, ^
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The coasts abound in fish, which have been already described, as well as the

enormous eels that are found in the rivers. I have frequently killed them with my

gun in shallow waters. In the rainy and hurricane seasons these rivers become stii-

pendous' cataracts. Our venison, which is fat, is very good, and serves us instead

of beef ; but it must be got from the forests, where the deer are very numerous

:

on account of the heat and their fat, they are easily taken. It is however a circum-

stance to be lamented, that, from the temperature of the air, fresh meat cannot be

kept longer than two days.

The birds yery much diminish in the woods, as the monkies, which are in great

numbers, devour their eggs. The parroquets however are still numerous, as they

make their nests in the holes of the rocks, which the inonkies cannot ascend.

The Governor’s house and the Company’s magazines, which are situated at the

entrance of the port, are built entirely of stone : the latter are placed in front

on each side of the former
j
and the intermediate space, which is considerable, is

used as a place of arms. These edifices are erected in the Italian style, with flat

roofs, which serve as terraces. This small town is the habitation of all those who

are employed in the service of government ; as well as of merchants and others

who arc not possessed of plantations.

The India Company reserves the commerce to itself: it makes advances to

the inhabitants, and is reimbursed by the produce of their plantations. The money

of France is not current here, except pieces of two sous, which do not pass for

more than eighteen deniers, by which valuation we are considerable losers. Of these

we have adequate supplies; but the seafaring people, who sell us certain contraband

articles, insist on being paid in currency, on every piece of which they gam one-

fourth in France : hence it is that our coin is carried away.

We have Spanish fiastres, which with us pass for four livres ten sous, and in

France are taken for five livres two sous, and sometimes more. If we were per-

mitted to engage in commerce, the profit would be certain, from the exchange in our

favour. We have, besides, a paper currency, which is confined to the island: it

consists of parchment bills, from ten to an hundred livres.

At the time of my arrival, M. de la Bourdonnais was Governor of the Isles of

France and Bourbon, bnt he was gone to France, for reasons which will be here-

after explained; and M. St. Martin was Deputy Governor during his absence.

M. de la Bourdonnais, who may be considered as the founder of this colony, acted

C C 2
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so important a part in its establishment and administration, that I should be guilty^

of an inexcusable omission, if I did not give a regular history of him and his trans-

actions to the present moment.

Account of the Administration of M. de la Bourdonnais^ Governor General of the

Isles of France and Bourbon*

1699.—^M. de la Bourdonnais was born at St. Male in 1699, and from his ear-

liest years manifested a decided preference to the naval profession, for which he

was prepared by tlie instructions of the best masters. At the age of te%years he made

his first voyage to the South Seas. In lytg, he made a second, with the rank of

Ensign, to the East Indies and the Phillipine Islands : in this voyage he studied

mathematics under a learned professor of the order of Jesuits.

1717,—In 1716 and 1717, he made a third voyage, to the North Seas, and in

1718 a fourth voyage, to the Levant.

1719.—In 1719 he embarked, for the fourth time, in the service of the India

Company, for Surat, with the rank of Second Lieutenant.

1723.

—In 1723 he went in the same service, and with the rank of First Lieu-

tenant, to India. In the course of this voyage he composed a treatise on the con-

struction of ships. At the same time he rendered a signal service to the Company:

a ship called the Bourbon was stranded, and there were no immediate means^of

saving her from destruction; when M. dc la Bourdonnais had the courage to ven-

ture in a common boat from the Isle of Bourbon to the Isle of France^ from whence

he brought a ship, which came in time to save the stranded vessel, and to enable

her to return to Europe.

1724.

—No sooner was M. de la Bourdonnais returned to France, than he

re-embarked in 1724 for the Indies, with the rank of SecoftU Captain; and in the

course of this voyage M. Didier, Engineer to the King, taught him the science of

fortification and military tactics.

On his arrival in India, he found at Ponditherry several vessels belonging to

the Company, ready to sail on an expedition to get possession of Mabe. The

• We shall proceed to give a detail of the operations of M. de la J^ourdonnais, as well in the

Isles as on the coast of India, to the end of the year 1744, before we resume the subsequent parts

of the correspondence of Baron Grant, in order that no interruption might be given to the course

of interesting events^ in which M, de la Bourdonnais was so materially concerned.
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squadron appointed to this attack was commanded by M. de Pardaillan ; and thoug

M. de la Bourdonnais enjoyed no higher rank than that of Second Captain, he ws

entrusted, on this occasion, with the greater pan of the warlike operations, as we

as the regulation of the forces. He, at the same time, invented a new kind of ral

to facilitate the descent, so that the troops accomplished that object without wettin

their feet, and in complete order of battle. This war lasted till the following yeai

and finished by the capture of Mahe, which was succeeded by a treaty of peace

At that period M, de la Bourdonnais had made effectual preparations to destro;

the settlemen^jlF.the enemy along the coast.

On the termination of the war, he gave himself up entirely to commercial enter

prize, and remained in the Indies to fit out private armaments. He was, indeed

the first Frenchman who engaged in similar undertakings in these seas, in which h

was so successful, as well as in his different voyages in every part of India, that h

made a very ample fortune.

As he had acquired a consummate knowledge of India, and had gained th

confidence of the nations with whom he had traded, be was thereby enabled to ren-

der some important services to the ships of the King of Portugal. He saved two o

them; and was, besides, so fortunate as to conciliate the Arabs and the Portuguese

who were on the point of engaging in actual hostilities in the road of Moka

:

the}

were equally grateful to him for his beneficial interposition ; and his conduct or

this occasion induced the Viceroy of Goa to invite him to enter into the service oi

the King of Portugal, as captain of a ship ; and, as an inducement to accept th<

proposition, that officer presented him with the Order of Christ, and letters pateni

of nobility, which were accompanied with the title of Agent of his Portuguese Ma-

jesty on the coast of Coromandel. M. de la Bourdonnais accepted these offers, ir

order to gain a more perfect acquaintance with the resources and extent of the com-

merce of India, and he remained during two years in the service of the crown ol

Portugal. He was more particularly induced to enter into this engagement from the

confidential communication of the Viceroy of Goa, respecting a projected attack on

Mombaze. M. de la Bourdonnais was entrusted, under the orders of the Viceroy,

with the siege of this place, which the Portuguese were anxious to retake ; and he

was animated with the hope of acquiring honour in this expedition : but when the

design failed, from an alteration in the plans of the Portuguese government, he

returned into France in 1:733. In the following year, after several confercuccs
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with the ministers on the state of the colonies and the commerce of India, the king

was pleased to appoint him Governor General of the Isles of France and Bourbon.-

1735.—Thus furnished with every necessary power, both from the government

and the India Company, he embarked in the beginning of the year 17355 and arrived

at his government in the month of June. The object of the minister in appointing

him to this important office, was the re-establishment of good order, in a country

which was a scene of licentiousness, confusion, and anarchy.

To give an idea of the situation in which he found these islandsjwhen he arrived

there, it must be observed, that the Isle of Bourbon was by certain

'

Frenchmen who saved themselves from the massacre of Fort Daupjui^ at Mada^_

gascar^ and several handicraftsmen of different vessels, who were joined by other

Europeans of various descriptions. With respect to the Isle of France, it was not

inhabited till between the years 1712 and 1720, and even then the number of per-

sons settled on it were so few that, till 1730, the India Company were doubtful

whether they should keep, or abandon it. At length, however, these two islands

have had their distinct destinations; the one to the culture of coffee, and the other to

afford refreshment to ships employed in the India and China trade. The soil of the

Isle of Bourbon being proper for plantations of coffee, they have succeeded there,

and attracted a considerable number of inhabitants. Tlie advantages of the Isle of

France being of another kind, it became expedient to form a colony there, for the

purpose of furnishing vessels with provisions and other necessary refreshments.

The most natural and efficacious means, therefore, was to make an advance of

live and dead stock, necessary implements, and slaves, to the inhabitants; to put

them in a condition to form a settlement with the views already mentioned ; but the

Company was disappointed in its expectations, from the injudicious manner in which

these advanccvS were made, to all kinds of people, without" inquiring whether they

had the industry or the talents necessary to ensure success. In short, till the arrival

of M. de la Bourdonnais, the Isle of France had been very burthensome to the

Company, who, exhausted by the continual supplies which it required, had given

very precise orders to M. de la Bourdonnais, not only to withhold any future advances

to the inhabitants, but also to exact reimbursements of all those which had been already

made. It may be readily imagined, that the communication of these indispensable

orders alienated the minds of the people; but this was not the only difficulty with

which M. de la Bourdonnais had to contend, in the execution of his commissicwi.
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Tlie administration of justice, of the police, and of commerce, as well as the

miHtaiy and marine departments, were a source of still more painful occupations.

He found justice administered by two Councils, one of which depended on the

other: the Superior Council was in the Isle of Bourbon, Since the arrival of M.

de la Bourdonnais, his Majesty issued letters patent, which conferred an equal power

on the Council in the Isle of France, in whatever concerned the criminal law. With

respect to the general administration, the Council where the Governor resided, was

to be the superior. As may be supposed, these alterations were attended with very

beneficial effec^: M. de la Bourdonnais may boast that, during the eleven years of

his government, there was but one law-suit in the Isle of France, as he accommo-

dated all disputes by his own amiable interposition. It might also be added, that

after his arrival those disputes, which had so often interrupted the harmony of the two

councils, no longer prevailed.

The police was also a very interesting object; more particularly as the Maroon

Negroes carried disorder and desolation into the very heart of the Isle of France.

M. de la Bourdonnais discovered the secret of destroying them, by arming blacks

against blacks, and in forming a marechaussee of the Negroes of Madagascar, wlio

at length purged the island of the greater part of these marauders. As for commerce,

there was no idea of it when M. de la Bourdonnais arrived in the islands. He first

planted the sugar-cane there, and established manufactures of cotton and indigo.’*^

The one finds a vent at Surat, Moka, and in Persia, and the others in Europe.

Agriculture was equally neglected in these islands ; and such was the indolence

of the inhabitants, that they did not avail themselves of the advantages with which

the surrounding soil was ready to reward their labour. M. de la Bourdonnais, how-

ever, gave a new turn to their character, awakened a spirit of activity, and brought

them to cultivate all the‘' grain necessary for the subsistence of the two islands, in

order that they might be no longer subject to that state of dearth which had been

so frequent in them, and which had annually compelled the inhabitants to apply

to bunting and fishing, to the naifve fruits and roots of the country, for their

subsistence. With this view also M. de la Bourdonnais introduced, though not

without considerable difficulty, the cultivation of the manioc^ which he at length

obtained from the island of St. Jago and the Brazils. He was, indeed, obliged to

• The sugar-works which M. <le la Bourdonnais had established in the Isle of France produced,

ftt this time (1750) a clear annual revenue of sixty thousand livres to the India Company.
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employ his authority to compel the people to cultivate this plant, though it was to

prove an infallible resource against that scarcity which they had so often sufiFered.

He published an ordinance, by which every inhabitant was obliged to plant five

hundred feet of ground with manioc for every slave which he possessed. Never-

theless the greater part of them, attached to their old customs, and disposed to resist

authority, spared no pains to discredit this branch of agriculture; and some of them

even carried their aversion to it so far as to destroy the plantations, by secretly

moistening them with boiling water. Sensible, at length, of the folly of their former

prejudices, they now experience and acknowledge the utility of this plant, which secures

the islands from the possibility of famine : when their harvests are laid waste by hur-

ricanes, or destroyed by locusts, which frequently happens, the inhabitants find in

the manioc the means of repairing their misfortunes.

Besides this root, which grows in great abundance, these islands produce at present

from five to six hundred measures of corn ; whereas, previous to the arrival of M. de

la Bourdonnais, the quantity was very trifling, indeed, in the Isle of France, and

still less in the Isle of Bourbon,

But it was not sufficient to provide for the subsistence of the inhabitants by the

cultivation of the earth, it was also necessary to put the islands themselves in a state

of security; for he found them without magazines, or fortifications, or hospitals;

nor had they any workmen, or troops, or marine force. To attain these objects

M. de la Bourdonnais spared no exertions; but they were attended with such diffi-

culties and mortifications, from the actual state of things, as well as from the cha-

racter of the inhabitants, that he had frequently determined to renounce the

enterprize.

When he left France, he had been .assured that he should find at the Isles several

French engineers, not one of whom was there on his arrival ; as there had been

continual disputes between them and the members of the Council, and they were

returned to France to complain of the treatment which they had received: so that he

found the body of engineers reduced to a Mulatto, who superintended the construc-

tion of a small windmill, in an unfinished state : there was also a magazine, which

had been building for four years, and was yet without a roof, and a very small house

for the chief engineer. Such were the only public buildings which he found on his

arrival in the Isle of France. The Isle of Bourbon could not boast a superior

degree of preparation.
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As be was without any engineer or architect, he was under the necessity of

assuming both those characters; and being well acquainted with mathematics, and

the science of fortification, he formed such plans as were approved by the Company.

In order to carry them into execution, he produced workmen of' every kind, by

putting a large number of Negroes into a state of apprenticeship, under the very few

master workmen which he had with him : nor is it easy to conceive the difficulfy he

had to compel the one to afford instruction, and liic others to receive it. At length,

, however, he found himself in possession of a sufficient number of workmen to carry

his designs into c'iccution. But the obstacles to them did not end here: to collect

a sufficient (|iuuuity of materials, was a very arduous operation
;

trees were to be

, felled in tlic wood, stone to be hewn from the quarry, and carriages wcic to he con-

structed to convey them to their destination. Besides, there were no roads along

which they could pass, or horses to draw them. Roads were therefore to be formed,

and bullocks were to he broken in to the yoke ; aiid all these various preparations

were to ])c made by people whose indolence resisted all labour, and whose minds

were insensible to the general good and the public interest. M. de la Bourdonnais

however contrived, by a wise application of gentle means, and rigorotis severity, as

‘diffcient occasions and characters required, to erect very considerable works, whose

utility and advantage arc now univcisally acknowledged.

But it is not the Company alone which has derived advantage from these labours:

the colony has experienced infinite advantages, ssince, by the establishment of roads,

the employment of cairiages, and, ahovo all, by the emulation iliat M. de la Bour-

donnais had awakened among the inhabitants, be reduced the greater pait of the

necessary materials, such as wood, chalk, See, to a fifth part of tlicir former vajiic.

The only hospital in the Isle of France was a large Imt, formed witli slakes or

pallisadoes, which would not contain more fhan thiity beds; when he ordered a

commodious building to be erected for that purpose, in which from four to five

hundred beds might be conveniently placed. The administration of the hospitals

was attended with incredible trouble to M. de la Bouidonnais; and, for one entire

year, he found it absolutely necessary to pay them a daily visit
; but even this pain-

ful aticuiign could not preset ve them fiom the bad effects of negligence, inca|»acity,

knavery, and ingratitude.

It would be needless to enter into a detail of all the various buildings and works

which M. de la Boutdonnais had caused to be erected in the course of his admi-

Del
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nistration : it will be sufficient to observe, that they consisted not only of magazines,

arsenals, batteries, fortifications, and barracks for the officers, &c. but also mills,

quays, offices, shops, canals, and aqueducts. The aqueduct in the Lslc of France,

which conveys fresh water to the port and the hospitals, is six thf)usand yards in

length. This accommodation is attended with inexpressible advantages, both to the

inhabitants, and the ships which arrive there for refreshment.

,
It is well known that the Governor General exerted himself with the same inde-

fatigable spirit, in every thing which related to the marine in the port of the Isle of

France. Ilclbre his arrival, the inhabitants were so ignorant of every thing that

related to ship-building, that they were not qualified to make tire slightest repairs

of their own fishing boats; but were obliged to have recourse to the carpenters of

ships who put into their harbours. He therefore did not delay to avail Itimsclf of

the numerous advantages which the island possessed, to acquire some degree of mari-

time importance. He encouraged the inhabitants to support him in this patriotic

undertaking; and, by their clTorts, so large a quantity of wood had been cut down,

fetched from the woods, and worked up into preparatoty forms, that, in the course

of two years, he found himself poswsessed of materials sufficient to commence his

naval works.

1737.—He began by making pontoons to careen ships, as well as to load them,

and lighters to carry water; he also built cauocs and large boats, for the transport

of materials and other daily service. In 1737, he undertook to build a brig, which

proved an excellent vessel. In the folit)wiirg year he built two other vessels; and put

a ship of live hundred tons on the stocks. In short, from his persevering spirit and

inde;jltatigable skill, they now build and refit ships as well at the Isle of France, as in

any port of the East ; nay, in consequence of certain machines, invented by M. de

la liourdonnais, sliips ate accommodated, particularly in obtaining water, with unri-

valled expedition.

Previous to his arrival, the captains of the Company’s ships had assumed a degree

of independence, which by no means accorded with the good order and advantage of

the service ;
nor could they conceal ihcir dissatisfaction at being commanded by

a man who was so lately their comrade. They w^ere jealous also of the Croix de

St, Louis, with which he had been honoured by his majesty. The service was in

danger of suffering from these discontents, and required all the resolution as well as

eonciliating powers wliich M. dc la Bourdonnais possessed, to restore good order
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and discipline in its different departments. ' But tlioiigh the officers of the Company

did not venture to oppose themselves to his regulations, as they could not with any

degree of’ justice refuse their assent to the necessity of them, they continued to enier-

tain a secret rcvsentmcnt against him. In the first years of bis government, from the

natural state of the island, and afterwards, from an unfortunate mortality among the

horned cattle, he was not enabled to furnish the Company's ships with their full

complemc!)t of meat ; the captain^^^^^,^hcrefore, though they appeared perfectly satisfied

with his endeavours, and left lurir^ith every exterior approbation of his conduct,

were no sooner arrived in France, thrai they presented their complaints against him,

for neglect in furnishing tiicin with the necessary supplies for their homeward

voyage: nor was it long before he was sensible that these representations had been

received with a degree of credit which they did not deserve.

1740.—I'hc death of his wife rendered it necessary for him to return to France;

and on his arrival there, he I'ourtd ati unaccountable prejudice prevailed against him,

not only in the minds of the ministers and the Company, but of the public at large.

In this unmerited situation he made his complaints to Cardinal FIcury
; stated in

the strongest terms his fidelity to the king, and his zeal for the Company, and de-

manded pci mission to offer his justification against the secret charges which had

been made against him ; declaring, at the same time, that he was ready to render an

hundred fold to any one, who could prove that he had received the least injustice

from him. He made the same application to the Count dc Maurepns, and M.

Ourry, Comptiollergcncral ; when he Was informed, that the accusations against

him should undergo a very scrupulous examination.

At this time a publication appeared against him, containing a lovig detail of cli^rges

respecting Ins conduct, as governor of the Isles of France and Bourbon. But, con-

vseious of Ins own rectittfde, and despising the author of these calumnies, he let them

pass away without any particular answer. At length, however, he thought it neces-

sary to check the coutsc of public prejudice, which ran with vso much violence

against him; and he completely efiteted it by the justification which.be published.

For the public not only received him to their former good opinion, but the minis-

ters also expressed their approbation of his ccmduci.

He found, however, .new subjects of chagrin and discontent, from the secret

enemies which he now discovered in the Company, This circumstance very sensibly

affected him; he perceived the difficulties that would unavoidably arise from being

D d 2
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thwarted in his designs, which would inevitably happen, when, among those to whotB

he was accountable for the excciuion of his office, and who possessed the [> )\ver lo

command the details, there were several who, from inolivxs w^hicli they dared

r

not to avow, were strongly disposed to ironble the repose, and disconcert the mea-

sures, of his government. He had, therefore, determined to rcsigir his situation f'biu

tlic ministers to whom he communicated thivS resolution, would not permit him to

execute it.

The wish to retire, however, still occupied his mind; when the prcparatiotis that

were making in the several ports of Fiance, announced a ruj)turc wirh Urcat Britain

and Holland. He accordingly formed a plan, to arm a certain number of ships to

attack the commerce of those two countries; and his fiicnds foiincd such san-

guine expectations of his project, that, in order to facilitate its compieiion, they

proposed to advance five millions of livres, on condition that he would take a tenth

share, in the armament. This proposition was no sooner made, than he liastcncfl to

Fontainblcan, to commnnicaU his plan oi' operations to the Count de Maurepas,

and to demand his permission to carry it into immediate execution.

His plan was as follows : To equip six vessels and two liigates, and to set sail

for India. If war should be declared, he woukb be ready to attack the commerce

of Great Britain, and to undertake expeditions against its colonics. He tlien en-

gaged to apply whatever money he should take, to the serviLC of tlic Company,

which would render it unnecessary for tliein to scud any specie out of the kingdom
;

and, in order that he might not interfere with their privileges, he would dispose of

the merchandize which he niiglit possess himself, in the South Seas. Ilis next

object w'ould be to return to China; and having exchanged the money for wdiich

he had sold liis cargoes, into gold, to touch at the Isles of France and Bourbon,

in order to. supply tlic Com[)any with whatever funds it nfiight require, and to bring

the rest to France. If, however, war slpuld not be declared, he then engaged to

freight his ships for the benefit of the Company.

This project was highly approved by die ministers ; and M. de la Bourdonnais

was infotmed, that die government would furnish him with two frigates, that the East^

India Company would add four vessels, and that the king would appoint him to

the command of the squadron : at the same time he was ordered to execute for the

Company, the plan he had formed for himself, with the assurance, that his Majesty

would lake care of him and his fortune.
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But flattered as M. dc la Bourdorinais may be supposed to b.ave been by these

marks of confidence and favour, he was well aware of the opposuinn he should find

from the Company, who, piqued at not having been consulted in a project, in which

they were so materially concerned, would manifest their discontent by delaying the

operations of the armament: nor did the promise of the minister, to advance him

to a disiinonidied rank in the naval service of France, and thereby secure him from

any vexatious proceedings on the part of the Company, satisfy his mind, or remove

his apprehensions.

In short, the ("ompnny represented the proposed expedition as injurious to their

intetests, and that it could not produce any advantage to the state. Thc)', consc-

qucnily, indisposed the public mind against it, and its supposed projector. Accord-

ingly M. dc la Bourdonnais inlrealed the minister to discharge him from the service,

and to employ some other person, who was better qualified than ifimself, to conci-

liate the confidence of ihc^Company. But his remonstrances were not heard, and

he was ordered to obey tiie commands of his sovereign. M. Ourry, the Comptroller

of lilt' Maiine, howeVer, undertook to dissipate his alarm, by making the Directors

of the Company declare to M. dc la Bourdonnais, in hispiescncc, that they would

aiTt)r(l him every assistance and support in their power.

ijii.— M.de !a Bourdonnaiffthercforc, left Paris in the month of February 1 741,

with the geneial commission of captain of a frigate; and the particular edmmission

to command the Mars, one of the king’s ships of war.

lie chose the Isle Grande, on the coast of Brazil, as a refreshing place, from

its imcimediaie situation; and the Company's ships, from that time, followed his

example. After passing twenty-two days there, to exercise and refresh his ciews, he

set sail Irom th.encc with the lirrcc largest vessels, and in fifty-six days he ai rived at

the Lsic of I’lancc, Ar/^ust 14, 1741. He left one of his ships at the Isle Grande,

to wait lor anotlrcr which had not appeared when he quitted ii.

He now learned that the Mahratlas tbixatcned Pondicherry; and to prevent

a seige of that jdaee, or to maijjtain it against a bcsciging enemy, the Isles

of France and Bourbon had already transported their garrisons thither. This

int'. liigcnce cau-sed him no small disquietude; and he considered it to be of the last

importance to proceed with all possible diligence to Pondicherry, after having put

his islands in a state of security. To fulfil this iwo-fold object, he began by order-

ing a fort to be constructed upon one of the peninsulas which defends the port of
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the H!c of France; he then directed that the inhabitants should, on Sundays, be

trained to the use of arms; he marked out their posts and places of rendczvoiiSj

with orders to repair there on tlie first alarm : and, lastly, he gave directions that

tlic first vessel which might arrive, vshould be sent to Goa to fetch provisions.

Having settled these various, necessary, and wise regulations, in the Isle of Bourbon,

he set sail from it on the 2 2d August, with the squadron, and arrived at Bondi-

cherry the 30th September, which, to his great satisfaction, he founji in a state of

perfect tranquillity, from the excellent conduct of M. Dumas, the governor, who

had found means to prevent the Mahrattas from undertaking the siege, d he fac-

tory at Mahe, was, however, in great danger, having been blockailed for eighteen

months by the people of the country; and, in consequence of ih.e suggestions of

the governor and council of Pondicherry, he set sail on the 2 id of October to ilic

relief of that place.

During his voyage thither, he employed his utmerst attention to exercise his

forces, which were raw and undisciplined; and, norwuthstanding the almost iiisujKi-

able cUniculties which presented themselves, he contrived by diligemcc, skill, and

a perfect knowledge of the country, to fit his people for the service wlierLin they

were to be employed.

The enemy, with whom he liad to contend, ^Tcciipicd a mountainous. country,

interseefed hv ditches of fifteen feet in depth, w'hich might be considered as so many

slaughter-houses to the Kuropeans who should be so rash as to venuire among

them. These people, which arc called Naires, are of a large size, of a copper

colour, and active and vigorous. Their sole profession is that of arms, and

they would be excellent soldiers, if they were in a state of discipline. As they fight

W'ithont order, they take to flight wdicncver they are attacked by superior force ;

but if they find themselves pressed with vigour, and ghat they arc in actual

danger, they re-engage with desperate fury, and an unyielding resolution to conquer

or to die.

The Naires which were encamped before Muhe^ had determined to make an

attack on the follow'ing day, w'hcii M. dc la Bourdonnais arrived with two ships; and

the discmbarkmciu of his troops checked their design. As there was no kind of

proportion between the numbers of the enemy, and the handful of men which he

comuuindcd, he did not venture to risk a general engagement. His knowledge and

experience suggested to him, that he could alone insure success by opposing order
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and pi'CcantloH, to men who knew no other rule of warfare but the impetuosity of

tlic moment. He began, therefore, by opening a trench opposite one of the enemy’s

batteries which greatly annoyed the town; and the work was conducted with such

expedition that, on the third day, it reached within thirty fathom of the outworks of

that baU(‘ry. Here, however, he met with a piece of marshy ground, which pre-

vented him from advancing: be was therefore reduced to the necessity of making

a paralki, to lodge a body of troops sufficient to sustain the liead of the woik, as it

was Ills design to maintain that post till the arrival of the other ships, which he

daily expected.

As soon as one of them arrived, he sent all the troops, as they landed, into the

trenches, in older to accustom them to the fire of the cnen^y, which was incessant;

and they soon acquiied the resolution and habits of the military character.

Ill the night of the third of December, he ordered a battery to be constructed,

which was attacked in the morning by the enemy. As he had foreseen d\is attack,

he had the jirecaution to conduct eight hundred men thither, who repulsed the

enem)' wnh great bravery. He then made a general attack, which was supported

with such spirit and activity, that the enemy, unable to sustain it, took to flight, and,

having lost five 1 unclrcd men, l^thc French masters of all their posts and in-

treiichments, with eight pieces ofeannon.

He now |)roccedc(l to negoclate a peace for Mdhc with the Naires^ which was

concluded in February, 1742, and he then returned to the Isk\s of France and Bour-

bon, where his presence was essentially necessary. Here he waited for the intelli-

gence which he daily expected, that war was declared between France and Orcat

liritain.

By a letter, dated the 1st of October, 1742, addressed to M. de la Botirdonnais,

Cardinal Fleury comm^inicated to him the* high approbation of tlic King, and

expressed his own eulogimn of his services; at the same time he gave orders that

letters of nobility should be expedited to him to the Isle of Bourbon.

As his ships arrived at the islands, he ordered them to be successively refitted;

so that ht had his fleet ready in the month oi May, in a better state of equipment

than whqti it left France. The hostilities of Mahc bejng terminated, and the islands

not only cultivated, but siifliciently fortified to resist any attack, he waited for the

information that war was declared, to engage in his premeditated expedition against

the enemies of France in India.
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But this pK)jert, on which liLs hopes had so long rested, was doomed to end in.

disappoiiitineiit ; for at the moment when be was looking to the fame l'<c shc">uld

ac(]tiirc, and the service he should render to his country, he received positive orders

from the Company to disarm liis squadron; and, to quench all representations oh

his ])art, he was expiessly commanded to send every ship home, aiu,! let them rcriirn

('m})ty, rattier than keep one of them at the islands* In this unexpected and mortil'

JViiig conjuncture, he had no akei native but obedience, ddie ]''rcnch government,

however, soon icpented of this measure; and M. de la Bourdonnais, being persuaded

that, in the circumstances wherein he was placed, it would be impossible foi iiim lo

exert himself to any jnirpose of distinction or j)ublic advantage, at least ci|ual

to his liopcs, demanded ])ermisslon of the ministers to return to France, d’his

rc<picst howevcT was refused; as it was thouglit ahsolutcly neccssai}' for the welfare

of India, that a person of his talents, local knowledge*, and integrity, should ix*main

there, for the nUtnesls of his country in that part of the glube.

!•— de la Bourdonnais finding himself' obliged lo remain in his governmetig

and that he must no longer iuduigt* liim>e!f in military speculations, ga\'(’ himse lf up

entirely to a/conoinical an angements. He employed himself in estalijj^hing sugar,

indigo, and cottem works, which he had begun expence, and had atisweied

his utmost e\q>cciations. In tlicsc occupations he was busily engage d, wiicn, on the

iith of September, 1741, he received the intelligence from Europe, diat war had

been declared between J^d'ance and England.
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CHAPTER VI

L

TIm Letters ofBaron Grant conimucd,^Inierior Slate and Condition of the Island.

—Narrative of the Shipwreck of the Sf, Ocran.—An Account of the Grenville

Family,—Interesting Circumstances relative to M. de Grenville ForvaL

LETTER in,

Jsle of France, ... 4 , 17-4 2.

I IN FOR M r.i) you in my second letter, of the reception I met with from the Deputy

Governor aiul liic ('k>uncil, who have expressed a desire to keep rne in this country,

where I may at the same lime continue in the service. I accoidingly received a

grant of a ecuain quantity of uncultivated ground, in a slate to he immediately

cleared, as veil as six slaves, consisting of two Negro men, two women, with a boy

and gul
;

file iimn at thiec hundicd livres each, the women at two humlred, and

the two others at one hundred aiul (ifty, amounting a)l together to thirteen hundied

livres; to be repaid from the produce of the ground, when it shall be advanced into

a state of eullivanon. This little troop were for some time employed in a plan-

tation, wlicu' they learned to woik, and gain their immediate subsistence, which

consists orjnai/Ci though w?e begin to grow manioc as forid for ilie slaves. The

Caplain of the Hercules, the slii}) which brouglit rne Iterc, received the hist orders

to take in inanioc at tiic Povtuguese island of St. Jago, and we put iu there for that

purpose.

My allotment of ground is situated between two rivers, which foiin its limits.

One of tl'icse rivers falls in a cascade of upwards of llmce hundred feet, at a small

distance from my situation
;
which, you will consequently perceive, is in the vicinity

of the mountains. I soon clearcd4he ground, which is eflected by destroyitig tlte

wof>d ; as the whole of this country, which is not in a state of cultivation, is one

continued forest; and in attending to this object, i emjiioyed the. time which

was not engaged in military duties. Tliesc, however, are not very impvirtr.nt in

time of {>e0ice. The trees are cut down breast high, and burned : tlie ground is then

prepared for seed, and the work of cultivati(m commences. 1 received considerable

E c
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assistance in preparing my plantation, from the liberal and active kindness of my

neighbours and their slaves, according to the usual custom of this island.

The labour of my slaves soon produced sufficient to indemnify me for iheir pur-

chase; and my activity and attetuions have procured me tl^e encourai’ing approba-

tion of all aroiUKl me. I fust cmjdoycd my Negroes to erect bats for tlu^msclves,

and when that necessary o])jcct was accomplished, 1 contrived a cottage for myself.

My occupations prove a source of infinite amuscnuMit to me; though the

Negroes require a continual attention, and I fiequently rise in the iiight to see if

they are in their lints. They aic very fimd of noctuinal excursions, either to gratify

their gallantry, or to jiilfcr from their neighbours: indeed so strong \$ this disposi-

tion in them, that no severity seems equal to the correction of it.

'The Oilices of religion are regularly performed to ilie Negroes rnoining and

evening in every plantation, and they arc married by a simple ceremony, suited to

their understandings. We assort these matclies in the best manner v/e are able,

and endeavour to gratify their inclinations wiienever it is in our pover, d’he (Tie-

mony consists in nothing more than a short discourse, recommending muiual kind-

ness and fidelity, accompanied with a menace of punishment to ilic party win) shall

be guilty of any niisbehaviour or improper conduct. 'Fhe whip is ihc instrument of

justice enqdoycd on these occasions; and tlie person who is appointed to exercise it

is called the Commander, ddiis officer punishes the offences of the man; !)ui if the

wife sluuild b(* guiliy, the whip is condgoed to the hushanJ, wlio may correct lier

in the presence of the commander; thougn it often happens that he pardons her on

the spot, and they dt'part peifecily icconcilcd. Notwithst;in:iii*g their occasional

disagreements, they are in genet al fond of each other, and thsiovei the most uuKlcr

affection for their cduldren.

I sow'cd ihc ground which I had cleared, with rice at id m^iize; hut the rainy season

was not yet commenced, it being \\^ early pari of january
;

jaiul the latter grain was

exposed to tlie devastation of me rats; vso that 1 sowed another crop when the rains

carciC on, vduch may be cun-ilcred as the rnapure of this soil: indeed no other is

necessary, us etu.h year a two fold harvest, 'I'hc corn, which is excellent,

though us grain is small, remams but four months in the earth
;
and PTcnch- beans are

equally lapid in iheir progress to maturity: but our harvests are infested by those

very destructive enemies, t!ic locusts, which fly like birds, and come no one knows

from whence, in such clouds as to uaiken the sky. They cat the plants down to the
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very eartli; they then lay their eggs, which arc speedily hatched, and the ground is

covered with they soon hop about, and would shortly rise upon the wing if

they were not destroyed. The mode of attaining this very iinpoitant object, is as

follows: small holes are made in the groinid about tlie size arid depth of the crowti

of an hat, into which the Negroes, with small brooms, sweep tlte young tiibcs, and

having covered them with earth, they press it down with their feet. As the practice

)s universal over the islatid, this mischievous insect is at length destroyed,

I'he rats arc very large, and issue from the woods during the night. Iti or{ler to

destroy them, the NegroCvS set traps along die holder of the woods: they consist of

wooden balls cut in Italf, the Hat side being placed towards the ground; these arc

suppoiU'd by tluee small pieces of wood, and some grains of maize arc placed up

tlicm; so that when the rats seize on the bait, the scrni-hall fails and crushes them.

d'he monkies, very fortunately for us, never quit their retreats but during the

day. Negro boys arc placed to make a noise about the woods, in order to friglricn

diem; but these ennning animals will, if possible, discover some avenue wliich is not

giiarded, and carry off wliat they can find. Fowling-pieces and hounrls arc more

eOediuil; but ro great is their address atid agility, that, tiiough they are as large as

a common spaniel, they contrive to hide themselves among the branches in such a

manner, and leap from one tree to anodicr with such rapidity, that it becomes a

very difficult matter to destroy them. They have also a discipline, which I know

not bow to attiibule to mere instinct; as, on their marauding parties, they have sen*

lincls, who are placed in cveiy necessary point, to give the signal of ap])K)arhing

danger. To these mischievous animals may be added, the huriicanc aud the dry

seasons: the lightning is also very violent, and the thunder louder than is 1 eird in

other parts, from the position of the mountains. Toru’ats of rain and whirlwinds

precede the hurricanes, which nothing can resist: but they are necessary evils, hke

our wnnteis in France. Wc escaped them last year, and have been attaedted hy

epidemical disorders. The smallpox still prevails. In Chiina, that disease has been

very fatal ; and a ship coming from that country might readily infect our little Island.

It is however worthy of observation, titat the Isle of Fouibon has experienced

the effects of four hurricanes, and we were not sensible of one ol'ihem.

This circumstance has .been very favourable to the cultivation of the b uiana,

which are in great abundance, as violent winds arc fatal to them. 'i1ic ticc,

or rather the plant that bears this fruit, is about ten feet in height, and it may be cut

£ c z
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througli with the stroke of a sabre as easily as a cabbage stock. Eggs sell for a

sous, and chicken nr one livre ten sous,

VVe now make wiicalen bread of our own growth : the corn is ground by a small

hand-mill, which gives rather a coarse Hour, but the bread is of a ve ry agreeable

tavSte.' This will prove very advantageous to the island, as the (lour brought from

Europe is often spoiled in the course of the voyage, and bread then bcci>mes extra-

vagantly dear,

G it A N I

.

TETTER IV.

Tie of Franre, ist of Juno, 174^*

1 proceed to give you a detail of my present situation. Y(ni already know iluu

the Council had granted me six slaves; but the strongest of them has aluauly quitted

me to join a party of runaway Negroes, who live on the fruits of nftaiii nal iapiuc.

Wc consider them as obnoxious animals, and bunt them down in the same manna.

My fugitive has accor<ling]y suffered on one of bis marauriing cxpediuojts, wltcrt he

was shot. 'I bis black cost me three hundred livies; and since the return of the

Governor, the slaves of Iris kinrl arc sold hrr a thousand. This is a considerable

loss in the first instance, besides the value of his labour; hut 1 am consoled by the

kind and ready assistance I receive from my fiicnds and neighbours. 1 have since

purchased a Negress, at a public auction, for three hundred and fifty livres, or an

hundictl piastres, winch in France would amount to upwards of five hundred livres,

to be paiii in grain in the course of the year.

M. dc la Eourclonnais has promised 10 let me have four blacks, on iris return, af

seven hundred aird twenty livres each, one-third of which sum is to be paid itr giain,

on receiving than, and the rest in three years. He is now at the Isle of Bourbon;

and as I have already delivered to the magazines, on his acc6unt, a quantity of ntaize,

to the value of nine hundred and fifty livres of this country, 1 shall receive my slave;?

as soon as be returns.

Wc hov^ever experience difficulties ofmany kinds ; besides the diiigmentation in

ihcir price, di'^ca.sc, death, and flight, deprive us of our NcgrOei^y We are also

subject to the caprice of those in power, who change ev<fn the price of grajn, not-

withstanding the difficulty in conveying it to the port, which is at the distance of

three leagues, Tht price of maize was fifty livres the wii/ier, and ^fier the succeeding
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harvest it. wa,s reduced to forty. We also raised beans* which were received at

the .magazines at an hundred livres the 7jiillter; hut the cultivation of that grain is

now entirely suppressed, and the growth of wljeat otdored in its stead; which does

riot exceed it in price, is a much less certain crop, and requires a fourfold proportion

of time and labour.

There arc not more at present than an hundred and fifteen plantations, divided

into four districts or qtunlers, at the distance of alvjut six leagues from each other :

nevertheless, t!:cre is a fiiifcrencc of upwards of six weeks in their respective seeding

time's and harvests. In the plains of Willems we arc but a league from Moka,

where they do not ('iqoy an e{|nal degree of warmth with us. Idiis circtnnsuncc

is occasioned by the mountains that separate us; we arc on the siumy side of them,

while ihcir shade chills the environs of Moka, and retards their Inirvesis. The port

is inclosed by tlio moumains in the form of an he)rse-sln>e towards the sun, which

jn'otluces an extreme heat to the month cd' July, when the air acquires some degree

of freshness. Clouds of slinging ilics, gnats, and fleas, are extremely troublesome

in that Situation, '('he air having more activity in the plantaiiems, these tormenting

insects cannot live among them. The confined air of the port occasions diseases;

but as I am only obliged to go there once a month to attend the review, and never

remain tin re moic than twenty-four hours, 1 have been so fortunate as to escape

them. Indeed, a longer absence might be attended with very serious consccjuences.,

as (he (irmand (iie most auentive vigilance, or very severe punishment.

I choose If) ado])i tiu: former ; and, to declare my real scniuncnts, I think the rural

occupations anti enjoyment of my plantation, infinitely preferable to the busy scene

oftlK-pOO.

I'his island, with all its charms, has its inconveniences, but they arc of a nature to

be soon bn gotten, amid ihe various advantages and pleasing ciicumstanccs which

are enjoyed , and, after ail, who would not wish to be the inhabiiam of a s[rot where

tlK'ie are ncidicr taxes or law-suits.»^ As for myself, I have a few slaves, and a tract

of grotmcl to occupy them, with giain to sow it. My harvc.sts have been successful,

as well as those fruit trees which form a part of niy revcnvie. We have standard

peaches and apple trees fiom Normandy. Their fruit is lipc in January, when the

ships arrive ; and as iluyscamcn arc famished for fruit and vegetables, they arc ready

to pay a liandsovne price for tfiem. The other fruits are figs, bananas, both green

and yellow, the anana, dales, See, See.
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By the next arrivals from Europe, we shall be informed if it be peace or war.

We arc, at all events, making preparations to defend ourselves in case of an attack,

and the Creoles arc all soldiers. As for the rest of our population, it consists of an

handful of people from every province in France; with whom, f must acknowledge,

it would be indiscreet to form an intimate connection, without much preliminary

precaution and experience.

G R A N 'r.

LETTER V.

Isle of France, 28th of Decensber, 1714.

It is now a year since we expected a large vessel, called the ‘>7. (leran^ which was

appointed to hiing the necessary supplies to tlicsc islands, and it anived only to !k*

shipwrecked on tlds coast, off a small adjoining uninhabited island, called (he Isle

d* /Imore. Ibe pilot, who had nc\cr been (‘mployed but in very small vcessels, knew^

not how to guide so large a ship on this perilous coast; so that sliC was lost with ail

her cargo, and only seven of her crew escaped. We arc destined to remain with-

out those comforts and supplies with witich this unfortunate vessel was laden, till

the Company, on being informed of the loss we. have sustained, can make the

necessary preparation to dispatch atiolher cargo for our relief'^

• The roUo;ving cfe&ciijaion of this shipwreck, is lukeit from the Romance of Paul and Virginia,

by M. dc St i'ierre ; and as it is an accurate relation of this misfortune, \vc sliail make no ajndogy

forgiving it in the words ot lhal admired and intciesting work.

On the 24.1!; oi Decunber, 1744, at Lieak of day, Paul, when he arose, perceived a wliite flag

on the mountain Dc (a fVcn//r/c;/c, winch was tlie signal of a vessel descried at sea. He tlcw' to the

towm, in order to learn if this vessel brought ‘any tidings of Virginia, p.ancl waited till the return of

the pdot, who v/as gone, as usual, to visit the. ship. The pilot rcnirticd, with the iido- niation ilial:

the vessel was the Si . Gcran, of Seven iumdred tons, commanded by a captain of the name of Aubin

;

that the shij) was ioui leagues out at sea, and would anchor at Port Louis the following afternoon,

if llie wind piovtd favourable; hut it was them a culm.* It was about ten at night, when, as I was

about to extitiguiUi my 1 inp :uid retiie to rest, I peneived, through the pulisadoes of rny hut,

a light in the woods. 1 aros., end liad just dicssed mysell, when Paul, halt wild and panting for

brearh, sprang on my neck, exv I uming, ‘ Come along, Virginia is arrived ! Let us go to the port

;

the vc.jSei will anchoi at brCuk 01 d.iy.'

*•* We iustantly departal ; and as we traversed the woods of the sloping mountain, and were

already on the road whuh icaus liom tlie Shaddock Grove to the Port^ i heard some one walking
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Since this unpropitlous event, some small vessels have arrived, which how^cvcr

brought us link more tlvat\ accounts of the state of public affairs. 7 ’he last of them

indeed gave us the satisfactory intelligence, that the Uornpany had dispatched several

behind u?;. V/hen this person, who was a Negro, h.'id overtaken u.i, he infoniiccl us that he canne

fioin that part ot t^.cisland called La Poudre d’^Or, and was sent to the port to inroiin the Governor

that a s!\ip bom Fr. n e had anchored on the bde of Ainbrc, and fired, guns of dLirc;s, as the sea

was very yionny. He tlv/n lelt us, and ]>ursued his joiijnc7 .
—

' L<t us go/ said I to Paul, " towards

that (j nt or the inland, and n>cet Virginia/ Accordingly we bent oiir course ihitht r. 'i'hc heat was

stjfi'oc .tnig. d I he n>oon wbicli ijad i ise?j, w.u. encompassed by tbiee laige, black ciicles. A djsuuil

d irkncss shrouded tlicsky;; ];ut the fioqueiu flakes of lighte.ing discovered long ihains of rt/ick,

gloomy clouds, rolling wuh great rapidity fiom the ocean, th^eagh vre felt not a breath of wind on tlic

land. As we waiketl .';loi(g,\ce thought that we heard pe. Is td ilvu' Jtr; but after listening more

atte rivdy ,
we found th( y were the sound of dlstaru canuo'n rf|u.a'"d hy the echoes. I'hcse sounds,

j'dae'd to ihc ictupeiduous aspect of tlx heavens, m:ih‘ me shuddef , and .lhad litlle doubt tliat

they were signals of distress from n ship in danger. In lutlf an hour tlu filing ceased, and 1 felt

the sihaice app ling titan the dismal sotinds tvhic!) hud pr^'Ceded,

Wc luisK ned on without utteiing a word, or dating to corniuunlcate our apprehensions. At

midnight wl; aruved (tn (lie sea- siiorc. I'he billows broke agaiiist the beach with an hoi lible

noise, covumg the nuks and the strand with tlieir white and daczling foam, blended w'illi

s])aiks of fire. By then phosphoric gleams we distinguished, dirk us it was, the canocss of the

tishciincn, W'hich they hid drawn far vn (he sand. Near the shore, at the entrance of a wood,

we saw cl file, round whicli sevtral of the inhabitants wt're as.>embie 1 : thither we jvpairerl,

ui (ud"i (<> r; jiose ouiselves tili tin; morning. One of thi^ circle reialed, that iii the afternoon he

hud s’tM a vctisr) driven towards (he island by Uie currents, that the night had obscured it from

his view, and ilnil two fioun. after sunset he bad heard tlic fuing of guns, as signals of distress;

hut the si. a b ang so tempestuous, no boat could ventuie out : that a suori time after lie thought

he pticelvul (he glimmcung of lUe wati h- lights o.i hoard the ship, whith he feand, hy its havmg

appiotcnedso nen I he co.st, had sieeied be^vecn the main land and the \ C^] hie d'Ambre,

misiakingit for the Tc/a ncir which the vessels pass, in order lo gam Ihut Louis; and if

that were so, the sliip, lie apprehended, was in great danger. Another isiaudei then informed Us, tfiat

he had fre<|uen(l/ cixrssed tin. channel which separates the Isle (VAmhn from the coast, and as he

had sounded it, lie knew the aivborage was good, and that tlie shiji would there be in as great

security as if it W’cre in the harbour. A third id utder dcclaied it w is imjiossiblc for the sliip to

enter the chunud, which was scarcely nivigahle for a bo it; he asserted, that he had seen the

vessel at anchor beyond the fsle d'Ambtc, so that if the wind siinmg up in the jnorning, it could

cither put to sea, or gain the h rbour. At btcak of day tlie weather was too hazy to admit of our

distinguishing any object at sea, winch was covered wirh a fog. Ail \vc could descjy was a dark

cloud, which we were informed was the hie d'Ambre^ at the distance of a (juarter of a league

from the coast. We could only discern, on this gloomy morning, the point of the beach where we
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vessels laden with every thing necessary for the welfare of the island: but, if they

should delay their arrival, we must be content to go barc-foot, like tj:ic Negroo',

and to clothe ourselves in the skins of deerj though that atumah which farinshes

siood, and the peaks of some inouutaius in t!.c infiTior part of the island, rising occadonally from

uJmist the clouds wh.cli Ininj^ around them.

At seven in the we heaid the drt/ms beat in the woods, and soon after the Governor,

M* de la Bouidonuais, nppe.ncti on hM'sebark, followed by a detachment of soldicis armed with

muskets, and a gie:i( number of isiarnlera and blacks. He rai^ged Ins soldiers upon the beach,

and oidcicd tlicm to make u general dischaige, width was no sooner tlond than wc jK.nc,vcd a

glimmeiing bght Ui)on the wato, that was mstmtiy siic-.eeded by the report of a gnu; wc

rheiefoie judged that the ship w'as at im great distance, and hastened towarils that part where

h ul seen the liglit. We had discerned through the fog, the hulk and tai kllng oi a hngt. vessel;

aiid nolwit hstanding the noise of the waves, avc vveue near enough to hear the i/hi^lle ol the boat-

swain at the Inlm, and the shouts of the mariiuns. .As soon as the St, G'eiau ji.en'eiv..d ti nt we

were near enough to give her assistance, she continued to fiie guns : iiecesslvely tvery t!irec

mimu< £. M. de Li Bourdonr.ais caused great files to be lighted at cntim di^iances upon the

Btrand, luid sent to all the inhabitants of that neighbourhood in seaicli ol pHWisions, plac^ks,

cables, and empty barrels, A crowd of} co{de soon aiiived, arcoin}\'iiiu<i by tl cir Negroes, loaded

with jjrovisions muf rigging. One of the oldest planters al this time iidoimed the Ciovernor, that

they hcani, duiing the wd ole idpht, hoarc noises in tlie mountain, and in the fousts : tluit the

leaves of tfie lues w'ere shaken, though theic was no wind, and that tlie sea-birds had sought

refuge on ti*e land; all of which he <(msidcud as ccitain sigt s of an aj }-j<;aching Imnkane.

Eveiy thing, indeed, seemed to denote its speedy anival. The cenlie oi the clouds in the veniili

was of a dismal black, while their skirts wcie fiihged with a C0}>ptT hue, The c’.i resounded with

the eiy oi the fiignte bird, and a midtitude of sea fowl ; v,ho, notw'iihstanding the obscurity of the

atmospheie, hastened iVom all }n;ints of the horiron, to seek for shelter in the island, I'owards

nine in tk'c mo'-n-rn* v\e heard, on the side of the ocean, the most territic noises, as if torrents of

water, acetan]'. ' i hy thunder; were loUing down the stee{)S of the mountains. A general excla-

mation folhnvcr’ o., “ h'hcic is tl’C hunicane!’ and, in one moment, a irighiful whirlwnnd scattered

the iog 'wliidi luul Cf.vcred the hie andils channel. I'liebi. Ocran then presented itself

to our view; her gallery crowded with })r<iple, her yaids and maintop-masi laid ujam the deck,

her flag shivered, willi four cables at her head, and ont^ by which she was held, at the stern. She

had anchored between the Ls/c (VAmbrc ami tiic main land, within that chain of bre^k^rfi 'vhich

encircles the island, uml been driven over a bar that no vessel had ever passed before.

Slit' pr<‘'SC}5ted her head to the waves, which rolled (lom the open sea; and as each billow rushed

into the straits, the shi}) heaved in such a manner that her keel Ws-tsHn the air, while at the^samc

monvent, lier stern, pluogmg into the water, disappcaied altogether, as if it were swallowed up by

the bdU/ws. In this position, {irtven by the winds and waves towards (he shore, it was equally

impes'able for her to rctutii by the passage through which she had made her way# by cutting
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us with such excellent meat, begins to be less common than formerly in the forests

:

nor do the goats increase, whom 1 sometimes follow into their most difficult recesses*

We must, however, be content to stay at home for the present, as the few handi-

craftsmen we had, are departed for the war in India,

Grant.

LETTER VI.

ibk of France, 20th ot Dcc(;nibcr, 174^;.

In this letter I shall change my former subject, and pass from the liistory of agricul

ture and the employments of a country life, to consider the occupations of the town.

My nneie*^ has an iiouse there, which we sometimes visit, particularly to enjoy the

society of M. dc Grenville and his interesting family. He has long been my uncle's

intimate fiiend, and is become mine. It is from him and M. de la ifourdonnais,

that I u'ceive every infonnation necessary for me to possess in this country,

her Cables, to throw herself upon the beach, from which she was sijjanited by sand banks,

mingled with breakers. Every billow which bioke upon the coast advanced roaring to tiie

bottom the Iriy, and threw plink-i to the distance of filly feet upon the land ; then, rushing

back, laid bare ns sandy bed, from which it rolled immense stones with an hoarse and dismal

jn\>isc. T’itc sea, swelled by tlie violence ot tlie wind, rose higher every moment ; and the channel

between this island and the Is/r iVAmbre, was wnc vast sheet of white foam, with yawning chasms

of black, deep billows. The foam boiling ifi the gulph was more than six feet in height, and the

winds which swept its surface, bore it over the steep coast more than half a league upon the land.

The iiu'.umeiable white flakes, diiveii horizontally as far as the foot of the mountain, appeared like

snow issuing from the ocean, which was now confounded with the sky. d'hick clouds of an

honible form, swept along ^lie zenith with the swiftness of birds, while othets api)eareci motionless

as rocks. Not a spot ot azuie could be discerned in the firmament ; only a pale yellow gleam

displayed the view of earth, ^ca, and skies. From the violent efforts of the ship, vviiat we dreaded,

happened. I'he cables at tlie head of the vessel were torn away; it was then held only by one

anchor, and wa'i instantly dashed upon the rocks at the distance of half a cable's length from the

shore, A general cry of honor issued from the spectatois. Son climes the sea, in its irregular

movements, had left the vessel almost dry, so that any one mig'^ liavc walked around it ; but

suddenly the waves advancing, with renovated fury, shrowtied it beneath mountains of water,

which then lifted it upright on its keel. At last every part of it yawned asunder, from the violent

strokes of tlie billows ; and the crew in despair threw themselves into the sea : of these, seven alone

escaped ; and the unfortunate Virginia was one of the victims. Such was this scene of horror.”

* Mr. Grant d'Anelle, mentioned in the Introduction.

Ff
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M. dc Grenville is of an ancient, noble, and illustrious family of Normandy,

where there are several burghs and estates which bear his name
; and a branch of

which passed into ELngland, with William the Conqueror, iti 1066, where it now

possesses very extensive possessions and high dignities."^

* Extracts relative to the House of Grainvillc, from tlie Peernge of Euglaud, and the histonci

of the noble families of France,

‘ ** Grenvil/e, GriUnviUe, Gre/nvtUe, GrenevUU» Greneveilr, Greenville, Grativille, Greynville,

Greinvill, Gtcinvyll, <Stc.

Earl of Temple, Man]uis of Duckingham, Earl Nuguent in Ireland, and ancient Lords of

GriUnv/Ile^ See. &c. See. in Nonr.andy.

** Tills name is written in all these various ways, both in Great Bdtain and Normandy, accord-

ing to the Britisl) Peerage, by Collins, edit. 1756, Vol. IV. page 215, 216*, 217 ; but the original

way of writing this name in France is Gminville, as it is still written in Neimandy, from whence

Richard de Grainvillc, or Granville, passed with William the Conqueror, in J066. This appears

from the ancient deeds of the West, and those of Buckinghamshire.

Robert de Grainvillc* is one of the witnesses to the charter for building the Abbey of Ncthe,

which was begun by the aforesaid Richard de Grainville, anno 1129, 30 lienry E and Ralph dc

Grainvillc, in the same reign, is among the witnesses to the charter of Roger Montgomery, Earl

of Arundel and Salop, to the Abbey ot Stephen (St. Etienne) at Caen, in Normandy ; likewise in

that reign, Gerard de Grcinville, &c.

Tlie family of Grainvillc or Grenville, established several burghs or villages, which still retaiii

their original name, in the environs of Caen and Rouen, in Normandy,

“ The present representatives of this family in Fiance are Messrs, M, de Grainvillc (the uncles,

by the mother’s side, of the Vkomte de Vaux), who were officers of rank in the service of the

King of France.

" As to the difference between the arms of the French and English families of this name, they

are vciy trifling ; and it is well known to our antiquaries, that they were not generally settled till

the reign of Edward 1 .

The Grenvilles of England acknowledge that they descend from those of Normandy ; while the

latter consider it as an honour to proceed from the same root.

The Grainvillcs of Normandy have, at all times, maintained themselves with honour, and their

present representatives have served in the East Indies with great distinction.

In La Roeque’s Treatise on Nobility, edit. 1734, the following notices appear, p. 74. Ballivia

de CaUto* (The Bailiwic of Calais.)

** Jetannes de GraenivUU, miles* comparuit dicens doniinum regem tenere, terram suam, ct ad

excerdtum vadit ; excusare se apud ipsum.

Idem. “ Joannes Mallet, miles, comparuit se quintus de militibus nomina sunt hsec, Gutielmus

de Queneville, Joannes de Qranvilla, Nicolaus de Sana, Gulielmusde Avenis, ct idem dominus,

milites.

Idem
. (p. 77.)

*• Joannes de Grivelliis, miks, comparuit pro se.
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This getitleman is an old officer, who has served with honour both in France

and India; and may, with great truth, be represented as superior to the generality

ofmankind, from his understanding, his knowledge, and the qualities of his character.

He is distinguished here by the title of ibe Philosopbet\ and he deserves it ; for in the

most elevating sense of the expression, he is a lover of wisdom. In the early part

of his life, the vivacity of his temper, heightened by the military spirit of that

period, engaged him in frequent affairs of honour; and the last having taken place

with a nobleman in the service of the court, in the garden of Versailles, and under

the very windows of the king’s apartment, it threatened the most serious conse-

quences. But M. de Maupou, then in high office, to whom he was related,

persuaded him to quit the kingdom, and procured him a commission in India,

where he served with distinction.

If it were consistent with the objects of this work, it would be a delightful cir-

cumstance to dwell on the virtues and extraordinary qualitiCsS of this family. I must,

howf ver, confine myself to one of them, M. de Grenville dc Forval, the second son

of M. dc Grenville. Some events relative to him are so connected with the man-

ners of ihcsc i:>lands, and so remarkable in themselves, that they will at the same

time heighten the iniercst, as well as add to die information of this work.

In tltcse islands there is not a single example of a deformed or crooked shape,

wliich must arise from the natural and unrestrained mode of education which pre-

vails there. To these advantages, Forval united a martial air, blended with a slight

appearance of severity, and an approved courage, to the most noble and generous

sentiments that arc found in the human breast.

The want of slaves in our colonies, renders expeditions necessary in order to

procure them. Vessels, therefore, are equipped for the coasts of Africa and Mada-

gascar, and a certain bocTy of troops arc sent with them, to favour or support the

objects of these voyages,

Forval was ordeitd to command a detachment on a service of this nature, on the

coast of Madagascar; and being arrived on the eastern side of it, he disembarked

his people, and encamped them on the small island of St. Mary, called by the

natives, Ibfaium, which is separated only from the principal island by a very narrow

strait. Here the communications took place between the persons engaged in this

expedition, and one of the petty piinces of Madagascar, relative to the objects of

the voyage.

Ff 2
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Forval, however, was so entirely convinced of the good disposition of the people

with.whom he treated, that he yielded to the friendly solicitations of the king, to

remain among them, and accordingly ordered some tents, and a small number of

soldiers, to remove from the little island, to the opposite coast. The king, who was

called Adrian Kaba, loaded him with caresses; and having shewn him his herd of

cattle, demanded, in the pride of his heart, if the King of France was so great

as him.

Forval, thcicforc, considered himself as in a perfect state of security; and having

entered into his tent, in order to pass the night, he received an unexpected visit

from a most beautiful woman, a native of the island, who, after a short compliment

of apology for her intrusion, expressed her concern that so fine a white man as'

himself should be massacred.

Forval, who was astonished at the visit, could not help taking notice of the danger

which seemed to have produced it. The sooty lady, wlio appeared to interest herself

so much in his welfare, was the daughter of a king, and known by the title of PniRCss

Betsy. On being questioned as to the cause of this visit, slie asked him in her turn,

if he would wish to sacrifice her life to save his own. By no means,'* exclaimed

Forval : then,” replied she, I will inform you of a ]>loi formed against your life,

ifyou will promise to take me with you, and make me your wife. I will sacrifice for

you the throne of my father, which is my inheritance; I will abandon my country,

my friends, my customs, and that liberty which is so dear to me. My relations,

who will consider me as dishonoured, will detest me; and if you leave me to their

vengeance, 1 shall be reduced to slavery, which, to me, would be a thousand times

worse than death. Promise to grant what I have demanded ; swear that your

soldiers shall do no injury to iny relations, and I will reveal what it is of the utmost

importance for you to know Forval immediately engaged to grant her request,

if the intelligence she announced, proved to be of the importance she had attached

to it.

‘‘ Well then,” said she, “ at break of day my father will come here, under the

pretext of a friendly visit ; and if he breaks a stick which he will hold in his hand,

that will be the signal of thy death : his guard will then enter with their hatchets,

and will kill thee, and ail thy people will be massacred with thee !

”

Forval immediately conducted her to a place of safety. Nevertheless he was

determined to wait till the morning, and ascertain the truth of her information/
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The princess had also added, that the signal the king would give for his attendants

to retire, would be to throw bis hat towards them.

He accordingly ordered his soldiers to remain under arms during the night, and

to keep within their tents. As for himself, he got his anus in readiness, placed a

couple of pistols under the covering of his table, and dosed by the side of it, with

his hand on the pistols.

At length the king arrived, and soon after, having broke his siiek^ the g\inrd was

advancing to the front of the tent; but the king, terrified at the pistol sshlch F nval

held to his throat, cast his hat towards his attendants, who imiucoiately dt p ;, ted.

The small party of soldiers which Forval had with him, were now drawn up in

order o( battle. All the Negroes had disappeared; the king alone remained as a

prisoner; nor was he enlarged, till the princess was embarked with all the equipage,

and Forval fell himself happy in departing from this perfidious coast. Nor was he

imgrateful : he solemnly espoused the Princess Betsy, in spite of all tlie renvmsirances

of Ills friends, and he lives happily with her. Her colour was certainly displeasing to

ihc white people, and her education did not qualify her to be a companion to such

a man as her husband; but her figure was fine, her air noble, and all her actions

partook of the dignity of one who was born to command.

She was a real Amazon, and the dress she chose was that which has since received

a similar name. She never w^alkcd out but she was followed by a slave, and armed

with a small lowling-picce, wliicli she knew how to employ with great dexterity, and

would defend hersdl' with equal courage if she were attacked. She was ulmhlc as a

deer, though stately in her demeanour; but with her husband as gentle and submis-

sive as the most alFcctionate of his slaves. She behaved to her infeiiors with equal

dignity and kindness; and she never went to the most distant parr of the island, to

pay visits to her famiTy, but on foot; she nevertheless adopted the elegancies of

behaviour with great facility, and her society is very pleasant and fu 1 <d' vivacity.

Some years after her marriage, the Princess Betsy, fin" she was seldom called

Madame dc Forval, gave her husband a new proof ol^ her affection.

Her father at length died, the kingdom descended to her, and her people, who

were ardently attached to the blood of their kings, anxiously wished to sec her on

the throne of her ancestors. As soon as she was informed of this event, she requested

permission of her luisband to visit her country.

Though such an unexpected request astonished Forval, he did not hesitate to
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comply with it
j
and as she did not unfold the reason of such a desire on her part, he

felt his pride mortified at her conduct, though he kept his chagrin to his own bosom,

of which it was a painful inmate.

The first sentiments of Forval, respecting his princess, had been instigated by

honour and gratitude : but her demeanour towards him, her conduct towards others,

and her personal charms, in which her colour was forgotten, had awakened in his

heart the most fluthhil and tender affection.

The Queen Betsy, however, departed for her kingdom as soon as she had received

the permission of her own sovereign; while Forval was totally unable to reconcile

the step vshc had taken to her former sentiments and past conduct. He accordingly

waited with the utmost impatience for the return of the vessel which had taken her

away; when, to his great astonishment, his faithful wife returned in it, with an hundred

and fifty slaves which she had brought him. You had the generosity,” she cried,

on throwing herself into his arms, to marry me, in opposition to the wishCvS of your

friends, and the prejudices of your country, when I had nothing to offer you but

my person, whose charms, whatever they might have been considered in my own

country, were calculated rather to disgiust, than to please you. You will therefore add

another proof of your kindness, by assuring me of your pardon, for having raised a

single doul)i in your mind respecting the affection and duly you so entirely deserve

from me : hut it was my wish to avoid informing you of the project I bad conceived

on my father's death, till it was executed. It was not the little kingdom which that

event transferred to me, rtor even the largest empire, that would separate me from

you ; my sole design, in the step I have just taken, was to make you an offer of a

small number of my subjects, which is the only part of my inheritance that I can

bestow. I have, at the same time, complied with the wishes of my people, in resigning

my little sovereignty to the most worthy of my relations.*

Such a scene may be more easily conceived than described. Thus Forval found

his wife worthy of all his affection; and the present she made him, is a sort of

fortune in this country.

Grant.
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CHAPTER VHL

The Letters of Baron Grant continued; containing a further ylccount of the

Operations of M. dc la Bourdonnais,

LETTER VIL

Isle of France, 20th of November, 1746.

If M. de la BourdonnaiwS had not thouglit proper to entrust me with the (lefente of

this i.siandj I should have accompanied him on his expedition. Ills squadron was in

danger of being lost in getting out of port. When it had refuted, it met with the

English fleet in India: they cannonaded each other; and it is said that the English

iships could not sustain our fire, and quitted the engagement as ill treated at least

as we were, although one of our ships blew up, and eighty men perished.

Our squadron continued its course to Madras, a place of great importance to

the English, two of whose ships lay at anchor at the entrance of the rt)a(i. Our

commander sent several vessels to engage them, when they defended themselves

with great courage. The cannonade was very violent on both sides; but out ships

being more shattered than those of the enemy, were obliged to retire.

Our brave warriors made a descent at six leagues from Madras, and carried the

place, which was submitted to pillage ; though the commander confined it to the coun-

try houses. He afterwards entered the placo, where, for his courteous conduct, he

received very rich presents and large quantities of gold. It is said that the capture

was worth eleven millions of livres. The Governor of Pondicherry (M. Dupleix)

opposed this undertaking, and the two commanders became so enraged at each other,

that our troops were on the point of engaging those of Pondicherry. M. Dupleix

claimed the superiority, as Governor General of India; and that, as such, he had a

right to command. In short, this dispute continued so long, as to cause great loss and

distress to the French fleet.*

» The future detail of the operations of M. dc la Bourdonnais, which will be otfered to the

attention of the reader, will give a very correct description of these expeditions.
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During six months of the year it is impossible to approach this coast, on account

of the hurricanes, v/hich torment these seas, and destroy every thing. The remains of

our brave troops and sailors are arrived under jury masts, having sustained a loss of

eight hundred men, who were drowned.

Many of the inhabitants of this island arc anxious to dispose of their plantations,

being persuaded, that the change which has taken place in our government, will be

attended with inevitable diwsadvantagcs to them. It will indeed be very difficult to

find such a Governor as M. dc la Bourdonnais. Nevertheless, from the manner in

whicli M. David, our new Governor, speaks and acts, wc shall derive considerable

advantages from his administration. He says that the India Company, being now^

assured that the island produces plenty of provisions and refreshments for their ships,

will order them all to stop at this port, which will be considered as a principal maga-

zine for their commerce ; at the same time every possible encouragement will be given

to promote industry and advance cultivation.

The dilfcrent undertakings for raising cotion and indigo have failed. One sugar

plantation has, in some degree, succeeded, whose produce resembles the coarser

honey of Europe: time and industry, however, will bring it to perfection. The

more wealthy adventurers are absolutely starving, by being compelled to purchase

the provisions necessary for themselves and their people. 1 hey have bad the incon-

siderate ambition to burthen themselves with large bodies of slaves, before they

had provided the means to maintain them.

Our late Governor, M. de la Bourdonnais, will leave this island to return to

France, in the month of March next : I shall avail myself of that opportunity to send

you this letter, in which I shall inclose a continuation of his operations.

Grant.
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Afurther Account of the Operations of AT, dc la Bourdonnais,

1744.—The intelligence that war was declared between France and England,

greatly dLstressed M. de la liourdonnais, as it was accomj)atiicd with precise orders

from ibc Company, dated i.ph of April, 1744, which, on the idea ol a neutrality

between the Companies of the two kingdoms, forbade Itiin to engage in any act rjf

liostility whatever against the Eit'»,lish. At the *»amc time lie was instructed to defend

liirnseU in ease the English should commence hostilities; a)ui he was aulhorivSed to

keep (me or two vessels w'ith lum : but what could M. dc la Bouidonnais do with

these merchant ships against four m(‘n of war, wltich had been dispatched from

Great Britain for the Indies? Besides, since the Company ihonght proper 10 recall

the stpiadron whicii had left Erance under the commaiul of M. dc la Bonrdoimais,

the incalculable advantage of aniving hist with an armed force in India, was lost,

all the projects ol M. de la r>ourdonnals were overturned, the supciiority of the

enemy was decided, and all bis apprehensions tliat we should be beat and taken, in

every pant, confirmed.

In ibis mortifying conjuncture, he could do nothing more tiian send olF a vessel

to inronn M. Dupicix, the Governor of Pondicherry, that war was dexiaved between

Eiance and England, and to dispatch the Fiere to France, wdth letu rs for the Com-

pany
;

in which he repealed his cllbrts to undeceive them in their hopes of a neu-

trality. In the mean time, till he sliould receive fresh orders, he was obliged to let

the enemy command m these seas. He did not, however, suifer any vessel to go out

of port; he redoubled his cfToits to finish a ship which he had laid on the stocks,

and completely repaired the Bourbon^ that had arrived from the Indies.

In the mean time, M. Duplcix, in obedknee to the orders of the Company,

ncgociatod with the governments of the English East India Company to conclude a

treaty of nciuralily. The Council of Madras, however, w^oiild not render itself

responsible for the conduct of his^ Britannic Majesty’s ships of war, as M. de la

Bonrdonnais had foreseen; for u could not be imagined that any agreement made

bclwxen the trading companies of two hostile nations, ivouid influence the conduct

of the ships of war of their respective sovt reigns.

To prove that the French risked every tiling, and that the English hazarded nothing,

in these treaties, it is siiHicumt to observe, that the latter had ships of war as well

as merchantmen in the Indian seas, while the former had only commercial vessels:

Gg
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it is cvidrnf, therefore, that the French ships belonging to the Company would be

taken l)y the English men of war, who are not to be induenced by any engagement

made by the respective companies, to maintain a licuirality between them, as indi-

vidual trading establishments.

At length the error, which liad been committed by the French India Company,

was discovered, but, like many other errors, when it is too late; and they acknow-

leged the misfortune pf having despised the reiterated representations of M. dc la

Bourdonnais. On the ^ih of April they were informed by the Fieury, which arrived

from India, of the capture of the Favori. That vessel was at ancltor in tlic road

o{' Acbem^ with an English vessel, which it would have taken, if it had not received

orders to the contrary from the company. Captain Peyton, who commanded the

British vessel, did not act on the same principles, but seized an oj^portunity, on the

following day, to board and take her. 'I'his French ship, the Fleury, wliich had

been fitted out to attack some pirates, had also fouitd herself before Cochin with

four English vessels, laden Moha and Gedda; all of which she might have

taken, had she not been restrained by the command of her superiors. At the same

lime all our merchantmen were taken, except that which w'as commanded by M.

cle la Viilcbaguc, who, suspecting the conscqtiences of a declaration of war, changed

his course, and arrived at Pondicherry. I shall not enter into a further detail of

of our losses, but content myself with relating a singular circumstance, the truth of

which is too well known. When Captain Barnet, who commanded an English

ship of war, captured our merchant ships, he observed, that he only executed against

the French trade, the design which M. dc la liourdonnais had projected against

that of Great Britain.

Though M. dc la Bourdonnais was extremely mortified^ that the decisive stroke

which he had so long meditated against the enemies of France should have been

rendered abortive, he was not altogether discouraged ;
nor did he relax in his efforts,

as will hereafter appear, to repair the misfortunes of his country : on the contrary,

he made the same exertions, as if he had been the cause of them.

The letters, which he received by the Fleury^ not only informed him of the

arrival of the English ships of war in India, but made him acquainted also with

the actual situation of Pondicherry : that settlement was represented as in a state of

alarm ; and the council communicated to him, in very strong terms, the dangers to

which their commerce was exposed in the Indian seas. They entreated him to
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isfrord them all the assistance in his power; informing Itiin, at the same time, that

they could do nothing more, on their part, ih iii send him by the first opportunity

the crew of the Faiuni.

The neccssily of affording some assistance to Pondicherry, determined M. dc la

Ihiuidonnais to kf'op tb.c Nej^fune^ of forty guns, wliich was icady to sail for F.urope,

and to dispatch the Chdrtnanic thither: he aKo retained the B(>urbon^ of forty-four

guius, the Insnlaire^ of thirty, the Faronrife, of twenty-six, tire Benommet^ of twenty-

six, and Dccouvertey of eighteen guns.

At the moment when M. de la Piourdonnais had determined, if possible, to equip

these vessels for actual service, he was almost destitute of every thitig necessary to

carrv his design into execution. An extraordinary drought had occasioned an alarm-

ing scarcity in the preceding year ; the harvest of the currimt year had been ravaged

by the locusts; the *S/. GV/r//;, with a large cargo of stores and provisions from

Euiope, b.ad been wrecked
; and another vessel, which had been dispatched to

India for rice, had leturncd without being able to execute its commission
;

in short,

to complete the scene of distres.s, there was not more than five or six months provi-

sions in the island : nor did lie find a general disposition in the inhabitants to assist

him at this critical moment, Put notwithstanding all these discouraging obstacles,

he employed his utmost activity and exertions in forwarding an armament, which

appeared to him as the only means of protecting the ships which the Company must

send from Fiance to maintain its annual commerce.

M. de la Bourdonnais exhausted all his resources to collect men to form the

crews of his ships, and procure stores for their support : but his endeavours were

thwarted in eveiy quarter. The inhabitants of the Isle of Bouibon were so

alarmed at the shipwreck of the Bt, OeraHy th^t tiiosc who had requested to be em-

ployed on board the armed ships, now refused to expose themselves to the dangers

of the sea; at the same lime, that island was also in such a state of dearth, as to

require every assistance which he could afford it ; he was, besides, under the

necessity of victualling the TFilou and the Hcroriy which were laden with merchandize

for Europe, as well as to procure subsisicnee for their crews till their departure : he

was also obliged 10 furnish daily supplies for the troops, the sailors in harbour, uidi

the workmen, and, in genernf, for all those who did not possess plantations.

In this difficult situation he addressed himself to the Council
;
and proposed, that

a strict account should be taken of tiie provisions in the possession of tfic inhabitants

;

2 /
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and thar, alicr leaving sufficient for their subsistence, they should be obliged to

furnish the rest* at a fixed price, for the public service. It will be readily believed

such piopovsitions excited an universal discontent: they were, however, unani-

mously approved, and conffrn^ed by the Council on the 8th of January, 1745.

1745.—In order to procure men, he reepured every twentieth Negro in the Isle

of I^ourbon, on condition of paying his master thirteen livres per month for his

.service, and to return two hundred piastres for every one that might die in the

expedition. lie also urged the necessity of employing the authority of government

against those wlio should refuse to accede to it. This measure was also approved

by the Council, and increased the number of his enemies. He was, however, very

fortunately relieved from the necessity of carrying it into execution, by the arrival

of a vessel, freighted with Negroes, from the coast of Senegal, by certain merchants

of France. As M. de la Bourdonnais had been permitted by the India Company

to have a share in this adventure, and had full power to act for his commercial

associates, he proposed to the Council to purchase two or three hundred of these

Negroes for the service of the Company. This proposition was also accepted by

the Council.

At length, by his activity and persevering resolution, he bad the extreme satis-

faction to see his armament complete, and in May, 1745, it was in a state to receive

his orders. It was, nevertheless, a point of some difficulty to settle the manner in

which it should be employed : and it was, matter of serious consideration, whether

he should set sail immediately with a view to make prizes, which appeared to be

very practicable, as the English squadron remained in the Straits; or whether he

should wait for the arrival of the Company's ships from France, in order to conduct

them to India. After much deliberation he determined ;o adopt the latter; as it

would be the wisest measure to secure the commerce of the Company, before he

employed any active means to annoy its enemies.

He had no sooner formed this plan, than a frigate arrived from France, which

brought him the following orders, from the Minister of Marine, dated the 29th of

January, 1745.

The Company has dispatched you a frigate, named the Expedition, which will

be followed by the ships liereafter mentioned.

The Achilles, of seventy guns, and four hundred and fifty men.

The St. Louis, of fifty guns, and two hundred and fifty men.
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The Lys, of forty guns, and two hundred and fifty men.

** The Phenix, of forty-four guns, and two hundred and fifty men.

The Due D’Orleans, of thirty-six guns, and an hundred and fifty men.

“ These five vessels cannot depart for the East before the end of February; they

are to proceed in company to Cadiz, and from thence to the Isle of France, where

it is not supposed that they will arrive before the end of August.

“ The king's intention is, that you take the command of these ships, as soon as

they shall arrive at your island.

The armament of these ships has two objects ;*^thc first, to remit the funds with

which they are charged, to the treasury of Pondicherry ; and the second, to cruize

against the enemies of the state in those parts of the Indian sea which shall, in your

opinion, promise the greatest probability of success.

The Company has assigned an hundred thousand marcs de piastres^ which it has

sent, this year to the Indies, to pay, in preference, the debts which the Councils of

Pondicherry and Bengal have contracted, as it has very much at heart to satify all

its engagements. Besides, as the vessels which will be charged with this money

will not be able to leave Cadiz before the end of March or the beginning of April,

they will not arrive at Pondicherry before October,’*^ when the season will be too

much advanced to employ these funds in consignments of merchandize for France,

both from Bengal and Pondicherry, for the year 1746. The Company, therefore,

has confined itself to the exportation of such merchandize as the Council of Pon-

dicherry alone will have been able to collect, since the departure of the vessels

which had been expedited for Europe in the beginning of the present year.

‘‘ In order to employ to the greatest possible advantage the ships which you are

appointed to command, you must make immediate preparations to embark, with

any reinforcement of soldiers and sailors which it is in your power to collect: and

if any ship belonging to the India Company should be at the Isle of France, which

may prove serviceable to your expedition, you will employ it in your squadron

:

you may also receive on board any n\imber of your islanders, who may offer their

services on the occasion.

It is suggested to you to set sail about the latter end of September, and that two

of your ships should pr6cced to the Coast of Malabar, and come to an anchor off

* They djd not arrive at thelsle of France till the month of January, 1746.
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Mub(\ to o!j(ai:i intclligrnre from tlic Coast of Coromandel, and receive, ansv/ers to

tlic Ictteis which you had forwarded to M. Dupleiv, by the E <pcdi{i()n frigate.

'Hicse N'csscls must not remain at Mahe a moment longer than is absolutely neces-

sary ; and I am of opituof^, that it would be riglit for you to embajk in one of them,

and the rest of your squadron should receive orders to wait for yon at Achem. It,

certainly would be impoluic for you to appear M'iih your whole squadron off the

Coast of Malabar, asihat would spread an alarm throughout India; so that you would

not meet a single vessel on the seas.

Your rendezvous, therefore, will then he at Achem, according to die plan aheady

proposed. Yon must accordinglv repair thither towards the end of Oclol)ci,(u the

beginning of November, to take in water, wood, and refieshiiunits : from tbenct*

you will get up to the East, in order to cruize off the mouth of the (uinges before

the eigluceiub of December, You may remain thcie, with all your ships, till ihe

fifteenth of january; you will then detach tw'o of your vesseK, to carry to iMndi-

cherry the two hundred thousand tthircs de piastres^ that you will have on board

the squadion. They will exercise all possible diligence in taking in their cargoes,

in order to proceed to the Isle of France; they will then complete their lading

of coffee at the Isle of Bourbon, to be enabled to double the Cape of Good Hope

at a favourable season, in Company with the three vessels from China, which will,

i trust, be arrived there before them. The expedition to Pondicherry cannot take

place, unless you have received intelligence that there are no Engli.sh ships of w^ar

on the Coast of Coromandel, You may, however, continue to cruize off the mouth

of the Ganges till you shall think it tight to return to Pondicherry, stretching

close in shore, in order to capture such of the enemy’s ships which may be at

Madras, or elsewhere. You will afterwards quit Pondicherry to cruize, for some

time, cither in the Straits of Malacca or Sunda, atid any otiier part of the Indian

seas which will, in your opinion, promote the objects of your expedition ; ordering

your course, nevertheless, in such a manner, that you may return to the Isle of

lYance in ]une, to careen your ships tliere, that they may be in a state to return 'to

France at the end of 1746, or the beginning of i7 17-

But though ibis plan appears to me well adapted to attain the object of the expe-

dition, 1 have nevertheless that confidence in \oiir zeal and ’abilities, which engages

me to authorize you, to make any alteration which you may think conducive to the
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general good and the interests of the Company. You will communicate to M,

Dupltix the plan which you shall adopt, as I have given him strict ordeis to support

you by every exertion in his power.

If two of your ships touch at Mabe^ you will there receive the necessary intelli-

gence from the Coast of Coromandel ; but if you should think it more suitable to

your designs to repair at once to A(bem^ without suffering any of your squadron

to appear on the Malabar coast, M. Dnplcix may dispatch the Expedition frigate

to A‘hem^ to convey the necessary communications to you, and to settle the time

wheti yf>u should arrive at Pondicherry.

‘‘ If, during your cruize off' the mouth of the Canges, in the month of January,

yoti should make any prizes laden with merchandize suited to the European market,

you wdll dispatch them at once to the Isle of France, and give the necessary orders,

cither to send the prizes to France, if they should be capable of making the

voyage, or to transfer their most valuable part of their cargoes on board the

vessels which sshall be on their return from Pondicherry.

“ By the next dispatches you shall be informed of the rendezvous, which I shall

arrange with M. de Maitrepas^ that the vessels which shall sail from the the Isle of

France in April, 1746, may return to France under the convoy of the King’s ships,

which shall be ordered thither for that purpose.

“ If, on your return from this Expedition, you are of opinion that your presence

is no longer necessary in the islands, I authorize you to embark on hoard any vessel

that may be on its voyage to France in the beginning of the year 1 7 i/; and you will

rsominate, per interim^ as Governor and Commandant in the Isles of France and

Bourbon, those whom you shall consider as the most capable of rendering service

to the Company.”

Signed, “ Orry.”

1745.—M. dc la Bourdonnais now^ submitted his plan of operations to the con-

sideration of the Council, and when it had received their official confirmation, he

prepared to carry it into execution. As the dearth, which had for some time

threatened the island, began to be very sensibly felt, he dispatched his ships to take

in provisions at Madagascar, with orders to wait for him there; at tlic same time he

kept the Bourboji, on board which he resolved to embark on the first of y\ugust,

to join his squadron, in order to proceed to India, if tiic ships promised him from
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France did not arrive. On the 28th of July, the Expedition frigate brought him

intelligence, that the Achilles^ the St. Louis^ the PbMx, the Lys, and Due

d'Orlcans^ would arrive at the Island in the month of October.

In consequence of these advices, M. de la Bourdonnais delayed his departure

for India till the month of November; and, as the monsoon wf)uld not then permit

him to pass by Madagascar, where he had determined to join the ships which he

had sent there to victual, he dispatched orders for them to return to the Islands,

that he might avail himself of the monsoon, to conduct them to Pondicherry. But,

unfortunately, the ships which he expected from France in September or October,

1745, did not arrive till January, 1746. This delay was attended with circinnstances

of extreme discouragement and difficulty.

In the first place, it left him too short a space of time to complete the repairs of

his ships : nor was this the greatest obstacle. An epidemical disease had carried off

the greatest part of his naval artisans: he was, therefore, compelled to form a new

set of workmen to supply their place, from among those whose occupations had

no connection whatever with the dock-yard. He accordingly employed housc-

carpenters to shape the ship-timbers, locksmiths to forge nails, and tailors to make

sails. Nor would it have been possible for him to have succeeded, il'he had not

possessed a perfect acquaintance with the science of ship-building, and made a

practical application of it to the necessities of the moment : he accordirigly fur-

nished models, regulated the admeasurements, and superintended every class of

workmen, with unceasing activity and attention : he sometimes even assisted them

in their manual operations. In short, his knowledge and activity supplied all his

wants; and at length he surmounted those difficulties, which appeared to all but

himself as altogether insurmountable,

Bui another, and still more alarming obstacle presented itself, in a general

deficiency of provisions and equipments.

The ships which composed the first armament, had consumed their provisions in

waiting for the arrival of those which were expected from Europe ; and the latter,

having been victualled only for fourteen months, had, after their long voyage,

no more than four months provisions. It was therefore absolutely necessary to

revictual both squadrons.

The crews, on their arrival, were also in a very bad state ; and the Achilles

alone was equipped as a ship ot war; the others were armed only as merchantmen.
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It was iiequisite, therefore, to add to their force^ and augment their crews ; and

this difficult usk M. de la "Bourdonnais contrived to accomplish. He formed

soldiers by dividing the crews into companies, and incorporating Negroes and

workmen with them : he taught them the use of arnrs, and the practice of mili-

tary evolutions. He, himself, instructed them how to scale a wall, and to use a

petard- He exercised them in firing at a target; and qualified the most dexterous

among them to manage a machine, which he hod himself invented, to throw fire

grapnel to the distance of an hundred and eighty feet, by the means of mortars.

Thus he formed soldiers capable of active service ; though his success would have

been more complete, if the officers of his squadron had seconded his zealous and

indefatigable activity: but too many of them made his conduct the subject of mur-

mur and disapprobation. Their personal interest, indeed, was the principal cause of

their discontent; as, in order to change the merchantmen into ships of war, it was

absolutely necessary to disburthen them of the packages which containetl the ventures

allowed by the Company to the officers; so that they risqued the loss of those ad-

vantages which they had expected to derive from the sale of them in India. I'hey

loudly complained of the deceit practised by the Company respecting them, and the

injury they should sustain by being deprived of those privileges, which could alone

remunerate them for the hazards of such a long and dangerous voyage.

These complaints, which were made in the most public manner, caused no small

uneasiness and mortification to M. de la Bourdonnais j who could not but remark,

that they tended to discourage the crews, more particularly as they were now reduced

to half-allowance, and in a state of continual and laborious discipline. To assuage

these discontents, he employed every ingratiating attention, and urged every per-

suasive argument; but while he gained several to enter into his views, there still

remained those who did^every thing in their power to thwart bis designs.

As the vessels were successively equipped, he sent them to Madagascar to subsist

and collect provisions, till he could join them. At the same time, as the ships which

arrived from Europe would be subject to his orders, he directed M. de St. Martin,

who remained in the isles as Deputy Governor, to detain a part of these vessels in

port, and to employ their equipments to arm the others. These W’^ere destined to

cruize off Bombay, to take such English ships as might be returning from Gedd^^

Moka, and Persia i and they were further ordered, aft^r their cruize, to make the

best of their Way to Mabi^ in the beginning of September, where they would receive

H b
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furtlicr directions* In short, afler having done every ^hg that depended on him

for the good of the service, be prepared to depart for the coast of Malabar, whetc

he reckoned upon meeting, some time in May, the English ships coming from Surat*^

Previous to his departure, he gave the following account of his situation and designs

to the Company.

Letter of M, de la Bourdonnais to the Directors of the East India Company,

Gentlemen, isle of France> 1st March, 1746.

“ I have the honour to address this letter to you, dated the 1st of March, because,

it being my design to leave the islands at the end of this month, it is necessary for

me to prepare my communications to you at this time : whatever may happen sub-

sequent to this date, I will add hereafter. I have given directions to the Council and

M. de St. Martin, to transmit to you the current detail of the colony; it is enough

for me to give you an history of the armaments; and as my former dispatches have

been lost, I shall state to you every occurrence that has taken place, since the first

intelligence that war had been declared between France and Great Britain.

“ On the 11th of September, 1744, arrived the Fiere: but though the monsoon

for India was over, I dispatched a small vessel on the following day, to forward your

letters and orders, which fortunately arrived at Mabi,
** The shipwreck of the St. Geran being attended with great distress to this colony,

1 sent back the Fiere to Europe, with the' hope that she would arrive there in time

for you to replace, in the following year, all those effects of which we were deprived

by the loss of that vessel.

** You, in a very particular manner, instructed me by your letter of the 14th April,

1744, hot to commit any act of hostility agaitist the Englhh in India, in the hope

that a neutrality would be observed there. If, however, that should not be the case,

you authorized me to fall upon them wherever they may be found, tis well as to keep

one or two of your ships from Europe, which might appear to be the best adapted

to such an object. I had already done myself the honour to communicate to you

my opinion of this pretended neutrality; that it had not taken place but wkhin the>

Ganges ; and that the English in Europe, who were independent of their India

Company, would not observe a treaty of neutrality^ whenever they had ati oppd^F*

tunity to violate it with advantage, I was still more confirmed in my opinion, by
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the arrival of a small vcssd from Surat, which brought me the imclligence that fout

British ships of war bad sailed for India, I did not doubt but we should feci the

ill consequences of such ah event ; and felt, more than ever, the necessity of pos-

sessing that squadron with which I left France, If I had been permitted to retaih

it, I should have gained all those advantages over the English, which they have

obtained over us.

“ As I foresaw the necessity of arming, I hastened the construction of the ship

called the Insulaire, and made every possible preparation in the harbour, to receive

the ships that might arrive. The first that appeared was the Bourbon, which we

thought fit to unload, and to arm as a ship of war; though her captain gave us

some trouble on the occasion, of which you have been already informed by the

letters transmitted you by die council, as well as by those which t hadi the honour

to address you. Wc transferred die cargo of this ship to the Heron and the

Triton.

- “In the month of February following, the Charmante arrived with dispatches

from M. Dupleix, by which I was informed that he had agreed upon a neutrality

with Madras, and, as he hoped, with Calcutta and Bombay. Wc accordingly

discharged this vessel also of its cargo, with which we completed those of the

Heron and the Triton ; but prepared a loading of coffee for it, in case we should

receive an authentic assurance that the neutrality was confirmed between the two

nations.

“ At the end of March arrived the Neptune from Bengal, commanded by M. de

la Porte-Barre, who was to quit this port on the 6th of April, to return to France;

when, on the 3d of the same month, the Fleury appeared, which had been dispatched

from Mabe^ to acquaint me that one of the Company's ships, called the Favori, had

been taken by two Englhh men of war in the road of Achem. The Council of

Pondicherry, at the same time, pressed me to afford them all possible assistance

;

and requested also, that I would not suffer any India ships to quit the islands with-

out convoy.

“ Thi? was the first moment when I had a determined object before me* As wc

were now in that precise situation which, according to your orders, would justify

hostilities on my part, we kept the Neptune, and embark^ her cargo on board the

Chi^rmante, who set sail for France the 10th of April, and by which I had the honour

to transmit you the necessary details of these islands. We proceeded to complete, with

Hha
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all possible activity, the amiameiit ofthe following vesse1 si|V the Ne^funi^the Bmrbon,

the Instdaire^ the Renommie\ and the Elizabeth^ a small vessel from Surat, which

appeared to be an excellent sailer, and was retained on that account, as she tnight

prove very useful on the look-hut service. I shall not trouble you with a descrip-

tion of all the various expedients which we were compelled to employ, in order to

arm those Vessels, at a moment when the loss of the St; Ccran had left us, in a great

measure, without resource; and ah epidemical disorder had deprived us of almost

every workman or artisan in our dock-yard. Nevertheless, I exerted all my dili-

gence and activity in some degree to supply these wants : and our armament was

considerably advanced when the Favourite arrived; and by your letter, dated the

jS2d September, which I received by that vessel, I gained no other intelligence,

than that ydu proposed to answer my advices by the ships which you intended to

send out, with no more than the usual preparations. I understood, also, that you

had permitted M.?Ddplcix to expedite the homeward bound ships from Pondicherry

and Bengal in the same manner.

** It appeared tliereforc to me, that the Company had an entire reliance on a

neutrality, between the two belligerent powers, in India; and I found myself in

a perplexing state of incertitude : but no sooner was I informed that the English

had declared open war in India, than I determined to stop all the ships belonging

to the Company, in order to reinforce their respective equipments, and to convoy,

with my squadron, the merchantmen bound to Pondicherry. It was now the mouth

of June, and we were ready to set sail; but as your ships did not arrive from

France, and the crews of the squadron were consuming the provisionsof the island,

I ordered the whole of them, except the Bourbbn and the Elizabeth, to depart for

Madagascar, and wait my arrival there. The month of July was now begun
; and

;

as the season was advancing, and no ships from France had yet appeared, I fell the

absolute necessity of proceeding to the Indies ; I accordingly fixed my depjirltire

for the i st of August ; when, oh the 28th of July, the E^tpedition frigate arrived,

by which I received advices from the Comp«t‘dller-geherai of Marine, who an^

nounced to me the five vcssel.s that you bad dispatched, which be ordered me to

fit dht as armed shipis, and to add them to my squadron. He also informed me,

that the object of this armament was to fcarry an hundred thousand fmres

piastres to Pondicherry
; and, havihg executed that service, to annoy the enemy m

those seas which were distinctly specified. The Minister, also, sent dm an ordclr
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from the King, wbiclj enjn^dall the captains anil officers of your ships to submit

themselves to my con)mand* • v

‘‘ On taking a view of the existing circumstances^ I determined that the ^uadron

should sail about the end of October, which would be a proper time to visit the

coast of jytalabar j
where, as we should not be expected, wc might make ,

some

prizes : but as the monsoon would not allow of our passing to India by way of

Madagascar, I dispatched the Elizabeth, to order the vships stationed there to return

to this island, and then to continue its course to Mahe to remit your pacquets,

from whence she was to return hither. On the arrival of the vessels from Mada-

gascar, I immediately furnished them with what they wanted, and sent them to

Bourbon to take in provisions, with orders to remain there till the toth of October;

they were then to proceed to Achem; and if I did not join them there by the loth

of January, they were to continue their course to Pondicherry by the road of

Madras, in the hope that a part of the English squadron was gone to convoy the

English China ships to Europe, when they would not encounter a superior force:

and, in order that they might receive an account of the state of affairs in India, I

dispatched the Expedition frigate to Mahe, to obtain it there, and proceed to

Achem, and if no Fretich ship was at the latter place, to continue its course to

Pondicherry.

These disposiilons being rpadc, on the 7th of October the Neptune arrived

from India, laden with Moka coffee, and came to seek the protection of our port^

as the whole English squadron, reinforced by the Fuvori, which had been taken,

was cruising from St. David’s to Pondicherry. As I had every reason to suppose

that this squadron was inhnitely superior to the force which I had been able to

collect, J gave orders to the vessels which I sent to Bourbon, to remain there till

news arrived from £^urope^ The extraordinary delay of the squadron from France,

ma^C me apprehend tfeat it had met with some accident; and I perceived, with,

exiremc regret, the provisions destined for our voyage to India, were con-,

suraing in a state of inaction ;
besid®s, if we did not receive some assistance, every

one of our ships would soon be disabled from setting a sail : I therefore assembled

the CaOncil tq, consider our situation ;
when it ^was resOived to send a vessel to

Pondichct**‘y» fetch provisions, cordage, tar, «&:c. an4,,;tq dispatch the tavpunfe

Eiaaceyto inform you of ibe distressing circumstances in which we were

...
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As the month of December is the critkai sittiaiion for iMp- at the Isle of

Bourbon, I sent out orders for thf|>se whi^^ s&tidtiied fodte, to return hither;

and they accordingly arrived at:the end of that month, with a stock of provisions that

would not last beyond the latter part of March : nor could we indulge any sanguine

hopes of procuring a further supply ; for had no great dependance on the Si.

Pierre, which wc had sent to Madagascar for that purpose, and was not yet returned.

Besides, we had no article but powder, with which we could traffic with the inha-

bitants of that island ; and the dry season in our own, had occasioned a considerable

‘diminution in our corn harvest. In short, our utipost efforts did not promise the

necessary subsistence for our people beyond the month of March. Such was our

melancholy situation, when the first ship of the squadron from France appeared on

the 28th of January ; and, on the 1st of February, the whole of them arrived safe

at anchor in this harbour.

” The first thing which naturally recurred to my reflection on this occasion, was

the use I should make of this force, conformably to the season, the monsoons, and

the orders which I had received. I had two courses to pursue ; that of quitting the

isles on the 1st of March, and proceeding to India, so that I might reach Ceylon

at the end of April or the beginning of May, where I might meet the English mer-

chant ships from Surat ; though it appeared to me to be impossible to unload and

arm this squadron, as it required for this voyage, in the space of a month. Besides,

I was fearful of remaining at sea for three months, with ships artd crews who were

just arrived from a voyage of nine months and upwards. The other course was, to

pass to India by the north of Madagascar, which is one half shorter, with foe advantage

of taking in live stock, &:c. and the monsoon changes in March. All these reasons

determined me to pursue the second; and 1 perceived it to be indispensable, the

moment 1, reflected on the small quantity of provisions whkh was brought by these

vessels from Europe, and which they were obliged to share ^kh those they found

here. In this distressed situation I issued orders, that the Ships* companies should

not touch the stock of their rej^>ective vessels> and T undertook, in some way or

other, to subsist them from the island. But it was not the enemies of my, country

that I feared ; nor the obstacles which were threatened by a scarcity of provisions,

that alarmed ^ trusted that we might b^ able to contend with the one, and

remedy the other; but I did not perceive a zeal for the service so prevalent as I

could wish, and had a right to expect, from men* who were bound by every tie of
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tK»noar» gratitude, an4 duty, tb t}»e Company. At length, I thought it necessary to

explain the powers with which I was invested*; and after having employed all the

means of mild, but urgent persuasions, I found myself obliged to threMCn the em-

ployment of force, to such as still continued to thwart the plans which had been

formed for the protection and defence of your commerce in India.

^'Such is my situation, which will prevent me from undertaking any cruize; as

the utmost I can perform, will be to go directly for Pondicherry. Nor can 1 be

insensible to tlie expectations which will be formed from my apparent force, and the

impossibility, from its real state, of being able to gratify them. Besides, the anxiety

I have suffered, the labour I have undergone, and the privations I have sustained,

have greatly injured my health, and I have been a victim to the scurvy. But

neither the ill state of my health, nor the discouragements which have so long vexed

and still continue to harass me, shall cause my zeal to slacken in the service of the

Company, or lessen my sense of the honour which has been conferred upon me,

by the appointment of the King, to command the naval service in the Indian seas.

I well know the enemies which this confidence has procured me, and am aware of

the animosity which will be exercised against me. I am not ignorant that my ad-

ministration in the islands has been die subject of severe animadversion : but that

intelligence does not disturb my tranquillity. I am ready to meet my foes, and

shall present myself to their accusations without fear : and With respect to the fortune

I possess, I have no cause to blush at the means I employed to attain it. I am ready

to deliver up my books, examined as they have been by the Council, year after

year, into the hands of my enemfes, and subject them to their malicious scrutiny*

They will find in them an honest detail of my commercial concerns, and the origin

of my fortune; but they will never be able to discover that the interests of the

Company have beep sacrificed to my own. { depart, therefore, under all the disad-

vantages which surround me, with the ardent hope, that I shall revenge myself of my

enemies by soiAe signal ^erviep to my country, which will impose silence on them;,

and it will not ht my fault if that hope is not gratified.

** In truth, the crews which you have sent me, are very unfit for the requisite

service, and it is dire necessity alone that compels itie to etnploy them. All the

vessels which I command here, except the Acbillpy^tt incapable of carrying a

lower tier of guns; and I must content myself wHh pbicing twelve pounders on

their decks.V
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The strength of the enemy, not including a ship of seventy guns, which is now^

on its way to join them, i$ as follows

:

Two ships of sixty guns.

One ditto of fifty.

One ditto of twenty^four.

One ditto of thirty-six.

Two privateers of fifty guns, which took the St. Benoit.

' l^vo ditto^ which have certainly been dispatched from England to

carry supplies of provisions and seamen. -In all, ten vessels.

These, according to every appearance, will prove much stronger than us ; but

what does that signify? hunger will compel us to fight them with eight such ships,

and so indifferently equipped, as ours. It is not arms or powder that we want, but

men. I have therefore been obliged to augment the ships’ crews with blacks, half

of which belong to the Company, and the other I have been compelled to hire. I

have ahso distributed the employments necessary for the good oider, discipline, and

accomodation of the squadron, to those whom I believe to be the most capable of

executing them with honour to themselves, and advantage to the service.

“ I have made my arrangements to set sail about the end' of March. After a

short stay at Bourbon, I shall join the greater part of my squadron at the

island of St, Mary, where I have sent them, in order to get fresh meat, as well

as to relieve the colony, which is in a very deplorable state. If I bad not received

authentic information of the force of the enemy, and consequently felt the necessity

of making every pOvSsihlc exertion to augment our own, I should not have stripped

it as I have done. I may surely deserve credit in this assertion, since I abandon

my wife and my children : but there is no alternative. I have' indeed every reason

to believe that ships will soon arrive from Europe, and I have left orders to detain

them for the safety and supply of the island.

My plan on leaving the Isle of France, is as follows :

^

“ I shall use every effort to arrive off the coast of Malabar towards the tenth

of May, in order to intercept the English vessels coming from Surat; which is the

only success I have any reason to expect during the course of the present campaign.

I propose to touch at Mabe, in order to obtain intelligence of the enemy, who,

as there was no French ship in India, in the course of last year, will naturally

conjecture that some will be sent out from France, for the service of the present
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season, and we stall certainly n^eet them hciwcQ^ Karipal ^ni Fort SL David,

We shall then see who will rcr^iain masters of the coast. As I am in hope that

I shall beat them, I shall then distribute our ships on various cruising servic^^J off

Fort St, Davids Madras, and the Point des Palmkrs, to the entrattee of the

Ganges ; and on the presumption that wc shall prove victorious, I have left orders

here to dispatch, in July, all the ships which shall have arrived from Europe, to

cruise off Bombay, wc shall thus embrace the whole coast, make an advan-

tageous voyage, and, at the same time, be furnished with plenty of provisions from

Pondicherry, If fortune favours us, I shall return with all speed to the hU of

France^ with what I may have taken in the Indies, and, having loaded our ships

with coffee, return to give an account of my conduct ; which, whatc^xcr may be the

event of it, will not, I am confident, produce either shame or dishonour to nac#

I should rejoice at the anival of the China ships before my departure for India.

If 1 had a sufficient stock of provivsions, I would fit out the Due dVrleans to go

with them, but I shall now take her with me, in order to send her back as soon as

possible, laden with supplies for the islands.

Signed, Make' de la Bourdoknais.**

Isle of Francci 2d March, 1746.

P. S. An express vessel from Bengal has just arrived in this port, by which I

am informed, that the ship Charles, belonging to my brother, the Dupleix^ and the

HeureuXj have been taken by the English squadron, which is very ill manned;

and that notwithstanding its situation, the English have sent twenty merchantmen

from Bengal. This intelligence has quickened my operations, and I propose to set

sail the 23d of this month. As I have not time to complete all my dispatches, I

shall transmit to the Comptroller-general, a copy of ray instructions to M. de St.

Martin, and request him to communicate them to you. With the blessing of Ood,

I shall soon repair the Josses which we have sustained.

"Signed,.
,

De la Bourboniiais/*

M. de la Bourdonnais set sail from the Isle of France on the 24tb of March,

17465 his squadron being victualled only for sixty-five d^ys.

, On his arrival at Madagascar, he wrote to M. de St. Martin, Deputy Governor

of ibe I^Ie of France, the following letter.
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Sir, Isle Marottc, on the Coast of Madagfticar, 5th May# 1746.

On my departure from the hU 0/ France, I proceeded to Bourbpn, which I

left on the 29th of March, On the 4th of April I arrived at FouU^pointe^ in

Madagascar, where the Parfaite waited for me. I was immediately informed that

she had purchased about eighty milliers of rice, but no bullocks. M. Brusse came

on board to acquaint me that the St. Pierre was lost on the coast, with five hun-

dred milliers of rice, and eighty Negroes; and that the captain and a very few of the

ships' company were the only persons who were saved. As the whole crew of the

Parfaite were either sick or dead, I sent some people on board her to bring her

up to us; and at the same time I ordered the Sieur le Riche to pass to Manivoul,

to tell the RetwmmUy who was engaged in traffic there, to join us. As I had come

to an anchor in a very critical moment, I ordered all the ships of the squadron to

get under way at two o*clock, and to set every sail. The wind now increased, and

the sea had a most terrible appearance, so that at eight o’clock we were under our

courses, and doubtful whether we should be able to weather the Isle of Saint

Mary. At ten o’clock, the Lys made a signal of distress: its fore mast was split

as well as its bowsprit. In half an hour afterwards, our ship pitched in such a

manner, that our fore mast broke off about twenty feet above the deck : soon

after the main-top-mast fell ; in a short time after, our mizen mast shared the same

fate; and the bowsprit was broken: in short, the ship rolled so violently, and

there was so much w^ater in the hold, that towards eleven o’clock I gave up every

thing for lost. However, by throwing over whatever could be moved, the vessel

was consequently lightened, and towards the morning the water appeared to dimi-

nish in the hold ; the storm also began to subside, and in a few hours we were out

of danger. The only ship that remained in company with us was the Lys*, but we

saw the Neptune to leeward, with only two masts. «

” In this deplorable state, we sometimes put to windward to endeavour to reach

land, which was the Island of St. Mary, but we were at a great distance: and on

the following day we found ourselves fortunately at the entranc^e o£ the Bay of

.^ntongil, from whence I dispatched a pirogue, which I had taken at Bourbon, to go

to St# Gary’s, to tell the vessels which were there to join me at the Isle Maroite,

wheirt T anchored at ten at night, with the The Due dVrleans, which had not

anchored at Fqule-pointe, no more than the ship Neptune from France* arrived

on the nth, with its bowsprit broken, and the other ships in succession#
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I must now revert to the gth of April, the day when I landed on the Isle

Marotte, to give you a brief detail of the circumstances connected with it.

My first care was to prepare a place to receive the troops, a workshop of a

sufficient size for shaping masts, and a rope yard, I therefore dispatched M. dc

Rostaing, wiih M. M, Sornay, Cere, and la Baume, to the main island, in search

of wood fit for masts and yards. Their report was, that they had not been able to

discover any pieces of w^ood from more than forty-five to fifty feet in length, but

that the natives had assured them, that in advancing further up the country, they

would find them from eighty to ninety feet, and upwards. With this expectation

they returned up the river on the 12th, with a body of carpenters and Negroes, in

sicarch of these trees, which they at length fohnd and felled, I departed on the tgth

with five hundred men to join the party, and to see myself the pieces which could

be obtained. In effect, they appeared to be very fine trees; but I observed at the

same time, with great concern, the almost insuperable difficulty of making roads in

such deep marshes, ft was however absolutely necessary to make the trial ; and

with wood and reeds this extraordinary labour was so far accomplished, that, on the

24th, we drew along the first piece of fifty feet. When this experiment had been made,

I left a sufficient number of workmen with M, de Rostaing, to cut wood necessary

for yards, with one large piece to mend the bowsprit, and returned on board.

“ On tny arrival I assembled a council, and after having received the opinion of

every member of it in writing, I determined to take the principal masts, &c. of the

Bourbon, with one of the Lys^ which I should leave here to be rc-masted, with such

pieces as we could procure from the country; or, after all, with the masts of the

Neptune from India, if she were brought back,’ and immediately return to the Isle of

France.

When I had determined on this measure, I gave orders to all the vessels to

advance as much as possible the changes that were to take place in the masts. I

pushed forward this work with such vigour, that, in spite of all the obstacles I had

to encounter, in the discontent of s©me, and the indifference of others, I at length

attained my object. Here, as in the Isle of France, I had, at each moment, new

difficulties, and was obliged to attend night and day to the different workmen and

artisans employed in the, various operations ; but heaven afforded me strength to

bear k all; aud amidst the fatigues I underwent, both in body and mind, I was so

fortunate as to preserve my health without interruption.

I i 2
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The Insulaire arrived from the Point de Lar6 on the alth? with no more

than fourscore bullocks; but as this provision was not by any means sufficient, I

ordered her instantly to return and renew her traffic^ On the 2d of May she set

vsail, when the Parfaiic returned with all the masts, rigging, and furniture of the

Nepiune, as well as the crew and passengers, 1 was also informed by M, Desjardins,

that Bctandre ^ had offered to provide us, at Manahar, with any quantity of

bullocks and rice wc might require. I made a signal therefore to the Insulaire to

come to an anchor, and then ordered her to change her course for Manahar.

It is a frequent and very just observation, that misfortune is sometimes a bless-

ing in disguise; for it is certain, if the Neptune had not been lost, we should have

been detained here for a long time, notwithstanding all my exertions. 1 should have

been compelled to leave the Lys here, and to abandon the only ship which had

remained with us in our distress; but the wreck of the Neptune has furnished ps

with the means of refitting her with masts and rigging, and putting her in a condition

to follow the squadron. The surplus of cordage was serviceable to i\\e^ Achilles

^

as

well as that which was made here by our ropemakers. At length I succeeded, by

various means, and unremitting efforts, in putting the ships in as good condition

as they were before the storm; and I hope in.a few days to weigh anchor and pro-

ceed to the Indies. I propose to sail from hence on the 20th, widiout fail,

I dispatch the Parfaite to inform you of all these circumstances, and to acquaint

you at the same time with the loss of two ships from India, the St, Pierre and the

Neptune^ in order that you may make such arrangements as you may judge neces-

sary to remedy that misfortune.

That which I have sustained, has made me lose the advantage which 1 should

otherwise have had over the English ships, on their return from Surat to Europe,

if I h^ arrived in India at the time 1 proposed; but 1 trust that I shall yet be in

lime to meet the ships of war of that nation.

** It is necessary also to inform you, that I was very much alarmed lest oUr

blacks should desert during our stay at Madagascar. The manner of treating them

on board the squadron is by no means harsh, so that we have lost but thirty by

desfertidb ; and by a bribe of gunpowder to the chief of Manahar, several of them

have btien restored to us,

“ I must beg of you not to make any change in the arrangements I settled with

One of the ’petty sovereigns of the country*
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you, to be informed of the arrival of any vessels from Europe at the isles, and the

intelligence they bring you. Notwithstanding 'the length of time I have remained

at Madagascar, I shall always be within reach of your dispatches at the time and

place which have been agreed upon between us. The measures that have been

taken, respecting the destination of the ships for Europe, still subsist, and you will

act in conformity to them. If, however, you cannot conveniently dispatch the

Parfait0, employ some other vessel to impart to me any intelligence that you may
receive; besides, you may rest assured that, in ilte month of September, I will

expedite a vessel laden with provisions for the isles.

I had promised, as I mentioned to you in my dispatch from St, Paul, the

captain of the Portuguese vessel, to send the Neptune to Bourbon, to conduct his

ship to the Isle of France
; hut the loss of the Neptune has luifortunately freed me

from that engagement; nevcrthck\ss I beg of you to shew all possible regard to the

captain, and to give him all the assistance in your power. It is absolutely necessary

to afford every supply that your circumstances will admit, to his necessitous vessel,

as 1 shall myself be obliged to have recourse to the Portuguese for many essential

articles, which I can alone obtain at Goa.’*

On quitting the Bay of Antongil, M. de la Bourdonnais had still nine vessels,

with three thousand three hundred and forty-two men, comprising seven hundred

and twenty blacks, and three or four hundred sick.

In passing before Mahe, he sent the Insulaire to get intelligence, and gave

her the Isle of Ceylon for a rendezvous; where he afterwards learned that the

English squadron was in expectation of meeting him.

Mi de la Bourdonnais, at length, had the satisfaction to discover throughout

the squadron, a general ardour to engage the* English. He accordingly ordered the

captains on board his ship, when it was determined, if they should have the wind

of the enemy, to proceed^ without any previous attack, to board at once. In short,

on the 6th of July, .on tlie Coast of Coromandel^ the English squadron v/as dis-

covered with the' wind in their favour, and criming on with full sail, M. de la

Bourdonnais ordered his ships to form a line, and wait for them: at noon the two

squadrons were about two leagues distant from each other, and at half past four the

engagement commenced.

; t’he English force consisted ofone^ip of sixty.four guns, two of fifty-six, one of.
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fifty, one of forty, and one of twenty guns. That of Ihe French was composed ofone

ship of sixty guns, one of thirty-six, three of thirty-four, one of thirty, two of twenty-

eight, and one of tv/enty-six. The English ships were mounted with twenty-four

pounders; while on our side the Achilles alone had eighteen pounders; and the

rest were armed only with twelve and eight pounders. The combat soon became

very violent, and the ship of M. de la BourdonnaisS sustained, during a quarter of

an hour, the whole fire of the enemy. At length, dispirited by the powerful resistance

' of the Frcmch, at half past seven the English retired, and M. de la Bourdonnais passed

the night in making preparations for renewing the action. On the next day, the

wind remaining in the same quarter, he was obliged to wait for the enemy through

the whole of it ; but, as they had the advantage of the wind, they did not return to the

conflict ; nor could the French squadron, from the number of its sick and wounded,

as well as the want of provisions, engage in the pursuit of them ; it therefore made

for Pondicherry, where it arrived in the evening of the 8th of July, 1746.

The knowledge of India is absolutely essential for the due understanding of the

subsequent events. The navigators, who frequently differ from the geographers,

comprehend asS India, that part of the globe which lies between the Cape of Good

Hope and Japan, containing three or four times as much sea coast as Europe

possesses from Lapland to Constantinople.

This vast continent comprehends from seven to eight thousand leagues of coast,

and is occupied by a great number of sovereign princes, as well as the colonies of

several European nations. I shall, however, pass by the settlements of the Portu-

guese and the Dutch, and confine myself to those of the English and the French.

The former possess eight or ten establishments, distributed under the three principal

governments of Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay, which are distant five or six hun-

dred leagues from each other, France has also certain establishments, which form

two principal governments, independent of each other ; the one is Pondicherry,

and the other the Isles of France and Bourbon.

The former of these comprehends the towh of Pondicherry, where the Governor

suprciBC council reside ; the three factories of Mahc on the coast of Malabar,

of on the Coast of Coromandel, and Cfaandemagote on the Bengal river,

are subject to it. This government contains in the whole about a league Of coas^

of seven or eight thousand of which India is composed* Such is the extent of the

cpmraimd intrusted to M. Dupleix*
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Tlic government of the i«lcs comprehends that of France, which is about forty

leagues in circumference; and that of Bourbon, which is about the same extent.

They have each of them a supreme council, similar to that of Pondicherry, and

M. de la Bourdonnais presides over them both, in quality of Governor-general.

These three councils, as well as the respective governors, are independent of each

otlier.

In whatever manner these colonies were first established, whether by force of

arms, or conventions formed with the sovereigns of the country; it is certain that

they can subsist no longer than while they maintain a friendly intelligence with the

nations on whose territories they are settled.

It is not less necessary to mention the nature of the monsoons, whose changes,

which are well known to seamen, determine all the voyages and maritime enter-

prises that are undertaken in India. They are regular winds, which blow six

months one way, and six months the other : their change takes place either a

month before, or a month after, the equinox; and is announced by some remark-

able variations, or a complete calm: they sometimes declare themselves by a

violent gale. It is evident, therefore, that every season does not allow of navigating

certain parts of the Indian seas; and that the navigation is practicable at one time,

and impossible at another,

For example: On the Coast of Coromandel, on which Madras and Pondicherry

are situated, the south winds terminate from the 1 5th to the 30th of October, when

they are succeeded by those which blowfrom the north : it is necessary, therefore,

to quit the coast from the 15th to the 25th. To answer some important purposes,

ships may risk wintering on the coast; as in the Indies, as well as elsewhere, the

winters arc sometimes calm, and at other times boisterous.

In the year 1741, M. •Dumas and M. de fa Bourdonnais, with their respective

squadrons, remained on the coast till the 22d of October, without experiencing a

gale of wind. In 1746, the squadron of M. de la Bourdonnais suffered very

severely from a violent gale* In 1747 and 1748, the Englislt squadrons refined

on the coast, without suffering from tlie winds during the winter ; and on the 24th

of April, 1749, there was on the same coast such a furious hurricane, that fifty

or sixty vessels of different haiions perished. It appears, therefore, to be an act of

prudence, to quit^the coast between the i5tb and 20th of Odoben
• The orders .which M. de la Bourdonnais had received, respeeting the operafipns*
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of the war, have already been detailed; but though they were, in a great measure,

left to his discretion, they were subject to a verbal order, which the minister him-

self had personally given to him at the moment of his leaving France, to make

no attempt on the British settlements in India, but with a certainty qf success, as it

was the principal object of the Company to remain on the defensive, rather than

engage in any active enterprizes against the enemy's settlements."

The secret orders which were given to M. de la Bourdonnais, in case he should

make any conquests in India, were conceived in the following terms.

$ecret pacquet for M. de la Bourdonnais, wliich is not to be opened, unless

War is declared betweerj France and the maritime nations of Europe, and he has

certain advices of it, or has experienced some act of hostility on their part,”

If the peace continues to subsist, he will bring back this pacquet without hav-

ing opened it.

Signed, “ Orry ”

^‘Instructions for M. dc la Bourdonnais, Governor of the Isles of France and

Bourbon, to which he is enjoined to conform his conduct, with the utmost ex-

actitude.

“ It is expressly forbidden for M. de la Bourdonnais, Governor of the Isles of

France and Bourbon, to take any settlement or factory belonging to the cj)emy,

with a view to keep possession of it.

Signed, ‘'Orrv.’’

This order, as will be seen hereafter, is of the last importance. We shall now

proceed to give an account of the successive events which followed the arrival 6f

the squadron at Pondicherry. ‘

.

«

Without entering into a detail of the conduct of M. Dupleix, it may be necessary

to observe, that his proceedings were not calculated to promote harmony^ between

the garrison of Pondicherry and the troops belonging to the isles.* M. de la Bour-

dpnnais, however, contrived to preserve tranquillity; and applied hinpisclf to the

^ plan of operations, which he communicated to M. Dupleix in

the following letter.
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Sir, Pondicherry, 17th July, 1746*

Yott are already informed, that I received orders from the Minister to arm

five vessels coming from Europe, and to add to dvcm all such as I could collect at

ilie isles.

In consequence of the intelligence which you communicated to me, of the first

hostilities of the English, and in conformity to the orders of the Company, I de^

tained the Bourbon and the Nepiune ; which, with the Insnlaire and Renomtnee^

altogether composed a squadron of nine ships. As you well know, it had three

objects to accomplish.

** First ; to convey to Pondicherry the funds of the Company,

Secondly ; to endeavour to destroy the enemy, in every way the most honour.-

able to the nation, without forgetting the interests of the Company.

Thirdly ; to return with my squadron, laden with whatever merchandize you

may have in a state of readiness for that purpose; and of all the coffee that I can

collect at the isles.

In order to fulfil these objects, I sailed from the isles on the 24tb of last

March, in order to arrive in May on the Malabar coast, in the expectation of

taking the Surat ships : but that hope was soon dissipated by a violent hurricane,

in which 1 was on the very verge of destruction. After I had refitted my damaged

ships as well as it was in my power, I continued my course to the Coast of Malabar.

I ordered tlie Insulaire to touch at M^6 to get intelligence ; when she brought

me your lettejs announcing the union of all the English forces, consisting of one

ship of sixty-fouy, one of fifty-four, two of fifty, one of forty, and one of twenty

,guni;
:

,

‘‘Effectively ori the 6\h of July I met this squadron off the Coast of Coromandel,

and after a very active engagement of three hours and an half, in which the enemy

had th^ ^ipt), the night separated u^

“ The English squadron lay to during the night, and we did the same; in the

morning we saw it to windward, coming down upon us, and I calmly waited the

attack; but eitlier from a want of wind or inclination, it never came within reach

of ^r‘,lcannon. •

“ At four in the afternoon it lay to, and I fedbwed the example. In short, the

fear of missing Pondicherry; the specie I had to land there; and, above all, the want
'

' Kk' "v
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:

:

of provisionsj which, on board several of our ships, were within twenty-four hours

of being consumed, convinced me of the alarming situation in whiigh I should be,

if J got to leeward of that port.

I determined, therefore* to continue my course to Pondicherry, and I anchored

in your road on the gth, when I remitted to you the funds of the Company :—thus

was my first object accomplished.

‘‘Before I enter upon a consideration of the second, I shall observe, that there is

no apparent obstacle for the completion of the third, as you have engaged to furnish

me with three cargoes, and I shall load the rest with coffee: the only difficulty ap-^

pears to be in procuring provisions, as they are absolutely necessary for the ships

on their passage from hence to the isles, and from the isles to Europe. I am com-

manded to address myself to you for the necessary supplies, and I request you to

pay the utihost attention to them. I shall only occupy myself, at present, about

what I think will be most useful to the Company, and honourable to the nation;

but I shall not undertake any enterprize, without having consulted with you res-

pecting our situation, and that of our enemies.

“ The English squadron has not appeared since the engagement; and it is gene-

rally reported that, two of its ships having been very severely bandied, it bad put

into the Bay of Trinquemale, in the Island of Ceylon, in order to be repaired

by the assistance of the Dutch
: perhaps it will wait there for reinforcements from

Bombay or from Europe.

“ The English have, effectively, no other measure to pursue than to augment

their squadron, in which consists their whole strength : if that were destroyed, we
should be in a situation to attack their principal colonics,

“ You well know, Sir; that since .the year 1741, 1 had formed a design on

Madras; having been encouraged by M. Dumas, to whom I had communicated

my project ; I also discovered it to you, when you came to take possession of your

government, and you manifested your approbation of it, by making those prepara-

liotis which a contiimance of the peace rendered fruitless. As war is now declared,

and 1 persist in my design, I have imparted it to you, entreating you to add to

your former preparations^ whatever may now tend to facilitate the success nf it; nor

can any thing be more certain than that conquest,if we shbuld be able previously to

destroy the naval force of the enemy : its destruction, thereforcj is an indispensable

preliminary, ari^d must be attempted; for it would be absolutely dishonourable
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to leave three thousand men, capable of doing so much, irt a state of inglorious

inactivity.

To cmpl{))^the time in cruizes would be absolutely fruitless, because all the

merchants* ships will remain in port ; it would be also necessary to cruise with the

whole squadron, lest we should be beat in detail: my object is to destroy, or dis-

perse, if it be. possible, the English squadron; and the capture of Madras would be

the certain and immediate consequence of such an event. You have already in-

formed me that it could be done, and without any reason to apprehend danger from
‘

the Mpors.

** To succeed in this last point, it is necessary to conceal our design in such a

manner, that none of the preparations may appear*

“ In the first place, we must depend upon our weight of rri6tal, as we cannot

justify the lK)[)e of being able to board them : their ships arc generally better sailers

than ours, and those who conduct them are more skilful in manoeuvering thibihwc

are. I therefore demand a ssupply of cannon, which will, at least, enable Is to

attack the enemy with equal force; and as it is absolutely necessary, to attain this

very principal object of my duty, I demand it in the name of the King and the

Company.

“ My ships being thus armed, and furnished with proportionable stores and ammu-

nition, all the forces which you can spare me, for the Madras expedition, must be

embarked; but without discovering the objects of it, Thus provided, we will set

sail in search of the English squadron : If we are so fortunate as to find and to beat

it, we cannot hesitate as to what is to follow* I shall send you a vessel with all the

wounded, and a requisition to assist me in a pretended descent to the south. You

will then order the sepoys to be embarked, gmd every thing which you may think,

nece^isary for the expedition; and within two days after they shall be stationed in

thci road, I will pass before? Pondicherry, and take them to about five leagues to

the Windward of Madras, from whence I will land my troops in the course of the

night, who, by the break of day shall have invested the place; and, at the same time

two armed ships shall seize on all the vessels at anchor. oflF k: they will also can-

hbnade and alarm the English, while I disembark the Amainder of the troops des^

lined tp this expedition • and in three or four days the object will be attained*

“ If I do not find the enemy's squadron in a place wher<^ I can bring it to an enage-

: ment, as it may have retired into some Dutch port, I will dispatch the ship as I have

^

' Kk2
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already proposed, and we will proceed to cany our plan into execution before tbe

enemy can be in a condition to prevent us. If fortune favours us, what ought we to do

with Madras ? My opinion is, to possess ourselves of whatever merchandize wc shall

find, embark it on board our vessels, and receive a ransom for the rest. For if we

were to destroy the town, in the course of a year it would be rebuilt with additional

strength. Let us be content with pillaging the inhabitants of Malabar, and the

Armenians.

" I submit this plan, and the opinions on which it is founded, to your considera-

tion, I hope to be favoured with your councils, and satisfactory answers to the

difierent inquisitions I have transmitted to you for stores, ammunition, <&c. on the

attainment of which the success of my proposed enterprize will depend, &c.

Signed, ‘^Mahb' de La Bouroonn ais.''
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CHAPTER IX.

The Account of the Operations of M* de la Bourdonnais continued.

Xhk requisitions made by M. de la Bourdonnais, to M. Dupleix, Governor of

Pondicherry, for heavy cannon and proportionable ammunition, have been stated

in the letter addressed by the former to the latter ; but, instead of complying with

them, M. Dupleix sent the following answer. ** The prevailing idea is, that the actual

force of the enemy will be strengthened, cither from Bombay or from Europe ; and

if that opinion should be verified, you may be obliged to take refuge under this

place; and what protection will it be able to afford you, if it should be dismantled

of its heavy artillery ?” ^

M. de la Bourdonnais, therefore, was obliged to set sail on the 4ih of August,

without the artillery which he had requested, and a very inadequate proportion of

military stores. I'he water with which the ships of the squadron had been furbished

was so bad, as to produce the flux among the crews. M. de la Bourdonnais was

very much afflicted with this debilitating malady ;
but his resolution appeared to

surmount that, and every other obstacle’ ;
and he was impelled by no other impulse,

than to destroy the English squadron, or render it incapable of future service. The

wind was so contrary, that he employed thirteen days in getting to Negapatam

;

and as he was engaged in negociating with tfie Dutch respecting the surrender of a

French prize, which bad been bought of the English contrary to the faith of trea^

ties, he was informed that six English vessels appeared to windward of that place

:

he! accordingly returned in great haste to his ship, and found his squadron ready to

weigh anchor, having first hoisted flic Dutch flag, in order to deceive the enemy.

In a short time the whole was under sail, and directing their course towards the

iEnglish ; but they were not the dupes of the Dutch colours; and availing themselves

of the wind, soon put about. M. dc la Bourdonnais pursued them through the

whole day : and as it is necessary in these seas to bring up during the night, in

order to wait for the land breeze, he hoped, on the following day, to surprize them
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at 'iiiichor j but they cut tlicir cables, and the wind suddenly changing in their

favour, they escaped a second time, and quitted the coast.

The time was then too precious to consume it in an unpromising pursuit ; M.

dc la Bourdonnais, therefore, returned to Pondicherrjq whet^e he came to an

anchor on die twcnty-tliird. As he was still weak, from the illness with which he

was afflicted, so that he could not immediately disembark, he wr6te to M. Dupleix,

10 propose, among otlier things, lo leave his squadron under the cannon of

Pondicherry, and proceed to besiege Madras by land. But in the conference

which they held on the following d^y, so many diflicukics suggested themselves, that

it appeared to be impossible to carry' that design into execution. On the other

hand, M. de la Pjourdonrrais could not but be sensible, that, by conducting the

squadron to Madras, the whole might be endangered, as the English ships might

attack it with irresistible advantage, at the moment when the half of his troops and

ships’ companies would be engaged in besieging Madras by land, Jn short, the

same reasons whicii had suggested the opinion that the English squadron must be

destroyed, as a preliminary to the siege of Madras on the 20ih of July, subsisted in

all their force on the 23d of August; but the enemy’s force, instead of being de-

stroyed, was actually reinforced l)y two vessels from Europe, and the same number

from Bombay.

M. de la Bourdonnais therefore, with all his xeal, would not take such an hazard-

ous enterprize upon himself : besides, the orders of the Minister expressly signified,

that no attempt whatever was to be made on any English settlement in India, but

with the most encouraging prospect of success.

However, that nothing might appearJike backwardness or disinclination on his

pan, to do whatever could be done for the service of the Company, and tlW honour

of his country, he stated his sentimetns in a letter to M. Dupleix, which he re-

quested might be communicated to the Supreme Council of Pondicherry. It

concluded in the following manner:
^

“ After a very serious deliberation, you resolved that it would be advantageous

to the Company to make an attack on Madras, and 1 am ready to undertake it:

norshafl the disorder with which I have been afflicted for a month past, deter itie,

whatever my sufferings may be. But this is a business of too delicate a nature for

me to lake upon myself; it is sufficient that I undertake to execute it, if it is com-

manded by others: I wait, therefore, for the deliberation of the Supreme Council;
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for without their formal declaration, that the siege of Madras is requisite for the

interests of the Company, and the honour of the French flag, I will not under-*

take it/'

The Council of Pondicherry returned an answer on the same day, the 26th of

August ; in which, among other things, it was observed, that as they had not re-

ceived any instruction either from the Minister or the Company, respecting the

squadron, they could not take upon them to decide upon its operations, or offer

any advice on the subject. They itideed suggested, that he ought cither to besiege

Madras, or attack the enemy’s naval force; and added, that it would be very humi-

liating, and even disgraceful, if he did not do one or the other.

It is very evident that the Council of Pondicherry wished to increase the difficul-

ties in which M. de la Bourdonnais was involved; and, however extraordinary it

may appear, on the following day they called upon him, in the most formal manner,

to adopt one or other of the measures which had been proposed to him, and de-

clared him to be individtially responsible for the consequences.

M. d6 la Bourdonnais could not be insensible to the insuUii^g message of the

Council, and he answered it in the following manner;

I consuhed the Council on the proposed attack of Madras, and on no other

subject ; and it dependsS on the Council, whether or no I shall engage in that

enterprize. As to the destination of my squadron, that is not within the sphere of

its commands.
.
I well know what my duty requires of me, and my orders arc

already given to put to sea this evening.*

Pondicherry, ayth August, 1746. Signed, ‘‘ Maih/ de La Bourdonnais,*’

Thus discouraged by these proceedings, and almost overcome by the violence of

his disorder, he resolved* as he was not in a condition to sail himself, to send his

ships to the road of Madras. His object was not only to seize the English vessels,

which were then taking on board the valuable effects which the inhabitants of

Madras were anxious to save, but also to obtain intelligence of the designs of the

enemy : strange,, however, as it may appear, at the very moment when M. Dupicix

was informed of this design, he re-demanded of M. de la Bourdonnais the troops

with ^A^hich he had furnislied him, on the pretext, that he could not thus weaken his

garrison, without leaving the place in danger.

.
Very strong remonstrances were made to M. Dupicix on his conduct, but
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without the desired effect. When, therefore, M. de la Bourdonnais perceived that

M. Dupleix was intirely influenced by passion, he sent back the troops, with a

letter, which concluded in the following manner

;

I cannot give a more decided proof of my resolution to submit to controuling

circumstances, than by resisting fifteen hours fever, giving orders to a squadron,

and answering three such letters as yours, in one day : nor shall I forget to add, the

lively emotions which the treatment I have received must necessarily excite.’^

The same day the squadron set sail, and left M. de la Bourdonnais in a condition

which made it doubtful, whether he would live to sec it again. Hii> health, however,

was soon re-established; and on the 5th of September his squadron returned with

two small prizes, estiniated at two hundred thousand livres. lliis trifling success

evidently proved, how little was to be expected from any enterprize which was not

conducted by M. dc la Bourdoauais.

As he now had every reason to believe that his motions were not w atched by the

English squadron, he directed his whole attention to the preparations necessary for

the siege of Madras : but at this moment, the Council of Pondicherry gave addi«

tional proofs of that counteracting spirit which animated them against him. In fact,

they had spread reports of liis maintaining an intelligence with the English, and that

he had received a bribe of twenty thousand pagodas to forego the intended attack

upon Madras. Nay, the various clauses of this imaginary treaty w^cre circumstan-

tially detailed, by his enemies. These malignant mmours, however, immediately

subsided, when the necessary stares, &c. for the siege, were embarked on board the

squadron.

As he W'as too well acquainted with the characters of those with whom he was

necessarily connected, he employed every possible precaution to check unfavourable

suggestions concerning his conduct ; and though be had appointed a Commissary for

the squadron, he requested M. Dupleix also to name one from Pondicherry, that they

might conjointly attend to the interests of the Company. M. Dupleix accordingly

appointed M. DespremCsnil, his soivin-law, to be second Commissary, M. de la Bour-

donnais also requested M. Dupleix to inform him, what conditions he should impose

on the English, if they should express a desire to pay a sum of money to save Madras

from bombardment. To this requisition he received the following answer :

If the English should propose to buy off the bombardment of their and

the attack of it by land, you should reclaim the ship Iman Sabeb^ taken under its
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flag; the two French ships taken in the road .of Bclissor; the Favofi, taken in tlic

road of Achem ; ilic vessel from Pondicherry, which wa^s sunk; and a million of

pagodas for the cxpcnce of your armament.”

lie then transmitted a note, which contained an estimation of the value of these

prizes, amounting to 332,152 pagodas
;
and proposed also, that a million of pagodas

should be demanded for the Company.

It must also be observed, that in this letter M. Duplcix expressed himself in the

following manner

:

** As for the rest, I sliall not pretend to regulate your conduct or operations; but

you have asked my advice, and I have told you what I thought would be honour-

able to the nation ; I know that the Minister has left you to be the master of your

operations, and that I am only ordered to second your designs in every thing that

depends upon me. I sliall, theref )rc, keep witliin the bounds that are prescribed to

me, and confine myself to such representations as circumstances may require that 1

should make to you.”

At length M. dc la Bourdonnais sailed from Pondicherry, on the 13th of Sep-

tember, 1716, with nine ships and tw^o bomb-ketches. He ordered the Saint Louis

and Bnllani to stand out to sea, and to get beyond Madras, in order to cut off

the passage of any vessels that might try to save themselves from the road of that

place, while the Neptune and the Bourbon received directions to sail directly for

the road : the other vessels followed with the troops.

On the 14th he was tmly four leagues from Madras, when he landed between

five and six hundred men, with two field pieces ; but not without apprehenssion that

the enemy would dispute the descent, which is very hazardous, as it can only be

accomplished by the boats of the countty, conducted by natives, who arc the

greatest cowards in the world ; for if one of them had l>een wounded, the rest would

have insiantly taken flight, and, consequently, the enterprize must have failed.

On the 15th he sailed along the coast, in order to keep pace with the trogps as

they advanced *on the shore; and at noon on the same day he was within a long

cannon shot of the town. The troops which he had disembarked were already within

the enemy's district, when he landed with the rest of the soldiers appointed to carry

on tl)e siege. The whole consisted of a thousand or eleven hundred Europeans,

comprehending the Creole volunteers, and the officers of the Isles of France. and

LI
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Bourbon,* four hundred sepoys, and three or four hundred blacks of the isles

There remained on board all the vessels, about seventeen hundred men.

As the troops of the first debarkation found themselves greatly fatigued, M. dc la

Bourdonnais ordered them to encamp near a pagoda, surrounded by country houses.

As vsoon as he had given orders for the safety of tlie camp, he sent the Count dc

RcsSlaing, Captain of Artillery and Engineer, with a detachment of an hundred men

to reconnoitre
;
and during that time he descended to the sea coast, v/here he

formed a small jjalisadocd camp, as a depot for the ammunition and provisions

necessary for the siege. At length, on the report of the two officers who had exa-

mined the environs of the place, he transported himself to an height above the sea,

which appeared to him the most proper situation for a battery of mortars, as from

thence, the town might be battered, and the ships protected at the same time.

In the evening an Englishman arrived, of the name of Barnaval
;
and though he

had no passport, M. dc la Bourdonnais would not arrest him as a prisoner, because

he was the son-in-law of M, Duplcix. This person brought a request from the

English government, that the women might Have permission to IcrAVc the town; this

demand was granted to the wives of the Governor and M. Barnaval, but to no other;

and those ladies refused to receive it on those conditions.

On the 16th, approaches were made towards the town, and the camp was re-

moved to a village’which was within half a cannon shot of it. This whole day was

employed to transport the artillery and fomt the batteries.

On the lyth, the sepoys, in the pay of the English, fired upon the latter camp;

but they were so soon and so vigorously repulsed, that, instead of re-entering the

town, they fled away into the country.

On the same day we took possession 'of the suburbs, and the Governor's country

house, which was within musquet shot of the works.

On the following day the town was battered by twelve mortars on the land side,

and at night, the three strongCvSt vessels of the sqi^adron began to cannonade it.

In the night M. dc la Bourdonnais received an express from M. Duplcix, which

involved him in the greatest perplexity, as it informed him that ships had appeared

ofl' Pondicherry. He had therefore but one measure to pursue, on the supposition

that the English squadron was approaching to relieve the place
; and that was, to

push the siege with the utmost vigour, so as to get possession of the town before
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U5 arrival: every necessary preparation, therefore, was made to attempt an assault.

In short, tlic fire was contituied with such vigour, that the English thought it ne-

cessary to make propositions; and towards eight o'clock, M. de la Bourdonnais

received a letter from Madame Barnaval, the daughter of Madame Duplcix, to

propose an accommodation.

Accordingly M. cle la Bourdonnais, alarmed at the arrival of the enemy’s squa-

dron, with which he was menaced, eagerly embraced the opportunity to place his

own in a state of security.

He immediately replied to Madame Barnaval, that if deputies were sent to him

on the next day, her letter wotild serve as a passport, and the firing should cease

from six o’clock in the morning till eight.

On the 20ih in the morning, Messieurs Monson and Ilally-Burton, deputies from

Madras, came to his camp, when he communicated to them the extent of his powers.

Tliey endeavoured at first to persuade him, that being on the territory of the

Mogul, the town was privileged from any attack; but he leprescntcd to them, that

he did nothing more than repel their hostilities; that they had taken the Eavori in

a neutral position ; that they had burned the Pondicherry under the fortress of

Tranquebar; and that they bad sent detachments twenty leagues up die country, in

search of French prisoners who had taken refuge there. Thcwsc facts could not be

denied, and the deputies threw the whole blame of these acts ol’ hostility, on the

ships oFhis Britannic Majesty. M. de^la Bourdonnais replied, that it was to those

ships he wished to address himself, but as he could not meet with them, Madras

must answer for all. At length the deputies, understanding that the ncgociation must

take a more serious turn, did not long delay to demand the nature and extent of

the contribution which^he would require, to induce him to retire from before dieir

town. I do not traffic in honour, answered M. dc la iioiirdonnais ; the French

flag shall be planted on Madras, or I will die beneath its walls.

This proposition appeared to be very revoking to the deputies; who replied, that
•

the object of their visit to him was to purchase the security of their town
; and if

all ncgociation on that point was refused them, they would defend it to the last

extremity : as they should consider it less dishonourable to submit to the terms

which a conqueror might impose upon them, than surrender themselves at once,

and without a struggle, to his disposal. He then declared, that il’ they would

surrender the town, and every thing which it contained, they might depend on

^ L I 2
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his honour to restore it, with the reservation of a ransom. If, added he, you will

trust to my word, in every thing that regards the personal interest of individuals,

you will find my demands perfectly reasonable. He was then desired to explain his

notions of what might be esteemed reasonable, under the immediate circumstances;

when he took one of their hats, and obsejfved, that, if it was worth six rupees, he

must give three or four of it, and so for the rest. The deputies, however, were not

'sufBcicnily versed in the French language to comprehend this comparison, which

appeared to decide the fate of the town : M. dc Schonanville, tltercfore, another son--

in-law of M. Dupleix, was desired to ser\'e as interpreter on the occasion.

The deputies then proposed, that all the articles of commerce should have a price

fixed on them, before the gates of the town were opened. This proposition, how-

ever, was considered as inadmissible ; because such an arrangement would occasion

considerable delay, and the enemy’s squadron might arrive in the mean time, and

change the face of affairs : besides, a report prevailed, that the beseiged had solicited

the Nabob of Arcot to come to their assistance; and that prince, with fifteen or

twenty thousand men, though but indifferent troops, might harass the handful of

French forces which were before Madras, reduce them to act on the defensive, and

compel them to regain their ships, that they might not he attacked on all sides.

M. dc la Bourdonnais, therefore, on these considerations, demanded their imme-

diate surrender of the town, or to take the consequences, which would prove its

destruction. They answered, that if they did not receive an assurance from him,

of being well treated, that they would defend themselves to the last drop of their

blood. He replied, that it rested on them to choose between the alternatives which

were proposed, and that they might depend on his maintaining his word in either

of them.

The deputies, perceiving that he was immoveable, returned to Madras, to confer

with the Governor on the propositions which had been made to them.

M. de la Bourdonnais took this opportunity to write a letter to the Governor, in

which he drew a lively picture of the. horrors that threatened Madras, and exhorted

him, in very strong terms, not to render himself responsible, by a rash conduct

which would not be successful, and every reflecting person must disapprove.

At the same time he forwarded a dispatch to M. Dupleix^ to inform him of his

proceedings.

The bombardment was now recommenced and continued till three o’clock, when !
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It subsided, according to stipulation, to give the deputies an opportunity t6 return,

M. de la Bourdonnais took advantage of this interval to inform himself of the height

of the walls, in order to proportion his ladders to them, and to mark the places

where they might be scaled with the greatest advantage. In the mean time he seat

to the ships, to invite such of the crews to join him who were willing to assist in

the assault, if he should be under tlie necessity of having recourse to that extremity

;

and four hundred men disembarked, without hesitation, led on by their respective

oflicers. Orders were now given to carry this design into execution on the night

of the 2 1 St.

At about six in the evening a man, named Francisco Pcrciro, arrived in the

camp. He had formerly been a surgeon in the service of the Nabob of Arcot, and

having an intimate acquaintance with the principal inhabitants of Madra^s, requested

permivS'sion to enter the town, in order, as he said, to engage the Governor and

council to an immediate compliance with the propositions which had been made to

them. jM. dc la Bourdonnais assented to his requisition, on condition that he

would give him an exact account of what was passing in the town. On his return,

Pcrciro presented himself as being comorissioned by the Governor, to say, that

notiling had yet been finally determined, and to request that a cessation of arms

might lake place during the night, in order that the bcsciged might come to a final

resolution as to their conduct: Pcrciro added, that he had taken upon himself to

assure them this request would be granted.^ M. dc la Bourdonnais, equally astonished

at the message, as well as at the choice of the person who brought it, who had

neither title nor public character, reprimanded him with great severity for his pre-

sumption, and sent him back instantly with a letter to the Governor, informing

him that the cannonade should cease on the following w eigne

;

and at the same time assured him, that if the dqiuties did not bring a clear and

decisive determination on the part of the bciclged, he would not receive any future

proposition.

At eight in thc*evening the fire was renewed with augmented fury, and was con^

tinued through the night, as weA’ from the ships as the batteries.

The next day, being the gist, the deputies came a second time to the camp,

agreed to surrender the town on the condiiiousS that had been proposed-—of

paying a ransom for it. Articles of capitulation were immediately drawn up, and

Hally-Burton too|^ them to the Governor, who returned them^ with a repre-
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mentation that neither the Governor or the council should be considered as prisoners

of war, during the time that the conditions of the ransom were settling. M, de la

Bourdonnais, though he thought they should remain prisoners till the whole was

completed, assured the deputies that the Governor and council should be at liberty,

as soon as the articles of surrender were agreed upon. The capitulation was now

signed by the Governor, and M. dc la Bourdonnais entered the town, having al-

ready published a prohibition to his troops, on pain of death, to commit the least

act of pillage or disorder*

Capitulation of Fort St. George^ and the Town of Madras, September 21, 1746.

The Fort St. George and the town of Madras, with its dependencies, shall be

surrendered to M. dc la Bourdonnais. All the garrison, officers, soldiers, with the

Council, and, in general, ail the English which are in the fort, or the town, shall be

prisoners of war; but all the council, civil officers. See. with those on the military

staff, See. shall be on their parole, with full liberty to go where they please, even to

Europe, on condition that they shall not bear arms against France till they are

exchanged.

To facilitate to the English the ransom of their place, and to give validity to

the acts which may take place in concluding it, the Governor and his council shall

ccsise to be prisoners of war, at the momevnt the negociation is commenced.

‘‘^he articles of capitulation being signed, those of the ransom of the place will

be regu'^ted in the most liberal manner by M. de la Bourdonnais ; and the English

Governor, or fiiVxiputies, will deliver up to the French, without the least reserve,

all the effects, merchandize, books of accounts, warehouses, arsenals, ships, warlike

stores, provisions, and whatever to the English East India Company, as

well as all articles in gold and silver, ^urn^^iF^3 ^tid whatever other effects are con-

tained in the town, the fort, and the suburbsSlf ''^bomsoever they may belong.

The garrison shall be conducted to Fort prisoners of war; and

if the town of Madras is ransomed, the English slw^ have liberty to recall the gar-

rison to defend it against the people of the country; 1%^“ which an adequate return

of French prisoners shall be made.

The sailors shall be sent to Gondelour, The cxchan^^^ ^ball begin with those

which are actually at Pondicherry, and the rest shall be England) but
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they vshall not bear arms against France till they have been exchanged, either in

India or in Europe.

On these conditions, the ,
Watregucl-gatc shall be delivered up to M. de la

Bourdonnais at two in the afternoon; the dilFcrcnt posts shall be relieved by bis

troops ; and the mines, counter^mines, and other subterraneous places charged with

powder, shall be discovered.

Concluded in the French camp, the 21st September, 1746.—Signed,

N. Morse, William Monson,
J.

Hally-Burton, Deputies.

Acknowledged to be a true copy. Dcspremcsnil, Mabc de la Villcbague,

G. Desjardin.”

When M. de la Bourdonnais had entered the town, he was informed by the

Governor that a disorderly spirit reigned there ; that the soldiers had been outra-

geous ;
and that many of them had declared they could be content to sufl^r death

themselves, if they could but kill the French general. Accordingly twelve of his.

oflicers proposed to accompany him as his guard, which they effectually did, the

rest of the day.

Ilis first tare was to insure the safety of his conquest, by posting guards round the

place, with a general order not to suffer any effects whatever to be taken out of it.

Having employed these precautions, M. de la Bourdonnais repaired to the church

of the Capuchins, where the ladies had taken refuge; and with great politeness

desired them to return to their respective ‘houses, and live there as they had been

used to do, without the least apprehension of insult or ill treatment of any kind,

as they might be assured of his protection.

M. de la Bourdonnais now proceeded to take possession of the government ; and

having assisted at a public ’r« Deum for the success of his arms, dispatched expresses

to M. Dupleix, to inform him of his good fortune,

lie remained at Madras to establish security, good order, and plenty; and it

may be said, withoht the least fear of contradiction, that from the day after the entry

of M. de la Bouidonnais, the police was as well observed as in any town of Europe,

The inhabitants were disarmed, and the English soldiers and sailors were sent as pri-

soners on board the Frenchships. Having therefore discharged these preliminary cares,

he proceededon the following plan, to derive all possible advantage from his conquest,

attd to avail himself of the superiority which his squaihron gave him in the Indies.
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As the monsoon obliged him to quit the coast about the middle of Ociote,

and as he could not, therefore, remain longer than twenty-five days at Madras,

it was physically impossible to take away all the iQ^rchandize and effects which

that town contained. He thought, indeed, that it wdhld be sufficient for him to

carry off what belonged to the English Company,: with which be hoped to load

three vessels; and he proposed to comprise the rest in the rafisom. This was

his first project : he determined therefore to send to the islands, the Neptune and

the Princess Mary^ laden with the effects of Madras ; the Saint Louis and the

iys, laden at Pondicherry, with merchandize for Europe, with the Renommie and

Sumatra^ appointed to carry provisions. These six vessels w^ould announce the.

arrival of M. de la Bourdonnais, and their crews would serve to defend the isles in

case they should be attacked. During this time, M. de la Bourdonnais proposed

to remain in India with seven large vessels, the Achilles, the Phoenix, the Duke,

and the Bourbon, together with the Centaur^ the Mars, and the Brillaiit^ which

had been armed as ships of war at the isles, according to his orders, and actually

arrived the 8th of October at Pondicherry, as will appear hereafter*

Letter of M. Dupleix to M. de la Bourdonnais.

Sir, Pondicherry, i8th Sept 1746.

I have received my letters from Mahe, which announce to me the arrival of

the Centaur, of seventy-two guns, and six hundred and forty men ; as well as of the

Brillani and the Mars, of three hundrecl and sixty men each. The CaptainvS were

not come on shore. Tht Patmars were ordered to examine these ships: but it doe#
"in '

^

not appear that they arc to be followed by any others. I have not received any news

from Europe; but M. de Leyrit informs me, that all the vessels which you expedited

thither, have been taken at Louisbourg. A report to tliat effect had already pte-

vailcd in India, and it is now coryfirmed : these are heavy losses for our Company;

and the success of your enterprise can alone indemnify them. The expectation of

speedy succour will animate you to employ itf your efforts to terfninate it, &:c. &c«

Signed, ** Dupjceix.*’

M. de li Bourdonnais had also takeh a vessel which could serve him on t^c

look-out, Jjo that he commancied a formidable squadron; and he pfo^sed to

quit the coast, about ttuddlc of October, in search of the English i.|it was
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his design also to return thither in the month of January, in order to attack Fort St.

David. In the mean time, he addressed the following letter to the Supreme Council

of Pondicherry.

Gentlemen, Madras, September 27, 1746.

I have received the honour of your letter, dated the 25th instant. We agree in

our opinion as to the necessity of quitting Madras, but we differ as to the manner

in which I should conduct myself respecting that place. You think it ought to be

entirely dismantled, while in my judgment it should be ransomed. What signify

the walls of that town to the merchants, who inhabit the country twenty miles around

it. You indulge the hope, that if those walls were demolished, these men would

retire to Pondicherry : do you really imagine that such a circumstance would induce

them to expatriate themselves ? Ought it not rather to be presumed, that the English

will continue their commerce ; and that, to secure themselves from any future coup

de inaiHy they will erect others of a superior structure? I am certain that, in two

years, the English will be stronger'' than they have ever been. I do not believe that

the merchandize in Madras will produce more than from three to four lacks of

rupees ; and ought 1 to sacrifice the surplus to a notion, that is at variance with the

nature of things? For these hundred and fifty years, the vast commerce of the

English has been the sole attraction of mercantile adventurers to Madras.

‘‘ Jf the whole body of these merchants were to take refuge in Pondicherry,

would our commerce retain them there ?• I cannot therefore bring myself to sacri-

fice five or six millions which belong to the Company, and the crews of the ships,

who have a decided claim upon them. But you will say, what assurance have

I that the ransom will be paid ? I answer, the solemn engagement of the English,

which they will not forfoit. They also give you as hostages, the two children of

their Governor, and two of^the Council with their \vives. Besides, the whole body

of officers, and the principal inhabitants, have engaged themselves by a solemn oath

to surrender their* town to the Governor of Pondicherry, if the Company does not

fulfil the terms of the ransom. But even if I had not these sureties, the law of

nations demands the performance of similar engagements. Such is my opinion ; nor

do I entertain the shado\y of a doubt that the English will pay the ransom.’'

After a particular account of the arrangement of his ships^ he concludes his letter

in the following manner:

M m
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I should be happy to raze Gondelour to its foundations : if I had finished heme

at an earlier period, I would have undertaken that service with the greatest satisfac-

tion; but I must now refer it to January. As circumstances, however, may engage

tis elsewhere at that period, 1 have requested the English to grant me passports for

two vessels, who may come to take those articles in January, which I could not

carry away in October ; in such case, I could send two loaded vessels to Pondi-

cherry. You must perceive, therefore, that I shall be enabled to leave a number of

ships in India, which will not, perhaps, be inferior to the English squadron. As for

me, my purpose is determined : if fortune smiles on my designs, the Coast of

Coromandel shall not be the only one to feel the eflPects of them, &c, See.

Signed, Maiie' de La Bouiidonn ais/’

Availing himself of the monsoon, M. dela Bourdonnais could in eight days have

reached the Coast of Malabar, where, as there was no English force to resist him,

he might have levied contributions on all their factories ; and have then returned

to Pondicherry, to take the cargoes destined for Europe under his protection. In

October, 17475 he would have been joined by the six laden merchantmen which

waited for him at the isles ; and before the close of thp year 1 748, he would have

arrived in France, with fourteen or fifteen ships, richly laden with the spoils of the

English, to the amount of thirty or forty millions of livres.

Full of these ideas, M. de la Bourdonnais unfolded a part of them to M, Duplcix.

The absolute necessity of secrecy, withoui which nothing could succeed, forbade

him to discover the whole extent of his views. In short, the success of all his pro-

jects depended on one single point— the dispatch with which the business of Madras

could be terminated. To this single object, therefore, was all the care and applica-

tion of M. de la Bourdonnais directed • and it was with inexpressible pleasure that he

beheld himself in a state to execute every thing which he proposed with his former ar-

mament. To accelerate, therefore, the conclusion of the treaty and the evacuation of

the place, it was necessary to load the ships witbthe utmost expedit^ion, and regulate,

with the English, the price of the ransom, conformably to the capitulation. M. de la

BpUj^^nnais proceeded in the following manner, to accomplish this two-fold effect.

r property of the English East India Compapy, consisted of gold and

silver, of arnmunition, and articles of merchandi2je.

The gold and silver were disposed in the Exchequer and the Treasury, of
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which Messieurs Boiiheau and Despremesnil, the Commissaries, kept the keys ;

and M. Laurent, principal writer, was charged with the office of making out the

accounts*

The articles of merchandize, as well as military stores both for land and sea, and

provisions, were lodged in magazines and warehouses, whose keys were in the hands

of the Commissaries Desjardins and Villebague, who were charged with the cm-

barkment of all the effects, &c. &c.

He had no sooner made this distribution, than he proposed to evacuate the place

oh the 11th of October, and to get all his ships in the road of Pondicherry on the

following day.

It appears from the dispositions made by M. do la Bourdonnais, that, as soon as

Madras was ransomed and evacuated, he proposed to conduct his squadron

wherever the monsoons would prove favourable to him. M. Dupleix, on the con-»

trary, resisted the evacuation of Madras, and contested that the ships should not

depart from Pondicherry, His object was to break through the capitulation, and

to keep Madras.

No sooner had M. dc 'la Bourdonnais commenced the operations which have

been already mentioned, than he proposed to enter into a negociation with the

English, to regulate the articles of the ransom. He received, however, a letter from

M. Dupleix, by which it appeared, that he did not approve of all these arrange-

ments. In fact, by this letter, which was dated the 21st of September, and

arrived at Madras in the night of the 23d, he positively declared that he had pro-

mised the Nabob to give up that place to him, as soon as the French should become

the masters of it ; and, as at the moment of writing this letter he was ignorant of

the capture of the place, he added, that this circumstance should engage the be-

siegers to give new vigour to their attack, and to be deaf to all propositions that

might be made to ransom it j as the Nabob would otherwise be disposed to join

our enemies.

M. de la Bourdonnais found this Ihtcr incomprehensible : he could not conceive

that M. Dupleix would assume to himself the character of a sovereign; and give

to one nation, those places which had been conquered from another. Nor could he

comprehend his imprudence, in engaging to deliver up to the Nabob, a town of

whose fate he was ignorant, and to which M. de le Bourdonnais might have granted,

Mm2
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as had happened, a capitulation incompatible with this disposition, BcsidcsS, this

project was in such evident opposition to die interests of the state, and so far

beyond the powers of M, Dupleix, or even of M. de la Bourdonnai.s, that it was

very difficult to consider it as a serious proposition. In fact, it was nothing more

than an attempt to deceive both the Nabob and M. de 'la Bourdonnais. The con-

cealed object of it was as follows

:

It cannot be denied that he had absolutely engaged to give up Madras to the

Nabob ; but if we may judge of his sincerity from the event, he had no inientiou

whatever to fulfil his promise, as he did not carry it into execution when it was in

his power. He accordingly deceived the Nabob, who afterwards revenged himself,

by engaging in a war, which occasioned the loss of a ciinsiderable body of troops

to the state, and of money to the Company. But the artifice he practised on the

Asiatic prince, was merely to give more certainty to the deceit he meditated on

M. dc la Bourdonnais; whom he hoped, by such a circumstance, to involve in the

necessity of refusing whatever propositions, respecting a ransom, the Englith might

offer: the consequence would be, that by rejecting the ransom, M. de la Bourdonnais

would be compelled by the monsoon to quit the coast in the month of October,

and leave to M. Dupleix the care of pillaging Madras. This was most anxiously

desired by the Governor of Pondicherry, as will appear hereafter.

But however that may appear, at the time when M. Dupleix announced to M. dc

la Bourdonnais these political arrangements, the latter received the following letter

from the Nabob. ‘

.

To the renowned French Commander, whom may God preserve from all evil,

and give him prosperity,

I know that thou art a great warrior, and that towns'eannot resist thy power;

but at the same time it hits filled me with astonishment, ;ihat thou hast entered on

my territories, without sending an officer, duly qualified, to notify thy designs. I

pardon thy conduct; but on the receipt of this'letter I order ihce to embark with

all ihy forces, and cease to besiege Madras. If thou dost hesitate, I shall appej^t

with my royal army, to compel thee to execute wliat I command. This being

done, I wish that thy arms may prosper, and that thy happiness may be great as thy

namc/^ *
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M. dc la Bourdonnais wrote the following answer.

“To his Highness the Nabob, Mafouz Kam.

“ As the sovereignty of the town, of Madras belongs to the English, the enemies

of my nation, I presumed that, without invading the rights of any sovereign power,

I might seek them in their own settlements, to execute vengeance on them for the

mischief they have done us during the present war. They have made Frenchmen

prisoners in your territories. It is the English, therefore, who Iiave violated the

respect which is due to you. As for me, although I am a seaman, and ignorant of

your customs, since my troops have been landed I have exercised the most polite

attention to your subjects. It is true that I have pursued my enemies, and taken

their town, according to the laws of war; which you cannot disapprove, since 1

have respected whatever belongs to you. As to the ordcis which you send me, to

rcimbark, I must answer them by observing to yon, that I receive no commands

but from the King, my master. If my conduct should induce you to fulfil your

menace, I shall not forget that I am a Frenchman, and shall act accordingly, &c.

Signed, " Maiik' de La Bourdon nais.'^

The threats of the Nabob, and the singular projects of M, Dupleix, furnished

M. dc la Bourdonnais with new reasons to accelerate the conclusion of his treaty

for the ransom, which was at length concluded the 26ih of September, after various

conferences with the Governor and the English Council. It was fixed at eleven

millions one hundred thousand pagodas, including the black town : of this arrange-

anent M. dc la Bourdonnais dispatched immediate information to M. Dupleix.

This settlement bcing*completed, a deputation of the Supreme Council of Pon-

dicherry, which had been already announced to him, arrived at Madras, under the

pretext of complimenting M. de la Bourdonnais on his conquest ; but nothing could

exceed his astonishment, when the cfcputics informed him, that the object of their

mission was, to form at Madras a Provincial Council, subordinate to the superior

Council of Pondicherry; that they protested against any capitulation that he had

made, or might heveafter*makc ; and that they opposed themselves in form, and in

the name of the King and the Company, to the restoration of the town to the

English.
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But the Deputies did not confine themselves to simple declarations * on the con-

trary, they employed every secret art to draw over to their party, the principal

officers of the troops commanded by M. de la Bourdonnais, many of whom commu-

nicated these circumstances to him. He accordingly addressed his complaints to

the Supreme Council of Pondicherry, by a letter, dated the 27th September, in

which he stated the injustice, impolicy, and baseness of such a conduct, and which

.was justified, as proceeding from the orders of M. Dupleix.

From the 27th to the 30th, the time passed in disputes and protestations, as well

on the part of the Supreme Council of Pondicherry, as of their Deputies ; who

insisted that they had a right to command in Madras, and to decide with sovereign

power on the fate of that place. In the same interval, the greater part of the ar-

rangements formed by M. de la Bourdonnais ceased to be. carried into execution.

M, Despremesnil, without any notice whatever, resigned the office of Commissary;

and M. Bonneau quitted his functions in such an offensive manner, as to oblige

M. de la Bourdonnais to put him under arrest : he contrived however to escape,

and retired to Pondicherry, where his conduct received the most flattering appro-

bation ; while M. Dupleix, as a rccompence for the zeal he had shewn for his

interests, advanced him to a place in the Supreme Council.

M. de la Bourdonnais continued to remonstrate, in the strongest manner, against

the conduct of M. Dupleix ; but the latter was so anxious to command in Madras,

and to dispose of the riches contained in that place, that he would listen to no

suggestions, but such as proceeded from his own avarice and ambition ; and those

passions dictated the violent means which he employed to establish his authority in

the conquered settlement.

He prepared a new protest against the treaty, with letters patent for the establish-

ment of a Provincial Council at Madras, and the commission of Commandant and

Director of the town for M. Despremesnil. At the same time he transmitted to

M. de Bury, Major-General, and to those who accompanied him, precise orders

to exercise the most exemplary rigour against i\\ those who should dare to support

M. de la Bourdonnais; and to engage the troops which were at Madras to support,

with all their power, the execution of these orders. He also wrote a circular letter

to the principal officers, in which he excited them torevoltj, in the following terms

:

Entreated and solicited by the whole colony, I cannot dispense with putting

an immediate conclusion to all the evil and dishonour, which must result from a
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treaty ill conceived, and worse conducted. The reading of it will surprise you as

much as it has revolted the colony. All these considerations persuade me, that

^ you will be the first to give an example to all good Frenchmeni who are ever

disposed to take the side of reason, and manifest obedience to the orders of those

‘‘ who employ them.*’

As this extraordinary project was really concerted with the deputies of Pondi-

cherry, who were then at Madras, they retired to St. Thomas, the black town, at

the distance of about a league, to wait the arrival of M. de Bury, M. dc Paradis, M.

Bruyeres, and the other emissaries from Pondicherry, commissioned to execute the

orders of M. Dupleix. There these gentlemen held their councils, and after they

had agreed upon the measures they were to pursue, returned to Madras. On the

2d of October, at eight in the morning, they entered the town with the design of

gaining the troops over to their party; and as the soldiers were assembled to mount

guard, they addressed them as follows: “ Friends, it has been proposed by others

to give up Madras for paper j we are determined to prevent such a sacrifice, and

to give you an hundred thousand rupees : will not this content you ?”—The pro-

position so astonished the soldiers that they did not utter a word. This unexpected

silence caused no small degree of surprise to these gentlemen, who expected that

such a proposal, so calculated to conciliate the soldiers, would have been received

with warmth and gratitude. They however made no further attempt, but passed on

to t|^|^^e'-iiouse.

\Vn^ they had entered the hall, they delivered to M. dc la Bourdonnais the

following letter from the Council ; Our answer to your letter of the siyth, will be

delivered to you by M. de Bury, Major-General in India.**

As soon as M. dc la Bourdonnais had read this paper, the Register, who accom-

panied the Deputies opeiied the scene, by exclaiming aloud in his presence—" We
are come to announce the orders of the Commandant and the Supreme Council of

Pondicherry.** This opening was not heard without emotion on the part of M.

de la Bourdonnais, who immediately penetrated the whole of their designs. He

nevertheless dissembled his resentment, and to prevent any disturbance, which might

be attended with very disagreeable consequences, in a place filled with English and

people of other nations, be politely invited the deputies to pass into his apartment,

as they would there be more at liberty to explain themselves ; but M. Paradis replied,
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in a very violent tone, No, Sir, our communications must be public/’ The ifst

emotion of M. de la Bourdonnais, at this rash reply, was to order them all to

be put under arrest ; but apprehensive that there might be found factious people

to join them, in some act of sedition, he thought it would be more prudent to

dissemble*

The Register immediately began to read the requisition presented by the inhabi-

tants of Pondicherrry, which was succeeded by,

ist. The protest of the Council of Pondicherry, which signified to M. de la

Bourdonnais and the English Council, that the treaty respecting the ransom was

null and void.

2d. The commission, appointing M. Dupleix Governor of the French settlements

in India.

3d. The letters patent for establishing a Provincial Council at Madras, by the

Supreme Council of Pondicherry.

4ih. The commission, which the Supreme Council had issued, appointing M.

Despresmenil Commandant and Director of Madras.

5lh. The commission, naming M. de Bury Major-General of the FreiKh troops

in India.

6th. The particular orders of M. de Bury*

The reading of these various instruments having excited an universal murmur

in the hall of the State-house, which was now filled with people from every part of

the town, M. de la Bourdonnais could with difficulty make himself heard. At

length he requested the deputies to inform him what they proposed to do at Madras ?

— To introduce good order in it,” answered M. Barthelcmy.—” That can be

done,” replied M. de la Bourdonnais, ‘^without your assistance.” In short, after

much unpleasant altercation, during which the military officers repeatedly requested

permission of M. de la Bourdonnais to put the deputies under arrest; and after

M. Paradis had treated the orders of the King and the Minister to M. de la

Bourdonnais as so much waste paper, the English Council interposed, and appealed

to the law of nations, which the Governor and Supreme Council of Pondicherry

were attempting to violate in their persons. M. de la Bourdonnais therefore imme-

diately ordered a council of war, to determine if the capitulation made with the

English should be maintained and observed.^—The result was as follows;
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” Wc are unanimously of opinion, that M. de la Bourdonnai$ is bound to keep

** his word, and fulfil the engagements he has entered into, with the English/*

Signed by all the officers.

The envoys from Pondicherry were very much disconcerted at this unanimous

declaration, as they fully expected that they should have been joined, at least, by cer-

tain officers, who had avowed themselves to be personally discontented with M. de

la Bourdonnais : on the contrary, there was not one among them, who did not lose

all remembrance of private dissatisfaction in the anxiety to perform his public duty,

and who was not both ready and willing to have arrested the whole of this pretended

Provincial Council. But notwithstanding the heat and violence of the dispute that

had taken place, M. de la Bourdonnais wished to give the deputies every opportu-

nity, by his polite attentions, to recover from their confusion ; they however refused

his invitations, and retired from the hall one after the other, in order to conceal

themselves as much as possible from public observation.

M. de la Bourdonnais however was well acquainted with their secret intrigues,

and the efforts they were making to gain over the troops, as well as the means they

were employing to ferment a civil war in Madras; he therefore employed all the

precautions necessary to prevent such an evil, and, at the same time, ordered them

in such a manner as to conceal their immediate object.

With this view he resolved to embark a part of his troops, and particularly those

which had been detached from the garrispn of Pondicherry ; and he executed this

project under the pretext of a report which prevailed, that certain large ships had

appeared off the coast, though it was not known to what nation they belonged.

This news authorised him to send the troops on board, to strengthen the squadron

in case of an attack. PJe accordingly ordered fifty men to be embarked on each

vessel, and instructed his aids-de-camp to select the Pondicherry troops in preference.

These orders were completely executed on the morning of the 4th of October.

The discreet and cautious conduce of M. de la Bourdonnais, greatly disconcerted

the deputies from Pondicherry. They had depended with the utmost certainty on

being firmly supported by all the troops that had been furnished towards the expedi-

tion against Madras, by M. Dupleix 5 and they flattered themselves also, that they

should be able to gain over a part of the island forces ; they hoped therefore to find

themselves in equal force with M. de la Bourdonnais; and that they should be in a

situation to sustain their pretended rights, with arms in their hands, if any oppositioa

Nn
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should be made to them* It was on the credit of these expectations, that M. Dupleix

had ordered M. dc Bury to put M, de la Bourdonnais under arrest. But though

the success had not answered their hopes, that officer could not, as he thought, dis-

pense with patting the orders of M. Dupleix in execution; and on the same day,

the 4tli of October, he presented himself to M. de la Bourdonnais, with two Captains,

and put him under arrest, by a writing in the following terms

:

A. Monsieur de la Bourdonnais, Commander of the French Squadron,

** In consequence of the orders of M. Dupleix, Commander in Chief and Go-

vernor of Pondicherry, inserted in the letter of the 27th of September, 1746, which

the members of the Council have just communicated to me, you will be pleased

not to quit Madras, by land or by sea, with die French troops, under any pretext

whatever, without a written permission from the said M. Dupleix, Dated Madras,

4th of October, 1746.

Signed, ** Dje Bury.**

The effect that such a wretched attempt had on the mind of M. de la Bourdonnais,

was less calculated to excite his indignation than his contempt; and it was rather to

prevent any new scene of altercation, than from a spirit of resentment, that be ordered

them under arrest. “ I take upon me, gentlemen,** said he, to arrest you: leave

your swords here, and demean yourselves i© a peaceable manner towards the govern-

ment, or I will make you.” Nor did they hesitate to manifest a prompt obedience. The

deputies having been informed of what had passed, detached the turbulent Paradis,

to demand of M. de la Bourdonnais satisfaction for his conduct; but be had scarce

opened his mouth, when the latter interrupted his speech, ky putting him also under

arrest. In the evening he dismissed them all, with an absolute prohibition to quit

Madras without his permission*

The deputies finding all their measures rendered ineffectual^ formed another

project; which was to carry off M. de la Bourdonnais, and to conduct him as a

prisoner to Pondicherry; but as it was necessary to employ the cavalry for this

purpose, which was commanded by M. D*Auteuil, the brother-in-law of M. dc

la Bourdonnais, M. Dupleix ordered the former to repair immediately to Pon-

dicherry.

It must be allowed that, in consequence of this strange conduct of the deputies,
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M. de la Bourdonnais was altogether dispensed from any precaution in his future

conduct to them ; nevertheless, the fear of interrupting the general welfare, and the

little apprehension he entertained^of any personal inconvenience to himself, deter-

mined him to write that very day to M. Dupkix. His letter was as follows

:

“ The scene which has passed this day at Madras, disorderly as it was, afflicts

me much less with respect to myself, than as it is humiliating to the whole nation.

Since the capture of this place, I have done every thing in my power to preserve,

among the English, that decorum which becomes the majesty of the King’s arms,

and the character of the officers whom I command. My commission, my orders,

the wish of the minister, and the right of war, by placing me at the head of French

warriors, oblige me to sustain the honour of their victorious flag. I entered Madras

on the condition to treat for its ransom, in the most liberal manner, with the Gover-

nor and his Council Whether I had a right or not to engage in the capitulation, is

a question with which neither you or your Council have the least concern. The King

alone commands here, whose orders I bear. I shall proceed to render to him an

account of my conduct, to take back the ships with whose command he has entrusted

me, and to carry him ray head, which will be answerable for any ill I have done

:

but I rather expect from his Majesty the recompense of my zeal, than chastisement

for involuntary errors, if I have committed them. I beg of you, therefore, to give

me all the assistance which my situation requires : I ask it of you in the name of

his Majesty and the Company: appoint proper commissaries to watch over the

claims of the Company ; but leave to the King, who is my master and yours, to

punish me for the pretended crime which has been imputed to me. Inform me if

you will receive the bales of cloth, the money, the artillery, the rigging, masts, See,

the bills and the hostages, See, that I may krtow what arrangements to make. The

time presses, and I shall be obliged to depart. If you will not undertake to act for

the benefit of the Company, I cannot be answerable for your misconduct,” See, See,

M. Dupleix did not answer this moderate letter, but by new traits of vioictu dis-

pleasure. All the representations, all the propositions of M. de la Bourdonnais,

were offered in vain; M. Dupleix was absolutely determined to remain master of

Madras : a resolution) ip forming which he neither considered the interests of the

Company, nor the dangers to which he exposed the colonies. As M. de la Bour-

donnais had transmitted to him the articles of the treaty for the ransom, in their

original form, he, on the following day dispatched, with all possible expedition, the

N n 2
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five additional articles, which a new arrangement had obliged him to add to them.

I trust/* said he to him, ** that you will approve them in their present state: if

you make the least alteration, I cannot answer that they will be accepted. It is then

on condition that you do not attempt to alter them, that you may send your officers

and your troops in the Centaur, and I will then deliver up Madras to you. I shall

leave it with the greatest pleasure, as soon as you and your Council have signed

tl>e treaty, and the articles which have been added to it, which I now send you

by express. As soon as I shall have received them, I shall get under way, and you

will be the master/* &c. &c.

When M. Dupleix and the Council of Pondicherry had left M. de la Bour-

donnais to arrange the articles of the treaty of ransom as he thought proper, it was

not in the common course of things to suppose that they would create new difficul-

ties respecting these articles, especially at a critical time, when the least delay might

expose the squadron to the greatest dangers. These reasons M. de la Bourdonnais

urged in all his letters; the approach of the monsoon, the heavy lading of the

vessels, and a variety of other important circumstances, were represented in his

communications with them.

It seems as if M. de la Bourdonnais foresaw the misfortune that was about to

overtake him, and which he would have infalliably avoided, if he had not found so

many obstacles and delays in the conduct of the Governor and Council of Pondi-

cherry. This was, without doubt, the greatest loss which the Company had ever

sustained. In short, though on the 13th of October the weather was uncommonly

fine, a violent hurricane arose in the night, which dispersed all the vessels, and shat-

tered the greatest part of tliem. The Achilles was, at about a league from the shore,

entirely dismasted, and driven towards the coast by an cart wind, so that it was on

the verge of perishing, with its whole equipage : the Bourbon was in still greater

distress and danger : the Phoenix never appeared again : the Marie Gertrude was

wrecked, and only fourteen of her crew saved i the Due d*Orleai)s went down with

every thing on board, at about six leagues in the offing : the English prize named

the Princess Mary, was entirely dismasted. In short, a long list of vessels belonging

to various nations, strewed the coast with their wrecks. M. de la Bourdonnais, as

may be naturally supposed, was very much affected by this afflicting spectacle ; but

his courage and constancy did not forsake him; and in the midst of his misfortunes,

his only occupation was to find the means of repairing them*
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He accordingly collected some catamarans/ which had weathered out the storm,

and' by dint of pecuniary rewards, he prevailed on a number of boatmen to venture

. out into the tempestuous sea, to convey his letters to the captains of those vessels

which appeared in sight; and by these he exhorted them to struggle with the diffi-

culties of their situation, and promised to send every succour in his power ; but it

was from M. Dupleix and the Supreme Council of Pondicherry, that he was to derive

the means of affording the promised assistance to the crews of the ships.

The plan which M. de la Bourdonnais had conceived, in the prcser\t exigency,

was as follows.

If the vessels which were in the road of Pondicherry were in the same situation

as those of Madras, as there was too much reason to apprehend, he determined

to send to the former place, and to leave there all the vessels which were rendered

incapable of putting to sea, and to keep both at Madras and Pondicherry, such ships

as were capable of being repaired under the cannon of these two places. In the

mean time, the sailors belonging to them might join the respective garrisons; the

troops would also be disembarked; and with them he proposed, during the winter,

to undertake the siege of Gondelour. As the coast was impracticable at that season

of the year, he could not fear any attack from the enemy’s force by sea; and the

Nabob feared him too much to give him any trouble by land; he therefore flattered

himself that he should carry Gondelour in a few days, and ransom it, as he had done

Madras.

When he w^as master of these two places, he proposed to evacuate them only on

this condition—that the English would furnish him with six ships belonging to their

company, the price of them to be deducted from the ransoms of the two towns.

But this project vanished in a moment, when he received intelligence that the ships

at Pondicherry had not sustained any damage ; and he resumed his former project

on the coast of Malabar ;
in the full confidence, that he should be instantly relieved

from his difficulties by ships whicK were subject to his command.

He accordingly wrote to M. Dupleix, to send them to him with all possible expe-

dition ; and, in the mean time, he was occupied night and day in conveying to the

sea-shorc whatever might be necessary to relieve the squadron, which had suffered

So severely from the hurricane.

It has already been observed, that M, Dupleix and the Supreme Council of

• A sort of boat used on the coast of India.
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Rcndicherry had expressly engaged, by thdir letters, to execute ihe.articles of the

treaty, as they should be settled by M. de la Bourdonnais, whom they left the entire

master to conduct the whole in the m?ainer which l>e should judge most proper. It has

also been observed that, in consequence of these engagements, M, de la Bourdonnais

had framed the articles, and that he had sent a copy to the Council of Pondicherry,

informing them at the same time, that if any alterations were made, he would not

answer for their being accepted. But the 'gentlemen of Pondicherry forgot all their

engagements, and returned the articles with alterations, which were not only inad-

missible but impracticable.

For example : by the fifth article, they made themselves masters of the time when

they should evacuate the place, by stipulating, but without fixing the term, that it

should not be evacuated till the captured property was settled : but as that period

might be lengthened at their pleasure, one of the conditions, solemnly agreed to by

M. de la Bourdonnais, that the evacuation should take place in January, would be

violated.

In this same article they inserted another condition, which was not less unjust

:

that the road of Madras should not be frequented by English vessels till after the

evacuation. It was, in effect, to take from the English that freedom of commerce,

which could alone put them in a condition to collect the funds necessary, for the

payment of the ransom. It was impossible for the English to accept of such a

condition; •

The seventh article was not less ridiculous. They thereby declared that they

would receive neither bills nor hostages, and that M. de la Bourdonnais should

take charge of them on board his vessels. But this proposition was impracticable,

.

because the hostages and the bills codld not be delivered but at the mbment of

evacuation, when M. de la Bourdonnais would not be at Madras to arrange the

final settlement of it.

The eighth article, however, was that which gave the greatest offence. The
Council determined to sign nothing with the English, and to enter into no engage-

ment whatever, but with M. de la Bourdonnais. The latter saw through all the

finesse of that business; as the rulers of Pondicherry had no other object than

to delay the final settlement of the treaty till M. dc la Bourdonnais shouid it
obfigcd to quit Madras without signing it, and consequently leave the place to their

discretion; but to render their projects abortive, M. dc la JJourdonnais deter-
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tniried to adhere to the capitulation, which be took with hitni and would conse*

q^eotly guarantee the execution of the treaty. ThisS was an important object with

him, and was necessarily to be accomplished, by the engagements containediu the

letters, &c. written from Pondicherry, which arc expressed in the following terms

:

The Council engages and gives its word to maintain the articles, of which M, de

^Ma Bourdonnais has sent the copy, so long as the English maintain theirs.”

M* de la Bourdonnais, therefore, thought of nothing but to come to a final

termination as soon as possible with the English. In short, there remained at this

time but one article to settle, which was to jxjstpone the evacuation of the place

from October to January. The misfortune which had befallen the squadron com^

manded by M. de la Bourdonnais, rendered it impossible for him to fulfil this article

of the capitulation, and the representations he made on the subject had their proper

effect on the minds of the English. M. de la Bourdonnais therefore assembled the

two nations at the State-house, on the 21st of October, and having read it aloud in

French and in English, he proposed it to their final ratification. This proposition

was accepted by the unanimous voice of all present. The Council, the Magistrates,

the military officers, and all the principal inhabitants, swore to preserve the treaty,

in all its articles, inviolably. It was accordingly signed, as well as the letters of

exchange on the English Company, amounting to five hundred thousand pagodas,

and bills for eight hundred tliousand pagodas, payable at certain periods, and to the

order of the Council of Pondicherry.

On the same day he sent the treaty to the Council of Pondicherry, and observed

to them, that they would be personally responsible for any infractions of it on the

part of the French. The following letters accompanied it.

A, M. Detforges Boucher.

« Sir, Madras, 17th October, 1746.

“ You will find three letters annexed, addressed to the Captains who are just

arrived from Europe. 1 charge you, in the name of the King, to deliver them to

the persons to whom they are respectively addressed, and to require them also, in

the "a*"** of the King, to obey the orders which they contain.

Signed, “ Mahe' de La Boordonhajs.”
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To M. M. of the Supreme Council of Pondicherry.

Gentlemen, Madras, 1 8th October, 1746.

” The command of Madras has been hitherto the subject of much altercation

;

whether I am right, or whether I am wrong, I most willingly sacrifice my self love,

' to afford satisfaction at Pondicherry. To attain that object, I am about to give

up the care of the town to M. Despremesnil, on the sole condition of maintaining

the capitulation which I have granted to it. According to my opinion, it is per-

fectly well suited to our situation: if you think otherwise, you are the masters to

act as you think proper. I have done every thing which depended on me, to merit

the esteem of my friends and my enemies.

While I thus submit to the state of public affairs, I cannot but express my

surprise at what is passing at Pondicherry, under your eyes. You know that I

have an order from the King, to command all the Company’s ships in the East

Indies, and 1 signified that order to the three Captains lately arrived from Europe

:

they however have replied, that, being under the command of the Council of Pon-

dicherry, they could not obey me. I demand therefore to know, M. M. in the name

of the King, if it is your intention to oppose his orders; if so, I shall abandon every

thing to its fate, and leave you responsible for all the consequences of such a con-

duct. I shall embark in the first vessel for the isles, and take those measures which

the treatment 1 have received, appears to demand. If you do not prevent these

Captains from obeying me, order them to depart on the instant to come and save

four vessels, which are in evident danger; and if I do not receive an answer in

conformity to the will of the King, and .such as I demand by this letter, your refusal

is sufficient for me : I shall quit Madras on board the Achilles, dismasted as she

is, and leave the rest in a similar situation, with their cargoes and equipages, to

your care. I shall proceed to France, to give an account to the King and the

minister, of the impossibility to which you have reduced me, of executing their

orders.

Signed, Make' de La Bourdonn ais.’*

At length, after having given all the necessary instructions to the Commissaries

and Capuins; after having delivered up all the accounts and papers relative to
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Madras to M* Despretnesnil, M* de la Bourdonnais ordered all the troops to be

drawtt up, and resigned them, October 23, 1746, ^0 his command. As the ap-

prehension of another hurricane had obliged his vessel to get into the offing, he

threw himself into a catamaran, and joined her at the distance of four leagues, in a

boisterous sea ; when he sailed for Pondicherry, leaving his papers, baggage, and

servants, to be dispatched after him on the following day, See.

.

Grant,
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CHAPTER X.

Letters of Baron Grant continued ; with an Account of the further Operations of

M. de la Bourdannais, &c.

LETTER VIII.

loth Mar(!h» 1748.

I SHALL not presume to give a definitive opinion on such important subjects, as

the discussions which have taken place between M. de la Bourdonnais and M.

Dupleix. 1 lament most sincerely, that men engaged in such important affairs, and

at such an important moment, should be involved in a contest which may prove so

injurious to the public interest : but to determine which is to blame in these dis-

cussions, we must wait for the termination of them. Both of them are men of supe-

rior merit in their respective situations: M. Dupleix is a great administrator, and it

is not possible to maintain the honour of France with more dignity than he does.

M. de la Bourdonnais, with less dignity, is at the same time an intelligent gover-

nor, a skilful navigator, brave by land as by sea, and of an indefatigable activity.

The rapid successes of the latter, has elevated him very suddenly to a situation

which threatened to interfere with the credit and established power of M. Dupleix,

who may be supposed to have felt some uneasiness at the appearance of so formid-

able a rival. It is not improbable that the Minister and the Directors have

not sufficiently understood each other respecting the orders given, and the powers

transmitted to these two governors; j)ut whatever may be the real cause of their

difference, it is very evident, if they had maintained a good understanding with each

other, very important services might have been rendered to their country.

M. dc la Bourdonnais, daring the time he remained in our isles, in the intervals

of his operations on the coasts of Malabar and Coromandel, mo'^t certainly formed

several very useful esablishments, both in the Isle of France and the Isle of Bour-

bon, though deprived, in a great measure, of the means essential to those objects:

but calumny has not spared him ; and if the government 'should conceive the same

prejudice against him, as the public at present possesses, he will not very easily

extricate himself from his present difficulties.
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Though M. de la Bourdonnais has, by his knowledge and great activity,

been of infinite service to these islands, he had, in the midst of his extraordinary

undertakings, found such inadequate assistance, in the resources furnished by go-

vernment or the Company, that he was under the necessity of cmjiloying his autho-

rity in obtaining it from the inhabitants. These measures, which have already been

mentioned, raised up many enemies against him ; as it is not every one who can or

will discover, that future good must be frequently purchased at the price of imme-

diate inconvenience.

He is now gone to France to defend his conduct, and demand the justice of

government ; and I shall delay the remaining part of his history in India, till wc

have received an account of his arrival in France.

Among the establishments of this island, a very considerable sugar-work has been

formed by M. de la Bourdonnais, in a fine quarter called Villehaguc, which is the

name'of his brother, whom he placed at the head of it: but since his departure,

it has been transferred to two other brothers, Messrs. Ic Vigoreux, of St. Malo,

captains of ships in the service of the India Company ; and they arc pushing it

forward at enormous expcnce.

As there is a great deal of fine wood in the island, which is calculated for every

kind of construction, M. dc la Bourdonnais began to build ships for the service of

the Company. The first, named the Insulaire^ was unfortunately lost. It was too

long in finishing ; a circumstance which cost the Company dear, and the lives of

the whole equipage. She was commarfded by M. de la Baumc, and perished on

her first going out, in the Ganges,

At this time a frigate arrived to inform us of a war with England ; M. de la

Bourdonnais accordingly made every preparation for our defence, as well as to

carry on his operations *in the Indies,

lie made us practise various manoeuvres of attack and defence, on the principal

batteries of the island ; we made sham assaults on the forts with bamboo ladders.

All our Creoles 4)eing thus disciplihed and inured to military exercise, formed an

excellent corps of volunteers, to join the European troops in the enterprize which

M. de la Bourdonnais meditated on Madras. These Creoles unite [great strength

and activity, to an intrq)idity that nothing can resivSt.

M. de la Bourdonnais having ordered all the troops under arras, he presented

O o 2
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hittifielf, and commanded all those, whether officers or soldiers, who were willing to

go on this expedition, to advance beyond the lines. Not a man remained behind

them.

They arrived at Pondicherry, and performed those services to their country,

which have been already related.

The narrative of the operations of M. de la Bourdonnais has been continued to

his return to the Isle of France, at the end of the year 1746 ;
we shall now conduct

him to France, and resume his histmy, at the moment when he quitted Pondicherry

for the last lime. ^

Third Epocha of the Operations of M. de la Bourdonnais,

The Captains of the ships who were at Pondicherry not knowing whom to obey,

the Council who retained them, or M. dc la Bourdonnais who summoned them to

his assistance, determined at length to join the latter. As soon as they were two

leagues at sea, M. de la Bourdonnais ordered all the Captains on board his ship,

and gave them their instructions, the principal of which was, to follow those which

they had received from the Governor and Council of Pondicherry. At the same

time, however, he thought it right to deliver his opinion on an article of these

instructions, which appeared to him to be founded in extreme injustice.

The Council of Pondicherry, by the fifth article of the instructions which they

had given to their Captains, commanded them to exact of the King of Achem, the

restitution of the Favori, a French vessel, which the English had taken in his road;

and they pretended that, by way of indemnification, he should be made to pay an

hundred catis^ which amount to two hundred thousand livres of our money. M. de

la Bourdonnais considered this proposition as unjust, because the King of Achem

not having sufficient force to prevent the English from taking the ship, the French

could not, with any degree of reason, render him responsible for a violence in which

he had no concern, and could not prevent or repress. The Council of Pondicheny

• We shall now, for the convenience of the reader, conduct M, de la Bourdonnais to the end of

his careen we have not, it is true, proceeded further in the correspondence of Baron Grant than

the year 1748, and this recital concludes in 1750; but we presumeef that these details would be

more interesting «by being brought together, than by being presented in detached parts.
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well knew that the King of Achera was not in a condition to maintain the neutra-

lity in his road : besides, by the first article of their instructions, they enjoined their

Captains to fall on the English squadron, if they found them refitting in the road of

Achem. According to their principles, therefore, the King of Achem, after having

paid them the value of the Favori, taken from tlic French by the English, might be

obliged to pay the value of the ships which should Ix' taken in the same situation

from the English by the French. The absurdity of such a consequence is sufficient

to prove the error of the principle.

The Centaur, the Mars, the Brillant, and the St. I.ouis, soon lost sight of M. de

la Bourdonnais, who, with his three wretched vessels, made many fruitless efforts

to follow them. He was at length obliged to drive before the wind, which was

unfavourable to him, and to make the best of his way to the isles, where he arrived

on the loilt of December, in a very bad condition.

With respect to the four other vessels, they anchored at Achem tlie 8th of the

same month, and fortunately for them did not find the English squadron commanded

by Commodore Peyton, there, which had sailed for Bengal, nor the two vships com-

manded by Captain Griffin, who were gone to join that squadron. On their return

from Achem to Pondicherry, the French vessels were to be laden with merchandize

for the isles, from whence they would pass to Europe, as the Council of Pondicherry

had assured M. de la Bourdonnais. The Captains had presented several requests

to the Council to the same effect ; but M. Dupleix preferred rather to disappoint

the Company of the cargoes which they expected, than to send the vessels to the

isles, where they wopld be under the command of M. de la Bourdormais. He also

suspected that the latter might arm them as ships of war, and signalize himself by

some new enterprize. The project which he proposed in council was to send them

into the Ganges to take Calcutta. Such a proposition equally revolted the Council

and the sea officers ; nor could they withhold their astonishment, as it was univer-

sally known that the Mogul caused the neutrality to be inviolably observed in the

river of Bengal, ifhd that any act ofTostility there would bring on a war with the

Mogul, who could in an instant rase our colonies with the ground, and drive us from

Indostan for ever. This humiliating lesgson given to M. Dupleix, by those who

were not accustomed or disposed to contradict him, inflicted such a wound on Iii$

pride, that he indulged himself in expressions full of indignity and resentment.
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At length, however, he grew calm, abandoned his late senseless project, and even

condescended to consult his Council, as to the manner in which these vessels should

be employed. The Council replied, that there was no choice j—they must pro-

ceed to the isles. But M. Dupleix rejected this proposition; and, from an appre-

hension of attracting new invectives, the Council consented to send the ships to the

coast of Malabar, where it was pretended that they would be in a state of security;

as their principal object was to keep them out of the way of the English. Such

conduct also formed a pan of the instructions given to the Captains. They went

therefore successively to Galle in the island of Ceylon, to Colche on the coast of

Malabar, to Mahc and Goa, See, 'Vhm did these vships, in going from road to road,

and traversing the seas without any particular view or project, wear themselves out,

diminish their equipages, and involve the Company in needless expences; while, un-

der the command of an experienced officer, who would have brought the whole force

of the Company to have acted together, it would have rivalled that of the ertemy,

made advantageous diversions, engaged in useful ei.tcrpri/.cs, or, at least, have trans-

ported to Europe the cargoes necessary to sustain the credit of the Company. On
the contrary, what has been the fate of the greater part of these vessels?—The

St. Louis was forced to run ashore, the Princess Mary perished from the want of

repairs, and the Neptune was burned under the cannon of Madias. With respect

to the rest, they were preserved by the resolution of the Captains, who, after

holding a council on their situation, and being satisfied of the impossibility that

they could any longer keep the sea, determined, whatever might be the wishes of

M. Dupleix, to proceed to the isles, where they repaired their ships and refreshed

ihcir crews, *

In the mean time the prediction of M. dc la Bourdonnais was accomplished;

all the English force in India was united, and eight ships, among others, kept a

regular cruize from Fort St. David to Madras; so that Pondicherry and Madras

were entirely blocked by sea, while the Moors blockaded them by land.

It may be remembered that, in three of liis letteis to M. de la Bourdonnais,

M. Dupleix had declared bis absolute engagements to give up Madras to the Nabob.

This promise was certainly inconsiderate ; and it was to enforce the completion of

it that the Moors had taken up arms. They had already marched a considerable

* These vessels afterwards afforded succour to Pondicherry, under the command of M. Bouvet.
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body of troops into the environs of Madras, before M. de la Bourdonnais had quitted

it ; but while he commanded in the place they did not venture to approach, or

commit any act of hostility ; but no sooner was he embarked, than they began to

blockade it. M. Desprcmcsnil, who commanded there, instantly dispatched deputies

to the Nabob, to demand the reasons which induced him to threaten the French

with an attack ? His answer was, that M. Dupleix had promised to give up Madras

to him, and that he was determined to possess himself of it, if that engagement was

not immediately fulfilled. M. Dcspremesnil replied, that he must acquaint the Go-

vernor and Council of the demands of the Nabob, and the diilicult situation in which

he found himself’ These circumstances he thought proper to relate in his own

person to M. Dupleix, and was removed from his command.

M. Jhirthclcmy was appointed to succeed him, and, by some active vsallics on the

Moors, contrived to keep them at a distance, and restore liberty to the place: he

was, indeed, assisted in his attacks on the enemy by a detachment sent to him from

Pondicherry, under the command of M. Paradis. The latter possessed the first place

in the confidence of M. Dupleix. He had been a surveyor in the isles; and M. de

la Bourdonnais discovering that be had ambition, talent, and courage, was glad to

employ him as an odiccr in the military service. At length, having asked some

advancement, which M. de la Bourdonnais could not grant, without manifest injustice

to the senior officers of his troops, he took occasion to quarrel with him, and became

his avowed enemy. He succeeded better with M. Dupleix, who preferred him to all

his competitors; and he had no sooner received his appointments, than the project

which M. Dupleix had so long meditated began to disclose itself. The following

orders now arrived at Madras.

Extract from the Register of the Deliberations of the Supreme Council
y
on the

'jtb of November

y

1746.

** The Council, in full assembly, having maturely deliberated on the representa-

tions made yesterday by the principal inhabitants of the colony and commanders of

ships, declare to the English at Madras, that the treaty of ransom which they had

made with M. de la Bourdonnais is null and void; and that the French nation

now finds itself in the szgmc relation towards them, as on the day when the town of

Madras surrendered to the arms of bis Majesty, &:c.

Signed, ‘^Dupleix, DfiSCRr/MSSNi l,” &c. cfec.
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The orders of M. Dupleix were signified to the English on the 15th of Novem-

ber, and published in Madras at the head of the troops, with a declaration, explain-

ing the new conditions which it pleased the Council of Pondicherry to impose on

them.

The declaration was to the following effect.

1st. That the town of Madras stood in the same relation to the King and Com-

pany as on the day when it was surrendered.

2d. That the English should be bound to give up all the keys of the magazines,

that the French might take possession of the effects contained in them.

3d. That the English should have liberty to take away their furniture and clothes,

as also the wardrobes and jewels of the women: but with respect to merchandize,

plate, horses, &c. they shall remain at Madras, as the property of the French East

India Company.

4ih. That the English might retire wherever they thought proper, on their parole

not to serve against France till an exchange of prisoners should take place.

“ 5th. That such as preferred to remain at Madras should take the oath of fidelity

to the King, in the person of M. Paradis.

6th. That the Governor and Council should bind themselves not to serve against

France; and in case they should refuse to give their parole to that effect, they should

be conducted prisoners to Pondicherry.*"

It is not possible to express the indignation which the publication of this act ex-

cited, nor the trouble and disorder which the execution of it produced. The greater

part of the English officers escaped, during the night, with their wives and their

families, and abandoned the greater part of their effects. Those who remained with

the Governor, were conducted with him in triumph to Pondicherry, and presented

as a spectacle to the people; at the head of whom appeared M. Dupleix, with the

state of a sovereign and the eclat of a conqueror. The Jews and Arminians had the

choice to see the pillage of their property, or to go and reside at Pondicherry : with

respect to the natives of the country, they were compelled to fly, by #the destruction of

the Black Town which they inhabited, and was the centre of their commerce. In

dlort, the politics of M. Dupleix were incomprehensible : for after having destroyed

the Black Town, which was of the first importance on account of its trade, he engaged

in an enormous expcnce to fortify the White Town, which was altogether an useless

place, and not worth preserving when the Black Town was destroyed.
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Wc shall not enter into a detail of all the foolish cntcrprizcs undertaken against

Gondelour* by M. Duploix, which failed in lour distinct attempts;! it will be

sufficient to mention, that the morttticaiion he sulfered, on his tioops being conti-

nually beaten and repulsed by the Moors, led on by English ofiiceis, incited him to

execute an act of vengeance, which cost the Company dear. He dispatched a large

deUchmcnl from Madras to ravage the lands of the Moors; and the spirit of devas-

tation waSj on this occasion, carried to the utmost cxtcss: filtecn Moorish villages

were binned, with an immense quantity of grain and cflccis which they contained.

Murder was also added to rapine and destruction ; the French killed all thew met^

and accompanied this horrid enterprise with the most abominable and wanton

barbaiity.

An expedition so cruel in itself, and so dangerous in its consequences, disgusted

all the Fix nch who were at Madias : the officer who commanded the detachment was

loaded wiili reproaches; and he had no other mode of excusing himself, but by

disinbining copies of thcordeis which he had received: as for tlie Moors, they

meditated an ample vengeance'. M. Dupleix, therefore, perceiving the danger that

threatened him, found a lesourcc in negotiations, and obtained a peace by dint of

treasure; so that both the war and the peace were equally dishonourable to the

nation, ^ind ruinous to (he Company.

Such a sucxession of misfortunes, occasiemed by his own conduct, did not fail to

mortify the vanity of M. TJuplcix, wdio^ could not but perceive that comparisons

vjctc daily made between him and M. de la Hourdonnais, to his disadvantage; but

such as ventured to express themselves aloud in favour of the latter, were sure fo

experience the resentment of the former: they had tiieir place also in the libel

fabricated by M. Paradjs, to be sciu to the Minister and the Company.

In Older to continue the histoiy of M. de la Bourdonnais, we must return to the

Isle of France, where we had left him, and from whence we shall attend him to the

fatal moment that conducted him tq the Bastile.

On his arrival at the Isle of France, M. de la Bourdonnais found his place

occupied by M, David, whom the Company had named as his successor. The

latter had received orders to make every possible inquiry, and obtain all possible

• Ciiddalore*

f The fourth attempt was made whik the English were before Pondicherry.

pp
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information, relative to the administration of his predecessor^ He was at the same

time ordered not to give up to him the command of the ships which were to re-

turn to Europe, if he had been guilty of any malversations. ‘

'

M. David had acquitted himself of his commission before M. de la Bourdonnais

arrived at the Isle of France, and was fully convinced, that all the complaints

exhibited against him had proceeded from passion, and a spirit of mutiny, Be-

' sides, to give the fullest proof in his favour of the uprightness of bis conduct

to individuals, as well as of his zeal and fidelity to his King and the Company,

M. de la Bourdonnais publicly called upon those who had been injured by him

in any way whatever, in both the Isles of France and Bourbon, to come forward

with their charge, that he might immediately do them justice, and make such

restoration as they had a right to claim : but though he was now deprived of his

government, and was not only a private, but in some measure a disgraced man,

not a single complaint appeared against him. In short, so irreproachable in every

particular did the conduct of M. de la Bourdonnais appear, that M. David did

not hesitate to deliver to him the King's order to command the ships destined for

Europe.

The repugnance with which M. de la Bourdonnais accepted the command, will

be easily conceived. Mortified to the quick by these injurious inquiries into his

conduct, his justification did not save him from the chagrin he experienced at having

been suspected. However, that he might pot be reproached for having refused to

do his duty in this critical conjuncture, he undertook the command of the squadron

of six ships, which were so weak, that the equipage of several of them did not

amount to an hundred men. Nor was this all: he was to conduct these vessels to

France, in the midst of English squadrons who possessed the sea; and, which natu-

rally made a deep impression on his mind, his wife and children were to share his

dangers with him.

In his passage to the Cape of Good FIopc hp encountered a tempest, which dis-

persed his six ships; and he thought the moment was arrived, when he and his family

should perish together in the waves. The storm at length subsided, and he conti-

nued his, voyage alone, as the whole of his squadron had disappeared. Three of

his ships, however, having rejoined him, they arrived togetlier at Angola, where he

had orders to refresh. As to the other two vessels, he saw them no more ; and
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he learned, after his arrival in France, that one, being almost a wreck, bad taken

refuge in the Bay of All Saints, where she was condemned, and that the other returned

to the Isle of France,

While M. de la Bourdontiais was at Angola, he was informed of the appearance

of two English ships ^ be accordingly dispatched one of liis officers in a canoe, to

discover if they were merchant vcswsels, or ships of war: they were found to be the

latter, and another soon joined them. M. de la Bourdonnais, therefore, was convinced

that the information he had received from Europe was too true, which stated, that a

great number of English vessels were waiting for his squadron on all ^sides, having

received notice of his return.

Determined as he was to defend himself, with his four ships, to the last extremity,

he did not feel a sufficient degree of courage, or rather of insensibility, to expose

his wife and four children to the dangers with which he was menaced ; he therefore

put them on board a small Portuguese vessel at Angola, to transport them to ilje

coast of Brasil, from whence they were conducted to Lisbon on board a ship in the

service of the King of Portugal; and from thence they proceeded to France. As

for him, he set sail for Martiihco, according to the orders which he had received*

In the persuasion that he should meet with the encmy\s squadrons, which would

be very superior to his, he had conceived a manoeuvre that no seaman had ever

employed, to have saved the best of his ships, and, in general, all the crews; but

he was so fortunate as to avoid the English throughout his course, so that he arrived

at Maninico without any interruption.

Flis ships being in safety in the port of that island, his next object was to take

such measures as would secure their return to Europe. He had received orders

to remain at Maninico ^till the latter end ctf October, 1747, in order to be con-

voyed by the King’s ships; and to dispatch an officer, in the mean time, properly

instructed, to give an account to the Court and the Company, of the situation

of the East India colonics. On the other hand, his squadron was not in a con-

dition to put to sea, without an augmentation of stores and men, which Maninico

was not in a condition to furnish. At length, he conceived a project which

promised to indemnify the nation for all its losses; and M. de Caylus, Command-

ant of Martinico, consiHered the success of it as so certain, that he iiad associated

himself in it. It became necessary, therefore, to inform the ministers of this pro-

ject* appears by the letter of M. de Caylus, and M. de Ranchc the Iniendant,

^

P P 2
'
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to M* de Maurepas. M. de la Bourdonndis accordingly left his squadron at

Martinico, and, provided with passports and letters for the Dutch Governor, he

set out^o find at the Ulc of St* Eusiatius, some vessel on Which he might embaik

for France*

On passing from Martinico to this island he assumed a feigned name, and ven-

tured in a small boat, with M. Laurent his principal secretary, and a single domestic*

In the passage he was chased by an English man of war, which forced him to deviate

very much from his course; a ciiciimstancc that saved his life: for otherwise he

would have arrived at St. Kustatius at the very moment when a tremendous hurri-

canc was ravaging that coast, and whose violence was so gtcat, that of forty vessels

which were in the road of that island, not one was saved, I hjs misfortune obliged

him to remain forty^ive days at St, Eustatius, to wait till a vessel could be refitted*

It w^as a small Dutch ship, which was bound to Flushing.

As they approached Europe, they met an English vessel, who assured them that

war was declared between France and Holland. This news rendered it necessary

for the Dutch Captain to put into an English port, in order to procure a convoy,

M. de la Bourdonnais was therefore taken into an enemy's country ; and, though

he had changed his name, he was not without apprehensions that be rmglii be dis-

covered; and they were too well founded: for as the iiitciligcnce had arrived ia

England, that he had embarked from St. Eustatius to get to Europe in a Dutch

vessel, the ship was so strictly visited on its arrival at Falmouth, that he was dis-

covered, and conducted to London as a prisoner of war.

There he was treated with every mark of regard and distinction j was received

by the Ministers and Directors of the East India Company ; and was favoured by

very particular attentions from two gentlemen, who were members of the Council

of Madias when that place was taken, and had since returired to England.

In short, to give an idea of tire opinion which was entertained in England of

M* dc la Bourdonnais, it will be sufficient to observe, that on his request to return

to France, the government refused any other security than his word, and be

quitted London on his parole the 22d of Febiiiary, 1748. On the Sunday fol-

lowing he arrived at Paris, and he instantly set out for Versailles, where he had a

conference with the minister. But the memorials fiom Pofidicherry had excited an

universal prejudice against him. In fact, these memorials, some of which appeared

to be signed by all the Council, and others by the whole colony, could not fail to
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impose very powerfully on the public opinion. It was not to be supposed that

such united testimonies were founded in falsehood or misteprcvscntation* Besides,

the facts charged in these libels were of a very serious nature, since he was accused

of nothing less than holding intelligence with the enennes of the state* of disobe-

dience to the orders of the King* and of misapplication of the funds and effects of

the Company. It was not* therefore, possible for the minister to enter, of himself,

into the examination of an affair which would probably require a veiy long dis-

cussion : on the other hand, it would not be prudent to leave a man in the enjoy-

ment of his liberty, who was charged with so many capital offences. Thus M, dc

la Bourdonnais became the victim of state necessity, and no sooner appeared at

Versailles, than he was arrested by order of the King) aiid conducted to the Bastilc

on the 2d of March, 1748.

By letters patent of the 7th of the same month, his Majesty named commissioners

to examine the affair of M. de la Bourdonnais ; who, after he had languished twenty-

six months in prison, decreed that he should have permission to communicate with

his council.

It has been said, that the interest of his wife alone, who was of the family of

Auieuil, preserved him from being sacrificed: but, whether it was from chagrin,

or some other cause, he did not long survive.*

M. de la Bourdonnais however was soon revenged. M. Duplcix was, in his

turn, obliged to render an account of hjs conduct, and died in a state of penury,

liaving lost the fruit of his labours.

Contmuation of the Letter^ dated toth of March, 1748.

This war, as you see, continues; and wliole fleets, which were destined for our

island, have been taken or destroyed ; so that a few corvettes alone arrive here to

announce these disasters, and they are very often in a crippled and dismasted

condition. .
%

We have been informed that fifteen ships have been dispatched from the East,

laden with provisions for our islands ; but unfortunately the Engli^>b fell in with

them, and, being superior in point of force, have taken them all, except a small vessel,

which escaped to make us acquainted with our misfortunes. We live at present

in a most wretched state of incertitude, in want of every thing ; and, to complete

• It has been suspected that he was poisoned.
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our miseiy, afflicted with a continued drought, which has known no interval through-

out the year^ but frornr an hurricane that visited us during the last month. It

ravaged every thing, and occasioned many fatal accidents. Several persons were

killed and wounded during its continuance; and, to complete our distresses, it was

succeeded by a cloud of locusts, which devoured whatever the hurricane had not

laid waste. Such is our present situation. Sec, See.

Grant.
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CIIAPTER XL

Letters ofBaron Grant conlinued.^Some Account of Animals in the hie of France^

Hunting
j
&c,—Circumstances respecting the Maroon Ntgrocs, Slaves^ IJc .

—

.Arrival of M. Davld^ who succeeded M. de la Boardonnais as Governor^

General—his Character and Conduct.—The Island threatened by an English

Squadron^ cfc. &g .

—

ill Success of the latter,

LETTER IX.

ij)lo or Francc> June, 1749.

x\s the climate is very warm, I frcqucniiy remain for several successive days and

mglus in the forests and mountainsj to enjoy the pleasure ol (he chase.

I most frequently hunt the stag,* and the cabri^ a kind of wild goat, which is very

active, runs among the mountains, leaps horn rock to lock, and delights in asccaid^

ing those narrow ledges and sharp points of the rocks, wdiicli are inaccessible to

every other living creature- Hus mode of hunting is very danger ons, from the

nanow and dillicull ways we must necessarily pass in pursuit of om game.

We have had for some time a charming little animal in our woods, called the

gavcllc^ or antelope. M. David brought it from Senegal ;t hut unfonunaielv the

hunters of the island have, in a great measure, destroyed them. Different sorts of

* The stags (supposed to have been brought to Mauritius by the Portuguese) are smaller, ,ind

of a greyer colour than those of Europe.

f In Senegal and on the Gambia great herds of these Wttle gazelles may be seen. It is, accord-

ing to M. de BufTon, the cbevrotoh (tiagulas, Brisson.)—cetmis perpusilluSy jiivencus guiiicensis,

cervus JfriCiVius pilo rubro, Seba, They arc, (says Bosnian,) the prettiest little cicaturcs in

the world ; they are not much larger than a rabbit : the Negroes call them the liule kings of the

stags. Their legs are about the size of a g<X)SC quill ; their horns arc also very small, and ul a

bright black : they are so light that they seem to fly amongst tlie bushes ; however, the Negroes

catch them sometimes. These little animals are too delicate to be brought here, as tiny can only

live in the hottest countries.’’
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antelopes are common in Africa, A.sia, and the East Indies. The African antelopes

resemble ihe roebuck in size and figure; their ears are large, and lined with a very

!)lack liair, which has the gloss of ebony: their horns arc black, with fluted rings to

half their length, and resemble the antique lyre. The outline of the horns of the

female arc less round and cuivatcd than those of the male. At their root there

is a tuft of hair, which is longer than that of the rest of the body. Their hoofii

have the same polisli as those of goats; the Arabs, indeed, call them by the latter

name.

The antelopes arc gregarious, attd chew the cud. Their large black eyes are so

bvcly, and at the same time so tencicrj that the Eastern people think them a compli-

mentary comparison for the eyes of a beautiful woman. The fore legs are not so

long as the hinder ones, which, as in the hare, gives more facility in ascending than

descending. As to their colour, the greater part are fallow on the upper parts of theii

body, and white under the belly, with a brown stripe which separates these two colours

on the lower part of' the flanks.

Tire wild antelopes arc taken by means of a lame one, to whose horns a snare

made of cords is curiously attached. When an herd is found, the tame animal is

sent among them
; when the wild males instantly advance to oppose him, and, in

butting violently with their horns, are entangled in the noose. In tlris struggle

they both fall to the ground, when the hunter arrives to kill the one and disengage

the other.

We have as yet but a small quantity of wild boars, which we call Maroon Irogs*

I'bey arc tb.e (l(',sccndants of those which the Portuguese left btdiirui them in the

woods of these islands, when they made the discovery of them. Those which we

breed foi’ our domestic purposes, arc of the small China kind. Our goats also have

proceeded from those left licre by the oiigin'al discoverer s.

The Maroon hogs arc not so mischievous as our wild boars in Europe. They

arc very fat, as well as the deer
; and the heat allays the fierceness of the one, as

well as the running of the other.
'

When a slag is killed, an entertainment always follows, as the flesh will not

keep more than two days; the neighbours are accordingly invited to partake of

the feast
;
and though this island docs not produce wine,* rather from a defect in

the knowledge of cultivating a vineyard; than any unfavourable qualities in
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the air or thc^ soil, we contrive to enliven our festivals with the produce of

Bourdeanx.

' M. David, who lias succeeded M. dc la Bourdonnais ns (H>vcrnor, has published

a general prohibition against huniing, to prevent the total destruction of the game,

which, in case of dearth, would at all times prove an elllciual resource ; but, un-

fortunately, it is very difficult to compel the strict observation of this edict.

AU the inhabitants are enchanted with the manners of M. David, He will not

prove, perhaps, so enterprising as M. de la Bourdunnais, but mildness, humanity,

and politeness, are, nevcrtiiclcss, the least of his good qualities.

Wc have here a species of hunting which, as w^c are on that subject, I shall

not omit to mention : it is indeed of a cruel kind in appearance, hut absolutely

necessary in point of policy. It consists in pursuing the Maroon Negroes, or

deserters, in the woods and the mountains, where they arc treated as wild beasts:

they arc shot whenever an opportunity offers, and this severity is absolutely

necessary for our pteservation. It is true, that, in general, they content them-

selves with pillaging what they want for their support
j
hut they will sometimes

acctnmpany their })!undcr with fire and sword. The danger arising from the hosti-

lilies of these runaways, is increased by tlie perfect knowledge they possess of the

plantations which they have deserted. Besides, their old comrades and mistresses

will frequently give them information of the most convenient opportunities to de-.

scend on their pillaging parties, and second their designs; so that they may be said

to keep us in a state of continual disquietude and hostility.

Our slaves, and particularly those which come from Madagascar, are insolent

and idle, and consequently of little reliance. They have been more accustomed to

war than to labour; and the hope of finding some means of returning to their country,

employs all their thoughts. Though it is necessary, in order to catch the wind, to

make a large circuit in coming from Madagascar to the Isle of France, they seem

to have an instinctive knowledge, ffiat the distance of their country is not in pro-

portion to the length of the voyage ; .they will direct their hand to the point where

it lies, and exclaim, in their corrupted French, fa blanc Id li beaucoup maliu;

** li couri beaucoup dans La nier Id haul; mats Magascar li Id,** This opinion

incites them sojmetimes to undertake the most desperate actions; and they will make

the most daring attempts to return to their home. They sometimes regard us

with a ferocious aspect, as they have adopted the belief, since the affair of Fort

Qq
"
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Dauphin in tlieir island, that the wine wc drink is the blood of Negroes. They

escape into the forest and moimtains of the Isle of France; and whenever they

find a canoe or other small boat along the coast, they endeavour to get possession

of it, and discover not only uncommon courage, but address and agility in getting

to sea. Sometimes they contrive to make a large pirogue or canoe of a single tree,

some of which arc very large in this islarid ; and in one of these they will attempt

a passage of an hundred leagues. It also happens that, when they are found to

be too numerous for the canoe to contain them with safety, they will alternately

embark and swim throughout the voyage. ^7’hough many of these adventurers are

lost, some of them have been known to reach their native island.

Wc do Jiot, however, go in pursuit of them, but when they have invaded the

plantations, or committed some crime which calls for vengeance, as it once happened

with respect both to my uncle and myself.

Being informed of ray absence, eight of them entered, during the night, into his

apartment. 'Fhey deliberated for some time whether they should not murder him ;

but perceiving he was asleep, they contented themselves witlt robbing him as well

as nac; and, among otlier things, took my fire-arms and a barrel of powder.

Enraged, on my return, at this daring act of plunder, I took a small detachment

of .soldiers with me, and remained six w'ceks in the forc.sts and mountains in pur.suit

of them. 1 killed the first who presented himself, and who w^as on the moment of

employing my own arms against me, Wg took the most dangerous of them, wlto

bad been guilty of several murders, and they sufl'ered the punishment they deserved.

One of them had been my huntsmaj), and had rendered himself so formidable ihrtuigh-

out the island, that it was dangerous to frequent the roads in the neighbourhood

of the woods, from an apprehension of this man and his b^^nd of companions.

The arrival of our new Goveriioi brought''prospcrity along with it : at the same

time five .sliips at rived from Nantes, laden with flour, w ine, and other necessary

provisions for the island. ,

M. David* has already been Governor of Senegal : he is rich, and demonstrates

* M. David was a native of Provence, and the son of a Director of the East India Company.

Aficr he had made tlic neccssaiy arrangements for the welfare of the eolony. he engaged in certain

undertakings on his own accouic . One of these he formed on the sea shore, for the manufacture

of hmc, and placed' seventy Negroes in it. This was a very necessary establishment, in order to

carry on the public buildings of the Company. He also built an house for himself of stone, which
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ihe best possible intentions for the welfare of tlic C-olony. He has already built a

very pretty frigate, whicli has been sent to Fiance.

AvS we «re now at war w^itli England, it was natural to apprehend that our island

would be attacked, and wc have been employed in pumng ourselvCvS in a state

of defence, which advances but slowly, though we haw able engineers: but we

trust too much to the natural advantages ol die Lslaiul, and the trilling success we

have had on the attack which has lately been made on us.

In the month of July last, an English licet of twenty'eight ships of war, commanded

by Admiral Boscawen, arrived off this island, and advanced within cannon shot ul

it. Our port was full of vessels belonging to the (.ompany, with one ship ol war

of sixty guns, named the Alcidcs, commanded by M. do Kersaint, w'ho laid her acrosv

the entrance of die port.

The FInglish came to an anchor, as they imagined the French stjuadron, liound

for India, was still in die harbour. We woiked ail night, though with a grct'vl deal

C'f confusion, to be in readiness for the following day.

The Count de Rcstairig, who had been commandant of oui artillery, had, before

his departure, examined the arsenal, and having found an old mortar, had placed k

on the point that commands the entrance of the habour, before which the English

fleet was at anchor.

At break of day, we found ourselves in a state to discharge a bomb at the nearest ot

the enemy’s vessels, which, however, did dot reach it : a second was thiown nearer

to it
; and the English Admiral thought proper to increase, his distance, in a small

degree, on the conjecture that we had a battery of mortars; and when he perceived

that no more were discharged, he concluded that it arose from his being removed

out of their reach, though the real cause proceeded from the impossibility of throw-

ing another shell, as, by the second discharge, the mortal had been rendered useless.

The enemy remained off the island for several days, and from the fretjuent

communication between the ships, the boats being continually passing from one to

the other, we concluded that they held frequent councils icspccting their future

conduct.

On the sixth day, one of their largest vessels approached within cannon-shot of

he named VEpruuvey as it was ilu* first of the kind which had bec/i construcied in the island. He

also formed plantations of cotton, and erected all the necessary magazines for cultivating it with

advantage and convenience.

Q q 2
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a place where they siipposexl that we had a masked battery : they cannonaded it

from l)reak of day, without the least return, as it was nothing more than a large

heap of faggots, collected for a lime furnace, winch thek balls scattered about.

In the evening of the same day we saw a number of well armed sloops, escorted

by a frigate, and rattging before the batteries, which, however, could not reach

them. We concluded that their intention was to make a descent at a place called

the Little River, which was not guarded, a!id where there was a small inlet,

through which one boat alone could pass at a time. As I was attentive to guard

the coast, I hastened to this point with some small pieces, and arrived there at an

early period of the night. 1 saw the frigate and the sloopvS furling their sails op-

posite to me, while the latter appeared to be approaching the opening of the ri^cr.

I immediately ordered iny artillery to play, and, on the first discharge, the drums,

which had scattered about in different places at some distance, with orders to come

towards me, at that signal, came beating a march ; which made the English suspect

that my force was very considerable, and they accordingly retired from the shorc%

I however thought it necessary to pass the night under arms. At break of day the

different vessels were returned to their former stations, and at eleven A. M. the

whole fleet was under sail.

Four of their ships, after having saluted the Admiral, passed to leeward towards

Madagascar, while the rest held their course to windward, as if proceeding to

India. It has been since vsaid, that thcsie four ships had several families on board,

and a large quantity of every kind of utensil for the cultivation of the island, on

the capture of which they had reckoned. The same report added, that we were all

of us to have been scTit to the Cape of Good Mope.

Tlic enemy wnas certainly deceived by appearances, tand concluded, from cir-

aimstances wdiich were very fallacious, tbat'wx were in a state of defence very

superior to our actual capacity. Or they might have imagined, that the time appa-

rently necessary to take the island, would interfere with more important operations

in India. But the English fleet was not more fortunate there, as our squadron

was in a condition to meet them, Their campaign, indeed, was altogether fruitless,

and they were glad to winter in their own settlements, &c. .

Grant.
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CHAPTER Xll.

^pfve Jccount of Ihe Island of Madagascar^ from the Ohservalion^ of Admiral

i Kcnipeffelt*—Letters ofBaron Grant conUfined,— Curious History ofa Princess

' ofRussia^ &c.

Tju: Isles of France and Bourbon are so connected with tliat of Madagascar, by

the continual commerce which is carried on between them, lltat the history of the
>«

latter is, in some degree, essential to the history of the former.

Madagascar is one of the largest isles in the world, and susceptible of many

advantages; having an excellent soil, a fine climate, commodious bays, and navi-

gable rivers. The only commercial objcctwS which it produces are rice, cattle, and

slaves. I’lic natives arc brave and honest, but extremely ignorant, though they

are so often visited by European vessels. The Frcncii ire(|uenl the eastern side of

the island; Saint Mary, I'oulc Point, Fort Dauphin, Au.; while the English prin-

cipaliy visit the western side, in the Bay of Saint Augustine, &c. The Frencli arc

actually establishing and fortifying a colony at Fort Saint Mary.

d^iic subsequent communications, affinded by Admiral KempenfiU, were origi-

jtally received by hint from M. Reglade, who had Feen in the service of the French

East India Contpany for upwards of fifty years. He was on board the ship called

la Paix, when it was wrecked on the Isle of Bourbon, and returned to France as

a passenger, in the same ship with tire Admiral.

“ The King Massilige appears to be the most powerful prince in the island, ^and

greatly favours the French in their commerce with liiin. Fie has a fort builtof nurd,

in the European manner, in which there arc fiom thirty to forty large cannon, and

a numerous garrrson of his own soldiers. M. Reglade had seen several thousand of

them armed with musquets, and well disciplined.

“ His palace is built in the European style, and has twp stories ;
it contains a reserve

* As we lately mentioned the Negroes which are obtained from Madagascar for the service of

tlie Isle of France, we have thought this a proper place to introduce the observations of Admiral

Kempenfelt, on the former of these islands.
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of arms, and some articles of furniture brought from Europe; such as tables, chairs,

and glasses of the first manufacture; with a palanquin very commodiously con-

trived and lined with crimson velvet. M. Rcglade supposed that these things had

fjccn brought by the pirates, who formerly cruised off the coasts of this island,

and infested the Indian seas.

*VThe King appeared to have absolute sway in his dominions; and if his subjec'

did any thing that was unjust or insulting to the French, lie punished them withtlu

greatest severity. l1ie Frcncli found that the country produced both cotton ana

silk, of which they sent samples into France, that ere approved; and people,

properly qualified in those branches of manufacture, were sent to bring them to

perfection. On ascending a river they came to a large rock of crystal, with which

M. Rcglade loaded several boats : he made presents of it to several [icrsons of dis-

tinction, who set an high value upon it. In the bay, where there is cxcciletjt

anchorage, there is also a small isle, which is very fertile and commodious for the

refitting and repairing of ship.s; and in which the princes of the country have per-

mitted the French to form an establishment. There arc several Arab Families settled

among them, who construct small vessels, and trade from thence with Persia and

the Red Sea, touching in their voyage at the Isles of Mohilla and jounna foi le-

freshments. Mr. Rcglade was of opinion that the people of those islands send ships

also to trade in different parts of Madagascar.

The Arabs arc the only inhabitants (T the ivsland who know how to rmvigate in

the open sea
;
and they serve as pilots to the ships which arc approaching to, ot

dcpaiiing from the coast. The last French ship that was among them having taken

one of these Arabs aboard, w'as run aground : the Captain, being alarmed for the

safely of his vessel, in the first transport of his anger, declared he would complain

to the king, and liave his head cut off ; whereupon the Arab drew iiis poniard, and

killed the captain and one of his officers ; he then leaped into the sea and was

drowned, d'hose who remained in the ship, disengaged her, and returned to the

Isle of Mauritius ; since that event, the trade with Madagascar has ceased.

Port Dauphin, which was the first establishment that the French had formed at.

Madagascar, has long been abandoned, and the inhabitants of the island have driven

them from another, which they had fcTTmed at Foulc Point.* This circumstance was

occasioned rather by the bad conduct of those to whom the^French Company had

entrusted their affairs, and the indiscreet manner with which they treated the
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inhabitants, than by any pcrfkly or cruelty on the part of the latter, as they arc, in

general, found to be a civil and liospitablc people ; but they will not be iftsuUetl

and treated as slaves in their own countiy: an error common to many European

nations in those parts of India where they have settit d and u'ceived encourage-

ment. None have been more subject to this error than ihc Ftcnch, which has

alieady produced very disagreeable consequences, and will, it is to be icared, pro-

duce more.

1 he King of tins pan o! the island was called I’om Simcols, according to the

French pronunciation, and as he and his sister both pronounce' it. Fhey were the

childien of an English pirate, and spoke the langtiagc of their father tolerably well;

but from their commerce with the French, they spoke that language still better.

The King treated the Frertch established in his country with the greatest distinction

:

nay, they pretended that, before his death, he had settled his kingdom upon them;

and when that event happened, they took possession of it, but were soon alter driven

by the natives from their presumptive claims.

When M. de la Bourdonnais was dismasted by a violent gale of wind on this

coast, he put into the Bay d'Antongil, in whose woods he found trees fit for masts,

which enabled him, though witli infinite difficulty, to complete his repairs.

According to the relation of a French officer, the sliips of that naiiou trade with

the inhabitants on the coast of Madagascar in the following manner ;

/Two muskets;

^ r , ^ Two cartouch boxes;
A man or a woman from the age of ^

thirteen to forty

** For a bullock

“ For an heifer i

For two heifers

A fat capon

A fowl -

^ Ten flints;

I

Ten balls; or fifteen hundred balls, or

[ seventeen hundred flints,

f One musket, or twelve or fifteen pounds

[
of powder.

Two cartuuch boxes, or ten pounds of

powder.

One musket.

A knife, or seven balls, or ten needles, or

a pair of scissars.

r Eight needles, or four balls, or six flints,

1 &c.
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A partridge, a turtle, ora quail
r Two or three balls, four or five flints, or

1 three needles.

A pot containing three quarts - Two knives, or twelve needles*

Four measures of mead, or wine madeq

from honey

A pot of honey with tire wax

A knife, or ten balls, or six flints.

f Two pounds of powder, or six balls, >

A pot containing three (marts of milk
, fr* - i n

^
[

eight flints, or eight needles.

When the King payvsliis first visit to a French ship, he generally brings a ])rcscnt

of two bullocks, one cow, tliree capons, two fowls, two baskets oi nee, and some

pots of honey with the wax.

The King is well contented when the)' receive his present with pleasure, and that

he receives in renurn, the usual acknowledgments of muskets, white and blue coarse

linen, with looking glasses, flints, See,

** This is the best inrormalu>n 1 could obtain/’ continnes Admiral KernpenfeU,

from the French officers: but as 1 have observed that the iniiabitants of the west

coast of Madagascar, in Saint Augustine Ifay, where J have twice l)ecn wiilnn the

last four years, make a considerable progress in commercial knowledge, and

gradually advance the price of their mcichandize, 1 have no doubt hut it is the

same on the eastern coast, and that the prices of mercantile aiuclcs saiy there

evciy year.

I am of opinion, that the captains of India ships would not find it lost time, if

they were logo in search of some other commodious poit, on the coast of this island,

where the inhabitants have not yet been insmacted by their commerce with the

nations (»f Europe.

We have added but little for many years to our knowledge of foreign coasts;

and we appear satisfied with the discoveries of our fathers, as if our charts had

attained their utmost degree of perfection.* .

'

Captains who miss their passage by the Cape of Good FJope, and put into the

Bay of Saint Augustine, whcie they sometimes remain for iwo or three months,

without any employment, might employ their officers and principal boat in very

useful objectvS, and without the least danger, if they had either a becoming am-

bition, or a laudable curiosiiy.'*

* It must be observed, that this account was written in the year 1758.
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VfM History of a Princess of Russia, ai Maurilius^

rhe Baron Cirant, in his Letters X. and XL written in the year
1 750 arid 175

describes, in a very interesting manner, the scenes ol‘ domestic life in that country .

hut we shall content ourselves with extracting one of the principal facts mentioned in

tile first of these two letters, and in the secret memoirs of Mr. Duclos, concerning

the curious history of the Princess Wolfcnbuitcl, who passed some years at the IsIcn

of ranee and Bourbon, duiing the residence of Baron Grant there.

Ciharlottc Christina Sojihia dc Wolfcnbutlel, wife oPCzarovitz Alexis, son of

Peter ilic First, Cizar of Muscovy, and sister of the Empress of Charles \'L was

born the 25th of August, 1694. This princess, tliough possessed of beauty, grace,

and virtue, in a very high degree, became an object of aversion to licr luisband, a

man of a most ferocious and savage character. He had several times attempted to

poison her, when she was ^\ivcd by counteracting medicines.

“ At length, he one da\ ,,avc her such a violent kick on her belly, when she wa^

eight months adxxuiced in her pregnancy, that she fell senseless on the floor, wiiicli

was soon encrimsoned witli her blood. Peter the First was then engaged in one of

iiis jouinics. His son, having every reason to believe tiiat his uiiforiunatc Princess

would not reco\er, set off immediately for his country house.

** The C’ountcss ol' Konismarck, mother of Marshal dc Saxe, attended on the

Princess w’hen she was brought to lied oi’a dead child, and nursed hcrwdth unceas-

ing care. Being sensible, however, if the Princess recovered, that she would perish,

sooner or later, from the brutal nature of the Czarovit/,, formed a plan to gain over

the women belonging to the Th'inccss, to declare that she and the infant were both

dead. The C/arovirz accordingly ordeied hep to lie interred without delay atid

without ceremony. Couriers were dispatelicd to the Czar to infoirn him of the

event, and all the Courts of Europe put on mourning for the bundle of sticks

w'hich was interred.

“ In the mean time the Princess, who had been renewed to a retired spot,

recovered her health and strength; when, possessed of some jewels, with a sum of

money which the (.’ountess of Konismarck had procured for her, and clothed in the

dress of common life, she set off for Paris, accompanied by an old German domes-

tic, wlio passed for her father. She made but a short stay there, and having hired

a female scr\ant, proceeded to a sca-poit, at\d embarked for Louisiana.

K j
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Her figure attracted the notice of the inhabitants, and an officer of the colony,

named D’Auband, who liad been in Russia, recollected her.

It was however with some difficulty, that he could persuade himself of the

reality of what he saw. Indeed it was scarce possible to believe that a woman in

such a situation, could be the daughter-in-law of the Czar Peter. However, to ascer-

tain the truth, he officred his services to the pretended father, and at length formed

an intimate friendship with him ; so that they agreed to furnish an house, and live

together at their common expcncc.

“ Some time afterwards, the gazettes which arrived in the colony announced the

death of the Czarovitz. D’Auband then declared to the Princess hi^ knowledge

of her, and offered to abandon every thing in order to conduct her to Russia.

But she, finding herself infinitely more happy than when she was within the

verge of royalty, refused to sacrifice the tranquillity of her obscure situation, for

all that ambition could offer her. She only exacted a promise from D’Aiiband

to maintain the most inviolable secrecy, as well as conduct himself towards her as

he had hitherto done.

He made the most solemn declaration that he would obey her commands;

and it became his interest to be faithful. The beauty, understanding, and virtues

of the Princess had made a very deep impression on him, and habitual intercourse

liad served to strengthen it. He was amiable and young, and she was not insen-

sible to his attentions. They continued, however, to live in their usual way, but

became every day dearer to each other.

** The old domestic, who passed for the father of the Princess, at length died

;

ciud she could no longer, according to the rules of decorum, live with D'Auband

as she had hitherto done, under the apparent authority and protection of a parent.

In this delicate situation, D’Auband unfolded to her the dispositions and scptimenls

of his heart ; and proposed to add a new veil to her real condition, by becoming

her husband. She consented to his proposition
; and this Princess, who had been

destined ry wear the crown of Russia, and whose sister actually wore that of the

German empire, became the wife of a Lieutenant of Infantry. In the first year

of her marriage she had a daughter, whom she nursed and educated herself, and

instructed in the French and German languages.

“ They had lived ten years in this happy state of mediocrity, when D'Auband

was attacked by the listula; and his wife, alarmed at the danger which generally
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accompanies tl)C opcralicn necessary for tlic cure of that disorder, insisted that it

should l3c performed at Paris.

“ They accordingly sold their habitation, and embarked on the first veSvScI that

sailed fur France. On their arrival at Paris, D’Anbaml was attended by the most

.skilful surgeons; and till his cure was completed, his wih' never quitted him for a

moment, nor sufFcrcd any other |x;rson to pet form the tender offices which were tic^

ccssary in his situation : she waited upon him throughout his illness with the most

watchful and patient affection. On his recovery, D’Auband, in order to secure to

tier the little fortune wliich he possessed, solicited from the East India Company an

employment in the I.^lc of Bourbon, where he was appointed Major.

While he was engaged in soliciting this business, his wife .sometimes went to

take tlte air with her dauglitcr, in the gardens of the Thuillcries. One day as slic

was sitting upon a bench, and talking with hci daughter in German, that .she might not

be uiulcr.stood by those who were ncarlicr, Marsha! dc Saxe passed by, and heating

two ladies speak hi.s own tongue, stopped to look at them. The mother lifting u]>

her eyes and recollecting the Marshal, instantly threw them to tlit' ground; when he,

.still more attracted by her embarrassment, suddenly exclaimed,—“ Is it possible,

Madam —She did not, however, permit him to finish the sentence, but t ising

from the seat, begged hini to accdiiipawy her to a more retired part of the garden,

where she acknowledged herself, and, after having requested his entire secrecy,

invited him to see her at* her own habitation, when she would inform him of every

ihing which concerned her.

** On the following day Marshal dc Saxe^paid her a visit, and heard the recital of hei

adventures, as well as* the share wliich the Countess of Konismarck, his mother, had

,
in them. She conjured him, at the same time, not to reveal any thing respecting

^lier to the King, till a ncgociation which her husband was agitating was concluded,

and which would be completed in three months. The Marshal ^^’cinnly promised

lo comply with her request, and paid his visits to her and her liusband in the most

secret manner.

“ The three months being almost expired, the iMarshal, on calling to sec her,

was informed, that she and her husband had quitted Paris two days before, and that

M. D^Auband had been named to a Majority in the Isle of Bourbon,

** On this information, the Marshal went immediately to Versailles, to give an

account to the King of every thing that related to the Princess; wliCn his Majest\

R r 2
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sent for the minister of marine, M. de Machault, and, without assigning any reason,

ordered him to write to the Governor of the Isle.s of Mauritius and Bourbon, to treat

M. D’Auband with every possible mark of distinction; which order was punctually

executed, according to the report of Baron Grant, who had been a long time in her

society; and remarks, as an extraordinary circumstance, that he had seen that Prin-

cess pregnant when she was upwards of fifty, about the year 1745. The King also

wrote to the Ouecn of Hungary', with whom lie was then at war, to inform her of the

fortune and situation of her aunt. The Queen accompanied her letter of thanks to

the King with one to the Princess, in which she invited her to come and reside with

her; but on condition that she would quit her husband and daughter, for whom the

King engaged to make a suitable provision. The Princess did not hesitate a moment

to refuse these conditions, and remained with her husband till the year 1747, when

he died.

“ Being a widow, and without children, she returned to Paris, and took up her abode

at the I lotel dc Peru. Her design was to retire to a convent ;
but the Queen of Hungary

offered to fix licr at Brussels, with a pension of twenty thousand florins; but (adds

M. Duclos,) I am altogether ignorant whether .die went to reside there ; hut this

1 know, that within these six years .she was at Vitry, where she lived in a very re-

clusc manner, with no more than three servants, one of whom was a Negro. She

was then called Madame de Moldack ; but I know not who M. de Moidack w'as,

and when she married him. She is noiv a widow : I saw,her as she was taking a

waill, in the year 1768.” *

In the second of the two letters mentioned in this Chapter, and dated 1751,

Baron Grant speaks of the arrival of the famous M. D’Jpres at Mauritius; and

gives an account of his first astronomical and nautical okservaiions there, which,,

with some important addition.s, will be the subject of the following Chapter.

This kst account was written in i~ji.
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CHAPTER XIII.

Imtnidiom for sailing to India by the Isles of France and Bourhotu^An Account

of the Winds that prevail in the Eastern Ocean,—A Memoir on ibis Arebipe^

lagOy and the Dangers to which Ships arc particularly subjecl,^ to the North and

Norih‘East ofMadagascar and Mauritius, by M. D^Apres dc Manncvillclfe.

V ESS ELS which arc bound to the Isle of France, aficr having doubled the Cape

of Good Hope, must keep to the cast, on the parallel of 35'' to 36" of latitude, till

by 55'’ of cast longitude ; from thence they must take their course to the east-north-

cast, and then to the norih-casL They will at length gain the parallel of 26"" of lati-

tude, by 61" of longitude ; that is, north and south of the Island of Rodriguez.

“ r'rom this last position, they will make good their course to the noith, to 20'^ of

latitude. In navigating in this manner, the great errors which have arisen from

the reckoning of the longitude will be evident, and they will not fail to reach the

object of their dcstiitation.

“ An attentive observation to the variation of the compass, procures the same

advantage in the Indian seas, as to the west of the Cape. Its variations appear to

keep such a proportion between them, in going from the west to the cast, or from

the east to the west, that they may be' considered as the means of discovering the

same errors in the reckoning.

d'hc variation was about 20^' north-west at the Cape of Good Hope; it increases

towards the cast, as much as to 2^^ and this, the greatest variation, is found almost

north and south in. thc^niddle of the Mozambique Straits. It then lessens in going

to the cast; but Twas not able to make such a succession of observations as to enable

me to form an instructive table, la the year 1757, I observed that the variation

was 1 at the Island of Rodriguez ; and 1 remarked that in this part of the Kasfcru

ocean, the same line of variation extended almost from south-east to north-west.

The bank, which I have traced upon my chart to the .south of the straits of Mo-

zambique, w^as discovered in the year 1748, by a ship belonging to the Dutch East

India Company, called the Van Capcl, in going from the Cape to the Isle of France,

in 37^ 20' south latitude, and 20° zd cast from the Cape of Good Mope. This
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ship sailctl aloiui, it one whole day, and rcniaiked that it extended twenty-six leagues

from cast to west, and fourteen leagues from nortli to south. Although there

has been no subsequent confirmation of the existence of this hank, it may, at all

events, he prudent to entertain some apprehensions of it. I have passed to the north

and to the south of it, but at such a distance, that I could not observe it. I rc-

jnarked, however, as many other navigators have done, that in this part of our

course the sea was agitated, and the waves very short.

“ When you have got to 20 ' of latitude, as has already been observed, you must

make good your course to the west, till you are in sight of the Isle of France.

The variation of the compass will determine, in a great measure, if you are to the

cast or the west of the Island of Rodriguez. In tiic first case, you will find ir from

(j^ to 10', according to the distance; but if you observe it from 12'' to 13', you

will then be between the two islands. In short, if the difference in the reckoning

of the longitude should be on the cast, and Rodriguez should be in sight, you must

hear away to the soiitlward of it.

I'his island is situated in 19'' 40^ X)f south latitude, and in 60'^ 52^ of cast lon-

gitude,* according to the observations of M, Pingre, in 1761. Its length is about

six leagues from cast to west, and its greatest breadth about two leagues and an

Iialf from north to soutit. It is very visible at sea, at the distance of from ten to

twelve leagues ; and appears from the offing, with the exception of some small elc~

vations, to possess a level surface. This island is bounded to the north, the south,

and the west, with chains of rocks nearly 'even with the water's edge, on which

there arc scattered several rocky islets. This bank extends a league and an halffrom

tlic coast; and tlic north-cast side is the least dangerous, as the reef recedes sufficiently

from the bank to admit of ranging along the isle on that side. The most conimo-^

dious part of its coast for landing, is to the north, opposite the settlement. There

is also a channel between the reefs on the south side, but it is so w’'inding, that it re-

quires considciable practice to navigate it with safety.

“ A guardhouse, with a few blacks, is maintained here to collect uirtlc, which are

daily observed to diminish ; indeed it is to be apprehended,*^ that the rats and wild

cats, who multiply considerably there, will soon destroy the species of this whole-

some and nutritions animal.

‘‘ The vessels which wish to touch there, whether to obtain a provision of turtles^

• Prom Paris.
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or to carry intelligence, will :l].-)proach the island on the north-cast side, at the aiAaWc

of half a league j then ranging along the reefs, till the northern point ol’ the isle

appears to the south-west, you may either lay to, or make short boards, to w^it

for the chaloupe, which must be sent of!' in time, that it may not be exposed to fall

to the leeward of the settlement.

Those who would wish to anchor in the cove which is formed by the reefs, will

range along the northern point, at the distance of a musket sliot; and when the flag

belonging to the settlement shall appear in a direct line with the south-west point of

the compass, you must haul on the larboard tack, steering to south-west a quarter

south, ia order to pass to the leeward of several rocks which line the reef, and

where there is anchorage in nine fathom, with a sandy bottom, at a pistol shot from

it. From this position, the point of the reef which forms the cove on the eastern

side, will be about the third of a league to the nortli-cast: the flagstaff of the settle-

ment, half a league south-west and by south; and the Isle of Diamonds, which is

the nearest to the piincipal island, a league west by south, 5" south; the Islet an

Faux, which is the most distant, is west by north, 5'' north ; and the point of the

breakers on the starboard, is north-west by west, five quarters of a league.

To the north, wxst of this place, at the distance of half a league, there arc

three or four small ledges of rocks, whose extent is about a quarter of a league from

east to west, and the eighth part of a league from north to soutli. Inhere is about

eight or ten feet water in the shallowest parts.

setting sail from this anchorage, provided the vessel has not driven much in

getting under way, it will be sufficient to stand on your course to the north, in

order to pass the eastern extremity of these ledges, in ten or twelve fathom w\'itcr,

where the bottom may be clearly distinguished; but ifyou steer to the north-north-

east, or north by north-(?ast, you must hold die middle of the channel, between the

rocks and the reefs.

You may also pass it to the leeward; that is, between the rocks and the western

reef, by steering immediately north-west by north, 3^' west, and tlien to the north

;

and when you are between them, you will pass about half a league over a bottom

of rocks, which are very distinctly seen beneath at least eight fathoms wai('r.

It is reckoned that die Isle of Rodriguez is one hundred leagues from the Isle

of France: when you have not seen the former, and the distance from the tiihcr is un-

certain, you must attend to your course towards the latter, with continual precaution.
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sliould come upon ii suddenly during the night. The reefs which sur-

round the cast part of it, and advance almost into the offing, would render at\

unexpected arrival oil it very dangerous.

“ This island is seen at sea at the distance of fifteen or sixteen leagues, in fine

weather ; thoiigli the clouds and fogs will sometimes prevent its being discovered at

this distance. Its surface has a very irregular appearance, from the mountains of

clifTercnt heigths and forms, wliicli rise from it. When you make the island ii^

20'' of latitude, on the southern part of it is seen a groupe of mountains, which

arc called tljc mountains of Bamboo, rising above the south-east, port; and on

the northern side four islets arc discovered^ which arc to the north-east o[ the

northern point of the Isle of France. It is between these islands, that the common

passage is made to the iiorili-wcst port, which is the principal place in the Isle

of F ranee. ^

“ The hie 7?c?n/c, which is the most advanced in the sea, is also the most remaik-

able on arriving from the cast. It is visible at the distance of ten or twelve leagues,

This islet, which docs not exceed the third of a league in length, is in the shape ol

an hay-cock. On approaching it, another, but much smaller islet or barren hoc].

appears, which is called the Lsic an Serpent^ which is to the north-.noith-cast
'

Cdsi

of the Isle Bonde, and is not more than a quarter of a league distant from it>

The Isle Rondo is situated in 19^' 50' latitude; and when the Isle of f ranee u

made by this height, that island is more perceivable than the great isle, particularly

when the sky is somewhat cloudy, and there is a misty horizon. On arriving from

the sontlg the hie Ronde appears less, though its whole extent is discovered. Bur

whether
3
011 arrive I'rom this side, or from that of the cast, it is necessary to steer,

* 111 tlicycar 1751, 1 cletcrniirieJ, by several different obscrviitionsj tlie latitude and longitude of

the norib-west j^ori, oi Port Louis in the Isle of Fran-je, and the result was, that 1 found Its situa-

tion to be in 20'^ 9 43" of south latitude, and of 3'' 40' 30" more eastward tlian the Royal Obser-

vatory of Paris, which answers to 55*^^ 7' 30'^ west longitude. Another person (PAbbe de la Cailk)

jiaviug occasion to make the same observations in 1753/- with larger iaslrumviits than those with

which i was provided, has formed the same calculation within two seconds, that is, 20'^ 9' 45"

south latitude ; and 3*' 40' 32'' meridional difference.

I liad also deicnuincd In 1730, and verified in 1751, the situation of the Isle of Bourbon, and I

found the latitude of the unvn of St. Denis, to be and its longitude ^3''-' lok I also

found the latitiuic ui ilie rov\ii of St. Paul, in the same isle, to be 20^ 39' 44", The detail of these

observations will be found in tlie memoirs presented to the Academy, VoL IV.’^
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so as to pass to the soiuh of it» at half, ot three quarters of a league distance from

thence you must direct your course to another islet, called the Cdin de Min\ which

is distant from it three leagues and two thirds south-west I)y west, 30^ 30^ west. As

this islet is in the form of a wedge, it derived its name from such an appearance.

About a league to the north-east of the Cohi dc Mire, and two leagues and an

halfto the south-west of the Isle Ronde^ is the Isle Loni^uc^ or Plate, st) called because

the greater part of it is low ground. It is divided into two parts by a small arm of

the sea, which affords a passage to the canoes. To the north is seen a large rock,

wdiich in its form resembles a tower : it appears to be separated from the Isle Longue,

though it is in fact joined to it by a chain of rocks that just appear above the water*

The north-west end of the Isle Longue is high and steep towards the sea. The

common passage for ships is between this islet and the Coin de Mire, Tims having

doubled the Isle Ronde on the south side, you must steer towards the Com dc

Mire, leaving it nevertheless a little to the larboard, in order to escape the rocks

w’hich are both above and below the water, and line its north side ; the most ad-

vanced of which are not more than a musket shot from the shore.

“As soon as you have doubled the westernmost rock, you will approach the Coin

de Mire^ whose western part is the most elevated, and very perpendicular towards

the sea. From this place you must direct your course so as to range along the

Pointc des Canonniers, which is directly to the south-west, 2^* west of the most ele-

vated part of the Coin de Mire, and giving at the same timee point to the breakers,

which advance half a cannon shot into the sea,

“ The currents or tides, whose high water is one hour, is generally very violent

betw'cen these islands; and it has been observed that they run about a league an

hour* The flood tide runs to the north-cast, and sometimes to the cast, and the

ebb tide takes the contfary direction : it is necessary, therefore, to pay particular

attention to these circumstances, and to take a little more of one side or the other,

according as the particular situation of the ship may require.

“ The Isle Longue forms a sandj' cove opposite the Coin de Mire. At its south-

east point there is a chain of rocks, which advance about a cannon shot inu> the

sea. As this reef is dangerous, it is necessary to range nearer the Coin de Mire,

or about mid-channel. •

The interval between the Coin de Mire, and the north part of the Lie of
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France, is full of shoal waters ; it would therefore be very dangerous to attempt

the passage, without being well acquainted with every circumstance of it.

** If a calm should come on when you are between these islands, the best mode

of proceeding would be to moor with the ebb anchor, in fifteen Or twenty fathom,

the common bottom being gravel or coral ; by which precaution you will avoid

being thrown by the current on the reef which is joined to the Ide Longue, or

carried away between it and the Isle Ronde, where there is a great deal of shoal

water, as well as a chain of rocks, extending from the Isle Ronde near a league

to the west-north-west. It never breaks, however, but when the sea is agitated; so

that this channel is both narrow and dangerous. I have passed it, and could plainly

distinguish the bottom at the point of the reef: but though I met widi no accident,

it appears to me to be a preferable course, when one is to the leeward of the Isle

Ronde^ to pass on the outside of the hie Longue, to range along it at the distance

of half a league, and to steer towards the Poinie des Canonniers,

« Having doubled the latter, you will continue your course in making free with

the land, so as to range as near as possible to the point of the arm of the sea,

which is about a league from it: you must then stretch out to the distance of a

quarter of a league from the reefs which line the shore, taking care of those at the

entrance of the Bay des Tortucs, and before that of Tombeau^ which advance the

furthest into the sea. To avoid them, you must manoeuvre so as to keep yourself

in from thirteen to fourteen fathom water during the day, and in twenty fathom

during the night.

From the reef Tombeau, the course must be taken a little more to the south;

and you must keep on to the south-south-west, till you have got in the same line

with the starboard point of the Great River, the mountain of the Guard-house, and a

small hill. From this position, you will proceed to the south-west towards two

buoys which are at the entrance of the port, at the end of the reef of the Isle aux

Tonneliers, on which there are two small flags to serve as marks. You will con-

tinue this course till you open the most advanced point of the hie aux Tonneliers^

by the small mountain in the bottom of the bay; you will then anchor in fourteen

or fifteen fathom, at the distance of a cable’s length from the two small flags which

have been already mentioned.

If the winds blow from the north or north-west, as it sometimes happens, it
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would be useless to anchor without, when you can enter readily into the port. Hie

channel is marked out with buoys, which carry also vsmall flags. You steer south-

cast, and south-east by souib, towards two points of tlie mountains, which are

called Puierbot^ leaving them a little to the starboard. You will then get widiiii

the first point of the Isle of Tonneliers.

When the hie Ro)ide begins only to be visible in the evening, and the Coin dc

Mire cannot be doubled before night, as it is very dangerous to venture between the

isles when the surrounding objects arc but dimly seen, it would be much better

to make small tacks off the Isle Ronde, but to take care not to get more than two

leagues Irom it, by stretching towards the Isle of France, on account of the reefs

that surround it ; because this being a very low coast, a vessel might find itself on

the rocks before it saw land. It would be very injudicious in this sea to heave to,

or to drive under a main sail, on account of the tides.

After having doubled the Isle Ronde^ if the Coin dc Mire and the hie Longue

are visible, which may happen in a moonlight night and fine weaiiier, you may con-

tinue your course and pass between them. It will be sulficicnt to attend to the

chain of rocks off the Isle Longue, as well as that off the Coin dc Mire, which

have been already mentioned ; and when you have passed the last, and shall have

got a league and an half farther to the west, you must steer to the west-south-west

of the compaSsS, to range along the reef of the Pointe des Canonniers, A lire is

generally lighted on this point as soon as any vessels arc discovered. When this fire

is south-east about the distance of a Teague, you will have doubled the reef, and

must continue to stretch along the coast, with the precaution of not quitting fifteen

fathom water. i,

Nevertheless, as it is difficult to reconnoitre the entrance of the port during the

night, and as you may be easily deceived by the dificrent fires on the mountains, it

would be preferable, after having doubled the Pointe des Canonniers, to anchor in

eighteen or twenty fathom water, and to wait till it is daylight, in order to come to

moorings before the port.

It would be dangerous, with a feeble wind or in a calm, either by day or night,

to draw near the Pointe des Canonniers, on account of the eddies of the tides, which

arc very rapid there.'’*
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The JVinds which prevail in the Eastern Seas.

‘Hn all the extent of sea between the Cape of Good Hope and the coast of

New Holland, to the south of the parallel of 28"^ of latitude, the winds are variable

throughout the year. It is true that the west, north-west, and north winds, frequently

prevail there, and that they sometimes pass to the north-cast; but it may be said,

in general, tliat the winds are never constant in this part of the Eastern Seas.

From the parallel of 28^^ latitude, in proceeding towards the north, at the east of

Madagascar, the winds blow from south-east to east throughout the year: they arc

called general winds^ not only because they prevail in the Eastern Ocean, but also

in all the South Seas; with this exception, however, that in the latter, their region

extends to about the Equinoctial line; whereas in the Eastern Ocean, it appears

to be confined to between the parallel of 28% and that of 8‘^to 9"^ in some places,

and of 11° to 12° in others; particularly to the south of Java, and other islands

to the east,

'riiis regulation of the winds, though tolerably constant, is nevertheless subject

to variations, when tlic sun is in its southern district; that i.s, in the ntonths of Octo-

ber, November, December, January, to the 15th of April, when it may be said, in

some degree, to change the state of the atmo.sphcrc. I’hc winds then blr*w from

the north-west, and sometimes from the west by south, particularly towards the

change of the moon. ^

This disposition of the winds is principally known between the Island of Ma-

dagascar, and the J.sles of Bourbon, France, and Rodriguez. Jt serves for vessels

to go up from one island to another, in n^uch less lime than in the other months of

the year. It is in this season also that hurricanes and tempests prevail in the region

subject to the general winds.

It IS observed, that in the Indies there arc four monsoons or seasons, during

which the winds commonly blow six months one way and six the other.

The soutb-wx\st monsoon reigns to the north of the Equinoctial line, while that

* ** Though 1 represent here, as well as throughout this memoir, the quarters, the fulh and

the springs of the as prodticiiig the change in t.ie winds, it must not be inferred from

thtn :e, Ujai it is luy opinion that they immediately aepend on these phases, exclusively of every

olfier ( oncniTcnt circumstance. This expression is merely employed to conform to the general

prau.ce rf seamen ;
being well aware that the observations on this point are neither sufficiently

numerous or conclusive to decide the question.**
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of the south-east blows on the southern side; and when the north-east monsoon

succeeds that of the south-west, to the north of the line, a monsoon is observed to

reign in the southern quarter, where the winds blow north-west by west, and in

some places from south-west.

The south-west monsoon lasts from the 15th of April to the 15th of October,

in all the extent of the seas comprehended between the coasts of Africa, Arabia,

and Japan.

The north-east monsoon reigns in the same seas from the X 5th of October to

the 15th of April, with the exception of the Red Sea and the Cuirt)f Persia, which

have their own particular winds.

'Fhc Straits of Malacca might also be added, where the winds are almost always

inconstant and variable ; and where the monsoons are of short duration. Neverthe-

less, while the south-west and north-east winds arc most violent without the Straits,

it blows moderately from the same quarter witiiin this of Malacca; that is, from the

east in Deceinber and January, and the west quarter in June and July.

d'he change of these monsoons is always gradual 7'hc variable winds prevail

in the interval between them; but these revolutions arc generally followed and

sometimes preceded by tempests and hurricanes, particularly when the north-east

monsoon succeeds to that of the south-west; that is, in the months of October and

Novt'rnber; those which happen in April are less frequent and impetuous.

I he south-east and north-west monsoons, which blow to the south of the Equa-

tor, are c(jnfined to less extensive limits^ since they are not perceived in the South

Sea but frf)m me Equinoctial line, to the 8th or 9th degree of latitude, and the 12th

or 13th degree towards the Isles of Sunda, Timor, &c. <St:c. As to their western and

eastern limits, it is observed that they do not blow but from the meridian, which passes

near the north point of*Madagascar, to the Molucca Islands.

“
'Pile winds during these two monsoons have, at the same time, a very different

direction i'rom those which prevail to the north of the Equator; for while they come

on that side frorfl the souih-west, they blow on the opposite side from the south-east.

When the of the north-west, which seldom begins till November on the

south of the line, prevails from that part, the north-cast winds blow from the

northern side.

As to ih.cir change, it is not accompanied with hurricane or tempest, as it

happens with those that take place on the iiorthctn side; and though the weather
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may be bad, and the land and sea breezes more or less violent, the winds are never

impetuous.

Some authors, whose opinions appear to have been adopted without examU

nation, confine the south-east and north-west monsoons to 2® of south latitude

:

but notwithstanding all the researches which I have made on this subject, 1 could

only discover, between the monsoons to the south and north of the line, a few

variations, which were insufficient to determine the limits.

In the space of sea which is situate to the south of the Equator, between the

coast of Africa and the meridian that passes by the north-cast point of Madagascar,

the south-south-west winds arc found to blow from April to October; but they

incline more to the west on proceeding to the northward to get to the south-west

monsoons, which blow to the north of the line.

“ From the months of October or November to that of April, in the same space,

the winds blow from north-north-eavSt to the cast; and near the coast they ofters

come from the casi-soufh-cast to the south-east, to rc-cstablish, probably, the equili-

brium of the air rarified on the land by the great heats of the season.*’

O/i the Archipelago of Isles^ and the Dangers which attend the Navigation to the

North and North-east of Madagascar.

Previous to the instructions which I shall offer to the navigator, relative to the

different courses he may take to get to the East Indies; whether he goes from the

Cape of Good Hope, or from the isles of France and Bourbon, it is necessary to

inforni him of the ivslcs and dangers which he may encounter, in order that lie may

be enabled to avoid them, and arrive in safety at the place of his destination.

“ The Archipelago of the north-east of Madagascar, which contains a great

number of isles, banks, and shoals, has been wso imperfectly traced on the old charts,

that it will be sufficient to compare them with that which I have formed, from a

more recent and correct knowledge, to possess a very different idea of the situations

and circumstances which have hitherto been so imperfectly described.

When we consider the position of the Isles of France and Bourbon, the winds

which prevail in this part of the Eastern Sea, as far as the Equinoctial line, and the

different tracks which may be pursued to arrive in India, it may be presumed, that

the knowledge of this Archipelago should be one of the first objects to be obtained

by the commanding officers of the Company in these isles : but whether it was from
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toa great a confidence in the authority of the old charts, or a want of precision in

the orders given them, this undertaking was not commenced till a long time after

our establishment. M. Mahc dc la Bourdonnais, Governor of these isles, was the

first projector of it, and in 1742 employed two small vessels in carrying it into exe-

cution. The war of 1744 occupied the Governor in a very different maimer, and

his recall to France put an end to the useful expeditions which he meditated.

“ The track which Admiral Boscawen pursued in 1748, with a fleet of twenty-

six ships, on leaving the Isle of France, which he was disposed to attack, to go to

the Indies, and where he arrived in a very short time, by traversing tins x\rchipelago,

plainly proves liiat this course is preferable to the common one, that makes a north-

ern part of Madagascar, as it shortens the passage upwards of three hundred leagues.

] held, in a great measure, the same course as Admiral BoscMwcn, in a ship

called the Monteran, in 1754, without encountering either islander shoal. The

snow Riibis, wdiich also sailed through the Archipelago in 1758, perceived the island

Agalcga, and continued her passage to Negapatarn, where she w'as taken by the

English.

Though the success of this attempt is, in some degree, a sufficient authority to

engage navigators to abandon their ancient route, and to adopt one which is equally

safe and much shorter, and particularly in circumstances requiring dispatch, our ships

have not deviated from the track which they have pursued since die year 1722. It

may be necessary, therefore, in order to tranquillize the generality of navigators

on the dangers which they have supposed in this passage, to enter into a connected

examination of it.

“ In 1767, the Chevalier Grenier was. appointed to command a corvette, called

L’Heurc du Berger, in the King's service, destined for the Ides of France and

Bourbon. Flc formed the project to make such discoveries as would be of the great-

est importance to the navigation of these seas; and he accordingly associated with

him the Abbe Rochori, of the Marine.Academy, for the astronomical department.

The minister favoured his views, and, in consequence of his protection, he was

assisted by the Chevalier Desroches, Commandant of the Isles of France and Bour-

bon, and M. Poivre, Commissary-general, who, to the corvette L'Hcure du Berger,

joined the corvette Le Verd Galant, commanded by M. la Fontaine. His voyage

to the Indies, as well as his return, was accompanied with many useful discoveries,

.which I shall relate in this memoir. With respect to the means which he proposed
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to shorten the passage from the Isles of France and Bourbon to India, they are similar

to my own, and I shall hereafter give them a particular consideration,

M. du Roslan, seconded by the Chevalier D'Hcrce, continued the progress of

discovery after the Chevalier Grenier, and has fulfilled that object with equal care

and correctness. His observations and remarks will be explained hereafter. I shall

therefore pass at once to the discoveries successively made in this Archipelago,

“ The Isle de SabielsiimtG to the north of the Isle of Bourbon, in the latitude

of 15^^52', was discovered by the vessel called the Diana, in 1722. The store-

ship the Utile was wrecked there the 31st of July, 1761, from having nt'glected to

refer to its situation as laid down in my chart of 1753, and having preferred another

chart, which places it 25^ more to the south. This island is a flat bank of sand,

of about seven hundred fathom in length, running north-north-west and south-south-

east, and of three hundred and fifty in breadth, with a ridge of sand stretching six

hundred fathom to the south-soiuh-east. The crew saved themselves in a kind of

flat-bottomed boat, made out of the wreck, and landed at Foulc Point on the 27th

of Sq)tember.

71te bank of Corgados Garayes was, in 1742, the first object of the researches

made by the boat named the Charles, and the tartan the Elizabeth, dispatched from

the Isle of France by order of M. Mahe de la Bourdonnais, at that time (k)vcrnor

of it. These two vessels having made it on the 27th of Augiust, anchored there, and

traced a plan of it, by which it is represented in the form of an horse-shoe, and of

six leagues in extent, running north-north-east and south-west. These two boats

not having been on the north side, and, consequently, not having perceived the isles

which lay off it, its small extent, and the affinity of its latitude and longitude with

that of Saint Brandon, on which an English vessel, called the Hawk, {le Faacdn)

was stranded on her return from Surat to Europe, induced me to consider it as

one and the same shoal.

It was perceived in 1682, by the ship La Royale, in its passage from Surat to

the Isle of Bourbon ; and her course, till she came in sight ot the Isle of France,

then called Mauritius, was south-west by south, 4'' west.

From the tracks of the two boats, I was induced to give it 58“^ f of longitude;

nevertheless, as the course of M. le Chevalier Grenier is ra6re direct, having taken

a mean proportion between his own course, and that of the La Royale and the two

boats, I have replaced it in 37', that is 30' more to the west.
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By the plan which the Chevalier Grenier has given of the islets extending to

the north-north-east, it appears that this shoal is Cor^yadcs Garayos^ and not the

Saint Brandon^ where the Hawke ran on shoug and which I have placed in 6j to'

longitude,- that is, 9^' 30' west of the meridian of Surat, and in according

to the track of the Hawke, as laid down in die charts of the Isle of France, to be

found in the English Pilot.

As to the two banks of Nazareth^ they must he found between the track of

tlie pink la Digue and Corgados Garayos
\ as (here is no reason to inia<;in(', i\o\n

the tracks of other vessels, that they are more to the west.

The course of the boats the Charles and Eli/abeth, from Corgados 6 ,7?77V'h t )

Madagascar, make it apparent, that these two banks do not extend so much to d'C

south as the old charts represent them. After having traversed tlic comsi' (d tisese

rwo vessels, I made a proportionate correction of their extent towards the south.

“ These boats, on leaving Madagascar, proceeded on the 1 tth of October to

make further discoveries : on the 27th, at nine, being in 10'^ of latitude, and, accord-

ing to estimation, in 50*30' of longitude, they perceived a small triangulat island,

which they su[>posed to be Agalega^ or the Isle Astovtg and they ranged elo.^c

along it, bur without landing. I'his isle is probably that of the Assam Ution.

On die 29tb, in the morning, they discovered two islands, which were divided

by a large bay, the opening of which lay cast and w'cst: but these appeared, never-

theless, to be closely joined together by several intervening ivslcts.

According to the track of the boats,* these tw^o islands, which they supposed to

be tliosc o^Jean dc Novc^ were seventeen leagues to the north-west of the triangular

island which they had perceived on the 2']Xh.

The boats came to an anchor to the north-west of the northernmost island, and

having sent a party to cx'amine it, they found it very flat and marshy, and covered

with small trees, d^hey saw there a great number of land turtles, much larger than

those of Rodiigucz, and abundance of game. As the anchorage where they were

was not good, they quitted it on the 1st of November, after having made a draught

of the islands. It w as in consequence of this discovery that I placed them upon my

chart, as well as the little triangular isle, under the name of the Isle Astove.

The two boats contmued their course towaids the east and the north-east till

the 19th, and being, according to their reckoning, in 60° 30' longitude, and 5° 15'

latitude, they perceived an island with very high land, which appeared to be six

T i
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or seven leagues in length from north to south. Having neared it, they anchored

in a cove on the south-south-west side, which they examined ; but as the season

required their return to the Isle of France, they contented themselves with this

imperfect knowledge of it.

** .They renewed their course on the 27tb, and sailed along the island on the

cast, w^hen they perceived the isles which are to the north-east, and contented them-

selves with having seen tliera.

It may be observed, that die two navigators charged with this expedition had not,

by any means, the knowledge or experience necessary for such an important object;

and tbougli the difference they observed in the variation on this island, of i T" 30', and

that which they found after, ougiit to have convinced them that there was a considerable

error between them to the west, they counted upon their own reckoning of the lon-

gitude, and as it appeared on the chart of Pietergoos, and that of the Depot de la

Marine (edit. 1740), near the place which is distinguished by thice small islets, called

the Troia Freres; they tlierefore imagined that the island which they had approached,

as well as all those which they had discovered, were these Trois Freres

;

and they

accordingly took their departure, without any change in their opinion. They were,

on their return, more fortunate than wise; for traversing this Archipelago, they

made, on the 4th of January, the island of Madagascar, when, according to their

reckoning, they were thirty leagues to the east of the Isle of Rodriguez ; so that the

total error of their navigation was about three hundred leagues to the west. They

at length arrived in the Isle of France, on the 28th of January, 1743.

“ The report which they made of their discovery to M. de la Bourdonnais, de-

termined that Governor (who judged that the supposed Trois Freres were rather

some islands in the vicinity of the Amirantes^ than those three islets), to send out

again in the course of the same year, one of the two navigators, named Lazarus

Ficault, in the tartan Elizabeth ; and he ordered a person to embark with him who

was qualified to Say down a chart. M. Picault accordingly received instructions,

on setting sail from the Isle of France, to take his course to the Malabar coast, in

order to ascertain with precision the exact position of that isle.

The journal of M. Picault having been communicated to me, as well as the

draught which I now have in my possession, I had, from the knowledge which I

acquired from the tracks of these navigators, placed that island in 5 2“ 30' longitude

from the meridian of Paris, and consequently 45' more to the west than it is in fact,
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from the observation of the Abbe Rochon. I have, however, according to the

latter, placed it in 53"* 15',

‘‘ M. Picauk having taken possession of these isles in the name of the King,

denominated them the hies dc la Bourdonuais, and to the principal of them gave

the appellation of Mab6^ which I have preserved.

In the year 1756, M. Magon, then Governor of the Isles of France and Bovir-

bon, having bee it informed of the advantages which might be derived from the hies

de Mah/\ sent thither the Cerf frigate, under the command of M. Moiphcy, a very

intelligent olBcer, who joined to the necessary qualities of a navigator, all the know-

ledge which would enable him to acquit himself with honour in this important mission.

To this frigate was added the Saint Benoit schooner, commanded by M. Prejan, to

second the objects of this expedition.

“ As M. Morphey was determined, at the same time, to reconnoitre the Isles

which the Charles and Elizabeth had discovered, he took his course, on quitting

Bourbon, the 31st of July, to fall in with the hies Astove and Jean de Neve, ac-

cording to the situation which I had given them on rny chart.

On the 9th of August he discovered a reef, on which there were two small

sandy islets, whose latitude by observation was 9^ 36', and whose longitude, accord-

ing to the dead reckoning, was 50^ 15k Though they stood on their course to

approach these islets, they soon lost sight of them from a violent current, which bore

them away to the south-west ; and notwithstanding every effort was made during

the night to stand in for them, on the following morning they perceived a different

island to the north, to which they bore up, and ranged along it at the distance of

six hundred fathoms. Its latitude was determined by a correct observation to be in

9"^ 22', and M. Morphey sent a party to examine it.

“ This island is no more than a balik of chalky rocks and white coral, which is

about three leagues in circumference, and may be seen at the distance of five or six

leagues. The small quantity of eart];i which is found there, appears to he nothing

more than a mixture of decayed wood and leaves, and the loftiest trees are not more

than ten feet high. There arc water-fowl in great abundance, with many other birds,

and a large kind of crab. The shore is very steep, and at half a cable’s length fnm

k no bottom is' found at less than twenty fathom. M. Morphey not finding this isle

marked on any chart, named it the hie des Cerfs, though, accorditig to all appear-

ance, it w'as the hie de St. Pierre^ seen by many of our vessels in tlieir passage to

T t 2
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India. Hcncc it that I have marked it on my chart in 49^' 30' longitude, rela-

tively to the track of those who have fallen in with it on quitting Madagascar.

On losing sight of this island, M. Morphey continued his course to the west-

ward, and three days after, on the 13th of August, they perceived several islets on

a large reef, which they approached very fast, in consequence of a violent current,

which was observed to run to the west. These isles consist of a kind of chalk stone

covered with shrub-wood, and, according to the plan which I had traced from the

rough draught and remarks of M. Morphey, it appears that these are the islands

known on the ancient charts under the name of Cosmoledo, situate to the north-

north-west of Cape d'Ambre.

On the following day, being the 14th of August, they saw a small triangular

island, and on the 16th, in the morning, they anchored there, and named it IJhla

de PAssumplion. According to an observation, the middle of the island is in 9^47'

fatitude. They landed on it, but found nothing worthy of remark : it is one chalky

rock, full of caverns, with some sandy spots covered with shrubs, 4 he access to this

island is very difficult.

“ On the 17th, in the evening, the vessels having driven, they set sail. It appears

that this island is the same which the boats, the Charles and the Elizabeth, saw on the

27th of October, and which they took for Agalcgd, or the Isle Asiove; although

it appears that their observed latitude is iB' more south. This diflercncc is the less

surprising, as the navigators on board those vessels,— 1st, Made use of an arrow

2d, They did not correct the declination ;
and 3d, The sun was very near their

zenith,

** On the 18th of August, M. Morphey discovered another island, or rather two

islands, joined together on the western side by intervening islets, and ranged along

them close in shore. He determined their latitude between 9'' 24' and 9^ 35', and

considered them to be the same which the boats, the Charles and Elizabeth, had

visited, and named Jeon de Nove. I have supported the same opinion; but in what

degree of longitude am I to place them? According to the navigators in the boats,

they should be in 49^ 3c'; and according to M. Morphey, in and the result of

this determination would be, that the islets of the Assumption and Cosmoledo would

lay in the track of all our vessels going to the Indies, although they have never fallen

in with them.

• Vnejlccbci a sort of instrument, sometimes used for observationi called also m baton de Jacob.
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To resolve a problem of this nature, Thad recourse to the variations, of winch

there is a sensible progression in these seas, in slcciing from cast to west : with this

view I traced all the courses of the vessels, wliosc error, bciwccn their points ol de-

parture, which were correctly known, such as the Isles of Frasice and Bourbon, and

the land-fall on the coast Malabar^ were ol little conseqiience, I took care to

mark the variations which had been obsm ved, and having drawn the lines of a con-

siderable quantity of them, I discovered that these lines cut the inetidians in an

angle of from 31'^ to 32^ from north to west.

“ As I could rely on the exactness of the observations made by M. Morpliey, I

referred to them for the intersection of the variations which he had observed, with

the parallel of latitude of those isles, and I found that the two last were in 49' 30^,

and answ^cred, on the old charts, io Aldahra ; the isle of the /hsumption in 4T SS*

longitude, and the middle of Cormoledo in 46^. I consequently traced them on my

chart.

** The cos redness of this operation was confirmed to me about four months after,

and before rny chart could possibly have reached the isles, by a letter from M.

CxTandinaison, who had fallen in with the isle Aldahra, three clays after his elepar-

tuie from the Isle of Anjouan, I’he position, according to his reckoning, is pre-

cisely the same as that which I had given to it.

This method of determining the situation of the isles, and dangers o{ this Archi-

pelago, by the variation, in default of asuronomical observations, has appeared to

me to be preferable to that of the track oT vessels in this sea, where the currents are

conlitmaily changing their direction.

The Isle Natal, wliich is seen to the north Aldahra, was observed by M. Barri,

who commanded a ketch, in his passage to India, after having seen the Cape

d'Ambre. The latitude is the same as is given in the Portuguese charts.

The English ^hip the Atham, in 1758, discovered a sandy island, with scveial

breaker^?, in (F' 57^ south latitude, and thirteen leagues cast from the Isle of Zan^

ztbar. The ship Vanged along the sandy island to the westward at the distance of a

league.

The bank of Patmm was seen in 1758 by the ship Pitt; when it was found

to be in 4*^ 30' south latitude, and 50' to the cast of the meridian of the Isle of

Commore.

It is supposed also that there is a sand bank in 3"" 57' of south latitude, and 2^5'
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east of the meridian of St. Augustine’s bay. This bank has been seen by two

vessels, and may be a coiuiiuiaiion of the preceding one, since it cannot be more

than twenty leagues distant from it, to the north -cast.

The Panther man of war, commanded by Captain Aflleck, in his passage from

the island of Anjouan to India, made an observation on the 17th of May 1760 at

noon, when he was in 9' of south latitude, and according to reckoning, 5^ 49^ to the

east of the meridian o^Anjouan^ and at 2 P. M. saw the bank d'Amhrc^ which was

to the east of him, 5® or O' south, at the distance of about seven or eight miles ; when

he sounded without finding a bottom, with a thirty-five fathom line. At four P. M.

he surveyed the extremities of the shoal, and found no bottom with an hundred

fathom line. The variation was 12^^ 20^ A. M. and 12^ 21' P. M.

“In the year 1730 the ship Lc Lys, commanded by M. Ic Chevalier Pontevez,

in its passage from the Isle of Bourbon to India, took the common course in order

to make Madagascar: but not having seen that island, on the 251!! of )unc, at six

P. M. he made good his course to the north*north-cast, 3*^ 30' cast, forty-five leagues

and one-third, till the 26th at noon ; and afterwards to the north-north-east, 2'' 30'

north, till two P. M, of the same day, when he perceived land north-west by west,

from four to five leagues. He observed that it consisted of two islands, which were

separated by a small channel; and according to the latitude which he had observed,

always allowing for the error of his flechc, the middle of this isle would be in

10° 17' latitude. As to its longitude, aldiough I had determined it on my chart

to be 49*^, after having traced the courses of several ships which sailed from Mada-

gascar, and had not seen this island in this longitude, and even more to the eastward,

I thought it right to place it in 50"^ 35'.

“ The Lys, on losing sight of this island, made good her course north-north-east,

when she perceived another island, that was named the Alph'onse^ which, according to

tlic track of this ship, since she saw Jeafi dc Nove, should be sixty-nine leagues to the

north-north-cast of it, and consequently in 7^ of latitude, and 52” 20' of longitude.

Eighteen leagues and an half to the north of the island Alphmsc^ or rather to

north by north-west, according to a more correct reduction of the courses of this

ship, the Chevalier Pontevez saw anodicr small island, to which he gave the name

Saint Frangois,

“ This island was seen on the 21st of September, 1744, by a small vessel on its

passage to Mabi\ She ranged along the western coast of it, at the distance of a
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quarter of a league, where she was in eight fathom water, with a bottom of coral. She

afterw^ards made a similar island, about three or four leagues east- north-east of the

former : in the channel between them, there were thirty-five ^thorns water, with a

sandy bottom. The same day at noon, having made six leagues north-east by north,

and being from an observation, in 5® 59' of latitude, a third isle was seen at a league

to the west, when they had from thirty to thirty-five fathoms water.

The frigate La Gloirc, in 1756, fell in with the hie St, Frangoh in its passage

to hate,

M. du Roslan, who was dispatched in December, 1770, from the Isle of France,

with the King’s corvettes, VHeitre du Berger^ and L'Etoile du Malin, to make dis'

coveries in this Archipelago, made an island which he named the Isle Plate^ whose

latitude is 5''' 45^, and longitude 53'^ 11'. It appeared to him to be about a league

in circumference. There was a reef extending about a quarter of a league to the

westward of it.

** Steering from the Isle Plate to the north-west, he saw a second island north-

west by west, and he neared it without finding any bottom, till he got within half a

cannon shot of the shore. He sent an officer to find a convenient anchoring place,

and the following day he himself landed to examine the island, which he named the

Isle du Berger, It is more elevated on the side of the north than that of the south :

in the middle there is a cut or separation, which, at some distance, gives it the ap-

pearance of two islands. This cutis a baidc of hard coral, covered with a thin coat

of white sand, which the sea always overflows at high water; but, at low water, it

is altogether dry, so as to form a passage from one part of the island to the other.

It is about tw^o leagues in circumference : the soil consists of a very hard coral,

covered with sand; the trees are lofty, but their wood is of a spongy texture; there

arc also some small cocoa trees ; and -the whole island is surrounded with a reef at

the distance of about a quarter of a league. There wxre a great variety of birds,

and plenty of fish.

This isle is in *5" 45' latitude, and 52^ 48' longitude. In coasting it, an opening

was observed in the reef, where boats might enter to get to the island by a kind of

causeway, formed by the contrivance of nature : the reef abounds in tunic, sharks,

and many other kinds orfi'^h. It appeared 10 possess no insect but a small red ant,

some spiders, and numbers of Neiites : the sailors say they saw there Caymans and

blue fowls.
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On leaving tins island, and steering west by south-west, M. du Roslan

perceived a third island, which he named the hie dc VEloilc; he coasted along

ii at the distance oi a league. In the bottom, between the hlc du Berger and

this, there are very perceptible inequalities. The laic de EEtoile is nothing more

than a sand bank, covered with brush-wood, and may be half a league in length

;

the reef which surrounds it extends on the southern side to about a quarter of a

league.

At six P. M. a fourtii island was discovered, which was called Marie Louise,

It appeared to be well uooded, was encircled with a reef, and of the same dimensions

as the Isle Plate, Its latitude is in 12^ and its longitude 52'" 19'.

On the iqih of December, M. du Roslan saw a fifth island, two leagues to the,

wesUsoulh-west of Mane Louise^ which he named the Isle des Nauifs, At the

distance of a league from it he found himself in nine fathom water, with a rocky

bottom. It appeared to him to be smaller than the others, but equally woody. Its

latitude is 6'^ 15^ and its longitude 52^' 12^; the uepth of water between these isles

is from twenty-five to thirty fathoms ; but on standing away in the least degree to

the south, the bottom is instantly lost.

On the same day at noon a sixth island was discovered, distant about three

leagues and one-third west by north-west of the Isle des Naeufs, It received the

name of the Isle de la Boudeuse : it is a hank of sand, coveted with brush-wood,

like the Isle de lEloile.

According to every appearance, these isles arc those which arc marked on

the old maps under the name of the Amirantes^ although their latitude is not so

much to the south by 2^ M. du Roslan made a very exact survey oi them, and

in his passage from these to the hie ,Mahc determined the lor^gitudc relatively to

that of the latter; nor is there any reason to suppose his position to be erroneous.

“ It appears, that the hie des Nceujs is that which was seen by M. de Pontevez,

who commanded the Lys, in 1730, and was denominated by him the Isle Saint

Frangois, which the ship la Gloire perceived in 1756; and that it was among

those isles that the little vessel, which I have already mentioned, passed in its course

to Pondicherry.

To the north of these isles, and to the west-south-w6st, south of the Isle

Mahe, it is said tliat there are three or four similar islands. They have been seen

by a small vessel on its passage to Bengal, which went to the Isles Praslins ;
it
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vas commanded by M, du Chcmin ; but I have never been able to obtain aiiy

particular account of tlicm.

1 he 1 welve Islands were seen the 6th of June, 1732, by M, du Chcmin, com-

manding the ship Saint Pierre, two days after lie had lost sight of the north-east

part of Madagascar
; and as he perceived on the morning of the following day,

another small island, to which he gave the name of his ship, the position of the oitc

and the otiier is determined by his course, and the distance lie was from them to

the north-north-west.

The frigate Elizabeth, in its passage to Surat, after having made Madagascar,

found itself on the idth of August, 1744, at break of day, about a quarter of a

league from the breakers that surround the Twelve Islands, which remained from

norih-west to north-east. At the same time there appeared from the north-west by

north, to the north-north-west, three round islets, but little elevated above the sea;

and to the north-cast, a kind of flat island, which seemed to terminate the reef on

that point. The winds blowing a stiff breeze fiom the south-south-cast, and the

agitated state of the sea, obliged the navigators to hold as close as possible to the

wind to double this shoal, and, on approaching it, they perceived that it was formed

of several others, all of which were mere banks of sand, covered with shrub-wood.

At ten A. M, they surveyed the more northern islet to the west-south-west, four or

five leagues; and, at noon, reckoning that they were seven or eight leagues to the

noith-north-cast of the northernmost isle, as, from an observation they were in

9'' 42' latitude, it was irtferred that this ma^s of islands was in ten degrees.

It IS proper to observe, that when M. Morphey discovered the shoal ^aint

Laurent^ he passed at such a distance to the north of the I'welvc Isles, as not to be

in a situation to perceive them.

This same navigator^had passed also to die south of the bank which extends

to the south of the small Isle de la Providence^ on which the crew of the Hereusc

frigate, Captain M. Campis, was preserved. This frigate having sailed from the

Isle of France on the 30th of August, 1769, to go to Ikngal, made the isle Jean de

Nove on the 5th of September, at from five to six leagues to the west. The fol-

lowing night she was wrecked on the south part of the reef, and the crew saved

themvseivcs upon a dry bank of sand about a league within the reef, from whence

they got to a small island at the distance of about seven leagues to the north, to

which the reef is contiguous ;
and they named it the Isle de la Providence^

U u
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** This island is a league in length from north to south, and about three hundred

fathom broad towards the middle. The soil is a mixture of sand and white coral.

The reef, with which it is surrounded, begins at its north point, and then runs off

towards the south, so that the southern point of the isle is about half a league distant

from it. The reef continues from six to seven leagues to the south, and its greatest

breadth, which is near the middle of it, is about two leagues. The whole space which

it contains is filled with banks of sand and coral, some of which are above the water;

so that at low water a canoe could scarce navigate there; and even at high water there

is considerable danger, which must be watched with great attention.

The hie de la Providence is covered with cocoa trees on the southern side,

and to the north with a tree that resembles the fig-tree of Europe, and is of a very

spongy texture. These trees are strait, and rise to about forty or fifty feet, having

knots like the bamboo, at a regular distance of six feet. The fruit resembles small

mangoes,'^ There is also a creeping kind of wood of a red colour, and very hard.

It is a very singular circumstance, that the ashes of wood that has been burned here^,

having been wetted by rain, hardens in such a manner, that it is necessary to employ

an hammer to break the petrifaction: the inside is shining like the shells ofa fish.

“ There is great plenty of turtle, and a species of land crab, which is very large,

and good to eat : some of them weighed six pounds. There are also great numbers

of rats, which make their nests in the cocoa trees.

The latitude of the island, according to four observations, two of which were

made when the sun was on the north side of the island, and two when it was on the

south side, was determined to be 7' ; the variation according to observation, was

11*^ 45' north-west,

“ After having exerted themselves during two months on the island, in endea-

vouring to lengthen their canoe six feet, and to refit it for sea, the shipwrecked

crew embarked in her, to the number of thirty-five men, on the 8th of November,

and fortunately meeting with a north-east wind, they in four days after landed at

Madagascar, at eight leagues south of Cape d'^Ambre ; from whence they proceeded

to reach Foul Poinie^ where they arrived in about a month. They continued their

course in the canoe, and in their passage, between Cape d'Ambre and the Bay of

Vohemare^ they crossed three fine harbours, which appeared to them well worthy

of attention,

* Cerciba, Mahot, Cereibuna.
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The island Galegav^dis seen on the 7th of July, 1758, by the Ruby snow, in its

passage from the Isle of France to India. As the course of this vessel appears to me
nearly direct, I have placed this island in 54° 55' longitude, and in 10° 30' latitude.

The frigate Le Cboiseul commanded by M. le Flock de la Carriere, in its

passage from the Isle de Bourbon to Pondicherry, perceived this island on the 17th

of August, 1768; and although this navigator then reckoned that he was but five

leagues more to the west, the soundings that he afterwards took, on the south-east

part of the bank which surrounds the Isle Mabe, and others which are to the cast of

it, made him suspect that the Isle Galega is fifteen or twenty leagues more to the

west than I had marked it. But as M. de la Carriere had no knowledge of the Isle

Mahe^ and that he was equally ignorant where the bank was situated which he had

sounded, I have not thought proper to place it more than 35' more to the west

than my first determination, and in more than 10^ 27' latitude.

The Portuguese charts, on the faith of Alexo da Mota, places this isle in 9° 30',

which is 57' rhore to the north than its real position. Such are the errors of the old

voyagers.

During the night from the 18th to the 19th September, 1771, M. de Kerguelen,

who commanded the store ships, la Fortmie and le Gros I'entre, found himself over

a bank in thirty fathom water, with a rocky bottom; in the succeeding moment he

found but twenty fathom, and the bottom continuing to diminish, he anchored in

sixteeb fathom. On the return of light he saw no land ; and having got under way,

driving to the north-west, he found from thirteen to twenty-eight fathom ; but after

having made two leagues, he on a sudden got out of soundings. Wiiile he was at

anchor, he remarked that the sea broke very much at the distance of a league to

cast-north-east ; but such was the state of the weather, and the agitation of the sea,

that he did not venture t« send his carioe to take soundings. He reckons that this

bank, which he named the bank de la Fortune^ extended three leagues from south-east

to north-west ; and, according to his observation, it was situate in f 30' latitude,

and in 54'' 58' longitude.
* *

I have placed ihe bank of Saint Michel in 8° 55' latitude, according to the

observation of the la Digue store-ship in 1768, and in 57^" 30' longitude, according

to the reduction which I have made of her track in going from the Isle of France

to the Isle Mahi.

The south part of Saya de Malha^ is traced according to the navigation and

U u 2
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observations of M, le Chevalier Gretncr. As to the north; side of the same bank,

1 have conformed myself to the following extract from a journal inserted in the

English Pilot,

^ The northernmost part of Sava de Malha is in 9"^ 55' soutli latitude, and in

‘
j 40' to the west of the meridian of Bombay. I fell in with the western part of

^ the northern point, where 1 found, on the first sounding, fifteen fathom water, with

‘ a bottom of coral, and on the second, no more than eight; which made me stand

‘ to the north, 3^' west; and though the breeze was light, every time I threw out the

^ line the vsoiindings increased from twelve to fifteen, twenty-two, twenty-five, thirty-

^ two, sixty, and eighty-five fathoms, and then I lost soundings. 1 returned to the

* charge, and found as at first, fifteen fathom with a coral bottom, afterwards twe lve,

* then ten; but apprehensive that 1 should run aground, I stood to the nortli-north-

‘ east, where I had eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, seventeen, and twenty-two

* finhom
; and after having sailed about a mile and a half, I lost all sounding. It

^ is said that on the south part of this shoal there are several banks, which in some

* places arc dry and visible. The variation was iC' 40^ north-west.’

I have found no other memoir on the Island Roquepiz to the south, but the

Journal of Lancaster, who saw it in 1602, and speaks highly of its appearance,

without mentioning its longitude: it states merely that this Admiral having ejuitted

the Bay of Antongi I on the 6th of March, found himself in sight of Roquepk on

the 16th of the same month, towards 10^30' soutii. J have placed it in this latitude,

and in 62^’ longitude, according to which position it could not have been seen

either by the Cerf frigate, the gouelcttc the St. Bertoit, or the Digue store-ship.

In the memoirs which have been sent me from England, about five or six years

ago, 1 have an extract from tfi^: journal of the two following ships, the Mary, Cap-

tain Mitcham, and the Prince Crcorge, Captain Lewis; who left the point of Galles^

in the island of Ceylon, on the j 5ih of June, 1755, to proceed on their voyage to

Bombay, and saw, on the 2d of August, an island in 7“*' 7' south latitude, which tiicy

imagined to be that of Gratia^ and reckoned tO‘be 16® 56^ to the west of the meridian

of the point ol' Galles^ answering to 60'' 49' of our longitude, but according to

a note inserted at the bottom of a small plan of it, which has been sent to me, it

should be 20*^ 47' west of Guiles^ and in 56° 58' of our longitude.

“ On the following day, having made an hundred and three miles to the north-west

by north, these two ships struck on a reef, running ofi' about five leagues to the souths
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west of a small inland, wl^icli they saw in the morning, in 6^ of latitude, and which

I should suppose was the north side of the Isle of Roquepk, if the Portuguese Ma-

ritime Directory had not stated, that, to the south-west of it, and at the distance

of six leagues, there were three small Hat islets, with a few trees on them, and laying

from cast to west, which these ships had not seen. As they observed the variation

in the environs, the uncertainty of their longitude engaged me to have recourse to

it : and following the course of the lines of variation which I have already mentioned,

the island which they imagined to be Gratia^ and I had named the hie Sf. George^

(as Gratia^ or Garcia^ is more to the cast,} should be in 58'" 35', and Roquepiz in

57" 35
^ longitude.

“ T'heie remains in this sea, the Isle ot Sepl Frercs, on which 1 have seen no

other memorial than that which is found in the Portuguese Maritime Directory,

whcix it is mentioned as being in 4^^ of south latitude,

“ With respect to the islands that arc to the eastward of this, they appear to me

too well known, from having been so ol’ten seen by our own ships and those of the

English, to require a particular description in this place.

“
'J'hc island Diego Garcia, was seen on the 241]! of Septetnber, 1769, by M.

le (dicvalicr Grenierg who commanded the King’s corvettes L’Heui'c du larger

and Le Verd (ralant. M. I’Abbe Rochon determined its longitude to be in 68"' 20k

M. la Fontaine, who commanded the Verd Gaiant, returned in the month of No-

vember, 1770, to examine and take a plan of the very spacious bay, which this

island, whose form resembles that of a sf^rpent bent double, contains, as it w'cre,

wilhiiiitself, A great number of vessels might anchor there in safety; but the prin-

cipal object is wanting: for though it is covered with wood, it is not provided widr

fresh water. Its length is four leagues from north lu south, and its greatest breadth

is two leagues.

This same island was perceived by an Ettglish ship, who, from sight of it, steer-

ing to the north, made two other islands and three islets, with a reef, distant about

five leagues to thc^ east-north-east. .11. passed between the reef and the islands,

whose latitude he determined to be between 12' and 5' 23k I'o the north-north-

east of these islands, between rf and 4"" 35k he found an unequal bottom oftwciuy-

six, seven, twenty-three, twenty-eight, nine, and twenty-three fathom.

The island Diego Garcia was also made in January, 1745, by an English

vessel called the Pelham, in its passage from the Cape of Good Hope to Bombay.
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He remarked its bay, as well as the islets which are at th^ entrance of it. This

ship steered to the north-east and east-north-cast, and afterwards to north-north-

east, to the Equinoctial line, which it crossed in 73° 20' of our longitude : from

thence taking a north-west course, on the 31st of January, at ten A. M. and being,

according to reckoning, in north latitude, and 71'' 48' longitude, he saw the

Maidive Islands north-north-west by west. He passed between them and arrived

at Bombay,

On leaving the Isle Praslin^ which is to the north-east of the Isle Mabe^ M.

Roslan being anxious to know, on this side, the extent of the bank on which these

isles are situated, found that it continued ten leagues to the north-east : from this

position he steered to the east, running the parallel of 4*^
; on which the old charts

mark the island o[ Sept Freres^ and that of Trots Freres, Notwithstanding the

difference caused by the accidental currents, which run sometimes towards the

south, and at other times towards the north, the two corvettes maintained the sup-

posed latitude of these islands, sufficiently to be assured that they are not on the

parallel of 66° of longitude. The course of M. Picault, on his passage to the Isle

Mahd, in 1744, confirms this truth : if, on the other hand, it is considered that the

Amiranies are placed on the old charts about 2° more north than those which have

been seen by M. du Roslan, it may be presumed that there is a similar difference

respecting the Sept Freres and the Trots Freres*

As his orders pressed his return to the Isle of France, he could not run the

same latitude more to the east, and accordingly took his course south-east by south,

and south-south-east, in order to make Diego Garcia* On the 2d of March, he

saw land at eleven P. M. at\he distance of a league and an half; but without be-*

ing able to find any soundings. Having manceuvred during the whole night to keep

the land in sight, they neared it at b4eak of day, and perceived three islands, each

of them encompassed with a chain of rocks, which extend about a quarter of a league

off the coast They are very low, but covered with very lofty cocoa-trees, and

other wood of inferior height. The two fim are about a league and one-third in

circumference. The third, which appeared to consist of several islets separted from

each other, but connected, as it were, by breakers, was supposed to be about two

leagues in lengthy nor is there any reason to conjecture that the channels of these

isles admit of a passage.

As the sun was very near the zenith, M. du Roslan observed the meridian
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altitude of several stars, and from the result of his observations he concluded, that

the latitude of the northernmost isle was 5® The second, which is four leagues

to the south-south-west of the first, is in 6“ 10'
; and the third, being about three

leagues south by south-west of the second, is in 6'

20'. Two days after, having

Diego Garcia, vfhosc longitude has been detennined from the observations of

M. PAbbe Rochon, he inferred from thence that the longitude of these islands was

6f 34'. The number of them induced me to suspect that they are those which

farmer navigators named the Trois Freres.

To the north-north-east, 5° north of the island of Diego Garcia^ and twelve

leagues cast-south-east of the islets discovered by the English vessel, which have been

already mentioned, are the islets which M. Picault fell in with on the 16th of April,

1 744, in his passage from the island Rodriguez to the Isle MahL The direction

of his course leads to them ; nor is it to be presumed that there has been any essen-

tial difference in this passage. On the preceding evening he found himself off a

bank in 5° 55' latitude, where the depth was unequal, from forty-five to eleven,

nine, twenty-five, and forty fathom. From thence having taken his course to the

north, he found himself in the midst of twenty-two islets, and passed through them

in 5'' 30' latitude to proceed to the west. From the examination that was made

of the islets, they were found covered with cocoa-trccs, and their elevation was

from twelve to fifteen feet above the level of the sea. The largest of them was about

half a league in length : some of them were very small, and entirely surrounded with

reefs. All the charts, in their representation* of this little Archipelago, coincide with

the plan given of them by M. Picault, under the name of Peros Banbos • but it

is placed there a degree too much to the south.

“ The island of Chagas^ as well as the shoal waters which arc in its environs, was

seen in the year 1763, by the ship Pitt, in latitude, and its longitude deter-

mined by an observation made by Mr. Stevens, of the mean distance of the sun and

moon, in 71° of our longitude, or 73"" 25' cast of Greenwich. He discovered also,

eighteen leagues to, the north-west of this island, in 6^40' latitude, five or six little

islets, which had been seen in the latter end of December, 1756, by M. de Surville,

who commanded the ship the Due d’Orleans; and about twenty leagues to the east,

he found himself on shoa] water, such as the ship Pitt had seen, according to a

draught of it which has been communicated to me, in seven fathom, and three

leagues to the south-south-cast in ten fathom.
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At forty-five leagues north by north-west of the island ofC/>^7e^^5, between 4° 39'

and 5^' latiiudcj there i'S a bank that v/as discovered by the English ship the Speaker,

of which a draught has been sent to me. The depths were there found to be very

unequal, from twenty-two, to twenty, five, six, and eight fathom. This vessel having

anchored to the south, the longitude was calculated by observation of the mean

distance of the sun and moon, and found to be 73^^ 2' cast of Greenwicit, which

answers to 70^’ 37' east of Paris.

As to the hies Adu^ tlie most recent information with respect to them proceeds

from M. Moreau, who fell in with them in the boat the Favori, in 1757. Accend-

ing to the latitude which he observed, these isles should be in 5% btit having remarked

on his journal, by comparing (he observations that he had made of the latitude of

places well known, that t.hc instrument which he employed gave tliein from 18' to

20' loo much to the north ; it would follow these isles must, in die same propor-

tion, be too much to the south. And hence it is that M. Ic Chevalier (nx'nicr, who

followed in the King’s corvettes the I.TTcure du Berger and the Verd (ialam, the

parellel of did not perceive these ksles, which arc not discoverable but when you

arc close upon them. As to their longitude, I believe that it must be placed in

75^' 30', and not in 73", according to the reckoning of M. Grenier; as in pricking

the course of M. Moreau, he should have passed in sight of the island of Cbagai\

or over the shallows near it, though at the same time he had not seen it.

The same day on which M. Moreau saw the hies Adu^ he discovered others to

the south-south-east; which appear to be those that the ship I.ondon fell in with,

in 5'' 39' latitude, and 5*^ 20' to the west of the east part of the Isle of Ceylon, in

6'’ 39^ latitude. A draught of them has been transmitted to me, as well as of the bank

which extends to the south of these isles, which I believe to be those of Candu,

M. Moreau was anxious to make himself acquainted with the Adu isles, and

accordingly sent a canoe, with an oflicer and eight men, to examine them
;
but he

was compelled by the winds and currents to abandon his canoe and people, and

pursue his course to India. ‘

“ In tliis situation, the oflicer and his men, after much difBculty and danger,

landed on these islands on the 29th of March, 1757. 1 'hey arc about twelve in

number, and surrounded with reefs. The deserted seamen, however, found where-

withal to sustain them, by cocoa-nuts, which were in great abundance, and birds

which they contrived to kill They continued wandering about from one island to
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the other, in search of food, and in a state of uncommon misery and distress; nay,

they were even on the point of losing their canoc-> which was become their only

resource.

After having sojourned on these islands till the wiiuls set in which would take

them to India, and having conslructt^d a catamaran, to carry the provision of

cocoas rctpiisite for their sustenance, as well as made the iK Ccssary cordage from

the niamcnts of the cocoa, they departed from the isles on the e2d of ]ime, and

took their course towards the coast of Malabar, without any guide hut the sun and

the stars, and their own maritime experience; as during their abode on the islands

llu‘y had lost their compass.

On ilie 24th, their catamaran oveiset, and tliey saw tlicmselves reduced to the

small jirovision of cocoa-nuts in the canoe, which lasted only till die 10th of july,

when dicy were actually wuliout food. From (hat period they every day suflercd

from the weakness incident to their situation, and the painful consequences of

hunger and thirst. At length, how^-ver, a period was put to their sulFcrings,

and they landed at Cananoc ; from thence they proceeded to Mabc, and so on to

Pondicherry.’’
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CHAPTEK XIV.

The Course by ihc Eusl of Madagascar, durbig the Period tbai the Soutb-ivesl

Monsoon prevails in India, extraclcdfrom M, d'Apres.

1 F yon should not choose to go to India by the channel of Mozambiijue, you may

equally make your passage by the cast of Madagascar, This track is better suited

to ships which cannot reach the channel before the 15th of August, on account of the

feeble winds, calms, and variable weather which prevail there in that season, instead

of the fresh winds that never fail to blow to the eastward. In case you should

want to put into any port for water and refreshinents, which long voyages lender

sometimes indispensable, they may be easily procured at Fo)t Dauphin, at Foul

Pointe, and othci placCvS on the cast coast of Madagascar.

To make this passage, after having doubled the Cape of Good }[opc,and being

secure of your point from the view of the cape, or the soimdmgs of the bank di s

Aiguilles, you will continue to get to the cast, on the parallel which 1 have men-^

tioned, as far as 44' or of longitude. From thence steering to the north-east,

and afterwards to the nonh-noilh-east, (irn allowance being made for the variation

and the drift) you will proceed to join the parallel from 26’ to 25 of latitude by

50'' of longitude ; and this precaution appears to me to be sufficient to prevent the

errors of ordinary navigation.*

^ “ It were to be wibhed ih-il those who luive the command of vessels, or at least those who may

contribute to the right direct ion of them, by their opinions, were qualified to determine the longitude

at sea, by the distance of the moon fioin the sun or starf, which gives a sufficient approximation

to perceive and avoid the eirors of reckoning. The English Nautical Almanac, whose Ephemeris

has given, since the year 1774, an c.xtract of every thing that is most essential for these observa-

tions, abridges, in a great degree, the labour of calculation, as well as many other books, which

have been published in England 011 this subject, and render this method intelligible to well informed

pilots. A considerable part of the English navigators, as well as many in France, use them at

this time with success; and nothing can contribute more to the safety of navigation, particu-

larly when the place of destination is already determined with exactness. The course, then, that I
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In this state of uncertainty, you must take care not to reach, during the night,

the latitude of 25*^ 45', which is that of the south part of Madagascar : however

that coast has no soundings offshore, but to the w-est of Cape Saint Mary.

“ When it is designed to touch at Fort Dauphin, situated in 25'' 5^ latitude, it

will be proper to near the land in 24^ or at least in 21^’ 30', in order not to miss it

from the rapidity of the currents, which run towards the south, as much as 48', or

sixteen leagues iit twenty-four hours. To avoid therefore t'ae effects of it, during

the night, on ajiproaching Fort Dauphin, if the weather should be siilhcicntly

favourable, and there should be a sandy bottom, the best way would be to cast

anchor; but if the breeze is too strong, the ship must remain under sail.

When you make the land in 24"^, you will perceive a chain of very high moun-

tains; and in 24'' 15^ to 18', you will see a mountain in the form of a sugar-loaf,

blended with lesser ones on the sea side. Then sailing along the shore at the dis-

tance of a league and an half, you will perceive, across the isles Saint JLuce^ some

small jocky hanks oW the shore, situate between 24'' 35' and 24^' 45'; and continuing

to range along the coast at the same distance, you will perceive a point to the

south-west by ^vCvSt, which will appear at first to be insulated, and represents two

mountains more flat tlian round. Several navigators have erroneously taken it for

the point d'ltaperc', that which succeeds, with sutnrnits also more flat than round,

is not that object, but the third that is afterwards seen, whose pointed summits serve

as distinctive landmarks, is the point d'Itofere.

On approaching the second point, and sailing along the coast at the distance of

a league, I perceived some shoals, the most distant of which appeared to me to be

three quarters of a league from the shore ; and to avoid theH), it is necessary to keep

at the distance of a league and an half.

“ The rock d*liapcre^ which is very discoverable by its breakers, is the most

give, will be susceptible of modification, since it will be sufficient to keep yourself from twenty to

twenty-five leagues to-wiiidward of the ]>laces where you may wish to kind, to prevent the greatest

error of that approximation, and not eighty leagues, as I propose in this example.

The success of marine clocks, or time pieces, which on the frigate la F/orcr commanded by M.
de Verdun dc li Crenne, Lieutenant in the Royal Navy, have never failed to give the longitude

with a precision altogether astonishing, encourages the expectation that the longitude will at length

be discovered, by this method, which is the most expeditious, since the error has never exceeded

20^ in six weeks,**

XX2
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certain mark to distinguish the point, from which it is disiatit about a third part of

a league to the south : there is no passage between them*

“ l\vo leagues to the wcst*soat]'j-vvi‘.si ol ihis rock, is Fort Dauphin. The coast

between the point (I'ltaperr, and that where die fort was placed, forms a cove, called

lolongharc by the natives, and Daut)hin Cove liy the French, who w^rc Ibrmerly

esiablished there. 'Hie rcmaifis of ilK'ir fort arc still visible. It is in the small bay

iormed by tlic point, wlicre the ships generally go.

“ After liaving langcd Ibr a (juailcr of a league along the rock d'llapcrc, you

must steer towaids the })oinl of f ort Dauphin. This point is surrounded witii a

reef at a cable’s length, and within it is the best ancliorage. Tlie point d'Hapcrc

should remain to the cast, 5' or 6 south of the compass; the rock at cast h\ south-

east, and the extremity of the breakers, the nearest to the anchoiagc, south-east by

cast. I’hc larboard anchor should be in the noilh-cast in sc\'cn fathom, wdth a sandy

bottom; that of the starboard at east-south-east in six fathom, having fiom twenly,,

to tNventy-eight feet w'atcr under tire ship. Another anchor should be carried asleng

to the north-wTst.

If there is not suflicient day-light to get into the road, you must first double

the rock d’llapcre^ and then anchor in the cove, if the weather will permit; at the

same time paying the necessary attention to the nature of the hoi tom, whicii is not

every where the same.

“ Water may be found on the shore of the cove, by digging in the sand, which

will be very good for cattle and culinary purposes; but to obtain belter, it must be

fetched by the blacks in barrels, from more distant springs.

'J his country is under the government of several chiefs, of whom it is prudent

to be aware; it is necessary therefore to be vigilant, and to maintain good order.

This precaution is not only necessary at Fort Dauphin, but also in every other

place in Madagascar, where the voyager puts in for refreshment.

Foul Polnte being frequently preferred to Fort Dauphin, as it is more easy of

approach, alfords a better anchorage, and is inbaliired by a belter kind of people,

it will be rigiu, after having reached the parallel of 25” of latitude, without seeing

land, or any of those indications which announce a proximity to it, to steer to the

northward during the day, and north-north-east during die night, to 18"' 10' lau-

lude, w'hcn it will be necessary to make the land, in order to reconnoitre the Isle

aux Prunes, It is a small islet, situate in 18 7' of latitude, two leagues to the
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nortli-north-cast of and about two thirds of a league from the r<can:.t

part of the Madagascar shore. I'hc trees with which it is covered arc visible a*

the distance of hvc leagues.

Thicc leagues to tlic north*nonh-cast of the hie aiuv Prunes^ breakers arc

visible which are occasioned by a bank of rocks. A league and an balffuithcr on

the same line, there is a shoal^ with three fathom water; and another at a league tO

the north-north-east ol tlic latter, in fiour fathom v^/atcr, on which I have snuck.

'i'hese dangers arc but a league front the coast.

'I'hc land of Madagascar, from the hie aiii Prunes to Foul Poinie, is of a mo-

derate height, very unequai, and co\cred with wood; it afterwards rises by sinali

di giecs, and in the interior part, double and triple high mountains are visible. Ihc

sl'orc, winch is of wiutc sand, is bordered with a breaker at the distance of three

eahhi's length. When the hie aux Prunes is on the north-svest point of the com-

pa at the distara e ofahoul two leagues, a small motmtain is seen to the north, which

appioaches neater than any other to the sea-shore, and forms two paps, which arc

calk'd, the lAips, ot Mainelies de from a village of that name, where the natives

somettmes hoist a white flag. Many vessels have taken this place for .Foul Ponilc\

which is distant fiom it three leagues to the north. It is \crv easy, how'cvcr, to

avoir! flint error, cm observing that, from the village of Natie, die Isle aux Prunes

is alwa\s s i.siblc, whereas it ceases to be seen on approaching Foul Poinlc,

When you lose, sight of the hie aux Prunes^ 2x\(\ dial it rests upon the compass

at 30' south-west, then Foul Pointe is 15'’ to the norlii-cast.

" The cove of‘ Foul PoiniCy where the vessels anchor, is Ibrmed by a large

reef, which begins at the third of a league below' the village, and e.xtcnds after-

wards three cpiartcrs of a league to the nortlj-nordi-casl. "i'ou must approach it

within a (piartcr of a league, and range along it, so as to double jcs luntlicrn point

at a good cable's length. The breakers are very visible theie, hut they appear less

at high w'aier, arid with a light breeze. From tlience, keeping ihc wind, you will

come to an anchor under shelter of the reef in six fathom, w'lth a sandy bottom,

mixed with mud. 'Flic northern point of the reef wuil remain to the cast by north,

and east-north-east ; the southern point of the cove south by west, 5' w'cst ; the

village to the south-west die third of a league.* I‘hc northernmost land towards

“ By a course of observations of the sun and stars, I determined the ialitmle of the village

of Foul Pointe to be in 17'’ 41' 20”. J also observed during the night from the 30lh to the 3Jst
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Manivoid to the north by north-east, at the distance of six or seven leagues. Ships

moor there east-north-east, and west south-west; when it is necessary to remain there

some time, it will be pro{)cr to heave out a third anchor, on the north-west side.

Within the reef of Foul Point

e

there is a small cove, in which large ships

may enter, the bottom being from six to seven fathom. The only difficulty is to

stretch the cables in sucli a manner as not to rub against the rocks: to be there

in perfect safety, iron chains arc absolutely necessary, and the vessel must be secured

with four hold-fasts, to prevent her from swinging.

“ It is an easy matter to traffic for all the necessaries that may be wanting; at

the same time the inhabitants arc to be mistrusted. As the port is filied with banks,

before you send the boat, it is proper to w^ait till high w-ater. At all events, Foul

Polnic should not be frequented but in the finer season of the year, as the reef is

capable otily of affording shelter in moderate w’eathei. I pass on novr to the de-

scription of the Island of Sainte Marie and Aniongil Buy, where ships may also

approach.

" Thirteen leagues and an half to the north-north-cast, 5 east of Foul P(^inlt:

road, is the south point of die isle of Sainte Maru\ situate in 17' 5^ latitude. 1 ins

island, which the natives of the country call Nossi Ilibrabim, or hie (B Abraham,

extends north-east by north to 16' 33', which is the situation of its northern point.

The channel that divides it from Madagascar is a very hue one, and ships ol

any size may pass through it. Its nar-rowest part, which is about the middle of

the island, is a league and two thirds from the point de I'Arce in Madagascar, and

the southern ])oint of the cove of Lokinsin on the isle Sainte Marie. From the

point de IVlree, there extends a bank to the east-north-cast, about the third of

a league in icngtli, in from two to three fathom water. The point of Lokinsin is

also surrounded by a reef, but in the midst of a channel, whose depth is from forty

to forty-five fathom.

The southern point of Sainte Marie is formed by a flat islet, which is separated

by a channel, about a stone’s throw in breadth. This islet is surrounded by a reef,

which extends near half a league to the south; and all the eastern part of Sainte

of July, 1757, an eclipse of tlic moon, which was equally observed at Marseilles^ Toulouse, Boueni

and Beziers, ot which I have received the correspondent observations ; from whence 1 concluded

that Foul Pointe was 3*^ y’ 5" more to the east than Paris, and consequently in 47'^ 16' 15" east

longitude.’*
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Marie is equally inclosed in breakers. In many places oT the southern coastj

there is eighteen or twenty fathom water.

On the west side, at about two leagues horn the southern point, there is a large

cove, about a league in breadth, north-east and south-west, and at the extremity

of it a small islet, named tlic Isle aiix CailUs, under whose land small vessels may

find shelter. We had formed a settlement there in 1750, which the rharacter of

the inhabitants, joined to the unwholesomeness of the climate, compelled us to abaiK

don. In order to anchor in the cove, you must rarige along the southern side ol

Sainic Mark\ in from eighteen to twenty fathom ; and after having dt)ubied a

large rock which is at the south-west point, you will cast anchor to the north of

the hie aiLV Cailles\ in from eighteen to twenty fathom water. In this position the

Fointe dc I Arec appears to the north, at the distance of four leagues.

“ The Bay of Antongil, called by the natives Manghabei^ derives its former

name from Antonio Glllo, a Portuguese Oaptain, who made the first discovery ol

it. It is thirteen or fourteen leagues in length, from north to south, and from seven

to eight leagues in breadth, north-cast by east 5'' north, and south-west by west

south, between Cape Be!tonnes and the Point Baldricbe, In order to enter it, you

may range along either side, according to the direction of the breeze. The depth

of the water, as well as the quality of tire bottom, arc the same in three parts of

the bay, when the depth diminishes to thiily, twenty-five, twenty, and fifteen

fatliom.

At the extremity of the bay there aiv several islets, the principal of wirich is

called Maros, or Marotte, whose extent i» not more tharr ciglit or nine hundred

fathom, from north-cast to south-west, and about a third of a league from the

nearest part of the coast. It is in 15' 25' latititudc.

To tlie south of it aire four others of smaller dimensions, the most distant of

which is not more than two leagues from it. The common anchoring place is to

the north of the islet Maros^ at the distance of a gun-shot, and opposite two small

coves formed by the sands, in from’eleven to twelve fathom.

Water and wood arc obtained wuth great ease, and the tents arc certainly more

secure there than on the main land, where the traffic is carried on for provisioiis.

I’he river is to the noi dr-north-west of the islet Maras, Large boats may ctuer

there, and the sea rises five feel at the new and full moon.

“ In order to get to the north, on leaving the Bay of Antongil, you must range
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along the eastern side, availing yourself at the same time of the breezes and ebb

tides, and steering towards the Point Baldriche. To the south of that point there i$

a small islet named Belentcr, to the south f)f which those vessels come to an anchor

which carry on the traffic of this place. The coast which extends two leagues to

tlie cast, is lined by a lecf about two-thirds of a league from it, to another islet called

Mojmtte^ from w'hcnce the coast runs four leagues to the north-east by north,

and afterwards noiih-fiortb-east fnmi 3
' to 4" north, as far as the blast Cape, wliich

is situate in 15
‘

1/3' latitude. As it is also lined with reefs wdiich advance, in many

places, twt)~ihnds of a league into the sea, it is nccessaiy to keep at the distance

of a league from it, in order to avoid all possible danger.

From the East Cape, the coast takes a western direction, and runs onl) to the

north by north-west 3
' w'cst, to the Bay of Vobeman^ situate in 13 26' latitude

;
liom

wdicnce u continues to extend, in the same line, to Cape d'ylinbn\ winch is the

northernmost point of Madagascar, and is in latitude.

The Bay of Vohemare^ or Bocniaro, so called from the Poiiugiicse Captain

who made the discovery of it, is nothing moic than a cove, lined by a red' on

which there arc several islets. It is supposed that l)et\vcen this l)ay and the Cape

d' Ambic there are other baVvS, but I have never been able to procure any descrip-

tion of them.

“ I must also observe, respecting the eastern coast of Madagascar, tliat Fort

Dauphin is generally healthy, in all sca.ynis ; that from Foul Fointi\ wdiich is only

so in the bad season, the country is imw'nolesomc in proportion as it advances to

the nortli
; and to preserve the crew from tite diseases which prevail there in the

sickly season, after the end of November, care must be taken not to permit any one

to sleep on shoic, and tliat eveiy one should return on board at the approach of

nidu. .

’

“ When ships going to India do not put into Madagascar, and only pass to

the east, it is necessary to lake a view of it to rectify their course. Thus, after

having reached, as I have already vsaid, the parallel of 25^" of latitude, if, by making

good the course to the north during the day, and the north-north-cast during the

night, you shoiud get to 15^' of latitude, without .seeing Madagascar, which would

be the effect of a dilTercnce to the cast,* then you must steer to the west-north-west,

“ * I am sensible that these (iiftcrcnces are rare, and that they arc oftencr found to the westward

than the eastward. The txampic of the ship La Puix, in 1749^ which made the land to the south
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till you get a sight of it; and having neared the land at the distance of four leagues,

you must stretch on till you see Cape d'Ambre.

' The currents at the opening of the cape, take their course with great rapidity

towards the west, so that the ships wliich are hound to Qiienmhc or Mozambique^

in passing to the north of Madagascar, must reckon on a dillerencc towards the

wxstj proportioned to the time employed in the })a.ssage. Many voyagers liave

found it twenty leagues in twenty-four hours. An inattenlion to this circumstance

has indeed proved fatal to several vessels, who have run upon the coast of Africa

during the night, when it was supposed that they were at a considerable distance

from it.

As to the vessels which proceed to India, after having made C ape d\duibre,

they must make good their course due north, and continue it till witliin 5" of latitude ;

they must afterwards proceed to the north-cast, as far as the Ecjuinociial line, wher*

the course must he regulated according to the principles laid down in lire beginning

of this instruct iorr.’*

of Moz'umh/quc, to the islet Miif mair, situate hi 16"’ ivS’' latitude, and 'jo' loiigitiidi , wluje ic;

reckoinng wa*? in .ft/' 30' longitude, is singular in its kind; and whatever iin'gfu lie the cause ui

such no (’rror; when, by ati examination, in the journal of this ship, of the variations wliicli w, i
.*

dally observed, even at the land-fall, it must appear very extraordinary, tlial it had not been

(liscovcixJ long before, that it hud not got sulHcieiitly to the castwaid; and that it v/as in the

Mozambupie chaiind, rather than to the cast of Madagascar.’’

Yy
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CHAPTER XV.

The Course^ on leaving Ihe Isles of France and Bourbon to piocced to India, during

the Soiiih^ivesl Monsoon.—The Coarse, from the Cape of Good Hope to India,

during ihe Soulb^^it'est iMonsoon, passing io ihc East^ and in Sight (f the

Island Rodnguci .— Foyage to Lidia during ihc North’-east Monsoon.

"A r tlie commcnccninil of our navigatii^n lo India, the ships bound (hither from

the Lsle of iiourbon, generally held the great course which ])asses to the east ol tlie

Isles, and avoided the dangers which arc known to prevail in tl^; Archipelago t(.» the

north-east of Madagascar. For that pnrpoNC it is necessary to leave the legion of

the genet al winds, in order to attain that of die vaiiable ones, and to get afterwards

to the c ast, so a.sjo be able, with the general winds hon'i die south-east to tliC' cast,

to make the land of die Island of Ceylon. This course engdoys a very consuieiahle

portion of time, and generally occupies two months; some ships have indeed, thougli

very seldom, made it in a shorter period.*

* “ In tlie yiar lyn;, i]>e new Edst India Company having entrusted to my father, M. d’Aprci

de Blnngy, the command of the first ships whiclj it sent to the Indies, with the title of C.'ounscllor

in the Superior Counul, he fitted out at Havre the ship le Saltde, on board of which J made my
first voyage, in llic (|uality of Ilonoiaiy Ensign.

We departed from the road of Havre on rlic 14111 of December, and after having been obliged

to pet into Falmouth, on the Englisli coast, from contrary winds, we continued our course. We
crossed the Equinoctial litic on the iSth of February, 1720, 19'^ to the west of the. meridian ot Paris

;

we doublet! the Cape of (iood Hope on llic 17th of April, and on the tsth of May wc arrived at the

Isle ol Ijouihon. We lemained there till the 29th of the same month, when we sailed from the

road of St. Paul, witi> such a favoumblc wind, that on the following day wc passed six leagues to

the south of file Isle ot I'nincc, which was then known by the name of Mauritius. From thence,

having duiing several days liesh gales from the north-west, to the west and south, w'hich, as is well

known, are very uncommon in that season, wc got, without passing the tropic, sufficiently to the

cast, to get up atteiwards to the northward; so that in the morning of the 27th of June, we

neared the south pan of the Island ot Ceylon, six or seven leagues t6 the west of the great shoal,

(hi the 1st of July, in tlic evening, we moored opposite Gondelour, and on the following day in

the road of Pondicherry, after a passage of thirty days from the Isle of Bourbon. I do not knoiv

any example of so short a passage by the general course.”
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The sliips tlic Lys and (he rnlon, commanded by M. M. de Boi>nou and

Baudran, in 1723, were die fmsl wlio attempted a new couim:, on the re|)on of some

pirates who, having fled to, and being establislied under a general [>aKion at llie Isle

of Bourbon, oflered to conduct them, ()j,e of them, wlicr namt. was WdilLin, was

chosen on this occasion.

“ These two ships set sail from St. Patil, in the I:de of ihiurbon, on the eed of

August, and at six P. M. were from fourteen to fifteen leagues to the south-east hv'-

south of the middle of lire island. On die aydi they made Madagascai, in 13“ of

latitude, and discovered tliat the north part of that idand was maikcd on the chau of

Tuiergoos sixty leagues too much to the cast. From this view, they first made good

dicir course to the north, and afterwards to the north-norrh-cast. d'hey passed lire

Equinoctial line on the qdi of September, in 49° of cast longitude, without seeing

Jean dc Nove^ or any of the Annranies^ which they ought to have iallcn in with,

according to the ancient charts. On the 20ih of the same moiuh they made the

coast of Malabar. At length, on the Glh of October, dicsc ship.s arrived at Pun-

diclieny.

“ From that time this track has been follow'cd by all our ships. Jt is nc\ I'liliele.s.

to be remarked, tiuit those, wdio have taken then jroint ordcjianuie too much to the

south, where the coast of Madagascar projects towards the cast, as well as those who

took their course north by east, have either fallen in with the d'w clvc Islands, 01 the

hk Saint Fierre. It appears therefore that the northern track is indls])cnsahlc.

“ Although this track has always iucccedcd, as it rec[uires a circuit of 8^' west

longitude on quitting the Isle of France to go to Madagascar, and of K to iIk^ east

to regain the meridian of the place of departure, a moic dirt ct track would be {re-

ferable; and it would accordingly be better tc; cross this Auliipdago bom north to

south, as it can be done without augmenting die risk of tlie pas.^age. I’his wuis pro-

posed by M. Ic Chevalier Grenier, who himself found it successful, as wadi as many

other ships : and if to this course is added that of Admiral Boscawen, as well as that

which 1 held on board the ship the Montaran, which take much more towards the cast,

it will appear, that this Aichipcfago is by no means such as it lias been represented

on the old charts. If there are the same number of islands, and the dangers aie cijual,

their position, as well as tlicir dimensions arc very diflferent. Tlic very correct ac-

counts which have, within these few years, been communicated by tlic voyages of

M, le Chevalier Grcjiia, of M. du Roslan, and M, de Kerguelen, wlio w^re expressly

y 2
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employed to verify the possibility of this course, have afforded sufficient directions

to navigate it in future with a greater degree of security.

It might be added, that on leaving the Isle of France, you will pass to the

west of the Fjanks of Nazareth, if you make good a north course, without getting to

the east, till within 10'' 30' latitude, when you will make the Isle Agalcga. On

taking a dcpaiture from the Isle of Bourbon, you should make good your course

north by ncnth-cast.

‘‘ The Isle, or rather die Isles Agalcga^ as there are two, soutli-east and nortli-

west from each other, and joined by a bank of sand or a reef, are situate in 10" 25k

or 30' latitude, and in 51” 15' longitude. They arc low, but covered with wood;

so that they may be easily distinguished at the distance of live leagues. The tiorth-

ernmost, which is the largest, may he about a league and an half in length from

iiortli to south, and its shore appears to be sand. The ancient charts, wdneh inaik

these isles a degree of latitude too far north, represent them as being placed on a

reef; hut our ships not having approached them but at ihv distance oi three leagues

on the west side, the extent of the reef could not he dcicnnincd, nor whether the

islands arc accessible.

After making the heights of the Isles of Agalega, the course must be made

good to the north h}’ lairth-east till within 5' of latitude. In j)rocceding to the

tiorth, there are tide-ways which run with great violence, and apparently towards tlic

wcsunortii-wcst. It may be conjectured that they arc the waters which pass off from

between the Banks of Nazareth and that of Saya r/c Maiba, which set to the west-

ward; differences also arc sometimes found on that side.

The rhoiscul frigate, commanded by M. Ic Floch dc la Carriere, on losing

sight oi' Agalt'ga, having made good,her course norilr by nortii-cast cast, struck

sounilings on the soiulKcast side of the lsles«of Mabc^ in 5^ 49' latitude: but as this

bank does not contain any shoal in this part, if a bottom should be found there, it

would he sudicient to steer casUnorth-cast, in order to quit it. d'hc only danger

that may he encountered, on taking the course to the north-norlh-east, is the Bank

de la Forlune, on which M. dc Kerguelen moored, and where he thought he

To these authorities >hou 1d be added that of M. dc Coctivy, Ivisign in the King’s fKet, and

Commander of tire ship the Isle dc France, who was supported in a superior manner by M. d’Herre,

in his passage from the Isle de Fiance to the Manillas ; since, though he left the Isle of France

hi tlie month of June (1771)? he stood almost due north to the heights of the Fde of Mui)c\
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saw the sea break; I)iit tlioiigh its extent is not clearly cletcniiincd, as its latiturle on

the southernmost side is known to be 7" 30", it will be proper, in order to avoid all

danger, to pass it only in the day.
^

When you have gained 5° of latitude, you will take }'our course to the norths

cast, towards the Kquitioctial line; and aficrwaid'. to the points of the wind, which

will suit the place of your destination.

CcnirseJ'rom the Cape of Good Hope to India^

“ In the instructions how to proceed from the Cape of Good Hope, t)r bom the

sonndings of the Bank des Aiguilles^ to the Isle of France, I have advised to get to

the eastward on the parallel between 33'' and 36" of latitude, till by 55"oriongiuidc,

and not to gain the latitude ol‘ 27 but under tire meridian of the Isle Rodriguez, in

order to ])icvenl any great errors in the reckoning: but as in the present case the

objt'ci IS to make the latter, it is necessary to lake precautions relative to its situation,

in ge tting more to the east, and proceeding aftcrw’aids so as to get, according to the

reckoning, eighty leagues to windward o( that island.

y\s a sight vi' RodngJie‘^ is essential to the course that i,s here proposed, when

you aie at its height, and certain, from the variation, that you aic to the east of it,

you will steer to flic west, in order to make it.

On iK'ing live or six leagues 10 the cast of this island, you will make good your

course nortli by north-easi, in order to pass to the cast o(‘ Cofgados CTurayoi>^ the shoal

Su/hI Ai ii?idofigand the Bank of Siiya dc* Malba, This course may then be con*

tinned to the kapiinociial line, aiui from thence, ordered in such a maimer as the final

destination of the voyage may require.

“ In making this course, it is necessary to attend with great vigilance to the ap«

proach of the latitude c/ the islands, and th,c danger.^ that may be cncountcicd, as,

during the season of the south-east winds lo the south of the line, the currents run

towards the west, and frequently to the north-west. The island known in these seas is

that of Roque in 10' 30' latitude; and the only memoir respecting it, is

the account which John Davis has given of it, in the journal of James Lancaster, w ho

commanded four English ships, in 1601. He says, that having left the Bay of

Autongif on the 6th of-March, and traversing this Archipelago, he found huiiscif

on the i6lb, in sight of the island of Roqiiepiz, of whose beauty and a[)pcarance be

gives an animated description. The boats which were sent to discover an anchorage
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near this island, found the depths so great, that the ships did not attempt to come to

an anchor olFit.

“ The Portuguese charts of Aleixo da Mota, mention another island of the same

name, situate in G' of latitude, lie says that he saw it; that it is small, low, and

covered with wood; and that six leagues to the south-west there are llirec little islets,

very flat, with a few trees on tliein, which lay from cast to west. If the error in

the latitude of these islets is the same as iti those which w'e have seen, they would be

t' more southward It is necessary, therefore, that those wdio may pass these seas,

should take care not to lall in with them during the night.

‘‘ 1 shall obvServe in general, that in traversing this Archipelago, parlicAilar attention

should be given, both in the morning and evening, to the flight of certain birds,

wdiich roost on the land, and who seldom Ily far liorn it; as the go illc^!cs ises

and bkmebes^ the ponies mauves, {hefoux. and the paillc eii ciil, which arc found there

in great numbers. They are seen in the morning conting from the land, and in

the evening returning to it: so that the direction of their lliglu indicates, in a great

measure, its situation.

The Portuguese have always paid great attention, as well to the flight of birds,

as their kind, and even to the quality of the sea-weed, in order todcicimine the seas

\vhcre they happened to be. Their charts are full of dissertations and remarks on

those particulars; which, however, have not appeared sullicicnily important to enter

into a detail of them,

'Fhe course which I liavc just considered and explained, appears to me to be

preferable U) the general track
; because, in tlic first place, it does not require the

.ships to gel tw'o hundred and thirty leagues more to the east, in seas where the

violence and variety of the winds, and the agitation of the waters, expose them to

frequent accidents
; and secondly, l)y getting up to the northward, the land-fall of the

Isle of Rodriguez is a point of comparison correctly determined, which regulates

the remaining part of the passage : whereas in the general track, there is no point

to wdiich die navigator can refer, and in which it has happened" to many ships in

this season to get among the Maklivc Islands, or to the west of Ceylon, w'hilc they

ought, on the contrary, to make the southern part of that island, when the south-

west monsoon prevails in the Indian seas.
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Voyage to India during the North-east Monsoon.

‘‘ Having considered ibc diilcrent courses that may be taken, while llic south-west

monsoon prevails in the Indian sea, it remains for me to point out those which

should be preferred, when the north-east monsoon has succeeded to it, to get either

to die Malabai coast, or that of Coromandel,

On leaving die CapcofCobd Mope, die general couis’c, wliich 1 liave dt'sciibcd

in the preceding article, must be kept as far as the tropic of Ca})ricorti, from whence

die course must be made good, north by north-easi, in order to pass tlie Ktjuiiujctial

line in 85'' longitude. From this position, if the winds should be north-east, you will

be sudicienlly to the windward to make the isle of Ceylon; and stretching along

this island towards the west, you will arrive at the place ofyour destination, whether

it be to the coast of Malabar, Goa, Ilombay, or Sural; according to the instruction

which will be found in iny Charts of India.

If the season should be more advanced, so that the west winds blow to the

south of the K(piiuocii<\l line about two hundred leagues to die cast o[ Rodriguez^

it will he suflieient to ^iccr noith-cast by north; so that wdth the westerly winds,

wliich always blow in 8^' or 9"" of latitude, the course may be so held as to cross

the hue as much to the cast as may be necessary.

Ships bound to the coast of Coromandel, which may be neared after the 25th

of December, must pass the line in 90° or ^2'’ of longitude, to he able afterwards,

with the north-east winds which prevail oiiMic northern coast, to liold a course, so

as to fall in with the wind of the place to wFich they arc destined

.

“ When ships leave the Isles of France and JSouibon, to proceed to the Indies in

the latter season, that is, from the mojuh of Nb)vcinl)cr to that of April, they gene-

rally take the common cou/sc ; and for that purpose stretch away, wdth the assistance

of the general winds, to the south, in order to gain the variable winds, with wddich

they get sufficiently to the east ; so as by getting up towards the north, to pass the

Equinoctial enough to the east to reach the places of tlieir destination,

“ Such is the course which voyagers have hitherto pursued, without reflecting,

probably, that the west winds which blow in the same season to the south of the

Equator, would procure the* means of shortening it from at least seven to eight hun-

dred leagues. Perhaps, the sight of the isles, which the old charts suppose to be to

the south of the Maidive Islands, might induce navigators to apprehend they should
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meet witli difficulties and dangers in crossing them ; but whatever their reasons may

have been, though a regular examination would have been sufficient to overturn

them, they did not prevent M. le Chevalier Grenier from rendering this impor«

taut service to navigation. I le proposed this course, and executed it with success, in

the King’s frigate la Belle Poulc. Having got into 89® of longitude, he passed the

line on the twenty-eighth day of his departure.

The sliip le Castries, commanded by M. de Winslow, which left die Isle of

France in December, did not occupy more than twenty-seven days in getting within

siglu of Ceylon, fhe ship the Bicn-venii, Captain M. Violcttc, followed the same

track, while another vessel, which took the general course, in the shortest way,

employed two months in going to Pondicherry. These examples evidcntlv^ prove

that the new track ought to be preferred.

For this purpose it is nec(\ssary, on taking departure from the Isle of France

in the months of November, December,
j
armary, February, and even in the bc«

ginning of March, to follow the track which J have marked out for the south-west

mbnsooii, as far as 5® of latitude; to follow towards the cast, the parallel hctweeir

4® and 4" 40' latitude; and to got np sufficiently to the cast, in order to cross the

Pxjuinoctial line, conformably to the final object of the voyage.

The same course may be adopted in going from the Cape of Good Hope,

when the season does not allow' of reaching India J)ut during the north-cast mon-

soon, when you must make the Isle Rodriguez

;

from whence you will steer your

cotirse north by north-east, as far as the parallel bctw^ccn 4® and which must

be continued to tire cast, as I have already observed.

Though I am persuaded tlrat there is no danger between the parallel of 4® and

that of 3% ncverrhcdcss, till my opitrion is confirmed by actual c^xpcricncc, 1 shall

not be peremptory in recommending voyagers to frcqucil't it. Wlicnevcr an island

is perceived, it should not be considered as attended with danger, if the latitude of

its situation is known
;
and if the longitude of it be deiermincd, it becomes even a

necessary point of direction.

‘‘
I believe that it would be well, in following this course, not to approach the

line in less than 2" of latitude, to avoid the changes, storms, and calms, which must

be occasioned by the different directions of the winds,” ‘
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CliAPTER XVL

EMracf from the Registers of the Royal Academy of Marine, March 9, 1775,

On the Archipelago to the North and Nurtb^easl of Madagascar,—Observa^

Hons on the Chart of the Isles and the Dangers connected xvith them, to the

North-east ofMadagascar^
between the fourth and eighth Degree of South La-^

tilude^ and the sixty-eighth and seventyjifth of East Longitude, The iivo last

Articles extractedfrom the Supplement of M, d*Api is,

“M. D’Apres has divided his work into several Sections: the treatise on the

Currents accompanies that of the W inds. After having acknowledged that the direc-

tion of the currents depends, in some measure, on the impulse of the winds, and

consequently changes with the monsoon, M, d’Apres remarks that their force is

more perceivable in the vicinity of land, and that their direction is almost always

subordinate to the position of the coasts, capes, and islands which tltcy encounter,

llcncc he is led to describe what is most deserving of notice on this subject; and

speaks of the monsoons and currents on ilic coast of Africa, Arabia, Persia, Hin-

dostan, tlic Laquedive Isles, the Gulf of Manar, and the Island of Ceylon. He

remarks, tliat the currents set itito the Red Sea whenever tliey run out of the Gulf

of Persia ; and that, on the contrary, thcy.sct into the Gulf of Persia whenever they

run out of the Red Sea.

M. d’Apres enters into a still more particular detail of wliat relates to the coast

of Coromandel, and other places in tlic Gulf of Pengal ; and has written some

remarks on the navigati^)n of this gulf, whid! are well worthy of attetition : from

thence he passes to the Gulf of Siam, the vseas and coasts of China, and the Bor-

nean, Pbillipine, and Molucca Islands; when he points out the cuiTeiits, monsoons,

.and some phaenomena connected with them.

‘‘ This treatise on the winds which prevail in the Eastern Seas, is terminated by

the Signs of sea and land breezes, that are generally found near the coasts of which

he has spoken, when the monsoon is towards its conclusion; and continue till the

opposite mohsoon succeeds, and has acquired sufficient strength to overcome thciig

and maintain its regular point.

7. 7.
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There is also a memoir on the Aixhipelago of Isles, and their concomitant

dangers, which extend along the north and north-cast side of Madagascar. The re-

marks of M. d’A pres on the position of the Isles of France and Bourbon, with respect

to India, and the frequent necessity of dispatch in the communication between them,

seemed to determine the advantage that would be derived from a knowledge of this

Archipelago; nevertheless, no attempt was made to obtain it till the year 1742, by

M. Mahc dc la Bourdonnais, Governor of tlie Isles of France and Bourbon ; but he

was interrupted in his scheme by the war of 1 744, and his recall to France put an end

to every thing which he had projected to forward that useful and important object.

** The danger of passing through this Archipelago to get to India was so generally

believed, that the apprehensions of ordinary navigators on that subject were not

removed even by the example which Admiral Boscawen gave in 1748, when he got,

by this course, in a very short time from the heights of the Isle of France to India,

with a fleet of twenty-six ships. M. d’AprcvS, however, renewed the track of the

British commander in 1754, on board the Montaran ; and in 1758, the snow Rubis

also crossed this Archipelago, and followed the new course, which shortened the

voyage upwards of three hundred leagues.

“ The success of these attempts, which was surely a sufficient authority for adopt-

ing them, did not produce any immediate change in the general voyage to India;

and the ships from Europe continued the same course as had been followed since

the year 1722.

“ At length, in the year 1767, the Chevalier Grenier, who commanded the

corvette ITIeurc du Berger, being protected by the Minister, and assisted by the

Chevalier dcs Roches, formed the project of making such discoveries in these seas,

as to render them better known for the several purposes of navigation.

The Chevalier Grenier associated with him the Abbq Rochon, to superintend

the astronomical observations; and his voyage, which was crowned with success,

has supplied a great deal of useful intelligence, which forms a part of the memoir of

M. d’Apres. After him M. du Roslan continued these discoveries, and fulfilled his

object with great attention and correctness. His observations and remarks are

also inserted in the same memoir; and his information respecting the Atchipelago

of Madagascar is so well established, as to leave no doub,t of the advantage of that

course to India.

M. d’Apres proceeds to describe the course from the Isles of France and Bourbon
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to India, during the soiith-wcwSt monsoon. He mentions, that at the commencement

of the trade between France and the East Indies, the ships employed in it always

took what has since been called the grand track : by which is understood, that they

began to stand to the south, to get from the region of the general winds, into that

of tile variable ones, with which they would get sullicicntly to the east, so as to be

able, by stretching to the north, and rc-cntcring the legion of the general winds at

south-east by east, to make the land of the Island of Ceylon.

‘‘ It was in 1723, that the ships the Lys and the Union attempted a new course,

on the report of certain freebooters, who, having received a pardon, were established

in the Isle of Bourbon. These two ships left St. Paul on the eed of August ; on

the 27th made Madagascar, in. 13^ of latitude; crossed the line on the 4th of Sep-

tember, in 49® of longitude; fell in with the coast of Malabar on the 20th of the

same month ; and, on the 6ih of October, arrived at Pondicherry. This was no

inconsiderable advantage, since the passage by the great track generally occupied

two months. This course, therefore, has since been generally followed.

M. d’Apres, nevertheless, remarks, that this new course requires a circuit of

8^^ of longitude towards the west, in order to near the Isle of Madagascar, and con-

sequently eight other degrees towards the east, to regain the meridian of the place

of departure. It would therefore be much more advantageous to follow the more

direct course, which has been already mentioned, by passing the Archipelago of

Madagascar. It is the same which M. le Chevalier Grenier, Lieutenant in the Royal

Navy, had proposed ; and M. d’Apres docs not hesitate to declare, that the cor-

rect accounts which have, during some years past, been obtained by the voyages of

M. Grenier, as well as of M. M. du Roslan and de Kerguelen, who were also officers

of marine, and expressly sent to verify the possibility of this course, form a body

of instructions for the scciwrc navigation of it.

It L from their observations, that he has marked out the course which vessels

may follow, in setting sail from the Isles of France or Bourbon, they must pass, first

to the west of the Banks of N^zaretli, and afterwards make the Isle of Jlgalega;

from thence they should steer north by north-east, as far as 5^^ of south latitude, and

afterward^ stretch to the north-east, in order to cross the line, and then choose the

course which suits the final object of the voyage.

" M; d’Apres docs not forget to mention a bank discovered by M. de Kerguelen,

whiclvmay be encountered in this track; nor ought we to withhold our applause

,

' Z z 2
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for his suggestions respecting the necessity of avoiding this bank, and the precaution

he recommends of not getting into its latitude during the night, at least till its extent

is known, and its position more correctly detennined.

In the last place, M. d’Apics speaks of the voyage to India during the nQM,h-

cast monsoon; and this important article merits the utmost attention of navigaUTs;

particularly respecting a course which he explains, and by which seven or eight

iiundrcd leagues will be saved, for this abbreviated course, navigation is indebted

to M. Grenier, who proposed and executed it in the King^s frigatCj la Belle Poiilc.

Having got up to the east, as far as the eighty-ninth degree of longitude, he crossed

the line the twenty-eighth day after his departure from the Isle of France. Tlie ship

the Castries, commanded by M. Winslow, which quitted the Isle of France in

December, got in sight of Ceylon on the twenty-seventh day from its departure;

and the vship the Bien-venu, commanded by M, Violet te, followed the same track.

M. d^Apres, who siiflered no opportunity to pass of adding to the utility of

his work, has concluded his instructions, of wliich we have given some account,

with the translation of a memoir of Mr. Dalrymplc, upon a Cliart of the Chinese

seas, which makes a part of the Oriental Neptune. Fhc perusal of this memoir

will inspire a confidence in the Chart. And we take this opportunity of observing,

that all those who form charts, or correct them, will deceive themselves if they sup-

pose, that judicious and experienced voyagers will have any confidence in thciUj,

if they arc not supported, justified, and confirmed by concomitant memoirs.

On the Archipelago to the Norths and North-east of Madagascar,

‘‘ lhave suppressed in the corrected Chart, the two banks of Nazareth, which do

not exist, according to itic tracks of several ships who have endeavoured to dis-

cover them. T'he only bank they met with, is that which runs along to the north

of the isles of Corgados Garayos, and extends to the north, without presenting any

danger, to i 38' latitude. According to the journal of M. Daniel Savari, second in

command of the private ship the Esperance, in reluming from the Isle Zanzibar to

the Isle of France, in 1775, ‘"mounded the bank of Soya dc Malha^ in the lati-

tude of 9"^ 26', and passed along it going to the southward till they arrived in 11*^34^

latitude, where no bottom could be found; and, continuing the same course, they

did not come to soundings on the bank, which runs along to the north of Corgados

Garayos^ till they got into 13" 38'. itt
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CHArTKR XVH.

Life ofM. (VApth de ManncvilUllc, Knight of Ibe Otder of ihc King^ Conr^^

pendent of the Royal Academy oj Sciences, and Associate of the Royal Maiine

Academy.

.foHN j^iaptislc Nicolas Denis d’Apres de Manncvillcite, was born al Havicdr

Grace, on the i ith of February, 1707 : his f’atlicr was John Baplistc Claude d'yVprcs,

Esquire and Lord of the Manor of Biangy, Captain of a ship in the scivitc of (he

East India Company:, his mother was Mademoiselle Francoise Marion.

** M. d’Apres de Blangy did not confide to a stranger, the important care of

forming the mind of his son to science, and his heart to virtue : he was himself die

preceptor of his child
; and he fulfilled that office which affords the most sensiiM.!

delight to a parent, as it is the most sacred of his duties.

lire young d’Apres manifested, in his earliest years, a <leeided prcfucnce lor

the profession of his father, and his education was anxiously directed to that objc\ i.

Nor was the parental care disappointed ; for he was far advanced in the .study of

the mathematics, at an age when the gc^icrality of children can scarce starnmei foitli

a dead language, which is of less utilTiy to the marine, than an\ other prolession.

In short, never did sentiments of enthusiasm for a maritime life appear at an eailiei

hour, and witli a more decided energy, than in the duiracter of M. d’A[>rcv de

Manncvillette.

In 1719, M. d’Apres de Blangv was a[)poirUcd to the ceanuiaml of ilic Solicle,

which the India Company had destined for Bengal. The early age of his son had

determined him to leave the boy at Havre; but ids earnest ciiuxalies ])revailc(h and

was pcrmitt(!d at length to accompany his father ;
while an honorary

• / Ensign on board the ship was obtained for him.

The Solidc touched at the Isle of Bourbon fir refreshment, and tlicn ])toc^X':ii

d

to Pondicherry, whcr*e it ariivcd after a passage of twenty-seven <Ja\s, having pur-

sued the general track, and with a degree of celerity of which there is no oilier

example.'

3 A 2
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“ M. d’ Aprcs de Manncvillette employed every moment of his voyage in making

practical applications of the knowledge he had already acquired. A new career ol'

study presented itself to his genius, and new dillicultics oHered themselves to be

surmounted by him. The theory of the young sailor was confirmed by, as it wavS

Consolidated with, progressive experience.

On his return to France in 1721, he hastened to Paris, in order to pet feel

himself in astronomy and geometry: his ntasters were M. M. L)c Imslc and l)es-

places; and the rapid progress which lie made in both those sciences, did equal

honour to the dispositions of the scholar and the talents of his instructors. Alter

having drawn from the works of the most eminent geometricians, and ilie society

of learned men, all the knowledge necessary to a navigator, he departed in

with ilic rank of fourth officer on board the ship iltc Marechal d’Ksttecs, which the.

India Company had ordered to Senegal and the American islands.

This voyage was not fortunate : the earthquake which alarmed thosi' islands

on the 20th of Scptcmiicr, 1727, was accompanied with a drcadlul hurricane, w hicli

either sunk or gr’catlv injured all the vessels in those sctis. 'i'hc M*ii cchal d’lssttees,

on setting sail from the Cayc Si. fxmis, was attacked by the tempest: in a short

time the rigging was rendered useless, and the masts gave way to the violence of the

wind. It was perceived, at the same time, that the ship leaked
;
and while one pan of

the civw was employed at the pumps, the other was occupied in attempting to tow

her to Cape Francois; where, after much fatigue and danger, she at length arrived.

In thrs port every exertion was made to repair the damages she had sustaineil in

the tempest; and she was no soorrer refittc'd for sea, tlian the unlimited confidence

of the Captain in the capacity of the pilot became more fatal than the storm. The

ship had scarce cleared the port, than she was embarrassed^ by the rocks of la

C(iye, The young d' Apr es had fineveen and foretold the danger into which the

Captain had brought himself, and poinied out, with modest confidence, the means

of being extricated from it ; but the advice of a \ oung mair of twenty years of

was rejected with disdain and r'cproach, for attempting to direct those who had grow"-

old on the seas. 'The opinions of the latter WTre followed
; and the ship having

struck upon a ri)ek, there wars no resource for the ctxw to suve themselves from

instant death, but to chrrg to the upper part of the masts, as the ship itself had already

sunk. Foitunately they had succeeded in gettitrg out the long-boat and the barge,
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by which the greater pan landed on the Great Caique, while the Captain and sixiccij

men pusl)cd forward to gain the Port dc Poix,

M. d’A pres dc Manncvillette remained with tluxse on (he Caique^ without shelter

of any kind, and in danger of dying with liun.ger, as there was noiliing to sustain

liim and his companions, but a small portion of ])iovisions which the sailors had

preserved from the fury of the waves. At length a Ix^at anived to save him and

his associates in misfortune from the fate that tbrcritencd them.

lie now returned to France, and three years passed away without being a])]e

to obtain any employment from the Directors of the India Coin[)any ;
hut as he

was not formed for inactivity and repose, he, dining that time, made two vos ages

to Amciica on hoaid mercantile vessels.

‘‘ In 1730, he was appointed by the Company, second in command of the brig

le J^'icio 'Fhe voyage he made on this vessel gave him an opportunity oF obsciving

the coast of Africa, from C'npc Blanc to Bisscau. d'he remarks which he madi' in

tlic course of it, formed the superstructure of that celebrated work with which lie lias

enriched his counti)u

On his return to Fniiice in 1732, M. d’Apres remained some lime at L’Orieiit,

witere he manied Mademoiselle dc Binard ;
Imt I-ovc and Hymen did not {|ucik'!i

his predominant passion, and he soon ejuiued the aims of his wife to follow M. de

'I'rcdillac to Cadiz, and from thence to the Madciras: nor did he return to his

country but to leave it again. M. PcKTcau, Captain of the Galalec, had received

orders from the India Company to set sail for Pondicherry, and in his way thither

to pass tlirough the Mozamhicpie Straits. Such a voyage was precisely calculated

to inflame the desires of M. cPAprcs; he accordingly solicited a situation on ihc^

Galalec, and obtaincc]|it.

“ He returned in 1735, and departed again in 1736, on board the Prince dc

Conti, in the service of the India Company, of which he was appointed Second

Lieutenant.

In this voyage he employed Hadley’s quadrant, which had hitherto liccn ex-

clusively used by the Fnglish navigators; and on his return to France, his first

care was to state, in a public print, his high estimation of that curious machine;

and by thus procuring a reputation to this foreign invention in hi > country, he may

be said to have added to its most valuable acquisitions.

d he trial that he made in 1740, in angthcr voyage to Iiid/a, of' a machine pre-
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senicd to llic Academy of Sciences, by M, Pitot, one of its members, was not so

satisbictory. The object of this invention was to measure the track of ships; but it

did not answer the end proposed by it, and gave only a favourable idea of the talents

of the inventor.

In all his voyages M. d’y\prcs was unceasingly employed on the important de-

sign which he had conceived of correcting the charts of the Indian Ocean, and of

the eastern coasts of Africa and Asia.

^ We may be assured,’ says Fontcnclle, ‘ that the charts of three quarters of the

^ globe are but rough and imperfect sketches; and that even the charts of Europe,

* though so much labour has been employed on them, are far fiom being correct

* resemblances of the original.' If, therefore, the charts of Europe received such

an opinion of their inaccuracy from such a man, how much more subject to critical

objection must be those of India ? It was to remedy so many errors, and which have

been so fatal to navigators, that M. d’Apres, with an indefatigable zeal, collecicd all

the memoirs, charts, draughts, and journals, which he could obtain in the various

countries where he had been; and, by comparing them with his own obser-

vations, he at length produced the Neptune Oriental, which holds tlie highest rank

among the works that have been published on the important subject of maritime

geography, and deserves the gratitude of every commercial nation.

“ M. d’Apres, who was as eager in the attainment of knowledge, as he was neg-

ligent in the acquisition of riches, had made his voyages rather as a philosopher than

a merchant : his fortune therefore was not sulbcicnt to bear the cxpenccs which the

publication of bis work required. He accordingly applied to the East India Corn-

pan), who were ultimately to reap the fruit of his labour, for support and assistance.

They, however, required the previous approbation of the Academy of Sciences,

which being readily granted, the Neptune Oriental was engraved and printed at the

expence of the Company, It appeared in the month of November, 1745, and the

King permitted the Author to present the first copy to him.

The culogiums which this work received were not confined to France: all the

navigators and learned men of other countries gave (he Author the most flattering

testimonies of their regard. ]iut M. ’d'Apres appeared to bc'more anxious to merit

applause by a continuance of his exertions, than to sit down in the quiet enjoyment

of it; he therefore received, in 1749, from the East India Compan)^ the command

of the ship the Chevalier Marin, bound to Senegal. This expedition gave him an
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opportunity of pursuing fresh researches; and now it was that he first attempted to

determine the longitude at sea, by the distance of the moon from the stars and sun

;

a very bold attempt, which, from a want of proper instruments, was not so suc-

cessful as it has since been. It appears that yVppian was the first who conceived the

idea of making the observations of the moon subservient to the determination of

the longitude at sea. Gemma Frisicus, and Kepler, adopted his views: but it was

reserved for the age in which we live to realize, by practice, the theories of these

astronomers.

‘‘ M. Halley, convinced, from his own experience, of the insufficiency of the

cominon methods emplo)cd by seamen to find the longitude, proposed to determine

it by the motions of the moon, and the occultation of the stars occasioned by

that planet : but the honour of having first employed this method belongs solely to

M. D’Apres dc Mannevillcttc.

‘‘ On the 21st of October, 1750, he departed again for India, on board the ship

Ic Gloricux, to the command of which he had been appointed by the Company;

by wliom he was instructed to determine, in a more exact manner than had hitlicito

bc'cn done, the position of the Cape of Good Hope, and the Isles of France and

Eourbon. He was also ordered to examine the eastern coast of Africa, from Laurent

Bay to the Cape of Good Hope. He received on board his ship the cclcbiatcd

Abbe dc la Caillc, whom the government sent to the Cape of Good Hope, to make

observations of great importance to the improvement of astronomy, and to measure

a dcitrce of the meridian.

M. d’A pres put into Riodc [aneiro on the 251!! of January, 1751, and arrived

at the Cape on the 30Lh of March following ; from whence he proceeded to fullil the

object of his mission, and accordingly stccfcd (owai ds the Isles of France and

Bourbon. He detennini'd, with the utmost precision, the position and form of those

islands; and lie detected an error of about nine leagues in the extent ol the Isle of

France from north to south, which he fixed at eleven leagues two-thirds, while the
9

old surveys had giVen it twenty-one.

Two years after, the Abbe dc la Caillc received the orders of government to

visit both these islands, and to repeat the same operations; and the calculations of

the geometrician were in exact conformity to those of the navigator. M. d Apres,

on examining in his turn the survey which the Abbe de la Caillc had made of tlic
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C;ipc of Good Hope, discovered that he had not placed Cape False enough to the

south.

“ M, d'yVprcs having executed his commission respecting the Isles of France and

1)0111 bon, set sail in the ship the Treizc Cantons, the Glorieux having been detained

by the (rovcrnoi of the Isle of France for the service of the colonics, to take a sur-

vey o( Madagascai and the coast of Africa.

“ In the year 1754, M. d’Apres rendered a signal service to navigation. Till

that period the French, in their passage from the IslCs of France and llourbon

to India, had conceived an insuperable dread of the Archi[)elago which extends from

tlie north to the north-cast of Madagascar; nor had any of them attempted to pass

it, (hough it would have shortened the voyage upwards of three hundred leagues,

M. dc la Bourdonnais had indeed, in the year
1 742, made some attempt to determine

the possibility of this passage
;
but the \var which took place soon after, obliged him

to occupy himself with other objects.

Admiral Boscawen, in 1748, had the courage to attempt this passage with a

fleet of twenty-six slii[)s
;
but the Frencli seamen were contented to admire his spirit,

without following his example. M. d’Apres was the first Frenchman who ventured

to pursue the same course as (he English Admiral. FIc also dissipated the appre-

hensions of navigators, l)y giving a description of the islands and dangers which are

met with in that Archipelago.

“ His health being exhausted by so many voyages, and such a succession of labi.-

ilous occupations, he stood in need of repose, and his sole occttpaiion was in giving

his work every improvement which subsequent experience and reflection enabled

him to do. The instructions which he published in 1766, by order of the Minister

of Marine, for ships bound from Europe to the East Indies, was rewarded by the

favour of the Court, and the riband of the Order of the filing. In 1775, a new

edition of the Neptune Oriental appeared under the auspices of his Majesty, who

was pleased to permit it to be dedicated to him.

We shall contctu ourselves with transcribing what was written on the death

of M. d’Apics, by Mr. Dalrjmqilc, so well known in this country, in Europe, and

in India, for his superior knowledge of maritime geography.

‘ M. d’Apres was not one of those men which arc scert every day. Very few

^ indeed have advanced so far in that branch of science to which he devoted his
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‘ life. No maritime geographer, of any age or country, can be compared to him.

* I'lis equal has never existed/

1 his illustrious navigator .was employed in arranging materials which were to

form a supplement to the secoitd edition oF the Neptune Oriental, when death

deprived the world of this great man, on the ist of March, 1780; hut M, d’Apres

de aiangy thought it a duty incumbent on him, for the public good, and for the

Iionour of his brother, to publish this Supplement/’

3
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CHAPTER XVIIL

Letter of Baron Grant,—Journal of M. I*Abbe de la Caille^ during his Voyage

from the Cape of Good Hope to the Isle of France; and bis Operalions there,

LETTER XII.

Lie of France, 15th August, J75 5.

Our Governor, M. David, left us, and we gready regret him: he is succeeded

by his brodier-in-Iaw, M. Bouvet. I have given up rny plantation in the Flams of

Willems to M. dc Ruviere, and am now in the quarter of Pamplernoiisses, The

plantation which M. David procured for me is called LEpreuve, I have there

the best house in the island, and the only one built of hewn stone, except the

magazines, and the Governor's residence at the port. It is not, however, stone that

is wanting here; on the contrary, there is a superabundance of it; but we have

few workmen, and no masons. Besides, the wood, which is very common, is more

readily worked.

Heretofore I procured my provision of coffee from the Isle of Bourbon, at fifteen

livres the balejt at present it is worth thirty-two livres at the warehouse; but if I

could obtain permission to embark a bale for France, 1 should not regard the price.

We receive raw sugar from India, which costs us about six sous the pound ; we

think it very good here, but I believe you would not prefer the coffee which is

sweetened with it : I use sugar-candy when I can procure it^ The Dutch sometimes

bring it at nine sous the pound ; but with as much thread as sugar.

M. M. Vigoureiix de St. Malo have established an handsome sugar work, but

it is so ill conducted, that the sugar has the 'appearance of Norman honey: it

costs two sous the pound, and is quite disgusting; but we entertain the hope that

the manufacture will improve. This sugar is employed to cover houses in the

Italian manner, and being incorporated with chalk, forms a kind of mastich ; and,^

being spread on fine planks, becomes hard as a pavement. The Indians alone know

how to make this composition.

* Since that time many other houses have been built of stone. f An hundred pounds weight.
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Last year the Isle of Bourbon was in a state of absolute desolation. A small

insec t infested the coffee trees, destroyed the bud, and even some of the treesj at

the same time the Company declared its intention to diminish the price that it had

been accustomed to pay, which is; five sous tlic pound. 1'hc inhabitants, however,

have taken courage this year, and it is said that they have gathered two millions

five bundled thousand pounds weight.

J informed you about two years ago, that wc possessed M. d’Apres in this

island. He is this year returned to us, and has brought on board his ship the cele-

brated Abbe de la Caille, who is arrived from the Cape of Good Hope, where he

has greatly enlarged the knowledge of astronomy towards the South JVjIc. He

has already made some geometrical observations on our island, as M. dVVpres had

done before him. He posscssscs an indefatigable mind, and bis labours will be of

great importance to government, to these islands, and particularly to the voyagers

who are obliged to visit them.

Grant.

Journal of the Voyage of ylbhc dc la Caille^from the Cape of Good Hope to the

Isle of France^ and his Opcralions ihere.

March 4, 1753. The French ship the Due dc Parmc, commanded by M. de

la Crochay, came to her moorings at the Cape:, and brought me a letter from M,

Trudainc, dated the 18th of March, 175^?) and two others from M. Duhamel and
»

M. d’Apres. That from M. Trudainc contains a permission from the Garde dcs

Sceaux, to indulge in anycxpcnce that I may con,Nidcr as ncccssaiy to the advance-

ment of the sciences.

8. At six in the morning I left the Capj?, in the boat of M. cle Ruyter, to em-

bark on board the shi\J the Puissieux, for the Isles of France and Bourbon. At

noon, the castle, batteries, and ships in the road, discharged a salute in honour of

the birth-day of the Stadtholdcr. after we got under way.

April 5. Squalls and gales of wind in the morning, with an high sea. In the

afternoon vie saw a great number of birds, which flew round our ship, and having

lighted on the ropes and rigging, suffered themselves to be taken by the hand. These

birds are called Goiletles,^ In the evening they were all gone.

Or Qucrcts, (Gulls) Larus, Brissou.

3B2
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Apiil i6. In tbe morning wc discovered the Isle Rodriguez.

“ i8. In the morning wc discovered the Isle Ronde^ and afterwards the Isle of

France

:

at four P, M. wc anchored at the entrance of the port.

19. At half past eight I landed, and waited upofi M. Bouvet, the Governor,

who ordered rnc an apartment in tiu: government house, and gave orders to prepare

a place where I might fix my instrumciits.

“ July 13. We set out to conuiKncc our operations, Wc were accompanied

with a detachment of five soldiers, two corporals, and nine blacks, five from the coast

of Malabar, and four bom Guinea. A\'e had a tent, and a pirogue to carry our

effects, as well as to cross die arms of the sea, or the deep bays whicli arc very

common in ilicsc islands. Wc slept this night at the house ol’ M. dc Rostaing.

19. Wc employed the whole of this day in going to encamp at a phu'c called

la Foudre d'Or. The road is very diflicult, and crossed by three arms of the sea.

We passed one in the pirogue, and waded through the two others, the water being

up to our middle, during the space of half a quarter of a league.

^‘22. We went in the pirogue to the post of Fayette^ where I made an observation.

We afterwards encamped hall' a league further on. In the afternoon the pirogue was

dragged on shore, to get it over land, within the reels that line the coasts, foi the

space of half a league.

“ 23. An heavy rain in the morning, which pierced through the tent. In the

afternoon wc launched the pirogue.

“ 24. We went in the pirogue to observe the point of Flacq; and from tlicticc

to the Pails des Holhunlois, wlicre we encamjxjcJ.

“ 25. We went to make an observation at the Baroque a Farinc, and from thence

to the point of Qua! re Coeos^ w here we encamped.

“ 26. We left our camp ai (Jaalre CoceSy afid went in the^piroguc to the principal

port, to examine the mountains which arc in its vicinity. We arrived there at half

past eleven in the morning.

27. Wc passed in a canoe to titc Isle of EgreUes to take a view of the moun-

tains, and left a signal there.

28. M. Desny went to clear the summit of the mountain of Creoles

y

and to

leave a signal on it, M. Godin and myself went to the Isle MariannCy and to the

point dll Diable

:

w^e sent for our people from Quatre Cocos.

30. We left the principal port in a large canoe, and disembarked a little beyond
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the two Isles de$ Cocos, I made an observation at the point dcs Vaques^^

afterwards encamped beyond the arm of the sea called du Bouebon,

‘‘ July 31, We encamped at the Bacaque du Gonverneur. I went to make an

observation at the point du Suffleur,

August 1. We encamped between the river of the post, and the brook which

is beyond it. In the afternoon wc examined tlic savannali^ in oider to find

a base,

2. Wc encamped on the river Dragon. Wc examined the remaining part of

the savannah to fiitd a base.

3. I placed two signals to connect the operations with ihe base which wc were

fo measure.

4. We encamped on the rivulet called le Baindes Negresst’s. M. Desny, who

fcHUHi himself iridisposed, returned to the great port. In the aficrttoon wc cndca-

vonied to find a square for the base.

“ 5. Wc squaied the base ; but finding it too short, wc deferred to the following

day the fiitdityg another line.

“ 6. We changed the line in the morning, and in the aficrnooii measured six

liundu'd and seventy fathom of ground of unequal surface.

“ We ineasiiicd about twelve hundred and fifty fathom of ground of an

unequal suibicc, which was divided by an arm of the sea of two hundred and fifty

latiumi in breadih.

“ 8- We compleated the measurement.* M. Desny returned from the great port,

“ 9, We went to erect asign J, and to make an observation on the mountain of

the savannah. Wc arrived liicrc after a walk of six hours and twenty minutes,

tlirouglj tliitk wowds, an 1 along the upper part of the lower mountains, which forms

an uniuU'rruplcd chain. fMc were obliged to make a large fall of wood to form a

signal, which was not Hnushed till ten o’clock tlie folloadng morning. It rained

dunng the night aiid m ihe morning, so tliat it was with some dilbculty that wc

were able to make a Ine, fiorn the humidity of the ground and t*:c wood.

10. Wcimade an observation at noon, and in about five hoais rciurncd io the

Bain dcs Nrgre^scs.

X 1. d'he rain contimicd throughout the day, so that wc could not quit t ;e tent.

“ 12. We set oat to icturn to the great port; we endeavoated in vain to make

* Point Vacoas*
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an observation from two signals; as the cloudy weather and the rain obscured the

mountains.

“ August 13. We placed a signal on the mountain Chaour
\
but the cloudy

weather prevenu^d any observation. We found at half past eleven, a canoe which

came to take us to the arm of the sea called du Chalan, and we arrived at the great

port at half past two.

14. Wc made observations on the mountain des Creoles.

15. After vespers wc went in a canoe to the plantation dc la Vicloire, at the

foot of the Bambou.

“ 16. Wc proceeded to make observations on the Bambou, and dispatched a

canoe, with some of our people, to place a flag on the Quatre Cocos. The weather

was very variable, but we were enabled to complete our observations, and to go to

pass the night at the plantation dc la Victoire,

**
17. We returned on foot to the south-east port. Ti)c canoe arrived there in

the afternoon.

1 8. Wc went to make observations at the cocoa tree, on the point of the Deux

Cocos.

“ 19, Wc embarked on the canoe at the south-east port; but the wind being

contrary, wc arrived rather late at Chalan

;

we proceeded ncvcril'.dcss to take ob-

servations at the mountain Charou, and from thence to sleep at the Buraque ait

Gcuvcnieiir,

120. Wc went to make observations* at the point de VArcade, and the eastern

termination of the base, and from thctice to sleep at the Bain dcs Negresses.

21. Wc proceeded to the western termination of the base, to tlie point

d'Ariemhcl, to that of the Mare aux Jones; and from thence to pass the night at

the post Jacofel

^

where the tent was pitched*, and a canoe \ready for our scrvice.

22. We encamped in the field which is beyond Cape Brabant, after having

passed this cape with great difficulty. It is a very lofty and steep bank of rocks,

that projects into the sea, which must be scaled to get across ti.

23. We encamped at the foot of the Monte Brabant. I visited the neigh-

bouring plains, which present a pretty good space to be measured.

” 24. We formed a base at the foot of the Mornc Brabant. M. Desny went

to place a signal on the mountain of the Little Black River, and on the Mornc of

the Black River.
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August 25. \Vc measured the base, which we found to be one thousand niiic

hundred and fifty-six fatlunn.

26. Wc observed the angles at the extremities of the base.

27. I proceeded to the western termination of the base <){ la ^avanne. The

canoe conveyed me beyond Cape Brabant

,

wheic I placed a signal; from ihcncc

I passed to the post Jacotet^ and slept at the wcstcni signal of this base.

28. It rained throughout the day, and following night. In a momentary inter-

val, 1 saw the signal that M. Desny had been to place on the Piton de Fotigc, J

slept at the post Jacotet,

29. I made observations at the point of the arm of the sea des CHroniers^ at

that o{ Saint Martin^ and at the point du Corail; and I arrived at the tent under

the Manic Brabant, after having passed the cape in a pirogue, and part of the

remaining way in a canoe.

“ 30. I made observations at the hill of Fouge, and returned to the tent under

the Marne BrabanL

‘‘ 31. We encamped at the arm of the sea called Tamarin, We })assed under

an arch of stones, wliere the soldiers practise a kind of baptism on those who pass it

for the first time. We arrived at the tent after a journey on foot, through very

difficult ways, which occupied seven hours and a (juarter.

September 1. Wc passed over the plain of Blicq en Flacq^ and measured a

base there.

2. M. M. Codin and Desny squaredabe base. I returned in the pirogue to

the north signal of the base of the Alome Brabant, from whence I could not see the

extremity of \\idX.oi Flicqen Flacq. I slept at the foot of the mountain of the Little

Black River.

‘‘ 3. M, Godin and Desny measured the base. I ascended the mountain of the

Little Black River, where I sufiered four hours constant rain. Tltc weather be-

coming more clear, I observed my pi incipal angles, and descended. It was eight

in the evening befoi-e I had passed the woods, and arrived at the place where I had

passed the preceding night

4. I returned in the canoe to the tent at Tamarin, In the afternoon I made

my observations at the two ends of the base at Flicq en Flacq,

5, I proceeded to make observations on the Marne of the Black River, from

which I descended with great difliculty, from the slippery state of the herbage, and
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the small lound pebbles with which the mountain is covered. I cam(^ to the point

de Coral! to take an observation there ; and from tlience I went to Taman a. In

the evening I made an observation at the southern termination of the base,

“ September 6. We went in the canoe to encamp at the Little River; through*

out the day, the mountains were covered with clouds.

7, We proceeded to make observation.s at the point dcs Caves^ and that of die

plain aux Sables

;

and in the afternoon at the southern entrance of the Lmle

River.

8, In the morning we went to make observations at two points on die side of

the river Belle Isle. In the afternoon we continued our way to pass the night at

the foot of the mountain du Corps de Garde.

9, In the morning we made an observation on the mountain. On descending

from thence, we found horses prepared to lake ns back to Port Louis.

17. We made observations at the mountain da Poact\

“ 19, We departed to complete our operations, which had been inicrrupied, at

iht Coin de Mire. From thence we went on foot to pass the night with M. de

Rostaing.

20. We went on horseback to the Trou aiix Btebes^ and from thence on foot

to Cape Malhereux^ where we found our tent, and a large canoe.

^‘21. We made observations at the Cain de Mire ; and although it was very fine,

and the sea smooth, I was indisposed with sea sickness. We remained four or five

hours on that islet, and from thence we went to our tent. In the evening I made

an observation at Cape Malhef'eiix.

'^22. At siuuisc, I went to make observations at the signal of la Butte aiix

Sables; from thence we all embarked for the bay du Tombeau. We then pro-

ceeded to the western tciminaiion of our first base, ayd passed the night with

M. Rostaing.

‘*23. I went to make an observation at the Piion de la Decouverle^ on account

of the new flag-stair which had been placed there. I returned at half past ten to

Famplenwiisses^ and from thence to the house of M. de Rostaing,^ where I was

seized with the dysentery.

‘‘ 24* I proceeded ot\ liorscback to the moniagne Longue, and after having

made an observation there, returned to the port, where in two days my health was

re-established.
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28. I went to make observations at the flag [ilaccd at la Dccouvcrlc du Porf^

whiclt was tlic last of our stations.

We shall interrupt oui journal, at this place, in order to give a description of

what is most remarkable in the Isle of Francc.

Brief Di’scrlpHon oj ihr hie of

The Isle of France, hist discovered by the Porii!gut\se, who probably earned

thither the deer, goats, and monkies, wliieh hav(‘ since multiplK'd in u, was alter-

wards j)ossessc() by the Outch, undei the name of the Isle of Mainitius. The gieat

numbei of establishments which that republic maintained in India, occasioned tliein

to abandon it in 1712 : and the I’Ycncb, who liad long occu])it‘(I the Isle of' Horn bon,

which is not more than thirty-five or forty leagues fioin it, did not fail to possess

themselves of it.

/VMioiding to my calculation, founded on the geometrical measurement whicli

I liavi: made, its outlim; is ninety thousand six hundred and sixty-eight torses. Its

gjcatcst diameter, whicli is lu-arly nordi and south, is ihiriy-one rlu)us<md eight

lumdred and ninety loises; and its gicatest breadth, winch is neaily cast and w'esl, is

twc'iity-two thousand oik‘ hundred anil twenty-fiinr toises. Its figure is an irreguiai

oval; and tin* smface contains four hundied and thirty-two thousand six hundred

and eighty acres, at an hundred perches of twenty feet m length.

I'liis island has two very line harbours. 'The least of them, which is called

rent Tonis, is situate towaids the middle!^ o*f the western coast ; and there is tlic prin-

cipal establishment of the India Compaii)’. Ships must he tovv’cd into it, but they

may sail out of it with the wind right aft.

The other harbour, w hich is called tlic Great I’ort, 01 Tort Jiourbon, is situate

towards the middle of the eastern coast of the island, and is VLiy capacious and

secure. Ships may entci it w'itli a leading wind; hut the d(‘[)arturc bom it is difli-

cull, on account of tltc prevalence of the souih-eastct ly winds, w'hich blow' directly

into the principal ofihe two cbaniicF w'hich lonn its openings. Here it w'as that the

Dutch established their settlement, and built a fort, winch they named Frederic 1 Icniy.

Its foundations, and a jiait of the walls, still la mained in 1753, but they luuc since

** Tlic tvsult of all these <3bsei various, inserted in the Mtinoii’s ol the hiejich Aisdcniy, anno

1754, P- ''•'ill he seen hs’icattci, atid rite IVl ip oi Manritius, at the begiiuiiiie of tins Woik, is

reduced from it.
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been entirely removed, in order to erect a very handsome building for the reception

of the commandant of the port and the garrison, as well as to contain the necessary

magazines.

The island is in general surrounded with locks, and the bottom of the sea near

the coast is covered with coral, madrc[)ore, and shclUlish, I’here is very little real

sand ; and that which is found on the sea shore, is little pore than the remains ol

shells. Its coast is lined w'ith reefs, on which the waves break. 'I'hese reels some-

times extend upwards of a league into the sea, so that the circuit ol the island may

be made with great safety in a pirogue. It is only in the southern part that the sca

breaks almost on the sliorc
;

this eircumstauce renders it inacccssilde except in soviic

plaees, w'lierc a canoe can be seemed from tlic high sea.

The Isle ol fiance is almost entirely covered with wxiods, which arc of an

handsome appearance, particularly on the south-east side; but a passage through is

rendered very dillicull and troublesome, from the quantity of fern, and crequng

plants.

“ These plants, wliose branches, like those of our ivy, wdnd about and inteilacc

themselves with the shrubs and dead wood, render the (orests in a grc.it measuic

impassable. Nor can a passage be obtained in any pan of them bur by eiieuitous

ways, wdiich are knowm to few. These forests arc tlic rcluge ol the Maroon

Negroes.

1 he animals which are found in tliis island arc deer, that resemble those of our

ow'n country, and whose llcsh is exeelleiU during the months of April, May, )uiic,

July, and August. 'I'hcrc arc no scipents in the Isle of f iance, and it is said that

they cannot live there; while in the surrounding islets, called the Lslc Rondc, the

Isle Loui^;iii', and ihe Coin dc Mire, there are both adders and serpents. I do not

pretend to veiify tins opinion; and all I can say respecting it is, that in the Coin dc

Mire, I have seen lizards twelve inches long and one broad; and that in the Isle of

France, I saw only a small species running about the walls, and of the same kind

as those which we have in f'rance. My knowledge of botany, is not suilicicin to

justify any attempt to dcsciibe the plants of this island.

About the tenth part of the Isle of France is cleared and cultivated. Wheat,

barley, oats, lu e, maize, and miller, are the grains wdiich compose its harvest.

Certain poitions of land arc allotted to the cultivation of Manioc, which is the food

ol the Negroes. In some parts there arc also plantations of sugar and cotton.
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The air is ^vh()lcsomc, temperate, and even cold, particularly in the more ele-

vated plantations, d 1 ic heat is greater at Port Louis than elsewhere, as the neigh-

bouring mountains protect it from the south-east wind, which prevails throughout

the year. The sky is not equally sciene in every pait of the island. In the middle

part it rains almost every day, so that the pools and livers are constantly supplied

with water; w'hilc in th<j north-western district, it rains icgularly m the months of

January, February, March, and April; and sometimes in May, june, and July.

The dry season prevails through die remaining part of the year. Thus the town

and the environs of the port are rendered disagreeable and unpleasant, from the diied

herbage, and the aridity of the mountains, which have no trees, and arc sprinkled

with Slones, jeven (.lining the dry season the sky is seldom clear; clusters ofclouils

aie continually (oming fiom the middle of the island, where it mins almost every

day, as has bi'cn already observed.

d'he winds come gencially from the south-east, and are much less violent than

at the Cape of Good Hope. There arc, however, variable winds from Oettiher to

A|)nL The hanmictcr variixl six lines during the time I remained on the island.

In my cTiscrvalory, wdiich was not elevated moie than four or five laiiiom above

the level of the sea, it wets at the highest on the igih oi July, 175;^, w'heii it was

twenty-eight inches live lines and one-third; and on the loth and 12th of januai)’,

17^4, It w^as the lowest, at twenty-seven inches (levcn liiu's and an liall'. On these

two days there was an heavy rain and an hurricane, which was felt at the Isle cd'

Bourbon, Throughout the year there wus no sensible change in die mercury, ex-

cept that it was a very small degree higher at noon than in the evening.

Continualicn of the Journal,

january 16, 1754. I embarked at die Isle of France, on the ship the Bourbon,

commanded by M. Lesquclcn, to go to the Isle of Bourbon. We got under way

at eight in the morning, and the following day came to an anchor in the road of

St. Denis, at one p. M. M. Brcnfcr, who commanded in this island, provided me

with a cottage near the government-house, and a black servant to attend me.*

February 26. 1 embarked in the evening on board the Achilles, commanded I)y

M. de Bcau-briand to rcwjiii to France. AVT got under wxty the 27th at ten A. M.”

The Abbe de la Caiilc has given no account of this island, as he remained then only forty days.

3 c 2
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UlIAPTEU XIX.

Astronomical Ohscrjations made on the hie of France, &c. &c, in ibe Tear 1753,

by the Ahbi dc la CaillcA— Deicrmination of ibe Longitude of the Island of

Madeira^ by the Eclipses of Ihc Hatellitcs of Jupiter, observed by hL B(oy,

Lieutenant in (be Royal Navy of France, compared zvifh Ibosc of ibe Abbe de bi

Faille^ at the Isle of France^ by AL de Lisle.

T in.sr observations were made with the same instriuncnts whuii the yVbbc* de

ia C'aille luid employed at die ('ape of Good Hope, d'he place where he fixed (hem

in die Isle of I'lance was expressly futed for the purpose, d hough the sky is gene

rally clear in this island, it pro\('d cloudy at the inonieiu oftlie gieater part o( his

most impoilnnt observations; tlfLs cncumstancc proccecKal, in a or(‘at measure, honi

the situation of the port, where the principal settlement ol die island has been lormeil,

which is surrounded with mountains almost always ci'iveied with clouds, which’ aie

dispersed In the winds, and successively cover the difFerent parts of the sky.

“ Article 1.— His hist observation was made the 3d of JMa\', t/cg], on an eclipse

of the Sun. Having legulated the j)end|ilum by the corresponding heights of dit^

Sun, he observed w’uh the udescipc of his sextant, wdneh was seven feet in length,

the ]ihases ol this eclipse. The largest phase was 8 digits 36' minutes.

Art. 2.—He observed sonic eclipses of the satellites of [upitei, with a telescope

of fonitccm feet in length, on die 2511^0!' April, at 58' 38'' past six in the (‘vening.

lie icpc tiled die same oiisenaiion of these satellites the i6tli| of October, at 36' 12'^

]iast three in the morning ; on the 1st of November, at 54' .f' past one in the inoin-

ing; on the i si of December, at 3*’ 51' 33"; and on ibc 2d of January, 1754, at

o'’ 7' 48''.

Art. — On tlie 4th and 6th of May he observed the tiansit of Mgicury upon

the vSun. On those da\s the weather was very variable; the intervening night was

lain)’, and it thiindcied; an uncommon circumstance in th'is island.

Lxtracred from the Memoirs of the Royal Academy of Sciences.
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1

At SIX in the morning, Merenrv came ironi tlu' clouds whicli hoveo'd

over the mountains, w'Iku it had atlaiiu’d an aUiiude of 7' He then observed,

with a tclcsc()})c of'thice feet in length, that it had but just entered on the Sun’s disk,

and was near a spot, when the sky became elomK, and it lainid ui[>iousl\ till .jo past

cigllt.

Wlien the weather was cleared he made his observations with the hoii/ontal and

vertical lines, which Form, in the focus of the of bis ijn.ulrant, a ladiiis of three

Feet. He had already verified their position !>y the hoiizon of the sea, as W'-il as liuit

of the line of coilmt'ation. 'I’hc times wlneli he gives in liis iahle>> are the one ones,

and the altitudes are corrected only by the (juantity with winch (he (juadranl had

incKMscd them, Ac.

Alt. 4.

—

0 [)posuion of Saturn to the Sun.

“ Art. [].— Passage of Mars through its nodes'.

Art. h.— Opposirnui of Mars to the Sun.

Alt. 7.—Ohservatiems to ascertain the altitude of the Pole, and die ohlnpiity

of the Kcii})tic.*

f determined liic elevation id'the Pofe from the place where I made tfie obser-

vation, by the mean of four stars which pass near tlu^ Zenith; and served at the

.s.imc tune to verify the position oF the axis of the teieseope of the sextant, in legaid

to the first pomt of the division, and by the means of the distance of the two trofiies

From the Zenith. In June, 1753, by five observations from y of the female Hydra,

icdiiced to the ist of January, 1750, I f^-and its distance from the Zenith to be

^ 39^ 3^'', 89 side, and by five others, reduced to the same, of 1 42' on

the other side of tht' first point of the division; liom whence it follows, tfiat the cnot

of die position of the axis of the telesopc w'as P that the real and corrected

distance from the Zenith of of refraction, was 1 41' P',6'; and that, supposing

the declination of this station the isl of [aiuiary, 1750, to be 21 50' 43"’, 3 south,

as ill my catalogue, the elevation of the Pole was 20' 9^ 42'^, 2.

‘‘ In the same moiilh of )tmc, thcTcduccd distance oF t oFthe Chowg from the

Zenith, was, by four observations on one side, i 5^ 22^',O, and by four on the caber,

i"' 2' 42'h7; the error of the sextant was therefore 1' 19'',
7 ; and supposing o '',8 of

* The following obscrvatI(.>ii^ Ixiiig very important to tlcc tosmograpliic and maiiiiim. sitnarion

of the Isle of I'raiue, we have thought it necessary to insert them at large, as they leave been

related by the Abbe dc la Caille.
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rcfVacti(:»n, and 21'’ 13' 44'',6 for the declination of the star, the resulting elevation

ofilK* Pole is 20" cj 42",4.

I also found in the same inonili, tlic distance of (3 of the Crow from tljc Zenith

by four observations, on one side to be 1" 52' 16^',9 and by three on the other, to be

i‘ 49' 37'^‘di whole reduced to the 1st of January 1750. d'he error of the tele-

scope, therefore, was 1' 19'^/; allowing i''53 for the refraction, and taking the

declination at 22 ' o' there is for the elevation of the Pole,- 20' 9' 4i'',5-

In December i753, 1 ibund, by five obsei vations, reduced to the 1st of jauu-

ary 1750, the distance of (3 liom the Whale, to the Zenith, to he o' 46' on

one side, <in(l hy four others, o' 49' i5'',7 on die other; the error of the instrument,

tltcrelore, is i' ^3^^9? supposing the refraction to be ,6, and the. dtciinalion

of the star to be, 19" 21' tbc elevation of the J’ole is 20' 9' 43'',5.

On taking a medium between the four errors which have been found, it is evi-

dent, that the sextant makes the distances from the Zenith too small by 1' 21 ',2;

and It is that error to which 1 have attended in all the distances from the /.cnith,

which I have described in the preceding articles; nor shall J fail in doing the same

with respect to tliose which 1 Jiall describe hereafter.

I have also observed by the same sextant, and reduced to the ist of Janviary,

1750, five distances from i of Oiion to the Zenith; and they have given me, by

a medium, 18' 46' 15^,5 : I have added 21'',5 of refraction, and the declination

t 23' 3^^3* 3s it appears in the catalogue which 1 have cited; from whence I con-

clude the elevation of the Pole to be 9' 4o'^3,
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I have arranged the following detail of -observations and calculations respect-

ing the distances of the I'ropics from the Zenith.

Distances ('t tlteiiortb-

err. hxr < nnty o\ the

vSiiji from the Zenith.

Di..lam O', of tlu

Sun lioni t]io

'I'lOpiL,

Distancos of t he Za*ni( },i

1 1 oiti t.he nortliei n lix-

iiemit) oi the Siin in

tin 4 'i<>i)!e.

“ J 753-— *0 43 52 0 C3H 43 52 48,0
2 L 43 5 ^ .jO.i 0 0,0 43 52 4 fb*

22 4 3 52 2H.7 0 j 1^2 43 52 39>9
23 13 51 55 .t> 0 47/’ 43 52 43-
23 43 50 67^5 1 48,6 4 3 52 4 (>,i

23
1

13 49 2 9>5 3 14,2 43 52 43/7
26

1
43 47 5 4^7 43 52 42,9

Medium ... ... 4 3 52 4 4 >3

Ibirallax of the Sun ... - - 0 0 742

flail diaincler - . — 0 C5 48,2

Refi action - - - 1 2,4

Nutation of the axis of the Idarlb - + 0 7>5

Distance of the 'I’ropic of Cancer from the Zenith 43 37 58,8“

2 52 48,3 9 14,1 3 2 2.4

16
j

2 55 26,7 6 aD5 3 1 58.2

17 2 57 41.7 4 i(),8 3 i 58,5
^9 3 0 48,0' 1 1 2,^/5 3 2

2 1 3 2 1 ,0 . 0 1 ,0 3 2 2,0

22
! 3 1 52.7 0 8,0 3 2 o>7

Medium _ _
3 2 0,5

Parallax of the Sun - - - 0 ^35

Half diameter - - • - 4 I 6 20,1

Refraction
i

. - _
{

0 2,3

N utaiion of the axis - -
-f 0 843

Distance of the 'Propic of Capricorn from the Zenith " 3 1 8 3 'N 7

Adding the distance of the 9'ropic of Cdmcer 43 37 58.8
The distai/ce of the 4 r(q)ic is - 46 5 ^

‘2 g,6

Obliquity of the Kc]i])Uc - - 23 28 14.8

The elevation of the Pole, therefore, is - 20 9 4 i>i
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“ The precise quantity of the oblitpiity of the Ecliptic being of the greatest ina-

portarice in astronomy, I have observed the same solstical distances, with a sector

of a ladius cd six i'cei, verified by the means of the stars of the Crow and of the

Whale, rhese arc as follows

:

Disianees of tlie north- ^

' ein h.xtremity of the

:

Sun from tlie Zenit iu

j

Distances of tiic

Sun fiom the

Tiopic,

Distances of the Zenith

f rom llu. JKUT hci n E v-

tremiiy "f iIr t)ui\ m
tin Ti'opK.

1753*—
1

,

43 ,32

. i

33>3
!

0

1

i3>4
in , 1’

-1,-; r.2 i<',7

2
1 ; 43 52 44,

i

0 0,0 13 TR
22

i 43 52 35^t
i

0 J 1 ,2
i i,J 1<>-3

23
;

43 5^ 5b>4 0 47d>
1

-il T’-o

24 i 43 5* 2,8 1 48.6
1

•li U-1
25 43 49 34>o 3 !a 5-

26 43 47 40,8 [ 5

Meduitn

1-7
i

j

'U IS'-.

1753.—Dec. 23 ' 3 1 •7.1 0 4:E'i
1

3 ^ -'vl

24
!

^ 0 *5.1 i ,j6,6
1 4 :> 2,0

25 ' 2 3y>5 3 i8,()
1 3 > 3^0

27 54 1 0,6
j 7

Medium

•17-^
! 3 '

3 ^
59>b'

Making the same reductions of these iwo disianees .,iN of tlte ])rcccding out s,

the obli(|nity of the liptic is found to be 23-' 2i '5 A and the elevation of' tlie

Pole eo

“
'Phe latitude of tln^ place then vhieh I have observed, may lie determined to

be 20" (/ and in referring it to the portal of the new pansli thuieli of' Port

Lours in the Isle of' France, 20' g'

An. 8 . Observations on the length of the pendulum with seconds, at the Isle

of France.”

• “ The obstTvutions of the montli of December were made iu ttu* negative part of tlie limb of

every instHiiTu iit, in order to get the interval of the Tropics i iudcjiendently of tin verification ot

the axes of the telescopes.”
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Extracts of various Obscrvalions made by the Abbe de Ij Caille^ during ibe Course

of three different Passages^ in bis Voyages to the Cape of Good Hope^ and to the

hies of France and Bourbon,

An''< 2 —On the variation of the nccLllc.

Th, c j Sicily and westerly variations are attentively observed on ships at sea,

wlicj ' r ihcrc is an opportunity, as well to correct the courses, as to rectify the

longiL It is well known that there arc many land-falls, which are ascertained

by the \'ariation of the compass ; such as the Cape of Good Hope, and the Isles

of Rodnguez, of France, and of Bourbon. It were to be wished that the va-

riations observed in all ships which make long voyages, and particularly to the

Indies, were collected and carefully registered: by this means, from time to time,

for example, c\cry ten years, a new edition might be given of the marine charts,

where the curves of the variations might be marked, in the manner of M. Halley,

as well for the year c)f the edition of the charts, as for an epocha of ten preceding

years. These charts would be of great use in methodising the tracks, and, in many

cases, they would give the longitude to land-falls with much greater certainty than

by any ol)scrvaiioii of the moon made at sea. The proprietors of armed vessels

should take care also to provide their ships with a good compass j and navigators

should have somewhat less confidence in their reckoning, when they perceive that

they do not agree with the variation. (JJe'e the tables of variation following this

observation, pages loi, 102, 103, See, of the Memoirs of the Academy, anno 1754-)

“ Art. 5.—Observations made at the Isle of Bourbon.

They were made at St. Denis, which contains the principal establishment of

the India Company. There I employed my quadrant of three feet radius, a tele-

scope of fourteen feet, arid a good pendulum with seconds,*'
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Observations on the Latitude,

As the Siin passed at noon too near the Zenith, I determined the latitude by

the meridian altitude of six stars, three of which were on the north side, and three

on the south.

The apparent meridian Al-

titude to the North.
Refraction.

Northern Decli-

nation.

Height of the

Equator.

^ 754 *
0 r P / II 0 f II 0 ! ft

1 ith February. Aldebaran 53 9 15 — 0 49 + 15 59 30 ^9 7 5S
The Goat 23 27 20 — 2 26 + 45 43 3 69 7 57

: p « - 40 46 43 — 1 15 + 28 22 20 69 7 48
14th February. Aldebaran 53 911 — 0 49 + 15 59 30 69 7 5 *

/3 « - 40 46 43 1

- 1 15 + 28 22 20
1

69 7 48

By a medium 69 7 5 *

jipth February. yTheShip 64 14 7 — 0 31 46 37 37 69 8 47
f The Ship 52 8 12 — 0 51 58 43 56 69 8 43
<r The Ship 57 2 52 0 42 53 49 69 8 39

20th February. -y The Ship 64 14 12 0 31 46 37 37 69 8 42
f 4’he Ship 52 8 9 — 0 51 58 43 56 69 8 46
^ rhe Ship 57 2 48 — 0 42 53 49 69 8 43

. By a medium - 69 8 43

” It appears, therefore, that the real height of the Equator is 69^ 8' 17'^, and con^

sequently the elevation of the Pole 2Q® 51' 43''. It is also evident that the quadrant

made the altitudes appear too little by 26".
^

** The quarter of St. Denis being at the foot of Cape Bernard, which is the north-

ernmost point of the Isle of Bourbon, the latitude of this Cape, which was due west

of the place where I lived, at the distance of five or six hundred 4)aces,^ may be de-

termined to be 20^" 5 1' 43^'.
,

Observations on the Longitude.

“ February 9, 1754, at 12^* 34' 7" tnie time, the first satellite of Jupiter appeared

to me to come forth from the shadow : it seemed rather to adhere to the body of the

planet, which was in opposition to the Sun on thc.4st of this month.
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“ February 1 1. At a' 45" in the evening, the emersion of the same satellite.

“ 13. At 1
5" 43' lo", emersion of the third satellite. J upitcr is plunged in a thick

mist.

16. At 14” 28' 12'', emersion of the first satellite in fair weather.

*‘25. At 10^ 52' i 6”, emersion of the same.

“ Not possessing the knowledge of all the observations which have been made,

at the same time, in the difFcrcnt places of the world, I shall not di.scuss here the

longitude which is to result from it. In the mean time, however, if wc add to these

observations, those which M. d’Apres made in 1751, it may be supposed that, with-

out any sensible error, the dilFcrence of the meridian of Paris, and of St. Denis in

the Isle of Bourbon, or of Cape Bernard, is 3** 3' and consequently the eastern

longitude 53'^ j' or

DeAerminal'wn of the Longitude of the Island of Madeira^ by the Eclipses of

Jupiter's Salelliics^ observed by M. Bory, Lieutenant in the Royal Navy,

compared with those of M, I*Abbe de la Caille, in the hie of France^ by M.
de Lisle.

M. Bory having observed two immersions of the first satellite of Jupiter, and

one of the third, at Funchal, the capital of the Island of Madeira, towards the end

of the year 1753, and at the commenccgient of the year 1754, I compared them

with those of the Abbe de la Caille, in the Isle of France, which are the only ones

that I have found to correspond with those of M. Bory.

** When I speak of corresponding observations, I understand not only those

which have been made precisely at the same*time, for vsuch arc not to be found;

but it is well known, thilt in the use of the observations of the satellites of Jupiter

for the longitudes, particularly those of the first, the observations, which were made

after two or three revolutions, may be employed, when such as arc simultaneous

cannot be obtained. But, fortunately, the results that I have drawn from the three

observations *of M. Bory, agreed within a fev/ seconds; which justifies the use that

I have made of them, in comparing them with those of the Abbe e la Caille, with

the dilfcrence of two or three revolutions.

“ In order to reduce to the meridian of Paris the difference which I have found

in the Isle of France and the Island of Madeira, I must suppose a known longitude

3 D 2
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between the Isle of France and Paris; but I believe that I have sufFicienlly deter-*

mined it, by taking the medium of twenty results, which I have drawn from nine

observations that M. I’Abbe de la Caille has made on the satellites of Jupiter in the

Isle of France. I compared these nine observations of the Abbe dc la Caille, with

all the correspondent or approaching observations, made in diflPerent places, of which

I have been able to obtain observations, and the longitude of which, with respect to

Paris, was pretty well known. The resulting difference of longitude between the Isle

of France and Paris, in taking a medium between these two determinations, was

found to l)e 3*' 40^ 45 'b

“ I also examined the result of seven observations of the satellites of Jupiter,

made in the Isle of France, in the year 1751, by M. d’Apres, and I formed nine-

teen results for the difference of longitude between that isle and Paris, The mean

difference between these nineteen results is found to be 3^ 40' 22'^; so that taking

a new medium between the observations of M. d’Apres and those of M. I’Abbe

de la Caille, the longitude between the Isle of Frsnee and Paris may be computed

to be about 3’’ 40' 35
''

;

approaching somewhat nearer the results drawn from the

observations of M. I’Abbe de la Caille, than those of M. d’Apres.

Supposing this longitude, the following is that of Funchal, as it results from

the observations of M. Bory,

1723—December 28.
^

Immersion of the first satellite, observed at Funchal, by M. Bory 18 14 54
Adding for two revolutions - - - - 3 '* 55 7

'The immersion should happen at Funchal 1st of January, 1754 7 10 1

It was was observed at the Isle of France 1st of January - 12 7 48

Difference of Funchal and the Isle of France - < - 4 57 47
Difference of the Isle of France and Paris - - 3 40 35

Difference, therefore, of Funchal and Paris * - r
,

^ 1 17 12
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" 1754—January 1.
h , „

Immersion of the first satellite, observed in the Isle of France - 12 7 48

Adding for three revolutions - „ « . 5; 7 23 13

The immersion should happen at the Isle of France, 6th of January 1931 1

It was observed at Funchal, by M. Bory - - ^1433 ^9

Difference of Funchal and the Isle of France - - 4 57 42

Difference of the Isle of France and Paris - - - 3 4^ 35

Difference of Funchal and Paris - - - - 1 17 7

Immersion of the third satellite, observed at the Isle of France in Jan, i; 12 32 46

Added for one revolution of that satellite - - 7 3 55 ^2

The immersion should happen at the Isle of France, 8th of January 16 27 58

It was observed at Funchal 8rh of January - - - 11 30 o

Difi'erence of the Isle of France and Funchal - - 4 57 5^

Difference of Paris and the Isle of France - - - 3 4^ 35

Difference of Funchal and Paris - - - - 117 23

'Flic mean difference between these three determinations of longitude at Funchal

and Paris, is 1” 17' 14'', or 19® 18'^. If, therefore, the first meridian which passes

over the Island of Ferro be just 20* fronvParis, as is generally conjectured, the town

of Funchal should not be more distant from this first meridian towards the cast than

o°4i4.”

The continuation of these observations rnay be seen p. 558, and the following

pages, in the Memoirs of the French Academy, 1754.
^
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CHAPTER XX.

Life of M. I"Abbe de la Caille.

Nicholas Louis dc la Caille, was born the 15th of March, 1713, at Rumigni

Bourgadc, in tlic dioccsc of Rheims, situate two leagues from Rosoy, in Thicrache*

His father was Nicholas Louis de la Caille, and his mother Barbe Rebuy ; and be

was allied to many ancient and distinguished families in the Laonois.

“ liis father, who had served in the Corps of Gens d'Armes, as well as in the

Artillery, enjoyed, in 1713, an handsome revenue, and led a retired life, which he

varied by cultivating the sciences. He was an excellent mechanic, and invented

several very ingenious machines.

“ At a very early age, the Abbe dc la Gallic manifested those talents which pro*

mised that he would one day be an honour to his country ; but a project in which

M. de la Caille had engaged, and had absorbed, in a few years, the whole of his

fortune, threatened to destroy the plan which he had formed for the education of

his son.

The late Duke du Maine, however, ^placed him at the head of an establishment

which was about to be formed in one of the American islands. He accordingly

repaired to Nantes, in 1725, by order of the Prince, with the design to embark for

the place of his destination ; but on a sudden that plan was set aside, and he again

found hiffjsclf without situation or employment. The late Dutchess du Maine,

then, received him into her service at Anet; where greatly improved the

revenues of his benefactress* He now renewed his attentions to the education of

his son, and soon after placed him with the principal of the college of Mante, on

the river Seine, who was his friend. In the year 1729 he was entered as a boarder

in the college of Liseux, where he greatly distinguished himself by.his literary

attainments.

His inclinations appeared at this time to be directed towards the belles lettres,

when he laid his hand by chance on the Elements of Euclid ; and having made him-

self master of them, without any assistance or instruction, his reason was captivated
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by that study, and he at once devoted himself to mathematical pursuits. He soon

after became the pupil of M. Cassini, was settled at the observatory, and surpassed

the most sanguine expectations of that renowned astronomer. The first observations

of the Abbe de la Caille are in the month of May, 1737.

M. Cassini, proud of the assistant which he had gained, took every opportunity

of declaring his rare and superior talents. M. Maraldi, who was a witness of the

extraordinary capacity and progress of the young astronomer, became at once his

admirer and his friend. Assisted by these two learned men, he proceeded in his

career with the rapidity that might be expected from such a pupil of such masters.

He unfortunately lost the former by an unforeseen accident; but the latter sur-

vived to continue his friendship and protection.

In the month of May, 1738, he accompanied M. Maraldi who was employed

10 lay down the sea chart from Nantes to Bayonne; an operation in which he gave

new proofs of his talents.

M. Dominic Cassini, M. de la Hyre, and M. Maraldi, uncle of the academi-

cian of our day, had undertaken, in the year 1690, to trace a meridian from the

south to the north of France .* this operation was completed in the year 1718 by

M. M. Cassini and Maraldi ; but as the instruments of that period were less perfect

than those which arc in use in our time, certain errors were unavoidably blended

with it, and twenty years passed away without any attempt being made to correct

them. M. Cassini had indeed formed the 'design, and be now charged the Abbe

de la Caille, and his son M. Thury, with the execution of it. Hiis undertaking was

also calculated to facilitate the execution of a geometrical description of France,

which M. Cassini had been commissioned to undertake by M, Orry, Comptroller

of the Finances; and which was necessarily tt) commence by a parallel of Paris,

which M. Cassini had already begun.
*

The new meridian was to be traced from Perpignan to Dunkirk. The Abbe

de la Caille, therefore, set out for the. former place with M. Thury, in the month

of July, 1739, and’ he was no sooner arrived there, titan he began that part of

the operations particularly entrusted to him, which he continued to the end of

October.

In November he was recalled to Paris, to take possession of the Mathematicatl

Chair in the Mazarin college ; and he then returned to Perpignan. Tlie cold, which

became excessive at the end of November, and throughout the following month,
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accompanied with snows, and other attendants on an inclement season, did not cool

his ardour; he accordingly passed fiom Roussillon into Lar»giiedoc, and from thence

into Auvergne, where, in the midst of snows, he contiiuicd l)is scientific labours.

He arrived at Paris at the couckision of the rude winter of 1740.

“ On his return to Paris, he assissted M. Cassini in ascertaining the base

of M. Picard, and the direction of the mciidian from Paiis to Perpignati. In

the month of July he took the road to ihmkitk, and suffered fresh fatigues.

Occupied during the day in preparing his ius'nnpcnts, and fudng machi(K\s on

the summits of mountains, he made his observations during the night, subject to

the injuries of the open air, and frequently without the mo.st contmun convenicuccs

of life.

‘‘ In 1741, M. de Lisle, associate in ordinary to the Ro\’ai Academy of Sciences

for the department of Astronomy, from the advattced
i
^:riod of his age, demanded

bis retreat ; M. Fouchy passed from the place of assistaut to that of associate, and

the Abbe de la Caillc was chosen by the Academy to rcpLu.e M. de Fouchy. M.

de la Caillc was received in the month of May, and appeared for the first time with

great eclat in that illustrious Society, by leading, at his introduction, a memoir on

tlie calculation of the differences in spherical trigonometry ;—a iriost profound and

elaborate work.

He presented the Academy the report of an eclipse of the moon, which he had

observed at the Hermitage on the mountain of St. Victor, near Aix in Provence,

the 13th of January, 1740. This report was received with great pleasure, as the

eclipse liad not been observed at Paris, on account of the cloudy weather.

Ilis admission into the Academy was the only rccompcnce the Abbe de la

Caillc received for the part he took *in forming the meridian ; he did not obtain a

pensionary gratification till after his return from the Cape*.

Before the end of 1741, he published his Elements of Mathematics, and they

are considered as a chef d'osuvre of perspicuity and precision in the learned world.

Various editions of them have appeared in France, and they have been translated

into all the principal languages of Europe.

In 1742, a comet appeared in the months of March, April, and May, and the

Abbe de la Caille composed a memoir on its apparition and its course. In the same

year he also formed another memoir, containing a method to find the place of the

the Sun's apogee*
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** On quitting his apartment at the Observatory, he felt himself, as it were, expa-

triated, and he therefore constructed one at the Mazarin College.

" He made two kinds of observations, the one for his own particular inquiries,

and the other for public instruction : in tlic second class wc must comprehend

those which he published in 1743, on a comet that appeared in the montli of Fe-

bruary ; on the conjunction of Mars and Saturn; on the passage of the Sun in the

paiallel of Arctiirus
; on the conjunction of Mars and jupitcr; on the Sun in its

apogcum; on the passage of the Sun in the parallel of Procyon ; on the altitude of

the upper extremity of the Sun in the tropic of Capricoin; on the jrlanct Mercury

in the Sun; on the Sun in its perigeum; with inquiries concerning the place of the

apogcum of that luminary.

“ In the same year lie published his laborious process on the meridian ; hut would

not sufier his name to appear in the frotuispiecc of the work, and abandoned all the

honour to his associate, who did not fail, however, to make all due acknowledge-

ment (or the essential assistance which he received from M. dc la Caille.

“ At length he acquired, what he so well deserved, the chaiacter of a consum-

mate astronomer; and having, by his immense labours, acquired a most profound

knowledge of his science, he determined to convey to others an acquaintance with

its principles. He accordingly composed his Elements of AvStronomy, and published

an octavo edition of them, with figurCvS, See, which has been translated into the

Englisli, Spanish, and laitin languages. •

He also composed elementary I.essons of Mechanics, and the Elements of

Optics and Perspective. Various other curious and admirable papers on astrono-

mical subjects arc to be found in the Memoirs of die Academy.

“In 1 746, he published the first part of his Ephemeris, which comprehends ten

years. There is a kind Supplcmeiu to it in the Chronological Table, which was

placed at the head of the Art to verify Dales, This table reaches to the year 1800.

He composed the part that relates to the eclipses, which is the most important.

In 1593, a ccmict had been observed at Zcrbsi, in the principality of Anhalt,

from whose ^apparition new discoveries might he made in astronomy, M. dc la

Caille therefore gave the theory of it to the Academy in 1747, with the same accu-

racy as if he had himself observed it. Walthcrus had, at the close of the fifteenth

century, made observations at Nuremberg, and M. de la Caille, in 17495 commu-

nicated to the Academy his Memoir on Waltherus,

3E
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He continued bis unremitted labours on various branches of astronomy, to the

great illustration of that science, and the honour of his country, till the year 1750,

when he proceeded to pursue his researches in the other hemisphere. ‘

** On the 21 St of November, 1750, he embarked at L’Orient, on board the

Gloricux, commanded by M. d’Apres, and in three \v*ccks arrived at the Cape de

Verd Islands: on the 25th of January, 1751, they put into Rio de Janeiro, on the

coast of Brazil, where they remaitted, from some repairs necessary to a small vessel

which attended them, upwards of a month. M. de la Caille, however, was nut idle

during his abode there, but made several important observations respecting the lon-

gitude, &c. On the 25th of February they set sail from thence, and on the god’i of

March arrived in sight of the Cape of Good Hope, but did not enter the road till

the 19th of April.

The astronomer was received at the Cape with all the honour due to his supe-

rior science and character. He began his observations on the 10th of May, 1751,

wdth the parallax of the Moon, and continued them to the 25th of February, 1752.

He observed Venus from the 25ih of October to the 25th of the following Novem-

ber; and the planet Mars from the 31st of August to the 9th of October. He

renewed his operaiions on the parallax of the Moon in the month of March, and

continued them till October. In the interval of his observations he gave his atten-

tion to geography and objects of natural philosophy. He sent the details of his first

operations to the Academy before his return.

“ Ptolemy, who lived in Egypt, gave a catalogue ol’thc soiuhern stars; but that

catalogue was incomplete.

The Portuguese navigators had traced the plan of several constellations, but in

such a coarse way that astronomy did mot dciive any advantage from them.

In 1677, Il^llcy 'went to the Island of St, Helena,uo form a celestial chart

of the southern hemisphere, and he observed but three hundred and fifty stars.

“ At the commencement of the present century, the Baron Krosick had charged

Peter Kolbc, a Prussian, with the same commission as that of M*. de la Caille
;
but

he did not answer the expectations of the German nobleman who employed him.

Thus the descriptions of the soiuhern hemisphere, when M. dc la Caille arrived at

the Cape, were nothing more than rough outlines.

He began to observe the southern stars the 6th of August, 1751, and continued

that labour till the same month in the following year. He beheld, in all their lustre.
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large stars which were not known to the astronomers of lYiropc hut by thetr nebu-

lous shapes.

M. dc la Caillc had directed his first attentions only to the stars of the first,

second, third, and fourth magnitude: having, however, a favoutable opportunity,

he determined to include wiiliin his calculation those of the {ifth, sixth, and seventh

magnitude.

On the 17th of P'ehruary, a very thick anrl unv/holcsome log arose at the ('ape,

and M. de la Caillc was afi'cctcd with all the di!iagrcca])le eorcsecjuencc s of it. He

however recovered in the same month of the year 1752, in which he died in the

)car 1762.

As soon as he had completed hivS catalogue of the southern stars, he compared

it with the planisphere which had been laid <lown by M. Ilaliry in 1677 *

found that he surpassed by 9450 stars that of the English astronomer,

“ After having examitted the planisphere of Halley, as well as those of Ptolemy,

iuid the Portuguese pilots, M. de la CAillc found place for Ibiirtcen ttew constella-

tions, better furnished, and more exact than those of the ancients, which required

a general reformation.

On the 8th of Alarch, 1753, he embarked on board the French ship tire Puissirux,

bound for (duna, and which was to touch at the Isles of France aitd Bourbon.

During the passage from the Cape to the Isle of France, he made an experiment

which has proved very useful to sailors, of simple method of finding the longitude

at sea. He has inserted it in his Kphemcris, as well as in another of his works, and

it may be considered as one of the most important services which be has rendered

to mankind, lie arrived at the Isle of France the i8lii of April, forty days after

Iris departure from the Cape,

‘‘ An account of his irperations in the Isle of France are to be found in the

Memoirs of the Academy of the year 1754, and in his Ilistoiical Journal, He

embarked the i5ih of January, 1754, for the Isle of Bourbon, and arrived there

the following day. ’After he bad fulfilled the object of his mission, he embarked

the 27th of I'\!bruaiy following on board the Achilles, and returned to France.

** On the 15LI1 of yVpril the ship came to an anchor before the Isle of Ascension.

M. de la Caille remained there only five days, but he availed himself of the oppor-

tunity to determine the position of the place; a very important point for ships on

3 E 2
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their return from India to Europe. He re-embarked on the 20th of April, and

arrived at L’Orient on the 4th of June, after a very fortunate voyage.

On the 28th of the same month he returned to Paris, after an absence of three

years and eight months
; when, his first care was to digest his observations, and com*

pare them with those of his correspondents, in order to put the last hand to the great

work of his mission. He first detached 1936 stars from his general cat.dogiic, which

the Academy placed in its Memoirs. He deferred giving his observations on it to

the year J760, it) order that notiiing should be wanting which might advance their

perfection. A great \yAYt of this important work was printed at the cxpcncc of the

author, who had not, however, the satisfaction to sec it finished.

“ Resides tlic two parts of the relation of his voyages, M. de la Caillc enriched the

Memoirs of the Academy with many important pieces. In 1757, he presented to

the public bis work entitled /htronomiip Fimdamcnla

;

one of the most important

that had ever appeared on that science, and which proves its aiitlior to have obtained

a complete knowledge of the two celestial hemispheres. It consists ol a quarto volume,

which is followed with Observations on the Refraction of the Stars, and Solar Tables

of the same author, which appeared in 1758.

In 1759, he presented various memoirs to the Academy on very important sub-

jects of astronomy ;
and in 1760 he formed the design to determine a certain number

of zodiacal stars; and invented an instrument (or the purpose of canying it into exe-

cution. He observed six hundred zodiacal stars during the two years 1760 and 1761.

“In the month of June in the same \car, M. de la Caillc had begun a great work,

which occupied all his attention, when he was attacked by the disorder of which he

died. It was a Course of Observations on all parts of the Heavens, relatively to

each other; from whence a degree oT certainty in operation would result, which

must be of the utmost utility to astronomers.* *

“ He maintained a constant correspondence with the most distinguished astro-

nomers and mathematicians of every part of the world. His correspr)ndent at Pekin

was Father Benoit, his former pupil, who was become a resident in the palace of

the F.mperor of China, in that city.

III 1761, he paid his academical tribute of five important memoirs; and he read

before the assembled Academy, a Discourse on the Progress of Astronomy during

the thirty preceding years.
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He had long been solicited by his friends lo augment the treasures of literature^

by an history of astronomy, from its origin to his own improvements in that science;

and he constantly resisted their entreaties, till the voice of the public demanded this

important work at his hands: but death, which too often nuerru[)t.s human projects,

stifled this admirable design at the moment of its conception. What such a work

would have been, may be conceived from the character of the man who had under-

taken it; and that lie did not live to complete it, must be regretted by all wlio are

inteiestcd in the advancement of science, and the irnproveincnl of inankind.

M. dc la Caillc had completed his foity-ninlh year, when his constitution began

It) give way, and at the end of February, 1762, he was attacked l)y the same disor-

der which he had suffered at the Cape in February, 1752; and on the ‘2ist of

March he departed this life, at the same age as his father, and in the same memth in

which he was born. It would be needless to describe the universal regret which

followed the loss of a man ecpjaliy dear to science and to virtue.*’
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CHAPTER XXI.

Exlracts from the Ohservaiiom of ]SI, Lc Genlil^ Royal Jcadewician, respecting

the Southern Hemisphere^ &c , ;
in a Series of Letters to M. de la Niix^ Cor->

respondent of the Royal Academy of Sciences, at the Isle of Bourbon.

Isle of France, Feb. 6, 1761

I AM occupied in calculating for Rodriguez, the transit oF Venus over

the Sun, on tlie same principles employed to calculate it for Paris. I have found

that, at the moment of the entrance of Venus, the centre of the Sun should be ele-

vated above the horizon Rodriguez near 2

The calculation of M. dc la Landc, founded upon somewhat different principles,

affords me some encouragement ; for this Academician has found it to be near 8':

and as to the corrections that M. de la Landc has made of the astronomical tables

of M. M. Cassini and Halley, which you must have seen in the Lphcmcris of 1761,

that I have sent you ; do they appear to you to be well founded ? In short, may I

not at least suspend my judgment as to the preference which ought to he given to

his calculation, or mine ?

“ Another cause renders the moment of the entrance of Venus very doubtful and

uncertain at Rodriguez: you know, as well as me, that in the seas which surround

your isles, the months of June, july, and August, form a season when strong gales

from the south-east to the cast-south-cast prevail, and which are seldom accompanied

with a clear and serene sky; so that it very seldom happens that the Sun can be seen

at its rising, and not often till it has attained a considerable degree of elevation;

because these gales render die horizon misty, or fgnn a range of clouds considerably

above it. Such are my doubts re.spccting the Isle Rodriguez as a place to observe

the entrance of Venus on the Sun; but it is very probable that I shall 'myself visit

that island, as it is now the 6ih of February, arid I am without the hope of any

other resource/'
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Isle of France, June 23, 1761.

# # # ff
j have found an observation on the departure of Vcnjjs, made by our

friend M. de Scligny,* and I have made use of it to determine the mciidian where

I was when I observed Venus. This officer, who is a very good and zealous astro-

nomcr, has an excellent pendulum with seconds, and knows how to employ it/’

On the high Seen,

The ships which go to China having got to the 118th meridian orTeneriff'e,

on the 34th or 351!! parallel, are then very near the land of New Holland, and con-

sequently enough to die east not to be in a situation to miss the Strait of Sunda,

but from ignorance or neglect. It i.s also at 118'^ of longitude that these vessels

begin to turn, by the aid of the south-east wind, towards the island of Java, and

endeavour to stand in to the middle of it. This precaution is absolutely necessary,

in order to get to the windward of the strait, for if a ship gets to the leeward, it is

very improbable she would be able to enter it ; the voyage would be lost ; and the

only resource that is left would be to proceed to the windward, in order to gain

the Strait ol' Malacca, if the season should not be too much advanced.

We entered into the line of the south-east winds, which we found towards 30''

of latitude. While we kept the latitudes of 34" and 35", we had very higit seas;

but if the waves were very high, they were at the same time so long, that their

extremities were lost in the distance, in the same manner as those which are found

on the other side of Africa wdien we have passed the tropic of Capricorn, to double

the Cape of Good Hope. When we had got into the variable winds w\: had no

more of these long waves, but found in their place a short di\'idcd sea.

The FLuropean seas are also very long, a*s w^cil as all those which extend from

this part of the woild to the Cape of Good Hope. These long seas arc not so

dangerous as the short ones. Off the Cape of (k)od 1 lope the sea is almost always

agitated by enormous waves, which* encounter each other in two and sometimes

three different directions; forming the highest seas as yet knowm in any part of the

globe. Seaiiibn who have passed Cape Horn in badwcatlter, and the Cape of (A)od

Hope, have universally declared, that if the waves ran equally high at Ca[ic Horn

as they do at the Cape of Good Hope, the former would be absolutely impassable,

because the wind blows there with greater force. When you have doubled the

* M. de Seligny was an officer in the sea service of the India Company.
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Cape of Good Hope, and have got up to of latitude, in the Ethiopic Ocean,

you no longer meet with any of these long seas of Europe, and of the west of

southern Africa, In this ocean the waves are short and divided. These seas

frequently strain the ships much more than the long waves, particularly after a gale,

as the wind increases the division of these waves, so as to give them the shape and

size of sugar loaves, which proves always very distressing, and sometimes very inju-

rious to ships.

The reason why the sea is so high at the Cape of Good Hope, and that it is less

so at Cape Horn, appears to me to be as follows : beyond the former cape, between

the Tropics, and in the different parts of India, the sea forms, as it were, a kind

of bay, sprinkled with isles and comprehended within coasts, which, though at a

great distance from each other, are the cause, nevertheless, of the periodical winds

which blow there. The sea, therefore, may be said to be confined between those

parallels.

When you are once got to the Cape of Good Hope, the waters appear to be

no longer in a state of confinement, but are entirely free, and left, as it were, to

themselves, through an immense space of latitude and longitude. The west winds

are then at liberty to extend themselves, and to raise up the sea at the Cape, while

the immerjse bank at the point of this Cape contributes, with the wind, to swell the

waters of this pan of the ocean.

Btrds.

I remarked that the Damiers quitted us at 30^ and some minutes of latitude,

and that we found them also in the same degree ; so that these birds do not go as

far as the tropic. It appears that they delight in the west winds, and that the nature

of the general winds drives them from their limits. '

^

The Faille en Cul is altogether different. It would be curious to know (he

precise latitude which forms, as it were, the boundary of these Damiers,

" We found ourselves on the 23d of June in the latitude of the Trialles^ at 125®

of longitude; the charts place them in 119®. During the night, we^run on slioirt

tacks in the offing, from the fear of falling in with them. We passed the whole of

the 24th without seeing any thing; and I thought it very singular that we did not

even see any birds, which are certain indications of land or insulated rocks* We
sav? wo Failk en Cnh} but it is yell known that these birds are freqiicintly seen at
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The ships arrive in China in August and September, and depart from thence,

at (he latest, in the early part of February.

This monsoon is not exclusively possessed by the Chinese Seas, but extends

beyond the Island of Formosa to the Seas of japan.

The Dutch at Batavia, the only Europeans who send a ship to Japan, and

consent to be insulted once a year by the Japanese, to be the exclusive possessors

of its commerce,* arc very attentive in the middle of the west monsoon, in order to

double the Cape Bajador in the Phillipinc Islands, and to pass through the strait

which is formed by them and the coast of China. This vessel returns to Batavia

with the north-cast monsoon.

“ The Chinese junks, so ill calculated to resist strong gales, and which, of all the

vessels in the Eastern seas, have the greatest occasion lor regular winds, arc very

careful not to undertake a voyage against the monsoon. Several of these vessels

go from Emouy to Manilla, where they arrive at the latest in April, and return

from thence the latter end of August or the beginning of Septcml)er. Without tliis

precaution they would not be able to reach Emouy, whose position at the entrance

of the channel is such, as to be inaccessible to all vessels coming from the Chinese

Seas or Manilla, during the season of the north-cast winds.

According to these certain and invariable rules, which no one acquainted with

the subject will hesitate to admit, I will suppose that a ship has opened the north

passage by the middle of August, it cannot, nevertheless, enter the Chinese seas by

Cape Bajador before the month of September, when the west monsoon has not

quite ceased, and the east monsoon lias not begun to blow. When this ship is ar-

rived at Canton, it will he obliged to remain there till the middle of May in the

following year, at a great cxpence and charges; as it cannot leave that port to get

* Tl\c Dutch cannot come to an anchor on the coasts of Japan : ihcir ship remains at a small

island appropriated for that purpose, at the distance of some leagues from the continent. No
sooner is the ship come to anchor than the Japanese go on board, take jiossession of the sails and

helm, and carry them on shore. The Dutch then present the invoice of the cargo to certain com-

missioners, who set their own price on the articles it contains, as well as on those which are to be

given in barter. The Dutch are entirely passive in this commerce; the Japanese unload their

ship, and furnish it with a new cargo, according to their pleasure, without any observation being

made as to the articles it contains, or the quality of them. The sails and helm are then returned,

with an order for the ship to get under way as soon as it can be refitted for that purpose.
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back to the seas in the viciniiy oi |apan till the return of ihe west monsoon. I’i)!;

vessel will have but two months at most to arrive at the entrance of the norther

n

passage, and if unfortunately it should meet witi' any u!),sfaclos or th lav dtuing that

period, it will risk the arriving too late at lire passage, and find if shut.

" It appears indeed to me, that ohstarlt's are rrot only jrossible, hut pro!)able;

because beyond 40“ of latitude, whether northern or southertr, tin winds are variable,

as IS well known; and even blow oftener Iron) the nor (h-wesi to ibc south-vo'st, than

from any other point of the horizon. Now, the west or nenth-west winds, which are

very good winds for the outward voyage, would oftentimes prove contrary on tin!

return: but supposing a ship shouUl meet witli every lavomahlc eiicumstancc, she

cannot clear the passage and get back to France before the end of Se[)(cinher : thus,

as she must have taken licr departure, at the latest, in ilu‘ first week o{ May in the

preceding year, (he voyage will last seventeen months, without even allowing not

only for possible hut even probable delays.

The Flench ships which sail to Canton liy the Cape of ('.ood Hope, take thcii

departure in the beginning of January, and return about the end of June in the fol-

lowing year, which I'onris a pciiod of eighteen months, including near two months

stay at the Isle of France.

“ They might also, instead of putting into the Cape, draw their refreshments from

the Straits of Sunda ; the ships might in that case leave France in the months uf

February or March, so that the voyage vvoukl not he more than (iftccn or sixteen

months, allowing for accidents. It appeaVs, therefore, that the voyage by the north-

east would be the longest by a month or six weeks.

If it is objected to me, that the ship which I suppose to have gone to China by

the north passage should return to France hyihc Cape of Good llojie, and conse-

quently the voyage would not occupy .more than fourteen months, and that so far

from losing a month or six weeks, as I have supposed, that space of time, on the

contrary, would be gained; 1 shall answer, that it is not certain, allowing the ship U)

arrive in China in the month of November, that it can complete its cargo for Furope

before the middle of january, when it is absolutely necessary for her to leave C!iin:i,

(if she is to put in any where}, in order to double the Cape of Good Hope ; I uill

however suppose, that she’may be able to sail from Canton, from the ifpli to tlie 20lh

of January, and that thereby the voyage, would be shortened a inondi or forty days;

3 2
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fifty leagues from their habitation, and this distance does not prevent them iiom

returning thither every evening : though they will sometimes pass the night on the

upper yards of ships which they chance to meet.’*

On the Voyage io China,

Pondicherry, October i, 1768.

“ With respect to the supposed passage to China by the north-east, I shall

consider two points :—The reality of the passage,—and the advantage which the

commerce of Europe might derive from it.

In the first place, 1 am firmly persuaded that no such passage exists; and I am

of opinion that thcDutch have proved its non-cxistcncc, in their third voyage, par-

ticularly in the vicinity of the North Pole.

With respect to the advantages that Europeans might derive from these voyages,

I cannot discover any; and I think that voyages from P'rance to Canton by the

north-east, would be almost as long as they now arc by the Cape of Good Hope.

I will sup})ose, for a moment, that this passage exists during a month, or five

weeks at most, in the year; that is to say, during a part of the months of July and

August; wdth this restriction, nevertheless, that there would be certain years in

which this passage would open and j-lmt a little sooner or later.

“ This being agreed, I do not hesitate to declare, that a ship which should make

her voyage to Canton in China by this* passage, and should return by the same,

would employ seventeen or eighteen months.

Now the voyages to China by die Cape of Good Hope, including the time

which ships employ in different ])orts, arc only from vscventcen to eighteen months;

nothing therefore wouldj^c gained by .the supposed passage. We will endeavour to

illustrate this idea.

** It is impossible to enter into the Chinese Seas from any quartet but by the assist-

ance of the monsoons.

These ivinds are regulated there, as they are in the Indian Seas ;
that is, they

blow from west to south-west and* by south from the middle of May to the middle

of October, and during 'the rest of the year they blow from the north to the north-

east by east. The times are ascertained when ships are to ariive in their respective

regions.

3 ^
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currents to encounter, and consequently risk a failure of their design u douMr

the Cape.

“ This manccuvrc gives a probability to the voyages of the ancient Tg\'j)iians

round Africa, as mentioned by Herodotus; lor die smaller the size (jf the vessel,

the greater is the facility of doubling the Cape, e\ vu in ilu- most unlaNourablc season;

because, from its drawing but little water, it can approach nearci the land, and lake

refuge from any violent gale, in some ereeh or bay ; or slulnr itsell under sorfie cape,

as the winds never pass the south-east jroint ol’ tlte compass, and udms never (ail

to succeed, and continue during three or four days, as it happened to us. During

this interval the winds blow very faintly from the soullucast to die noith ; ihcv then

get to the north, where they seem to recover their stiength to prepiuc another tein-

])cst ; bug in the interval, the little vessel quits its place of reluge, and lakes advan-

tage of dx! fair weather.

‘‘ M. (le Flacoin, in the last century, in order to get hack from Madagascar,

doubled the ('.ape of Good Hope in a small sailing boat. 1 have no doubt of the

truth of this relation ;
and it was, probably, the same kinds of boats, 01 ai least vesscL^

of the same size, which the Kgyptians employed; for it is not stated that the) weic

governed by the seasons in these voyages.

“ We liad, as far as the Tropic, changeable winds, that varied from noitli-wcsi

to south-west.

“ In this vast extent of seas I observed a very singular pluenomenon, which

find very difficult to explain.

“ Wc had some very blowing weather from the north to the west-north west, which

was always announced by an heavy sea, that, several previous days, appeared to

come from the south-west quarter; and I liaNC often remarked that the sttciigdi of

the north-west wind was always in proportion to liic swell of the south-we^t sea.

“ I should not perhaj^s have given kny attention to this (act, if M. dc la Londc, an

old officer in the naval service of the East India Company, had not first suggested it.

He told me, when we were passengers together on board the Indian, that being at

anchor at the Cap’e of Good Hope, a heavy swell from the south-w'cst, which lasted

two days, made him apprehend a violent gale from that part of the horizon; hut,

on the contrary, the gale proceeded with uncommon fury from the south-east.

" On the 31st of |uly, at five P. M. we saw Cape St, Vincent, and in the even-

ing of the following day we came to an anchor at Cadiz.”
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liidination* of ibc Needle of the Compass,

Alihouoli ilic incliiiaiion seems to be the iirst property of the magnet, the obser-

vations on that subject havi' been ncgleeteth cither because their utility have not been

perceived, or (or ^^a^t of proper instrument'''.

“ M. I’Abhe dc la (’aillo being possessed of better instruments than any of his

predecessors, and cin])loying all that piccision which is known to have accomj)anicd

his o])etations, foinul no inclination at 1 i-V' south latitude. With the individual

compass of M. I’Aldxi dc la Caillc, eighteen years after him, I found no inclination

in nearly the same situation, or at This fact, therefore, is incontcstible.

W hen M. I’Ablie de la Caillc gave me his compass, he engaged me to Rpeal

the observations which he had made; because, in presenting it alternatively to the

northand the south, he found, to the southof the Line, an inequality in tlie inclautiou

as far as 3'*; and he did not believe that this difference arose, as M. r»ernoiill! thought,

from any defect of equilibrium in the original construction of the insiru uent.

“ On observing with the utmost care, and in lepeatcd experiments, the inclina-

tion in the I dc of I Vance, we determined the dilferencc to be frt>m 2' to

“ 4 he flour dc iys to the north - - b'S' 37
'

to the soutii - - 52 314

“ That great astronomer observed the inclination in his voyages, but they are

confined to the Isle of France. It appears that he entertained no idea of the manner

in which the compass is affected in the Ethiopic and Indian seas; nevcrthel. ss, he

must have been surprised ou finding the ificlination of the compass at 52 ; while he

obseivcd it to be about 20" in the same latitude as the Isle of France, on tins side

of Africa.

M. de la Caillc pcrliaps imagined, that this difl'ercnce of 32° might proceed, in

omc measure, from the diffcicncc in die longitude of the two places where he had

made liis icspeetivc obvscrvaiions, as that au’iountcd to about seventeen hundred

leagues.

In the year 1762, when 1 was in the Bay of D’Antongil, in the Island of Mada-

gascar, in 15 I"’ of south latitude, I observed the inclination to be 46 ', and conse-

quently, that the m edic could not be horizontal at the latitude of ii^-A'as M. de la

Caillc had seen it m nearly the same latitude, on the other side of Africa.

“ In tlic year 1766, 1 repeated this observation, on board one of the King’s ships,

• For the vuriation, see the Cliart of the Ethiopian Archipelago, p. ^62.
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The ships arrive in China in August and September, and depart from thence,

at the latest, in the early part of February.

This monsoon is not exclusively possessed by the Chinese SeavS, but extends

beyond the Island of Formosa to the Seas of japan.

“ I'he Dutch at Batavia, the only Europeans who send a ship to Japan, and

consent to be insulted once a year by the Japanese, to be the exclusive possessors

of its commerce,* arc very attentive in the middle of the west monsoon, in order to

double the Cape Bajador in the Phillipinc Islands, and to pass through the strait

which is formed by them and the coast of China. This vessel returns to Batavia

with the north-cast monsoon.

The Chinese junks, so ill calculated to resist strong gales, and which, of all the

vessels in the Eastern seas, have the greatest occasion for regular winds, arc very

careful not to undertake a voyage against the monsoon. Several of these vessels

go from Emouy to Manilla, where they arrive at the latest in April, and return

from thence the latter end of August or the beginning of September. Without this

precaution they would not be able to reach Emouy, whose position at the entrance

of the channel is such, as to be inaccessible to all vessels coming from the Chinese

Seas or Manilla, during the season of the north-east winds.

According to these certain and invariable rules, which no one acquainted with

the subject will hesitate to admit, I will suppose that a ship has opened the north

passage by the middle of August, it cannot, nevertheless, enter the Chinese seas by

Cape Bajador before the month of September, when the west monsoon has not

quite ceased, and the east monsoon has not begun to blow. When this ship is ar-

rived at Canton, it will be obliged to remain there till the middle of May in the

following year, at a great cxpcnce and charges; as it cannot leave that port to get

‘
«

* The Dutcli cannot come to an anchor on the coasts of Japan : ihcir ship remains at a small

islarul appropriated for that purpose, at the distance of some leagues from the continent. No
sooner is the ship come to anchor than the Japanese go on board, take possession of tlie sails and

helm, and carry them on shore. The Dutch then present the invoice of tlie cargo to certain com-

missioners, who set their own price on the articles it contains, as well as on those which are to be

given in barter. Tlie Dutch are entirely passive in this commerce; the Japanese unload their

ship, and furnish it with a new cargo, according to their pleasure, without any observation being

made as to the articles it contains, or the quality of them. The sails and helm are then returned,

with an order for the ship to get under way as soon as it can be refitted for that purpose.
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“ It was not till we had got into 4° ofdatitude, that the sea would allow me to

make the hrst observation on the inclination of the needle ,* we then approached

the Siiait, and were in a small archipelago, where the sea was more tranquil.

“My observations from that time, till we arrived at Negapatam, are very exact,

tind serve reciprocally to verify each other ; for when we had once got out of the

Gulf of China, my observations were confined between 4° and 1 1® of latitude : now,

as the course of the ship was several times in the same ‘ latitude, I had frequent

opportunities to verify my observations.

“ When 1 passed from Pondicherry to the Isle ef France, on board the Com-

pany’s ship the Dauphin, I continued to make my observatioas with the same care

that I had given to those which had preceded them. The needle became hori-

zontal at S}"" north latitude ; very nearly the same as 1 had seen it in the seas of

Siam and Camboia ; and it is to be remarked, that in these two positions, I was

from fifty to sixty leagues from the great continent.

“ On the coast of Coromandel I found no inclination in 104° of latitude,

and I was half a league at least from the coast : so that these 2® of difference that

I found in the Indian Sea, proceeds probably from the vicinity of the great con-

tinents.

“ When we arrived at the line, in the same ship, the Dauphin, I found the incli-

nation 18'’; and at south laiitude, which is that of tlic Bay of Antongil, I

found the inclination 45® I have observed already that it was in this Ray ;

but, on board the Dauphin, I was six hundred leagues to the east of it. The

inclination, therefore, from the meridian of the Bay of Antongil from the place of

my reckoning, was but 1^^'; then it is only for six hundred leagues difference

in longitude. The difference was much greater on board the ship of war, the Bon
Conseil, it being about 6^

for eleven or twelve hundred leagues; but I was then

very near the Isles of Sunda, which might in some degree, Itffect the inclination,

“ It would be equally curious and interesting to know the effects in the South

Sea, between the Philippine Islands and America, in the northern part of that vast

ocean ; where there arc only a few small islands scattered here and there, in an

extent of longitude of two thousand leagues. It appears by an observation of Fa^er

Fucillee, made at Lima, that the needle should be horiziontal at about 8®, 9®, or

to® of north latitude.
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back to the seas in the vicinity of |apan till the return of the west monsoon. I’iu ;

vessel will have hut two months at most lo arrive .u the entrance of the nortliein

passage, and if unfortunately it shouhd incci any o!)sfac]cs or ch'la\’ (iining that

period, it will risk the arriving too late at the passage, and find it shut.

**
It appears indeed to me, tliat ohstaeles am not only possible, hut probable;

because beyond 40° of latitude, whether northern or southern, tiu winds are variable,

as IS well kninvn ; and even blow oftencr Iroin the iH)iil)-we.si to the soutli-vo'st, than

from any other priint of the horizon. Now, the west or nortli-west winds, which are

very good wdnds for the outward voyage, would oftentime;. prove contrary on tin',

return: but supposing a ship should meet with every fa\ ouiablc ciieumsrancc, she

cannot clear the passage and get back to France before the ciul of Septcmlier ; thus,

as she must have taken her departure, at the latest, in th(' lirst week o{ May in the

preceding year, (he voyage will last seventeen inonths, without even allowing nr)t

only for possible hut even probable delays.

'fhe Flench ships which sail to Canton by the Cape of (lood Hope, take thcii

departure in the beginning of January, and return about the end of )anc in the fd-

lowing year, which Ibriiis a petiod of eighteen monilis, including near two months

stay at the Isle of France.

“ They might also, instead of putting into the Cape, draw their refreshments from

the Straits of Sunda ; the ships might in that case leave France in the months of

February or March, so that the voyage wuulcl not bo more than fifteen or sixteen

months, allowing for accidents. It appeaVs, therefore, that the voyage by the nonh-

t ast would be the longest by a month or six wxeks.

If it is objected to me, that the ship which I suppose to have gone to China by

the north passage should return to France by .the Cape of Good Hope, and conse-

quently the voyage would not occupy .more than fourteen montlis, and that so far

from losing a month or six weeks, as I have supposed, that space of time, on the

contrary, would be gained ; 1 shall answer, that it is not certain, allowing the ship it)

arrive in China in the month of November, that it can complete its cargo for Europe

before the myidlc of January, when it is absolutely necessary for her to leave China,

(if she is to put in any where}, in order to double the Cape of Good Hope : I will

however suppose, that she’may be able to sail from Canton, from the ifpli to the 20th

of January, and that thereby the voyage, would be shortened a month or forty days;

3 2
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Port Bourbon, where the Dutch had fornaed their settlement, and Port Louis,

the- only one to which the French resort, had not hitherto appeared capable oF being

fortified; the first on account of its vast extent, the latter on account of the irre-

gular heights which surround it. But the Chevalier d’Ar^on has propose^! a plan

which has removed ail these difliculik's, and, after the fullest discussion, has obtained

the a[)pr(')bation of those who are the best acquainted with the important art of de-

fence. Tlic expellees attending the execution of this great project have been rigidly

calculated, and it is affirmed that they will not be considerable.

But what number of troops will be wanted to defend these fortifications ? Idie

skilful engineer usually requires hut few. He is well aware, that if many wcie to be

sent, they would soon become cHcminatc from the heat of the climate, be coiruptcd

by the desire of gain, be ruined by debauchery, and cnci vated by idleness. Accord-

ingly he has reduced them, in time of peace, to two thousand men, who will be easily

restrained, exercised, and disciplined. This number appears to him sullicient to

resist any sudden or unexpected attack that might fall on the colony. I( it were

threatened with extraordinary danger from great preparations, a minister, attentive

to the storms that are gathering, would have time to send over tlic foiccs necessary

to defend it, or to act in Indostan, according to circumsuinces.

“ Some persons still disapprove of these views. The Isle of P'rance is an annual

expence to the state of eight millions of livres.* This expence, which will scaicc

admit of any reduction, excites the indignation of many good citizens. Their wish

is that this settlement should be abandoned, as well as Bourbon, which is only a

burthensome appendage to it.

“ This, indeed, would be the scheme most expedient to be adopted, if we consi-

dered only the languishing trade now carried on by the French in India; but po-

litical speculations reach beyond this object. It is foreseen that if this resolution

were adopted, the English would drive all foreign nations from the Asiatic seas ; that

they would appropriate to themselves all the riches of these extensive regions; and

that so many powerful resources united in their hands, would give them a dangerous

influence in Europe. These considerations ought still more fully to convince the

court of Versailles of the necessity of fortifying the Isle^of France; at the Same

time taking the most .cflcctual precautions not to be imposed,upon by the agenjti

chosen to carry this point into execution/*

jC*333>3n
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An Account of ibe Isle cf France^ by Captain MunrO.

Our ship approached the Isle of France towards the south-east, so that before

we arrived at Port Louis I had the satisfaction of coasting morc’than one half of

the island, by which I had an opportunity of‘gaining a particular knowledge of the

different bays through which we passed^ and of forming some conjectures upon the

defence of wliich this important island is susceptible. The French have judiciously

chosen this scttlcmciu as the chief residence of their Eastern government, for it is to

them what J^jatavia is to the Dutch. The Mauritius resembles, though it is somewhat

longer than the Isle of Wight.* The middle of this island is formed of mountains

of rocks, which, in proportion as they advance towards* the sea, diminish in a very

picturesque manner, leaving between them vallics of some extent, which are well

watered, and covered witli wood. A continual moisture reigns on the summit of the

mountains, which, upon several of them, and particularly in the vallies, renders the

vcrduie as fine as it is abundant. 1'he northern quarter being much more level

than the other parts, seems to be well inhabited. Here the wealthy inhabitants of

Port Louis have their country houses : their cattle principally graze on the east

coast, the water and pasturage being better there, and in greater abundance, than in

any other quarter.

Our ship, although with a fair wind, was twelve hours in its passage from Isle

Rodriguez to the bay of Port Louis. t Several small islands full of rocks run

obliquely from north to west along the coast of Mauritius, at the distance of about

from two to seven leagues from the -main land, among which there arc so many

whales wlpch were so bold, that I often expected some of them, as we ran along

the coast, would leap on board,

** The Isle of France is far from appearing so impregnable as it is generally

• The Isle of France is five times more extensive than the Isle of Wight. Thi§ error* if it can

be called so, an Captain Munro^is very excusable. It does not at first sight admit of that common

geometrical measure. He did not live long enough in the island to perform such operations, and

as a stranger, and particularly an finglisliAian, thi^verification must have, been impossible for him.

I have only made this observation in prder that the reader may not fall into any uncertainty or

error.'* See the observations*of M. de la Caille, .

t Isle Rodriguez is one hundred leagues, or three hundred miles, distant from the Isle of

France.
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reported to be. The shore, in many parts, is high and rocky, but there are several

flats, very convenient for landing, along the coasts, and where the sea is deep enough

to admit of the approach of frigates to cover a landing, although they are defended

by strong batteries. Our ship, which carried six hundred tons, drew near enough

to the shore to make her guns bear whh advantage.

” Port Louis is situated at the bottom of a triangular bay. There is a good

dock-yard here, and a port capable of containing two hundred vessels. I'he French

practised the farce of sending a pilot to steer loaded vessels along the channel for the

two last miles, between two rows of white flags, regularly placed, as if it were the

only practicable spot of it : but I have seen vessels of a considerable burthen

going within and without those flags at pleasure, and the wind frequently blowing in

all directions.

The town is large, and the houses, principally built ofwood, form one continued

street, about a mile and a half long; it has more resemblance to an European town,

than any other 1 have seen on this side of the Ca\)c, as well for its bustling com-

merce, as in the agreeable appearance of its inhabitants ;
while tlic women, who are

very numerous, are remarkably handsome and engaging in their manners, and pos-

sess, as it is generally believed, all the gallantry of their mother-country. I was

created here with the greatest civility, and particularly by the Governor, who granted

me permission to walk wherever I pleased.

I think it is very much to be regretted that the British government, in the last

war, did not direct its first efforts against this island : a well-directed blow against

the root of the tree would have caused all its branches to fall. It would have

been the most certain and quickest method of subduing the French power in

this quarter of the glol)e. Had this measure been adopted, the English would not

only have been able to overthrow Hyder Ali, but even to give a good account of

the Dutch and Spanish settlements in the East Indies.
‘

‘‘ The principal inhabitants of this island laugh at our not having sent, in the be-

ginning of the war, Sir Edward Hughes’s squadron to atl^c'k it on his way to Ma-*

dras. One of the most respectable persons of the town frankly assured me they

were much afraid of it, and that the islantfWas in sucK a sad state of (lefence, that,

anticipating this event, they had already begun to thmk of thfe articles of capitulla-*

tion. The Isles of France and Bourbon would infallibly have fallen into our hands;

for at this time scarcely any works of defence had b<^en raised, and there were not
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beyond five hundred European regular troops in the; two islands. I doubt not l)ut the

French will take cave for the {nunc not to be sinpriscd ii> such a weak stale.

With all the deference due to those who fi)iined the plan of the unsuccessful ex-

pedition under Coinnioclore Johnstone, it will not he amiss to ohsi rvc, that if the

attack of the Isle of France had been the object of it, it might then have been con-

quered'by an attack prudently directed; whicli would have been a surer sovuec of

glory for those who had undertaken it, and for the nation in gcneial, than even the

battle of Porta Praya, or the taking of the Ca])c of U,ood Hope. It may be consi-

dered as presumption in me to give my opinion on a subject of such importance;

but as I write in the confidence of friendship, and ^aficr having attentively exa-

mined the matter, I think my observations wull not be totally useless. I am at pre-

sent so perfectly convinced of tlic inutility of any attempt to bverthrow the French

power in the Indies without first reducing the Isles of France and Bourbon, that

were another war to break out between the two rival nations I should humbly and

strongly recommend, to the government of Great Britain, not to lose time in making

a vigorous attack upon these islands, as the most efficacious and quickest means

in gaining our object ; such an expedition would perhaps be accompanied with

some loss, but it would fall far short of that which a lengthened and peihaps

unfortunate war would occasion.

It would not perhaps be a very difficult thing for some men of war and fiigatcs

stationed between the Isles of France, 15purbon, and Madagascar, with two crui/.cis

fixed to the south-east, and two others to the south-west, or to windward of the island,

to reduce Port Louis by famine in a short space of time ; the troops to be sent

should be Europeans, or Sepoys sent from Madras, or Euro[)eans fiom ilngland

itself. I think that four thousand European's alone, or two thousand Europeans and

four thousand Sepoysf with a just proportion of ships of war, would completely

efiectiiate this enterprize.

The works at the two extrenjities of the town of Port Louis being very opett

and extensive, the enemy’s forces might be very much divided by landing an equal

number of troops on each side^of the port, who, however, ought to pay great

attention to act in concert, by means of well-directed signals, as well by day as by

night, in case of a projected attack or any other movement of the enemy. At the

same time two men* of war, with several gun-boats or fire-ships, placed at the open-

ing of the port, might hold themselves in readiness^ if the enemy threatened a scrionr:

3 ^
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attack, to throw red-hot balls into the town ;
or if the wind happened to blow hard

at the time from the noith-wcst, to send a fire-ship among them, in which a kind of

wooden mortars charged with bombs* might be made in such a manner as when the

deck caught fire to cast the shells with a shott fusee into the town* Some ships of

war could lay at anchor at tlie distance of an hundred fathoms from the little iskoui

to the cast of tf.c port, called the Jsle des Tonnclliers, at the east and west side of

the town, covering t\v(j toidablc livers, the one called dcs Lalanicrs^ and tin: olhci

la Pciile nv'un\ near Fori Blanc, Several brooks of this kind dc , t end from tl]-

mountains in every direction, and the places, where they empty themsedves ir.io die sea,

arc the most convenient points to pass between the ridges ol rocks ' In. 1. are .-aid h)
0

guard the coasts; and when the boats have once passed them the water bexomes peu

fectly calm in several parts of the shore. I was informed that vessels (^f two iumdrccl

tons were building in the river dcs Ciironniers^ at the sf)iuh-east point ol the island.

At Jacotet^ near this river, an arm of the sea entas in the land, and forms a large

bason, where smaller vessels can approach the shore with the gieatest sexmoty. HtTC

I should propose the first descent to be made with two hnintlred Europeans and six

hundred Sepoys, without aitillcry ; this spot being the most retiied of the island,

as well as the most convenient for making a junction with tlic Maroon Negroes,

who generally live in this neighbourhood. The end of April is the mo.st suiiablc

season, when the monsoons are over
;
the winds then become variable, and the winici

provisions of the inbabifants arc almost exhausted : the detachment, thus landed^

should receive orders upon being reinforced by the Maroon Negroes, or by people

on whose intelligence they could rely, to form into two divisions, and to advance

towards Port Louis on each side of the coast ; the interior parts being totally inac-

cessible, in order to carry ofl the cattle* they might find in the vallics; whilst the

rest of the troops and the ships should be forine/J also into twf) divisions, running to

windward of the island with the utmost expedition, and elFecl a landing at each

point of the town, as was before proposed: by this means die enemy’s forces would

be greatly divided, and their forage completely cut ofib i^v^nich, as* is reasonable to

suppose, would soon force the town to capitulate. tBut even if the island could not

During the siege of Wandewash, Captain Ffint, who made such a noble defence of the pluce,.

Constructed mortars of wood surrounded with iron hoops, which perfectly answoed his purpose.'

7’his excellent officer likewise invented grenades of diied potters* earth, which he filled and threw

into the enemy’s works with great effect.—* Captain Munro.
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be effectually subdued ; a fleet that should attack the Mauritius, oi\ its way to the

Indies, might cause essential injury to the French m that part lA the world.

** This is all that can be said on a project, which, at tite moment, may appear

chimerical ; but in the course of a future war, it may, jjcrhaps, be thought worthy

of attention, and lay the foundation of an important accpiisiiion to the British

crown/'
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CHAPTER XXIX.

Observations on the Isle of France, by M. de Cossig'ny*

o. approaching the Isle of France^ you must keep to windward^ because the

port, which is frequented by the larger vessels, is to leeward : when the wind is not vio-

lent, tlic air is embalmed with the perfumes of flowers with which the trees of the

island are covered. The samo^odours arc perceived along the island of Ceylon, when

the winds blow from the land. I’his elfecl was falsely attributed to the cinnamon

tree, which forms a part of the forests of this island, as its flowers have a fetid smell.

The effluvia from the land are carried by the winds very far to sea ; and sometimes

produce very sudden and unexpected effects. I saw one of this kind, which is not

very uncoinmoi:!. A German soldier, a passenger on board of oiir vessel, about

.seven or eight and twenty years old, died suddcnl)' in siglu of the little isle of

Rodriguez,, and about a hundred leagues distant from the Isle of’ France., Me had

some slight symptoms of the scurvy, but he was not on tbe sick list, nor did he

appear to have any unfavourable symptoms.

It belongs, in the first place, to the physician to inform us of the ncccs.saiy pre-

servative against such an attack; but were at< unprofessional person pci mi tied to give

his opinion in so important a matter, I should'be inclined to think that a slight purge

administered to such as w^ere afflicted with the scurvy, some days before they come

in sight of land : the daily use of smoking, of coffee, and a mucilaginous phtisan,

sweetened with sugar or honey, with moderate use of spirits of geneva, fumigations,

and general exercise, but repeated several times In the day, might prevent the effects

of sudi a revolution in the human frame as has been just mentioned.

The Isle of France, from its two ports, the one to windward, and the other to

leeward, of the island, though they have hitherto been too tniich neglected, will be-

come the mother of the colonics which France ougftt toxrtablish in thc^East Indies,

if she is anxious to increase her commerce and her power.

• M. dc Cossigny was Governor of tbe Isle of France in jthe year 1791 j.and is a man full of

knowledge philanthropy. See his Voyage a Canton, printed at Paris in the year^iypp.

Vavx.
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‘ This colony, which was originally settled in 1722, is not yet arrived to that degiee

of strength to which there is every reason to presume that it will one day attain.

Its soil, which is in gcncial fertile and ferruginous, seems to have been formed ftom

the ruins of a volcjino, at a very^renjote period, i.ava is to be met with almost every

where, and I had, on my estate, a bed of volcanic ashes.*

The whole land was covered with fine trees, among which there were many fit

for building, in a profusion that proves the fi:rnlity of the soil. Two .successive

Jiarvests in the course of the year, confirm its claim to tltat character.

‘‘
'Ji’hc most useful vegetables of the four quarters of the world, have been collected

in the national garden, which, for these seven and twenty years past, have been

under the direction of M- Cere. In doing justice to the zeal, intelligence^ ant!

activity of this excellent person, I do no more than repeat the merited eulogiums

which the public voice has lavished on him.

Among the valuable and most useful vegetables tliat arc here cultivated, I shall

only mention the Sagonticr, and Rima, or bread-tree. The former is a very high

and bushy palm, the fruit t/f which grows along several pending stems: nothing

is collected from it, but as soon as the tree lias borne its fruit it dies: then the sap,

wliich is very abundant and mucilaginous, dries, and is firmed into meal, that is

easily separated from the wood, which is full of pores. But while the cultivation

of the Sagouticr is confined to the national garden of the Isle of France, and to

those of the curious, it will never be of,any use to the colony. It would be ne-

cessary then to multiply them on thc.mouiJtains, and in the forests of the island:

the cultivation of it should likewise be cncomagcd in Madagascar, where it is indi-

genous. The inhabitants of the north and west call it Sagou
; by those of the cast*

it is named Moufia and Rafia. With the leaves of this palm-tree, divided into very

fine threads, the natives, shew their dexterity and skill in w^eaving the pagnes.

The bread-tree, or Rima, which is cultivated in the Isle of France, bears a very

prolific fruit, whose seeds rise into a rapid growth they resemble the chesnut both

in appearance arxl taste.' JBnt the bread-tree, which is the most esteemed, is that

whose fruit is not prolific ; that ii, which does not contain seed, but a fleshy pulp,

proper for the nourishment of man. I know not whether this difference is the work

* The reader iwill here remark, that M. de Cossigny, in this respect, differs entirely in opinion

with the Acad^tnician’le Gentil. I will not take upon myself to decide the question.
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of nature, or of art. In tlie first ease, it is probable, that, by multiplying the indivi-

duals of the Riina from its seeds, there mjiy be some that bear unprolific fruits:

tlicy may thcrelore be muliiplicd by the suckers, slips, and grafts. Above all, the

Rima sliould be transplanted and multiplied in Madagascar: the joil and tempera-

ture tlicre agrees with it better than those of our two islands, and it would be a

wise measure to form a botanical garden in this great island, as well for the utility of

the inhabitants, as for the supply of those navigators that put in there, and conse-

quently to increase the general purposes of commerce. ^

“ The Isle of France was formcily exposed to the ravages of locusts. None of

these noxious insects, however, have been seen here since the year 1770. It is pre-

tended, that the martins, a kind of. bird brought here from India, and which have

multiplied in a very extraordinary manner, have destioyed them. It is certain that

these birds feed upon them with avidity, when they arc just produced, and before

they have wings.

“ This colony, considercd'*as aa anchoring place, is well situated for the conuncicc

of the East Indies. It furnishes the ships with all kinds of rcficshmenis and pro-

visions, and the means of iccovering their crews; the air is healthy and water

excellent. Considered as a port, it furnishes a shelter fpr tlic ships, with every

necessary accommodation to careen, refit, and equip them ; it might, in this respect,

become an entrepot for the commerce of tjie East Indies. This was the project of

M. de la Bourdonnais.' Ckmsidered in an a,gricultural view, it would furnish com-

merce with valuable objects of exportation, cuch as sugar, coffee, cotton, indigo,

fine spices, &c. As a military station, it can maintain in its bosom a large number

of land and sea forces.

As 1 do not propose to write the history of the Isle of France, which is not within

the compass of my design, but merely to give a general idea of it, I shall con-

clude, by citing an extract from a work which was printed in the island in 1784, in

order to refute the false assertions of an ignorant author, who had, in his writing,

attempted to depreciate the colony.’*^
»

^

“ Fortunately for these islands, the dreams of a 6ravcller, who saw and observed

every thing without reflect 41 ; who examined nothing to the bottom
; who some-

times contradicts himself; is almost always incorrect, and often false m his asser-

tions, and erroneous in his reasoning, cannot have any weight with ^persons of

• M, de Cossigny speaks here of M, Sauiierat.
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understanding and informatron. So far I have opposed fads, discussions, and au-

thorities, to the assertions and decisions of the -author whose opinions I have coin-

bated. It is, therefore, only left for me to draw those conciusioiis, W'hich may he

considered as so many opinions given, in direct opyiosition to his asscuions,

I accordingly declare it to be my opinion, lliat the Isle of France will one

day astonish FAirope and Asia by its riches, the variety and abundance of its pro-

ductions, and the resources of its numerous population : in the course of time,

it will have very great influence on the coimncrec of Europe in ’the Indies, and

incalculably extend the advantages of the nation who possesses it, ii% that quarter

of the globe. A colony whose soil is futile, the air healthy, and whose po^uiiuii

is so fortunate, both for the operations of comnicrcc*and the plans of policy, must

nccCsSsarily arise from its present state of mediocrity. It has not as yet acquired ail

that a sagacious minister, a wise administration, a constant and well directed labour

of the colonists, and time, the operations of which perfects every thing, may procure

it. Nature had clothed its soil widi extensive forpsts, but industry and patriotism

have collected here the greatest part of the useful productions of hot countries, as

well as many of the natives of temperate climates, wdiich flourisli with luxuriance;

so that, at present, it has more useful plants collected than any other part of the

known world. M. Sauncrat misrepresented this. isle, without being sufficiently

acquainted with it, and has slandered its inhabitants without knowing them.

M. de la Bourdonnais, that great man, whom history already mentions with
ft

the culogiums which he so well deserves, that great general, mariner, administrator,

merchant, and agriculturist, entertained very different opinions; his knowledge of it,

was the result of several years passed in the government of it, and to him it is indebted

(or the sources of its prosperity: he considered the Isle eff' France as tlie key of tlie

Indian commerce of his nation, as the bulwark of its settlements in Asia, and as the

means of future conquests : he did more,—he proved the exactness of his last viewv*-.

by keeping the English licet liom the coast of Coromandel, and by besieging atih

taking Madras. . His object was to make the Isle of France the entrepot of the

Indian commerce of France, anrj as a place of arms for its land and sea forces. His

idea was to make it an agricultural, commercial, and military settlement.

Let us add anothei* respectable authority. ** Were it not for the Isle of France,^'

says the author qf the Philosophical History, the Frcncli setticmemts in India

could not be protected.” Fie also adds, that the Isle of France wiii.4ilways bp
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ready to give assistance to Pondicherry, or to act olFensively, according as circum-

.stances may require. Indeed every thing may be expected from the Isle of France,

W’hcn it shall have gained that degree of prosperity to whicli it must one day 'arrive,

when its cultivation shall he more extended, and its population more numerous.

Although the colony has undergone, in 1792 and 1793, for the fourth time since

its foundation, the destructive scourge of the small-pox, which has retarded its pro-

gress and diminished its forces
; although it has been, as it were, abandoned to itself

since the revolution, the English have not thought proper to direct their attacks

against it ; tht‘y preferred the conquests of the Dutch settlements : they, however,

arc deeply interested in rendering themselves masters of it, in order to secure the

power in Indostan, their new conquests, and their commerce, which this island inter-

rupted by its privateers.

“ ‘ Policy,’ says the Abbe Raynal, ‘ foresees that if the Isle of Fpnee were aban-

*doncd, the English would drive all foreign nations out of the seas of Asia, and wovild

possess themselves of all die riches of these vast countries.’

Asses of Mascate have been transported hither ; they arc of a very fine and large

species, and extremely useful, both for draught and burthen.

** Although the greatest part of the houses are of wood, and generally have but a

ground floor, they are nevertheless convenient and agreeable. Almost all die streets

are in a straight line, and many of them are planted with trees. ' The air here is very

healthy, but is cooler in the country, which is cheerful, pleasant, and well cultivated.

The forests arc vStocked with many kinds opvcry fine indigenous trees, the wood of

which is employed for building and repairing of vessels, as well as for many neces-

sary purposes.

“ The ordinary coffee, known in Europe by tlie name of Bourbon coffee, is

the only codec cultivated, upon an extensive plan, in the two islands ; some

of the inhabitants, through curiosity, cultivate two kinds of 'coffee, to which they

give the name of Eden or Ouden, the berry of which is exceeding small, though

it IS much superior to the other, and even to that of Moka ; boit the plant bears little,

is very delicate, and subject to perish ; I wished to f^rm a plantation of it, but could

not succeed. There arc in the forests of the island, towards the quarter of Pouclre^

rf’Or, Maroon coffee plants, so called because they are indigenbus, and grow with-

out cafe or cultivation; they arc common in the forests of the Isle of Bourbon,

the bean is longer than that of the ordinary coffee ; it is pointed at one of the
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extremities, and appeared to me have as^fine an odour as the cultivated coflhc, but

of a more bitter flavour.

** In other parts of the island there is a fourth kind of coflee, which is not ge-

nerally known. The plant is indi^nous, and grows as high as the forest trees :

its stem is slender, its leaves are long, broad, thick, of a dark green above, and

somewhat paler beneath; the flowers -grow in bunches at the extremity of the

brandies ; they are white, and without smell, with five petals, and a white cup

divided into five parts. The fruit, wliidi in its early stale is green, is round, but

inclined to an oval, somewhat less than the cherry of the ordinary colfec; it whitens

as it ripens, and becomes brown in drying; the pulp, which is white, is dougliy, and

of a sweetish taste ; it generally envelopes two very small hemispheric berries, which

are covered with a brown pelliculc,.]iaving a tough coat ; they arc grey, and some-

what pointed at one of the extremities. I made several persons taste it, who all found

it of an agreeable flavour. My design was to form some plantations of it, on the

presumption that cultivation, the open air, and the sun, would impregnate it with

new and better cpialities; but circumstances having determined me to quit the

colony, I did not execute my design. This kind of coflec is to be nret with in the

environs of Palma, and even in the neighbourhood of the Reduit.’^ I think it supe-

rior to that of Moka; and my opinion was confirmed by all who tasted it.

“ It is usual, in the Isles of France and Bourbon, to dry the coflee cherry, and

afterwards pound it, in order to take away tire envcllopes of the bean, according

to the method of the Arabs of Yemen/

I caused a water-mill to be built upon my plantation, which turns one millstone

over another that is immoveable. The coflbe in the shell falls of itself from the loft,

which is above, between tw'O millstones, and the necessary process is performed with-

out ih.e labour of bands. Nothing more was to be done but to separate the berries

by winnowing, and to take away Arose that were spoiled or bruised.'*

The country-house of the Governor of Mauritius.

3
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CHAPTER XXX.

Conclusion,—Abstracts of Events that have happened at Mauritius, up to the

Year 1800.

Since my father's correspondence with the islands came to a termination, I

have been too much occupied with my own immediate concerns, to give a particular

attention to the succeeding course of events connected with them, even when it was

most in tny power, during my residence at Paris : the Revolution soon followed,

and the means of communication, as may well be imagined, in a great measure, if

not altogether, failed me. The memoirs which I shall now present to rny readers

are the fruits of tny later collections and researches

:

they bring the history down

to the time that is passing by us; and this Volume will, I trust, be, at length, found

to contain every event and circumstance that is necessary to give^the most perfect

knowledge of the Isles of France and Bourbon. But before 1 resume the subject,

it will not, r flatter myself, be considered as presumptuous in me, nor be altogether

uninteresting to my readers, if I give a very brief account of the tranquil and exem-

plary manner in which Baron Grant passed the latter years of his valuable life.

Disinterested in all his proceedings, as he Was unassuming in his nature, he engaged

in those pursuits, as a liberal occupation and rational amusement, which so many

others have followed to gratify their ambition, and feed their avarice. With the

power of making a great fortune, he did not acquire, in the long progress of twenty

years, the third part of what others have obtained in as many months. But he ful-

filled his object, which was to remove himself far away fronj the misfortunes that

had overv^^helmed his family, with so many others, by the catastrophe of the famous

Law, so well known throughout Europe. He, -therefore, wen^t in search of that tran-

quillity, and of those resources which he had a right to expect, by joining his father’s

brother^ in the Isle of France ; that uncle, who^ by too.much confidence in others,

and his own rigid integrity, had involved his brothers and nephews in his own mis-

fortunes he who invited my father to come and reside with him, to. console and

I allude to those occasioned by the failure of Lair, &c.
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support his afflictions and disappointments, by affording iiim a quiet and secure

asylum, as well as a share in that fortune which had been acquired by a part of what

had been saved from their common ruin.

The Baron Grant was content to enjoy these advantages, at the same time that

he continued in the service of his country; for ihe sale of hi.> propcity on quitting

the Isle of France, produced only a few thousand pounds sterling; one half of

which was taken from him on his passage to France. What he saved was employed

by him to discharge the claims on the only estate which now remained of the ancient

patrimony of his family."*^

On his departure hum France, being only of the second brancli of bis family, (as

the head of the first lived as long as himself, and d^d, without issue, in the same

year with him), and not being in possession of any estate, as bis father was yet

ahve, he thought himself fortunate in obtaining one, such as it was, among the An-

tipodes. At tlic same time his marriage with Mademoiselle de Grenville, in 174.6,

attached him to it. But notwithstanding the loss which he sustained, and the inis-

fonunes that afflicted him in his residence in the Isle of France, and on his return

to Europe, he was disposed to forget them all, on arriving in his native country, ’and

returning to his native home, after all the dangers which he had risked, and the

irov^bles that he had suffered.

Being at length settled on his own domain, he was truly sensible of the happiness

that is to be found by living with persons who, by near relation and consanguinity,

are formed to interest, in the tenderest manner, those minds which are susceptible of

refined impressions. He accordingly occupied himself in the education of his chil-

dren, as well as in cheering the age, and, as much as depended on him, in prolong-

ing the life, of a most excellent mother, who died in his arms, at the very advanced

age of ninety-two, twenty years after his return to Fa-ance.

But his attentions and regard were not confined to his domestic concerns and the

care of his family. He had learned, in the office of Justice of the Peace, which he

had exercised in the Isle of France, how to conciliate the interests of men; and ne-

cessity, as welUas humanity, had induced him to acquire a knowledge of medicine;

so ttiat he was equally qq^lified^to assist his tenants, his neighbours, and his friends,

in their moral and physical infirmities ; nor did he ever hesitate to employ these

vcneiyablc fmiaions, or refuse the time and cxpence which they required of him.

The estate of Vaax, in Normandy,

3X2
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These are not the vain eulogiums or empty flattery of a son, anxious to consecrate

the memory of his father ; on the contrary, he feels himself restrained, by the modesty

that becomes him, from rendering all the justice that is due to his virtues and emi-

nent qualities, and winch all who knew him were ever anxious to applaud and

testify. .

Having passed the latter years of his life in these useful, virtuous, and respectable-

occupations, he resigned it, in religious confidence, to the Supreme Being, in the

month of June, 1784, and in the seventy-fourth year of his age.

Absiract of Events 'that have Jjalypcved in the Isle of Eranccj up to ihr

Tear 1800.

The succour which Admiral Suffrein had constantly received from the Isles of

France and Bourbon, in repairing and victualling the ships of his squadron during

the whole course of the American war, had fixed the attention of the French govern-

ment; and on the peace of 1783, they were seriously occupied about these islands.

The languid state in which they had remained during the time they had bceti under

the dominion and protection of the French East India Company, served as a lesson

for the Ministers of France : they availed themselves of it in order to preserve them

from falling into the same state, when, in 1784, they established a new East hAm
Company.

These islands therefore enjoyed the advantage of receiving into tlieir ports. all the

merchant ships of France, which were not allowed to proceed farther, on account of

the rights of ^the Company, whilst tlaey were allowed the privilege of trading fa all

parts of India, China alone excepted. The Company were also engaged to furnish

directly and annually to these islands the merchandize of^Europe necessary for their

consumption.

By this order of things the Isle of France became the cenjtre of that commerce

which several French merchants carried on in the Indies, by establishing their facto-

ries in it, and the commerce of this colony accoidingly became both active and

of great extent. The population suddenly increased beyond its means df culiivatiqn,

and the Isle of France became a commercial cntrep&t. rather than arvagricultural

colony.

But the power which the governor and the Intendant of this colony enjoyed had

been exercised in such an arbitrary manner, that several of its inhabitants became
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anxious to ficc themselves from it; and the distance of the mothcr-couniiy incrcasrd

their impatience to know the events of the French revolution, which began in 1789.

The colony was then governed by Lieutenant-general Conway, The Intciulaui,

M. Dupuy, formerly counsellor of the Cliaicict at Paris, amiable in his manners,

and possessing a superior capacity, succeeded, hy his mild conduct and vigorous

policy, to conciliate the confidence and friendship of the colony; M. dc Macnamara

commanded the marines. In the last war he had gained, as he well deserved, the

reputation of a brave and skilful olficei, and was decidedly against the revolution.

A vessel which sailed from Bourdcaux at the end of October, 1789, and arrived

at the Isle of France at the end of January following, broiiglu the news of the great

power the National Assembly had usurped to itself. Tlje captain of the vessel, officers,
*

and ship’s crew wore the three-coloured cockade. On their landing with this revo-

lutionary signal, and relating the late occurrences that had taken place in France,

the flames of revolutionary conflagration instantly burst forth in all parts of the

colony, and the cockade was very generally adopted. Some young men of die

town, wishing to avail themselves of this moment of efi'ervesccncc, posted up ad-

vertisements in the streets, inviting all the ciiixcn^ to form themselves into primary

assemblies, after the example of those which had taken place in all the communes

of France, in order to draw up memorials of demands and complaints.

General Conway, the Governor, perceiving that the principles of the French

revolution had infected the people, determined to oppose it by his authority. FIc

accordingly sent some soldiers to arrest the young men who had posted up the ad-

vertisement, and went to the Intendartt’shouse, to consult with him otyhe occasion.

But the people had Ijgcn collected in the square, and the young men whom the

Governor-general had just caused to be arrested, happening to pass at that moment

to prison, they were set at .liberty by the multitude, who went immediately to He
Intendant’s house, and compelled M/ Conway himself to accept of the national

cockade.

On the following d^y the intabitanls of the town united in a primary assembly,

after the example of France, and established the different constituted authorities, to

whom they ponfided the inj:erior government of the colony.

,1790* M. de Macnamara, Commandant of the French marine in the Indian

seas, arriving at the Isle of Trance during this state pf perturbation, could not
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conceal his aversion to their revolutionary proceedings. The soldiers of the 107th and

108th regiments, who formed the garrison of the island, following the example of

the army in France, had abandoned themselves to the cause of the revolutionists.

M. dc Macnamara, howevci, thought it his duty to give an account of it to the

minister of marine, but he was betrayed ; a copy of his letter was sent to the barracks,

and incited the soldiers to threaten him with their vengeance* The grenadiers

therefore collected themselves in a body to go to the port, in order to seize upon

all the boats and canoes they might find there, that they might go on board M. dc

Macnamara’s ship.

Being informed, however, of the preparations that were making to seize his per-

son, he had made ready his cavnon, but at the moment when the grenadiers presented

themselves to mount on board, his sailors refused to defend him, and he was left to

the discretion of these furious men, who conducted him on shore, and led him as

their prisoner before the first constituted authority of the colony, then sitting in the

church, and loudly demanded that he should be punished.

The fermentation of the soldiers had risen to such a pitch, that it was not possible

to appease it; so that the members of this constituted authority found it necessary

to make M. de Macnamara undergo several interrogatories, and to send him to

prison for his own security; with the hope that they should thereby appease the

fury of the soldiers, who unfortunately resolved to conduct him thither. In his way

to confinement, M. dc Macnamara passing before the door of a watchmaker of his

acquaintance, conceived some hopes of estaping from the midst of these furious

people, that escorted him. With this design* he, rushed in at the d0or, which wavS

open, flattering himself that by using his pistols which he had in his pocket, he

stould intimidate those that dared to follow him ; but his threats only increased the

rage of flic Tioldiers, who threw themselves in a crowd upon him and murdered him,

giving to the Isle of France an horrible example, the remem^brance of which still

makes them shudder with indignation, Tlie inhabitimts were distressed and hu-

miliated at seeing their country, till then unspotted with a^ny crime, stained with

such a bloody outrage. It was, however, the onl|V one that happened ‘during the

whole course of the revolution; whilst France itself and«aU its other colonies have

been inundated with the blood of so many victims to democratic injustice and

barbarity. v
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lygt* M. de Conway then resolved to set out for France, and was replaced in

the interval by M. de Cossigny, who commanded at tiic Isle of Bourbon.

1792. M. de Malartic, named likewise by the King as Governor-general, arrivea

at the Isle of France in June, 1792. The colonics were then governed by their

^particular Colonial Assemblies, whose decrees hail the Idrcc of law, when they had

received the sanction of the governor, who represented the state.

He had, moreover, the command of the military force, and the regulation of the

interior department.

The Ifitcndant was charged with the administration of the finances.

1793. When the news of the-power of the jacobins in France was brouglit to

this island, the Jacobin club was established, which was<callcd the Cbaumiere.

In ‘17945 the Chaumiere club soon rivalled the constituted authorities. The

members of this club of the Isle of France forced M. de Malartic to grant them a

sloop to convey one of their detachments of about one hundred men to the Isle of

Bourbon, in order to arrest M. Duplessis Vigoureux, the Governor j M. Fayol, the

Civil Commissary ; and M. de St. Felix, formerly Commandant of the Marine, on

the pretext that they con-esponded with the English. They executed their design, and

brought these three prisoners away on board the sloop. On their arrival at the Isle of

France they were landed under an escort from this detachment, and were conducted

to the Chaumiere, The president, who was formerly a police officer, said gravely to

/.hem, ‘Hhe people accuse you, and the people ^^ill judge you/* They were then

conducted to the dungeon, where they wire fettered, and they remained there about
»

six months, #

The Chaumiere^ in the mean time, fixed up a guillotine in the public place, iu

expectation of making use of it against these victims of their suspicions.

The Colonial Assembly, .better composed, succeeded in putting a stop to the

effervescence of the Jacobins, by ordering that these prisoners should be judged only

by a court martial, named by all the citizens of the colony, uttited in primary assem-

blies, each in its own district, Tffis method occasioned a delay that gave them time

to concert together,' in order to ctfntrive that the choice of members of the commis-

sion might fal> upon upright persons, and this ddign was crowned with success.

' At this moment ar, account arrived of the decree abolishing slavciy in all the

settlements of* the French Republic. This news, which so deeply interested the

inhabitants of the colony, operated a great change in their opinion concerning the
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revolution
;
and from that moment the Jacobins of the island were composed only

of bad men, who had no other object than to disturb the government. The inilitjiry

commission nominated for judging the prisoners, found no difficulty in dissolving

itself^ by objecting to the mode of its insthution.

The news of the downfal of Robespieirc, and of the Jacobin clubs in France,

being then brought to the colony, the Colotiial Assentbly, already strong from the

change that had taken place in tlie public mind, freed itself from the yoke of the

Chaumiere^ by causing the different Jacobin leaders to be arrested, and shutting

up the place of their meeting. The guillotine was taken away from the public

square, and the prisoners were set at liberty without having undergone any trial,

for which there were no solid grounds, in the general opinion of the colony.

The principal Jacobins, to the number of thirty, who had been arrested, were

immediately sent to France.

1795. The information the colony had acquired respecting the decree that gave

freedom to the Negroes, kept it in the greatest anxiety, on account of its aiiachrncnt

to France, as well as the certainty . of the misfortunes which such a measure would

occasion, the moment it was put in execution. The events of St. Domingo pre-

sented a most frightful picture of the consequences resulting from it.

The planters, who arc the greatest proprietors of Negroes, were alarmed at iliciy

situation, as they well knew that their existence was but precarious while the decree

remained disannulled ; and perhaps they entertained the opirrion that they shouldt;

be happier if they belonged to a governmeiTt that would protect their property. But

they whose fortune depended upon commerce, and who had already formed to them-

selves exterior resources, as well as those who in time expected to form them, pre-

served a passive attachment to France; wishing, however, to retard avS much as

possible, but without compromising themselves in the business, the execution of this

decree, if An official order should arrive to that e'ffect, and pauicularly if it were sup-

ported by a- power adequate to that object.

1796. Such was the state of opinions when, pft the iSffi of July, a squadron of

four frigates, under the command of Vice-Admirajl Scrccfy, presented itself, having

on board two agents of the Directory, named Baco Burncl, sent out to take

upon them the government of the colony. It being i\\tDeca^* almost all the naer-

chants of th^ town, according to custom, were gone to their country-houses, as well*

• What the French, now, term Holiday.
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as several members of ihc Colonial Assembly. However, on a signal I,King given

from ihc mounlains, announcing tiie auival of ibis French sqnndron, thev ai!

cned to the port; but altlurugli some general mcaMircs had hcvn taken to prevc

tlie entrance of any one into die colony, without the ]>ennission of the Colojiivl

Assembly, die division of Admiral Scrccy was aheady anchored at the mouth of tiic

harbour; and the agents, dressed in their directoiial costume, had left the ship, foF

lowed by a company of grenadiers, belonging to the transport troops which they had

on board, who were commanded by General Magalon.

The ofliccr commanding the pinnace of the harbour remonstrated in vain with

the agents against their landing, until they had received permission from the Colo-

nial Assembly, subscribed by the Governor-general.*

No force being prepared to oppose the landing of the agents, tlicy received

no interruption, and the people, Iiaving assembled in crowds to meet them, Oaiier-

ing themselves that they brought orders favourable to the colony, they were con-

ducted, with all possible respect and ceremony, to the Colonial Assembly, which had

assembled in haste at the usual place of their session.

Eeing admitted as agents of the directory, their speeches on the occasion were m(?st

flattering for the colony, as they announced that they were charged with a commfssion

from the Directory, which had no other object than the real happiness and prosperity

of the colony. They were accordingly received in the most respectful manner.

However one of the members of the Assembly, more courageous, and possessing

more forethought than the rest, dcmtmdcd if there was not also a commission

named to receive from the agents, the orders and instructions with which they were

charged, and to give an account of them to the Assembly.

This question was evaded by the agents, who that very evening were installed in

the government-house.

On the following day, 19111 July, they reviewed the two regiments, the 107th and

108th, which formed the old garrison, and caused the battalion, of about eight hun-

dred men, and two con>panies of artillery, which they had brought with them, to be

landed. At the review fhey flattered the soldiers, and seemed to blame the colony,

on account tof their receiving their pay in paper. Their discourse soon spread

ahroad, and began \o confirm the fears of those who were alarmed at the arrival

of persons, who, by their great powers, became the arbiters of tlicir fate: they

had, indeed, been already struck by the evasion of the agents to produce their

SY
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instructions; nor vas it long before (bey were confiniicd in these seiUimeius, a^:

;iie agents, thinking themselves fixed in their situation, sought lor a pretext to

t|uaiitl with the Governor Malartic, and even went so hir as to threaten to have

Inin hanged. They were hkcwi..e so imprudent as to menace, in the same inannei,

M. des Ciozllles, the inembfi of ilic Colonial Assembly, who had demanded that

tlicir instructions shoidd be laid before them.

July iiotli. The agents reviewed the national guard of the port, and were

astonished to find it about four thousand strong. In short, they were received

with an appearance of mistrust, which became gcncivil. 'Fhese fcais were com-

municated to the inhabitants of the interior parts, wlio, having conferred together,

came armed t(j the town. 4 -

During these two days the Colonial Assembly, particularly charged with die

safety of the colony, had established a committee of nine members, to corrc.s[)()iul

with the agents, and endeavour to obtain some information of their future inten-

tions.

The silence, in which they persisted, no longer left any doubt of their design of

ptitting into execution the decree alxdishing ail slavery in the Phencii cokmics,

Thednhabitants therefore, being convinced of the imminent danger which thieatened

tliem, were influenced by one common determination to engage in the dismiss ion

of the agents ; but as it was apprehended that the troops might sujipoit th( m, tweiit)

young Creoles devoted themselves to the w'clfarc of the colony, and vowed the dcadi

of these instruments of republican dcvspotism;

III this moining, of the 21st of )uly, almost all^the inhabitants of the colony were

assembled on die public place at the door of the government-house, wdicic the

agents continued to reside, altliough informed of the danger wddeh threatened them.

The Governor-general Malartic was taken from his government, and carried m
triumph to the Colonial Assembly. The agent's then order^'d General Magalon,

who came with them, to cause the troops to take arms against the inhabitants ; this

Older the general excused himself from obeying, J^y declarivg that as he was under

the command of General Malartic, he could rcceivi^ none’ which had not his signa-

ture affixed to them. The agents in vain Informed hiiiz ^hat they depiised General

Malartic, and appointed him as his successor.

In the mean wliile some young Creoles entered the government-house, by the win^

dowvs, and announced to the agents that, being charged with orders that^brought on
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the destruction oi the colony, they dcscrvT<l (Icaih; at the same moinent one of ihr

agents nartowly escaped being killed. by the discharge of.t pistol, and the olh n was

preserved by the Comnussioners of the Colonial As.>enibl)’, \vlu> at that instant \‘eic

treating with them.

The inhabitants, inlonncd ol this event, and seeing the snhbcrs remain (juiel in

their quarters, contented themselves with insisting on the immediate re-cmhaiivaiion

of the agents, a requisition to which the inemhcrs of the conunisdon acceded: emd,

having persuaded the agents to submit, they accompanied them in person, in oi Ici

to preserve them from the general indignation; and, in this manner, conducted them

on board a sloop, which had been just ordered to receive and take them to dir

Phillippinc islands. This destination had, wiihont doubt, been ])refericd, as being

one of the most remote places from France. This order had been obtained by thr

Colonial Assembly from General Malarlic, who, duiing the whole of this tumult,

was present with them.

The sloop, Le Moincau, having, in twelve hours, received all the nccesstiry stoiec

for its voyage, got under sail for its destination; hut, on the morrow of' their do-

])artuie, having dressed themselves in their direcioiial costume, they harcangued the

crew, and soon induced them to mutiny against the captain, and consent to return

to France, after having put in at Madagascar, to take in the stores necessary for to

long a voyage.

T’he colony, thus freed from the piicsencc of the agents, gave tlicmselvcs up to

transports of gratitude towards the military chiefs and troops who had refused to shed

blood. Every one eagerly contributed voluntaiy gifts in favour ol the soldiers, and

good order was re-established under the administration ol tiic constituted aullK)-

lities. An advice was sent immediately to France, with an address of the Colonial

Assembly, as well to the two Councils as to the Directory, giving an account of the

dismissal of its agpnts, and representing it in a manner, as may be supposed, the

most favourable to themselves.

The imminent dt^ngers to^which every one had been exposed, from the sudden

emancipation of the staves, v^ith which they had been threatened, had, in a moment,

rallied every one, as it 'i^ere, to the common standard, and produced this union ol die

. whole colony, for the immediate dismissal of its agents. Every one congratulated

himself on such an happy event, and entertainments were given on the occasion

throughout the colony.

3 Y 2
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‘‘ But in a very short time a difference of interest rekindled discord, and some

evil spirits, always active in fomenting mischief, conceived the hopes, by means of

the soldiers in the garrison, of renewing the public disorder. The soldiers, to whom

the colony continually gave proofs of its gratitude, in order to maintain peace, abused

die kindness with which they were ticated, and having given themselves up to licen-

tiousness with the Negro women, formed a plan of freeing them from the servitude

which retained them with their masters, by proclaiming their freedom.

,1 797. The Colonial Assembly, who watched without ceasing for the preservation

of the island, being informed of the fresh dangers with wliich it was threatened,

succeeded in obtaining from the Govcrnor-getK'ral MaJavtic an order for sending

to Batavia all the soldiers who^ came with the agents, under the division of Vice

Admital Scrcey, whicli was executed towards the end of the year 1797, on pretext

of assisting a colony; in alliance with them, and which was threatened by the

common enemy.

1798. This is the epoch when two ambassadors from Tippoo Sultaun arrived

at the Isle of France. The following is a copy of the proclamation, published on

this occasion by the Governor-general Count de Malartic.

MALARTIC’S PROCLAMATION.
LiRjiRTY. Equality.

THE I RENCH REPUBLIC, ONE ANB INDIVISIBLE.

PROCLAMATION,

By Anne Joseph Hyppolitc Malartic^ Commander in Chief and Governor-general

of the Isles of France and of Rhtnion and of all the French EsiablishmenU to

the Eastward of the Cape of Good Hope.

Citizens,

Having for several years known your zeal and arachmert to the interests and

ihe glory of our Republic, we are very anxious, and leel it a duty, to make you

acquainted with all the propositions which have been made to us by Tippoo Sul-

laun, who has sent two ambassadors to us.

* A particular expression employed by the republicans^ meaning of the Isle of Bourbon.
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This prince has wfiitcn particular letters to the Colonial Assembly, as well as

to all the generals employed under this govei nrncntj and has addressed a packet

to us for the EKccuiivc Ditcctory.

1. He desires to form an offensive and defensive alliance with the French, and

proposes to maintain, at his charge, as long as the war shall last in India, the troops

which may be sent fo him,

2. He promises to furnish every necessary for carrying on the war, wine and

brandy excepted, with which he is wholly unprovided.

3. He declares, that he has made every preparation to receive the succours which

may be sent to him, and tliat, on the arrival of il^p troops, the commanders and

officers will find evciy thing necessary for engaging jn a w^ar, to which Europeans

are but little accustomed.

4. In a word, he only waits the moment when the French shall come to bis

assistance, to declare war against the English, whom he ardently desires to expel

from India.

As it is impossible for jjs to reduce the number of the 107th and io8tb regiments,

and of the regular guard of the port of Fraternile,^ on account of tlic succours which

we have furnished to our allies, the Dutch, we invite the citizens, who may be dis-

posed to enter as voiiintoers, to enrol themselves in their respective municipalities,

and to serve under the banners of Tippoo.

This prince desires also to be assisted by the free citizens of colour: we there-

fore invite all such who are willing to rferve under his flag, to cniol tlicmselvcs.

We can assure all the citizens who shall enrol themselves, that Tippoo will allow

them an advantageous rate of pay, the icrms of which will be fixed with his ambas-

sadors, who will further engage, in the name of their sovereign, that all Frenchmen,

who may enter into his armies, shall never be detained after they have expressed a

wish to return to their own countVy.

Done at Port North-west, the 3,oih of January, 1798.

(Signed) MALARTIC*

Meaning the Port Bourbon of Mauritius,
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Maliirtic’s Letters to Tippoo Sicltaun’s Ambassadors.

Isle of France, the 27th of February, 1798, 6th Year of the Republic

GlN'T^LMI:

I am too sincere in my nature to suffer you to remain ignorant of the great dissa-

tlsfdction which your letter of this morning lias given me. Your Sultaun deputed

)'oii to solicit our aid on such conditions as we might deem just, and not on* those

which you now prescribe to us.

The demands which I have proposed to you, within these few days past, were

framed by General Dagincourt, who is particularly known to your Sultaun, under

whose orders he served when a captain of grenadiers in the battalion of the regiment

of the Isle of lYancc, which made a campaign during the last war, under the Bahau-

dar and Tippoo Sultaun; I therefore persist in demanding, for all the officers and

volunteers, the pay and provisions stipulated in the last statement which I iransiniucJ

to you,

The pay which was granted ten years ago, cannot be made a rule for the pa\

which ought to be given now.

Those who at that period received j 50 rupees per month, now demand 600.

As you do not choose to take surgeons; you shall not have them; but yoiu

master will not be satisfied with your conduct on this article.

The officers and volunteers who arc to accompany you, shall not make a journey

of 500 leagues to ascertain what pay Tippoo Sultaun may choose to fix for them.

I shall order them not to disembark, until Tippoo Sultaun shall have satisfied them

that he will allow the pay and provisions which I propose to him.

We have not sought you, you came to solicit our aid
:
you ought, therefore, to

submit ‘to the conditions which I propose to you; they are juk and reasonable.

Salutation and fraternity.

(Signed) MALARTIC,
Governor-General.

(A true translation) G. G. KEBLE, French translator.
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Narrative of the Proceedings of Tippoo Suliann^s Ambassadors,

The folloii'ing Circumstances -were taken down, asdiciaicd by lUpaud, on board the

Vcsselj on the 27/5 of Zaii'krec, 1225, oj Mabommed, ainivcring to the of

December^ I'JQ'J.

It has been oidered by the sacred Presence, thai (wc) must ])Ting thirty thousand

horse and forty thousand infantry, one luindrcd guns and moitars, with their equip*

men||^nd artillery men, to join tlic Frcncli force. Provisions, carriage, convey-

ance, and military stores, shall be furnished by the Khoodadaud Sirkar, This article

was not brought forward. ••

That wc should forward as great a number of Europeans as wc can, together with

twenty or thirty thousand men of colour, who know their exercise well, and com-

manded by experienced officers.

That the generals who may be sent on the part of the French be masters of their

profession, such as General Magalon: and as our king is better versed in the

systems of India, tlic French Generals must' consult with him, and carry on opera-

tions against- the enemy, in concert with him.

Whatever may be taken in this war from the enemies of our king and the re-

public, such as towns, forts, factories, dfccts, ships and vessels, money, See. or

whatever cash or treasure be taken from nations in subjection to them
;

all these

must be divided into two equal parts,* one half for our king, and the other for the

republic; excepting the country,of the Khoodadaud Sirkar, which the English for-

merly wrested by force of arms; such country will be retained by the Sirkar, and

the Frcnch are to have no share in it.

Should the French republic be desirous of making peace with the EngUsh, they

are not to conclude •s.uch peace without our king being comprehended therein; be-

cause, after the treaty of alliance, the enemies of the republic will be still the ene-

mies of our king, arxi it wotrtd be inconsistent with friendship and justice not to

include him in the peace. i

Should Any one in thc'-service of the Khoodadaud Sirkar enter the F'rcnch camp,

and commit any outrage, let him be apprehended and sent to the Presence, in order

that he may be punished according to the forms of the Khoodadaud Sirkar; and,

in the sto'e manner, should any one of the French army enter the camp ot our king,
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and be guilty of any outrage and irregularity, he shall be immediately apprehended,

and sent to the general of the French army, in order that he may punish him agree-

ably to his own customs. This article was not brought forward.

Should these propositions be approved by the republic, we request the leaders of

tlic mother-republic to transmit speedy intelligence thereof to our king, by a small

vessel, in order that his highness, in person, may set on foot a formidable and

victorious army, to meet that of the French in the neighbourhood of Mirjaun, which

place is near to Goa. Oh, French nation ! with a view to the mutual intertjsts of

the parties, our king intended to send several letters under his august seal an(^j|pna-

ture, with four sirdars of high rank, for the purpose of negotiating, in a ship belong-

ing to the.Khoodadaud Sirkar^ to the chiefs of the mother-country : but tiie appre-

hensions of the enemy, and the unfavourablcness of the season, prevented this

design from being put in execution. A standard of the republic was, however,

quickly prepared, and set up in the camp of Tally; which his majesty caused to be

saluted with three thousand guns. ^

Ripaud and Mons. dc Bay can bear testimony to this fact: and whereas our

king has declared, that he will thus support the standard of the republic : O French

nation! if ye will but consent to these propositioiis, you need not hereafter fear

your enemies. Turn your thoughts only to the protection of your island, for our

king will keep the English so employed and embarassed, that they will be unable

to tui»n their attention towards you. Further, Zemaun Shah, king of the Afghauns,

and the greater part of the Indian powers, are united with our king for this pur^

,pose, and will not cease until they shall have driven the English out of India.

O Protector ! t

Supporter of the world—Health

!

«

Here follow the names of various implements of war, probably meaning ordnance, muskets,

and rockets ; but the usual appellations being changed accorjlkig to Tippoo Sultaun’s system, it

is not known what species are here designated. This alludes the certmony of consecrating the

national flag, of which a detailed account is given in the journal of the sittings of a jacobin club,

which had been established at Seringapatam, under the auspices of M. Ripaud. This curious

paper, in which the Sultaun is styled le Citoyen Tippoo, was found in the pahee at Seringapatam.*

* f An invocation to the Deity,
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1 lie parriciilai s f>f our ]>rocccdjn‘j;<;, <'»ni liiNt I ca \ 111;]^ [em:iul~abaud. uiuii

our arrival at the poil of Cowriaul, Maut^alotc, lu tlu’ l\ hoodadaud Siikai, ait as

follow :

On Sunday, the i yih of Zaukrec, laa'ortiw huili o| Mahonipud 1 -yh l>(

-

t:cniher, 171)7 ), wr vriibaikcd octas’rand die d.rlay of a da\’ o! !\mj ju

adjusting the c()ui{uiicnls of the: ve'^sel, Ac, ( )u the igtlg ec wciglxd auclicu.

Alter jiioccculin;^ live 01 six coss out n» sea, Ryjaud, a.ccom|>a:ued h\’ scueial

|HTs(')ns, caine m us in a \crv drsoideiK maiuiri, desiiing us to slio\ thcau the'

letteis vhuli had l)cen entrusted lo tus lor the Siidats, oi ehu'ls, at MainiUus.

,s oliac'i \ e'd. ilia: oui oideis Iroui the I’r e >enre m .‘i v. not !o the (li.yv! (ehts

until oiu ain\.d iheie, and ih.U u uas luu iH^viina’-g ui lieu, \siiO had iaul the

ioundation o! llu piese'iu expe'diiion, aiiel wa.- ac'i.juaintod wuih all urcuiustances,

to take' :aieli a Ue'je Ihit our pe'i ^ua^lo^s weie o' no av<iil
,

I'or lie look the dis-

p<Ui he s lioni Us ])\ fe)ice, tind, teaiing opeui the le atla in eii\L]o[)e, wanted to open

the' hbrrt hihs aK(j ; we told luiu that he would he dograced, and ho uTipioper

|)roet'edings exposed to hits w liole ihition ; <ielding, tha.t u was liighdy unheceuiiing

in hiiu to be guilty of sueh neachei\ vuul mist^einduct . (hai until our arri\ai at

MduriHus^ w'c re.specieal these i;bu> t'> h.'h'^ rO out h\es, and that we' would sacrifice'

thcui in our endeavouis to eiehve'i ihess' hb( as we had been dire'cte'd h\' die

Frese'iiee, Upon this, he restored them to us. d'hc ne xt da\ he came' tei us, ruid

(k'siied that wc would make ove« to hun the urouev which had lieeii given to us by

the J’resenee, for Ihm and hi^ j-reiwii associates, otherwise, said he, I will go to

Ufulubft fme.ining, j'eihaps. tow^uels Ikjinbav 1, and oilier parts, lor ]iliinde:i, and will

* Ripaml, w lu> coniiuaiielaet .1 Freiiih pi IvMteLTj, e\'a!>, h\ -aie'ss or vvcalhei, ti to jujt JiUo

Mangaloiej , in the latter jiart i -yh. ile wa tliei'. aj>jn-chen(ieeh st nt te> Srt ingaj>al,ini, and

ennhiiol. Ripautl (wlio Is a violwit ,1 e j'lihlu an ) ^ being iiUen (‘gate J 'ny 'J ipjioo aultann wilh

r('sj)e‘c f to the clIspoUtieM* aiul ahilltv ol the I'naiuh lo I’liojxiau in an attav h againU tin I'hig-

lish Company^ posse ssions, ent’ on raged the Siiltaun toe\j)e(t a j>o\Niiltil co oj/uation; and t<»

effect his delivery, magrnfied the r|b*>iirces e>f his nation, anel induead the Suluuni to ]>eli'

e

that a veiy coiisidci able force was lyrtady asscnililcd at the Isle of f'lant', vind Oid) waited Iii

siinunons. y ipjioo theiefon^utalned Rijiatid a'- a Njcktel, ..nd cut Inin with lu' anib.ioadors to

A'laiu it ills.

f
A (oss is nsnally reckoned equal to about two milts lvnglii,h.

j
Kliciectahs arCAln bags or cases ot tissue, c>r silk, in which lunr^ acldjesvul t-. pei son ot

lank aie usually (‘ndoH’fl
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coast it for live or six months. Wc answered, You know very well, that the money

which his highness assigned for our expcnces was entrusted to us in your presence,

by Shaik Ahinud, Mullik^oo-'roojar
; it is, therefore, very unbecoming in you to

make this request.”

Refuge of the W orld, health ! He assigned for our accommodation the part of the

vessel appropriated to the Lascars, without any place for us to sleep or sil down; and

our inconveniences increased daily: at last wc desired Ripaud to allot some place

for us to remain in until our arrival at the Mauritius; upon which he gave us a

small doucy (boat), which was on the vessel, to sleep and eat in, until our arrival at

the isj.nul. From the day of our leaving Mangalore, until our arrival at Mauritius,

he gave us no more water than he allowed to the Lascars, which only sufficed for

drinking, and was not enough for cooking. In the course of the voyage, he took

two vessels; when taking the cargo out, he released them. After ten or twelve days

we steered directly for the Mauritius.—Ripaud sent a message to me,* proposing

to recite to us the commands which your highness had entrusted to him, respect-

ing the negotiations with the sirdars of the Mauritius; that we should take a trans-

lation of them, and make our representations accordingly, at the island. Wc
replied, that the Shaik Ahmud, Mullik-oo-Toojar, had communicated to us in his

(Ripaud’s) presence, orders to this effieci, that whatever he (Ripaud) should dictate

to us, or tell us, wc shotdd make our representations accordingly to the sirdars

above-mentioned, through the medium of Monsieur de Bay. Ripaud brought

several papers to us, and dictating to de Bay,* caused him to write several articles;

which being done, lie said, that they were in conformity to the orders of the

Presence, and desired that we would regulate our negotiations by them. It is

impossible to describe the distress wc suffered from the rain and the motion of

the waves. However, by the favour of God, and your majesty's auspices, we

survived, a d on Thursday the 3d of the month Rawzee (i-^th January, 1798),

being arrived within two coss ot the Mauritius, a pilot came off in a boat to learn

the circumstances of the ship. He came on board, atid Ripaud received him with a

great deal of cordiality
;
he told him that we were jLnbassa3ors sent by your high-

ness to the sirdars of the Mauritius, and desired that he'would send some one on

shore to give the proper notification. I’he pilot immediately sent a Lascar, with a

• The vakeels arc designated, throughout this paper, by the term ghoolaum, or slaves. Here

the word is in the singular number, and is, perhaps, intended to apply to the writer only.
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verbal message, to the general: and in two or three b.ours'^’ after, a physician came

to ascertain tlic people’s health on board the ship; he accordingly sent for all v.ho

were on board, and inquired into the state ol' every man’s health : he then came

up to us, and made a salam, or obeisance, and told us, that he would immediately

send notice to the general, of our arrival: we dc\sired him to allot some ]>]acc foi

our accommodation on shore, and enable us to discmhaik, adding, that m a day oi

two after, we would cummciicc out inteivicws wiih the ^i^da1S; re(|aeMing liiat our

arrival might not he made known.

The jdiysieiam after remaining an hour, iciunied to ilic sirdars, and hcfoie

two hours had elapsed, sent four perso^^ of rank with a verlial message, slating,

that he was extremely happy at our arrival, and WQuld send for ns the next day
;

we replied, by requesting that he would send for us clandestinely, so that it should

be known to no one; tlicy replied, that the\ would make tbeir report to the genc^

ral, and act agreeably to such orders as be might give. They then departed. In

the mean time, Ripaud carried the ship near land, and dropping anchor in the

mouth of the river, immediately went to the general. At twelve o’clock at night

he came on board again, and told us that he had represented every thing to the

general : but before his return, five or six sirdars, and two aides-de-camp of Ge-

neral Malartic, came to us on hoard the vessel, and told us that they must con-

form to the custom ol their nation, and that if they did not receive your higlmcss’s

ambassadors with due respect and attention, they would be censured from home.

We used every argument in our power to dissuade them from that intention, hut

to no purpose. The next day, the 'soldiers were drawn up in two lines, from the

bank of the river to General Malartic’s house, by liis paiticular directions. He

also sent several officers in his own boat to meet us, and conduct us to his house;

accordingly we went on shore in the boat, and immediately on our landing, near a

hundred and fifty gi^ns were firec^; and we were conducted, with the utmost degree

of respect, to the sirdars. When we arrived at General Malartic's house, the general

himself. General Serc.ey, the iiY^mbers of the council, t and other sirdars, met us at

the door of the house. * Iffie general seated us on chairs at his right hand. ^Vc pre-

sented yolur highness’s ccvjipliments to all the sirdars, and told them, that the object

* The hours in this* paper must be understood to mean the Hindostany ghurry, consisting of

about 23 or 24 myiutes.

f The Colonial Assembly.

I 3 z 2
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of our coming was to inquire after tlic healih of your majesty’s friends, as no news

o{ them had reached the Presence for several years, and therefore your majesty had

deputed us to all the sirdars, that we might ascertain and return with an account of

tlie welfare of your majcsl}’’s friends. I then took the hhereetabs^ containing your

majesty’s letters, in iny hands, rose from my scat, and addrCvSsing the sirdars, told

them that they must take the royal letters with respect. Upon this, General Malartic

arose, and taking off his hat, received the letters from my hands. In the same man-

ner General Sercey rose from his place, and came up to me, and then I delivered

to him his letter also. (General Magalon was not then present, but General Malartic

told us, that if wc would deliver to him your highness’s letter to (kmeral Magalon,

he would take care to convey it;io that officer, and obtain his receipt for it : wc accord-

ingly delivered the august letter into the hands of General Malartic. W'hen I after-

wards inquired who was the president of the council ; Malartic desired Monsieur des

('oml)i’cs to rise and take the letters. At the time of our landing, we desired Ripaiid

to accompany us, which, however, he did not; but, in about one hour after our ar-

rival, he came to the assembly, and holding his hat under his arm, stood at a distance.

Wc told Gcnei'al Malartic that Monsieur de Pay had been sent from the Presence

to be the interpreter between him and us, in anv negociations which might ttike pl.ice

between us
;

in consequence of which, he called dc liay, and observed to him,

that in your highness’s letter Yoosuf-Alli was mentioned, as the person deputed,

svhcrcas our names were Hussein- Alii and Shaik-lbrahim, and desired to know the

reason of this. This being explained to us de P>av, I answ^ered, that Mcer-

Yoosuf-Alli had been originally appointed, but bc^ing afflicted with illness, he had

been set aside, and your highness had deputed us instead. We then told (kncral

Malartic that we had several points of a secret nature to communicate to him, and

iheicfore if he would send for ns in private, we would unfold to him what

your highness had directed. General Malartic a’nswcred, “ three o’clock we

will visit }’oii at your place of ixsidencc P" wx then took our ica\e. General Ma-

lartic provided us both with palanquins, and dircctf^ the bear.crs to remain with us

as long as wc continued on the island, and he gave is a gai'den close to the city to

reside in. At three o’clock all the sirdars came to visions: we accordingly went

to meet them as far as the garden gate, and conducted them iijto the house w'itb

all due ceremony and respect. We seated them on chairs, and addressed them to

this effect: ” The object of our king, in desiring to form an atlianea with the
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French republic, is to crush our already half-expiring enemy;—what do you wait

for.^ Ills majesty is ready to afford you succours; shew yourselves, therefore, in

India. The unbounded violence and oppression of the Fnglish have rendered all

the princes of India their enemies ;
they arc enfeebled on every side, and from the

great c'xtent of territory, which they have acquired by artifice, they are dispersed

‘‘ in all quarters. Look upon the prcvscnt lime as a most lortunate opportunity ; send a

large army, and an extensive train of artillery, to the assistance of our sovereign, and

“ after chastising our mutual enemies, drive them out of India. The English

tremble at the very name of our sovereign and of the French, and will not be

able to witlistand Ins power, when it is supjiortcd h)’ the aid of the fVcncIi repub-

he, but will he defeated in every quarter. It is well known to the republic, that

]x)tl. his late in jesty, and our piesent sovereign, have at all times been the friends

“ and wcll-wishci s of the Frcncli nation; have always sought their assistance and sup-

“ port, and made common cause in the wars against their enemies, d'hc wish of

of our sovereign is this, that, by affording assistance to the republic, the French

‘‘ name may become as honoured and exalted in India, as it is through Europe and

“ among the iMus'sulmen.”

The sirdars asked, iF an auxiliary force should be furnislicd iVt)m Europe, would

your highness supply ihcm with provisions, military stores, conveyance, and carriage?

We answered, that from die day of the landing of the h'rciieh army in India, your

highness would s iqiply iliem with provisions; that is to say, rice, meat of every kind,

and ghee (excepting, however, Eatropehn liquors), military stores, conveyance, and

carriage. They then told us, that, for the purpose of jirocuring a large militar\

force, dicy would fit out two ships of war, width should be dispatched to France, with

letters from themselves, together with your highness’s letters addressed to them, whicli

would be given in charge to two conhdeiitial persons ol rank ; and they desiied that

we would give them '<\ memorandum of the provisions and carriage which we had

promised them, in order that they miglit forward it to Europe, and speedily obtain

the military succours required. 1 ,We replied, that we would the next day furnish

them with the account tliey requested. They then rose and went home. In the;

morning they sent the prin.»ipal aid-de-(;-‘nTp and* , Dewaigi to us
;
ulio said,

that General Malartiq sent his cornplimeius, and desired him to mention, that he and

the other throe sirdars were about to write letters to the government in Europe, and

• It does not appear who the other was. t SupcrimcndvUit of th-; hnaiicc, or rcveuuc.
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therefore he requested that we would furnish him witli the memorandum which wc

had promised, with respect to provisions and carriage. Having accordingly drawn

up a memorandum with regard to provisions and carriage, wc sent it by Mons. de

Bay to General Malanic. Cherisher of the World, health!—These four sirdars

have each written separate letters, to procure a large force for the assistance of the

Sirkar; and have deputed two confidential pcr>ons, one Mons. the principal

aid«de-cainp, the other JVlons. Magon, a captain, in order to represent the excess of

vour highness’s friendship and attachment, and charged v/uh your highness’s letters

addressed to General Malartic, See.

Accordingly, on the 7th of Rauzee, 1225, of the birth of Mahomincd, (23d of

January, 1798), they were di>patched to Europe, on two shij)s of war, with the ut-

most caution. After two or three days, with a view to strengthen the foundations

of friendship and attachment, we caused a paper to be drawn up by Monsieur dc

Bay, to the following purpose, and sent it to General Malartic; viz. that, in order

to cement the basis of friendship and alliance, it was necessary that both parties should

bind themselves by oaths, in order that the system of harmony and friendshij), sub-

sisting between your majesty and the French nation, might be confirmed, and while

the moon should keep its course^ this alliance should remain unimpaired and iinvio-

latcd. General Malartic returned for answer, that the ratification of the alliance by

oath depended upon the government in Europe ; that the friendship between the

Khoodadaud Sirkar and the French nation was fully established; that there would

never be any diminution of that friendship and union, as long as the moon retained

her course; that the enemies of their state were the enemies of the French nation

;

that your highness would soon have an opportunity of seeing what the devotion and

friendship of the French nation would effect, with the view of crushing the enem)';

and that he was from his heart the devoted servant of your sirkar.

Refuge of the World! In consequence of the Severity of a ^ea voyage, and imfa-

vourablcncss of the climate, I was so much indisposed, that General Malartic’s Dewan

remarked it, and told the general that I was cxtremelyjlll
;
in consequence of that infor-

mation, he immediately sent two of the first physicians to attend me, with a message,

that on the next day, at three o’clock, he would come hinvself to visit me. The fol-

lowing day General Malartic came accordingly, and after making inquiries respecting

my health, he said, that Ripaud had made an erroneous representation to your highness,

Name illegible.
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which occasioned us to be deputed, that had we arrived four months before, he could

have sent us back with one thousand Europeans, until the arrival of the army from

Europe, but that those troops had now been dispatched to Batavia, to the assistance

of the Dutch. Still, however, he would manifest bis devotion in th#bcst manner he

could, and that he would not send us away cmpty-liaiidcd. He then asked in what

places your highness had factories established, and what was the practice of the sirkar

with respect to the establishment of factories? and desired us to send a memorandum

upon the subject. The next day we caused dc Bay to draw up a reply, to the fol-

lowing effect, which we sent to General Malartic; viz. “ That your highness had

“ established factories at Muscat, at Kutch, at Bussora, and in other principal cities;

“ that two confidential persons were kept at each factory to buy and sell; and that if

he were willing that a factory, on the part of your highness, should be established

at the Mauiitius, we could represent it to your highness, and that if you approved,

a factory should be established accordingly.” Some days after. General Malartic

sent for us, and told us, that he readily agreed to the establishment of the sirkar’s

factory at the Mauritius, adding, that he would appoint a dewan to superintend if,

who would provide such articles as your highness required, at a favourabre rate, and

also that he woidd assign a house, belonging to the Company, for the purpose.

In the course of three days, I sent a note by Monsieur dc Bay to General Ma-

lanic, requesting, that he would procure some plants ol the nutmeg and cloves,

some European fruit trees, fine coloiirtxl and sweet scented flowers, and filling

some wooden boxes with earth, plant them therein, and , send them caiefully back

with us, to be presented to your highness. The general iinmcdidtely sent for the

gardener, and directed him to prepare the plants in the boxes, with thi; utmost expe-

dition. At three o’clock, we received a visit from C/t iuial Strcey; wc advanced

to meet him, conducted him into the house, and seated him on a chair. General

Sercey said to us, that, please God, some large succours would very soon arrive

from Europe, and that it was his intention to accompany the t roups to your high-

ness. We then told fym it would be veiy desirable, if he could send back with us,

five or six expeiicnced itavigators, several ship-builders, and iron cannon founders;

to which Gejicral Sercey agreed, promising to send them with us on our return.

After sitting two hours, he rose. General Malartic, soon after, sent a message by

his Dewan, inviting us, the following morning, to see the powder mills, gardens, and

mortar-firing (adding, that he should be at the powder works befoic us. Early
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in the morning, accompanied by de Bay, v;c wxnt to the powder works, and mu
mediately on our alighting from our palanquins, at the gate, were saluted with

twenty-one guns, the soldiers were drawn out in two ranks, while several officers

came out to meet us, and conducted us to General Malartic and General Scrccy,

wlio met us at the liead ol the stairs, and taking our hands, seated us u})on chairs, and

then proposed to shew us ilic works: we answered, that it was just as they pleased
,

their pleasure was ours. They immediately rose, and shelved us all the woiks. We
llicn went withcHit the gates, wheic ihev directed the artillery-men to lire the mortals

at the (atgets, winch iIkw did idiecn times. 'I'hey then requested that we would go

and see tlic garden, witltthc plants of nutmegs and doves, Szc. On ouricdving tin

powder w^orks, \se were agt^in saluted with twenty-one guns. W’c them proceedeil

to the gardem where we remained four hours, and then icrurned home. 'The next

day, Genet al Malartic sent to invite us to go and see some hrc-woiks to be dis-

phn ed that night; accordingly, an hour before die dose ol tlic day, we went to the

place where tlic fire- works were to be exhibited. 'I’hc sccoiul aid-de-camp, and

five sirdars, came out to meet us, and conducted us to the upper stoiy ; at that time

both the generals wwmv not ])rcsent. Having sat till nine o'clock at night, and seen

the firc-w'orks, we ict tuned home. I’wo or three days afterwards, they invited Us

to go and see the arsenal, the mood\-khauna*', and the iron manufaeioi \', desiiing

that w^e would come for that putqiosc at four hours after dayligiii. W'e aecording1\

set out, and on our arrival at the gate of the arsenal, the sirdars belonging to the

establishment, came out to meet us ; they shewed us the whole of the establishmem

of muskets, implements of war, balls, See, We. alter which w^e took our leave.

d’lic next day, General Malartic sent a verbal message by Dew'an, inviting

us to go, at three o’clock in the afternoon, to see the batteries and ordnance. I’hc

person in command ol tlicm, received directions to shew them to us
; and we ac-

cordingly set out, accompanied by Monsieur de l^jay ; and when arrived at the

hatteiics, the sirdars of that depaitment came forward, and shewed us the batteries

and ordnance : tlicv caused several shots to be ffiied. Afljpr seeing them all, we

took leave of those sirdars, and returned home. The next day, we were informed

by dcs Combres and the Dewan, that General Malartic )vid sent a shlp.to Bourbon,

to fetch men for the service of the sirkar; and that the general said he would qot

suffer us to take leave, until the return of the ship : we told them, that, we were not

Granary.
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come to cany away wilii ils men to be ciilLsmd for the service of the siihat, :'iii

olhcr w’ouls, reelllIt^'), nor were sudi the ordei s w c iCLCWcd fioiii tlie PreseiKe,

Five or six davs alter, (ieneral Maiarlic infonnecl u tlua I;e had a{)[)oimcd some

men for the service of the siikar, whom iu was v.i)oui to sriul arc oulin^'ly, and

'desired ns to p;i\e it nndor our hands, that we would jcpreseni to tlie Fivwmce,

and procure, their entcrtaiiuncnl at the rale of pay wlmh he sliould ij\, \\'c

informed him, that w'c could not venture t() make any such u pi i sentation

to the jhesence. (ieneial Malaitit rc[>lied, \\ eic I to w'lite to tlie Presence*,

w'OLild it not lie ay,reed to We answered, that d he those to wiite, it would

beat your highnesshs ojiiion t^o agree to it or not, Alter tin., wc* took leave.

i>eing returned home, wc wiotcand sent a letter to (General MalaitR, Iiy Monsieur

de Pay, to tlii^ puipoit: ‘‘ It i.s very well known to U)U, Sii, that liie object ol'

oiir coming Imhcr wais, to cany with us the succour ol a huge and elketivc

bod)’ (){ tioops. Persons ol )'our nation, represented to the Presence, that a

considerable bod}' of troops was actually ready at the Mauritius, for die .issistance

of tlic sirkar; and that as soon as ambassadors should be sent to tbc sirdars cd

tbc Mauritius, on the part of the Khoodadaiid siikai', an cllicietil body of men

“ sboiild be sent back with them, w'hcrcby the common enemy would be chastised.

Had his highness been pleased to give us orders for laising Fieneh recruits,

his highness would not have sent us wiiliout settling then rate of ])a\ ,md esiah-

lislimenl, agreeably to dm custom of the snkar. I'rom ,i legard to the aiuient

union and established friendship subsisting hciwoen the iw'o stales deem it

“ imjiroper to send away the aml/assaclors of the Khoodadaud Sirkar empty liandeu',

“ and ilicreforc projiosc to send a iew' men, whom yon youisidf liave eng<iged foi

ihc service oF the sirkar; but the object of the sirkai wall not lie aiRwered by

‘‘ so small a number: iicitlicr arc w*c msirurted to carry with us recjiiits liorn

‘‘ the Mauritius, nek' indeed can this be done without money. Men of your

“ nation come to us every day (meaning foi the purpose of being engaged), and

“ reejuire to he furnished with ii!one\ ;
but supposing they waved their demand fur

“ money here, and voluntarily repaired to tlic Presence with us, under janji orders,

their pay* must be hxe*l by the Presence; it would therefore be pteferabic to

‘‘’depute two vakeels of your own with us, to negodate the maltci. As soon a>

such vakeels .sl^all have arrived at the Presence, and his highness .di ill ija\c stated

to them the rate ol pay and establishment, as allowed to Lall\’s force in tlie

4 A
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‘‘ service of the sirkar, should his highness be disposed to entertain them, agree-

“ ably to the accustomed rate of our sirkar, his highness will send money with his

ambassadors ; and then you may enlist men, and send them accordingly ; in

" the mean time, do us the favour to give us leave to return to the Presence.*’

—

General Malartic wrote in answer, and also sent word by Monsieur des Combres,

and——— dewan, that be proposed sending Messrs. Chapuis and Dubuc, with

several other sirdars, to your highness, with this view ; that until the arrival of the

French succours from Europe, the former should reside at the Presence in quality

of plenipotentiary; that the other Frenchmen might not, by telling falsities, like

Ripaud, deceive your highness; and that Monsieur Dubuc might be deputed to

France, together with your blghness’s ambassadors, at the opening of the season,

to ncgociatc oji the part of your highness : as by his going, many points of great

importance would be effected. For these reasons, he said, he proposed sending

these persons to the Presence, that hereafter, should your highness approve of

engaging Frenchmen for your service, they should be entertained at the rate, and

according to the customs of the sirkar, and sent accordingly.

Refuge of thcWorld!—After the lapse of eighteen days, the ship which had been

sent to Bourbon, returned empty. It appeared, that a great many men wished to

come, but were prevented by the want of means. On being informed of this.

General Malartic sent word to us, that he proposed, in the course of five or six

days, to send us to Bourbon; that wc might carry to your highness as many men

ns were willing to accompany us. General Mangalon paying us a visit, we stated

to him, that it would be very gratifying, if he would accompany the troops destined

for the service of the state : to which he replied, that when a considerable force

should arrive from Europe, for the purpose of subduing the enemy, he would

accompany it to the Presence, and he desired that we would make that represen-

tation to yourhigness. After sitting two hours, he took lea^e. Four days after,

General Malartic sent for us to his house, at three o’clock in the afternoon, and

then proposed to us to embark the following morriifig at nin^ o’clock, adding, that

lie himself would accompany us on board of ship, to take leave.

On the next day, being Thursday the 21st of RubBaunee, 1225, ‘(8th March

1798), of the birth of Mahommed, we set out. When we ’arrived at the barfk

of the river, several sirdars accompanied us in the boat, and escoued us on board

the ship, (the frigate la Preneuses, where they took leave. General Malartic,
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Monsieur Chapuis, and Monsieur Dubuc, followed us on board ; when the former

delivered to us the kbereetahSy containing the arxccs to your highness’s address,

desiring that we would present his humble respects. lie then gave orders for

weighing anchor, and returned. As soon as General Malartic had got into the

boat, the captain of the ship ordered the anchor to be hove
; and in one day and

a night, we arrived at Bourbon, where we anchored. Monsieur Chapuis and Dubuc,
went on shore to visit the governor ol Bourbon; and returned, bringing witli them

four persons, who were desirous of proceeding to the Presence. The captain con-

tinued here the whole day, and then weighing anchor, shaped his course for Man-
galore, with about an hundred men.

Near the line we met with a storm, in which one# of the masts of the ship was

sprung, and during the whole of the night, the people despaired of their lives;

but through the favour of God, and the royal auspices, in the morning the storm

abated.

Prior to this, I had the honour to write to your highness, a lull and accurate

account of the engagement which took place off Tcilieherry, * together with the

disembarkment of the Europeans, and their demands. Thus your highness will

have been informed of those particulars.

Dated 8th of luckce, of the year Shadaub, 1226 of the birth of Mahornmed,

(23 May, 1798.)

A true Translation.

N. B. EDMONSTONE,

P. T. to Government.

Circular.—Copy of a Letterfrom the Secret Committee of Directors to the Govern-^

menl i)i India^ dated the 26tb of November, 1798.

Our letter to you of the 18th of June last, inclosed a copy of our orders to the

Governor-general in Councili'of the same date, relative to the expedition from

Toulon, under General Bonaparte, and directing your obedience thereto, so far as

should respect your Presidency,

• This a>ludes to the capture of the Raymond and Woodcott Jndiamcji in Tdlichcry Road.

4 A 2
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Our sub5:cquent advices of July and August w'ill have informed you of d^e appoint-

ment of Mr. Jones to reside at the Court of the Pacha of Bagdat, as well as the ob-

ject of his nussion, and of tlie reinforcements already sent and now sending out to

India,

Since the date of our letter of June last, above alluded to, the landing of Bona-

parte in Egypt has been fully confirmed. By the glorious victory of Admiral Nel-

son over the French fleet near Alexandria, and the opposition made to their progress

through Egypt, by the Arabs, under the authority of the Poitc, the designs of the

French have been considerably impeded; yet -if, contrary to our hopes and expecta-

tions, he should be able to establish himself in Egypt, wc cannot but still be under

apprehensions for the safety of our Indian possessions. These apprehensions are

consrderably increased in consequence of some hints lately suggested by the Right

Honourable Henry Dundas, that if the French should be able to subdue Egypt,

and to establish their authority in that country, it is likely their next progressive

measure would be to secure the communication of the Red Sea with the Gulf of

Cambay, at the narrow straits of Babelmandcl; and, if in their power, to detach a

Miflicicnt force to take possession of the island of Perim, situate between the two

points which include those straits.

The possession of this station will be of the greatest importance to the French, in

Hccuring the advantages they propose to themselves in the conquest of Egypt, and

consequently it is well deserving the utmost vigilance and exertion on the part of

(ireat Britain, to defeat any plan they may cntc/tain to get it into their hands. If

wc should succeed in making ourselves masters of th'at island, it would be impossible,

in the first instance, for any ships to pass the straits against a superior naval force

stationed there. It may then be secured anddbrtified !)y the application of such ma-

terials as its situation may afford, for completing its pcrmai;\ent defence, and for

effectually commanding the channels through which ships musYpass to the Indiart

ocean.

Wc understand that the island of Perim is a low rocfky suhs/ance, about five miles

in length and two in breadth; that it possesses a good harbour; that the channel,

which divides it from the African coast, though fourteen or fifteen miles across, is

but little frequented, on account of the numerous rocks and shoals'’whicli obstruct it,

insomuch as to render it necessary for vessels that do attempt it, to steer close under

the western point of the island, and that the extreme breadth of the other channel
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is less than two leagues; and that this space cannot he navigable, nor the deep

water every where at so great a distance from the island as to be out of the reach of

its batteries, whether erected on the shore, or on n’-tificial projections within the

sea, if such should be found necessary to the cniiic command of the passage.

We have entered thus fully into detail, to shew the impoitance of taking possession

of ilm island of Peiim without delay; nor is dispatch alone necessary, but secrecy

e(|ually indispensable, as it is not improbable that provisional measures have been

taken by the French to assemble some vessels of buiihcn at the port of Suez, to co-

operate in whatever way their services may be wanted, with the primary expedition;

and if the design were known, they would detach a force, at all hazards, to sccuic

the first possession of it. ,

Mr. Secretary Dundas has further informed us, tliat although the commanders of*

his majesty’s fleets in India have already been directed to use every effort in their

power to frustrate the designs of the French in tlic expedition under llonaparle, yet

special orders will be sent out to the commander in chief of his majesty's naval

force in the Indian seas, as soon as possible, to detach to the Straits of Bahclmandcd

such a force, as, according to the information he shall have received, he may judge

sufficient for the service in the instructions to take possession of the island of Peiini,

by whatever power it may be occupied at the time.

The importance of the measure we have thus pointed our, will insure your most

cordial endeavours in promoting the same by every means within your power. The

security of our most valuable possessions in India, if not our very existenc e there,

depends upon defeating the present formidable and inveterate design of the FrcncF,

against those possessions.
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Tlje Originals of thefollowing Translations from General Bonaparte, were commu-

nicated to Captain JFilson, at Mocha ; and the Translations were by him irans-

milted to the Govenior in Coiuicil at Bombay.

FRENCH REPUBLIC.
LIBERTY. EQUALITY.

Bonaparte^ Member of the National Coiivention^ General in Chief to the most

magnificent Sultaiin, our greatest Friend, Tippoo Saib.

Head Quarters at Cairo, 7th Pluvoise, 7th Year of the Republic, one and indivisible.

You have already been informed of my arrival on the borders of the Red Sea,

with an innumerable and invincible army, full of the desire of relieving you from die

iron yoke of England.

I eagerly embrace this opportunity of testifying to you the desire I have of

being informed by you, by the way of Muscat and Mocha, as to your political

situation.

“ I would even wish you could send some intelligent person to Suez or Cairo,

possessing your confidence, with whom I may confer.

(Signed) “ BONAPARTE.*'

(Seal.) True Translation from the French.

(Signed) FRANCIS WOPPERS, Translator.

Translation of a Letter from General Bonaparte to the Sheriff of Mecca, written

in Arabic, without Date, and received at Judda the iph of February, 1799.

** You will be fully informed by the Noequeda of this Dow, how tranquil and

quiet every thing is at Cairo and Suez, and between these places, and of the tran-

quillity which is established among the inhabitants. Not a single Mameluke oppressor

remains in the country; and the inhabitants, without dread or fear, employ themselves

in weaving, cultivating the ground, and in other trades, as formerly ; and, by the

blessing of God, this will be daily increasing, and the duties on merchandize and

the taxes will be lessened. The duties on merchandize are npw the same as they

were prior to their being raised by the Mamelukes ; the merchants have every assist-

ance granted them, and the road between Suez and Cairo is open and safe
;
therefore
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do you assure the merchants of your country, that they may bring their goods to

Suez, and sell them without dread or apprehension, and may purchase, in exchange

for them, sucli articles as they may wish.

I now send you a letter for our friend Tippoo Siiltaun; oblige me by forward-

ing it to his countries.*’

A true Translation.

(Signed) S. WILSON.

The Governor-general { Lord Mornington ) orders the Army of Coromandel and

Islulabar to asscmhU\ and his Measures for improving the dejetnive Alliance,

The Governor-general, therefore, being decidedly of opinion, that it was ne-

cessary to assemble tlie armies on the coasts of Coromandel and Malabar, without

delay, issued his final orders for this purpose, on the 20th of June, 1798.

To assemble the army on both coasts, was an indispensable precaution, which

his Lordship could not have been justified in omitting, from the moment he was

apprised of Tippoo Sultaun’s offensive engagements with the French, and of the

landing of a I^’rench force at Mangalore ; and if circumstances had been favourable

for such an attempt, it was his fixed determination to have attacked the Sultauii

instantly, for the purpose of defeating his hostile preparations, and of anticipating

their declared object, His Lordship was concerned, however, to learn, from

persons most conversant in military details at Fort St. (icorge, that, notwithstanding

the distinguished discipline of the ‘army on the coast of Coromandel, and the emi-

nent valour, activity, and skill of its officers, its dispersed state, joined to certain

radical defects in its establishments, would render the assembling a force, equal to

offensive movements against Tippoo Sultaun, a much more tedious and difficult

operation than he had apprehended.

The necessarily dispersed state of the troops would have been of less importance,

but for those r<jdical defects, whith have in a certain degree, at all times existed.

These proceed from a system of economy, which precludes the expcnce of estab-

lishing depots of grain in flifferent parts of our possessions, and of maintaining a

fixed establishment i^f draught and carriage cattle ; without which, no portion of

the Madras army, however amply it might have been supplied with every other

requisite for field operation, was in a condition to act with promptitude and effect.
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At the time M. Malartic’s proclamation appeared in Bengal, it happened

that he condition of the several native powers in India, both with relation to

each (Jther, and the British interests, was far more favourable to the success of

I'lencli intrigue, than it had been at any period, since the peace of Serin-

yrpatain. The French faction at ]I)dciabad, had risen to a dangerous height.

Scindeah had lately placed the Jjoigne s cor])s in the hands of Frenchmen. 'Ihppoo

had manifested a disposition to admit French officers and privates, to an imlinutcd

extent, into his seivicc; and the distractions in the Marhatta rm])nc, and the

policy of the several actors, in that intricate scene of reciprocal distrust and iric-

concilcable interests, left little hope of deriving any advantage whatever, from

their alliance, in the event a war with Tippoo Sultaiin.

The danger, however, the most to be apprehended, was from the French j)any

at Hyderabad. Tire corps, commanded by Frxnch officers, in the service of the

Nizam, which, during the last war with Mysore, ammintcd to no more than fif-

teen hundred men, was at that period so defective, in ])oinL of discipline, as to be

rather an object of conlcmjit, than of jealousy, to the governments in India: it

had gradually augmented its numbers, and improved its discipline, under the com-

mand of the late Monsieur Raymond, until the period of the Marquis W'ellcsley's

arrival in India, when it had nearly reached the number of fourteen thousand men ;

and had attained a degree of discipline, superior, in every respect, to that of any

native infantry in India, excepting tlic'scapoys entcitained in the Company’s

service.

On the 13111 of July, the Governor-general srnt orders to the government of

I’oit St. George, to assemble such a force in the (Ainioor Circar, as might enable

him to fulfil the subsidiary engagements of the Company, under the new treaty,

at the earliest possible period, subsequent to his concluson. This measure was

executed with the utmost degree of promptitude and alacrity by l.ieiUenanugcncral

Harris, (at that time uniting in his person the offices of Governor of Fort St. George,

and Commander in Chief; to whose zeal, public ipirit, and prompt obedience, the

Governor-general, on the. and many other occasions, bore public testimony.

The British detachment was placed under the commawad of Lieutenant-colonel

Roberts. It reached Hyderabad on the lOtli of October, and on the 22(1 of thb

same month, under the orders of his highness the Nizam, and with the eo-operation

of a bod)’ of his cavalry, it surrounded the camp of the French army, disarmed all
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ihc scapoys, and secured the persons of all the Frcncli olhccrs then in cair.p. 'This

operation was happily dfecU'd without bloodshed, and without contest. A mivany

having broken out in the French camp on the preceding day, and die scapoys hav

ing imprisoned their odicers, the Resident at Hyderabad, and Lieutenant-colonel

' Robcits, with the consent of tiic Nizam, judiciously availed themsel\t\s of iliis

favourable opportunity, to execute tlie important inca.>i!ie entrusted to him, with-

out dilFiculty or danger.

The amount of the French force disarmed on this occasion, was about eleven

thousand men. 'Fhe remainder of the corps, having been sent on detachments, at

some distance from Hyderabad, was soon after secured and disbanded.

The French oilicers were treated with every practicable degree of attention and

humanity.

The season for negotiation, through die pacific clianncls, so often olTcrcd, was

now elapsed. After mature deliberation, on the grounds already stated, the (go-

vernor-general directed the advance of the army into the territory of the Sultaun,

and signified to the allies his determination to proceed to hostilities.

A change of circumstances, and of season, might enalilc the Sullaun to avail

himself of the assistance of France. This conclusion was at that period, confirmed

by the knowdedge of the actual embarkation of M. Dubuc, and twu) native vakeels,

on an embassy from 'Lippoo to the Executive Directory of France, an event w'hich

took place at Tranquebar, on the yih of February, 1799.

It would be sLipeifluous to givc^a detailed account of the rnarcli of tlic army

in this campaign, as it has already been very correctly given by Colonel ileatson,

See, The issue of it will be seen in the following letters.

Copy of a Letter from LieAiienant-general George Harnz, to the Chairman of

the Court T)f Directors, dated Seeingapaiajn^ Gtb May, ^799*

The Chairman of, the llon.^ Court of Directors of the United I5ast-India

• Company, See, Sec,

Sir,

I have the honour of congratulating you and the Honourable Court, on the

prosperous expedition committed to my charge, by the Right Hon. the Earl of

Morningtgn.
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Seringapatam was carried by storm at mid-day of the 4th instant; Tippoo Sul-

taun killed, with many of his principal officers, and thousands of his adherents

:

his family, with the families of his chief sirdars, are in our possession.

My attention is now directed to secure my position, and maintain our advan-

tages, until I can receive further instructions from the Right Hon. the Governor-

general.

I have the honour to be. Sir, &c. &c.

GEORGE HARRIS.
Head Quarters, Seringapatam, 6th May, 1799.

Capture of Seringapatam—Peatb of Tippoo—Conduct of his Sons—Interment

of the Sultaun—British Comma?ider's Attention to the Sultana—Her Cha-

racter—Cursory Remarks^ &c.

The capture of Scringpatam and death of Tippoo, being but slightly mentioned

in the British Commander’s letters, it is necessary here to resume the history, and

give a full detail of this interesting business. The papers of Lord Mornington

sufficiently evinced the necessity of crushing Tippoo’s power, and disappointing

his ambitious views.

General Harris, according to orders, proceeded for Seringapatam where he

arrived April 4, 1799. ^ English troops were, during the first few days after

their arrival, employed in collecting the necessary materials : after which they had

repeated skirmishes, when they took some out-posts, Scz. so that their breaching

batteries did not open till about the termination of the month. Several Polygars

and Zemandars of Mysore, had now attached themselves to our allies, and ren-

dered considerable service.

The fire of the batteries, which began to batter in breach on the thirtieth of

April, had on the evening of May 2, so greatly injured the walls, against which it

was directed, that the arrangement was then made for assaulting the place on the

following day, when the breach was reported practicable.

May 3, Early this morning the troops intended to be employed, were stationed

in the trenches, that no^ extraordinary movement might lead the enemy to suspect

the assault, which was determined to be made in the heat of the day. These flank

companies of Europeans, taken from those regiments necessarily left to guard the

camps and out-posts, followed by the i2ih, 33d, 73d, and 74th regiments
; and
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three corps of grenadier seapoys, taken fiom the troops of three presidencies, with

200 of his Highness the Nizam’s troops, formed the party for the assault, accom-

panied by too of he artillery, and the corps of pioneers, and supported in the

trenches by the battalion companies of the regiment de Meuron, and four batta-

lions of Madras sepoys* Colonel Sherbrooke, and Lieutenant-colonels Dunlop,

Dalrymple, Gardiner, and Mignan; commanded the several flank troops, and

Major-general Baird was entrusted with the direction of this important service.

I'he troops moved at one o’clock from the trenches, rccrosscd the rocky bed of

the Cavery, under an extremely heavy fire, passed the glacis and ditch, and

ascended the breaches in the fausse brayc, and rampart of the fort, surmounting

in the most gallant manner, every obstacle which thq difliculty of the passage, and

the resistance of the enemy, presented, to oppose their progress. Major-general

Baird had divided his force, for the purpose of clearing the ramparts to the right

and left. One division was commanded by Colonel Sherbrooke, the other by

Lieutenant-colonel Dunlop ; the latter was disabled in the breach, but both corps,

though strongly opposed, were completely successful. Resistance had been made

from the palace of Tippoo, some time after all firing liad ceased from the works.

General Harris only gave Tippoo twenty-four hours to consider the propositions

which it was deemed expedient to make to him, respecting our operations against

the fort of Seringpatam. These were transmitted by a vakeel, April 28, but Tip-

poo returned no answer, obstinately persevering in bis determination of defending

his capital to the fast.

May 4, The breach being .now practicable, it w^as resolved to commence the

attack, and at three o’clock in the morning, the flank companies of every corps in

the field, besides two or three European regiments complete, moved down to the

trenches, where they sat for some time, in anxious expectation of the signal

;

during which time they kept up *an incessant fire. The storming party, under the

command of General Baird, began to move on, covered by a constant fire from

the batteries, and suffering a very galling one of grape from the fort. Great anxiety

pervaded the English ‘troops for a quarter of an hour, till they saw their colours

hqisted on the ramparts,^* Loud acclamations of joy then resounded from all parts^

‘ and the breast of every British soldier was fired with enthusiasm. Tiie enemy soon

abandoned the ramparts, after the English had reached them ; in about half an

4B2
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liour, the fire in ilic fort had entirely ceased, and the British flag was triumphantly

displayed in every part of it.

Soon after the storm, 300 grenadiers rushed into the palace, and were about to

jdunder it, when they were called off. Those within it immediately shut the gates,

and the 33d regiment, and a native corps drew up in front. At this critical time,

"I'ippoo Sultaun, with his Sultana, sons, treasure, &c. were all in the palace. A
little before the attack, I ippoo had been making merry with his family

;
and by

the cheerfulness of his countenance, seemed to bid defiance to ins adversaries.

Major Allan now came up with a flag of truce from General Baird, and after ex-

plaining to (hose who were in the balcony, that no violence should be ofleicd,

desired the Sultaun to be called. They replied, that he was wounded i that ihev

did not know whether he was in the palace or not, but that they wxiuld look for

him. After much delay, it was suspected that this was only a pretence to give him

time to make his escape, upon which the general oidered a six-pounder to be brought

in front of the gate, and told them if the Sultaun did not immediately make his

appearance, he would burst it open. I'hcy then positively declared, he was not in

the palace, but that his sons would come out immediately. 'Fhcy waited again for

some time, but the sons not making their appearance, Major Allan, catrjing the

flag of truce, and accom[)anied by two other officers, went in, and returned in

about half an hour, with the two princes, who, though they seemed to hide their

depression of spirits, could not but manifesr that they felt their situation. Being

asked wliat servants should attend tliem to 'die camp, they very nobly replied,

“ that they had now no right to order:” and w(icn,^thc general told them that they

had only to name the persons whom they wished for, and that they should accom-

pany them, the youngei said, vviih a tear starling in his eye, “ Wc could have

called for many this morning, but now, I fear, there are but few remaining.”

General Baird, wlio behaved to them with much kindness,'g;avc them in charge

to Major Agnew, who conveyed them in palanquins to head-quarters.

It being now near sun-set, every one was desirous,.to secure, t if possible, the My-

sorean chief. After much inquiry, they found a person, who seemed to be a man

of consequence, but his name was unknown. He said, that ^ ippoo Sultan k had been

killed in endeavouring to escape. This man was immediately seized, and threatened '

with immediate death, if he did not show the place. Accordingly, he led the way to
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a kind of gateway, leading to a bridge across the diicli : tlicre, in a place about four

feet wide and twelve feet long, were upwards of seventy dead bodies, and Tippoo’s

palanquin appeared in die iiiid.si of tbem. Iinnicdiatc search was then made for his

body, but so numerous were the slain, that it was a full hour before he was disco-

vered. The unlomiiiaie Fippoo had received a shot in his arm at the time of the

storm, for he was himsell on he ramparts: after this, in endcavoiiiing to make hi.s

e.scape, he was met by a ])arty of Europeans, who wounded him in the .side with a

ba)oiiet
;
he had also recuved a .shot in die temple, which put an end to his exi.st-

ciicc. 'flic bod) was leeogni.sed by bi.s rclative.s, and some of the palanquin-boy.s,

and was .still waim when di.scovered. Me had his .sabre clenclied fa.st in his hand.

The Nizam’s troops discovered great plea.sure, iinJced .savage .sati.sfaction, when

the body wa.s e.xposed to view; but the English ob.servcd the utmost order and de-

corum. .Such a speedy termination to the war not being expecied, the former cried

with e,\ultiiig voices, '< .Seringapatam is taken—tlic tyrant is dead— bi.s .sons and

family are pri.soner.s, and all his treasure is at our di.sposal.” General Harris i.s.sucd

orders lo siip[)ress tlicir mipotuositv.

'riie surrender ol ihis strong fort, at such a critical time, was paiticularly fortunate;

for li.e army had only three d,»)s grain remaining. When ihe nc-ws was announced

at Madras, it was celebrated by a general and finiliam illumirKiiinn.

'I’wo days prior to the capture of Senng.ijidtam, '1 ipjioo held a durbar (nr coiineilj,

attended by all his chiefs, who advised him to cade more termory to lus bcsiej’ers,

and the payment of a large .sum of niomy
;
hut Tippoo seeing that his adversaries

had already one half of his dominions, strenuously ojiposed the incasuie, and dis-

missed the couiicil.

Tgipoo Sulituin wa.s rather above the middle size, stout, corpulent, and well

made. He dressed rather plain, and his head was shaved close, lie v\as in his 51st

year when killed, arifl was intened, agreeable to the supplication of his family, on

the left side of his father, in Laid Bang, with all the ceremonies and honours of

the place.
^

• •

His will, and tire treaty concluded between him and the French Directory, were

found in life palace: the tatter was inclexsed in an elegant little box, which was very

remarkable, as it tliscovercd the sanguine hopes entertained by the deceased chief

of his hostife pl^ns against the British government.
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Many of Tippoo’s chiefs were slain, particularly Syed Saheb, Mcer SaJuc, Syed

Xofar, &c. Ilis brother Kerim Saheb sought refuge with Mcer Allum Bahauder.

Tippoo’s sons, though suspected at first of dissimulation, behaved with the

utmost candour and sincerity. They did not know of their father’s death, and

were absolutely in search of him, as they had declared. They made no hesitatioir

in surrendering themselves to General Hams, though their resistance, at first, was

vigorous. Recollecting the kind treatment they had experienced from Lord Corn-

wallis, they doubted not but they should now meet with equal civility. The two

first captive sons sent to their three biothcrs, and strictly enjoined them to follow

their example.

The news of Tippoo’s death filled all the ladies of the Zenanna with the utmost

consternation; not on account of any partiality for the chief, but through an appre-

liension of what frequently attends conquests in these countries; for the natives of

India, in all their victories, never pay that respect which is due to the female sex.

’1 hese apprehensions were, however, soon removed by the politeness of the British

commander, who sent a flag, immediately after the surrender of the place, to assure

them of his protection. His attention to the Sultana, whose sorrow on this occasion

was truly sincere, does him equal honour.

This lady is delicately formed, and the lines of her face so regular and placid,

that a physiognomist would have had little difficulty to pronounce her of a tranquil

and amiable temper ;
her dress was generally a robe of white muslin, spotted with

silver, and round her neck rows of beautiful pearls, from which hung a pastagon.

consisting of an emerald and a ruby of considerable size, surrounded with a profu-

sion of brilliants. She is about twenty years of age, and for a complete form and

captivating appearance, rivalled *311 Mysore.

Among the poor prisoners who had suffered long confinement in a dark dungeon,

was a descendant of the Hindoo King of Mysore, whom k
3
"der Ally dethroned.

There were several British officers, supposed dead, who were found still living in

these horrid prisons.

General Baird, who had now taken an active part in defeating the tyrant; had

formcily suffered three years confinement in this prison, ‘'during which time hefvas

loaded with irons and experienced the most cruel treatment. «

Considering the magnitude of this enterprise, our loss was inconsiderable, but that
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of the enemy was very great. Upwards of three millions of treasure were found

in the palace.

Mangalore is to be added to the British territory in India; a circumstance not

more important in the benefit it will render to our commerce and marine, than in

depriving the enemy of a port in which they found protection and relief.

The partition of the treasures and other spoils of Seringapatam is thus arranged:

the arms and military stores arc to be given to the king; one clear moiety of all

the other produce to ilie besieging troops, and the other moiety to the East India

Company. In Lord Cornwallis’s expedition against the Mysore country, the Com-

pany ceded their portion of the booty to the brave captors; hut so great are the

spoils at present, that it is thought the allotted sha][c wdll amply compensate their

services, though eminent in the greatest degree.

Ihe standard of Mysore was sent by General Harris to Fort William: it is of

light green silk, with a red hand represented in the middle, and was never hoisted

but on the palace in Seringapatam.

This history cannot be concluded better than by quoiing the singular and just

catastrophe w'hich w’as predicted of this tyrant by an eminent writer:—“ He would

continue to advance till he came to a point from which there was no receding, and

then, like a stag at bay, he would terminate his career of despotism, cruelty, and op«

pression.’*

We now resume our account of (he Isle of France, up to the period when the

Ambassadors of Tippoo had left it, bi March, 1798.

A Continuation of the late Events which look place in the Isle of France^

until 1800.

1798. There only remained m the I.de of France the skeletons of the two old

regiments of the Isle of France and Bourbon. The Colonial Assembly, by dimi^

nishing the number of the soldiers in the colony, flattered themselves that they should

more easily retain them*in their duty; and, in fact, until May. lyvjS, tlic tranquillity

of the island was not disturbed : but, at this epoch, these two regiments having also

Termed the same pvoject of proclaiming liberty to the slaves, the Colonial Assembly

obtained ar/ order from General Malartic for the two companies of grenadiers to em-

bark on board the frigate la Seine, then ready to sail on a cruize. The grenadier
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companies may be said to be the soul, and to contain the cneri^y, of the French

regiments, wlicllicr good or bad. Those, tlicrcfoic, who wislicd to excite trouble in

the colony, peiceiving, by the embarkation of the (wo companies of grenadiers, that

all ihcir plots would he disconcerted, thought it absolutely necessary to execute the

])lan of insnrrertion which they had been so long fomenting, 'i'hey accordingly

represented to these grenadiers, that the order lor their embarkation on the Seine

fiigatc had been obtained from General Malartic by surprise, and that, instead of'

going upon a cruize, tliey were to he sent to Tij^poo Sultaun, with who'.c cruelty and

despotism they were well acquainted : that this project had been lormed by the Co-

lonial Assembly, for their destruction, as might he proved by the destination of tlieu

comrades to Batavia, a colony rcmaikable for the unhcalthincss of Us climate.

d’hc grenadiers were easily ])crsuadcd by these insinuations, and refused to obey

the order for their ernbatkation. General Malartic represented to them their crime

in not obe\ ing, and condescended so far as to assuic tiicm, that they wcic not to

be landed in the states of Tippoo Sultaun, but were only to rcinlcrce the crew of the

Seine, that was loo weak, and to go on a cruize, which would give them an ojipor-

tunity of making rich captures, and consequently, of having good shares in the prizes;

diis, however, did not satisfy the grenadiers.

General Malartic then threatened to force them to obey his orders; but they in-

solently answered him, that he would find it a diflicult undertaking; and in spite of

the entreaties of the greatest part of their officers, on the 24ih of April, in the after-

noon, they caused all their comrades in the other companies of their regiments to

mutiny, and take arms. They got possession of ejght field-pieces, which were in

their quarter, and broke open the doors of the armoury, where the cartouches and

cartridges were kept, Foi innately the officers of those regiments, the most part of

whom were still of the ancient government, and almost all of them attached to the

colony, as well by the tics of blood, as by their possessions, succy^eded in preventing

the soldiers from coming out of their quarters in arms (as they several times wanted

to do}, by remaining there, in order to keep lhcni„ if it were possible, from any

act of violence.

Thus the night passed, the soldiers remaining through the whole of it ifuder arms

in their quarters. The news of this insurrection of the garrison was soon spread in

every quarter of the island, and orders had been sent to all parts of it,** for every

tnan capable of bearing arms to come to the towm in the course of the night.
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At day-break, the 251!! of April, the alarm was beat in the town by the drum-
mers of the national guard ; and every one eagerly flew to the post that had been

assigned him; confident that this day would decide the fate of the colon)'.

In the course of the night, every means had been piepared to attack the soldiers,

who, fortunately, had remained in thcii quarters. Jn a moment, the vrholc na-

tional guard of the colony was assembled; a batteiy of four pieces of cannon and

two howitzers, were planted upon a hill which commanded the court of the bar-

racks, where the soldiers were still in arms. l\velve field-pieces, served by the

young people of the colony, who had been particularly instructed in this service,

and four columns of the national guaid, advanced each on different sides to attack

the quarters. 'Hie companies of this national guard, in which there were some

Sans-adoftrs, were posted so as to be kept in awe.* All these dispositions having

been executed with the greatest celerity, (General Malariie, accompanied by the

members of the Committee of J’ublic Sal'ety of the Colonial Assembb, and at the

head of the national guard, summoned the mutinous comjianics of the grenadiers,

to embark immediately on board the Seine frigate, to go on a cruize
; informing

them, at the same time, that if they persisted in their refusal, he would employ the

force which he possessed. The matches were lighted on both sides, and cartridges

distributed; the muskets were loaded, and every thing announced the disastrous

consequences of such a combat. The grenadiers, however, persisted in theii

refusal, when providence, who walcheti over the colony, suggested to the members

of the Committee of Public Safety oi the Colonial Assembly, to cause an order to

be given by General Malaitic, to the two reginicmts to embark for France ;
to which

they should be carried by the Seine, ,frigate and by another large incrcharil vessel,

which W'ould be prepared for them
;

granting them till noon, to make up their

knapsacks, collect their linen, and depart. The soldiers, after much hesitation,

accepted of this ord^cr or proposal, and the same day at noon, April 25, 1798, the

Isle of France was freed from 800 armed stipendiaries of the French republic, who

had conspired its overthrow, but which the good conduct of‘ their officers, the

greatest part of whomYemained behind in the colony, added to the courage and

reuniting «f the inhabitants, preserved from the destruction that flircatencd it.
*

' The Isle of Frapee being, as it were, miraculously delivered from the two agents

whom the Directory had sent there, with about a thousand soldiers inflamed with

* This frigate, La Seine, was taken off the coast of France, and carried to Englatid.

4C
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enthusiasm for the republic, who accompanied them, and having likewise freed them-

selves by their courage, from an equal number of soldiers, who, seconded by the

discontented subjects of the colony, had conspired its ruin, by manifesting open

rebellion to the orders of their chief, looked forward with confidence to a state of

tranquiltlity. It no longer contained in its bosom any individual, who would not

be interested in its preservation, being fortunately governed by a general, who,

although holding his place under the French government, had no other wish than

that of the Colonial Assembly. This Assembly, renewed every year, by the nomi-

nation of the citizens of the colony, could have no other interest, nor any other

design, than its happiness and prosperity.

Eut the power of the governor was now become entirely dependant on the will

of individuals, and discord soon arose among them, respecting the laws about to

be established for the re-payment of debts contracted in paper currency; the de-

preciation of which had increased in such a proportion, that it at length represented

but a thousandth part of the nominal sum it expressed. The depreciation of this

paper currency, issued in the colony by the administrators, in the name of the French

Republic, unfortunately was not settled, till it was fallen to that point of debase-

ment, by a deposit of merchandize in the magazines of the general commune ;

ccriain quantities of which, fixed by the law in this respect, were given to every

bearer of paper currency, who wished to exchange it.

As soon as intelligence reached the IsleofiFrance repecting the laws, which the

two governing Councils of France had decreed, relative to the payment of these

debts, contracted at the time of the paper currency, the creditors, who were greatly

favoured by them, demanded the execution of it. The debtors, on the other hand,

represented with force and truth, that the circumstance in general, under which the

diflerent contracts had been made in the colony, being different from those which

bad taken place in France, it would be evidently unjust to apply the same laWwS,

when there was an apparent difference, both in the manner, situation, and con-

tracts of the colony. In this shock of discordant interests, the Colonial Assembly

being directed alone by past circumstances, adopted a mode of payment founded

on the principles of justice; and this unpleasant busine^^s was on the point of

being finally arranged, when the creditors excited a conspiracy, in order to dis-

solve the Assembly, and obtain colonial laws more favourable to their intci^ests.

Blinded by their views of personal interest, and without reflecting on the conse-
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qucnces of their conduct, tlicy associated themselves with all the discontented peo-

ple and Satis^culoiirs of the colony, '^’ho were ever rcadv to take a part with those

who wanted to excite insurrection and disorder.

It was in the afternoon of the 4th of Xovember, 1799, when the conspiracy

burst forth in the town of the North-west Port, at three o'clock; an hour, when the

greatest part of the most respectable inhabitants are accustomed to retire to rest,

during the sultry part of the day. I’he conspirators caused the alarm to be beat

at the top of the great street, a kind of suburb, where they principally resided.

The Governor-general Malartic, hearing the alarm beat without his orders, sent

immediately one of his aides-du-cani]), to be informed of the cause of this alarm,

and take the necessary measures to put an end to if. The municipality also

repaired to its post, and scut likewise one of its officers to suppf>rt the orders

of the general; but neither the aid-de-camp, nor the municipal officer were

listened to by the conspirators, who assembled in arms, and formed themselves in

a body near the drummers. The aid-de-camp and the municipal olheer, not being

able, by their representations, to hinder them from continuing to beat the alarm,

endeavoured to snatch the drumsticks from the drummers; but thc\^ were prevented,

and a pistol was fired at both of them, but fortunately without effect. I1ic

drummers continuing to beat, the conspirators continued to increase, till they

amounted to about six hundred. They then hastened to the parade, to get posses-

sion of the field-pieces in the court pf the municipality, These field-pieces be-

longed to the company of Hying artillery, which was composed of chosen young

men, all of them addicted to good order, and zealous for the honour of their

corps. The alarm was no sooner heard by tlicsc young men, tlian tliey hurried to

their post; but their cannon were already in the hands of the conspirators. Im-

pelled, however, by their courageous* spirit, and without reflecting that they had

only their sabres to ‘'defend themselves against men armed wdih loaded muskets

and bayonets, they rushed upon them to retake their cannon ; but notwithstanding

their courage, they^were necessarily repulsed by the fire of the conspirators, who

were superior in number. Several of them fell the victims of their rashness, and

the rest v^ere obliged tojrctreat. The conspirators, being now in possession of the

parade, the field-pieces and magazines, placed sentinels every where, to prevent the

other inhabitants from assembling; and loudly demanded of General Malartic to

dissolve 'the Colonial Assembly,

4 C 2
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The different members of tliat Assembly, although informed of the dangers that

threatened them, hastily collected in one of the halls of Justice which looked on

the parade, in order the better to take their resolutions, according to the events

which might take place before them.

Crcneral Malartic, during the tumult, came into the hall where the Colonial

Assembly was collected. The conspirators entered in arms, threatening the

General and the Assembly with great fury, if it did not immediately dissolve itself.

Citizen journel was then president, who, by the bravery and steadiness he had

shewn, in all the critical occasions in which the Assembly had found itself, had acquired

the esteem of the whole colony. This moment of terror and threats brought with

it new honour to him. His answer to the conspirators, who only waited for the

signal to tear him to pieces, was as firm and courageous, as if he had presided at

a moment of the greatest tranquillity. ‘‘ Citizens,’' said he to them, “neither your

threats, nor the sight of your bayonets, pointed against our breasts, will induce

the Assembly to dissolve itself, if it does not believe it necessary for the tranquillity

of the colony. It is your duty to withdraw, and leave it to examine at leisure,

and with wisdom, the decision it may make in regard to your demands.”

The cries of fury were redoubled at this answer. The conspirators then ad-

dressed themselves to General Malartic, as the representative of the metropolis;

and this respectable old man, thinking, by his condescension, to prevent greater

mischiefs, pronounced the dissolution of the Colonial Assembly, which was suc-

ceeded by his intercession to save the most, distinguished members from being

murdered, several of llic wretches having rushed forwards, and obliged them to

escape by the back doors.

The consternation was general among all the respectable inhabitants of the

town, who sought an instant refuge in the country, and availed themselves of the

darkness of the night, to withdraw from the designs which \he chief of the con-

spirators had planned against them. Nay, to such an height did they carry their

insolence, that they made General Malartic sign an order, to imprison twelve

different members of the Assembly. *

The town presented notliing but the aspect of a civil \j^ar. The Saus-culottes^

supported by the creditors, who had likewise armed themselves, in order to dis-‘

solve the Colonial Assembly, were masters of all the posts in town.: cannon

were pointed, and fires lighted on all sides, least the inhabitants in the country
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should unite with the people of the town who had flown to them, and march against

it. The country people, informed of the events in town, reflected maturely upon

the re-establishment of good order, not wishing to compromise the fate of the

colony, upon which their existence depended, by too hasty a movement of ven-

geance. I’he different districts consulted togcilier, and agreed to march from their

respective situations, against the town, on the morning of ilte Gth of November,

d'his delay had already caused a great change in the minds of the consjurators, who

had united to destroy the Colonial Assembly. Many of them who had been induced,

without reflection, to w'ish for the dissolution of the Colonial Assembly, to prevent

the passing of the law which it was preparing, for the reimbursement of the debts

contracted during the course of depreciation of the paper currency, soon began to

be alarmed at such an association, and to dread the ntislortuncs which llieir conduct

was about to bring upon the colony, f’lom that moment they icfuscd to concur in

the means which the Sans-culoites wanted to take, to [ircvent the country pco})lc

from coming to rc-cstablish order in the town. I'crrified at being thus aban-

doned, and perceiving that their number was so small with that collected against

them, they accordingly did not oppose any resistance, and suffeicd the diflercnr

detachments from the country to enter quietly into the town, which accordingly

took possession of all the posts, and formed a kind of camp on the parade.

Some very grievous enormities had been committed, and it was, perhaps, even

imprudent not to punish them as they deserved. I’he colony, however, thought

proper to be satisfied with the expulsion of the piincipal criminals, in order to avoid

the spilling of blood, which had hitherto been avoided, in spite of all the storms of

the French revolution
;

the murder of Macnamara not being impiiiahle to it, since

it had been committed by the soldiers, from whom it had afterwards delivered itself.

This resolution of the ^’cnerality of* the inhabitants, who were collected in the

town, was submitted <0 the de]d:)craiion of the Directory representing the general

commune of the colony, and of the municipality of the town of Poit Louis, assem-

bled together likcwLc, under the direction of General Malartic. A vessel, named

the Hyppolite, was iprovided to carry the disturbers of the tranquillity of the

colony to^rance, and on the J5th of November they set sail.

The Isle of France being thus freed from the principal ringleaders of this con-

spiracy, 59 fortunately terminated, found itself without a Colonial Assembly, which

had beerr fornlally dissolved. The general opinion was, that it was necessary to
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avail themselves of the prc^ent moment, to discover the best means of composing

this first constituted authority, which the colony considered as the centre of its

safety, now so difficult to preserve, in the critical situation in which it found itself

with respect to France. It had dismissed its agents, driven out its soldiers, and

persisted in its refusal to adopt the decree of abolishing slavery ; at the same time

it wished to remain a French colony, though acquainted with the dispositions of

the French Directory, and the majority of the two councils to punish it. It was

then resolved by the Governor-general Malartic, according to the desire ol a cjin-

mittec, which was given him for a council, that the primary assemblies of the co-

lony should name fifteen commissaries, eight for the country, and seven fur town,

to decide upon a better constitution to be given to the Colonial Assembly, which,

rill that time, had been composed of fifty-one members, who had been found too

numerous; since in each shock the colony had undergone, several members of its

Assembly had been the principal instigators, so that many of them had been acui'

ally proscribed, and exiled from it.

The conduct ol' the Colonial Committee was conformable to the general wish
;

and the number of its assembly was hiiiitcd to twenty-one members, ol whom

fouriecn were of tlic country, and seven of the town, who were to be named by

the primary assemblies of each canton of the colony. This resolution was sanc-

tioned by Ccncral Malariic, and carried into immediate execution. Such is the

actual and definitive state of the Isle of France.

Populalion and Miliiary Force of Ihr Jdiw of France and Bourbon in 1799.*

Isle of Tourbon. Isle of France.

Slaves 48,000 Slaves 55,000

Whites and Mulattocs 8,000 Whites and Mulattoes 1 0,00c

Total 56,000 Total 65,000

Total of the two islands 121,000. t

• All the cannon of the Jsle aux TonncHers and Fort Blanc, which defend the entrance of

Port Louis, may at prcseiit be worked with red-hot balls, by forming reverberating fuemaces. The

cannon of Tlsle de la Passe, which defend the entrance of Port Bourbon, may also be worked*

with red-hot balls.

f The population of Port Louis (or du Port du Nord-ouest), is esteemed to be tnrce*fifths of

that of the whole Isle of France.
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Armed Force of the hie of Franc e»

National guard. Whites, and IMulattocs - ~ - 2000

Black and Mulatto ila\cs to be armed as clia.'^anirs, or to .serve the artillery 30QO

i >tal of the armed force 5000

N. B, It IS on*y since the year 1798 lai the taxes have suiTiced for the interior

cxpence^ of the I.sle o^'France, as tiie Colonial Assembly then established a custom-

house, to receive a tax on importation fiom five to ten per cent, on all merchandise

bioiighl lo flic colony by leutral ships. 'Fhis tax was reduced to tuo-tliirds ibi

French ucs'a h>-

R.ipenct ihe Isle of Frame ir 1798, lo be eharf!;ed lo the French Befniblic.

N. jh In 179B, there were but 800 regular troops, who were driven out of the

Isle of r lance this .same yea". piastics*

V<.r 8no regulai Hoops, the stall and cxtraordinarics 299,302 1

i.rnr.mr- - > - J9>h3o

O’'0i!.’rv - ~ - 10,560

33r'-^97

ilospitat - • - 53?^9-

Administration - -
• 27,216

Marine of the Port md Cayenne ^prison sliip) 10,163

Six hundred rationaiies —

—

~ - ^8,758

Support of the Blacks of (’"c Rejiublu- - 27,632

Pensions granted to scver.il pe 'TvJitis - i,22(y

Divers minute cxjk.iCcs’ 3 . - ^5^97

Garden of the Republic (M.^ Sere J
- - 927

I lard piastres 5 1
4,208

Spanish dollars, aboiu /*ioo,coo

The j)K»trc Is almost fiv^ shillings English.

4 All this expence was to be suppressed after the inhahitants dismissed tin. regular troops,

consequently, the expence for the preservvitlon of the isle, docs not eo i j .v..,ooo piastres, or

,640,000. stetling,*and they find the means of levying this sum u}>oii i!i(‘ cxicrior commerce of the

island*
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By a law of the Colonial Assembly, passed in 1799, the com of the country was’

received in the public ma^^azines, at four piastres the hundred weight. The price

of foreign rice vaiies from one to four piastres the hundred weight. Tliat ol the

country, as it is better and I'resherj is never under two piastres the hundred weight.

The pvfsen! S/e/c of icultuyi' in the Lsle of France, as given by an Inhabitant

of ibal Island, uho an/eed in London in i8oo.

T'hc soil of this idand is vcr\ dixei sified. Altliough, by its climate, it is adapted

for all colonial productions, it has not etjually aiiNwered to all the different kinds oi

cultivation uhich the inhabitants have cndeavouied to JuitnralrzeA The planta-

tions of collee. being of ihs mo.u simple culture, and recjuiiing kvss expence ami

establishments, were the first which they adopted; but other objeetN of culture, such

as cotton, having a])pcarcd more profitable, codec has not become so general as it

would otherwise hate been. The cotton, which had promised such advaniageous

returns, has ilk csvise been neglected in its turn, for the same leason
; because the

cultivation of indigo was become the most jiopular; but the great jiixdit which the

fust sugar plantations aflorded, has induced tliem to estahlish some wdiercver tlicy

could procure a quantity of water above the level of the earth, sufhcieni to wxuk a

sugar mill. Several sugar plantations have already proved successful, and many

others arc expected ecpially to succeed. Unfortunately, the mountains, though co-

vered with fine trees, have been found, in ccrqiin spots, to iia\'ca wdiitc stone or rock

too neat tlic mould,i but tho^e wiio liave suflercd fiom this inconvenience ha^c

indemnified themselves, loi the pie sent, by felling w^oods.^

** The iiihahitaiUs c()ni])kiin that the soil is not sufficiently fiOilc, although it is very rich

in natural productions , but t!ic tact is, that they continually exliaust it, never letting it remain

fallow, nor su])pl\nig n wiih the iRccisary manure.

It IS not astonisliing that tlu mould on the brows of the mountains should become diy, or be

carried aw.iy by tire running walcis, when the trees have been cut down s’hich preserved and de-

fended It trom the sun, W'inds, and waters; and, when no cxjrcnce is inade to delend it against

tliesc natuial inconvenieuces on the tontiary, the soil is exhausted by two hai vests,in the year.

Had not the soil been originally excellent, it would not have produced such fine tices as ate

found upon it, and which aie continually lellcd without regularity or incasifre.

f 'rills l.Hing of tire rvoods ought to be observed and controuled by the administration ; as the

inhabitants, to^ accelerate then toitunes, will soon have laid waste the whole island
; so tliat it will
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C'oIoihqI Coijwwditic^ whii^h ibc Isle of rath e tncis produce in 1800,

Price during die present wai.

Coffee, -• 6000 hales, of lOO pounds French, from 8 to 20 piastres ibc bale*

Indigo, 300,000 pounds weight, good year, from 2 to 8 shillings per Ib.

Cotton, - 2000 bales of 250 poundvS, - from 8 pence to 2 shillings per Ib,

Raw sugar, 20,000,000 pounds weight, - from 4 to ten piastres the quintal

Cloves, - 20,000 pounds, - - from \ to 1 piastre per lb.

The Isle of Boitrbotu at present called Reunion.

Coffee, about 60,000 bales.

Cotton, 2,000 bales.

Two or three sugar plantations for the consumption ol the island.

Cloves, 605000 lb*

New Division of the Isle of France.

No. 1 . Municipality of the North-west Port, extends from the river dcs Lataniers^

the boundary of the Municipality of Moka, to the Grande riviere.

No. 2. Municipality of Pamplemousscs—^from the river des Lataniers^ the limits

of the municipality of Moka, of the Three Islets, and of the riviere du Rempart^

as far as the Great Bay.

No. 3. Municipality du Remparl^from the Grande Bale, the boundary of the

municipality des PaniplemousseSy anrf of the Three Islets, as far as the French river.

No. 4. Municipality of Flapk—from the French river, the boundary of the mu-

nicipality of the Three Islets, to i\^ ^riviere Scebe.

No. 5. Municipality, of the Trree Islets—from la riviere Seebe, the boundary

of the municipality of Flack, of the Rempart, of Pamplemousscs, and of Moka, to

the Deep river, oiw Great river of the Great Port.

then become uninhabitable. It i» high time to remedy it. There is still more than half the island

covered with*most beauiiful woods, and it would be very impolitic to let one of the finest and most

productive sp^ts of the ^obe be destroyed, blest as it is with all healthy dimate and magnF

ficent harbours. Finally, %c greatest advantages might be derived from it were the inhabitants

richer, or less eager to make rapid fortunes.

• ThisVew division is marked on the Map of the Isle of France, placed at the beginning of the

Volume.
*

4D
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Ko, 6 Mniiici[)alifv o( tlic (Acat Port Ijourhon (at present called the Pon of

loaiernity)—hoin the (rrcat iivcr, ihc houndaiy of the municipality of the Three

Islets, of Aloka, and of tlu IMains of Y'lllheins, to the liver du Posk.

No. 7. Municipahtv ol the Savannah—from the River du Pvsli\ the boundary

of ih.e Plains oi Willheins, to the Bay of the Cape.

No. 8, Alunicipahty of the Plains of St. Pieire and Black river—from the Ray

of tlu' Cape, the boumlary of the Savannah, and of the Plains of Willheins, to the

I itile liver.

Xo. (j. Municipality of the Plains of WSllhems—fiom the Little river, the

boundaiy of the municipality of the Black river, of the Savannah, of the Great

Poit, and of Moka, to the Great river of Port North-west.

No. 10 . The municipality o*r Moka—compiiscd between those of the North-west

Port, of the Plains of Willhems, of the Great Port, of tlie Three Islets, and of

Pamplemousscs.

Actual State of the Price of the Commodities in 1800.

d.

Beef, kid, mutton, - - about i o per lb.

Pork, * - - ^ 06
A hen, - - - - - 26
A chicken, - - . -10
A duck, - « - - from 2 to 3 0

A goose, - - N. from 7 to 8 o

A turkey, « - - - from 10 to 12 o

A pair of pigeons, « • - from 2 to 6 o

Bread and wine fluctuate, according to the commerce jn time of war.

Wine, from the price of Europe, to eight times higher.^

Bread, from tbe price of Europe, to four times ‘higher.

j8. All the inhabitants having commodities to dispose of, and seldom buying

it |l tht|r tateresi m tliem 4^ tQ^foreigner^ y‘ho come Aiitber for the pur-

poses of*

^

In the Isle ipf FwijWSe a plantation entirely cleared, may he bought foi*;^i50o.

(
5ooo piastres) with thirty slaves of both sexes, reckoned, op an average, at

about ;C30. each. This plantaticwt would produce sufficient to support a family in

great comfort. Only half of the purchase-moncy must
.

j/aid down.
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Ihmarks on ibc isle of Fri^uce, in 1800.

First. The Fslc of France imp )ns from Kurope alniD.st all its necessaries and

objects of consumption, c\ecj>t iinein c<itiun, and stidr^, whicli it obtains /ioni the

coasts of Coromandel and lk n;;,il ;
China wau' and sllL lioin ( hina ; its com is partly

of its own growth, and of the Jslc of Jionilxjii
;
the surplus ronsumjition of its bread

and biscuit is imported in flour fiom Kur('])c and New Lngland. It imports its

rice, (besides what it grows itself,^^ from Mad:-' 1.car and other ports of India; its

slaves, for the most part, aie biv>noht fican the u>a.>t ol Aliica, and Madagascar.

Second. In 1779, all the business was sokTc cairied on in the commodities of the

colony, or in piastres (a Spanish coin, vaiiu' ahoiit five shillings Knglishj. d’herc

was still in circulation the paper cuiieney issued by litc administrauus'in the name

of the French republic; but as it was constantly diminisiiing in value, the Colonial

Assembly settled it irrevocably in 1798, Iry a depot ol mcichandi/c destined for the

payment of the paper currency then in ciiculation; the value ol which to money was

only in proportion of one to a tiiousand; so that a stamp pajier currency or note

ioi ten thousand francs was then only wortliMcn fiancs in commerce. On this

basis the redemption ofThc paper currency was ultimately fixed.

IT/ird. Tire plan of forming the Isle of France into a general entrepot has not

been followed up ; 1st, Because it is more advantageous to obtain all articles of mer-

chandize from the place itself, which produces or manufactures them. 2d, Because,

although the Indian sailors have miu^'t le^s pay than those of Europe, this point

alone docs not render the navigatiomof vessels in India more economical, or more

ad\ aniagcous, than the navigation of European vessels; as the latter navigate them

i)etter, and a crew of European sailors docs not amount to one-third of those

required by the vessels'of Eidia.''^

^ The principal advaMage which the Ule of France derives from its ports and situation, is that

of its being a military depot. On this account it would bo neccBsary that its mother-country should

have the superiority by s^. A comii^ercial entrepot would then be the natural consequence.

TH£ END,

Frintea by \v. Bulmer and Co. Ru--

court, Clevclaiid-row St. jifinics’e.
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This island is covered with wood to the very summit of tlie mouninins, and

abounds with land and sea-turtle, of three hundred pounds weight. On determining

the situation of it in 1769, by M. Rochon, the adjacent islands appeared to he

inhabited only by enormous crocodiles; but since tiiat time a small settlement has

been made there, and the nutmeg and clove cultivated. In one of these islands,

called Palm Island, is to be seen the tree which bears that well known huit called

the cocoa of the Maldives, or the sca.cocoa.

The circuit of Diego Garcia is twelve leagues, and is in the form ol an horse-

shoe ; it is not a mile over in its broadest part, nevertheless the land is suHicienily

elevated, so as to form a border and shelter to a bason capable of receiving the

largest fleet : this bason is four leagues in length by one of mean width : this excel-

lent harbour has two good entrances on the north side, and is situated in seven degrees

fourteen minutes south latitude, and in sixty-eight degrees longitude, east of Paris.

Although this archipelago is covered with rocks, they are not as yet all known.

The ancient maps of M. d’ Apres do not dc.scribc the whole of them. The collection

of charts of the Isle of France are full of notes, written by M. Rochon, which shew

that M. d’ Apres has confounded Artove with Agalega, and Corgados with St.

Brandon, although there were among his papers the different plans of these islands

and rocks, which contained many errors less obvious, but nevertheless of great

importance.

The plan of Corgados had been taken by the boats Charles and Elizabeth, w4 )ilc

that of St. Brandon is printed in the l!^nglish pilot. These two dangerous rocks

differ essentially both as to form and longitude ; for they are fiFiy leagues distant

from one another. Corgados is in the shape of a crescent, and St. Brandon forms

an equilateral triangle; M. d'Apres, confoynding these two datigcrous islets, has

given them a mean position in his charts, because he bad found them on the ancient

charts in the same latitude ;
this position, however, is incorrect, and by no means

ascertains the course that must be taken to avoid them. M. Rochon adds, on the

memorable day when Venus passeef over the sun’s disk, in the month of June, 1 769,

I could not observe the passage of that star, important as it was, though the weather

was clear and “serene, as thfe Vessel in which I was embarked was in danger of

shipwreck off Corgados*. ifwe could not have doubled the easternmost point of this

frightful rock We rpust have perished; I am therefore justified in resisting the

general opinion of the charts of M. d’ Apres.’*

3 P 2
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Wc cannot enter at present into a more minute detail of the archipelago which

separates India from the Isle of France, though it is absolutely necessary to be well

accjuainted with it, in order to lUidertake the most direct course during either of the

monsoons.

The following events, that happened in these seas, afford the consolatory infor-

mation, that any unfortunate shipwrecked navigator, thrown on the arid coast oi

barren isles, may find from the fish and animals which frequent the shores, a certain

subsistence.

Tlie ship named ihc Hairrux left the Isle of France on the goth of August, 1 769,

being bound forBengal, and most unexpectedly fell in with the islands of [can dc Novc.

The captain determined to pass them to leeward, and to avoid, by this manaaivrc,

the surrounding dangers. As soon as he had doubled them he took his course

north-cast by north, with a view of shortening his passage by some days : he per-

ceived that he ought not to neglect any means ol‘ accelerating his arrival in Bengal,

because the season was very far advanced : but in this passage the vessel was cast

at midnight, upon two shallows, which gave the crew no hopes of saving them-

selves. These shallows were surrounded by a chain of breakers, which increased

their alanii. All their manoeuvres appeared useless, and ilie vessel was upon the

point of going to the bottom, when the captain ordered the anchor to be cast, in sucli

a manner as to give him some hope of the vessels being shipwrecked in shoal-

water. This manoeuvre succeeded, and the crew were enabled to pass the remainder

of the night in the shrouds : day-break, hojvever, did not IVcc them horn this dread*

fill situation, but at half past six in the morning they had some glimmering of hope,

as they perceived at a distance a small sand-bank : all the crew passed over to 11 in

the boat which the captain had taken jihc precaution to hoist overboard before the

fatal moment when his vessel was wrecked. But this sand-bank was nothing

more than a flat shore, left bare by the sea at low tide, I\i this cruel dilemma the

captain saw no other resource than to send his boat to the coast of Africa for

assistance. These unfortunate people, eight hours after their departure, met with

a rock in their way, which they called Providence Isle : this rock was not entirely

barren, for they found in it fresh water, sea turtles, ahd cocoas. Nirtc of the boat’s

crew remained there, whilst two strong rowers attempted^ to gain the sand-bank

where the rest of the ship’s crew had taken refuge, in the expectation of receiving

succour. Their hope, however, was lessening, as they saw the fatal term approach-
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ing in -wbich they would be swallowed up by the high tides. The boat was three

days in getting there, and was too small to take them all on board; but this want

was supplied by a ralt from the wreck of the vessel. It possessed the dimensions

requisite to contain the provisions and utensils \Wtich were necessary li)r the con-

struction of a chaloupe. dim raft was towed by the canoe to the Isle of Proxidence,

and the shipwrecked people remained two months upon that rock, in order to

construct a boat of live and-twenty feet in length, in which they had the good

fortune to reach Madagascar without any further accident, fhe Isle oI Providence

is 9" 5' latitude, aud 50' longitude; and is north-north-west, and some degrees to

the west of the Isle of France.

M. Moreau, Chaplain of the sloop Favori, dispatclied from the Isle ol France on

the 9th of February, 1757, to Nairapore, on the 26th rd March following Icll in with

the Adu Isles : from his observation the latitude was 5^ 6' south, and according to

his reckoning, 76 ol longitude, to the cast of Paris, He sent a boat on shore

which he was obliged to abandon, being forced away by the currents. Six leagues

to the south ol these islands M. M<mcau fell in with a bank, which had a good

bottom. A narrative of what befcl the party which were thus involuntarily deserted,

and of their anival at Crangaiiorc, near Calicut, has already been given in a former

part of this Volume.

The Isle dc Sable was discovered in 1722, by the ship la Diane, Captain M. dc

la Feuillcc. It is Hat; and is not a quarter of a league in circumference: how-

ever, at the northern and southern poin.ts of it Ircsh water is to be found, at the

deptlt of fifteen feet. 11)c ship fUtile, Captain M. dc la Fargue, was shipwrecked

licic in 1761, The officers, and the ship’s crew, which was for the most part

composed of blacks, saved themselves upon. this small island. They built, dining

iheir abode of six months there, a chaloupe out of the wreck of the vessel aboard

of which the white pcoplb embarked. They fortunately reached the small island of

St. Mary, near Madagascar, after a .short passage. The blacks remained upon

this rock in the .fruitless expectation of receiving assistance from their compa-

nions ;
but they were left to perish there without a single attempt Iming made

to rescue theffi from their* Melancholy situation. The corvette, the Dauphin,

commanded by M. Trcmiclin, whose brother has been already mentioned with the

distinction he deserves, on the 29^1 of September, ijjG, fell in with the Isle dt

Sable, and, notwitlistaiuling the dangers which threatened any approach to it, he had
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the good fortune to take back to the Isle of France the sad remains of the crew of

the Utile. Eighty Negroes, male and female, had perished from distress, or in

attempting to save themselves on rafts, which they had constructed: seven Negro

women had resisted, during fifteen years, all the rigours of the most cruel situatioti

that imaginaton can form. The most elevated part of this shoal is fifteen feet abov'e

the level of the sea : it is six hundred fathom in length, and about three hundred

in breadth. These deserted Negroes had constructed a hut witli the remains of

the vessel, and had covered it with the shells of turtle ; while the feathers of birds,

ingeniously interwoven by the women, served them for clothing. This island is

one scene of sterility; nor has it any shelter from the fury of the sea in the tem-

pestuous seasons. One of the seven females who had escaped the united pressure

of hunger and despair, became in this deplorable situation, the mother of a child,

who perished with her. They related, that they had seen five vessels which had

made many unsuccessful attempts to laud on the place of their dire captivity.

The Cominora Islands.

As these islands make a ])art of the great Ethiopian Archipelago, we conceive

that this is the proper place to mention them : and before we give their pariicular

description, wc shall present an extract from the Voyages ol Spilberg, which will

inform us of the reception the Dutch met with, when they first touched at ihc.m.

On his arrival at the first of the Commora Islands, wSpilberg sent a boat on sliore to

ascertain the disposition of the islanders,., which returned with various kiiuls of

refreshments, and with the assurance that the place might be approached in safetv.

On the following day an interpreter, with some of the inhabitants, brought provi-

sions, for which they were paid ; and pn the 2 2d they came to an anchor in the

road, where there was a good bottom in thirty fathom water.

Spilberg now ordered a large case of mcrcliandize aruUsome bars of iron to be

carried into the bouse of the Prince, by way of security for the payment of what

might be furnished for the service of the .ships. In this island, .which was named

Mohilla, there was plenty of cattle but very little rice. The Prince was a man of

considerable experience, having travelled in Arabia* ^nd other pHces : be spoke

the Portuguese language with great fluency, and was extremely fond of music; he

took great delight in hearing the flourish of trumpets, and it appeared even that he

had heard the harpsicord and the harp, as he enquired whether those instruments
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were on board any of the ships. His son paid a visit to Spilberg, with a great

number of officers and two Turks, all superbly dressed in the rurkish ffishion : he

was received in a very respectrul manner, and an handsome collation was prepared

for him, but as it was a fast-day according to his religion, he declined jiartaking of

it. The Admiral made him several presents for the Queen, his mother, as well as

for himself, consisting of looking glasses, and necklaces of amber and crystal. The

Queen immediately sent in return a bullock and several goats.

These mutual civilities inspired a mutual confidence, so that die Dutch visiter!

the town at their ease, where they received the most hospitable attentions. They

solicited their Admiral to comply with the desire of the King and the Queen, who

had expressed an earnest wish to receive him on shore, as tire latter had been iqduced

to ccmic from the furthest part of the island in the hope of seeing him. Jkii the

adventure of Rufisco was still in his mind, and made him deal to their entreaties;

though the King offered his son as an hostage : and to give him a further example

of confidence, he [iroposcd to pay him a visit on hoard his ship, and appointed the

5th of March for that purpose. He was accompanied by a great number of his

people, all dressed in the Turkish fashion ; and his visit proved, to all appearance,

extremely satisfactory to him. He was acquainted with navigation ; and wdicn a

globe and charts were brought to him, he distinguished very readily the principal

places in the East Indies, It appeared from his observations, that he lately fre-

quented the Red Sea, of which he had perfect knowledge. As the season of fasting

w’as not yet passed, there were no other nkans of entertaining him but by musical

instruments, and the discharge ofartillcrv: he declared the utmost satisfaction at

the desire which had been manifested to please him ; and it is not easy to determine

if any treacherous design was lurking behind his exterior di'portment.

Two days after, Spilberg went on siiore without giving him any previous notice,

and on his arrival at tho city, he, by chance, met the High Priest of the island,

who pressed him to pay a visit to the king : he again begged to be excused at

present, on pretext of the fast not’bcing over; the principal pleasure of visiting

being to eat and drink. The season of fasting being completed, he was solicited

more than ever* to go on sbofe, ind take part in the festivities of the tow^n : he,

however, made other pr^^texts for his refusal; but although the King voluntarily

came on board .to congratulate Captain Speck on his joining the fleet with his

ship, neither tjiis politeness nor the renewed invitations of the Prince, could
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overcome Ills resolution. In the meanwhile the ship's crew carried on their traflic

^\ithoiii entertaining the least suspicion of any treachery: but, on the 31st of

March, the chalou})e and a canoe having been ordered out with cight-and-twenty

men, to take in w'ater, they did not return as was usual, at sunset. In vain were

signals bred and repeated ; and the night passed without receiving any news of them.

Next day a wlriie (lag was hoisted, and all the necessary precautions were taken (o

pi event a sudden attack: no body, however, appeared upon the shore, neither

did any canoe come off, nor was any signal made to answer those of the (lecL

So strange an event excited the greater alarm in the Admiral, as, after such a

diminution of his foices, die crew that remained, half of whom were sick, was not

sufficient to give any hopes of succeeding by violence. Although he had lost

his chaloupc and canoe he could have landed some of his men near a siihurh

of about two hundred houses, called the Fisher's Suhurby and at least demand

the reason of an event that confounded him. Confidence anti friendship had

reigned wiiht)ut interruption throughout their intercourse ; nor had there arisen

the least dispute between the Dutch and the Islanders. It was, howc\er, to be

feared, tliat those wlio landed might be detained like the rest, which wouitl neces-

sarily produce some acts of hostilities; they therefore got under w^ay, anti haviir;

stood into the bay, they made fresh signals of their preparations to depart. At last

Spilberg, discouraged at so many useless endeavours, resolved to sail for the Isle

of Anjouan, where the Oucen, then sovereign of the four Commora Islands,

ordinarily held her court: with this design he weighed anchor; hut his surprise

and grid were much increased when, having stood off both Anjouan and Mayoita,

he found in the inhabitaius tlic same obstinacy in not shewing themselves, and refusing

to answer his signals, ahhougli they formerly brought tlicir refreshments fiecly on

board the fleet: prudence, however, would not allow him to land on the two

islands. At last the discontents of the sick, and the irnpossibility of freeing the

prisoners, caused him to call those who were in a condition to hear him, to witness

that he had no reason to reproach himseff f6r what had happened, and that the

interest of his masters obliged him to continue his voyage. This resolution was

universally approved, and they immediately s®t S'ail. The eight^and-twenty men
who were thus abandoned, and among whom was the Admiral's secretary, were the

healthiest and strongest persons of the fleet.
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Dcicripiion ofihc Commora Islands.

The Commora Islands, which arc situated to the norih-norih-wcst of Madagascar,

arc five in number ; the largest gives its name to all the rest, although the other foui

have each a particular name, which arc Mohilla, Angaieja, johanna and Mayotta.

Though the Island of Commora is the largest, it is, net crthclcss, in every other

respect, the least remarkable
; it has no safe road for shipping, and the inhabitants

are so barbarous and uncivilized, iliat Europeans have never ventured to make a

long abode there : they are, in general, jealous of strangers, and have a particular

aversion to die natives of Europe. It is said, that the cruelties which the Portiu

^Micsc. exercised the first time they landed there, arc the cause of this suspicious

disposition. The Island of Mohilla is of as little consequence as that of Commora

;

it is very seldom visited, not only on account of the inhospitable disposition of its

peo[)lc, but also from there not being any convenient spot for shipping.

All the islands, however, are extremely fertile, well stocked with cattle, sheep,

hogs, and birds of different kinds ;
they produce likewise sweet and sour orangCwS,

citrons, bananas, honey, sugar-canes, rice, ginger, cocoa nuts, See.

The Isle of Angareja is inhabited by Moors, who traffic with diflerent parts of

the continent, and several of the islands in the cast, by means of their fruits and

other productions of the island, bartering them for calicoes and other cotton manu-

factures, The bread used in these islands is made of the kernel of cocoa nuts, boiled

or broiled, and covered with honey ; their drink is palm wdne, and a juice extracted

from the sugar-cane, which they leave to ferment, or the milk of the cocoa-nut.

They never let strangers sec their women without a permission from their chiefs,

or an order brought by the stranger himself; many of them speak and write the

Arabic language with facility; and some even understand the Portuguese tongue;

this advantage they derive from their trade in the Mozambique Straits, which they

carry on in vessels of about forty tons. They build their houses with stone and

lime, made from calcined oyster shells, with which they cover their walls and

roofs: their windows are shaded hy the leaves of the palm-tree, which protect

them at the same time from the violence of the rain, and the excessive heat of the

sun. The government 'of this isle is aristocratical, and is conducted by ten of its

principal inhabilants-

The island* of Mohilla is subject to a sultan, whose children share his authority as

3Q
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viceroys over different districts of the island : they all take the title of sultan, though

subordinate to the authority of their father; and each of them has his guards, his

crown, his sceptre, and all the other symbols of royalty, with a numerous court.

The sultan never appears without being attended by twenty of the principal persons

of the island : and, on these occasions, he is clad in a long robe of striped calico,

which hangs from his shoulders to his feet, with a turban on his head. The people

also generally wear long garments of a similar stuff; they continually chew the

areka or beetle nut, like the Indians of the East, to whom they bear a great resem-

blance in their manners and actions.

The Island of Johanna is the mf)st frequented by, and best known to, Europeans;

who frequently touch there for refreshmeuts, in their voyage to Bombay or the

coast ol Malabar. I'his island is in twelve degrees twenty minutes south latitude ;

is thirty miles in length, fifteen in breadth, and about fourscore in ciictiinfcrcnce;

although certain parts of it arc very mountainous, it is equally pleasant and fertile:

the soil is naturally good, and its various rivers render it abundant in all the

necccssaries of life.

To give an idea of the beauty of this island we shall relate the account of an

excursion made into the interior parts of it by Mr. Grose. It it as follows:

—

“ We set out very early in the morning, with a design of penetrating about six

miles into the country before the sun should incommode us, and it was no common

undertaking, considering the mountainous surface that wc had to pass We had

taken our fowling-pieces, in the hope of killing game if wc could attain the summit

of the mountains, whither they reiirc; but, notwithstanding our utmost efforts to

climb iq^ them on our hands and knees, we found it impossible, and were obliged to

content ourselves with the small birds that wc found in the vallies, and on tlie hills

whose ascent wc had accomplished. Wc brcgkftsted on pine-apples, and the milk

of cocoa-nuts served to assuage our thirst. Towards noon we arrived at a fine

lake, on whose banks wc sat down to make another repast, and to enjoy the natural

cascades which fell from the rocks, and, by blending their several' noises from their

respective distances, produced a soft and agreeable kind of water-music.

“ The orange and lemon trees, bending beneath 'the weight of their fruit, dispersed

a fragrance that embalmed the air: there were, also wild pme trees, which bore a

fruit of thirteen inches in circumference, and of a more exquisite flavour than those

1 have since eaten in India’: our guides also pointed out to us a great number of
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guava trees, and particulaily a tree w’hosi' fniit reseinhies our damson, vhicb leave

an agreeable flavour on the palate several minutes after it has been calcti : they all

grow without any regularity or order, and reeeivc tio advantage from cultivation:

some cover the to})sortltc mountains, others shatle the water-falls, or thicken in the

vallies ; tlic whole formiiig a terrestrial paradise, in comparison of whicii tlie finest

gardens of France, with their statues and caitals, their parterres and their fountains,

exhibit but a poor and meagre scenery.

“ Wc(juittcd with regret this charming spot, after having admired its beauties, and

which still added more to our pleasure, having notliing to fear from wild beasts, or

poisonous animals. We then returned to our tent, well rewarded for the fatigue

we had undergone in our excursion.’’

This island produces several other kinds of fruit besides those already mentioned

;

among which there is a remarkable kind of sweet orange ; it is about the size of a

common lemon, but of a much more delicious taste than those that grow in Portu-

gal. The principal domestic animals arc cattle, sheep, and hogs; the bullocks arc

of a moderate size, like those in the Fast Indies, and arc remarkable for large fleshy

excrescences on their backs : their flesh is very sweet, and the excrescence, when it

has been well sailed, eats like marrow : the natives prefer it to the tongue.

I'he woods abound with monkeys of different kinds, but there is no beast of prey,

or venemous creatures: there are also two animals of the monkey kind, one is

called the morigoo, and the other the mauaiilo. The mongoo is of the size of a

small cat, and its head resembles thafof a fox; its eyes are black, with a yellow-

circle round the pupil ;
near the eyes the skin is black, and descends in a point to the

nose, which is also black ;
but there is a small white space between the eyes and

the nose, which continues from the face to the ears ; the upper part of the head, the

hinder parts, the tail, and the limbs, ‘are of an ash colotir, while the belly is white ;

the hair has a tendency to wool; the feet resemble those of a man, with flat nails,

except one sharp talon on the hinder feet ; the tail of this animal is long, and its

hair is thick and soft ; its actions resemble those of the monkey ;
it lives on fruits

and herbs, but.in general, wijl cat^any thing, not excepting fish. There are several

kinds of these, hut they do not appear to differ, except in their colour. It is gentle

in its nature, and has no apparent means of defending itself.

The mauaulo is*of the .size of a common cat, but its body and limbs are much

3 Q ^
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smaller; its tail is twice the length of that which nature has given to the cat; its

snout is long, and resembles that of a fox : the iris of the eye is a brilliant yellow

;

its face and ears arc whiiCj but its nose is black; each eye is surrounded with a

large circle of the same colour, and on the sides of the head and eyebrows there are

long stiff’ hairs, resembling the whiskers of a cat, the crown and the hinder part of

the head are of a dark ash colour, and the hair, in those parts, is longer than that

of the face, but the hinder part and the sides have a slight tinge of red; the legs

are of a light ash colour ; the upper part of the feet is white; the fore feet resemble

the human hand, with a thumb and flat nails, while the hinder ones are remarkable

for the size of its principal toe, and the inside of them is covered with black hair

:

the skin in every part has the softness of velvet. I his animal has two teats on the

breast, which have the same position as in the monkey species: the tail is covered

with fur, and decorated with large alternate rings of black and white : when it sleeps

it rests its nose on its belly, brings all its feet together, as if it were sitting, and

guards its head with its tail.

The black mauaulo is of the same size as that we have just described, is of

the same gentle nature, and soon rendered familiar, though it has all the tricks and

finesse of a monkey. Its head is like that of a fox, with a pointed snout; it cats in

a sitting posture, and holds its food with its paws.

There are several species of fowl, and different kinds of game, but the inhabi-

tants are so awkward in the use of nets and fowling-pieces, that they seldom kill

any of them.

The sea abounds in different kinds of excellent fish, and the islanders are very

skilful in taking them ; they consist of the ray, the mullet, and a flat fish that

resembles our turbot; but the most* remarkable species is the peroquet fish, so

named from the resemblance of its snout to the beak of that bird : it is about a

foot long, and of a greenish colour, spotted with yellow : its fins are blue; its eyes,

which are very lively, are of the same colour,. with a yellow iris; the scales arc

large, and it has two rows of teeth, with which it contrives to op^n the muscles and

oysters : its flesh is very firm, and of an excellent flavour.

The natives of this island are, in general, tall, robust, and well made, but the

women are inferior to the men ; they have, all of them, long black hair, piercing

eyes, and their colour is between olive and black. The poor people live in huts made
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with twigs, interwoven with, and covered by, a coat of strong grass : while the roof is

protected by a kind of mat, made of the leaves of cocoa trees. The upper orders

have houses built of stone, cemented with tempered clay.

Vegetables and milk focm their principal food; but instead of oil and vinegar

for their sallad, they use a liquor which they extract from the cocoa-nut. Persons

of rank are distinguished by the nails of their fingers, which they suffer to grow to

an immoderate length
; they also paint them with the alkana, which produces an

orange colour: this fruit is found on a particular kind of shrub, that grows in

marshy places. They generally wear large knives attached to a belt whieh is fas-

tened round their middle ; the handles of some of them are of silver and agate.

The lower ranks have no other dress than a piece of coarse cloth tied round their

loins, with a sort of cap upon the head, made of any kind of stuff’ they can procure.

Those of the rank above them wear a shirt with large sleeves, which hangs down

upon a pair of drawers, and covers a waistcoat made of a thick or light stull,

according to the season ; the higher oiders wear turbans.

The women aic clad in a kind of jacket and petticoat, with a loose robe, and

when they go out, their face is covered with a veil : they are very careful in adorn-

ing their legs, their arms, and their ears ; they wear in the latter such a variety of

baubles, in the firm of pendants, that the lobes of them arc drawn down to their

shoulders; their arms and wrists are decorated with a number of bracelets, made

of glass, of iron, of copper, of tin, or of silver, according to their ratik and fortune.

They suffer their children, both male and female, to be naked till the age of seven

or eight years, a custom very general among the people of the East
;

they consider

heat as more hunful tlian cold, and arc of opinion that a free access of air to every

part of their bodies tends to strengthen iherH, and is much more favourable to their

growth than if they were envelope^ in clothes : thus, in their opinion, the infants

and children are preserved from many maladies to which those are subject who arc

educated in a different manner. Health is the principal object with these people,

and they have the good sense to consider it as the first blessing of life.

They are remarkable for their simplicity, obliging disposition, and hospitality,

which often exceeds their means of indulging it; their manners preserve that natural

appearance which proves that they have not yet been corrupted by the arts of the

more civilized* woFid.

The delightful temperature of their climate renders them indolent, and prone to
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amorous indulgence. They often avail themselves of the liberty vhich tr.cii laws

allow them, to divorce their wives on the slightest pretences, and from the mere love

of variety
;
though they generally have two or three wives, and as many coiicubincs

as they can maintain. They will ask freely for what will give them pleasure; but

they arc by no means addicted to theft : they treat the English, in particular, with

the greatest cordiality, from a principle of gratitude, for the essential assistance

which they formerly received from them in their wars with the people of Mohilla:

at the same time they are extremely jealous of all other European nations, cs})ccially

of the Portuguese, with whose usurpations on the shores of the contiticnt they arc

well aerjuainted. They trust, for their defence, to the inaccessable mountains in the

intcrior parts of the island, and consider thorn as the impenetrable barriers which

nature has given them.

Their tongue is a corrupt Arabic, blended with the language of Zangtichar, a part

of the continent opposite to them, and from whence, it is probable, that the Com--

mora Isles were originally peopled. The white people among them, who arc gene-

rally of an elevated rank, enjoy a superior degree ol' consideration. They derive

their colour from a connection with the Arabs and Europeans, with whom they were

formerly more connected than they arc at present: they have, indeed, adopted the

jealousy of the Arabs, as well as their religion and manners ; their religion is, never-

theless, a gross kind of Mahometanism, corrupted by the remains of their own

ancient superstitions. They bate and fear the devil to such a degree that they

sometimes burn liim in clfigy, as a mark of their detestation for that common enemy

of the human race: they also believe very much in gliosts, and their fear of them is

equal to their faith in them. In general, the religion and manners of the inhabitants

of these several islands bear a strong resemblance to each other, and only differ in

cciiain usages and customs.

There arc seventy-three villages in this island, besides the town of Johanna, where

tlie king rcskf s : the inhabitants are supposed to amount to one hundred and thirty

thousand; the lown of Johanna contains about two hundred houses, the greatest

partof wliich are inhabited by the principal personages of the country; they arc

bulk of stone, but are very low, except the king’s palace, which is high and spacious

:

strangers are peimiUtu a free entrance into the anti-chamber, but the other apart-

ments arc reserved fur th.e royal family.

The title ol King is goen to the chief of this island: in fact, he possesses an
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unlimited power over all his subjects, as well in religious as temporal concerns; he

usually resides about nine miles from the town, and seldom comes there, excepting

when European vessels arrive there; he is, on that occasion, accumpanied by a

numerous equipage, and seldom fails going on board, whore he is entertained by

the eaptain, and saluted at his arrival and departure by live gun.s. C)i diis cireum-

stance be is veryjealous, not only on account of the private satisfaction he receives

from it, but rnorctn er, because it is a mark of esteem and importance, which renders

him the more respected by his subjects.

Every captain is obliged to obtain the king’s permission before he can traffic w ith

the inhabitants ; to obtain which he has only to make him a small present of Euro-

})can manufactures.

As soon as a vessel,” says Mr. Grose, “ has cast anchor in the road, it is imme-

diately surrounded by a great number of canoes, which hasten to bring vcficshmcnts

of all kinds. It is agreeable to see the confusion and eagerness of the rowers to get

the first to the ship; when the sea is rather boisterous, it often happens that they arc

overset, but without danger of their lives, as they arc excellent swimmers, and sustain

no other loss than their small cargoes.”

Some years ago the islanders, who used to come on board with refreshments for

the crew, such as fresh cocoa-nuts, plantains, birds, fruits, See. bartered them for

handkerchiefs and milliticry articles, glass bottles, pieces of iron, and every kind of

ready-made clothes, without caring for money
;
but at present they have learned

to know the value of coin ;
nor arc they any longer so eager after tribes as tlicy

w'ere formerly : they now insist on being paid in money, fire-arms, gunpowder, (^c,

for their goats and sheep.

Thus the most simple characters, wffieii they come to communicate with the world,

catch its habits, and learn its artifice.^

'Fhe only private deta'ils we have of the isle of Mayotta, on which we can depend,

is that of Commodore B. Francis Beaulieu, in an account of his expedition to the

East Indies : he says, the island of Mayotta is low, cold, and damp; that it abounds

with provisions and fruits, and is covered with verdure ; but is not inhabited on

the sea-shoic. ‘The tide, he 'sa*ys, carried him to the west, along the coast, to a spot

wher€ he perceived a W’sscl : he accordingly sent the long-boat, with ten marines,

who brought ba’ck word that it was a vessel of forty tons, coming from La Mecca,

and ffiat thedaptain, taking them for Dutchmen, had sent ail his merchandize ashore.
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The captain of the vessel shewed him two letters, one of an English commander,

named Martin, and the other of Captain Banner, by which they inform their coun-

tr)'men, that they found many refrevshments here, particularly in fruit; but had not

been able to meet with any fresh water; and that linen and paper were much sought

after by tim inhabitants
; but that great care was to be taken not to indispose them,

as, witli all their friendly appearance, they might do much harm. The road being

surrounded with rocks, the Arab captain advised me,” (continues Commodore

Bealieu) ‘‘ not to approach the island without a pilot, I accordingly sent iny boat

on shore with him, and he returned in the afternoon with two of the ijuiahitants,

who, before sunset, brought tiie vessel to an anchor in a place of security. I then

sent back the Arab captain to his vessel, with the vStrongest assurances that wc liad

no bad iiucntions, and of our friendly disposition : I charged him at the same time

will) a lettei', written in Spanish, containing the same assurances to the king of the

island.

“ Soon after the king sent some of bis principal favourites to assure us of his

friendship, and of his inclination to furnish us with all the productions of tl)c island

which wc might stand in need of: on which I sent him, as a present, a dagger with a

silver handle, two fine knives, a ream of paper, and a looking-glass, which he received

with great satisfaction, and in return sent me a kid and some fruits. At the same

time I begged the Arab captain, who was then on vshorc, to buy me some provisions,

promising to send him the necessary merchandize to be given in exchange. He an-

swered, that the inhabitants of the island havq such strange ideas, that they would not

conclude any bargain of the value of a single real in a day, nor would buy one

single yard of linen, without calling in all their relations and neighbours to fix upon

the price they were to give for it. I was likewise informed, that a Portuguese India

ship having been cast upon this island about three years ago, the inhabitants had

supplied themselves so abundantly with European goods, thit they were no longer

of any value.

‘*Thc following day, 1 observed two vessels of the country, and made the captains

come on board, who informed me that they came from the island of Mayotta, that

they were laden with rice and dried fish, bound fof Mombza. The next day they

furnished us with as much rice, peas, and hung beef, as would serve us four months,

which gave the greater satisfaction, as we could not buy any thin^ from the in-

habitants without a considerable delay ; besides, I began to suspect thdr sincerity,
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for the day before, as we were employed in sounding, in order to cast anclior,

some of them made us signs to come to a spot where we observed a long ridge of

rocks; from whence I concluded that the proht they had gained l)y the shipwreck of

the Portuguese India vessel, made them wish us to undergo the same fate. Finding

afterwards, that the water was bad and brackish, wc set sail again, and quitted thitf

island.

Wc now return to the Isle of France.
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CHAPTER XXVIll.

Excursion of M. St, Pierre in the Isle of France.—Description of the Cavern,

~

A Tour round the Island, &c,—Account of an Hermit.—Its Commerce^

culture^ and State of Defence.—Observations on the Island, by the Abbi Kaynal^

and M. Munro, &c.

As the following details will increase the local knowledge of the Isle of France,

we think proper to insert them.

I had been, a long time before, invited by'a planter on the Black river, called

M. de Messin, to pay him a visit : he lives about seven leagues from Fort Louis,

and availing myself of his pirogua, which came every week to the port, I embarked

about midnight. The pirogua is a kind of boat, made out of one piece of wood,

with oars and sails. We were about nine persons in it.

** About half past twelve at night we rowed out of the port : there was a strong

swelling sea, which broke heavy upon the reefs ; and we were often within the surf

of the breakers, without perceiving it, as the night was very dark. The master in-

formed me he could not continue his voyage before day-break ; wc therefore went

on shore.

We had probably run about a league and an half when we came to a mooring,

somewhat below the Little river. The Blacks carried me on shore upon their shoul-

ders;, after which they took two pieces of wood, one of the velvet tree, the other

of bamboo, and lighted a fire by rubbing them together. This method is very

ancient, the Romans made use of it, and Pliny says, there is nothing better for that

purpose than ivy rubbed against laurel.

The men seated themselves round about the fire, smoking ‘their pipes, which

consisted of a kind of crucible, at the end of a thick reed : they passed them round

to one another. I distributed some brandy among them, and laid myself down to

sleep upon the sand, wrapped up in my cloke.

“ They awoke me again at five o'clock, in order to re-embarkj Daylight having

appealed, 1 saw the summit of the mountains covered with thick clouds, passing
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rapidly along: the wind drove the thick fog into the vallies, the sea foamed, while

the pirogua carried its two sails, and proceeded with great expedition.

“ W hen we were upon that part of the coast called Flicq-cn»flacq, about half a

league from land, we w'erc overtaken by a squall, which obliged us to strike our

sails: wc were to windward of the shore, which, being lined with rocks, it was

impossible for us to approach. At length, however, alter various difficulties, we

got to the mouth of the Black river, where wc disembarked, and were received by

my friend with those attentions which indemnified me for the inconveniences I had

suffered. His estate comprehends the whole of the valley which is watered by that

river, and is very imperfectly represented on the chart of the Abbe dc la Cailie :

he has omitted a branch of the mountain which is on the right bank, and is called

the Mornc du Tamarin ; besides, the course of the river is not in a straight line ; at a

league from its mouth it turns to the left. That learned astronomer confined him-

self principally to the circuit of the island, and I have made some addition to the

map, as laid down by him. The country about the Black river is abundant in

every thing; game, deer, river and sea fish are in great plenty, the latter of which

are easily taken : to these may be added, the land and sea turtle. This plantation

is conducted with great order and regularity; the huts of the Negroes are ranged in

a line, like the tents of a camp ; and each of them has a little garden, in which he

cultivates tobacco. See. Sheep and the domestic fowls, are in great number:

grasshoppers do a great deal of mischjcf to the plantations ; and it is very diffi-

cult to transport any weighty articles to the town, as the roads are almost im-

passible by land, and the wind ever contrary by sea. After having reposed myself

some days, I determined to return to the town by a circuitous way through the

plains of Williams.

‘‘ I accordingly set off at two in the afternoon, in order to sleep at Palma, a plan-

tation at the distance of three leagues, which belonged to M.Cossigni: the only

Way to it is along small paths among the rocks, I was consequently obliged to

travel on foot.’ When I had passed the chain of mountains that stretches along

the Black river, I foiincj piys^elf in a ^vast forest, of which no part had been

cleared. The path conducted me to the only plantation in this quarter, and it

passed close to the house. The master of it was at bis door, without any covering

to his legs, and the sleeves of his shin tucked \ip : he was amusing himself with

rubbing a monkey over with red mulberries, and was himself bedaubed with theii

3 R 2
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juice : he was an European, and had enjoyed a considerable fortune in France,"which

he had dissipated.

In about half an hour I arrived on the banks of the Tamarin river, whose

waters run with great noise and rapidity over a bed of rock. I’he Negro, who

accompanied me as a guide, found a ford, over which he carried me on his

shoulders. 1 saw before me the very lofty mountains of the Trois Mamclles^ on

the other side of which lay the plantation of Palma. Here, however, wc lost our

way, and after a variety of difficulties, and ‘Suffering the extremity of fatigue and

thirst, wc arrived towards midnight at Palma, where, in the absence of the master,

wc received every kind of attention from the overseer of this plantation. At an

early hour in the morning I set forward to visit M. Jacob, who lived in the upper

part of the plains of Williams. I passed along a large open road, and arrived, at an

early hour, at the habitation of that gentleman.

The air of this part of the island is much cooler than at the port, or ihc place

w’hich I had so lately quitted, and in the evening a fire was not uiipleasanr. Hiis is

the best cultivated quarter of the whole island, and is watered by scvoial rivulets;

some of which flow through ravines of a frightful depth. In my return to the town,

I passed by one, called la riviere Profonde, the road being close to the brink

;

when I found myself in a state of elevation three hundred feet above its bed ;
the

sides are covered by five or six stages of large trees.

As I descended towards the town I perceived the heat gradually renew itself,

and the herbage insensibly lose its verdure,* till I ai rived at the poil, where an

universal aridity prevails.’'

Description /)f the Cavern,

Near the Great river there is a small establislvment, consisting of an hospital and

some magazines. There the aqueduct begins which brings water to the town* and

on the top of a small rising ground, in the form of a sugar-loaf, is a kind of fort

which defends the bay.

In about three quarters of a league on the other side of the river,
^

to the west-

ward, and in the midst of woods, is the mouth of the cavern. On entering the

plain, it reserriblcs the hole of a cellar, the vault of which is fallen in. Several

roots of the Mapou hang perpendicularly down, and close up' one part of the

entrance.
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In order to dc\sccnd into this abyss you must first provide yourself with Nvax lights

and flambeaux : when you have gone down a dozen steps on the rocks which

form its mouth, you then find yourself in a vast subterranean place, the vaults of

which are of black rock, in an elliptical form. It is about thirty feet wide, atid

twenty high ; the bottom is very dose, and is covered with a fine eardi, which the

rain-water has deposited there.

On each side of the cavern, round the upper part, is a kind of large bead and mould-

ings, which piobahly have been formed by the dripping of whaler in the rainy seasons,

The natives dunk that it is the aperture of a volcano
; it has, Iiowcver, more the

appearance of having been the bed of a subterraneous river. The vault is covered

with a shining and dry varnish, formed by a kind of stony concretion which spreads

itself over the prtijcciions, and in some parts of the floor : there is aKo ferruginous

incrustations, which crackle beneath the feet like ice.

After a considerable length of p-assage, the ground becomes pci fcctly dry, except

at about three h’uudrcd paces from the entrance, where tlie vault has fallen in, and

the external water filters through the earth, and forms some humid spots.

From thence the vault continues lowering, till there is t\o proceeding but on the

hands and feet ; a stifling heat is found to prevail. There is a .strange kind of plant

found here, which is full of a milky juice: it resembles a root about liie thickness of

(Uic’s finger, and upwards of ten feet long, without branches or leaves, or (he Ica.st

appearance of having ever had any, although it is entire at the two extremities.

This cavern is capable (;f being foiiued into superb magazines, by building walls

to prevent the water from entering into it.
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Dimensions of the Cavern, according to the Measurement of the Marquis

D "Albergati,

The ground is very dry in all this part of it : there The first vault

are also several chinks which run along the whole > from the en-

breadth
;
the entrance is east-north-cast - J trance

The subterraneous passage turns to the north-cast 1 , .

one quarter east
; the gro»md is dry, and throughout 1

from^^th^ 1

this part is a kind of causeway or parapet about two
j

and a half high, &c. - • - J
^ “*

The vault turns to the cast-north-east, and two*^

degrees thirty minutes north ; at its extremity it has
j

Third vault from
but four feet in height, but it rises again within a few y the second

fathoms : it is stony and damp, and some small petre-
j

bend

factions are observable in this part of it - J

The parapets and mouldings continue on the sides ;**!

there is also a space of about fifty feet, filled with I p , .

stones, detached from the vault
; the passage conti-

j

^

mies in a straight line - ~ J

The second vault

• from the first'

turning

Fathom. Feet.

rault r Height 3
en-< Breadth 5

I,
Length 22

^ault
j
Height

firsl^ Breadth

-
I
Length

Fourth vault

Height I

Breadth 2

Length 4B

Height 3
Breadth 4
Length 58

It runs on to the north-west quarter north five de-
1

grees west - « .

To the north-west quarter north two degrees thirty 1

minutes - - -
-

J

To the west quarter north two degrees thirty mi-1
nutes. - -

-
J

To the west quarter south-west two degrees thirty^

minutes west * *
”

J

To the north-west quarter_north two degrees thirty 1

minutes north - . .
j

M, de St. Pierre penetrated no farther.

To the north-west three degrees thirty minutes'!

west, you are obliged, for one-third of this vault, to
(

crawl upon the belly
;

it was formerly of easier /

access - - ^ - J

At the end there are some moist places
5
and thel

vault threatens ruin in two or three parts - f

Fifth vault, third

bend

Sixth vault,

fourth bend

Seventh vault

fifth bend

Eighth vault,

Sixth bend

Ninth vault,

Seventh bend

"(B'h

;

Length 38

{

Height I

Breadth 3
Length 15

It
fHeight 1

’ < Breadth 2

^Length 26

("Height 1

’ < Breadth 3

tLength 15

r Height I

\ < Breadth c

iLcngth28

Tenth vault,

Eighth bend

Eleventh vault

I

Height 2

Breadth 3
^Length 16

"Height ©
Breadth i

^
Length 6

The whole length 342 a
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Description of a Tour round Ibr Island,

Standing along the coast, from Fort Blanc towards the left of the port, the sea

opens upon a sandy low shore to the point of the battery aux Sabirs, Tlie batteiy

of Paulmi is also built there; it would be impossible to land upon this shore, be-

cause, at the distance of two musket-shots, nature has defended it by a ridge of rocks.

From the battery of Paulmi, the coast is steep and perpendicular; the sea breaks

upon it in such a manner, that it is impossible to land there. As to the plain, it is

impracticable to cavalry and artillery, on account of the great number of stones will;

which it is covered. There arc no trees here, but some mapus and velvet trees:

the ruggedness finishes at the bay of the Little river, where there is a small battery.

“ Near this spot is a cotton mill, invented by M. de Seligny,t it is turned by

water, and composed of a number of small metal cylinders placed parallel to one

another: some children are employed to put the cotton between two of these cylin-

ders, which passes and leaves the berry behind. This same mill likewise supplies

a forge with wind, threshes the corn, and makes oil. I Jere M. de Seligny discovered

a vein of pit-coal, the traces of an iron mine, and an earth proper for making

crucibles : at the same time he perceived that the ashes of certain aquatic plants,

where arc a species of the nymphea, burned with coal, produce glass of different

colours.

By a pathway, which is only a gup-shot from the bank, you come to the

river Belleisle, which is passed by a ford. At a quarter of a league from thence, the

path leads through a wood to the plantation of M. de Chasal. This district, which

is called the Plains of St. Pierre, is still more rocky than the rest of the journey.

The whole coast is very steep, from the* Little river to the Plains of St. Pierre:

the soil is stony, but very well calculated for the culture of cotton : the coffee that

grows there is of a good quality, because the ground is dry : it is more abundant in

moist situations, but diminishes in .flavour. The river Dragon, which succeeds, is

fordable, as well as that of Gallet, which comes next. The coast now ceases to be

steep, and it is commodious walking along the sea-side, in a large plain which lead<!

* The voyage of M. de Pierre in 1769.

t It was M. de’Scligny who traced out a channel to the ship Neptune, which run aground in

the hurricane of 1760 ; there were two iron rak.es worked by two large wheels carried in boats, the

elFect of these wheels was increased by acting upon two levers supported by rafts.
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to Tamcrin Cove, which is about a quarter of a league broad. Nothing grows

there, though cocoa trees might be planted with success : to the right there is a

brook of indifferent water, which runs through the woods.

There arc various places which are no longer covered by the sea : large shells

and fossils prove, that it has receded from this coast. Where the sea displays itself,

beyond the reefs in the offing, there is a kind of hollow bottom, or natural covered

way. Cannon might be placed there with great effect ; but above all, roads are

necessary, and there are none.

“ About a league from the Black river, is the plantation of M, de Messino.

From the Tamer in Cove to {\\q riviere Noire^ the sea beach is steep, and along

tlic foot of the rocks there arc abundance of crabs.

The bottom of the Cove is sand, and vessels may land there. There is no bat-

tery on the sandy point to the right of the river Noire. By crossing the peninsula

of the first Black river', which is covered with wood, stones, and long grass, you get

to the shore; at low tide there arc a great many oysters sticking to the rocks along

the coast.

After having passed the two rivieres Noires, there is a brook that falls into

the sea, facing a small ishnd called Tamarin Islet. At low water it may be gained

on foot, as well as the Islet of the Mornc, where sometimes vessels ride during

their quarantine.

“ Here are blocks of ferruginous rock abounding in mineral
; there is also a ridge

of rocks which stretch out from the riviere Noire^ixs far as Mornc Brabant, which

is the most windward point of the island: there is a passage behind the Islet of

Tamarin. From thence you arrive at the plantations of M. le Normand, situated

on the sea-shore, and three leagues farther to Belle-ombre, in which M. Etienne

has a concern, between which is the point of Corail. At the point du Corail^ the

sea enters the island between two chains of rocks formed into a peak
;
you must

follow this chain, walking through broken paths, ^and clinging to the rocks. The

most difficult is on the other side of the Cove, in doubling the 'point called the

Cape ; in stormy weather this passage is impracticable
;
the sea is here engulfed,

and breaks in a dreadful manner. In calm weather small vessels enter into the

Cove, at the bottom of which they take in a lading of wood. On the left bank of

the river des Cifronniers, vessels arc built of about two hundred ‘tons.

“ Fiom the plantation of M. Ic Normand, all tliis part is covered with a delightful
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verdure, it is a savannah entirely clear of rock, and lies between the sea and the

woods, which are very fine towards the point of St. Martin.
‘‘ Before you pass the Cape, there is a large bank of coral that rises to the height of

fifteen feet, and forms a kind of reef, which the sea has abandoned : at the bottom of

it is a long pool of water, which might be converted into a bason for small vessels,

from the Morne Brabant there is an inclosurc of breakers, which admit of no pas-

sage but opposite the rivers.

Between the reefs and the coast, tlie water is very clear, and admits of seeing

forest of madreporae of five or six feet high. They resemblArccs, and some of them

even bear flowers: different kinds of fish of every colour swim among die branches^

and others are seen that inhabit the most beautiful shells.

The post called Jacotet, is a place where the sea having penetrated inland, forms

a round bay, in the middle of which is a triangular islet. This cove is surrounded

with a hill which gives it the form of a bason, Jfnd it has no other opening but that

towards the sea. At the extremity several rivulets pass over a fine sand into it,

which come from a lake of fresh water that abounds with fish. Round the lake are:

several small hills, which rise behind each other in the form of an amphitheatre,

and are crowned with tufts of trees in pyramidical and other pleasing shapes ; behind

and above them all, the palm trees rear their tufted heads. All this mass of ver-

dure, which rises in the midst of the mossy ground, unites with the forest and a

branch of the mountain which stretches on towards the lilack river.

There arc sometimes troops of Margon Negroes in the environs of Belle-ombrc.

Ini 769, there was from two to three hundred of them, who cliftose a chief, whom they

obey, on pain of death. Thty are forbidden to touch any thing in the plantations

of the neighbourhood, or to go along the frequented rivers in search of fish, See.

In the night time, they descend to the sea in order to fish; in the day time, they

bunt the deer in*the intAior of the forcsts, with dogs well trained for that purpose.

When there is but one woman in the gang, she belongs to the chief; if there arc

several of them, they are in common : they put to death, it is said, the children that

are born from them, in order that their cries may not discover them; they arc

occupied all tliT: morning in ca*stirig lots to foretell the fate of the day.

“ A very good port for small vessels might be formed at post Jacotet, by extract-

ing some banks* of Qoral from the bason. The arm of the sea near the savannah,

serves for etdbarking. The whole of this part is the finest portion of the island;

3 S
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nevertheless it is uncultivated, because it is dilHcuk to keep up any communication

with the principal place, both on account of the mountains in the interior, and the

difliculty of returning by sea to windward of the port, by doubling Morne Brabant.

“ The left bank of the savannah is more rugged than that of the right. The river

des Anguilles is somewhat dangerous : the bed is full of rocks, and the current

rapid: some springs of a ferruginous nature fall into it, whicli covers its waters with

an oil of the colour of a pigeon’s neck.

d’he river du Poste runs with great noise over rocks : its waters are very trans-

}>arcnt in dry weather, Und it is fordable about a cannon-shot from the mouth

of it.

** All the coast from the arm of the sea, near the sa^'a^^ah, is rugged and un-

approachable. The rivers wTich fall into it arc very much inclosed;. so that it

would be impossible to proceed on horseback: the march of an enemy, therefore,

might be easily arrested, each river being of a frightful depth. It is, at the same

time, one of the finest districts of the island.

After an hours w^alk this fine mossy verdure, which begins at the Morne Brabant,

is seen no more, and is succeeded by a very rocky country, like il)c rest of the

island : its grass, however, is a fine sort of dog-grass, iwopcr for pastuiage. Tiie arm

of the sea of Chalan is fordable, on a bank of sand, and penetrates inland by so

narrow a passage, that it might be inclosed with grates, 'and made a large receptacle

for fish.

“ The rivers dc la Cbaux and des Creoles arc very deeply embanked
; bet ween them

and the principal Port thft-e are several plantations ; the environs of this port, at about

three quarters of a league from the river rfes Creoles, arc covered witli mango trees

;

the whole landscape is charming, as it -is intersected by hills covered witli plan-

tations and groves of orange trees. 'The residence of the priests is about a league

fioin tnc port, wliich is a kind of small town, containing about a dozen houses.

T he most lemarkable edifices arc a mill, iu ruins, ^nd the government house, which

is not in a much better condition. Behind this little place is a large mountain, and

before it is the sea, which forms a deep bay, two leagues in breadth, rcckoniiig from

the reefs which embrace its opening, and four leagues in length,, from the point of

the two Cocoas to that ol the Diable* it very often rcqtiircs a month for vessels

to come tliiiher from Port Louis. The sotith-ca.st part was first inhabited by the

Dutch, as we have already observed, and one of their ancient tidifices still reuiains,
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which serves for a chapel. I here arc two entrances into this port, the one hy the

Point (/u JDiuh/c^ and the other, which is the largest, on the side o( an islet near

the middle : there are batteries on these two places, and a third, called tlie Rattery

de la Rcinc, at the bottom of the bay. Whales Frequently enter into this har-

bour, from the south, and might he easily haipooncd. rhis coast is most abun-

dant in fish, and the finest shells arc collected on it. Iheie are pin pie oysters at the

mouth of the river de la Cbaiix, and a kind of crystallization in the bed of the river

Soibcs, which is at no great distance froin it.

The air of die south-east pun i.n of an agreeable freshness, the country beautiful

and fci tile, but the town is almost abandoned, the piincipal sctilQincnis being at Pott

Louis.

The mouth of the (h aude rivia c is about four leagues from hence ; it is some-

what larger than that which bears the sanic name near Pon k.ouis. The sliotc is

Intersected w’ith coves, where the mango trees llourish ; it is probable that the

seed of them was brought by the sea from some island more to windward. ’

'To the

left there is a chain of high mountains covered with wood; while verdant hillocks

arc scattered over the face of the country. In this district a considerable num-

ber of cattle arc bred; but though pleasing to the sight, it is fatiguing to the

traveller.

‘‘ The Point dii Diuble is so named because the fii:st navigators perceived, it is

said, the needle to vary here, without bcing'ablc to account lor it. Two leagues from

thence is a new house of stone, situated 6n a rising ground, and liclonging to a rich

planter, M. de la V . The mouth of the Grand riviere is not navigable, on

account of a sand-bank that juris across it, and a cascade which it forms about

half a league up it.

There is a redoubt of earth built upon the left bank, at the beginning of the road

which leads to Flacq; where you here enter a fine grove of orange trees, near to which

llicrc is a ])lantation. ‘ The whole length of the shore is scattered wnth rocks.

A quarter of a league beyond the riviere Scche is a path on the right, which leads

towards the sca-^hore, and to a lake of fresh water, where there is a post of thirty

men. Thcrethe shore begins to^be practicable ; and tliere is a small arm of the sea

of considerable depths here and there the sand is scattered with stones till you meet

a long meadow covered with dog^grass. All this part is dry and barren., the w^oods-

low and thin^ and stretching to the distant mountains. This plain is three leagues

3 S 2
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over, and docs not wear the appearance of fcrliliiy : it spreads itself as far as a settle-

ment called the four Cocoas, where there is no other water but that of a brackish

well, dug in the rocks, which arc full of iron ore.

A path on the left leads to the woods, where the rocks re-appear. The river

Flacq is crossed by planks, at about a quarter of a league .from its mouth : the

plantations here are numerous, and there is also a magazine situated on the left

bank, and a post commanded by a captain.

The quarter of Flacq is one of the best cultivated in the island, and produces

large quantities of rice; there is a passage between the reefs which allow the gaulette-s

to take in their cargoes close to shore.

Near the post de Fayetit^ almOsSt the whole of the coast is covered with broken

rocks and mango trees.

“ The Cove des Aigrettes^ a considerable arm of the sea, is fordable. At some

distance from thence is the Cove aux Requins, Large beds of rock are seen here,

pierced with a great number of round holes, a foot in diameter ; some of which are

of considerable depth* It may be presumed that the lava of some volcano, having

formerly flowed down upon a part of the forest, had consumed the trees, and left the

apertures empty which they had occupied.

From the post of Fayette to the river du Rernpart the flat country continues:

this quarter is likewise well cultivated.

‘‘ Having passed the district and river called la Poudre d'Or, large woods succeed :

the soil is good, but there is no water: ‘beyond these is the river dcs Citronniers,

and a plantation belonging to M. Cole: diere are then four leagues of uninha-

bited country before you arrive at the Pointe dcs Cannoniers, In the district of

Pamplemousses the ground appears to be exhausted, nor can it well be otherwise,

as it has been cultivated during a period of thirty years, without being restored by

manure. In the dry seasons the rivers la Foudre d'Or^Ja Seche^ and des La^

taniers^ arc fordable
; but there is always a running stream of fresh water in their

respective channels.

“ The island contains three churches : the first is at Port Louis^ the second at the

South-east Port, and the third, which is the moft c^mmadious, is at Pamplemousses,

A very handsome structure of this kind has been constructed at Port Louis^ but

*it was raised to such an elevation that it was shaken by the hurricanes.’*

It was in the course of this tour that M* de St. Pierre met with aa hermit, who

gave the following account of his solitude*
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Though I do nor bcliold, from rnyhcnnirage, which is cmbosomal in n forest,

that muliimde of objects which present tb.einsclvcs fi om this elevated situdsion,

it is not without circumstances peculiarly interesting to one who, like myself,

looks, for i)is best saiidacnons, into the secret recesses of his own mind. The river,

which (lows before my door, takes its course in an inuLvidting direttion through

the woods, presenting to my view a long canal shaded widj trees of every foliage.

There are the ebony and cinnamon trees, wiih*otheis of various name and figure,

eniiched and vaiied by tufts of palms, which rise a!)ove the rest, and whose tops

resting, as it were, upon the summit of the wood, gives the appearance of one forest

resting upon another. 1 he creeping plants of divers kinds, form alternately arcades

of flowers, and curtains of verdure. The groves dispctisc their aromatic odours;

and, in the season of their flowers, the passenger bears on hisgannctits their delight-

ful perfume, long after he has quitted the shade of the trees on which they blow. At

the close of summer, several kinds of foreign birds arrive, by an incomprehensible

instinct, from distant and unknown regions, and over a vast extent of ocean, to col-

lect the grain which is yielded by the vegetables of this island
; while they enliverr, by

the splendour of their plumage, the foliage of the trees, which are embrowned by the

sun. Among others, tlierc are vaiious kinds of parrots, and the blue pigeon, called

here the Dutch pigeon. Monkies, which are the domiciliated inhabiiaius of the

.forest, amuse themselves among the dusky branches; sometimes they are suspended

by the tail, and balance themselves in the Sir; at other times, they are seen leaping

from branch to branch, with their youn^ ones in their arms. Here tite murderous

gun has never alarmed these peaceful children of nature; here nothing is heard but

the cries ofjoy, the warblings of birds, and the murmur of ritulets,*’ See,

Commerce
j
Agriculture, arid Defence cf the Island.

This colony imports. its plate from China, its linen and clothes fiom the Indies,

its slaves and cattle from Madagascar, a part of its provisions from the Cape of

Good Hope, its money from Cadiz, and its administration from France.

M. la Bourdonnais wished to make it an entrepot for our commerce, and the

bulwark of oar settlements* in India.

Xt has been supposed that the commodities, cloths, linen, and manufactures of

France, would have sufficed for the consumption of tlie island; and that the cottons

of Normandy would be preferable to the linens of Bengal, for the slaves. It is cer-
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tain that money alone ought to be the circulating medium, and not paper, in whicli

nobody puls any confidence.

Of all foreign countries, Madagascar is the most necessary to its commerce, ou

actount of its slaves and cattle.

If it was seriously intended to place the commerce of this island in a flourishing

situation, it would be necessary to clear Port Louis from a mniibcr of bulls of vesseb-

whieh choak up the bason, and the moie so, as they are forming themselves into a

kind of reef by the growth o{ the nuidrcpota^, with which they are ovciloadcd, and

in some measure jictiilied.

They who have great property in lands wdiidi may be easily cleared, particularly

near the port, shotdd he coifipcllcd to cletir them.

Leasts of burthen ought likewise to he inci eased, especially asses, so useful in

mountainous countries; an ass carrying double die load of a Negro.

It woidd be likcwdsc necessary for the admiiustraiion to consult luisbaiidmen, as

to the properest mode of cultivating the island.

Theic ate a great many soldiers, to whom lands might he given to clear and cad*-

livatc; it would also be a politic measure to many ihcin. Had this plan been pur^

sued, the whole island would have been in a connected >Late, and iheic wouhl have

been a juirscry of Indian soldiers and sailors.

Nature has amply provided for the defence of the island, whicli i.^ ahno.^i sur^

rounded, at some distance from the shore, by a range of breakers : where dtis range

is broken, the coast is formed of inaccessible rocks. In short, the island ttsclf would

be inaccessible were it not for some passages between the reeds, of wiiich there ate

eleven, formed by tile currents of the rivers, which are opposite to them.

The exterior defence of the island, therefore, consists in preventing all access to

these openings: some might be shut up by floating chains, and others might be

defended by batteries built on shore.

As a boat may be worked between the reefs and the shore, gun-boats might be

used, to advance the fire when the passage is at tdo great a divStance from the cannop

on the coast.

BtS^hirxl the reefs the shore is of easy access; blit the accessible places might be

rendered impracticable, as they are become at the cxtremity»of the South-east fort:

it is only necessary to plant mango trees to produce that .effect Jn those parts of

the coast which is continually beaten by the. waves, if there should be 'some beds* of
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rock that might render them accessible, as they are not very extensive, they might

be defended by common walls, chevaux dc frise, &:c. On any small sandy spot

mango trees might be planted, whose roots and branches would interweave in such

a manner as to prevent any boats from landing; at the same time it is necessary to

use some precaution in planting these trees, that they may not clioak up places they

were intended to preserve.

d'his isle is in a circular^rm, and each river corning from the centre may be

considered as the rays of the circle. The hanks on the side of the town might iiavc

their declivities increased by planting raqiicttes and b.'miboos, while the ground

should be raised at the distance of three hundred fathom on the opposite side: thus

the ground between the two rivulets would become a land of fortiheation, and each

of their channels would be a ditch not easily passed : an enemy would not be able

to get to the town, but through a thousand difficulties. This system of defence is

applicable to all islands of a small extentj where the streams always run from the

centre to the ciicumfcreiicc.

The two mountainous ])mjcctions which embrace the town and Port Lous require

no defence but*towards the sea; a citadel might be constructed on the Isle of TcTn-

iiclliers, whose batteries, placed in covered ways, would discharge a level fire. Mor-

tars, which arc so destructive to ships, might also be placed there. To the right and

left, as fat as the mountains, the ground might be strengthened by the lines of a

fortification. Nature has already saved a part of that expense, to the right, and the

river des Lalanlcis piotccts the front.

At the extremity of the bason, arid behind the towm, is a large })iecc of ground,

\vhcre all the inhabitants of the town, and their slaves, might be assembled. The

other side of the mountain is inaccessible, op might be easily made so.

'rhere is also another very singular advantage in the most elevated part of the

mountain, behind the tcJwn; as at die spot called la Poucc^ thcie is a considerable

space covered with large trees, from whence two or three small streams of very fine

water issue forth. * It is iiiujossiblc ’to attain that height but by a very difficult path :

several attempts have indeed been made, by employing gunpowder, to gain a

communication by it into the* interior part of the island; hut the opposite side of

these mountains presents a most frightful declivity, which Negroes and monkics are

alone capable of as<;ending. Four hundred men in this post, with a snllicicnt quan-

tity of provisions, could never be reduced by force of arms, and the whole garrison
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might retreat to it. If to these natural means of defence arc added, those which

depend ou government, such as a squadron of ships, and a body of land forces, an

enemy would have the following obstacles to encounter.

First, a naval engagement. Secondly, supposing that the squadron should be

beaten, it might nevertheless delay the conquerors in forcing them to the windward

of the island. I’hirdly, the difficulty of landing, as the coast cannot be attacked but on

points, and never on an extensive front. Fourthly, thejj^ssage of every rivulet must

})roducc a battle, with great disadvantage to the invader. Fifthly, the side on which

the town can be besieged is of small e.xtent, and, under a fire from the mountain that

commands it, while tlie trenches must be opened in a rock. Sixthly, if the garrison

were compelled to abandon the town, they would find on an height of the moun-

tain, an impregnable redoubt, provided with water, where they might receive sup-

plies and succour from the interior part of the island.

Observaiiotn on ihc hlo of France^ by ibc yibbe TtaynaL

‘‘ There are many mountains in the Isle of France, the highest of which has four

hundred and twenty-*four fathoms. Although the soil be, in all partsj covered with

stones, of a greater or less size, so that it cannot be tilled with the plough, hut must

be worked with the spade, it is, nevertheless, fit for many jnirposcs. Though more

superficial, aiid less fertile than that of Bourbon, it is more generally susceptible o(

cultivation.

“ This island Am’ a long time engaged the ^aeculation, ratlicr than the industry, of

its possessors : and they wasted their time in conjectures concerning the advantages

which w^ould be derived from it.

Some were inclined to make a central mart of it for all Indian merchandize,

which was to be brought thither on Indian bottoms, and then shipped on board

French vessels, which were never to proceed farther. A twofold advantage evi-

dently rose from this kheme : first, the expenses were lessened, as both the pay

and the maintenance of Indian sailors is very trifling ; ant^ secondly, the ships crews

were more effectually preserved, as they sometimes suffered greatly from the length

of the voyage alone, and still more frequently^froln* the climate,* especially in

Arabia and Bengal. This plan, however, met with no support j it was feared that

the Company would fall into contempt, unless they displayed, in the^>e distant lati-

tudes, a naval force sufficient to ensura. respect.
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Others, agreeable to a new system which engaged their attention, were of

opinirm, that the inhal^itants of the Isle of France should lYc allowed to trade to

India, which they had never yet bc'cn siifTcred to Jo. The supporters r)f this system

maintained, that the proposed freedom would prove an abundant source of wealth

to the Colony, and consccjiiently to the mother-country, iiut the island was then in

want of both vessels and specie ; it had no article for exportation, nor any means of

consumption. For all these reasons the experiment proved unsuccessful; and it

was resolved that tha island should he entirely confined to agriculture.

This new regulation gave rise to fresh mistakes. Men were sent from the

mother-country to the colony, who neither understood husbandry, nor were accus-

tomed to labour. The lands were distributed at a* venture, and without distin-

guishing what was to be cleared from that which was already in a state for cultiva-

tion. Money was advanced to the planters, not in proportion to their industry,

but to the interest they could make with the government. The Company, who

got cent, per cent, upon tlie commodities the colony drew from Europe, and fifty

per cent, upon those that were sent in from India, required that the produce of the

country should be delivered into their warehouses, at a very low price. To com-

plete the niisfortuncs of the colony, the Company, who had kept all the power in

their own hands, broke the engagements they had entered into with their subjects,

or rather with their slaves.

‘‘ Under such an administration no improvements could be expected. Discou-

ragement threw most of the colonists into a state of inaction ; those who had some

share of industry remaining, were either in want of the means that lead to pros-

perity, or were not supported by that strength of mind which enables men to sur-

mount the difficulties which always attend, on new settlements. Those who had

an opportunity of seeing and observing the agriculture of the Isle of France, found

it little better than whaf they had seen among the savages.

In 1764 the government took the colony under its own immediate controuU

From that period to 17745^ a population has been successively formed there of six

thousand three hundred and eighty-six white men, including two thousand nine

hundred and lifty-five soldiers, eleven hundred and ninety-nine free Negroes, and

twenty-five thousand One hundred and fifty four slaves. The cattle on the island

have also been Incrjeased to twenty-five thousand three hundred and sixty-seven.

8T
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“ The cofTce-trce has cinployccl a considerable number of planters : but the

hurricanes, that have succeeded each other with a fatal rapidity, have prevented,

for some time, any advantage being derived from these plantations ; and the govern-

nicnt itself had endeavoured to check it, by the duties that have been laid on it at its

goirig out of the island, and its entrance in France.

Three sugar-plantations have been established, and these are sufficient to supply

the colony.

“ No more than forty thousand weight of cotton has yet b^en gathered. This

last commodity is of a good kind, and every thing promises an increase of it.

The camphirc\ the aloes, the cocoa-tree, the agallochum, the sago, the carda-

mom, the cinnamon tree, and fnany other vegetables, peculiar to Asia, have been

naturaii/cd in the island.

“ Some iron mines had long been discovered, bnt it has been found necessary

to abandon them, because they could not support the competition of those in

Europe.

It is well known that for these two hundred years, the Dutch have been enrich-

ing themselves by the sale of cloves and nutmegs: to secure to themselves the

exclusive trade of these articles, they have destroyed or enslaved the nations that

were in possession of those spices; and,- lest the price of them should fall, even in

their own hands, they have rooted up most of the trees, and have frequently burnt

the fruit of those they had preserved.

“ Tliis barbarous avidity, which has so dften excited the indignation of other

nations, so strongly exasperated M. Poivre (who had travelled all over Asia as a

naturalist and a philosopherj, that he availed himself of the authority he was in-

trusted with in the Isle of France, and sent men into the least frequented parts of

the Moluccas, to search for what avarice had for so long a time withholden from the

rest of the world. The labours of those intrepid and sagacious navigators in whom

he had confided, were crowned with success.

On the 27th of June, 1770, they brought to the Isle of France four hundred

and fifty nutmeg and seventy clove trees, ten thousand nutmegs, either growing, or

ready to gmw, and a chest of cloves, several of^ which had shot forth. Two
years after this another importation was made, much more considerable than tbc

former. , ,

'
v
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Some of these precious plants were carried to the islands of Seychelles, of

Bourbon, and of Cayenne
; but the greater part of them remained

||||

the Isle

of France; and all those which were distributed among private persons perished.

“ The care of the botanists, and their coiustant attention, preserved, at first,' in

the king’s garden, only fifty-eight nutmeg, and thirty-eight clove trees. In the

month of October, 1775, two of the latter bore flowers, which were clianged into

fruit the next year.

** 7"bat which we have seen is small, dry, and meagre. If they arc not improved

by a long naturalization, the Dutch will only have had a false alarm, and will remain

tlie masters of the spice trade,

Sound policy has given another destination to th*e Isle of France. The quan-

tity of corn there must be increased, and the crops of rice extended, hy a more judi-

cious distribution of the waters : it is equally important to attend to the multiplying

of the cattle, and to the improvement of the breed, .

“ These objects, of the first necessity, were for a long time inconsiderable,

although it was an easy matter to form pasturages, and the soil yielded, twenty fold.

Only a few^ years ago it was suggested to the government, to buy up, at a good

price, all the grain which the planters might have to sell; and, at this period, the

harvests were increased. If this plan be uninterruptedly followed, the colony will

soon furnish provisions for its inhabitants, for the navigators that may frequent its

roads, and for the armies and fleets which -circumstances will, sooner or later, brins
'

,
' O'

tlicre. Then this island will be the bulwark of all the settlements which France

possesses, or may one day acquire'in the Indies : the centre of all military opera-

tions, offensive or defensive, which her interest will oblige her to undertake, or

to sustain, in these distant regions.

‘‘ It is situated in the African sea, just at the entrance of the Indian ocean ; and

though very much deviated, its climate is temperate and wholesome. As it lies out

of tlte common track, its expeditions can be carried on with greater secrecy. Those
•

•

who wish it were; nearer our continent do not consider that if it were, it would

be impossible to pass, in a shorty time, from its road, to the most distant gulfs of

these regions/wbich is an ihesrimable advantage to ar nation that has no sea-poit

in Iiidia.

Britain, sees, with a jealous her rivals possessed of a settlement

where the ruin of her property in Asia may be prepared. At the breaking out

3 T 2
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of a war her utmost efforts will certainly be exerted against a colony that threatens

her riche^treasures. What a niisfortunc for France, should she suffer herself to

be deprived of it

!

Yet what have we not to fear, when we see that to this day no care has been

taken for the defence of this island? that the means for this purpose have always

been wanting, or misapplied ; that the court of Versailles, from year to year, has

waited for the disj^atches of the directors, to come to a determination on this point,

just as one would wait for the return of a courier from the frontiers ; and that even

at the time wc are. writing, there is still perhaps a dispute, respecting the kind of

protection which it is most expedient to adopt for a settlement of this importance,

•* It is the general opinion of seamen, that the security of the Isle of France must

depend entirely on the naval forces : but they acknowledge that these forces cannot

fulfil this intention, till they have been sheltered from those hurricanes, so frequent

and so terrible, which prevail in these latitudes from the month of December to

April, A great number of merchantmen have, indeed, been lost, and whole squa-

drons have received so much injury, even in Port Louis, the only one to which

seamen at present resort, that too much labour cannot be bestowed in guarding

against these dreadful events. For a. long time the government paid little attention

to this important object ; it has, however, at length determined to dig a large har-

bour in this road, in the hope that ships, of all dimensions, may one day find a

safe asylum there.

** This business cannot be advanced with too much expedition ; but supposing

it executed with every possible success, the maritime force would still be insufficient

for the defence of the colony. The state will never subject itself to the expence of

maintaining constantly a stationary squadron in these latitudes ; and it is possible

that the island may be attacked in the absence of the fleet, which may also be

destroyed by sickness or by a storm : let it be a strong or a ‘weak one, it still rims

the risk of being beaten ; and even if it were victorious, an opportunity may have

been seized of landing troops during the action, 'these tjcoops would tnUnediately

march on to the port, and make themselves masters of it, as well as of the victorious

ships, which might have taken shelter there, in order to tefit.
'

By this f^nceuvre, which is a very simple one, a valuable settlement wotrid

fall, without striking a blow, ihto the hands of an enterprising apd skilful enemy.

These apprehensions, which are well founded, argue the necessity of fortifications*.
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Some engineers have imagined, that batteries, judiciously disposed along the

coast. Would he sulhcient to prevent the besiegers from landing; hut it has been

since ascertained, that the island is accessible ti) boats in the greatest part of its

circumference, and that even, in several places, a descent could be effected by

force, under the protection of the men of war; this plan, therefore, has been

relinvjuished. It has been understo'd, that there would be an infinite number of

posts to f)rtify; that the expenccs would be endless; that too many troops would

be wanted ; and that the distribution of them would leave every point exposed to

the consequence of a lan<liiig, executed suddenly, or by surprise.

The idea of a war of posts has mu been thought a more fortunate one. The

Isle of France, notwithstanding the advantage of pdsts, will never collect a suffi-

cient body of troops to resist those which the enemy may bring there. The .persons

who have proposed this idea, have laid a stress upon the assistance to be obtained

from the coloiiists and the slaves; but they have been obliged at length to acknow-

ledge, that this multitude, which might possibly be of use behind good 'ramparts,

could be of little or no service in the open field.

The project of building and fortifying a town in the inland parts, has long

since had its partizans. Such an establis^hment appeared to them to be calculated

to keep the besiegers at a distance from the centre of the colony, and to force them,

in time, to relinquish any advantage which they might ^have gained at first : they

would not be convinced that, without any movement on the part of the enemy,

who was already become master of the ports, and the coasts, the garrison, deprived

of every external communication,' would soon be reduced to the necessity of sur*

rendering at discretion, or of perishing with famine; and, even if the enemy were

to do nothing more than fill up the roads,,and destroy the arsenals, magazines, and

public edifices, would not their principal object be fulfilled? of what concern could

it be then to them, tl/at there should be a fortress and a garrison in the midst of an

island, incapable of giving them any uneasiness, or of exciting their future jealousy ?

After so many vHj(;ious and uncertain opinions, the government begins to

be convinced, that the only method of defending the colony is to provide for

the security 'of its two pdits; to establish an internal communication between

them, that shall facilitate a ready distribution of the forces, according to the designs

of the enemy, and make the succours which might*aiTive from without, by one or

other of its roads, common to both parts.
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Port Bourbon, where the Dutch had formed their settlement, and Port Louis,

the- only one to which the French resort, had not hitherto appeared capable oF being

fortified; the first on account of its vast extent, the latter on account of the irre-

gular heights which surround it. But the Chevalier d’Ar^on has propose^l a plan

which has removed all these diflicuhics, and, after the fullest discussion, has obtained

the approbation of those who arc the best acquainted with the important art of de-

fence. The expcnces attending the execution of this great project have been rigidFy

calculated, and it is affirmed that they will not be considerable.

But what number of troops will be wanted to defend these fortifications? llie

skilful engineer usually requires but few. He is well aware, that if many were to be

vsent, they would soon become cHcminatc from the heat of the climate, be coiruptcd

by the desire of gain, be ruined by debauchery, and cncivaicd by idleness. Accord-

ingly he has reduced them, in time of peace, to two thousand men, who will be easily

restrained, exercised, and disciplined. This number appears to him sullicient to

resist any sudden or unexpected attack that might fall on the colony. II it were

threatened with extraordinary danger from great preparations, a minister, rutentive

to the storms that are gathering, w^ould have time to send over the foices necessary

to defend it, or to act in Indostan, according to circumsi.uices.

“ Some persons still disapprove of these views. The Isle of PVance is an annual

expence to the state of eight millions of livres.* This expence, which will scaicc

admit of any reduction, excites the indignation of many good citizens. Their wish

is that ibis settlement should be abandoned, as well as Bourbon, which is only a

burthensome appendage to it.

“ This, indeed, would be ilic scheme most expedient to be adopted, if we consi-

dered only the languishing trade now carried on by the French in India; but po-

litical speculations reach beyond this object. It is foreseen that if this resolution

were adopted, the English would drive all foreign nations from the Asiatic seas; that

they would' appropriate to themselves all the riches of these extensive regions; and

that so many powerful resources united in their hands, would give them a dangerous

influence in Europe. These considerations ought still more fully to convince the

court of Versailles of ihc necessity of fortifying the Isle^of France; at the iSame

time taking the most cflcctual precautions not to be imposed,upon by the agerui

clioscn to carry this point into execution/*

;C'333»333
'
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An Account of the Isle cf France^ by Captain MunrO.

Our ship approached the Isle of France towards the south-east, so that before

we arrived at Port Louis I had the satisfaction of coasting morc’than one half of

the island, by which I had an opportunity of‘gaining a particular knowledge of the

different bays through which we passed^ and of forming some conjectures upon the

defence of wliich this important island is susceptible. The French have judiciously

chosen this scttlcmciu as the chief residence of their Eastern government, for it is to

them what J^jatavia is to the Dutch. The Mauritius resembles, though it is somewhat

longer than the Isle of Wight.* The middle of this island is formed of mountains

of rocks, which, in proportion as they advance towards* the sea, diminish in a very

picturesque manner, leaving between them vallics of some extent, which are well

watered, and covered witli wood. A continual moisture reigns on the summit of the

mountains, which, upon several of them, and particularly in the vallies, renders the

vcrduie as fine as it is abundant. 1'he northern quarter being much more level

than the other parts, seems to be well inhabited. Here the wealthy inhabitants of

Port Louis have their country houses : their cattle principally graze on the east

coast, the water and pasturage being better there, and in greater abundance, than in

any other quarter.

Our ship, although with a fair wind, was twelve hours in its passage from Isle

Rodriguez to the bay of Port Louis. t Several small islands full of rocks run

obliquely from north to west along the coast of Mauritius, at the distance of about

from two to seven leagues from the -main land, among which there arc so many

whales wlpch were so bold, that I often expected some of them, as we ran along

the coast, would leap on board,

** The Isle of France is far from appearing so impregnable as it is generally

• The Isle of France is five times more extensive than the Isle of Wight. Thi§ error* if it can

be called so, an Captain Munro^is very excusable. It does not at first sight admit of that common

geometrical measure. He did not live long enough in the island to perform such operations, and

as a stranger, and particularly an finglisliAian, thi^verification must have, been impossible for him.

I have only made this observation in prder that the reader may not fall into any uncertainty or

error.'* See the observations*of M. de la Caille, .

t Isle Rodriguez is one hundred leagues, or three hundred miles, distant from the Isle of

France.
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reported to be. The shore, in many parts, is high and rocky, but there are several

flats, very convenient for landing, along the coasts, and where the sea is deep enough

to admit of the approach of frigates to cover a landing, although they are defended

by strong batteries. Our ship, which carried six hundred tons, drew near enough

to the shore to make her guns bear whh advantage.

” Port Louis is situated at the bottom of a triangular bay. There is a good

dock-yard here, and a port capable of containing two hundred vessels. I'he French

practised the farce of sending a pilot to steer loaded vessels along the channel for the

two last miles, between two rows of white flags, regularly placed, as if it were the

only practicable spot of it : hut I have seen vessels of a considerable burthen

going within and without those flags at pleasure, and the wind frequently blowing in

all directions.

The town is large, and the houses, principally built ofwood, form one continued

street, about a mile and a half long j it has more resemblance loan European town,

than any other 1 have seen on this side of the Cape, as well for its bustling com-

merce, as in the agreeable appearance of its inhabitants ;
while the women, who are

very numerous, are remarkably handsome and engaging in their manners, and pos-

sess, as it is generally believed, all the gallantry of their mother-country. I was

created here with the greatest civility, and particularly by the Governor, who granted

me permission to walk wherever I pleased.

I think it is very much to be regretted that the British government, in the last

war, did not direct its first efforts against this island : a well-directed blow against

the root of the tree would have caused all its branches to fall. It would have

been the most certain and quickest method of subduing the French power in

this quarter of the glol)e. Had this measure been adopted, the English would not

only have been able to overthrow Hydcr Ali, but even to give a good account of

the Dutch and Spanish settlements in the East Indies.

“ The principal inhabitants of this island laugh at our not having sent, in the be-

ginning of the war. Sir Edward Hughes’s squadron to att^c'k it on his way to Ma-

dras. One of the most respectable persons of the town frankly assured me they

were much afraid of it, and that the islancfWas in sucK a sad state of (lefencc, that,

anticipating this event, they had already begun to thfnk of thfe articles of capitula-

tion. The Isles of France and Bourbon would infallibly have fallen into our hands;

for at this time scarcely any works of defence had fieen raised, and there were not
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beyond five hundred European regular troops in the; two islands. I doubt not l)ut the

French will take cave for the {nunc not to be sinpriscd ii> such a weak stale.

With all the deference due to those who fi)iined the plan of the unsuccessful ex-

pedition under Coinnioclore Johnstone, it will not he amiss to ohsi rvc, that if the

attack of the Isle of France had been the object of it, it might then have been con-

quered'by an attack prudently directed; whicli would have been a surer sovuec of

glory for those who had undertaken it, and for the nation in gcneial, than even the

battle of Porta Praya, or the taking of the Ca])c of U,ood Hope. It may be consi-

dered as presumption in me to give my opinion on a subject of such importance;

but as I write in the confidence of friendship, and ^aficr having attentively exa-

mined the matter, I think my observations wull not be totally useless. I am at pre-

sent so perfectly convinced of tlic inutility of any attempt to bverthrow the French

power in the Indies without first reducing the Isles of France and Bourbon, that

were another war to break out between the two rival nations I should humbly and

strongly recommend, to the government of Great Britain, not to lose time in making

a vigorous attack upon these islands, as the most efficacious and quickest means

in gaining our object ; such an expedition would perhaps be accompanied with

some loss, but it would fall far short of that which a lengthened and peihaps

unfortunate war would occasion.

It would not perhaps be a very difficult thing for some men of war and fiigatcs

stationed between the Isles of France, 15purbon, and Madagascar, with two crui/.cis

fixed to the south-east, and two others to the south-west, or to windward of the island,

to reduce Port Louis by famine in a short space of time ; the troops to be sent

should be Europeans, or Sepoys sent from Madras, or Euro[)eans fiom ilngland

itself. I think that four thousand European's alone, or two thousand Europeans and

four thousand Sepoysf with a just proportion of ships of war, would completely

efiectiiate this enterprize.

The works at the two extrenjities of the town of Port Louis being very opett

and extensive, the enemy’s forces might be very much divided by landing an equal

number of troops on each side^of the port, who, however, ought to pay great

attention to act in concert, by means of well-directed signals, as well by day as by

night, in case of a projected attack or any other movement of the enemy. At the

same time two men* of war, with several gun-boats or fire-ships, placed at the open-

ing of the port, might hold themselves in readiness^ if the enemy threatened a scrionr:

3 ^
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attack, to throw red-hot balls into the town ;
or if the wind happened to blow hard

at the time from the noith-wcst, to send a fire-ship among them, in which a kind of

wooden mortars charged with bombs* might be made in such a manner as when the

deck caught fire to cast the shells with a shott fusee into the town* Some ships of

war could lay at anchor at tlie distance of an hundred fathoms from the little iskoui

to the cast of tf.c port, called the Jsle des Tonnclliers, at the east and west side of

the town, covering t\v(j toidablc livers, the one called dcs Lalanicrs^ and tin: olhci

la Pciile nv'un\ near Fori Blanc, Several brooks of this kind dc , t end from tl]-

mountains in every direction, and the places, where they empty themsedves ir.io die sea,

arc the most convenient points to pass between the ridges ol rocks ' In. 1. are .-aid h)
0

guard the coasts; and when the boats have once passed them the water bexomes peu

fectly calm in several parts of the shore. I was informed that vessels (^f two iumdrccl

tons were building in the river dcs Ciironniers^ at the sf)iuh-east point ol the island.

At Jacotet^ near this river, an arm of the sea entas in the land, and forms a large

bason, where smaller vessels can approach the shore with the gieatest sexmoty. HtTC

I should propose the first descent to be made with two hnintlred Europeans and six

hundred Sepoys, without aitillcry ; this spot being the most retiied of the island,

as well as the most convenient for making a junction with tlic Maroon Negroes,

who generally live in this neighbourhood. The end of April is the mo.st suiiablc

season, when the monsoons are over
;
the winds then become variable, and the winici

provisions of the inbabifants arc almost exhausted : the detachment, thus landed^

should receive orders upon being reinforced by the Maroon Negroes, or by people

on whose intelligence they could rely, to form into two divisions, and to advance

towards Port Louis on each side of the coast ; the interior parts being totally inac-

cessible, in order to carry ofl the cattle* they might find in the vallics; whilst the

rest of the troops and the ships should be forine/J also into twf) divisions, running to

windward of the island with the utmost expedition, and elFecl a landing at each

point of the town, as was before proposed: by this means die enemy’s forces would

be greatly divided, and their forage completely cut ofib i^v^nich, as* is reasonable to

suppose, would soon force the town to capitulate. tBut even if the island could not

During the siege of Wandewash, Captain Ffint, who made such a noble defence of the pluce,.

Constructed mortars of wood surrounded with iron hoops, which perfectly answoed his purpose.'

7’his excellent officer likewise invented grenades of diied potters* earth, which he filled and threw

into the enemy’s works with great effect.—* Captain Munro.
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be effectually subdued; a fleet that should attack the Mauritius, on its way to the

Indies, might cause essential injury to the French m that part t>f the world.

** This is all that can be said on a project, which, at die moment, may appear

chimerical; but in the course of a future war, it may, jjcrhaps, be thouglu worthy

of attetuion, and lay the foundation of an important accpiisition to the British

crown/'
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CHAPTER XXIX.

Observations on the Isle of France, by M. dc Cossigiiy.'

o. approaching the Isle of France^ you must keep to windward^ because the

port, which is frequented by the larger vessels, is to leeward : when the wind is not vio-

lent, tlic air is embalmed with the perfumes of flowers with which the trees of the

island are covered. The samo^odours arc perceived along the island of Ceylon, when

the winds blow from the land. I’his elfecl was falsely attributed to the cinnamon

tree, which forms a part of the forests of this island, as its flowers have a fetid smell.

The effluvia from the land are carried by the winds very far to sea ; and sometimes

produce very sudden and unexpected effects. I saw one of this kind, which is not

very uncoinmoi:!. A German soldier, a passenger on board of oiir vessel, about

.seven or eight and twenty years old, died suddcnl)' in siglu of the little isle of

Rodriguez,, and about a hundred leagues distant from the Isle of’ France., Me had

some slight symptoms of the scurvy, but he was not on tbe sick list, nor did he

appear to have any unfavourable symptoms.

It belongs, in the first place, to the physician to inform us of the ncccs.saiy pre-

servative against such an attack; but were at< unprofessional person pci mi tied to give

his opinion in so important a matter, I should'be inclined to think that a slight purge

administered to such as w^ere afflicted with the scurvy, some days before they come

in sight of land : the daily use of smoking, of coffee, and a mucilaginous phtisan,

sweetened with sugar or honey, with moderate use of spirits of geneva, fumigations,

and general exercise, but repeated several times In the day, might prevent the effects

of sudi a revolution in the human frame as has been just mentioned.

The Isle of France, from its two ports, the one to windward, and the other to

leeward, of the island, though they have hitherto been too tniich neglected, will be-

come the mother of the colonics which France ougftt toxrtablish in thc^East Indies,

if she is anxious to increase her commerce and her power.

• M. dc Cossigny was Governor of tbe Isle of France in jthe year 1791 j.and is a man full of

knowledge philanthropy. See his Voyage a Canton, printed at Paris in the year^iypp.

Vavx.
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‘ This colony, which was originally settled in 172^, is not yet arrived to that degiee

of strength to which there is every reason to presume that it will one day attain.

Its soil, which is in gcncial fertile and ferruginous, seems to have been formed from

the ruins of a volc^mo, at a vcry^rcniotc period- i-ava is to be met with almost every

where, and I had, on my estate, a bed of volcanic ashes.*

The whole land was covered with fine trees, among which there were many fit

for building, in a profusion that proves the fcrtility of the soil. Two successive

Jiarvesls in the course of the year, confirm its claim to that character.

d’hc most useful vegetables of the four cjiiartcrs of the world, have been collected

in the national garden, which, for these seven and twenty years past, have been

under the direction of M- Cere. In doing justice to the zeal, intelligence^ anti

activity of this excellent person, I do no more than repeat the merited eulogiums

which the public voice has lavished on him.

Among the valuable and most useful vegetables that arc here cultivated, I shall

only mention the Sagouticr, and Rima, or brcad-jircc. The former is a very high

and bushy palm, the fruit (;f which grows along several pending stems: nothing

is collected Irom it, but as soon as the tree has borne its fruit it dies: then the sap,

wliich is very abiuKiant and mucilaginous, ^^rics, and is fi>nned into meal, that is

easily separated from the wood, which is full of pores. But while the cultivation

of the Sagouticr is confined 10 the national garden of the Isle of France, and to

those of the curious, it will never be of.atiy use to ilie colony. It would be ne-

cessary then to multiply them ozi thc.mountains, and in the forests of the island:

the cultivation of it wshould likewise be encouraged in Madagascar, where it is indi-

genous. The inhabitants of the north and west call it Sagou
; by those of the cast,

it is named Moufia and Rafia. With the leaves of this palm-tree, divided into very

fine threads, the natives, shew their dexterity and skill in weaving the pctgnes.

The bread-tree, or*Rima, which is cultivated in the Isle of France, bears a very

prolific fruit, whose seeds rise into a rapid growth they resemble the chesnut both

in appearance arxJ taste.* 3nt the bread-tree, which is the most esteemed, is that

whose fruit is not prolific ; that ii, which does not contain seed, but a fleshy pulp,

proper for the nourishment of man. I know not whether this difTcrcncc is the work

* The reader will here remark, that M. de Cossigny, in this respect, differs entirely in opinion

with the Acad^mician’le Gentil. I will not take upon myself to decide the question.
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of nature, or of art. In tlie first ease, it is probable, that, by multiplying the indivi-

duals of the Riina from its seeds, there mjiy be some that bear unprolific fruits:

tlicy may thcrelore be muliiplicd by the suckers, slips, and grafts. Above all, the

Rima sliould be transplanted and multiplied in Madagascar: the joil and tempera-

ture tlicre agrees with it better than those of our two islands, and it would be a

wise measure to form a botanical garden in this great island, as well for the utility of

the inhabitants, as for the supply of those navigators that put in there, and conse-

quently to increase the general purposes of commerce.

“ The Isle of France was formcily exposed to the ravages of locusts. None of

these noxious insects, however, have been seen here since the year 1770. It is pre-

tended, that the martins, a kind of. bird brought here from India, and which have

multiplied in a very extraordinary manner, have destioyed them. It is certain that

these birds feed upon them with avidity, when they arc just produced, and before

they have wings.

“ This colony, considercd'*as aa anchoring place, is well situated for the conuncicc

of the East Indies. It furnishes the ships with all kinds of rcficshmenis and pro-

visions, and the means of iccovering their crews; the air is healthy and water

excellent. Considered as a port, it furnishes a shelter fpr tlic ships, with every

necessary accommodation to careen, refit, and equip them ; it might, in this respect,

become an entrepot for the commerce of tjie East Indies. This was the project of

M. de la Bourdonnais.' Ckmsidered in an a,gricultural view, it would furnish com-

merce with valuable objects of exportation, cuch as sugar, coffee, cotton, indigo,

fine spices, &c. As a military station, it can maintain in its bosom a large number

of land and sea forces.

As 1 do not propose to write the history of the Isle of France, which is not within

the compass of my design, but merely to give a general idea of it, I shall con-

clude, by citing an extract from a work which was printed in the island in 1784, in

order to refute the false assertions of an ignorant author, who had, in his writing,

attempted to depreciate the colony.’*^

“ Fortunately for these islands, the dreams of a 6ravcller, who saw and observed

every thing without reflect 41 ; who examined nothing to the bottom
; who some-

times contradicts himself; is almost always incorrect, and often false m his asser-

tions, and erroneous in his reasoning, cannot have any weight with ^persons of

• M, de Cossigny speaks here of M, Sauiicrat.
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understanding and informatron. So far I have opposed facts, discussions, and au-

thorities, to the assertions and decisions of the -author whose opinions I have com-

bated, It is, therefore, only left for me to draw those conclusions, w’hich may he

considered as so many opinions given, in direct opposition to his asscuions,

I accordingly declare it to be my opinion, that the Isle of France will one

day astonish FAirope and Asia by its riclics, the variety and abundance of its pro-

ductions, and the resources of its numerous population ; in the course of time,

it will have very great influence on the conmicrec of Europe in* the Indies, and

incalculably extend the advantages of the nation who possesses it, ii% that quarter

of the globe. A colony whose soil is futile, the air healthy, and whose podiion

is so fortunate, both for the operations of comnicrcG*and the plans of policy, must

ncccsssarily arise from its present state of mediocrity. It has not as yet acquired all

that a sagacious minister, a wise administration, a constant and well directed labour

of the colonists, and lime, the operations of which perfects every thing, may procure

it. Nature had clothed its soil widi extensive forpsts, but industry and patriotism

have collected here the greatest part of the useful productions of hot countries, as

well as many of the natives of temperate climates, which flourish with luxuriance;

so that, at present, it has more useful plants collected than any other part of the

known world. M. Saiincrat misrepresented this. isle, without being sufficiently

acqtiainted with it, and has slandered its inhabitants without knowing them.

M. de la Bourdonnais, that great man, whom history already mentions with
ft

the culogiums which he so well deserves, that great general, mariner, administrator,

merchant, and agriculturist, entertained very different opitiions; his knowledge of it

was the re\sult of several years passed in the government of it, and to him it is indebted

for the sources of its prosperity: he considered the Isle (jf France as the key of tlie

Indian commerce of his nation, as the bulwark of its settlements in Asia, and as the

means of future conquests ; he did more,—he proved the exactness of his last views',

by keeping the English fleet liom the coast of Coromandel, and by besieging am.

taking Madras. . His object was to make the Isle of France the entrepot of the

Indian commerce of France, anrj as a place of arms for its land and sea forces. His

idea was to make it an agricultural, commercial, and military settlement.

Let us add anothei* respectable authority. “ Were it not for the Isle of France,^'

says the author qf the Philosophical History, the French settlements in Ittdia

could not be protected.’' Fie also adds, that the Isle of ITancc wiii^ilways bp
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ready to give assistance to Pondicherry, or to act olFensively, according as circum-

.stances may require. Indeed every thing may be expected from the Isle of France,

when it shall have gained that degree of prosperity to whieli it must one day 'arrive,

when its cultivation shall he more extended, and its population more numerous.

Although the colony has undergone, in 1792 and 1793,^1* the fourth time since

its foundation, the destructive scourge of the small-pox, which has retarded its pro-

gress and diminished its forces
; although it has been, as it were, abandoned to itself

since the revolution, the English have not thought proper to direct their attacks

against it ; thW preferred the conquests of the Dutch settlements : they, however,

arc deeply interested in rendering themselves masters of it, in order to secure the

power in Indostan, their new conquests, and their commerce, which this island inter-

rupted by its privateers.

‘ Policy,’ says the Abbe Raynal, ‘ foresees that if the Isle of France were aban-

*doned, the English would drive all foreign nations out of the seas of A sia, and would

possess themselves of all tlic riches of these vast countries.’

“ Asses qf Mascate have been transported hidter ; they arc ofa very fine and large

species, and extremely useful, both for draught and burthen.

** Although the greatest part of the houses are of wood, and generally have but a

ground floor, they are nevertheless convenient and agreeable. Almost all the sirects

are in a straiglu line, and many of them are planted with trees. ' The air here is very

healthy, but is cooler in the country, which is cheerful, pleasant, and well cultivated.

The forests arc stocked with many kinds oRvery fine indigenous trees, the wood of

which is employed for building and repairing of vessels, as well as for many neces-

sary purposes,

‘‘ The ordinary coffee, known in Europe by tire name of Bourbon coffee, is

the only codec cultivated, upon an extensive plan, in the two islands ; some

of the inhabitants, through curio6ity, cultivate two kinds of 'coffee, to which they

give the name of Eden or Ouden, the berry of which is exceeding small, though

it is much superior to the other, and even to that of Moka ; bin the plant bears little^

is very delicate, and subject to perish: I wished to f\>rm a plantation of it, but could

not succeed. There arc in the forests of the island, towards the quarter of Pauefre^

d*Qr^ Maroon coffee plants, so called because they are indigenbus, and grow with-

out cafe or cultivation; they arc common in the forests of the Jsle of Bourbon,

the bean is longer than that of the ordinary coffee ; it is pointed at one of the
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extremities, and appeared to me have as^fine an odour as the cultivated coflhc, but

of a more bitter flavour.

** In other parts of the island there is a fourth kind of coflee, which is not ge-

nerally known. The plant is indi^nous, and grows as high as the forest trees :

its stem is slender, its leaves are long, broad, thick, of a dark green above, and

somewhat paler beneath; the flowers -grow in bunches at the extremity of the

brandies ; they are white, and without smell, with five petals, and a white cup

divided into five parts. The fruit, wliidi in its early stale is green, is round, but

inclined to an oval, somewhat less than the cherry of the ordinary colfec; it whitens

as it ripens, and becomes brown in drying; the pulp, which is white, is dougliy, and

of a sweetish taste ; it generally envelopes two very small hemispheric berries, which

are covered with a brown pelliculc,.]iaving a tough coat ; they arc grey, and some-

what pointed at one of the extremities. I made several persons taste it, who all found

it of an agreeable flavour. My design was to form some plantations of it, on the

presumption that cultivation, the open air, and the sun, would impregnate it with

new and better cpialities; but circumstances having determined me to quit the

colony, I did not execute my design. This kind of coflec is to be nret with in the

environs of Palma, and even in the neighbourhood of the Reduit.’^ I think it supe-

rior to that of Moka; and my opinion was confirmed by all who tasted it.

“ It is usual, in the Isles of France and Bourbon, to dry the coflee cherry, and

afterwards pound it, in order to take away tire envcllopes of the bean, according

to the method of the Arabs of Yemen/

I caused a water-mill to be built upon my plantation, which turns one millstone

over another that is immoveable. The coflbe in the shell falls of itself from the loft,

which is above, between tw'O millstones, and the necessary process is performed with-

out ih.e labour of bands. Nothing more was to be done but to separate the berries

by winnowing, and to take away Arose that were spoiled or bruised.'*

The country-house of the Governor of Mauritius.

3
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CHAPTER XXX.

Conclusion,—Abstracts of Events that have happened at Mauritius, up to the

Year 1800.

Since my father's correspondence with the islands came to a termination, I

have been too much occupied with my own immediate concerns, to give a particular

attention to the succeeding course of events connected with them, even when it was

most in tny power, during my residence at Paris : the Revolution soon followed,

and the means of communication, as may well be imagined, in a great measure, if

not altogether, failed me. The memoirs which I shall now present to rny readers

are the fruits of tny later collections and researches

:

they bring the history down

to the time that is passing by us; and this Volume will, I trust, be, at length, found

to contain every event and circumstance that is necessary to give^the most perfect

knowledge of the Isles of France and Bourbon. But before 1 resume the subject,

it will not, r flatter myself, be considered as presumptuous in me, nor be altogether

uninteresting to my readers, if I give a very brief account of the tranquil and exem-

plary manner in which Baron Grant passed the latter years of his valuable life.

Disinterested in all his proceedings, as he Was unassuming in his nature, he engaged

in those pursuits, as a liberal occupation and rational amusement, which so many

others have followed to gratify their ambition, and feed their avarice. With the

power of making a great fortune, he did not acquire, in the long progress of twenty

years, the third part of what others have obtained in as many months. But he ful-

filled his object, which was to remove himself far away fronj the misfortunes that

had overv^^helmed his family, with so many others, by the catastrophe of the famous

Law, so well known throughout Europe. He, -therefore, wen^t in search of that tran-

quillity, and of those resources which he had a right to expect, by joining his father’s

brother^ in the Isle of France ; that uncle, who^ by too.much confidence in others,

and his own rigid integrity, had involved his brothers and nephews in his own mis-

fortunes he who invited my father to come and reside with him, to. console and

I allude to those occasioned by the failure of Lair, &c.
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support his afflictions and disappointments, by affording him a quiet and secure

asylum, as well as a share in that fortune which had been acquired by a part of what

had been saved from their common ruin.

The Baron Grant was content to enjoy these advantages, at the same time that

he continued in the service of his country; for die sale of his j)ropcity on quitting

the Isle of France, produced only a few thousand pounds sterling; one half of

which was taken from him on his passage to France. What he saved was employed

by him to discharge the claims on the only estate which now remained of the ancient

patrimony of his family,^

On his departure fiom Francc» being only of tlu' second branch of his family, (as

the head of the first lived as long as himself, and d^d, without issue, in the same

year with him), and not being in possession of any estate, as his father was yet

alive, he tliought himself fortunate in obtaining one, such as it was, among the An-
tipodes. At tlie same time his marriage with Mademoiselle de Grenville, in 1746,

attached him to it. But notwithstanding the loss which he sustained, and the inis-

fonunes that afflicted him in his residence in the Isle of France, and on his return

tf) luirope, he was disposed to forget them all, on arriving in his native country, ’and

returning to his native home, after all the dangers which he had risked, and the

troy^bles that he had suffered.

Being at length settled on his own domain, he was truly sensible of the happiness

that is to be found by living with persons who, by near relation and consanguinity,

are formed to interest, in the tenderest manner, those minds which are susceptible of

refined impressions. He accordingly occupied himself in the education of his chil-

dren, as well as in cheering the age, and, as much as depended on him, in prolong-

ing the life, of a most excellent mother, who died in his arms, at the very advanced

age of ninety-two, twenty years after his return to Fiance.

But his attentions and regard were not confined to his domestic concerns and the

care of his family. He had learned, in the office of J ustice of the Peace, which he

had exercised in the Isle of PTance, how to conciliate the interests of men; and ne-

cessity^ as welUas humanity, had induced him to acquire a knowledge of medicine;

so tjiat he w^as equally qq^lified^to assist his tenants, his neighbours, and his friends,

in their moral and physical infirmities; nor did he ever hesitate to employ thei^c

vcnejrablc fitnctions, or refuse the time and cxpence which they required of him.

The estate of Vaax, in Normandy*

3X2
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These are not the vain eulogiums or empty flattery of a son, anxious to consecrate

the memory of his father ; on the contrary, he feels himself restrained, by the modesty

that becomes him, from rendering all the justice that is due to his virtues and emi-

nent qualities, and winch all who knew him were ever anxious to applaud and

testify. .

Having passed the latter years of his life in these useful, virtuous, and respectable-

occupations, he resigned it, in religious confidence, to the Supreme Being, in the

month of June, 1784, and in the seventy-fourth year of his age.

Absfnict of Evenis Ibal have bal)pcved in the hie of Eranccj up fo ibr

Tear 1800.

The succour which Admiral Suffrein had constantly received from the Isles of

France and Bourbon, in repairing and victualling the ships of his squadron during

the whole course of the American war, had fixed the attention of the French govern-

ment; and on the peace of 1783, they were seriously occupied about these islands.

The languid state in which they had remained during the time they had bceti under

the dominion and protection of the French East India Company, served as a lesson

for the Ministers of France : they availed themselves of it in order to preserve them

from falling into the same state, when, in 1784, they established a new East hAm
Company.

These islands therefore enjoyed the advantage of receiving into tlieir ports. all the

merchant ships of France, which were not allowed to proceed farther, on account of

the rights of ^the Company, whilst tlaey were allowed the privilege of trading fa all

parts of India, China alone excepted. The Company were also engaged to furnish

directly and annually to these islands the merchandize of^Europe necessary for their

consumption.

By this order of things the Isle of France became the cenjtre of that commerce

which several French merchants carried on in the Indies, by establishing their facto-

ries in it, and the commerce of this colony accoidingly became both active and

of great extent. The population suddenly increased beyond its means df culiivatiqn,

and the Isle of France became a commercial cntrep&t. rather than arvagricultural

colony.

But the power which the governor and the Intendant of this colony enjoyed had

been exercised in such an arbitrary manner, that several of its inhabitants became
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anxious to fice themselves from it; and the distance of the mother-country incrcast d

their impatience to know the events of the Frcncli revolution, which began in 1789.

The colony was then governed by Lieutenant-general Conway, The Intciulaui,

M. Dupuy, formerly counsellor of the Chaicict at Paris, amiable in his manners,

and possessing a superior capacity, succeeded, hy lu.s mild conduct and vigorous

policy, to conciliate the confidence and friendship of the colony; M. dc Macnamara

commanded the marines. In the last war he had gained, as he well deserved, the

reputation of a brave and skilful ofFicei, and was decidedly against the revolutioin

A vessel which sailed from Bourdcaux at the end of October, 1789, and arrived

at the Isle of France at the end of January following, brought die news of the great

power the National Assembly had usurped to itself. Tl^e captain of the vessel, officers,

and ship’s crew wore the three-coloured cockade. On their landing with this revo-

lutionary signal, and relating the late occurrences that had taken place in France,

the flames of revolutionary conflagration instantly burst forth in all parts of the
*

colony, and the cockade was very generally adopted. Some young men of the

town, wishing to avail themselves of this moment of efl'ervesccncc, posted up ad-

vertisements in the streets, inviting all the cUixeub. to form themselves into primary

assemblies, after the example of those which had taken place in all the communes

of France, in order to draw up memorials of demands and complaints.

General Conway, the Governor, perceiving that the principles of the French

revolution had infected the people, determined to oppose it by his authority. Fie

accordingly sent some soldiers to arrest the young men who had posted up the ad-

vertisement, and went to the IntendaAt’s house, to consult with him oi\the occasion.

But the people had Ijgcn collected in the square, and the young men whom the

Governor-general had just caused to be arrested, happening to pass at that moment

to prison, they were set at .liberty by the multitude, who went immediately to

IntendanFs house, and compelled Mf

C

onway himself to accept of the national

cockade.

On the following djy the inhabitants of the town united in a primary assembly,

after the example of France, and established the different constituted authorities, to

whom they ponfided the inj:erior government of the colony.

,1790* M. de Macnamara, Commandant of the French marine in the Indian

^ieas, arriving at the Isle of France during this state of perturbation, could not
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conceal his aversion to their revolutionary proceedings. The soldiers of the 107th and

108th regiments, who formed the garrison of the island, following the example of

the army in France, had abandoned themselves to the cause of the revolutionists.

M. dc Macnamara, howevci, thought it his duty to give an account of it to the

minister of marine, but he was betrayed ; a copy of his letter was sent to the barracks,

and incited the soldiers to threaten him with their vengeance* The grenadiers

therefore collected themselves in a body to go to the port, in order to seize upon

all the boats and canoes they might find there, that they might go on board M. dc

Macnamara’s ship.

Being informed, however, of the preparations that were making to seize his per-

son, he had made ready his cavnon, but at the moment when the grenadiers presented

themselves to mount on board, his sailors refused to defend him, and he was left to

the discretion of these furious men, who conducted him on shore, and led him as

their prisoner before the first constituted authority of the colony, then sitting in the

church, and loudly demanded that he should be punished.

The fermentation of the soldiers had risen to such a pitch, that it was not possible

to appease it; so that the members of this constituted authority found it necessary

to make M. de Macnamara undergo several interrogatories, and to send him to

prison for his own security; with the hope that they should thereby appease the

fury of the soldiers, who unfortunately resolved to conduct him thither. In his way

to confinement, M. dc Macnamara passing before the door of a watchmaker of his

acquaintance, conceived some hopes of estaping from the midst of these furious

people, that escorted him. With this design* he, rushed in at the d0or, which wavS

open, flattering himself that by using his pistols which he had in his pocket, he

stould intimidate those that dared to follow him ; but his threats only increased the

rage of flic Tioldiers, who threw themselves in a crowd upon him and murdered him,

giving to the Isle of France an horrible example, the remem^brance of which still

makes them shudder with indignation, Tlie inhabitimts were distressed and hu-

miliated at seeing their country, till then unspotted with a^ny crime, stained with

such a bloody outrage. It was, however, the onl|V one that happened ‘during the

whole course of the revolution; whilst France itself and«aU its other colonies have

been inundated with the blood of so many victims to democratic injustice and

barbarity.
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lygt* M. de Conway then resolved to set out for France, and was replaced in

the interval by M. de Cossigny, who commanded at tiic Isle of Bourbon.

1792. M. de Malartic, named likewise by the King as Governor-general, arrivea

at the Isle of France in June, 1792. The colonics were then governed by their

^particular Colonial Assemblies, whose decrees hail the Idrcc of law, when they had

received the sanction of the governor, who represented the state.

He had, moreover, the command of the military force, and the regulation of the

interior department.

The Ifitcndant was charged with the administration of the finances.

1793. When the news of the-power of the jacobins in France was brouglit to

this island, the Jacobin club was established, which was<callcd the Cbaumiere.

In ‘17945 the Chaumiere club soon rivalled the constituted authorities. The

members of this club of the Isle of France forced M. de Malartic to grant them a

sloop to convey one of their detachments of about one hundred men to the Isle of

Bourbon, in order to arrest M. Duplessis Vigoureux, the Governor j M. Fayol, the

Civil Commissary ; and M. de St. Felix, formerly Commandant of the Marine, on

the pretext that they con-esponded with the English. They executed their design, and

brought these three prisoners away on board the sloop. On their arrival at the Isle of

France they were landed under an escort from this detachment, and were conducted

to the Chaumiere, The president, who was formerly a police officer, said gravely to

/.hem, ‘Hhe people accuse you, and the people ^^ill judge you/* They were then

conducted to the dungeon, where they wire fettered, and they remained there about
»

six months, #

The Chaumiere^ in the mean time, fixed up a guillotine in the public place, iu

expectation of making use of it against these victims of their suspicions.

The Colonial Assembly, .better composed, succeeded in putting a stop to the

effervescence of the Jacobins, by ordering that these prisoners should be judged only

by a court martial, named by all the citizens of the colony, uttited in primary assem-

blies, each in its own district, Tffis method occasioned a delay that gave them time

to concert together,' in order to ctfntrive that the choice of members of the commis-

sion might fal> upon upright persons, and this ddign was crowned with success.

' At this moment ar, account arrived of the decree abolishing slavciy in all the

settlements of* the French Republic. This news, which so deeply interested the

inhabitants of the colony, operated a great change in their opinion concerning the
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revolution
;
and from that moment the Jacobins of the island were composed only

of bad men, who had no other object than to disturb the government. The inilitjiry

commission nominated for judging the prisoners, found no difficulty in dissolving

itself^ by objecting to the mode of its insthution.

The news of the downfal of Robespieirc, and of the Jacobin clubs in France,

being then brought to the colony, the Colotiial Assentbly, already strong from the

change that had taken place in tlie public mind, freed itself from the yoke of the

Chaumiere^ by causing the different Jacobin leaders to be arrested, and shutting

up the place of their meeting. The guillotine was taken away from the public

square, and the prisoners were set at liberty without having undergone any trial,

for which there were no solid grounds, in the general opinion of the colony.

The principal Jacobins, to the number of thirty, who had been arrested, were

immediately sent to France.

1795. The information the colony had acquired respecting the decree that gave

freedom to the Negroes, kept it in the greatest anxiety, on account of its aiiachrncnt

to France, as well as the certainty . of the misfortunes which such a measure would

occasion, the moment it was put in execution. The events of St. Domingo pre-

sented a most frightful picture of the consequences resulting from it.

The planters, who arc the greatest proprietors of Negroes, were alarmed at iliciy

situation, as they well knew that their existence was but precarious while the decree

remained disannulled ; and perhaps they entertained the opirrion that they shouldt;

be happier if they belonged to a governmeiTt that would protect their property. But

they whose fortune depended upon commerce, and who had already formed to them-

selves exterior resources, as well as those who in time expected to form them, pre-

served a passive attachment to France; wishing, however, to retard avS much as

possible, but without compromising themselves in the business, the execution of this

decree, if An official order should arrive to that e'ffect, and pauicularly if it were sup-

ported by a- power adequate to that object.

1796. Such was the state of opinions when, pft the iSffi of July, a squadron of

four frigates, under the command of Vice-Admirajl Scrccfy, presented itself, having

on board two agents of the Directory, named Baco Burncl, sent out to take

upon them the government of the colony. It being i\\tDeca^* almost all the naer-

chants of th^ town, according to custom, were gone to their country-houses, as well*

What the French, now, term Holiday.
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as several members of ihc Colonial Assembly. However, on a signal I,King given

from ihc mounlains, announcing tiie auival of ibis French sqnndron, thev ai!

cned to the port; but altlurugli some general mcaMircs had hcvn taken to prevc

tlie entrance of any one into die colony, without the ]>ennission of the Colojiivl

Assembly, die division of Admiral Scrccy was aheady anchored at the mouth of tiic

harbour; and the agents, dressed in their directoiial costume, had left the ship, foF

lowed by a company of grenadiers, belonging to the transport troops which they had

on board, who were commanded by General Magalon.

The ofliccr commanding the pinnace of the harbour remonstrated in vain with

the agents against their landing, until they had received permission from the Colo-

nial Assembly, subscribed by the Governor-general.*

No force being prepared to oppose the landing of the agents, tlicy received

no interruption, and the people, Iiaving assembled in crowds to meet them, Oaiier-

ing themselves that they brought orders favourable to the colony, they were con-

ducted, with all possible respect and ceremony, to the Colonial Assembly, which had

assembled in haste at the usual place of their session.

Eeing admitted as agents of the directory, their speeches on the occasion were m(?st

flattering for the colony, as they announced that they were charged with a commfssion

from the Directory, which had no other object than the real happiness and prosperity

of the colony. They were accordingly received in the most respectful manner.

However one of the members of the Assembly, more courageous, and possessing

more forethought than the rest, dcmtmdcd if there was not also a commission

named to receive from the agents, the orders and instructions with which they were

charged, and to give an account of them to the Assembly.

This question was evaded by the agents, who that very evening were installed in

the government-house.

On the following day, 19111 July, they reviewed the two regiments, the 107th and

108th, which formed the old garrison, and caused the battalion, of about eight hun-

dred men, and two con>panies of artillery, which they had brought with them, to be

landed. At the review fhey flattered the soldiers, and seemed to blame the colony,

on account tof their receiving their pay in paper. Their discourse soon spread

ahroad, and began \o confirm the fears of those who were alarmed at the arrival

of persons, who, by their great powers, became the arbiters of tlicir fate: they

had, indeed, been already struck by the evasion of the agents to produce their

SY
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instructions; nor vas it long before (bey were confiniicd in these seiUimeius, a^:

;iie agents, thinking themselves fixed in their situation, sought lor a pretext to

t|uaiitl with the Governor Malartic, and even went so hir as to threaten to have

Inin hanged. They were hkcwi..e so imprudent as to menace, in the same inannei,

M. des Ciozllles, the inembfi of ilic Colonial Assembly, who had demanded that

tlicir instructions shoidd be laid before them.

July iiotli. The agents reviewed the national guard of the port, and were

astonished to find it about four thousand strong. In short, they were received

with an appearance of mistrust, which became gcncivil. 'Fhese fcais were com-

municated to the inhabitants of the interior parts, wlio, having conferred together,

came armed t(j the town.

During these two days the Colonial Assembly, particularly charged with die

safety of the colony, had established a committee of nine members, to corrc.s[)()iul

with the agents, and endeavour to obtain some information of their future inten-

tions.

The silence, in which they persisted, no longer left any doubt of their design of

ptitting into execution the decree alxdishing ail slavery in the Phencii cokmics,

Thednhabitants therefore, being convinced of the imminent danger which thieatened

tliem, were influenced by one common determination to engage in the dismiss ion

of the agents ; but as it was apprehended that the troops might sujipoit th( m, tweiit)

young Creoles devoted themselves to the w'clfarc of the colony, and vowed the dcadi

of these instruments of republican dcvspotism;

III this moining, of the 21st of )uly, almost all^the inhabitants of the colony were

assembled on die public place at the door of the government-house, wdicic the

agents continued to reside, altliough informed of the danger wddeh threatened them.

The Governor-general Malartic was taken from his government, and carried m
triumph to the Colonial Assembly. The agent's then order^'d General Magalon,

who came with them, to cause the troops to take arms against the inhabitants ; this

Older the general excused himself from obeying, J^y declarivg that as he was under

the command of General Malartic, he could rcceivi^ none’ which had not his signa-

ture affixed to them. The agents in vain Informed hiiiz ^hat they depiised General

Malartic, and appointed him as his successor.

In the mean wliile some young Creoles entered the government-house, by the win^

dowvs, and announced to the agents that, being charged with orders that^brought on
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the destruchon oi the colony, they dc.';crve<l death; at the same moinent one ofihr

agents nanowly escaped being killed. by the discharge of.i pistol, and the ollvn was

preserved by the Comniissioners ol the Colonial As>enibl)*, \vI\o at that instant veic

treating with them.

The inhabitants, inlonncd ol this event, and seeing the soldiers remain (juiel in

their quarters, contented themselves with insisting on the immediate re-embarkation

of the agents, a requisition to which the meinhcrs of the cormnisMon acceded: £ind,

having persuaded the agents to submit, they accompanied them in person, in oi Ici

to preserve them from the general indignation: and, in this manner, conducted them

on board a sloop, which had been just ordered to receive and take them to tlir

Phillippinc islands. Tins destination had, without doubt, hecai jtrefericd, as being

one of the most remote places from France. This order had been obtained by thr

Cedonial Assembly from General Malartic, wlio, duiing the whole of this tumult,

was present with them.

T he sloop, Le Moincau, having, in twelve hours, received all the accessary stoic,'

for its voyage, got under sail for its destination; hut, on the morrow of their clc-

partiuc, having dressed themselves in tlieir directoual costume, they hai'cangued the

crew, and soon induced them to mutiny against die captain, and consent to rcturji

to France, after having put in at Madagascar, to take in the stores necessary for lo

long a voyage.

T’he colony, thus freed from the piKiscncc of the agents, gave dicmselvcs up to

transports of gratitude towards the military chiefs and troops who had refused to shed

blood. Every one eagerly contributed voluntaiy gifts in favemr ol the soldiers, and

good order was re-established under die administration of the constituted autlio-

lities. An advice was sent immediately to France, with an address of the Colonial

Assembly, as well to the two Councils as to the Directory, giving an account of the

dismissal of its agpnts, and representing it in a manner, as may be supposed, the

most favourable to themselves.

The imminent dj^ngers to»\yhich every one had been exposed, from tlic sudden

emancipation of the staves, v^ith which they had been threatened, had, in a moment,

rallied every one, as it were, to the common standard, and produced this union ol die

• whole colony, for the immediate dismissal of its agents. Every one congratulated

himself on such an happy event, and entertainments were given on the occ:i;>ibni

throughout the colony.

3 Y 2
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‘‘ But in a very short time a difference of interest rekindled discord, and some

evil spirits, always active in fomenting mischief, conceived the hopes, by means of

the soldiers in the garrison, of renewing the public disorder. The soldiers, to whom

the colony continually gave proofs of its gratitude, in order to maintain peace, abused

die kindness with which they were ticated, and having given themselves up to licen-

tiousness with the Negro women, formed a plan of freeing them from the servitude

which retained them with their masters, by proclaiming their freedom.

,1 797. The Colonial Assembly, who watched without ceasing for the preservation

of the island, being informed of the fresh dangers with wliich it was threatened,

succeeded in obtaining from the Govcrnor-getK'ral MaJavtic an order for sending

to Batavia all the soldiers who^ came with the agents, under the division of Vice

Admital Scrcey, whicli was executed towards the end of the year 1797, on pretext

of assisting a colony; in alliance with them, and which was threatened by the

common enemy.

1798. This is the epoch when two ambassadors from Tippoo Sultaun arrived

at the Isle of France. The following is a copy of the proclamation, published on

this occasion by the Governor-general Count de Malartic.

MALARTIC’S PROCLAMATION.
LiRjiRTY. Equality.

THE I RENCH REPUBLIC, ONE ANB INDIVISIBLE.

PROCLAMATION,

By Anne Joseph Hyppolitc Malartic^ Commander in Chief and Governor-general

of the Isles of France and of Rhtnion and of all the French EsiablishmenU to

the Eastward of the Cape of Good Hope.

Citizens,

Having for several years known your zeal and arachmert to the interests and

ihe glory of our Republic, we are very anxious, and leel it a duty, to make you

acquainted with all the propositions which have been made to us by Tippoo Sul-

laun, who has sent two ambassadors to us.

* A particular expression employed by the republicans^ meaning of the Isle of Bourbon.
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This prince has wfiitcn particular letters to the Colonial Assembly, as well as

to all the generals employed under this govei nrncntj and has addressed a packet

to us for the EKccuiivc Ditcctory.

1. He desires to form an offensive and defensive alliance with the French, and

proposes to maintain, at his charge, as long as the war shall last in India, the troops

which may be sent fo him,

2. He promises to furnish every necessary for carrying on the war, wine and

brandy excepted, with which he is wholly unprovided.

3. He declares, that he has made every preparation to receive the succours which

may be sent to him, and tliat, on the arrival of il^p troops, the commanders and

officers will find evciy thing necessary for engaging jn a w^ar, to which Europeans

are but little accustomed.

4. In a word, he only waits the moment when the French shall come to bis

assistance, to declare war against the English, whom he ardently desires to expel

from India.

As it is impossible for jjs to reduce the number of the 107th and io8tb regiments,

and of the regular guard of the port of Fraternile,^ on account of tlic succours which

we have furnished to our allies, the Dutch, we invite the citizens, who may be dis-

posed to enter as voiiintoers, to enrol themselves in their respective municipalities,

and to serve under the banners of Tippoo.

This prince desires also to be assisted by the free citizens of colour: we there-

fore invite all such who are willing to rferve under his flag, to cniol tlicmselvcs.

We can assure all the citizens who shall enrol themselves, that Tippoo will allow

them an advantageous rate of pay, the icrms of which will be fixed with his ambas-

sadors, who will further engage, in the name of their sovereign, that all Frenchmen,

who may enter into his armies, shall never be detained after they have expressed a

wish to return to their own countVy.

Done at Port North-west, the 3,oih of January, 1798.

(Signed) MALARTIC*

Meaning the Port Bourbon of Mauritius,
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MaJartics Letiers io Tippoo Sultaun’s Ambassadors.

Isle of France, the 27th of February, 1798, 6th Year of the Republic.

I am too sincere in my nature to suffer you to remain ignorant of the great dissa-

tisfaction which your letter of this morning has given me. Your Sultaun deputed

you to solicit our aid on such conditions as we might deem just, and not on* those

which you now prescribe to us.

ffhe demands which I hav« proposed to you, within these few days past, were

framed by General Dagincourt, who is particularly known to your Sultaun, undei

whose orders he served when a captain of grenadiers iji the battalion of the regiment

of the Isle of France, which made a campaign during the last war, under the Rahau-

dar and Tippoo Sultaun ; I therefore persist in demanding, for all the officers aiul

volunteers, the pay and provisions stipulated in the last statement which I transiniucd

to you,

The pay which was granted ten years ago, cannot be made a rule for the pay

which ought to be given now.

Those who at that period received j 50 rupees per month, now demand 600.

As you do not choose to take surgeons; you shall not have,them; but yoiu

master will not be satisfied with your conduct on this article.

The officers and volunteers who arc to accompany you, shall not make a journey

of 500 leagues to ascertain wdiat pay Tippoo Sultaun may choose to fix for them.

I shall order them not to disembark, until Tippoo Sultaun shall have satisfied them

that he will allow the pay and provisions which I propose to him.

We have not sought you, you came to solicit our aid
:
you ought, therefore, to

submit to the conditions which I propose to you; they are juk and reasonable.

Salutation and fraternitj^.

(Signed) MALARTIC,
Governor-General.

(A true translation) G. G. KEBLE, French translator.
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N.xrrative of the Proceedings of Tippoo Suliann*s Ambassadors.

The follon'ing Circumstances ’were taken down, asdiciaicd by lUpaud. on board the

Vcsselj on the 2 jib of Zaifkree, 1225, oj Mabonimcd, ansivcring to the ip^ib of

December^ ijgj.

It has been oidcred by the sacred Presence, that (wc) must ])iing thirty thousand

horse and forty thousand infantry, one hundred guns and moitars, with their equip*

men|ppind artillery men, to join the French force. Provisions, carriage, convey-

ance, and military stores, shall be furnished by the Khoodadaud Sirkar, Tliis article

was not brouglit forward.

That wc should forward as great a number of Europeans as wc can, together with

twenty or thirty thousand men of colour, who know their exercise well, and com-

manded by experienced officers.

That the generals who may be sent on the part of the French be masters of their

profession, such as General Magalon: and as our king is better versed in the

systems of India, die French Generals must' consult with hinij and carry on opera-

tions against- the enemy, in concert with him.

Whatever may be taken in this war from the enemies of our king and the re-

public, such as towns, forts, factories, dfects, ships and vessels, money, &c. or

whatever cash or treasure be taken from nations in subjection to them
;

all these

must be divided into two equal parts, one half for our king, and the other for the

republic; excepting the country .of the Khoodadaud Sirkar, which the English for-

merly wrested by force of arms; such country will be retained by the Sirkar, and

the Frcnch are to have no share in it.

Should the French republic be desirous of making peace with the EngUsh, they

are not to conclude is-ueh peace without our king being comprehended therein; be-

cause, after the treaty of alliance, the enemies of the republic wall be still the ene-

mies of our king, arxi it woirtd be inconsistent with friendship and justice not 10

include him in the peace.

Should Any one in thc^^ervice of the Khoodadaud Sirkar enter the French camp,

and commit any outrage, let him be apprehended and sent to the Presence, in order

that he may be punished according to the forms of the Khoodadaud Sirkar; and,

in the sam’e manner, should any one of the French army enter the camp of our king,
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and be guilty of any outrage and irregularity, he shall be immediately apprehended,

and sent to the general of the French army, in order that he may punish him agree-

ably to his own customs. This article was not brought forward.

Should these propositions be approved by the republic, we request tlic leaders of

the mother-republic to transmit speedy intelligence thereof to our king, by a small

vessel, in order that his highness, in person, may set on foot a formidable and

victorious army, to meet that of the French in the neighbourhood of Mirjaun, which

place is near to Goa. Oh, French nation ! with a view to the mutual interests of

the parties, our king intended to send several letters under his august seal ant^||pna-

ture, with four sirdars of high rank, for the purpose of negotiating* in a ship belong-

ing to tlie .Khoodadaud Sirkar^ to the chiefs of the mother-counirv : but the appre-

hensions of the enemy, and the unfavourablcness of the season, prevented this

design from being put in execution. A standard of the republic was, however,

quickly prepared, and cet up in the camp of Tally; which his majesty caused to be

saluted with three thousand guns. *

Ripaud and Mens, dc Bay can bear testimony to this fact: and whereas our

king has declared, that he will thus support the standard of the republic : O French

nation! if ye will but consent to these propositions, you need not hereafter fear

your enemies. Turn your thoughts only to the protection of your island, for our

king will keep the English so employed and embarassed, that they will be unable

to tui»n their attention towards you. Ftirther, Zemaun Shah, king of the Afghauns,

and the greater part of the Indian powers, are united with our king for this pur-

,pose, and will not cease until they shall have drii^en the English out of India.

O Protector It

Supporter of the world—Health

!

* Here follow the names of various implements of war, probably meaning ordnance, muskets,

and rockets ; but the usual appellations being changed accor^kig to Tippoo Sultaun’s system, it

is not known what species are here designated. This alludes t(j[ the certmony of consecrating the

national flag, of which a detailed account is given in the journal of the sittings of a jacobin club,

which had been established at Seringapatam, under the auspices of M, Ripaud. This curious

paper, in which the Sultaun is styled le Citoycn Tippoo, was found in the pahee at Seringapatami

• f An invocation to the Deity,
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1 lie parriciilai s f>f our ]>rocccdjn‘j;<;, <'»ni liiNt I ca \ 111;]^ [em:iul~abaud. uiuii

our arrival at the poil of Cowriaul, Maut^alotc, lu tlu’ l\ hoodadaud Siikai, ait as

follow :

On Sunday, the i yih of Zaukrec, laa'ortiw huili o| Mahonipud 1 -yh l>(

-

t:cniher, 171)7 ), wr vriibaikcd octas’rand die d.rlay of a da\’ o! !\mj ju

adjusting the c()ui{uiicnls of the: ve'^sel, Ac, ( )u the igtlg ec wciglxd auclicu.

Alter jiioccculin;^ live 01 six coss out n» sea, Ryjaud, a.ccom|>a:ued h\’ scueial

|HTs(')ns, caine m us in a \crv drsoideiK maiuiri, desiiing us to slio\ thcau the'

letteis vhuli had l)cen entrusted lo tus lor the Siidats, oi ehu'ls, at MainiUus.

,s oliac'i \ e'd. ilia: oui oideis Iroui the I’r e >enre m .‘i v. not !o the (li.yv! (ehts

until oiu ain\.d iheie, and ih.U u uas luu iH^viina’-g ui lieu, \siiO had iaul the

ioundation o! llu piese'iu expe'diiion, aiiel wa.- ac'i.juaintod wuih all urcuiustances,

to take' :aieli a Ue'je Ihit our pe'i ^ua^lo^s weie o' no av<iil
,

I'or lie look the dis-

p<Ui he s lioni Us ])\ fe)ice, tind, teaiing opeui the le atla in eii\L]o[)e, wanted to open

the' hbrrt hihs aK(j ; we told luiu that he would he dograced, and ho uTipioper

|)roet'edings exposed to hits w liole ihition ; <ielding, tha.t u was liighdy unheceuiiing

in hiiu to be guilty of sueh neachei\ vuul mist^einduct . (hai until our arri\ai at

MduriHus^ w'c re.specieal these i;bu> t'> h.'h'^ rO out h\es, and that we' would sacrifice'

thcui in our endeavouis to eiehve'i ihess' hb( as we had been dire'cte'd h\' die

Frese'iiee, Upon this, he restored them to us. d'hc ne xt da\ he came' tei us, ruid

(k'siied that wc would make ove« to hun the urouev which had lieeii given to us by

the J’resenee, for Ihm and hi^ j-reiwii associates, otherwise, said he, I will go to

Ufulubft fme.ining, j'eihaps. tow^uels Ikjinbav 1, and oilier parts, lor ]iliinde:i, and will

* Ripaml, w lu> coniiuaiielaet .1 Freiiih pi IvMteLTj, e\'a!>, h\ -aie'ss or vvcalhei, ti to jujt JiUo

Mangaloiej , in the latter jiart i -yh. ile wa tliei'. aj>jn-chen(ieeh st nt te> Srt ingaj>al,ini, and

ennhiiol. Ripautl (wlio Is a violwit ,1 e j'lihlu an ) ^ being iiUen (‘gate J 'ny 'J ipjioo aultann wilh

r('sj)e‘c f to the clIspoUtieM* aiul ahilltv ol the I'naiuh lo I’liojxiau in an attav h againU tin I'hig-

lish Company^ posse ssions, ent’ on raged the Siiltaun toe\j)e(t a j>o\Niiltil co oj/uation; and t<»

effect his delivery, magrnfied the r|b*>iirces e>f his nation, anel induead the Suluuni to ]>eli'

e

that a veiy coiisidci able force was lyrtady asscnililcd at the Isle of f'lant', vind Oid) waited Iii

siinunons. y ipjioo theiefon^utalned Rijiatid a'- a Njcktel, ..nd cut Inin with lu' anib.ioadors to

A'laiu it ills.

t A (oss is nsnally reckoned equal to about two milts lvnglii,h.

Kliciectahs arCAln bags or cases ot tissue, c>r silk, in which lunr^ acldjesvul t-. pei son ot

lank aie usually (‘ndoH’fl
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coast it for live or six months. Wc answered, You know very well, that the money

winch his liighness assigficd for o\ir expcnces was entrusted to us in your presence,

by Shaik Ahinud, Mullik‘Oo-'roojar
; it is, therefore, very unbecoming in you to

make this request.”

Refuge of the World, health ! He assigned for our accommodation the part of the

vessel appropriated to the Lascars, without any place for us to sleep or sit down; and

our inconveniences increased daily: at last wc desired Ripaud to allot some place

for us to remain in until our arrival at the Mauritius; upon which he gave us a

small doucy (boatj, which was on the vessel, to sleep and eat in, until our arrival at

the isl.uid. From the day of our leaving Mangalore, until our arrival at Mauritius,

he gave us no more water than he allowed to the Lascars, which only sufficed for

drinking, and was not enough for cooking. In the course of the voyage, he took

two vessels; when taking the cargo out, he released them. After ten or twelve days

we steered directly for the Mauritius.—Ripaud sent a message to me,* proposing

to recite to us the commands which your highness had entrusted to him, respect-

ing the negotiations with the sirdars of the Mauritius; that we should take a trans-

lation of them, and make our representations accordingly, at the island. Wc
replied, that the Shaik Ahmud, Mullik-oo-Toojar, had communicated to us in his

(Ripaud’s) presence, orders to this effiect, that whatever he (Ripaud) should dictate

to us, or tell us, wc should make our representations accordingly to the sirdars

above-mentioned, through the medium of Monsieur de Bay. Ripaud brought

several papers to us, and dictating to de Bay,*causcd him to write several articles;

which being done, he said, that they were in conformity to the orders of the

Presence, and desired that we would regulate our negotiations by them. It is

impossible to describe the distress wc suffered from the rain and the motion of

the waves. However, by the favour of God, and your majesty’s auspices, we

survived, a d on Thursday the 3d of the month Rawzee (i-^th January, 1798),

being arrived within two coss oi the Mauritius, a pilot came off in a boat to learn

the circumstances of the ship. He came on board, afSd Ripaud received him with a

great deal of cordiality
;
he told him that we were AmbassaSors sent by your high-

ness to the sirdars of the Mauritius, and desired that hevould send some one on

shore to give the proper notification. I'he pilot immediately sent a Lascar, with a

• The vakeels arc designated, throughout this paper, by the term ghoolaum, or slaves. Here

the word is in the singular number, and is, perhaps, intended to apply to the writer only.
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verbal message, to the general: and in two or three b.ours'^’ after, a physician came

to ascertain tlic people’s health on board the ship; he accordingly sent for all v.ho

were on board, and inquired into the state ol' every man’s health : he then came

up to us, and made a salam, or obeisance, and told us, that he would immediately

send notice to the general, of our arrival: we dc\sired him to allot some ]>]acc foi

our accommodation on shore, and enable us to discmhaik, adding, that m a day oi

two after, we would cummciicc out inteivicws wiih the ^i^da1S; re(|aeMing liiat our

arrival might not he made known.

The jdiysieiam after remaining an hour, iciunied to ilic sirdars, and hcfoie

two hours had elapsed, sent four perso^^ of rank with a verlial message, slating,

that he was extremely happy at our arrival, and WQuld send for ns the next day
;

we replied, by requesting that he would send for us clandestinely, so that it should

be known to no one; tlicy replied, that the\ would make tbeir report to the genc^

ral, and act agreeably to such orders as be might give. They then departed. In

the mean time, Ripaud carried the ship near land, and dropping anchor in the

mouth of the river, immediately went to the general. At twelve o’clock at night

he came on board again, and told us that he had represented every thing to the

general : but before his return, five or six sirdars, and two aides-de-camp of Ge-

neral Malartic, came to us on hoard the vessel, and told us that they must con-

form to the custom ol their nation, and that if they did not receive your higlmcss’s

ambassadors with due respect and attention, they would be censured from home.

We used every argument in our power to dissuade them from that intention, hut

to no purpose. The next day, the 'soldiers were drawn up in two lines, from the

bank of the river to General Malartic’s house, by liis paiticular directions. He

also sent several officers in his own boat to meet us, and conduct us to his house;

accordingly we went on shore in the boat, and immediately on our landing, near a

hundred and fifty gi^ns were firec^; and we were conducted, with the utmost degree

of respect, to the sirdars. When we arrived at General Malartic's house, the general

himself. General Serc.ey, the iiY^mbers of the council, t and other sirdars, met us at

the door of the house. * Iffie general seated us on chairs at his right hand. ^Vc pre-

sented yolur highness’s ccvjipliments to all the sirdars, and told them, that the object

* The hours in this* paper must be understood to mean the Hindostany ghurry, consisting of

about 23 or 24 myiutes.

f The Colonial Assembly.

I 3 z 2
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of our coming was to inquire after tlic healih of your majesty’s friends, as no news

o{ them had reached the Presence for several years, and therefore your majesty had

deputed us to all the sirdars, that we might ascertain and return with an account of

tlie welfare of your majcsl}’’s friends. I then took the hhereetabs^ containing your

majesty’s letters, in iny hands, rose from my scat, and addrCvSsing the sirdars, told

them that they must take the royal letters with respect. Upon this, General Malartic

arose, and taking off his hat, received the letters from my hands. In the same man-

ner General Sercey rose from his place, and came up to me, and then I delivered

to him his letter also. (General Magalon was not then present, but General Malartic

told us, that if wc would deliver to him your highness’s letter to (kmeral Magalon,

he would take care to convey it;io that officer, and obtain his receipt for it : wc accord-

ingly delivered the august letter into the hands of General Malartic. W'hen I after-

wards inquired who was the president of the council ; Malartic desired Monsieur des

('oml)i’cs to rise and take the letters. At the time of our landing, we desired Ripaiid

to accompany us, which, however, he did not; but, in about one hour after our ar-

rival, he came to the assembly, and holding his hat under his arm, stood at a distance.

Wc told Gcnei'al Malartic that Monsieur de Pay had been sent from the Presence

to be the interpreter between him and us, in anv negociations which might ttike pl.ice

between us
;

in consequence of which, he called dc liay, and observed to him,

that in your highness’s letter Yoosuf-Alli was mentioned, as the person deputed,

svhcrcas our names were Hussein- Alii and Shaik-lbrahim, and desired to know the

reason of this. This being explained to us de P>av, I answ^ered, that Mcer-

Yoosuf-Alli had been originally appointed, but bc^ing afflicted with illness, he had

been set aside, and your highness had deputed us instead. We then told (kncral

Malartic that we had several points of a secret nature to communicate to him, and

iheicfore if he would send for ns in private, we would unfold to him what

your highness had directed. General Malartic a’nswcred, “ three o’clock we

will visit }’oii at your place of ixsidencc P" wx then took our ica\e. General Ma-

lartic provided us both with palanquins, and dircctf^ the bear.crs to remain with us

as long as wc continued on the island, and he gave is a gai'den close to the city to

reside in. At three o’clock all the sirdars came to visions: we accordingly went

to meet them as far as the garden gate, and conducted them iijto the house w'itb

all due ceremony and respect. We seated them on chairs, and addressed them to

this effect: ” The object of our king, in desiring to form an atlianea with the
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French republic, is to crush our already half-expiring enemy;—what do you wait

for.^ Ills majesty is ready to afford you succours; shew yourselves, therefore, in

India. The unbounded violence and oppression of the Fnglish have rendered all

the princes of India their enemies ;
they arc enfeebled on every side, and from the

great c'xtent of territory, which they have acquired by artifice, they are dispersed

‘‘ in all quarters. Look upon the prcvscnt lime as a most lortunate opportunity ; send a

large army, and an extensive train of artillery, to the assistance of our sovereign, and

“ after chastising our mutual enemies, drive them out of India. The English

tremble at the very name of our sovereign and of the French, and will not be

able to witlistand Ins power, when it is supjiortcd h)’ the aid of the fVcncIi repub-

he, but will he defeated in every quarter. It is well known to the republic, that

]x)tl. his late in jesty, and our piesent sovereign, have at all times been the friends

“ and wcll-wishci s of the Frcncli nation; have always sought their assistance and sup-

“ port, and made common cause in the wars against their enemies, d'hc wish of

of our sovereign is this, that, by affording assistance to the republic, the French

‘‘ name may become as honoured and exalted in India, as it is through Europe and

“ among the iMus'sulmen.”

The sirdars asked, iF an auxiliary force should be furnislicd iVt)m Europe, would

your highness supply ihcm with provisions, military stores, conveyance, and carriage?

We answered, that from die day of the landing of the h'rciieh army in India, your

highness would s iqiply iliem with provisions; that is to say, rice, meat of every kind,

and ghee (excepting, however, Eatropehn liquors), military stores, conveyance, and

carriage. They then told us, that, for the purpose of jirocuring a large militar\

force, dicy would fit out two ships of war, width should be dispatched to France, with

letters from themselves, together with your highness’s letters addressed to them, whicli

would be given in charge to two conhdeiitial persons ol rank ; and they desiied that

we would give them '<\ memorandum of the provisions and carriage which we had

promised them, in order that they miglit forward it to Europe, and speedily obtain

the military succours required. 1 ,We replied, that we would the next day furnish

them with the account tliey requested. They then rose and went home. In the;

morning they sent the prin.»ipal aid-de-(;-‘nTp and* , Dewaigi to us
;
ulio said,

that General Malartiq sent his cornplimeius, and desired him to mention, that he and

the other throe sirdars were about to write letters to the government in Europe, and

• It does not appear who the other was. t SupcrimcndvUit of th-; hnaiicc, or rcveuuc.
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therefore he requested that we would furnish him witli the memorandum which wc

had promised, with respect to provisions and carriage. Having accordingly drawn

up a memorandum with regard to provisions and carriage, wc sent it by Mons. de

Bay to General Malanic. Cherisher of the World, health!—These four sirdars

have each written separate letters, to procure a large force for the assistance of the

Sirkar; and have deputed two confidential pcr>ons, one Mons. the principal

aid«de-cainp, the other JVlons. Magon, a captain, in order to represent the excess of

vour highness’s friendship and attachment, and charged v/uh your highness’s letters

addressed to General Malartic, See.

Accordingly, on the 7th of Rauzee, 1225, of the birth of Mahomincd, (23d of

January, 1798), they were di>patched to Europe, on two shij)s of war, with the ut-

most caution. After two or three days, with a view to strengthen the foundations

of friendship and attachment, we caused a paper to be drawn up by Monsieur dc

Bay, to the following purpose, and sent it to General Malartic; viz. that, in order

to cement the basis of friendship and alliance, it was necessary that both parties should

bind themselves by oaths, in order that the system of harmony and friendshij), sub-

sisting between your majesty and the French nation, might be confirmed, and while

the moon should keep its course^ this alliance should remain unimpaired and iinvio-

latcd. General Malartic returned for answer, that the ratification of the alliance by

oath depended upon the government in Europe ; that the friendship between the

Khoodadaud Sirkar and the French nation was fully established; that there would

never be any diminution of that friendship and union, as long as the moon retained

her course; that the enemies of their state were the enemies of the French nation

;

that your highness would soon have an opportunity of seeing what the devotion and

friendship of the French nation would effect, with the view of crushing the enem)';

and that he was from his heart the devoted servant of your sirkar.

Refuge of the World! In consequence of the Severity of a ^ea voyage, and imfa-

vourablcncss of the climate, I was so much indisposed, that General Malartic’s Dewan

remarked it, and told the general that I was cxtremelyjlll
;
in consequence of that infor-

mation, he immediately sent two of the first physicians to attend me, with a message,

that on the next day, at three o’clock, he would come hinvself to visit me. The fol-

lowing day General Malartic came accordingly, and after making inquiries respecting

my health, he said, that Ripaud had made an erroneous representation to your highness,

Name illegible.
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which occasioned us to be deputed^ that had we arrived four months before, he could

have sent us back with one thousand Europeans, until the arrival of the army from

Europe, but that those troops had now been dispatched to Batavia, to the assistance

of the Dutch. Still, however, he would manifest liis devotion in th^Ubcst manner he

could, and that he would not send us away cmpty-liaiided. He then asked in what

places your highness had factories established, and what was the practice of the sirkar

with respect to the establishment of factories? and desired us to send a memorandum

upon the subject. The next day we caused dc Bay to draw up a reply, to the fol-

lowing effect, which we sent to General Malariic; viz. “ That your highness had

“ established factories at Muscat, at Kutch, at Bussora, and in other principal cities;

that tw^o confidential persons were kept at each factory to buy and sell; and that if

he w ere willing that a factory, on the part of your highness, should he established

at the Mauiitius, we could represent it to your highness, and that if you approved,

a factory should be established accordingly.'’ Some days after, General Malartic

sent for us, and told us, that he readily agreed to the establishment of the sirkar’s

factory at the Mauritius, adding, that he would appoint a dewan to superintend if,

who would provide such articles as your highness required, at a favourable rate, and

also that he woidd assign a house, belonging to the Company, for the purpose.

In the course of three days, I sent a note by Monsieur tie Bay to General Ma-

lartic, requesting, that he would procure some plants ol the nutmeg and cloves,

some European fruit trees, fine colourc^l and sweet scented {lowers, and filling

some wooden boxes with earth, plant diem therein, and, send them caielully hack

witli us, to be presented to your highness. The general immedidiely sent for the

gardener, and directed him to prepare the plants in the boxes, with tlK‘ utmost expe-

dition. At three o’clock, we received a visit from Crt nual Strcey; w'c advanced

to meet him, conducted him into the house, and seated him on a chair. G^cncral

Serccy said to us, that, please God, some large succours would very soon arrive

from Europe, and that it was his intention to accompany the troops to your high-

ness, We then told fyiii it woujd be veiy desirable, if he could send back with us,

five or six expeiicnced itavigato'rs, several ship-builders, and iron cannon founders;

to which Ge,ncral Scrccy ^jgrecd, promising to send them with us on our return.

After sitting two hours, he rose. General Malariic, soon after, sent a message by

his Dewan, inviting us, the following morning, to see the powder mills, gardens, and

raortar-finng (adding, that he should be at the powder works befoie us. Early
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in the morning, accompanied by de Bay, v;c wxnt to the powder works, and mu
mediately on our alighting from our palanquins, at the gate, were saluted with

twenty-one guns, the soldiers were drawn out in two ranks, while several officers

came out to meet us, and conducted us to General Malartic and General Scrccy,

wlio met us at the liead ol the stairs, and taking our hands, seated us u})on chairs, and

then proposed to shew us ilic works: we answered, that it was just as they pleased
,

their pleasure was ours. They immediately rose, and shelved us all the woiks. We
llicn went withcHit the gates, wheic ihev directed the artillery-men to lire the mortals

at the (atgets, winch iIkw did idiecn times. 'I'hey then requested that we would go

and see tlic garden, witltthc plants of nutmegs and doves, Szc. On ouricdving tin

powder w^orks, \se were agt^in saluted with twenty-one guns. W’c them proceedeil

to the gardem where we remained four hours, and then icrurned home. 'The next

day, Genet al Malartic sent to invite us to go and see some hrc-woiks to be dis-

phn ed that night; accordingly, an hour before die dose ol tlic day, we went to the

place where tlic fire- works were to be exhibited. 'I’hc sccoiul aid-de-camp, and

five sirdars, came out to meet us, and conducted us to the upper stoiy ; at that time

both the generals wwmv not ])rcsent. Having sat till nine o'clock at night, and seen

the firc-w'orks, we ict tuned home. I’wo or three days afterwards, they invited Us

to go and see the arsenal, the mood\-khauna*', and the iron manufaeioi \', desiiing

that w^e would come for that putqiosc at four hours after dayligiii. W'e aecording1\

set out, and on our arrival at the gate of the arsenal, the sirdars belonging to the

establishment, came out to meet us ; they shewed us the whole of the establishmem

of muskets, implements of war, balls, See, We. alter which w^e took our leave.

d’lic next day, General Malartic sent a verbal message by Dew'an, inviting

us to go, at three o’clock in the afternoon, to see the batteries and ordnance. I’hc

person in command ol tlicm, received directions to shew them to us
; and we ac-

cordingly set out, accompanied by Monsieur de l^jay ; and when arrived at the

hatteiics, the sirdars of that depaitment came forward, and shewed us the batteries

and ordnance : tlicv caused several shots to be ffiied. Afljpr seeing them all, we

took leave of those sirdars, and returned home. The next day, we were informed

by dcs Combres and the Dewan, that General Malartic )vid sent a shlp.to Bourbon,

to fetch men for the service of the sirkar; and that the general said he would qot

suffer us to take leave, until the return of the ship : we told them, that, we were not

* Granary.
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come U) cany away \nlh us men lo be enlhsted for the service ol the siikai, :ui

Ollier woids, reeiuils), nor were sudi ilie ordci s w c levervcti lioiii the Presence,

Five or six davs alter, Ceneral Madartie iidoimed ii that l;e had a[)[)oiiitcd some

men lor the service of the siik.ir, whom iu was v.bout to sriul aec oi din^>lv, and

'desired its to p;i\e it under our hands, that we woul.l icpreseni to the Presence,

and procure, their ciitcrtainiucnt at the rate of pay which he sliould lie,

iiilonned him, that w'c could not venture to make any such u [)i c mentation

to the Ih'escnce. (ieneial Malaitic rc[>lied, \\ eic I to wiite to the Presemee,

would it not lie ayrexai to We answcrc'd, that il hc' tliosc lo wiiie, it would

beat your highness's option to agree to it oi not, Alter iho, wc- took kaive.

l>eing returned home, we waotcand sent a letter lo General MalaiiK, by Monsieur

de Pay, lo this puipoit: ‘‘ It is vciv well known to \ou, Sii, tliai the object ol'

our coming Imhcr wans, to cany with us the succour ol u huge and elkclivc

“ body o( Hoops. Persons ol \'our nation, represented to the Presence, that a

“ considerable body of troojis was actually ready at the iMnuiiiius, for the .issistance

of tlic sirkar; and that as soon as ambassadors should he sent to the sird.irs ol

the Mauritius, on the jiart of the Khoodadaud siikar, an elhcdeni body of men

should he scut back wdth them, w'hcrcby the common enemy wamld he chastised.

Had 'nis highness been pleased lo give us orders lor laising French recruits,

his higlincss would not have sent us without settling then rate of ])a\ ,md csiab-

lisliment, agreeably to the custom of the siikar. I'rom .i legard to tlie ancient

‘‘ union and established friendship subsisting bciw^ccii the iw’o stales, \ou deem ir

imjiropcr to send away the aml/assadors ol the Khoodadaud Sukar empty bandeu',

“ and ilicreforc projiose to scud a lew' men, whom you youiscll liave engaged loi

the service of tbeslrkar; but the object ol the sirkai will not he aii'.wered by

“ so small a number: neither arc wc msirurted to carry with us recruits liorn

‘‘ the Mauritius, nek' indeed can this be done without money. Mc:n of your

“ nation come to us every day (meaning foi the purpose of being engaged), and

“ require to he furnished wath ii!one\ ;
but suppo.smg they waived their demand fur

money here, and voluntarily repaired to tlic Presence with us, under join orders,

‘‘ their pay* must be hxe*l by the Presence ; it would therefore be pteferablc to

^‘’depute two vakeels of your own with us, to ncgociaic the mattei. A., soon a>

such vakeels ^vdW have arrived at the Presence, and his highness di ill ha\c stated

to them the rate ol pay and establishment, as allowed to Lall\’s force in ilie

4 A
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‘‘ service of the sirkar, should his highness be disposed to entertain them, agree-

“ ably to the accustomed rate of our sirkar, his highness will send money with his

ambassadors ; and then you may enlist men, and send them accordingly ; in

" the mean time, do us the favour to give us leave to return to the Presence.*’

—

General Malartic wrote in answer, and also sent word by Monsieur des Combres,

and——— dewan, that be proposed sending Messrs. Chapuis and Dubuc, with

several other sirdars, to your highness, with this view ; that until the arrival of the

French succours from Europe, the former should reside at the Presence in quality

of plenipotentiary; that the other Frenchmen might not, by telling falsities, like

Ripaud, deceive your highness; and that Monsieur Dubuc might be deputed to

France, together with your blghness’s ambassadors, at the opening of the season,

to ncgociatc oji the part of your highness : as by his going, many points of great

importance would be effected. For these reasons, he said, he proposed sending

these persons to the Presence, that hereafter, should your highness approve of

engaging Frenchmen for your service, they should be entertained at the rate, and

according to the customs of the sirkar, and sent accordingly.

Refuge of thcWorld!—After the lapse of eighteen days, the ship which had been

sent to Bourbon, returned empty. It appeared, that a great many men wished to

come, but were prevented by the want of means. On being informed of this.

General Malartic sent word to us, that he proposed, in the course of five or six

days, to send us to Bourbon; that wc might carry to your highness as many men

ns were willing to accompany us. General Mangalon paying us a visit, we stated

to him, that it would be very gratifying, if he would accompany the troops destined

for the service of the state : to which he replied, that when a considerable force

should arrive from Europe, for the purpose of subduing the enemy, he would

accompany it to the Presence, and he desired that we would make that represen-

tation to yourhigness. After sitting two hours, he took lea^e. Four days after,

General Malartic sent for us to his house, at three o’clock in the afternoon, and

then proposed to us to embark the following morriifig at nin^ o’clock, adding, that

lie himself would accompany us on board of ship, to take leave.

On the next day, being Thursday the 21st of RubBaunee, 1225, ‘(8th March

1798), of the birth of Mahommed, we set out. When we ’arrived at the barfk

of the river, several sirdars accompanied us in the boat, and escoued us on board

the ship, (the frigate la Preneuses, where they took leave. General Malartic,
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Monsieur Chapuis, and Monsieur Dubuc, followed us on board ; when the former

delivered to us the kbereetahSy containing the arxccs to your highness’s address,

desiring that we would present his humble respects. lie then gave orders for

weighing anchor, and returned. As soon as General Malartic had got into the

boat, the captain of the ship ordered the anchor to be hove
; and in one day and

a night, we arrived at Bourbon, where we anchored. Monsieur Chapuis and Dubuc,
went on shore to visit the governor ol Bourbon; and returned, bringing witli them

four persons, who were desirous of proceeding to the Presence. The captain con-

tinued here the whole day, and then weighing anchor, shaped his course for Man-
galore, with about an hundred men.

Near the line we met with a storm, in which one# of the masts of the ship was

sprung, and during the whole of the night, the people despaired of their lives;

but through the favour of God, and the royal auspices, in the morning the storm

abated.

Prior to this, I had the honour to write to your highness, a lull and accurate

account of the engagement which took place off Tcilieherry, * together with the

disembarkment of the Europeans, and their demands. Thus your highness will

have been informed of those particulars.

Dated 8th of luckce, of the year Shadaub, 1226 of the birth of Mahornmed,

(23 May, 1798.)

A true Translation.

N. B. EDMONSTONE,

P. T. to Government.

Circular.—Copy of a Letterfrom the Secret Committee of Directors to the Govern-^

menl i)i India^ dated the 26tb of November, 1798.

Our letter to you of the 18th of June last, inclosed a copy of our orders to the

Governor-general in Councili'of the same date, relative to the expedition from

Toulon, under General Bonaparte, and directing your obedience thereto, so far as

should respect your Presidency,

• This a>ludes to the capture of the Raymond and Woodcott Jndiamcji in Tdlichcry Road.

4 A 2
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Our sub5:cquent advices of July and August w'ill have informed you of d^e appoint-

ment of Mr. Jones to reside at the Court of the Pacha of Bagdat, as well as the ob-

ject of his nussion, and of tlie reinforcements already sent and now sending out to

India,

Since the date of our letter of June last, above alluded to, the landing of Bona-

parte in Egypt has been fully confirmed. By the glorious victory of Admiral Nel-

son over the French fleet near Alexandria, and the opposition made to their progress

through Egypt, by the Arabs, under the authority of the Poitc, the designs of the

French have been considerably impeded; yet -if, contrary to our hopes and expecta-

tions, he should be able to establish himself in Egypt, wc cannot but still be under

apprehensions for the safety of our Indian possessions. These apprehensions are

consrderably increased in consequence of some hints lately suggested by the Right

Honourable Henry Dundas, that if the French should be able to subdue Egypt,

and to establish their authority in that country, it is likely their next progressive

measure would be to secure the communication of the Red Sea with the Gulf of

Cambay, at the narrow straits of Babelmandcl; and, if in their power, to detach a

Miflicicnt force to take possession of the island of Perim, situate between the two

points which include those straits.

The possession of this station will be of the greatest importance to the French, in

Hccuring the advantages they propose to themselves in the conquest of Egypt, and

consequently it is well deserving the utmost vigilance and exertion on the part of

(ireat Britain, to defeat any plan they may cntc/tain to get it into their hands. If

wc should succeed in making ourselves masters of th'at island, it would be impossible,

in the first instance, for any ships to pass the straits against a superior naval force

stationed there. It may then be secured anddbrtified !)y the application of such ma-

terials as its situation may afford, for completing its pcrmai;\ent defence, and for

effectually commanding the channels through which ships musYpass to the Indiart

ocean.

Wc understand that the island of Perim is a low rocfky suhs/ance, about five miles

in length and two in breadth; that it possesses a good harbour; that the channel,

which divides it from the African coast, though fourteen or fifteen miles across, is

but little frequented, on account of the numerous rocks and shoals'’whicli obstruct it,

insomuch as to render it necessary for vessels that do attempt it, to steer close under

the western point of the island, and that the extreme breadth of the other channel
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is less than two leagues; and that this space cannot he navigable, nor the deep

water every where at so great a distance from the island as to be out of the reach of

its batteries, whether erected on the shore, or on truificial projections wdthin the

sea, if such should be found necessary to tlic cniiic commaiKl of the passage.

We have entered thus fully into detail, to shew the intpoitance of taking possession

of the island of lYiivn without delay; nor is dispatch alotte necessary, but secrecy ff

e(|ually indispensable, as it is not improbable that provisional measures have been

taken by the French to assemble some vessels of but then at the port of Suez, to co-

operate in whatever way their services may be wanted, with the primary expedition;

and if the design were known, they would detach a force, at all hazards, to sccuic

the first possession of it.

Mr. Secretary Dundas has further informed us, tliat although the commanders of

bis majesty’s fleets in India have already been directed to use every efibrt in their

power to frustrate the designs of the French in the expedition under Bonaparte, yet

special orders will be sent out to the commander in chief of his majesty's naval

force in the Indian seas, as soon as possible, to detach to the Straus of Babclmandel

such a force, as, according to the information he shall have received, he may judge

sufficient for the service in the instructions to take possession of the island of Pci ini,

by whatever power it may be occupied at the time.

The importance of the measure we have thus pointed out, will insure your most

cordial endeavours in promoting the same by every means within your power. The

security of our most valuable possessions in India, if not our very existence there,

depends upon defeating the present formidable and inveterate design of the idcnJi

against those possessions.
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TIjc Originals of the following Translations from General Bonaparte, were commit-

nicatcd to Captain JFilson, at Mocha ; and the Translations were by him trans-

mitted to the Governor in Council at Bombay.

FRENCH REPUBLIC.
LIBERTY. EQUALITY.

Bonaparte, Member of the National Convention, General in Chief, to the most

magnificent Sultaun, our greatest Friend, Tppoo Saib.

Head Quarters at Cairo, 7th Pluvoise, 7th Year of the Republic, one and indivisible.

You have already been informed of my arrival on the borders of the Red Sea,

with an innumerable and invincible army, full of the desire of relieving you from tlie

iron yoke of England.

I eagerly embrace this opportunity of testifying to you the desire I have of

being informed by you, by the way of Muscat and Mocha, as to your political

situation.

“ I would even wish you could send some intelligent person to Suez or Cairo,

possessing your confidence, with whom I may confer.

(Signed) “ BONAPARTE/'

(Seal.) True Translation from the French.

(Signed) FRANCIS WOPPERS, Translator.

Translation of a Letter from General Bonaparte to the Sheriff of Mecca, written

in Arabic, without Date, and received at Judda the iph of February, 1799.

” You will be fully informed by the Noequeda of this Dow, how tranquil and

quiet every thing is at Cairo and Suez, and between these places, and of the tran-

quillity which is established among the inhabitants. Not a single Mameluke oppressor

remains in the country; and the inhabitants, without dread or fear, employ themselves

in weaving, cultivating the ground, and in other trades, as formerly ; and, by the

blessing of God, this will be daily increasing, and the d-utics on merchandize and

the taxes will be lessened. The duties on merchandize are npw the same as they

were prior to their being raised by the Mamelukes ; the merchants have every assist-

ance granted them, and the road between Suez and Cairo isopen and safe; therefore
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do you assure the merchants of your country, that they may bring their goods to

Suez, and sell them without dread or apprehension, and may purchase, in exchange

for them, sucli articles as they may wish.

I now send you a letter for our friend Tippoo Siiltaun; oblige me by forward-

ing it to his countries.*’

A true Translation.

(Signed) S. WILSON.

The Governor-general { Lord Mornington ) orders the Army of Coromandel and

Islulabar to asscmhU\ and his Measures for improving the dejetnive Alliance,

The Governor-general, therefore, being decidedly of opinion, that it was ne-

cessary to assemble tlie armies on the coasts of Coromandel and Malabar, without

delay, issued his final orders for this purpose, on the 20th of June, 1798.

To assemble the army on both coasts, was an indispensable precaution, which

his Lordship could not have been justified in omitting, from the moment he was

apprised of Tippoo Sultaun’s offensive engagements with the French, and of the

landing of a I^’rench force at Mangalore ; and if circumstances had been favourable

for such an attempt, it was his fixed determination to have attacked the Sultauii

instantly, for the purpose of defeating his hostile preparations, and of anticipating

their declared object, His Lordship was concerned, however, to learn, from

persons most conversant in military details at Fort St. (icorge, that, notwithstanding

the distinguished discipline of the ‘army on the coast of Coromandel, and the emi-

nent valour, activity, and skill of its officers, its dispersed state, joined to certain

radical defects in its establishments, would render the assembling a force, equal to

offensive movements against Tippoo Sultaun, a much more tedious and difficult

operation than he had apprehended.

The necessarily dispersed state of the troops would have been of less importance,

but for those r<jdical defects, whith have in a certain degree, at all times existed.

These proceed from a system of economy, which precludes the expcnce of estab-

lishing depots of grain in flifferent parts of our possessions, and of maintaining a

fixed establishment i^f draught and carriage cattle ; without which, no portion of

the Madras army, however amply it might have been supplied with every other

requisite for field operation, was in a condition to act with promptitude and effect.
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At the time M. Malanics proclamation appeared in Ben^^al, it happened

that he condition of the several native powers in India, both with relation to

each other, and the British interests, was far more favourable to the success of

f tench intrigue, than it had been at any period, since the peace of Serin-

gapatain. The Fiench faction at II)dcrabad, had risen to a dangerous height.

Scindeali had lately placed the Boigiie s corps in the hands of Freuchinen. 'hippoo

had manifested a disposition to admit French officers and privates, to an unlimited

extent, into his seivicc; and lire distractions in the Maihatta cni])ire, and the

policy of the several actors, in that intricate scene of reciprocal distrust and ine-

concilcable interests, left little hope of deriving any advantage whatever, from

their alliance, in the event o£. a war with Tippoo Sultaun.

The danger, however, the most to be apprehended, was from the French party

at Hyderabad. Tlic corps, commanded by Fi'cnch officers, in the service of the

Nizam, which, during tlic last war with Mysore, amounted to no more than fif-

teen hundred men, was at that pciiod so defective, in point of dij»ciplinc, as to be

rather an object of contcmiit, than of jealousy, to the governments in India: it

had gradually augmented its numbers, and improved its discipline, under the com-

mand of the late Monsieur Raymond, until the period of the Marquis W'ellesley’s

arrival in India, when it had nearly reached the number of fourteen thousand men ;

and had attained a degree of discipline, supeiior, in every respect, to that of any

native infantry in India, excepting the'seapoys entcitained in the Company’s

vservicc.

On the igth of July, the Governor-general spnt orders to the government of

I’oit St. George, to assemble such a force in the (Aintoor Circar, as might enable

him to fulfil the subsidiary engagements of the Company, under the new treaty,

at the earliest possible period, subsequent to his concluson. This measure was

executed with the utmost degree of promptitude and alacrity W laeiUenanugcncral

Harris, (at that time uniting in his person the offices of Governor of Fort St. George,

and Commander in Chief; to whose zeal, public ipirit, and prompt obedience, the

Covcrnoi-gcncral, on thn. and many other occasions, bore public testimony.

The British detachment was placed under the commawad of Lieutenant-colonel

Roberts. It reached Hyderabad on the lOth of October, anti on the 22(1 of thb

same month, under the orders of his highness the Nizam, and with the eo-operation

of a bod)’ of his cavalry, it surrounded the camp of the French army, disarmed all
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ihc scapoys, and secured the persons of all the French oiheers then in can.p, 'This

operation was happily cirectcd without bloodshed, and without contest. A vnwany

having broken out in the French camp on the jircccdnig day, and die scapoys hav

ing imprisoned their odicers, the Resident at Hyderabad, and Lieutenant-colonel

' Robcits, with the consent of the Nizam, judiciously availed themseK i\s of this

favourable opportunity, to execute tlie important inca^uiic entrusted to him, widi-

out difficulty or danger.

The amount of the French force disarmed on this occasion, was about eleven

thousand men. 'Fhe remainder o( the corps, having been sent on detachments, at

some distance from H)'(krabad, was soon after sccuicci and disbanded.

The French ollicers were treated with every practicable degree of atlcntion and

humanity.

The season for negotiation, through die pacific channels, so often officred, was

now elapsed. After mature deliberation, on the grounds already stated, the (jO-

vcrnor-gcncral directed the advance of the army into the territory of the Sultaun,

and signified to the allies his determination to proceed to hostilities.

A change of circumstances, and of season, might enable the Sultaun to avail

himself of the assistance of France. This conclusion was at that period, confirmed

by the knowdedge of the actual embarkation of M. Duhuc, and twu) native vakeels,

on an embassy from 'J’ippoo to the Executive Directory of France, an event w'hich

look place at Tranquebar, on the 7th of February, 1799,

It would be sLipeifluous to givc^a detailed account of the rnarcli of the army

in this campaign, as it has already been very correctly given by Colonel Reatson,

See, The issue of it will be seen in the following letters.

Copy of a Letter from LieAitemvit-general George Harnc, to the Chairman of

ihc Court T)f Directors^ dated Seringapaiam^ Glh ]\Iay, 1799.

The Chairman of, the llon.^ Court of Directors of the United East-India

Company, See, Sec.

Sir,

I have the honour of congratulating you and the Honourable Court, on the

prosperous expedition committed to my charge, by the Right lion, the Earl of

Morxiingtgn.

4B
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Seringapatam was carried by storm at mid-day of the 4th instant; Tippoo Sul-

taun killed, with many of his principal officers, and thousands of his adherents

:

his family, with the families of his chief sirdars, are in our possession.

My attention is now directed to secure my position, and maintain our advan-

tages, until I can receive further instructions from the Right Hon. the Governor-

general.

I have the honour to be. Sir, &c. &c.

GEORGE HARRIS.
Head Quarters, Seringapatam, 6th May, 1799.

Capture of Seringapatam—Peatb of Tippoo—Conduct of his Sons—Interment

of the Sultaun—British Comma?ider's Attention to the Sultana—Her Cha-

racter—Cursory Remarks^ &c.

The capture of Scringpatam and death of Tippoo, being but slightly mentioned

in the British Commander’s letters, it is necessary here to resume the history, and

give a full detail of this interesting business. The papers of Lord Mornington

sufficiently evinced the necessity of crushing Tippoo’s power, and disappointing

his ambitious views.

General Harris, according to orders, proceeded for Seringapatam where he

arrived April 4, 1799. ^ English troops were, during the first few days after

their arrival, employed in collecting the necessary materials : after which they had

repeated skirmishes, when they took some out-posts, Scz. so that their breaching

batteries did not open till about the termination of the month. Several Polygars

and Zemandars of Mysore, had now attached themselves to our allies, and ren-

dered considerable service.

The fire of the batteries, which began to batter in breach on the thirtieth of

April, had on the evening of May 2, so greatly injured the walls, against which it

was directed, that the arrangement was then made for assaulting the place on the

following day, when the breach was reported practicable.

May 3, Early this morning the troops intended to be employed, were stationed

in the trenches, that no^ extraordinary movement might lead the enemy to suspect

the assault, which was determined to be made in the heat of the day. These flank

companies of Europeans, taken from those regiments necessarily left to guard the

camps and out-posts, followed by the i2ih, 33d, 73d, and 74th regiments
; and
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three corps of grenadier seapoys, taken fiom the troops of three presidencies, with

200 of his Highness the Nizam’s troops, formed the party for the assault, accom-

panied by too of he artillery, and the corps of pioneers, and supported in the

trenches by the battalion companies of the regiment de Meuron, and four batta-

lions of Madras sepoys* Colonel Sherbrooke, and Lieutenant-colonels Dunlop,

Dalrymple, Gardiner, and Mignan; commanded the several flank troops, and

Major-general Baird was entrusted with the direction of this important service.

I'he troops moved at one o’clock from the trenches, rccrosscd the rocky bed of

the Cavery, under an extremely heavy fire, passed the glacis and ditch, and

ascended the breaches in the fausse brayc, and rampart of the fort, surmounting

in the most gallant manner, every obstacle which thq difliculty of the passage, and

the resistance of the enemy, presented, to oppose their progress. Major-general

Baird had divided his force, for the purpose of clearing the ramparts to the right

and left. One division was commanded by Colonel Sherbrooke, the other by

Lieutenant-colonel Dunlop ; the latter was disabled in the breach, but both corps,

though strongly opposed, were completely successful. Resistance had been made

from the palace of Tippoo, some time after all firing liad ceased from the works.

General Harris only gave Tippoo twenty-four hours to consider the propositions

which it was deemed expedient to make to him, respecting our operations against

the fort of Seringpatam. These were transmitted by a vakeel, April 28, but Tip-

poo returned no answer, obstinately persevering in bis determination of defending

his capital to the fast.

May 4, The breach being .now practicable, it w^as resolved to commence the

attack, and at three o’clock in the morning, the flank companies of every corps in

the field, besides two or three European regiments complete, moved down to the

trenches, where they sat for some time, in anxious expectation of the signal

;

during which time they kept up *an incessant fire. The storming party, under the

command of General Baird, began to move on, covered by a constant fire from

the batteries, and suffering a very galling one of grape from the fort. Great anxiety

pervaded the English ‘troops for a quarter of an hour, till they saw their colours

hqisted on the ramparts,^* Loud acclamations of joy then resounded from all parts^

‘ and the breast of every British soldier was fired with enthusiasm. Tiie enemy soon

abandoned the ramparts, after the English had reached them ; in about half an

4B2
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liour, the fire in ilic fort had entirely ceased, and the British flag was triumphantly

displayed in every part of it.

Soon after the storm, 300 grenadiers rushed into the palace, and were about to

jdunder it, when they were called off. Those within it immediately shut the gates,

and the 33d regiment, and a native corps drew up in front. At this critical time,

"I'ippoo Sultaun, with his Sultana, sons, treasure, &c. were all in the palace. A
little before the attack, I ippoo had been making merry with his family

;
and by

the cheerfulness of his countenance, seemed to bid defiance to ins adversaries.

Major Allan now came up with a flag of truce from General Baird, and after ex-

plaining to (hose who were in the balcony, that no violence should be ofleicd,

desired the Sultaun to be called. They replied, that he was wounded i that ihev

did not know whether he was in the palace or not, but that they wxiuld look for

him. After much delay, it was suspected that this was only a pretence to give him

time to make his escape, upon which the general oidered a six-pounder to be brought

in front of the gate, and told them if the Sultaun did not immediately make his

appearance, he would burst it open. I'hcy then positively declared, he was not in

the palace, but that his sons would come out immediately. 'Fhcy waited again for

some time, but the sons not making their appearance, Major Allan, catrjing the

flag of truce, and accom[)anied by two other officers, went in, and returned in

about half an hour, with the two princes, who, though they seemed to hide their

depression of spirits, could not but manifesr that they felt their situation. Being

asked wliat servants should attend tliem to 'die camp, they very nobly replied,

“ that they had now no right to order:” and w(icn,^thc general told them that they

had only to name the persons whom they wished for, and that they should accom-

pany them, the youngei said, vviih a tear starling in his eye, “ Wc could have

called for many this morning, but now, I fear, there are but few remaining.”

General Baird, wlio behaved to them with much kindness,'g;avc them in charge

to Major Agnew, who conveyed them in palanquins to head-quarters.

It being now near sun-set, every one was desirous,.to secure, t if possible, the My-

sorean chief. After much inquiry, they found a person, who seemed to be a man

of consequence, but his name was unknown. He said, that ^ ippoo Sultan k had been

killed in endeavouring to escape. This man was immediately seized, and threatened

with immediate death, if he did not show the place. Accordingly, he led the way to
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a kind of gateway, leading to a bridge across the diicli : tlicre, in a place about four

feet wide and twelve feet long, were upwards of seventy dead bodies, and Tippoo’s

palanquin appeared in die iiiid.si of tbem. Iinnicdiatc search was then made for his

body, but so numerous were the slain, that it was a full hour before he was disco-

vered. The unlomiiiaie Fippoo had received a shot in his arm at the time of the

storm, for he was himsell on he ramparts: after this, in endcavoiiiing to make hi.s

e.scape, he was met by a ])arty of Europeans, who wounded him in the .side with a

ba)oiiet
;
he had also recuved a .shot in die temple, which put an end to his exi.st-

ciicc. 'flic bod) was leeogni.sed by bi.s rclative.s, and some of the palanquin-boy.s,

and was .still waim when di.scovered. Me had his .sabre clenclied fa.st in his hand.

The Nizam’s troops discovered great plea.sure, iinJced .savage .sati.sfaction, when

the body wa.s e.xposed to view; but the English ob.servcd the utmost order and de-

corum. .Such a speedy termination to the war not being expecied, the former cried

with e,\ultiiig voices, '< .Seringapatam is taken—tlic tyrant is dead— bi.s .sons and

family are pri.soner.s, and all his treasure is at our di.sposal.” General Harris i.s.sucd

orders lo siip[)ress tlicir mipotuositv.

'riie surrender ol ihis strong fort, at such a critical time, was paiticularly fortunate;

for li.e army had only three d,»)s grain remaining. When ihe nc-ws was announced

at Madras, it was celebrated by a general and finiliam illumirKiiinn.

'I’wo days prior to the capture of Senng.ijidtam, '1 ipjioo held a durbar (nr coiineilj,

attended by all his chiefs, who advised him to cade more termory to lus bcsiej’ers,

and the payment of a large .sum of niomy
;
hut Tippoo seeing that his adversaries

had already one half of his dominions, strenuously ojiposed the incasuie, and dis-

missed the couiicil.

Tgipoo Sulituin wa.s rather above the middle size, stout, corpulent, and well

made. He dressed rather plain, and his head was shaved close, lie v\as in his 51st

year when killed, arifl was intened, agreeable to the supplication of his family, on

the left side of his father, in Laul Bang, with all the ceremonies and honours of

the place.

His will, and tire treaty concluded between him and the French Directory, were

found in life palace: the tatter was inclexsed in an elegant little box, which was very

remarkable, as it tliscovercd the sanguine hopes entertained by the deceased chief

of his hostife pl^ns against the British government.
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Many of Tippoo’s chiefs were slain, particularly Syed Saheb, Mcer SaJuc, Syed

Xofar, &c. Ilis brother Kerim Saheb sought refuge with Mcer Allum Bahauder.

Tippoo’s sons, though suspected at first of dissimulation, behaved with the

utmost candour and sincerity. They did not know of their father’s death, and

were absolutely in search of him, as they had declared. They made no hesitation

in surrendering themselves to General Haixis, though their resistance, at first, was

vigorous. Recollecting the kind treatment they had experienced from Lord Corn-

wallis, they doubted not but they should now meet with equal civility. The two

first captive sons sent to their three biothcrs, and strictly enjoined them to follow

ihcir example.

The news of Tippoo’s death filled all the ladies of the Zenanna with the utmost

consternation; not on account of any partiality for the chief, but through an appre-

heirsion of what frequently attends conquests in these countries; for the natives of

India, in all their victories, never pay that respect which is due to the female sex.

‘1 licsc apprehensions were, however, soon removed by the politeness of the British

commander, who sent a flag, immediately after the surrender of the place, to assure

them of his protection. His attention to the Sultana, whose sorrow on this occasion

was truly sincere, does him equal honour.

This lady is delicately formed, and the lines of her face so regular and placid,

that a physiognomist would have had little difficulty to pronounce her of a tranquil

and amiable temper ; her dress was generally a robe of white muslin, spotted with

silver, and round her neck rows of beautiful pearls, from which hung a pastagon,

consisting of an emerald and a ruby of considerable size, surrounded with a profu-

sion of brilliants. She is about twenty years of age, and for a complete form and

captivating appearance, rivalled “all Mysore.

Among the poor prisoners who had suffered long confinement in a dark dungeon,

was a descendant of the Hindoo King of Mysore, whom jHj^der Ally dethroned.

There were several British officers, supposed dead, who were found still living in

these horrid prisons.

General Baird, who had now taken an active part in defeating the tyrant; had

formcily suffered three years confinement in this prison, ‘'during which time hefvas

loaded with irons and experienced the most cruel treatment.

Considering the magnitude of this enterprise, our loss was inconsiderable, but that
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of the enemy was very great. Upwards of three millions of treasure were found

in the palace.

Mangalore is to be added to the British territory in India; a circumstance not

more important in the benefit it will render to our commerce and marine, than in

depriving the enemy of a port in which they found protection and relief.

The partition of the treasures and other spoils of Seringapatam is thus arranged:

the arms and military stores arc to be given to the king; one clear moiety of all

the other produce to ilie besieging troops, and the other moiety to the East India

Company. In Lord Cornwallis’s expedition against the Mysore country, the Com-

pany ceded their portion of the booty to the brave captors; hut so great are the

spoils at present, that it is thought the allotted sha][c wdll amply compensate their

services, though eminent in the greatest degree.

Ihe standard of Mysore was sent by General Harris to Fort William: it is of

light green silk, with a red hand represented in the middle, and was never hoisted

but on the palace in Seringapatam.

This history cannot be concluded better than by quoiing the singular and just

catastrophe w'hich w’as predicted of this tyrant by an eminent writer:—“ He would

continue to advance till he came to a point from which there was no receding, and

then, like a stag at bay, he would terminate his career of despotism, cruelty, and op«

pression.’*

We now resume our account of (he Isle of France, up to the period when the

Ambassadors of Tippoo had left it, bi March, 1798.

A Continuation of the late Events which look place in the Isle of France^

until 1800.

1798. There only remained m the I.de of France the skeletons of the two old

regiments of the Isle of France and Bourbon. The Colonial Assembly, by dimi^

nishing the number of the soldiers in the colony, flattered themselves that they should

more easily retain them*in their duty; and, in fact, until May. lyvjS, tlic tranquillity

of the island was not disturbed : but, at this epoch, these two regiments having also

Termed the same pvoject of proclaiming liberty to the slaves, the Colonial Assembly

obtained ar/ order from General Malartic for the two companies of grenadiers to em-

bark on board the frigate la Seine, then ready to sail on a cruize. The grenadier
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companies may be said to be the soul, and to contain the cneri^y, of the French

regiments, wlicllicr good or bad. Those, tlicrcfoic, who wislicd to excite trouble in

the colony, peiceiving, by the embarkation of the (wo companies of grenadiers, that

all ihcir plots would he disconcerted, thought it absolutely necessary to execute the

])lan of insnrrertion which they had been so long fomenting, 'i'hey accordingly

represented to these grenadiers, that the order lor their embarkation on the Seine

fiigatc had been obtained from General Malartic by surprise, and that, instead of'

going upon a cruize, tliey were to he sent to Tij^poo Sultaun, with who'.c cruelty and

despotism they were well acquainted : that this project had been lormed by the Co-

lonial Assembly, for their destruction, as might he proved by the destination of tlieu

comrades to Batavia, a colony rcmaikable for the unhcalthincss of Us climate.

d’hc grenadiers were easily ])crsuadcd by these insinuations, and refused to obey

the order for their ernbatkation. General Malartic represented to them their crime

in not obe\ ing, and condescended so far as to assuic tiicm, that they wcic not to

be landed in the states of Tippoo Sultaun, but were only to rcinlcrce the crew of the

Seine, that was loo weak, and to go on a cruize, which would give them an ojipor-

tunity of making rich captures, and consequently, of having good shares in the prizes;

diis, however, did not satisfy the grenadiers.

General Malartic then threatened to force them to obey his orders; but they in-

solently answered him, that he would find it a diflicult undertaking; and in spite of

the entreaties of the greatest part of their officers, on the 24ih of April, in the after-

noon, they caused all their comrades in the other companies of their regiments to

mutiny, and take arms. They got possession of ejght field-pieces, which were in

their quarter, and broke open the doors of the armoury, where the cartouches and

cartridges were kept, Foi innately the officers of those regiments, the most part of

whom were still of the ancient government, and almost all of them attached to the

colony, as well by the tics of blood, as by their possessions, succy^eded in preventing

the soldiers from coming out of their quarters in arms (as they several times wanted

to do}, by remaining there, in order to keep lhcni„ if it were possible, from any

act of violence.

Thus the night passed, the soldiers remaining through the whole of it ifuder arms

in their quarters. The news of this insurrection of the garrison was soon spread in

every quarter of the island, and orders had been sent to all parts of it,** for every

tnan capable of bearing arms to come to the towm in the course of the night.
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At day-break, the 251!! of April, the alarm was beat in the town by the drum-
mers of the national guard ; and every one eagerly flew to the post that had been

assigned him; confident that this day would decide the fate of the colon)'.

In the course of the night, every means had been piepared to attack the soldiers,

who, fortunately, had remained in thcii quarters. Jn a moment, the vrholc na-

tional guard of the colony was assembled; a batteiy of four pieces of cannon and

two howitzers, were planted upon a hill which commanded the court of the bar-

racks, where the soldiers were still in arms. l\velve field-pieces, served by the

young people of the colony, who had been particularly instructed in this service,

and four columns of the national guaid, advanced each on different sides to attack

the quarters. 'Hie companies of this national guard, in which there were some

Sans-adoftrs, were posted so as to be kept in awe.* All these dispositions having

been executed with the greatest celerity, (General Malariie, accompanied by the

members of the Committee of J’ublic Sal'ety of the Colonial Assembb, and at the

head of the national guard, summoned the mutinous comjianics of the grenadiers,

to embark immediately on board the Seine frigate, to go on a cruize
; informing

them, at the same time, that if they persisted in their refusal, he would employ the

force which he possessed. The matches were lighted on both sides, and cartridges

distributed; the muskets were loaded, and every thing announced the disastrous

consequences of such a combat. The grenadiers, however, persisted in theii

refusal, when providence, who walcheti over the colony, suggested to the members

of the Committee of Public Safety oi the Colonial Assembly, to cause an order to

be given by General Malaitic, to the two reginicmts to embark for France ;
to which

they should be carried by the Seine, ,frigate and by another large incrcharil vessel,

which W'ould be prepared for them
;

granting them till noon, to make up their

knapsacks, collect their linen, and depart. The soldiers, after much hesitation,

accepted of this ord^cr or proposal, and the same day at noon, April 25, 1798, the

Isle of France was freed from 800 armed stipendiaries of the French republic, who

had conspired its overthrow, but which the good conduct of‘ their officers, the

greatest part of whomYemained behind in the colony, added to the courage and

reuniting «f the inhabitants, preserved from the destruction that flircatencd it.
*

' The Isle of Frapee being, as it were, miraculously delivered from the two agents

whom the Directory had sent there, with about a thousand soldiers inflamed with

* This frigate, La Seine, was taken off the coast of France, and carried to Englatid.

4C
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enthusiasm for the republic, who accompanied them, and having likewise freed them-

selves by their courage, from an equal number of soldiers, who, seconded by the

discontented subjects of the colony, had conspired its ruin, by manifesting open

rebellion to the orders of their chief, looked forward with confidence to a state of

tranquiltlity. It no longer contained in its bosom any individual, who would not

be interested in its preservation, being fortunately governed by a general, who,

although holding his place under the French government, had no other wish than

that of the Colonial Assembly. This Assembly, renewed every year, by the nomi-

nation of the citizens of the colony, could have no other interest, nor any other

design, than its happiness and prosperity.

Eut the power of the governor was now become entirely dependant on the will

of individuals, and discord soon arose among them, respecting the laws about to

be established for the re-payment of debts contracted in paper currency; the de-

preciation of which had increased in such a proportion, that it at length represented

but a thousandth part of the nominal sum it expressed. The depreciation of this

paper currency, issued in the colony by the administrators, in the name of the French

Republic, unfortunately was not settled, till it was fallen to that point of debase-

ment, by a deposit of merchandize in the magazines of the general commune ;

ccriain quantities of which, fixed by the law in this respect, were given to every

bearer of paper currency, who wished to exchange it.

As soon as intelligence reached the IsleofiFrance repecting the laws, which the

two governing Councils of France had decreed, relative to the payment of these

debts, contracted at the time of the paper currency, the creditors, who were greatly

favoured by them, demanded the execution of it. The debtors, on the other hand,

represented with force and truth, that the circumstance in general, under which the

diflerent contracts had been made in the colony, being different from those which

bad taken place in France, it would be evidently unjust to apply the same laWwS,

when there was an apparent difference, both in the manner, situation, and con-

tracts of the colony. In this shock of discordant interests, the Colonial Assembly

being directed alone by past circumstances, adopted a mode of payment founded

on the principles of justice; and this unpleasant busine^^s was on the point of

being finally arranged, when the creditors excited a conspiracy, in order to dis-

solve the Assembly, and obtain colonial laws more favourable to their intci^ests.

Blinded by their views of personal interest, and without reflecting on the conse-
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qucnces of their conduct, tlicy associated themselves with all the discontented peo-

ple and Satis^culoiirs of the colony, '^’ho were ever rcadv to take a part with those

who wanted to excite insurrection and disorder.

It was in the afternoon of the 4th of Xovember, 1799, when the conspiracy

burst forth in the town of the North-west Port, at three o'clock; an hour, when the

greatest part of the most respectable inhabitants are accustomed to retire to rest,

during the sultry part of the day. I’he conspirators caused the alarm to be beat

at the top of the great street, a kind of suburb, where they principally resided.

The Governor-general Malartic, hearing the alarm beat without his orders, sent

immediately one of his aides-du-cani]), to be informed of the cause of this alarm,

and take the necessary measures to put an end to if. The municipality also

repaired to its post, and scut likewise one of its officers to suppf>rt the orders

of the general; but neither the aid-de-camp, nor the municipal officer were

listened to by the conspirators, who assembled in arms, and formed themselves in

a body near the drummers. The aid-de-camp and the municipal olheer, not being

able, by their representations, to hinder them from continuing to beat the alarm,

endeavoured to snatch the drumsticks from the drummers; but thc\^ were prevented,

and a pistol was fired at both of them, but fortunately without effect. I1ic

drummers continuing to beat, the conspirators continued to increase, till they

amounted to about six hundred. They then hastened to the parade, to get posses-

sion of the field-pieces in the court pf the municipality, These field-pieces be-

longed to the company of Hying artillery, which was composed of chosen young

men, all of them addicted to good order, and zealous for the honour of their

corps. The alarm was no sooner heard by tlicsc young men, tlian tliey hurried to

their post; but their cannon were already in the hands of the conspirators. Im-

pelled, however, by their courageous* spirit, and without reflecting that they had

only their sabres to ‘'defend themselves against men armed wdih loaded muskets

and bayonets, they rushed upon them to retake their cannon ; but notwithstanding

their courage, they^were necessarily repulsed by the fire of the conspirators, who

were superior in number. Several of them fell the victims of their rashness, and

the rest v^ere obliged tojrctreat. The conspirators, being now in possession of the

parade, the field-pieces and magazines, placed sentinels every where, to prevent the

other inhabitants from assembling; and loudly demanded of General Malartic to

dissolve 'the Colonial Assembly,

4 C 2
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The different members of tliat Assembly, although informed of the dangers that

threatened them, hastily collected in one of the halls of Justice which looked on

the parade, in order the better to take their resolutions, according to the events

which might take place before them.

Crcneral Malartic, during the tumult, came into the hall where the Colonial

Assembly was collected. The conspirators entered in arms, threatening the

General and the Assembly with great fury, if it did not immediately dissolve itself.

Citizen journel was then president, who, by the bravery and steadiness he had

shewn, in all the critical occasions in which the Assembly had found itself, had acquired

the esteem of the whole colony. This moment of terror and threats brought with

it new honour to him. His answer to the conspirators, who only waited for the

signal to tear him to pieces, was as firm and courageous, as if he had presided at

a moment of the greatest tranquillity. ‘‘ Citizens,’' said he to them, “neither your

threats, nor the sight of your bayonets, pointed against our breasts, will induce

the Assembly to dissolve itself, if it does not believe it necessary for the tranquillity

of the colony. It is your duty to withdraw, and leave it to examine at leisure,

and with wisdom, the decision it may make in regard to your demands.”

The cries of fury were redoubled at this answer. The conspirators then ad-

dressed themselves to General Malartic, as the representative of the metropolis;

and this respectable old man, thinking, by his condescension, to prevent greater

mischiefs, pronounced the dissolution of the Colonial Assembly, which was suc-

ceeded by his intercession to save the most, distinguished members from being

murdered, several of llic wretches having rushed forwards, and obliged them to

escape by the back doors.

The consternation was general among all the respectable inhabitants of the

town, who sought an instant refuge in the country, and availed themselves of the

darkness of the night, to withdraw from the designs which \he chief of the con-

spirators had planned against them. Nay, to such an height did they carry their

insolence, that they made General Malartic sign an order, to imprison twelve

different members of the Assembly.

The town presented notliing but the aspect of a civil \j^ar. The Saus-culottes^

supported by the creditors, who had likewise armed themselves, in order to dis-‘

solve the Colonial Assembly, were masters of all the posts in town.: cannon

were pointed, and fires lighted on all sides, least the inhabitants in the country
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should unite with the people of the town who had flown to them, and march against

it. The country people, informed of the events in town, reflected maturely upon

the re-establishment of good order, not wishing to compromise the fate of the

colony, upon which their existence depended, by too hasty a movement of ven-

geance. I’he different districts consulted togcilier, and agreed to march from their

respective situations, against the town, on the morning of ilte Gth of November,

d'his delay had already caused a great change in the minds of the consjurators, who

had united to destroy the Colonial Assembly. Many of them who had been induced,

without reflection, to w'ish for the dissolution of the Colonial Assembly, to prevent

the passing of the law which it was preparing, for the reimbursement of the debts

contracted during the course of depreciation of the paper currency, soon began to

be alarmed at such an association, and to dread the ntislortuncs which llieir conduct

was about to bring upon the colony, f’lom that moment they icfuscd to concur in

the means which the Sans-culoites wanted to take, to [ircvent the country pco})lc

from coming to rc-cstablish order in the town. I'crrified at being thus aban-

doned, and perceiving that their number was so small with that collected against

them, they accordingly did not oppose any resistance, and suffeicd the diflercnr

detachments from the country to enter quietly into the town, which accordingly

took possession of all the posts, and formed a kind of camp on the parade.

Some very grievous enormities had been committed, and it was, perhaps, even

imprudent not to punish them as they deserved. I’he colony, however, thought

proper to be satisfied with the expulsion of the piincipal criminals, in order to avoid

the spilling of blood, which had hitherto been avoided, in spite of all the storms of

the French revolution
;

the murder of Macnamara not being impiiiahle to it, since

it had been committed by the soldiers, from whom it had afterwards delivered itself.

This resolution of the ^’cnerality of* the inhabitants, who were collected in the

town, was submitted <0 the de]d:)craiion of the Directory representing the general

commune of the colony, and of the municipality of the town of Poit Louis, assem-

bled together likcwLc, under the direction of General Malartic. A vessel, named

the Hyppolite, was iprovided to carry the disturbers of the tranquillity of the

colony to^rance, and on the J5th of November they set sail.

The Isle of France being thus freed from the principal ringleaders of this con-

spiracy, 59 fortunately terminated, found itself without a Colonial Assembly, which

had beerr fornlally dissolved. The general opinion was, that it was necessary to
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avail themselves of the prc>ent moment, to discover the best means of composing

this first constituted authority, which the colony considered as the centre of its

safety, now so difficult to preserve, in the critical situation in which it found itself

with respect to France. It had dismissed its agents, driven out its soldiers, and

persisted in its refusal to adopt the decree of abolishing slavery ; at the same time

it wished to remain a French colony, though acquainted with the dispositions of

the French Directory, and the majority of the two councils to punish it. It was

then resolved by the Governor-general Malartic, according to the desire ol a cjin-

mittee, which was given him for a council, that the primary assemblies of the co^

lony should name fifteen commissaries, eight for the country, and seven for town,

to decide upon a better constitution to be given to the Colonial Assembly, which,

rill that time, had been composed of fifty-one members, who had been found too

numerous; since in each shock the colony had undergone, seceral members of its

Assembly had been the principal instigators, so that many of them had been actu-

ally proscribed, and exiled from it.

The conduct ol the Colonial Committee was conformable to the general wish
;

and the number of its assembly was hiiiited to twenty-one members, ol whom

fouricen were of die country, and seven of the town, who were to be named by

the primary assemblies of each canton of the colony. This resolution was sanc-

tioned by Ccncral Malartic, and carried into immediate execution. Such is the

actual and definitive slate of the Isle of France.

ropulaiiofi unci Miliiury Force of ibr Jde.s of France and Bourbon in 1799.*

Isle of Iioiirbon. Isle of France.

Slaves 48,000 Slaves 55,000

Whites and Mulattocs 8,000 Whites and Mulattoes 1 0,00c

Total 56,000 Total 65,000

Total of the two islands 121,000. t

• All the cannon of the Isle aux TonncHers and Fort Blanc, whicli defend the entrance of

Port Louis, may at present be worked with red-hot balls, by forming reverberating fuvnaces. The

cannon of Tlsle de la Passe, which defend the entrance of Port Bourbon, may also be worked*

with red-hot balls.

f The population of Port Louis (or du Port du Nord-ouest), is esteemed to be thrce*fifths of

that of the whole Isle of France.
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Armed Force of the hie of Franc e»

National guard. Whites, and IMulattocs - ~ - 2000

Black and Mulatto ila\cs to be armed as clia.'^anirs, or to .serve the artillery 30QO

i >tal of the armed force 5000

N. B, It IS on*y since the year 1798 lai the taxes have suiTiced for the interior

cxpence^ of the I.sle o^'France, as tiie Colonial Assembly then established a custom-

house, to receive a tax on importation fiom five to ten per cent, on all merchandise

bioiighl lo flic colony by leutral ships. 'Fhis tax was reduced to tuo-tliirds ibi

French ucs'a h>-

R.ipenct ihe Isle of Frame ir 1798, lo be eharf!;ed lo the French Befniblic.

N. jh In 179B, there were but 800 regular troops, who were driven out of the

Isle of r lance this .same yea". piastics*

V<.r 8no regulai Hoops, the stall and cxtraordinarics 299,302

i.rnr.mr- - > - J9>h3o

O’'0i!.’rv - ~ - 10,560

33r'-^97

ilospitat - • - 53?^9-

Administration - -
• 27,216

Marine of the Port md Cayenne ^prison sliip) 10,163

Six hundred rationaiies —

—

~ - ^8,758

Support of the Blacks of (’"c Rejiublu- - 27,632

Pensions granted to scver.il pe 'TvJitis - i,22(y

Divers minute cxjk.iCcs’ 3 . - ^5^97

Garden of the Republic (M.^ Sere J
- - 927

I lard piastres 5 1
4,208

Spanish dollars, aboiu /*ioo,coo

The j)K»trc Is almost fiv^ shillings English.

4 All this expence was to be suppressed after the inhahitants dismissed tin. regular troops,

consequently, the expence for the preservvitlon of the isle, docs not eo i j .v..,ooo piastres, or

,640,000. stetling,*and they find the means of levying this sum u}>oii i!i(‘ cxicrior commerce of the

island*
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By a law of die Colonial Assembly, passed in 1799, the corn of the country was’

received in the public ma^^azines, at four piastres the hundred weight. The price

of foreign rice vaiies from one to four piastres the hundred weight. Tiiat ol the

country, as it is better and Iresherj is never under two piastres the hundred weight.

The presen! Stale of /Igue allure in (be Ide of France, as given by an Inhabitant

of that Island, 'n bo an reed in London m i8oo,

T'he soil of this idand is ver) dhersified. Although, by its climate, it is adajited

for all colonial productions, it has not ecjually aiiNwered to all the ddferent kinds oi

cultivation which the inhabitants liave cndcavomed to iKitiirah/.e.* The planta-

tions of codec, being of the mo.u simple culture, and rcquiiing less expence and

establishments, w^ere the lirst which they adcqitctl ; but other objectN of culture, such

as cotton, having appeared more prolitable, codec has not become so general as it

would otherwise hate been. The cotton, which had promised such advaniageous

returns, has likewise been neglected in its turn, for ih(‘ same 1 ea^on
; because the

cultivation of indigo was become the most ])opular ; but the great jircdit which tile

fust sugar plantations allorded, has induced tliem to establish some wdicrcver they

could procure a quantit\’ of water above the level of the earth, sudicient to woik a

sugar mill. Several sugar plantations have ahead)' proveil successful, and many

others are c.xpccied ecjuaily to succeed. Unfortunately, the mountains, though co-

vered with fine trees, have been found, in cerqiin spots, to ha\'C a wdiitc stone or rock

too neat die mould,i but tho^e wiio have sudered fiom this inconvenience ha^c

indemnified themselves, Joi the pie sent, by (elling wootls.^

* The inhabitants C()ni])hiin that the soil is not sufficiently ftOilc, althoiigli it is very rich

in natural productions , but the fact is, that tliey continually exhaust ig never letting it remain

lallow, jiur su])pl\iug n with the necesisary manure.

It IS not astonisliing that thi mould on the brows of the mountains should become diy, or be

carried aw.vy by tltc running walcis, when the trees have been cut down s’hich preserved and de-

fended it from the snn, w'iiids, and waters; and, when no cxjtcncc is inade to detend it against

these natuial inconvenieuces : on the toiUiary, the soil is exhausted by two haivests,in the year.

Had not the soil been origiiivtlly excellent, it would not have produced such fine tices as ate

found upon it, and which aie continually felled without regularity or nuasifre.

I 'riiis l.Hiug of th.e W'oods ought to be observed and controuled by the administration ; as the

inhabitants, to^ accelerate then toitunes, uill soon have laid waste the wliolc island
; so that it will
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C'Ojouial Comyiiodii ics which ibc Isle of France nmv produce in 1800 .

Price during the present wai,

CofFec, - 6000 hales, of 100 pounds French, from 8 to 20 piastres the bale.

Indigo, - 300,000 pounds weight, good year, from 2 to 8 shillings per lb.

Cotton, - 2000 bales of 250 pounds, - from 8 pence to 2 shillings per Ih.

Raw sugar, 20,000,000 pounds weight, - from 4 to ten piastres the quintal.

Cloves, - 20,000 pounds, - - from \ to j piastre per lb.

The Isle of Bourbofu al present called Reunion.

Coffee, about 60,000 bales.

Cotton, 2,000 bales*

Two or three sugar plantations for the consumption of the island.

Cloves, 605000 lb.

Flew Division of ibe Isle of France.^

No. 1 . Municipality of the North-west Port, extends from the river dcs Lataniers^

the boundary of the Municipality of Moka, to the Grande riviere.

No* 2. Municipality of Pamplemousscs—^from the river dcs Lataniers^ the limits

of the municipality of Moka, of the Three Islets, and of the riviere du Rempart^

as far as the Great Bay.

No. 3. Municipality dii Rempart^iiom the Grande Baie, the boundary of the

municipality des Pamplemousses, anrf of the Three Islets, as far as the French river.

No. 4. Municipality of Flapk—from the French river, the boundary of the mu-

nicipality of the Three Islets, to il^^riviere Scebe,

No. 5. Municipality, of the Three Islets—from la riviere Seebe^ the boundary

of the municipality of Flack, of the Rempart, of Pamplemousscs, and of Moka, to

the Deep river, oik Great river of the Great Port,

then become uninhabitable. It i« high time to remedy it. There is still more than half the island

covered with*most beauiifiil woods, and it would be very impolitic to let one of the finest and most

productive sppts of the ^obe be destroyed, blest as it is with an healthy elimate and magnU

ficent harbours. Finally, %c greatest advantages might be derived from it were the inhabitants

richer, or less eager to make rapid fortunes.

• Thisliew division is marked on the Map of the Isle of France, placed at the beginning of the

Volume.
*

4D
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Ko, 6 Mniiici[)alifv o( tlic (Acat Port Ijourhon (at present called the Pon of

loaiernity)—hoin the (rrcat iivcr, ihc houndaiy of the municipality of the Three

Islets, of Aloka, and of tlu IMains of Y'lllheins, to the liver du Posk.

No. 7. Municipahtv ol the Savannah—from the River du Pvsli\ the boundary

of ih.e Plains oi Willheins, to the Bay of the Cape.

No. 8, Alunicipahty of the Plains of St. Pieire and Black river—from the Ray

of tlu' Cape, the boumlary of the Savannah, and of the Plains of Willheins, to the

I itile liver.

Xo. (j. Municipality of the Plains of WSllhems—fiom the Little river, the

boundaiy of the municipality of the Black river, of the Savannah, of the Great

Poit, and of Moka, to the Great river of Port North-west.

No. 10 . The municipality o*r Moka—compiiscd between those of the North-west

Port, of the Plains of Willhems, of the Great Port, of tlie Three Islets, and of

Pamplemousscs.

Actual State of the Price of the Commodities in 1800.

d.

Beef, kid, mutton, - - about i o per lb.

Pork, * - - ^ 06
A hen, - - - - - 26
A chicken, - - . -10
A duck, - « - - from 2 to 3 0

A goose, - - N. from 7 to 8 o

A turkey, « - - - from 10 to 12 o

A pair of pigeons, « • - from 2 to 6 o

Bread and wine fluctuate, according to the commerce jn time of war.

Wine, from the price of Europe, to eight times higher.^

Bread, from tbe price of Europe, to four times ‘higher.

j8. All the inhabitants having commodities to dispose of, and seldom buying

it |l tht|r tateresi m tliem 4^ tQ^foreigner^ y‘ho come Aiitber for the pur-

poses of*

^

In the Isle ipf FwijWSe a plantation entirely cleared, may he bought foi*;^i50o.

(
5ooo piastres) with thirty slaves of both sexes, reckoned, op an average, at

about ;C30. each. This plantaticwt would produce sufficient to support a family in

great comfort. Only half of the purchase-moncy must
.

j/aid down.
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Ucmarks on ibc hlc of Fronct\ in 1800.

First. The Fslc of France imp )rts from I'Sirope ahiiDst all its necessaries and

objects of consLiinpdon, c\ccj)t linein c<»tion, and .stidK, which it obtains fioni the

coasts of Coromandel and llcn;:;<il ,
Cinna waie and silL liom (hina ; its coin is partly

of its own growth, and of the Jsle of Jiomlxjn
;
die surplus r()[)Mim])tion of iis bread

and biscuit is imported in Hour liom F.uia'pc and New Fngland. It iinjiorts its

rice, (besides what it grows itself',) from MacLi-'i.ear and other ports of India; its

slaves, for the most part, aie biought fi(an tlie toa^t ol Africa, and Madagascai.

Second. In 1779, all the business was sok lv cairied on in the commodities of the

colony, or in piastres (a Spanish coin, vaiu(“ about live shillings lAiglishj. d’hcrc

was still in circulation the paper cuiiency issued by iite adminisirators'in die name

of' the French republic; but as it was constantly dimiiiisliing in value, the Colonial

Assembly settled it irrevocably in 179B, liy a depot of mcichandi/e destined for tiic

payment of the paper currency then in ciiculaiion; the value of which to money was

only in proportion of one to a tiiousand; so that a stamp pa))er currency or note

ioi ten thousand francs was then only worth-ten fiancs in commerce. On this

basis die redemption of the paper currency was ultimately fixed.

J hird. The plan of forming the Isle of France into a general entrepot has not

been followed up ; 1st, Because it is more advantageous to obtain all articles of mcr-

chandize from the place itself, which pr9duccs or manufactures them. 2d, Because,

aldiough the Indian sailors liave le^s pay than those of Fmropc, this point

alone docs not render the navigatiomof vessels in India more economical, or more

advantageous, than the navigation of European vessels; as the latter navigate them

belter, and a crew of FAiropcan sailors docs not amount to one-third of those

required by the vessels*of India.*

* The principal advaMage which the Isle of France derives iroin its ports and situation, is that

of its being a military depot. On this account it would be necessary that its mother-country should

have the superiority by A comii^ercial entrepot would then be the natural consequence.

THE END.

Frinted by'A?. Bulmer and Co. Ru-

court, Clevclaud>row St.
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